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PREFACE
The plan to

and annotate 'the whole of
the Trisastisalakapurusacaritra, of which the AdlSvaracadtra is the first book, evolved from the original intention to translate the Mahaviracaritra. This seemed of
translate

sufficient interest to justify the translation of the whole.

accomplishment was facilitated by a fellowship from
the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.
This translation was made from the edition of the Adi-

Its

svaracaritra published

Bhavnagar, in 1905.
found so many errors

by the Jainadhartnaprasarak Sabha,
While making the translation, I
in the text that it was necessary to

For this I consulted
one from the Jnana Mandir, Baroda; one from
the Oriental Institute, Baroda one from the Bhandarkar
Institute, Poona; and two from a Jain library in Bhavnagar.
I have also had some readings from a manuscript
in the Sa'righana Bhandar, Pattan, and from one at
really reedit it before translating.

five

MSS

:

;

Cambay.
I have attempted throughout to make the subject
matter clear to a reader who has no knowledge of Sanskrit,
but may be interested in Jainism, or fiction in general. I
have, therefore, included a number of notes which are
superfluous to the Sanskritist, or one who knows India
The technical notes and appendices are, of course,
well.
intended for the specialist.
Like the majority of Jain texts, the work is rich in
new linguistic material. I have included a list of new and
rare words, which

is sufficient

those interested in that

to indicate the material for

field.

Every technical point has been discussed with sadhus,
-both with reference to agama authority and actual pracTherein lay the difficulty of the work, as the numtice.
ber of persons able to expound Jainism is very limited.

V1U

Foremost among these are the disciples of the late Vijaya
Dharma Suri, known to all students of Jainism for his
I am greatly indebted
learning and sympathetic interest.
to two of his disciples,

Muni Jayanta Vijaya Maharaj and

Nyayatirtha Nyayavijaya Maharaj for liberal assistance
extending over long periods of time, and to his successor,
Jainacarya Vijaya Indra Suri; and also to Jainacarya

Jay a

Suri.

I wish to express

my

warmest thanks to Prof. N. G.

Suru, Fergusson College, for his disinterested help
willing sacrifice of time; to

and

Mr. N. M. Dutt, Curator of
and valuable

State libraries, Baroda, for his cordial interest
suggestions

;

and to Prof. S. V. Shevade, Baroda College,
on botanical points.

for information

My most grateful appreciation of his

unfailing courtesy

and rendering every assistance
due Dr. B. Bhattacharyya, both as Director of the
Oriental Institute and publisher of the Gaekwad’s Oriental
Series.
I am, indeed, under obligation to the entire staff of
the Oriental Institute for their sympathetic cooperation
especially Pandit R. B. Gandhi, whose wide knowledge of
the agamas and ability to locate obscure references were
invaluable to me, to Pandit K. S. Ramasvami Shastri
Siromani for much useful information, and to Mr. K.
Rangasvami and Mr. M. A. Joshi for making the Sanskrit
in granting every facility
is

Index.
Copies of

many

Jain texts are very difficult to obtain,

my thanks are due Mr. A. J.
Sunavala of Bhavnagar, Mr. P.
Mody of Ahm edabad,
Mr. Motilal Radhaji of Poona, the Jnana Mandir of Baroda,
and Atmananda Sabha of Bhavnagar.
A new biography of Hemacandra is needed badly, but
as I have heard of two under composition, I have’
deferred
and

for help in that respect

K

the subject.

Baroda:
January io, ig3i.

Heeen M. Johnson.
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INTRODUCTION
The Adlsvaracaritra

is

the

first

book

of the Trisasti-

salakapuJusacaritra, the Dives of the Sixty-three

Famous

Men, by the Jain Acarya Hemacandra, who lived in
Gujarat from 1088 to 1172 A.D., It must be one of his
latest works, as is evident from the Prasasti to the tenth
book, where he enumerates works that he has written for
King Kumarapala, for himself, and for the people.

The

biographies of the Trisastisalakapurusacaritra

vary greatly in extent and interest. Some consist of little
but statistics, quite as dry as thoroughly authentic ones.
Others are rich in folk-lore, fiction, exposition of Jain
The Adlsvaracaritra is one of the best,
doctrine, etc.
containing

the

biographies

of

the

first

Tirthankara,

Rsabha, and the first Cakravartin, Bharata. It is in itself
almost a handbook of Jainism; for the lexicographer it
has a large amount of new material and for the student
of folk-lore and the origin of customs it gives the Jain
tradition, which is very different from the Hindu.
;

:

Chapter

I
2

Introduction (1-30)

We meditate on Arhatship, the foundation of all the
Arhats, the abode of the Sri 1 of emancipation, the light of
the three worlds earth, air, and heaven.

—

We wGrship the Arhats, who

times and all places
purify the people of the three worlds by their name,
representation, substance,

We
the

praise

at

all

and actual

existence.

Rsabha Svamin, who was the

first

king,

head of a congregation.
I praise the Arhat Ajita, the sun to the lotus-bed in
the form of the universe, in the clear mirror of whose
omniscience the world is reflected.
May the words of the hord of the World, Holy
Sambhava, prevail at the time of his preaching words that
resemble rivers in the garden of all the souls who can
first ascetic,

the

first

—

8
attain emancipation.

May
1

He

1.

the Blessed Abhinandana, the

Sivasrl.

This use of

habitually uses the

sr! is characteristic

word with the

point that the translation

moon
of

for the

Hemacandra.

personification carried to the

‘goddess’ would be justified; with no

Cf. the Marath! use, M.C.s.v.
Everything is to be considered from four aspects (niksepa)
nima, sthapana (more usual term than the akrti of the text), dravya,
and bhava. In regard to a Tirthankara, nama is the name, i.e., the

reference, however, to Lakstni.
2 2.

mere word, and its repetition calls up his figure before the mind;
sthapana, the representation, refers to any material representation of a
Tlrthankara ; dravya, substance (in the case of a human being it is the
‘soul’), is th.e essential

qualities

Tirfchankara in the future

;

becomes a Tlrthankara.
8

5.

that will

Anuyog.

8, p.

xo

—

O. of

f.

J. p. 74.

—

bhavyas those that can
those that can not. Avacurni.

Souls are divided into two classes

attain emancipation, and abhavyas
p. 99a.

be transformed into a
is when he actually

bhava, actual existence,

Visesavasyakabhasya, sloka 1821

:

ff.

T.i.i.c.

;

2
exhilaration of the ocean of Anekanta-doctrine

4

give great

joy.

May the Blessed Sumati Svamin, whose toe-nails are
sharpened oil the whetstone of the gods’ diadems, grant
your desires.
May the splendor of the Lord Padmaprabha’s body,
red as if from a burst of anger in crushing internal
enemies, 6 promote your emancipation.
4 6.

The

4

Many-sided doctrine

’

is

the Syadvada, the distinctive

from 7 points of view
from which the further name, Sapta-bhang!.’
Syad asti: something is. Existence can be affirmed
1.
from one point of view
Syan nasti something is not. Existence can be
2.
denied from another point of view.
Syad asti nasti something is and is not. Existence
3.
can be affirmed and denied with reference to something at
It considers everything

feature of Jain logic.

4

•

:

different times.
4.

Syad avaktavyam

describable

9

is

:

something

is

indescribable,

used in the sense that there

suitable for expressing the idea.

A

is

thing

'

In-

no word exactly
is
r

if

*

indescribable,

same time.
though it is

existence and non-existence are affirmed at the
5.

avaktavyam: something is,
can be shown.
Syan nasti avaktavyam: something

Syad

asti

indescribable.
6.

though
7.

it is

Syad

Its existence

is not, even
can be shown.
nasti avaktavyam: something is and is

indescribable.
asti

Its non-existence

though it is indescribable. Existence and non-existence can be shown.
46
It is not meant by these modes that there is no certainty, or
that we have to deal with probabilities only, as some scholars have
thought. All that is implied is that every assertion which is true is
true only under certain conditions of space, time, etc.” Bhandarkar,
not,

Search for Sanskrit MSS. 1883-4, p. 96.
Though such an important feature of Jain logic, Syadvada is only
About the
briefly mentioned in the agamas or older commentaries..
oldest
-also

work on Syadvada

Mallisena’s

(Gujarati)
6

8.

(kasaya)

:

is

Haribhadra’s Anekantajayapataka.

Syadvadamahjarl

;

See

Jainadarsana by Nyayavijaya

O. of J. p. 116.
Antarangari. The internal enemies are the four passions
anger (krodha), conceit (mana), deceit (maya), greed (lobha)

;

r

3

Homage

to the kord of Jinas,

Holy Supar§va, whose

honoured by Mahendra (Sakra ), 8 the sun to the
sky in the form of the fourfold congregation 7
May kord Candraprabha’s form, bright as a mass of
moonbeams, as if made of embodied pure meditation 8 be
for your prosperity.
feet are

.

,

They

love (raga), and hate (dvesa).

Yog.

category, Papa.
6

the

9.

first

are subdivisions of the fourth

p. 56a.

Inca’s names and epithets are used for Sakra, the Indra of
heaven (Saudharma), and the most important of the 64 Indras

of the Jain pantheon.
7

8

Monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen.

9.

10.

There

is

white.

Dhyana

is

of four kinds

raudra

(evil),

3)

an

is

which

color,

2)

The more usual term

Sitadhyana.

fourth meditation.

dharma

two

;

is

sukladhyana, the

allusion, of course, to

evil

and two good

:

(pious), 4) sukla (pure).

Candraprabha’s
1) arta (painful),

Each has four

subdivisions as follows

Arta: a) Thinking about unpleasant things and the desire

1.

to

become

free

from them.

b) Thinking' about

disease,

etc.,

and

the desire

be

to

free

of them.
c)

Thinking about the gaining of pleasant things and pleasant

feelings.

d) Performing penance with the desire to be re-born as an
Indra or cakravartin (called nidana).
This dhyana leads to animal-birth. It is characteristic of those

in the first six gunasthanas.
2.

with

Raudra: a) connected with hinsa, b) with falsehood), c)
with the acquisition of wealth. This leads to a birth

theft, d)

in hell.

It is characteristic of those in the first five gunasthanas.

For these two dhyanas, see Yog.
9.

29-36.

is

twofold

3.

Dharma
1)

:

a)

agama, the

Ajnacintana,

literal

the

3.

73

£f.,

teaching

pp. 171
of

ff.

;

and T.

the Jinas.

It

teaching of the padarthas,

2) hetuvada, the support of

agama by some other

authority.

This definition is not very clear, but was explained as follows all
statements in agama are not supported by any other authority ; some
must be taken on faith. When a statement is supported by something
:

4

May

who

considers the universe as plain as a
myrobalan lying in the hand by means of his wealth of

Suvidhi,

omniscience, the depository of inconceivable power, be for

your enlightenment.

May the Jina Sltala, a new cloud for inaking shoot up
the bulb of the people’s supreme joy, who pours -forth the
nectar of Syadvada, protect you.
else,

such as a reference to a book on medicine, or some illustration
is hetuvada.
b) Apayacintana, meditation on the difficulties arising from love,

that might come under personal observation, then that
hate,

and

c)

delusion.

Vipakacintana, meditation on the results of karma.

d) Samsthanacintana, meditation on the form of the universe,
which has no beginning and no end, characterized by origination,
continuance, and perishing.
Dharmadhyana leads to heaven and to moksa. It is characteristic
of those in gunasthanas seven to twelve inclusive.
See Yog.
Chap, io Tri. 2. 3. 437 ff. and T. 9. 37-38.
Sukla
a) NanatvaSrutavicara (or prthaktvavitarkavicara),
4.
meditation on substance (dravya) in its various aspects. Vitarka is
srutajnana. Vicara is the passing from one object, word, or activity,
to another. At this stage, they may have all three activities mind
speech, body, or only one. (According to T., they have three.) This
has a very slight beginning in the seventh gunasthana, but substantially
begins in the eighth, and continues through the eleventh.
b) Aikyasrutavicara (or ekatvavitarkavicara) has the sphere of
only one modification (paryaya, i.e., origination, continuance, and
perishing).
Srutajnana is also employed here. There is only one
It is developed in the twelfth
activity, and there is no vicara.
;

;

:

—

gunasthana.

Mind and voice activity have already
c) Suksmakriyapratipati.
been completely suppressed and coarse bodily activity also. Fine
bodily activity, mere breathing, remains. This belongs to the
thirteenth gunasthana.
d)

Utsannakriyam apratipati.

pressed.

who

is

All

activity

is

completely sup-

This belongs only to the kevalin in the fourteenth gunasthana
in sailed.

SailesI refers to the

outward condition

—complete

The fourteenth gunasthana, the^ fourth
all practically synonymous. They last only

absence of any movement.

§ukladhyana and SailesT are
long enough for the utterance of five short vowels
Yog. Chap. 11. T. 9. 39-46.

(a, i, u, r,

1).

;

5

May Sreyansa, the sight of whom is a physician for
creatures afflicted with the disease of existence, the lover
of the Sri of emancipation, be for your emancipation.

May Vasupujya, whose acquisition of Tirthakrt-karma®
has been beneficial to the whole universe, entitled to
worship from gods, asuras and men, purify you.
May

the words

powdered

mind

of the

May

Vimala Svamin which are

of

like

clearing-nut, be successful in clarifying the water
of the three worlds.

Apantajit, rivaling the Svayambhiiramana ocean

with water of the feeling of compassion, bestow on you
the boundless wealth of happiness.

We

worship Dharmanatha, the teacher of fourfold
dharma
like a kalpa-tree for attainment of creatures’
10

,

desires.

May

the Jina Santinatha, who has brightened the
by the moonlight of his nectar-like
words, be a moon to you for dispelling (mental) darkness.
quarters of the sky

May
x>f

the Blessed Sri Kunthunatha, lord of the wealth
11
supreme lord of the lords

the supernatural powers

and men, be

of gods, asuras
9

14.

karma.
10
11

Tirthakrt-karma

See App.
17.

is

,

for

your emancipation.

a subdivision of

nama (body-making)

II.

For dharma, see below, vv. 152

ff.

These atisayas, of which there are 34, are characteristics
of the Arhats. They are enumerated in Hemacandra's Abhidhanacintamani r. 57-64. The body has wonderful beauty and fragrance,
is free from disease, free from perspiration and dirt; breath has fragrance of a lotus; flesh and blood are white as a stream of cow’s
milk process of eating and elimination is not visible. These are 4
19.

;

inborn atisayas.

For a crore

of crores of

men, gods, and animals to be contained

a yojana; speech corresponding to the speech
(bhasa) of men, animals and gods, and extending for -a yojana
a beautiful halo at the back of the head, whose splendor surpasses
that of the sun; in the space of 200 gavyutis there is no sickness, hostility, plague, pestilence, excess nor lack of rain, hunger.
in

the

space, of

6

May

the Blessed Aranatha, the sun in the sky of
12
grant us pleasure with the
the fourth division of time
Sri of the fourth object of existence (moksa).

We

peacocks 13 in
the form of lords of gods, asuras and men, Hastimalla
(Indr a’ s elephant) for the rooting up of the tree of
karma.
We praise Munisuvrata’s preaching, which resembles
the dawn for the sleep of the world’s great delusion.
May the rays of light from Nemi’s toe-nails which,
falling on the heads of his worshippers, purify them like
streams of water, protect you.
May the Blessed Aristanemi, the moon to the ocean
of the Yadu-family, a fire to the straw of karma, destroy your misfortunes.
May the Lord Parsvanatha, whose attitude of mind
was the same toward Kamatha and Dharanendra 14 while
each was performing actions characteristic of himself,
be for your emancipation.
no fear

praise Malli, a

of

oppression from

new cloud

own

nor

for the

another king

:

these

are

n

r

atiSayas arising from destruction of karma.

A dharmacakra

in the sky; chauris; a shining lion- throne with

a footstool; three umbrellas; a jeweled banner; golden lotuses for

walking on; three splendid walls (samavasarana); fourfold face and
body ; thorns with points turned down bending of trees ; loud
;

music from a drum; a favorable wind; birds flying to the right;
rain of perfumed water
the hair,
rain of many-coloured flowers
beard and nails cease to grow; a koti of the four classes of gods
in order of rank standing near; the favorableness of the seasons
always having objects (such as flowers) that appeal to the senses:
;

;

these are the
34, p.
12

61

f.,

20.

19 divine atiSayas.
with differences.

These are given also in Sam.

born in the
duhsamasusama, in which evil pre-

All the Tlrthankaras, except Rsabha, were

fourth period

of

avasarpinf,

dominates.
18

u
friend,

21.
25.

The love of peacocks for clouds is proverbial.
Kamatha was Parsvanatha's enemy and Dharanendra

as the result of

field: Life

and

an incident

in a

former birth.

his

See Bloom-

Stories of the Jaina Savior Pargvanatha, pp. 9

ff.

7

May

there be good fortune from Holy Vira’s eyes

whose pupils are wide with compassion even for sinful
people, moist with a trace of tears.

15

In the congregations of the Tirthajikaras, there
were twelve Cakravartins, nine each of Ardhacakrins,
Ramas,^ and Praty ardhacakrins. 16
These sixty-three
famous men, who have attained the Sri of emancipation or will attain her, were born in the Bharata-zone
in the avasarpini period of time.
of these

lives

famous persons.

We

shall relate the

For the celebration of

From
the best source of emancipation.
the life of the Blessed Lord Rsabha is described, beginning with the birth in which he acquired

the noble
these,

is

now

the seed of enlightenment.

The

first

incarnation of Rsabha as the merchant

Dhana

Now

(31-225)

—

then there is a continent named Jambudvipa,
by innumerable circles of oceans and continents,
and surrounded by a diamond wall. It is adorned with
rivers, zones, and mountains, and at its center, like a
It (Meru)
navel, stands Meru made of gold and jewels.
enclosed

a lac of yojanas high, adorned with three terraces;
and its peak, forty yojanas high, is adorned with shrines
of the Arhats. To the west of it, in the Videhas there
is a large city, Ksitipratisthita by name, an ornament
In it Prasannacandra was king,
to the whole earth.
is

15

This has especial reference to Vira’s compassion for the
who had tried in vain for sis months to distract
Vlra from his meditation. Yog. x. 3, pp. 6a ff. A detailed account
26.

god, Sangamaka,

Sahgamaka’s persecutions is given in Tri. xo. 4. 17 1-303. The
is probably Avacurni. p. 314b.
16
27. These with the twenty-four Tlrthankaras constitute the
Sixty-three -Famous men. The Ardhacakrins and their enemies, the
Pratyardhacakrins, are more commonly called the Vasudevas and
of

.

source

Prativasudevas.

The Ratnas are the
Balarama, Krsna’s brother,

Krsna was the ninth Vasudeva.

Balaramas, or Balabhadras, of
was the ninth.

whom

8

dharma, resembling the king
with
great magnificence. There
of the gods, resplendent
also lived a merchant, named Dhana, with a wealth of
fame, the sole depository of wealth as the ocean is
that of rivers. Unequaled wealth belonged to this magnanimous man, which, like the moon’s rays, had benefit
unwearied

in

works

of

to others as its sole result.

By whom was he "not*

at-

—

tended he, always the sole mountain for the river of
good conduct, purifying the earth? In him were qualities, such as generosity, earnestness, strength of character, which are unfailing seeds for the growth of the
tree of fame. In his house were heaps of jewels, as if they
were grain, and piles of divine garments, as if they
were sacks. His house, with its horses, mules, camels,
and other draught-animals, looked like the ocean with
its sea-monsters.
He was foremost among wealthy, virtuous, and renowned men, like breath among the bodywinds. A rich man, he filled his attendants with wealth,
just as a large lake fills adjacent ground with its water.
One day, he, like embodied energy, wished to go
with much merchandise to the city Vasantapura. Then
the merchant Dhana had a drum beaten, and a proclamation made to the people throughout the whole
city.
“The merchant Dhana is going to Vasantapura.
Whoever wishes to go, may go with him. He will give
merchandise to those without it, conveyances to those
who have no conveyances, companions to the friendless,
and provisions to those lacking in provisions. He will
/protect his weak followers from robbers and from attacks
by wild animals on the way, and will cherish them like
relatives.”
At an auspicious moment, propitious rites
having been performed by high-born women, he, vigorous, ascended his chariot and went outside the city.
All the people who were going to Vasantapura came
there at the sound of the drum of departure, ag if

summoned by

public-criers.

Just then, the Acarya Dharmaghosa, purifying the

9

earth by

dharma by

his

wandering as a sadhu,

ap-

proached the merchant. Dhana hastily rose and with
folded hands praised the Acarya shining like the snn with
the light of his penance. Questioned by JDhana in regard to the reason of his coming, the Acarya explained,
“I am going to Vasantapura with your caravan.” The
merchant replied, “I am fortunate today, O Blessed
One, since you who should be visited, have come and
are going with my caravan.”
He gave orders to his cooks, “ Prepare food, drink,
etc., every day for the Acarya.”
The Acarya said,
“ Food, etc., which has not been made nor caused to be
made, nor intended (for them) is suitable for ascetics 17
1

.

17

56.

and the

There are so many references to the necessary purity of alms
must be avoided in that connection, that I append a

faults that

complete

This

list.

is

based on Jacobis

with additions and corrections.

list

in his edition of the Uttar,

(See Uttar. 24.11 and the

comment-

Yog. 1.38 and com. and the Sadhupratikramanadi, folio 14 ff.)
These faults are sometimes referred to as forty-six, (e.g., in the Uttar,
itself)^ but the number forty-seven is universally recognized at the
aries

;

;

present time.

*

The explanation

of the discrepancy will appear

from the

list.

There are 16

faults,

udgama-dosas that render food unfit

for the

monk.
Xdhakarmika, the fault in food,

1.

etc.,

which a layman has pre-

pared especially for religious mendicants.
2.
Auddesika, addition of food for monks to food already prepared.

4.

for the
5.

is food, etc., which is pure on the whole, but contains
impure on account of the first fault.
Unmi§ra, is food, etc., of which a part only had been prepared

Putika,

3.

particles

monk

in question.

Sthapanakarmika,

is

food, etc., which has been reserved for the

monk.
6.

Prabhrtika,

is

food, etc., which has been prepared for

festivity celebrated because of a monk’s presence.

feast is in preparation,
arrival of a
7.

a

fire,

monk.

E.g., if a

some

wedding

and the date has been advanced because of the
•

Praduhkarana, when the layman has to light a lamp, or make
etc., in order to fetch the alms for a monk.

10

Water too that has come from tanks,
when he has

to

wells, ponds, etc.,

buy the things.

8.

Krita,

9.

Pramitya, when he has to borrow the things from some one

else.

when he makes any exchange of food, etc.
Abhyalirta, when a layman carries food to the i$onk§ and

Paravrtti,

10.
11.

gives

it.

Udbhinna, when he has to open locks, before he gets at the

12.

food, etc., or opens something that

when he has

sealed.

is

from some
from hanging receptacles. m
Acchidya, when the food, etc., was taken by force from some

Malapahrta,

13.

to take the food, etc.,

raised or underground place, or
14.

body.
Anisrsta,

15.

when

a

man

gives anything from a

common

store

without asking the other owners.

Adhyavapura, when the layman knows in advance that the

16.

monk may come and

additional food

is

prepared.

There are also 16 faults, utpadana-dosas, that occur if the monk
uses any means to make the layman give alms.
1.
Dhatrikarmau, when the monk plays with the layman's
children.
2.

Dutakarman, when he gives him information about what his
*

people are doing.
3.

Nimitta,

when he takes the

role of

a fortune-teller,

i.e.,

he

by predicting good fortune.
when he makes his birth and family, former^ occupation, learning, etc., known to the layman.
Vanlpaka, when he professes to be the type of person that the
5.
layman favors.
6.
Cikitsa, when he cures sick people.
Krodhapinda, when he extorts alms by threats.
7.
8.
Manapinda, when he tells the layman he has made a wager
with other monks that he would get alms from him.
Mayapinda, when he employs tricks or buffoonery in order to
9.

seeks favor
4.

Ajlvika,

procure alms.
10.

I/obhapinda,

when he goes begging from a

desire for

good

fare.

11.

tends to
12.

Samstava-pinda, when he flatters the layman, or when he preknow some one in his family to gain a favorable introduction.
Vidyapinda, when he makes a show of his learning or when
;

he conjures a god from

whom

to get alms.

r

11
is

prohibited

unless

it

is

purified

by some

according to the teaching of the Jinas,
13.
14.

O

m eans /

8

caravan-chief.”

Mantradosa, when he does something to oblige the layman.
Curnayoga, when he performs some miracle, or makes himself

and then takes away the food. (Curna refers to magic powder.)
when he teaches people spells, tricks, etc.
16.
Mulakarman, when he teaches them how to obviate evils by
roots, charms, etc.
especially the use of a charm in reference to an
embryo.
There are 10 faults in the acceptance of the food, grahanaisana.
1.
&ankita, when he takes food about whose purity there is doubt.
Mraksita, when the food is soiled by animate or inanimate
2.
matter which is not fit for monks.

invisible

*15. ^Yogapirnja,

;

when the food is placed among animate things.
when the food is covered with animate things.
Samhrta, when the layman has to take out from one vessel and
Niksipta,

3.

Pihita,

4.
5.

put into another the thing to be given.
6.
Dayaka, when the condition or occupation of the giver forbids
accepting alms from him, e.g., a blind man, or a pregnant woman.
Unmisrita, when the layman mixes up pure and impure food.
7.
Aparinata, when food has not been properly prepared when
8.
germs of life are not destroyed.
Tipta, when the layman gives food, etc., with a ladle or his
9.
hand soiled with butter, honey, etc.
10. Chardita, when in giving alms he spills milk, etc.
There are four, or five, faults in the use of alms, paribhogaisana.
Samyojana, when the monk puts together the ingredients for
1.
a good meal.
2.
Apramana, when he accepts more than the prescribed amount

—

of food.

Angara, when he praises good food, or a rich

3.

man

for his

good

food.

Dhuma, when he blames poor food, or a poor man for his food.
4.
These two faults are sometimes combined into one, which explains the
discrepancy between the numbers forty-six and forty-seven.
Akarana, when he eats choice food on other occasions than
5.
those laid <Jown in the sacred texts.
18

57.

Asastropahatam.

I.e.,

the

life

in water

the most usual method, but others

Boiling

is

mixing

salt water

applies to

*

with fresh, putting in ashes,

any means

of destroying

life.

must be destroyed.

may

be used, such # as
Sastra here

etc.

;

:

12

Just then, some one brought the merchant a dish filled
with ripe mangoes that looked like fragments of a twilight-

Then Dhana, whose mind was filled with delight,
“Favor me and accept this fruit.” The Suri said,

cloud.
said,

“

We

are not allowed to even touch such fruit, etc., that

has not been purified, to say nothing of eating it, O layman.” Dhana said, “Oh, what observance of vows hard
to observe! Such is impossible for careless men even
I will see that you get food, etc., that is
for a day.
And bowing
Please set out, today.”
suitable for you.
to the muni, he left him.

Then the merchant set out with horses, camels,
carts, and oxen moving to and fro, like the ocean with
its high waves.
The Acarya too set out, surrounded by
sadhus, like the embodied mulagunas followed by the
uttaragunas 19 Dhana went at the head of the caravan
and a friend of his, Manibhadra, brought up the rear.
They advanced unhindered, attended by multitudes of
horsemen at their sides. With his white umbrellas
he made the sky look as if it were made of autumn
.

and with

clouds,
it

look as

ise,

if

difficult

made
to

oxen, mules

fine

19

64.

he made
His merchand-

his peacock-feather umbrellas

of rainy- season clouds.
carry,

was

carried

and donkeys,

The mulagunas

are

the

by camels,

like

buffaloes,

the earth

by the

same as the mahavratas and

therefore 5 in number. The uttaragunas are any additional acts of
self-denial and various authors give different numbers.
Hem. him-

251a) says mulagunas for yatis are the mahavratas,
laymen the anuvratas. Uttaragunas for yatis are pindavisuddhi, etc., and for laymen the guna- and siksavratas. The pindavi-

self

(Yog. p.

and

for

1

suddhi,

etc.,’

is

explained (Yog.

1.

26, p. 41b)

Pindasya ya visodhih samitayo bhavanas tapo dvividham,
Pratima abhigrahascaiva uttaragunavidhanani.

—

Pindavisodhi has 4 subdivisions the 4 kinds of food ; samiti 5
25, (each mahavrata has 5 supporting clauses, Yog. I. *25,
pp. 41 f) ; tapas 12; pratima 12 (sadhupratimas) ; abhigraha 4, with

bhavana

reference to substance, time, place, and condition.
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dense winds 20 The mules had wings, as it were, in the
sacks on their sides, and went like deer, so that their
.

steps could not be seen because of their speed.

The

the place of sport of the young men placed
in them, looked like moving houses.
The huge-bodied,
high-shouldered buffaloes, carrying water, satisfied the
people’s thirst, like clouds that have reached the earth.
Then the earth, pressed on all sides by the weight of
his loads of merchandise, cried out, as it were, by the
creaking .of the line of carts. The dust, raised on all
sides by the multitudes of oxen, camels, and horses,
covered the sky so that dense darkness prevailed. Far
away, the Yaks with their young, their ears erect,
trembled at the sounds of the oxen’s bells by which
the heavens were deafened. Fven though carrying large
carts,

even

though

camels frequently
lopped off the tops of the trees with their necks turned.
The donkeys, with their ears erect and necks outstretched, biting each other with their teeth, were at the
very last, with bags put on their backs. Surrounded
on all sides by armed guards, the caravan advanced
along the road, as if inside a cage of adamant. Robbers stayed at a distance from the caravan though
it had great wealth, just as if it were the serpent-king
with a head-jewel of great value. Dhana, equally eager
for the poor man’s obtaining and the rich man’s enjoying, led them all with him, like the lord of the herd
loads,

walking,

the

young elephants.
Dhana made a march day by day like the sun,
looked for by all the people with wide-open eyes. At that
time, it was the fiery summer season terrible to travelers,
diminishing the water of the ponds and rivers, as well
Winds that were like fires,
as shortening the nights.
and the sun spread its
blew,
thoroughly unbearable,
heat that was like a mass of fire on all sides. The
leading

67.

See App.

1.
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members of the caravans stopped at every tree near
a pond and, having entered 'every water-dispensary,
drank much water, and fell (on the ground).
The
if
as
impelled by breathing,
buffaloes’ tongues hung out,
and disregarding whips, they entered the mud of the
rivers.
The oxen, too, ignored their drivers, and. even if
the whips were falling, at every opportunity they went
Bodies melted completely, like
from the sun’s rays which were like
hot needles. The sun assumed the full role ~ of a hot
plough-share, and the dust had the unbearableness of a
The young women of
dung-fire thrown on the road.
the caravan entered the streams on the way, everywhere, and put on their necks lotus-stalks they had
The matrons of the caravan looked just as
pulled up.
if they were wearing wet
clothes (to keep cool) on
the road, because of their garments wet from perspiraThe travelers alleviated the fatigue caused by the
tion.
heat by fans made from the leaves of the palasa,
palmyra-palm, date-palm, lotus, and plantain. _
to trees off the road.

wax,

of

balls

the season characterized by clouds
that terminated the movements of travelers as well as
the duration of the summer. With terror the caravan
saw a cloud in the sky that was like a demon holding

Then

arrived

bow and

arrows in the shape of rain.
The doud, repeatedly brandishing lightning like a firebrand, terrified the travelers very much, as if they
were children. River-banks at once gave way, like the
hearts of the travelers, from the high floods of the rivers
pouring forth. All the high and low ground of the earth
was made level by the waters. Alas! What discrimination can there be in the rise to prosperity of fools ? 21
As a result of the impassability of the road from the
a

discharging

and mud, two miles seemed

water, thorns,
81

the

94.

rise of

There

is

waters*.

double meaning here.

The words

like

also

eight

mean

*

at

15

hundred.

mud up

Travelers advanced very slowly, sunk into
to the knees as if they had put on boots.

Tong clubs

of her

own

arms, as

it

new

were, were extended

by an evil fate in the guise of rivers to obstruct travelers
on every road. The carts mired everywhere in the terrible
mud, on .the road, as if seized by the earth from anger at
her long crushing. The camels, led by ropes by their
riders who had dismounted, slipped at every step and
When the merchant Dhana noticed the
fell on the road.
impassabilijty of the road, he stopped and made a camp
at that very place in the forest. The people made thatched
huts there to pass the rainy season.
For people who
act according to time and place never suffer. The Suri
with the sadhus dwelt in a thatched hut as an upasraya
on ground free from lives pointed out by Manibhadra.
Because of the size of the caravan and the length of the
rainy season, every one’s provisions, barley, etc., gave

Then the members of the caravan, afflicted by
hunger, went here and there to eat bulbs, roots, etc.,
- ragged like ascetics.
At the beginning of night, the
of
the
caravan was fully described
plight
miserable
to its leader by his friend Manibhadra. Then the merout.

chant remained in continuous thought about the caravan’s trouble, motionless as the ocean undisturbed by
wind. Then in a moment sleep came to him worn out by
anxiety. For excessive grief and excessive happiness are
its chief causes.

During the last watch of the night, a certain stablewatchman, sincere at heart, recited as follows: "Our
Master, whose fame has spread in every direction, keeps
his promises even though he has suffered misfortune. He
surely does ” When Dhana heard that, he thought,
"Some one is ridiculing me. Who can it be? Who in
my caravan here is especially unfortunate ? Oh, I know.
The Acarya Dharmaghosa came with me. He lives only
on alms that have not been made, nor caused to be made
(for him) and are pure.
Now when the whole caravan is
!

16
destitute,

how

does he,

who

does not touch bulbs, roots,

Only today have I thought of him whom
whom
I assumed responsibility on the road.
for
and
I led
What have I r thoughtless, done ? How can I show my
face to him today, to whom as yet no service, not even in
words, has been done ? Nevertheless, I will see him today
and wash away my sin. What business has he, indifferent
to everything, with me?” To him, engaged in these
reflections and eager for the sight of the Muni, the fourth
watch of the night seemed like another nights
When it was dawn, Dhana with the chief persons (of
the caravan), dressed in white and wearing ornaments,
went to the Suri’s retreat which was situated on high,
dry ground free from lives, covered with a roof of
fruit, etc., live ?

palSSa, with walls of straw

with crevices.

Dhana saw

the Muni Dharmaghosa, like the churning-stick of the
evil, like a road to
emancipation, like an

ocean of

assembly-hall of dharma, like an

abode of splendor, a

hoar-frost for the bush of passions, a carrier of the wealth
of happiness, a wonderful

ornament

of the Jain congre-

gation, a wishing-tree for people desiring emancipation,

penance concentrated in a mass, like the scriptures
embodied, like a Tirthankara. He saw munis there, some
engaged in meditation, some absorbed in silence, some
engaged in kayotsarga 22 ; some were reading aloud the
scriptures, some were teaching, some sweeping the ground,
some paying homage to their gurus, some discoursing on
dharma, some expounding texts, some giving their approval (of the exposition), and some reciting the tattvas
(supreme principles).
He paid homage to the Acarya
and the sadhus in turn, and they gave him the greeting
23
the destroyer of evil.
of dharmalabha
Then he seated himself at the Acarya’s lotus feet, like
like

,

22

123.

Indifference to the

with the arms hanging down,
28

135.

May you

is

body by one standing or
called kayotsarga.

obtain dharma.

Yog.

4.

sitting,

133.

'
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a king-goose, and penetrated with joy, began to speak
thus: “When I invited yon to go with me, O Blessed
One, I showed zeal which was quite useless, like the
thundering of clouds in autumn 24 From that time on,
I never questioned you, nor paid my respects to you,
.

nor aided you at any time with food, drink, clothes, etc.
What have I done in my confusion, asleep though awake,
since I, forgetful of my promise for a long, long time,
have neglected you
Forgive my careless conduct, O
Blessed One^ For the great, like the earth, always bear
everything.”
The Suri said, “Have you indeed not
!

aided

me by

on the road

?

protection from wild beasts and robbers

Your own caravan has given me

able food, drink, etc.

Therefore,

we

lacked nothing.

suit-

Do

not worry, sir.” Dhana replied, “The good always see
only good qualities. So to me, though I am sinful, Your
I am completely ashamed of
Reverence speaks thus.
my own negligence. Please send sadhus so I can bestow food, as I desire.” The Suri said, “You know that
25
Food, etc.,
it will be according to circumstances
that has notf been made, nor caused to be made, and is
free from life, is suitable for us.”
“I shall give to the
sadhus only that which is suitable,”
Dhana said,
bowed, and went to his own abode.
Then just behind him came two sadhus, and by
chance there was nothing, food, drink, etc., suitable for
them. Searching here and there, the merchant himself saw
some fresh ghee, pure as his own heart. “ Here is something suitable,” the caravan-chief said. Saying, “ I accept
Thinking, “ I am blessed,
it,” the sadhu held out his dish.
I have done my duty, I am virtuous,” with the hair on
his body erect from pleasure, he himself gave the ghee
.

24

Ia Iadia, of course, there is no rain in the autumn.
The phrase * Vartamana yoga ’ is still used in reply to an invitation to come for alms. The sadhu will not commit himself, as by doing so, some fault might be committed.
25

12 7.

.135.

2
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had been made,
making grow his bulb

After the gift of ghee

to the sadhu.

Dhana paid homage

to the munis,

water of the tears of joy.
‘dharmalabha,’
equal to a perfect charm
They bestowed
for the accomplishing of all happiness, and went to their
of merit, as it were, with the

At that time, by the power of his gift the
retreat.
seed of the tree of moksa, the seed of enlightenment,
difficult to gain, was acquired by the merchant.
At
night he went again to the munis’ abode, entered,
to the guru, saying, “Instruct me.”

bowed

The

Suri Dharmasermon,
almost
equal
to that of a Srutakeghosa gave this
28
in a voice like thunder.
valin,

Sermon (146-201)
the highest happiness.
Dharma bestows heaven and emancipation. Dharma shows the road
Dharma nourfor crossing the wilderness of samsara.
ishes like a mother, protects like a father, pleases like
a friend, and is loving like a kinsman. Dharma imparts very fine qualities like a guru. Dharma^ confers a dis*

“Dharma

is

Dharma is a mansion of
a shield in danger from enemies. Dharma is heat for the destruction of cold. Dharma knows
the weak points of sins. From dharma a creature could
become a king, from dharma a Rama, from dharma an
ardhacakrin, from dharma a cakrin, from dharma a god,
From dharma one attains
and from dharma an Indr a.
Ahamindraship in the Oraiveyaka and Anuttara heavens. 27
From dharma one attains Arhatship. What is not accom-

tinguished position like a master.
bliss.

Dharma

is

by dharma ? Dharma is so-called from supportcreatures who have fallen into a bad condition of

plished
ing

existence.
26

It

is

fourfold with the divisions of liberality

One who knows all the scriptures thoroughly.
In these two heavens, the highest, the gods have jio disBrhat* 3, p* 4b.
tinction of rank, and all are called ‘Ahamindras.*
27

K*

145.

15 1.

p. 302.

.
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(dana),
of

good conduct

(slla),

penance

(tapas),

and

state

mind (bhava)

Now

of these, liberality (dana)

is

said to be of three

kinds: the gift of knowledge, the gift of fearlessness, and
the gift of the support of religion.
The gift’ of knowl-

edge (jnanadana)
ing dharma’

by

is

said to be the gift to those not

teaching,

know-

preaching, etc., and the gift

means to acquire knowledge. By the gift of knowledge a creature knows right and wrong, and knows the
fundamental principles, soul (jiva), etc ., 28
and acquires
renunciation of worldly objects. From the gift of knowledge one attains splendid omniscience and, having favored
the whole world, goes to emancipation.
In the gift of fearlessness (abhayadana) there is the
avoidance of injury to living things (jivas) by thought,
word, or deed, by doing, causing to be done, or by approving. Jivas are known to be of two kinds: immov-~~
able (sthavara) and movable (trasa). 29 In both of these
there are two divisions, depending on whether they
have faculties to develop (paryapti) or not. There are
six faculties to develop, which are the cause of development: eating food and digesting it, body, senses, breath,
speech, and mind. Creatures that have one sense, two

of

28

155,

29

158.

The nine

categories.

I append a brief summary of the
samsara from the standpoints mentioned in
For other classifications see App. IV.

classification of the jivas of

the text.

See App. IV.

For convenient reference
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i.

b.

Bhumi, earth-lives.
Ao water
water-lives
lives.
Ap,

c.

Teias, fire-lives.

a.

Badara

Suksma

These have one sense

Sthavara, immovable.

Viyu,

d.

ApMyapta

the

.

{

i

ait-lives.

..

,

tort),

.

^ ;
ate the
j

4

(pa^aptB.

Mahiruh, plant-lives.

e.

Pary5pta

,
x ,_ _
,
Ahara, sama, mdnya,
svasocchvasa (prana of

\

(

I

touch.

:

|

x.

Pratyeka, one body with one soul.

2.

Sadharana, one

Only badara.

body with many

souls.

Both

badara and suksma.
2.

Trasa, movable.

Touch and

a.

Two-sensed.

b.

Three-sensed.

c.

Four-sensed.

„

„

„

„

taste.

and

,,

„

smell.

„

and

sight.

These three groups are called collectively vikalaksa.
They are paryapta and aparyapta. The paryaptas
have 5 paryaptis, bhasa being added to the 4 of the
ekaksas.

Hearing

Five-sensed.

d.

1.

Naraka

2.

Tiryanc.

3.

Manusya.

is

added to the other

senses.

(only in first heIl)/\ Paryapta, with 5 paiyap>tis

A. Asanjnin.(

J Aparyapta.
Only aparyapta.

This class consists only

of germs.

Deva /

Dp- 7.1 ffBhavanapati.

LVyantara.

B. Sanjnin.

/

Paryapta, with 5 paryaptis.

\ Aparyapta.

1.

Naraka.

2.

Tiryanc.

3

Paryapta, with 6 paryapManusya.
Bhavanapati. tis, manas being added.
Vyantara.
Aparyapta.
[
Deva.

*

F

<

1

Jyotiska.
|

!

This

The

is

Vaimanika.

only a bare outline and could be greatly elaborated.

classification of

jlvas

and

their

characteristics

in great detail in the Jiv., Pra. (pada 1), Dp.,

Karma

are

discussed

and throughout

the

For a briefer treatment see Uttar, Chap. 36,
and T. Chap. 2. There are various points of disagreements Hema*
candra’s division into sthavara and trasa is also given in the KG,
but the other sources I have seen consider only bhumi, ap, and
Granthas.

i
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to four, or five senses, have respectively four, five, or six
faculties

80
.

The immovable

earth, water,

may

fire,

and

air,

jivas having one sense are:

The

plants.

first

four

of

(suksma) or gross, (badara). 81
Plants are of two kinds: those that have one soul in
one body *(pratyeka) and those that have many souls

be either

fine

mahiruh as sthavara, and

tejas

these

sistency
trasa

is

and

and vayu

as trasa.

But

this incon-

explained by the fact that trasas are of two kinds
gati- trasa (Lp.

4.

27).

:

labdhi-

Tejas and vayu are only labdhi-

trasa, i.e., they have the power of motion, but they can not have
trasa-namakarma, which rises only in those jivas with more than
one sense.

The division into sahjnin and asanjnin is on the basis of birth.
Those that are garbhaja, born from the womb (which includes eggbirth), are sahjnin.
Those that are sammurchin, produced by coagulation, like cells, are asanjnin (Ep. 6. 106 ft T.

kas and devas do not belong to either of these

34 £f). Narabut have a
to understand

2.

classes,

spontaneous origin called upapada. It is difficult
how they can be asanjnin and it is curious that most of the sources
treat at inordinate length
one-sensed jivas and give compara;

tively

little

space

in most cases ignoring the
and devas are sahjnin or asanjnin,

to the five-sensed,

question of whether narakas

and whether they are paryapta or aparyapta. However, the Pra.
(su. 315, p. 533) discusses the question, and I based my outline on
Narakas are asanjnin, if they originate from asanjnin, i.e., if
it.
Malayagiri, who also wrote
they were asanjnin in their last birth.
the com. to the Pra., says in his commentary to the Jiv. (32,
p. 35a) that they are born only in Ratnaprabha, which is the first hell.
The Bhavanapatis and Vyantaras may be either sahjnin or asanjnin
on the same principle as the narakas.
If
It requires an antarmuhurta for the paryaptis to develop.
a jiva dies before they are developed,

it

is

classed as aparyapta.

has to complete ahara-, sarfra-, and indriya-paryapti.
These three are necessary for determining ayurbandha for the next
birth, and it cannot die before that is done. Ep. 3. 32.
30
160.
Bat the five-sensed creatures without intelligence

Each

jiva

(asanjnin) are considered to

have only 3 paryaptis, as mind
is present Ep. 6. 109

ing ; or # only a little mind-substance

further discussion of the paryaptis see
31

161.

the senses.

Badara
E.g., air

KG

I.

is

lack-

ff.

For

48, p. 46.

when something can be grasped by any of
can not be seen, but can be felt.

is

22

body (sadharana); and those that have many souls
in one body are also of two kinds, fine and gross.
The movable souls are of four kinds: two-, three-,
Among these, the five-sensed are of
four-, and five-sensed.
two kinds rational (sanjnin) and irrational (asanjnin). The
ones that know how to learn, teach, and converse, they are
rational.
They have mind-vitality 32 Others are irrational.
The skin, tongue, nose, eye, and ear are the five
sense-organs of which touch, taste, smell, form, and sound
are the province. Worms, conch-shells, "earth-worms,
leeches, cowries, and oyster-shells having many forms,
are considered to have two senses. Tice, bugs, termites,
nits, etc., are considered to have three senses.
Moths,
flies,
etc., are considered to
bees, gnats,
have four
senses.
The remainder that have animal-birth-nuclei,
in one

:

.

living in water,

on land, or in the

men, and gods, are
of safety

is

33

life,

Whoever

.

objects of
34

life.

If

hell -inhabitants,

considered five-sensed.

the avoidance of injuring

destruction of

pain

all

air,

them

The gift
ways

in three

causing physical pain,

and mental

gives the gift of safety, gives

one has

life,

What

:

all

the

the fourfold object of

dearer than life to any
creature ? Certainly not a kingdom, nor universal soverFear caused
eignty, nor even Indraship of high rank.

existence

is

gained.

is

by loss of life is the same to a worm living in impurity
on one hand, and to Hari living in heaven on the other
hand. Therefore a pious man should by all means be
32
164. In addition to the paryaptis, jivas have pranas (vitalities).
One-sensed jivas have 4 pranas : body, breathing, term of life, touch.
taste and speech added.
Two- „
6
„
„
„
smell is added.
Three- „
„
„
„
7
sight, is added.
Four- „
8
„
„
„
without
intelligence
have 9 pranas hearing is added.
Five„
„
:

:

:

'

:

Five83

„
169.

„

with intelligence

Duhkhotpada and

170.

10

„

:

mind

is

added.

This

words themselves.
The conventional dharma, artha, kama, moksa.

distinction, not inherent in the
84

„

sanklesa, respectively.

is

a Jain

23

always careful to give the gift of safety desired by the
whole world. By making the gift of safety people become charming, long-lived, healthy, with beauty of form,

and strong in other births.
The gift of supporting dharma (dharmopagrahadana)
is fivefold
purity of giver, receiver, gift, time, and
thought. Whatever a giver, who has lawfully acquired
wealth, is learned and pious, gives without desire and
:

without regret,

in

that there

is

purity of giver.

A

my desire, I to whom
the wish, the object to be given and a suitable person
have come at the same time.’ That gift would have
purity of receiver, whose receiver is such a man as has
ceased censurable activity, is lacking in three vanities 35
has three controls , 36 observes the five kinds of carefulgiver thinks? ‘I have attained

,

ness, 37178.
is free from love and hate, has no attachment to

towns, dwelling, body, clothes, etc., cheerful in observing
the eighteen thousand laws of good conduct, 38 possesses
36

Gaurava.

The three are rasa, rddhi, and
and pleasure. Sam. 3, p.

food, riches atTd high position,
31*

4

sata, choice
9a.

Uttar.

-

36

I9 ~2 5
37

178.

Gupti.

Control of mind, body, and speech.

Uttar. 24-

.

Samiti.

178.

Xrya-,

not to injure any
any one by speech; esana-,
adananiksepana-, care in regard to handcare

in

walking

living thing; bhasa-, care not to injure

care to eat only pure food
ling possessions

;

;

pratisthapana-, or utsarga-, care in regard to sanita-

Uttar. 24. 1-18.

tion.
38

Silanga. These are not so difficult to calculate as one
179.
might suppose. The basis is the 10 yatidharma, and the diagram
shows how the total is reached. It is all condensed into one Pra.
krit sloka, where one word stands for all the divisions of its class,
Je no karanti manasa nijjiyaharasannasoindl
Pmjhavlkayayarambham, khantijua te muni vande.
I praise those munis who do not make (etc.) with the mind
(etc.) injurious actions to earth-bodies (etc.), whose feeling for food,
(etc.) *and sense of hearing (etc.) are subdued, endowed with forPravac, 836bearance, (etc.). Sllangadi Ratha Sangraha, verse x.
46, p.

240

if.

Panca. Chap. 14.

25
the three jewels, 89 is resolute, considers gold and a clod
to be equal, is firm in the two kinds of good meditation, has subdued his senses, takes food only for his

stomach

enough to live), is unceasingly devoted to
various and manifold penance according to his ability,
keeps the' seventeen kinds of self-restraint unbroken 40
and practices the eighteen kinds of chastity 41 A thing
(i.e.,

,

.

given, drink, food, fruit, a sweet, clothing, bed, etc., that

from the forty-two faults 42 is pure. Whatever is
given at a suitable time to a suitable person is pure in
Whatever is given without desire and
respect to time.
with faith has purity of intention. Dharma cannot
exist without the body, nor the body without food, etc.
Therefore the gift of support to dharma should be pracis free

Food, drink,

ticed constantly.

etc.,

to suitable persons

way

of support to dharma make continuation
and obtain emancipation.

Good conduct
activities.

is

'(sarvavirati ).

The

of the order

defined as the rejection of sinful

It is twofold:
48

by

partial (desavirati)
lesser

five

and

total

vows (anuvrata),

89

180.

Sainyag-darsana,-jnana,-caritra.

40

181.

Samyama.

the

Abstaining from causing injury to 9 forms of
life in earth, water, fire, wind, and vegetables, and

1-9.
life

•

beings with two, three, four, and five sense-organs.

much

Non-possession of

10.

gold,

money, clothing,

vessels, books, etc.

Careful examination of places, equipment, etc.,

11.
(to see

if

free

from

life).

Employment

12.

of

any kind

of activity (yoga) for

observing restraint.
13.

Carefulness in regard to sanitation.

14.

Cleaning utensils, etc.

15-17.

Restraint of mind, speech, and body.

41

182.

Kan. p.61 gives a slightly different
Brahmacarya. See 3. 625 and n. 266.

42'

183.

The

Sam.

17, p. 33b.

last

five

in

the

list

of

list.

47 faults for food

omitted in reference to other things.
48

187.

Obligatory for laymen and monks, respectively.

are’

26
three meritorious vows (gunavrata), the four disciplinaryvows (siksavrata) are considered the twelve-fold partial
rejection.

Among
by the

injury,

Jinas the 'lesser vows.’

vows’

'meritorious

of

lying,

and possessions in their grosser forms

stealing, impurity,

are called

avoidance

these,

are:

The

three

the limitation of travel,- the

and repeated use, and the
The four 'disciplinary

limitation of things of single

limitation of purposeless injury.

vows’ are
and living

one place, fasting,
monk, the distribution of "alms. This

tranquillity, limitation to
like a

partial-rejection belongs to those householders

who

pos-

44
devoted
sess the attributes of a desire to hear, etc .,
45
desiring to take food benefiting
to the duties of monks
,

dharma, who have attained right belief characterized by
tranquillity (sama), desire for emancipation (samvega),
indifference to worldly objects (nirveda), compassion
(anukampa), and faith in the principles of truth (astikya),
who are entirely free from false belief, noble-minded,
devoid of the maturing of permanent anger 46 by destruction of conduct-deluding karma.
P
The avoidance of injury, etc., both gross and otherwise

vities),

that

total rejection

(of sinful

acti-

the stairs to the palace of emancipation.

This

(i.e.,

fine),

is

belongs to noble-minded munis

by

who have

slight passions

nature, are indifferent to the pleasures of existence,

and devoted to the qualities
That is called penance
44

192.

of reverence, etc.
(tapas)

that burns

away

Susrusa dharmarago gurudevanam yathasamadhi,
Vaiyavrttye niyamo samadrstyas lingani.

Desire to hear (the scriptures, etc.), devotion to dharma, determination to serve gurus and gods in accordance with one’s desire
are characteristics of right belief.
•

45

192.

proportionately.

They
46

3. 5.

These are binding on the layman also,
They have been enumerated in n. 38 to 179.

are defined in Tri.
194.

Panca.

Yatidharma.

3.

3.

81.

ff.

Jfiata. p. 7.

Anubandha, the worst degree

other passions.

It lasts all this

life,

of

anger,

or

of

or even into another birth.

the
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karma.

Outer penance

is

fasting,

etc.,

and inner

is

confession and penance, etc.

Fasting (ana§ana), partial
fasting (aunodarya), limitation of food (vrtteh samksepana),
giving up choice food (rasatyaga), bodily austerities
(anuklesa), and avoidance of all useless motion (llnata)
are , called outer penance.
Confession and
penance
(prayascitta), service to others (vaiyavrtta), study of
sacred texts (svadhyaya), reverence (vinaya), indifference
to the body (vyutsarga), good meditation (subhadhyana)

are the sixfold inner penance.

State of

mind (bha vana = bha va,

152)

is

devotion

solely to the possessors of the three jewels, service to

them, only pure thoughts, and disgust with existence.
This fourfold dharma, producing boundless fruit must
be observed with care by those who fear wandering

through births.”
“ Master, I had heard of this dharma
long ago. For so long a time, I have been deceived by
my own karma.” After he had paid homage to the guru’s

Dhana

said,

and to the other munis, considering himself
blessed, the merchant returned to his own abode.
Absorbed in deepest joy from this sermon on dharma,
Dhana passed the night like a moment. When he
arose from sleep at dawn, the panegyrist, charming with a
tone of voice deep and sweet like a conch-shell, recited
“Night, gloomy from the darkness of clouds, thief of
the beauty of the lotuses, has passejj. like the rainy

lotus-feet

:

/Dawn

with the sun
with its increasing splendor, aiding men’s exertions, has
now appeared, as well as the autumn. The waters of
pools and rivers have become clear from autumn, like
the minds of wise men from enlightenment by the
supreme principles. The roads have become very easily
season, the thief of men's exertions.

passable with their

mud

dried

like ’the scriptures with their

tion from acaryas. The
very slowly, like trains of

up by

the sun’s rays,

doubts resolved by instrucbetween their banks
carts inside wheel tracks.

rivers flow
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Now

the roads show hospitality, as it were, to travelers
by ripe millet, wild rice, cucumbers, jujube fruit, etc.
The autumn announces, as it were, by the sound of the
thickets of sugar-cane rocked

by the wind,

a suitable time

upon departure.
The autumn-clouds at once become umbrellas for.travelers
burned by the sun’s rays. The oxen of the caravan
crush the high ground with their humps, as if to destroy
for the effort of departure for those intent

the unevenness of the earth to

make

traveling easier.

The rivers on the road, which appeared formerly roaring and flooding the earth, have disappeared like the
the rainy season. Now the roads provide
with provisions without effort by means of
their creepers bent with fruit and clear water at every
step.
The merchants here with their minds filled with
energy, hasten to go to foreign countries like king-geese .” 47
When he heard that, the merchant thought, “He has
proclaimed the time suitable for departure,” and had
the departure drum sounded. At the sound of the
drum filling heaven and earth, the caravan set out like
a herd of cows at the sound of a cow-herd’s horn. The
Sun set forth then also, surrounded by sadhus, like the
sun by rays, engaged in awakening the lotuses of souls
capable of emancipation.
The caravan-leader Dhana
clouds

of

travelers

he had himself provided for protection of
the caravan by guards in front, at the rear, and at the
sides.
After the caravan had crossed the great forest, the
best of acSryas took leave of the caravan-leader and
went elsewhere to wander. Then the merchant, traveling without hindrance, arrived at Vasantapura, like the
current of a river at the ocean. In a short time he
set out, after

sold his merchandise and took exchange-goods. For the
wise work quickly. Heavily laden with it, like a cloud
47
217. Hansas can not bear the sight of turbid water.
When
the rains begin, they return to their native place, Lake Manasa, and
migrate at the end of the rains. Cf. Meghaduta 1. ix.
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from

Dhana returned to the city KsitipraIn the course of time, when the term of his life
ocean,

tlie

tistha.

was completed, he

died.

Second incarnation as a twin (226-37)
•

As a

result

of his gift to the

munis he became a

twin in the Uttarakurus, who have the period of pure
happiness present, on the north bank of the river Sita,
to the east of the Jambu tree. There people wish to
eat at the end of the fourth day, and have two hundred
48
They are born as twins, are three gavyufifty-six ribs.
80
49
bear children toward
tis
tall, live for three palyas,
the end of life, have slight passions, and are free from
After they have reared their twin-offspring
self-interest.
for forty-nine days they die, and are reborn among the
gods. Among the Utttarakurus the land is naturally
beautiful, with sand as sweet as sugar and waters
resembling autumn-moonlight. Ten kinds of wishing48

The commentators

Karandaka.

228.

exact meaning of the word.
so named,

‘

In

disagree in regard to the

Tri. io. I. 119, it says Triprstha

In Abhi.

trikarandakaprsthatvat/

was

359, it says, ‘ trayo
clearly uses karandaka as
3.

vansah prsthe ‘sya triprsthah/ so Hem.
back-bone in that case. Here, however, that meaning seems quite
9

‘

impossible.

The

,

Pras.

(15,

p.

81a) explains

it

as

‘

prsthaparsvas-

In another passage (p. 84a) it is defined as
In the Aup. (10, p. 19a) it is defined as prsthavansas‘prsthastika.’
thika/ which would apparently mean a ‘vertebra/ and sometimes this
thikam,

‘rib/

i.e.,

4

interpretation

is

taken.

The Jamb.

(21, p. 117b) says,

‘

prsthakaran-

(Jukani prsth avansavarttyunnatah asthikhandah pansulika ityarthah/
5

This might be taken either way, but ‘ rib seems more probable.
49
229. A gavyuti, in Jain mensuration, is the fourth of a yojana,
i.e., it

50

equals two miles.

A

palya, or palyopama,

It- is

calculated as follows

229.

of time.

is
:

an inestimably long period

a vessel, a yojana wide and

—

with the hairs of a new-born lamb hairs that have
If one hair is withdrawn every hundred
years, the time required to empty the vessel is a palyopama. Cpm.
deep,

is

filled

grow# within seven days.
to T. 4. 15,

3
30

Madyangas, etc., always give to the people whatever they desire without effort on their part. Among
these, the Madyangas give wine, the Bhrngas dishes, the
Tflryangakas choice musical instruments with various
52
The Dipasikhas and Jyotiskas 53 give a wonderful
times.
light, the Citrangas furnish wreaths, and the Cjtrarasas,
Manyangas furnish ornaments, the Gehain turn, food.
karas houses, and the Anangas various kinds of divine
apparel. These give definite objects, and also indefinite
ones ; and other wishing-trees there give all things desired.
There the jlva of Dhana, like a wishing-tree in heaven,
had everything desired and enjoyed pleasures of the
senses as a twin.
trees,

51

Third incarnation as a god (238)
After
jiva of

it

had completed the life of a twin, then the
a god in Saudharma, as a result

Dhana became

of his gift in a former birth.

Fourth incarnation as Mahdbala (239-459)

When

he had fallen from Saudharma, then he was
King Satabala, the crest-jewel of the
bom
Vidyadharas, by his wife Candrakanta, in the West
Videhas, in the province Gandhilavati, on Mt. Vaitadhya,
in the country named Gandhara, in the city Gandhasamrddhaka. He was exceedingly strong, and was named
*
Mahabala because of his strength.
Protected by
guards and cherished, he gradually grew up like a tree.
Gradually filled with all the arts, like the moon with
digits, highly distinguished, he became a festival to the
eye of the people. At the proper time his parents,
who knew the proper time, married him to a maiden
as a son of

’

81

99

f.

232. The kalpa-trees are described in
and Pravac. 1067-70, p. 314.

82
83

detail in

Jamb.

20, p.

233.

Apparently, they played, in quick, moderate, or slow time.

234.

The Jyotiskas

also

gave heat.
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Vinayavati,

who was

the Sri of modesty embodied.

He

attained young manhood, which

Kama, magic
Rati.

His

is the sharp weapon of
young women, the pleasure-grove of
had smooth soles and were gradually

for

feet

arched like a tortoise; his waist excelled the waist of a
lion ; his chest bore a resemblance to a slab from Svarnasaila ; his' high shoulders assumed the beauty of the
hump of an ox ; his arms had the beauty of the serpentking’s coils; his forehead had the charm of the full
moon half-risen ; his compact figure bore the full beauty
of Meru because of the golden luster of his body and the
resemblance of his teeth and nails to jewels.
One day, Satabala, King of the Vidyadharas, pious,
noble, knowing the fundamental principles, reflected
thus “ How long, alas is this body to be preserved by
making it, impure by nature, repeatedly renewed by
adornment? Surely, surely even the best body ends in
dissolution, whether it is repeatedly cared for, or not
cared for at all. Alas! people are disgusted with impurities outside the body; why not by those inside the
body? Diseases arise in this body causing endless pain
like cruel snakes in the hollow of an old tree.
This
body is perishable by nature like an autumn-cloud, and
the glory of youth in it disappears instantly like a flash
of lightning.
Rife is wavering like a banner. Wealth is
unsteady like a wave. Pleasures resemble the coils of a
serpent. Friendships
are like a dream. The soul,
burned day and night by the fires of love, anger, etc.,
is cooked within the body like drugs cooked inside of a
People, alas! thinking that they are happy in the
leaf.
painful objects of the senses, are not at all disgusted,
just as a worm in impurity is not disgusted with impuPeople, whose minds are devoted to the pleasures
rity.
of the senses that end in misery, do not see death, as a
blind man does not see a well, at their feet. The soul,
made 'unconscious by poison-like pleasures of the senses
:

!

momentarily sweet, does not become conscious

for its
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own

Of the four equal objects in life, the soul,
love and wealth, but not
tries only for the evil
alas
emancipation.
In this ocean of boundfor dharma and
benefit.

—

!

less samsara,

tures

a

human

to obtain, like

human

birth

is

very

a priceless jewel.

difficult

for crea-

Even though a

Arhat as a
as
gurus
obtained
a result
are
divinity and very good
of merit. If we do not use the fruit of this human
birth, we are robbed of it now (as if) by thieves in an
inhabited town 51 Therefore, today we will impose the
burden of the kingdom on Prince Mahabala, who is of
martial age, and accomplish our own desire.”
After these reflections Satabala summoned Mahabala
and informed him, well-trained as he was, in regard
to taking the kingdom. At his father’s command he
consented to bear the burden of the kingdom. For the
noble are fearful of breaking the commands of their
elders.
Then Satabala seated Mahabala on the lionthrone, sprinkled him, and made the auspicious tilaka
with his own hand. The new king, beautiful as a jasmine,,
shone with the tilaka of sandal like the eastern mountain
With his father’s umbrella, white as a
with the moon.
hansa’s feather, he resembled lofty Himavat with an
With a pair of beautiful chauris in
autumn-cloud.
motion, he resembled a cloud with a pair of white
cranes. At his coronation the auspicious drum sounded
with a very deep tone, making the heavens resound like
the ocean at the rise of the moon. When all his ministers and vassals had met, they considered him a second
Satabala in a different form.
birth has been attained, the Blessed

.

54

264.

Vasati pattane.

For

this use of vas, cf. the

Rauhineya-

caxitra 19.

Vasann eko varo gramo dramakas ca grham prati.
Every Indian Sanskritist with whom I have discussed the
question insists that this
vas.

is

a perfectly regular use

of the active of

;

33
After he had thus installed his son in the kingdom,

Satabala himself assumed the sovereignty of tranquillity
at the feet of an acarya. He discarded the worthless
objects of the senses and took the valuable three jewels
nevertheless, his equanimity of mind was always unbroken. His senses wei^jconquered, and he rooted up
passions by the roots, as the current of a river roots up
trees on its bank. His mind delighted in the supreme
his speech was suppressed, his conduct was
spirit,
55
hard to endure.
restrained; nsble, he endured trials
augmented
by the mental
With unbroken meditation
attitudes

—friendliness,

remained always

etc .,

66

plunged in great joy, he

emancipation,

in

as

it

were.

After

life in meditation and penance with great
he
attained the abode of the gods.
ease, noble,
Mahabala ruled the earth, surrounded by powerful
Vidyadharas, his commands unbroken like Akhandala’s.
Surrounded by beautiful women he amused himself in
beautiful rows of gardens, delighted like a hahsa in
The caves of Vaitadhya repeated the conldtus-beds.

passing his

certs, as it

were,

by the echoes

given in his presence.

of the concerts constantly

Surrounded by

women

in front,

at his sides, and at his back, he resembled the I/>ve-

rasa embodied.
55

277.

T« him always engaged
There are 2 % of these.

Parlsaha.

nudity, discontent,

heat, stinging insects,
for meditation

(good or bad),

(must

sit

abuse,

in pleasures of

Hunger,

thirst, cold,

women, wandering, place

alone in deserted place, unafraid), lodging

injury,

begging, failure

in

begging,

illness,

injury from thorns and prickly grass, personal uncleanliness, kind

treatment (should not be influenced by it), knowledge, ignorance,
and right-belief-doubt. This is according to Uttar. Chap. 2, where

they are discussed in
p. 47

detail.

See also T.

9.

9,

and Uv. App.

Ill,

-

66

278.

Maitrl (friendliness to

all

creatures),

-pramoda (showing

respect to sadhus having superior qualities), karunya (compassion for

the suffering), madhyasthya (indifference to the disrespectful).
T. 7. 6. Yog. 4. 117.

3
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the senses at
the equinox.

time had equal days and nights like

will,

One day, he occupied his assembly-hall which was
adorned by many ministers and vassals as if by additional
•jeweled pillars.

All the councilors sat

down

in their proper

him and, with their eyes fixed on
him, had the appearance of yogis. The ministers Svayambuddha, Sambhinnamati, Satamati, Mahamati were present
there. There Svayambuddha, an ocean of nectar of devoplaces after bowing to

tion to his master, a

mountain

of jewels cf

wisdom, the

“ While

we look on,
our Master devoted to pleasure of the senses is carried away
by his senses like wicked horses. Shame on us indiffer-

possessor of right belief, thought thus

ent

The

!

life

of our Master

engaged in such amusements

At that thought

passes in vain.

:

my mind

is

distressed,

he does not attain a high
what difference between
us and the ministers of pleasure ? The Master must be
led on the right path by us, informing him about this.
For kings, like streams, go wherever they are led. Even 'if

like a fish in little water.

through

place

those

who

live

us

by the Master’s

must be
barley from fear

less it

After those

most

If

ministers,

said.

Do

of deer

?

sins, revile (us),

people refrain

neverthe-

from sowing

”

reflections,

Svayambuddha,

the

fore-

with folded hands, spoke as follows
long as samsara lasts, is the ocean
satisfied with the water of the rivers ? Or the submarine fire with the water of the ocean?
Is death
satisfied with lives? Or fire with fuel? Will the soul,
in the same way, ever be satisfied with pleasures of
the senses? The shade of a bank 57 wicked people,
poison, the objects of the senses, and snakes, if resorted to, always cause disaster.
When Dove, conof the wise,

to the king:

“As

,

57

‘ The shade of
a bank does not seem especially dangerduring
but
the monsoon in India river-embankments frequently
break, and there is an idea of danger associated with them.

ous,

297.

’
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taining pain within the immediate pleasure,
it

increases

scratched.

excessively

This love

is

a skin

like

is

disease

served,

that

a messenger from hell; love

is
is

an ocean of sin; love is the bulb of the creeper of
calamity love is the stream for the tree of evil. People,
overcame by love as if by wine, wander off the path
of good conduct, and fall into the pit of existence.
Love gains an entrance and digs like a rat into
wealth, dharma, and emancipation like the houses of
householders.* Women, like poisonous creepers, through
the sight, touch, and enjoyment oF~them, serve only for
intense confusion.
Maidens are willingly nets of the
hunter, Love, and a source of evil to men who are
;

like

deer.

The ones who

are friends in pleasure are

and drinking, since they do not
consider the Master’s good in the next world. These

friends only for eating

devoted only to their own advantage,
by stories about women
confuse their own Master, alas
and talk about singing, dancing, and pleasure. How
could there be prosperity to well-born people from evil
association ? * Does a plaintain tree thrive near a jujube
tree ? Therefore, O Lord of my family, please do not
become confused. You are wise. Leave devotion to sin.
Put your mind on dharma. What good is a man without dharma, like a tree without shade, like a pool without water, like a flower without scent, like an elephant
without tusks, like a figure without grace, like a kingdom
without a minister, like a shrine without a god, like a
night without a moon, like an ascetic without good conduct, like an army without weapons, like a face deprived

low

profligates,

!

of eyes

?

Even a cakravartin, if without dharma, experiences
that birth in which the acquisition of bad food seems
like a kingdom.
Even one who is born in a great
deprived of acquiring dharma, will in
his next birth eat food left by others, like a dog.
Even a Brahman, deficient in dharma, always having
family,* if

he

is

36

attachment to evil, having evil conduct like a cat, will
be bom in the Mleccha-birth-nuclei. Creatures, devoid
of dharma, are born in many births in the nuclei of
cats, vicious- elephants, tigers, hawks, vultures, etc. Those
people lacking in dharma frequently become worms in
manure, etc., and are crushed by the bills and feet of

Men

cocks, etc.

by demons

58

devoid of dharma are tormented in hell
with anger as if from enmity. Oh, alas for

dharma who

creatures without

are like balls of tin in

the flame of excitement of endless sin.
.obtains

as

protection

From dharma one

from a best friend

one crosses
by a boat.

;

the water of calamity by dharma as if
Men devoted to the acquisition of dharma are like crestjewels of men,

and are surrounded by wealth
disease, calamity, etc.

like trees

—everything

by

that
a fire
by water. Dharma alone has strength equal to any work,
a bail for the acquisition of the wealth of complete happiness in the next birth. What else is to be said ? O Master,
by very powerful dharma alone people attain emancipation like the top of a palace by a ladder.
Only by
dharma have you attained the lordship over the Vidyadharas.
Henceforth rely only on dharma for the
Pain,

creepers.

is

the cause of distress

is

extinguished

by dharma

like

highest gain.”

Exposition of the Carvaka system

Then Sambhinnamati,

moon
68

8

®,

(

Materialist)

(325-45).

like the night before the

new

a heap of darkness of exceeding wrong belief,

Paramadharmika. These are demons engaged in torThere are 15 divisions of them. They are
given in detail in Sam. 15, p. 29 f. See also com. to T. 3. 5. and
316.

turing souls in hell.

to Uttar. 31. 12.
69

Darsaratri,

324.

than the

*

night

of

the night before the
dar

is

i.e.,

amavasi.

I

translate 'this

new moon of the
new moon is visible, and
the

’

Texs.,
in the

Hindu

the last night of the dark fortnight, not the

bright fortnight.

way

because
first

rather
it

is

calen-

of the
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whose mind was like poison, said: “Well said! Well
said
Svayambuddha. You desire the Master’s welfare,
for intention is inferred from speech like food from
vomiting.
Only hereditary ministers like you, no
others, speak thus for the pleasure of the 'Master who
is always sincere and gracious.
What teacher, harsh by
nature, taught you, that you spoke thus to the King,
like an untimely stroke of lightning?
The Master is
!

sensed here

Why

by attendants seeking

pleasure themselves.

should they say, ‘Do not enjoy pleasures’ ?
Abandoning pleasures of this world and striving for
them in the next world is like licking the elbow, leaving what is to be licked in the hand. Dharma is said
to have its fruit in the next world. That is very
improbable. There is no next world from the very,
fact of the non-existence of people for the next world..
Consciousness arises from earth, water, fire, and air, like
the power of wine itself from sugar, flour" water, etc.
Certainly there is no soul apart from the body which
Therewill go to another world after it has left the body.
enjoyed
of
senses
fore, pleasure
the
is to be constantly
without fear. One’s own soul must not be deceived.
Destruction of one’s desires is foolishness. Dharma and
non-dharma, obstacles to pleasure are not to be feared
since they indeed do not exist at all, like donkey’s horns.
What merit has been acquired by one stone that it is
worshipped by bathing, ointment, wreaths, clothes, and
ornaments ? What evil has been acquired by another
stone that it is polluted? If people are born and die
according to karma, as a result of what karma do
bubbles appear and disappear? Therefore, so long as
consciousness ._exiats_.it _acts~as.it desires. Of consciousness that has perished, there is no further birth.
‘Whoever dies is born again,’ that is mere talk with
Therefore, our Master
entirely inconclusive argument.
should unhesitatingly enjoy himself with young women
charming with beauty of form on a couch like sirisa
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He should eat at will nectar-like food and
He is an enemy who hinders. Day and night,

petals.

drink.

anointed

remain
etc.,

as

made

if

with

camphor,

of fragrance alone.

aloe,

O

musk, sandal,

King, constantly

look at whatever abounds in gardens, vehicles, people,
Day
picture galleries, etc., for the pleasure of the .eyes.
^

and

night,

O

Master, have nectar for your ears with

sounds of songs echoing with flutes, lutes, and drums.
So long as one lives, let him live happily with
pleasures of the senses. He should not tipuble himself
by religious actions. Where is the fruit of dharma and

non-dharma

?”

Refutation of the Carvaka system (346-374).

Then Svayambuddha said “ People, alas are made
to fall by the atheists who are enemies to themselves
and others, dragged like blind men by blind. That the
soul exists is known by its own perception, like pleasure
and pain. From lack of superior proof, no one can
deny it.
I am happy; I am unhappy,’ this unrefuted
conviction could not arise to any one without a soul.*
When a soul has thus been proved in one’s own body
:

!

C

from one’s own feeling, it is also present in other
bodies from inference. It is deduced from the perception of action always accompanied by intelligence that
consciousness is present in (one’s own) body and in
other bodies. Whatever creature dies, he is born again.®
So there is undoubtedly another world of consciousness.-*
One and the same consciousness passes from birth to
another birth, just as from childhood to youth and
from youth to maturity. For without the continued
habits of former consciousness, how can a child, just

bom, untaught,

direct its

mouth

to the breast?

How

can a conscious being be produced from unconscious
elements ? For in this world the result is seen .to be
similar to the cause. Is a conscious being derived from
elements singly or all together ? If the former is true,
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then why are there not so many conscious beings as
elements ? If the latter view is true, then how does
a conscious being, having one particular nature, arise
from elements having different particular natures? As
for the earth, it has the qualities of sight, smell, taste,
and touch; it is evident water has the qualities of
sight,* touch, and taste.
Fight has the qualities of sight
and touch, air has the single quality of touch. The
different natures peculiar to each of these elements are
evident to every one from the ignorant up.
f
If (as you say), A conscious being arises from unconscious elements/ from the argument of the origin of pearls
which are very different from water, etc., that is not
relevant, since water appears in pearls, etc. There is one
form composed of matter (to both). How is there (any)
difference ? Furthermore, the fact that the power of
wine which is unconscious arises from flour, water,
etc., which are unconscious
how is that an example in
reference to a conscious being ? The identity of body
and soul can not be stated at any time, since consciousness is not perceived in the body even in that condition.
The fact that one stone is worshipped and another defiled
is irrelevant, for whence come happiness and pain in an unconscious object? Then this soul exists apart from the
body, and exists after death ; and there is another world
depending on dharma and non-dharma. From women’s
embraces men’s discernment melts away completely, like
fresh ghee from the heat of fire. A man, who eats vora.ciously highly flavored food, does not know at all what
'

—

mad

From

the smell of sandal,
aloes, musk, camphor, etc., love at once overcomes a man,
A man whose eyes are fastened here on
like a serpent.
beautiful women, etc., stumbles, just as if the border of his
garment were caught on a hedge. Concerts do not serve in
is fitting, like

any way

a

animal.

for one’s welfare, like the friendship of a rogue,

infatuating again and again
pleasure.

So send

far

by the

away the

gift

of

momentary

objects of the senses.

;

.
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oniy friends of vice, only enemies of virtue, snares for
dragging you to hell. Good luck to that wise man who
does not consider that there is great fruit of virtue and
vice, even though seeing it here very clearly from such
facts as one* becomes a servant, one becomes a master
:

one begs for alms, another gives them one becomes an
animal, another mounts him; one asks for safety, another
Therefore, O Master, non-dharma, the cause of
grants it.
pain, must be avoided like the speech of a wicked man.
Dharma, the only cause of happiness, must-be cultivated
like the speech of a good man.”
;

Statement of Ksanikavada

(

the

Buddhist doctrine) (375-6).

“There is no other soul here
than the momentary, deceptive knowledge of the senseobjects of the categories. The doctrine in regard to
permanence in objects has as its source knowledge
derived from memory. The unity of past and present
moments is certainly not true.”

Then Satamati

said:

Refutation of Ksanikavada (377-33)

Then Svayambuddha

said:

“There

is

no object

free

from continuity. For water, grass, etc., make cow’s
milk surely. There is not a single object here that has
no continuity, like a flower in the sky or hair on a tortoise.

Therefore

the

doctrine

of

instant

perishing

is

an object perishes instantly, then why does
not perish instantly? Whence is there momentariness of the whole, when its issue is permanent?
If

false.

If

its issue

all

how pray arises the demand
memory and recognition?
moment of birth, an incongruity

things are transitory,

for a return

of a deposit, or

In the perishing at the
arises in the second moment, ‘There is no son to the
parents and no parents of the son.’
‘There is no husband to- the wife and no wife to the husband,^ is an
inconsistency of the

husband and wife perishing imme-

diately after the time of marriage.

If

a.

person

who
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commits a crime here does not experience the result in
the next world, but another experiences it, then there is
destruction of what was done and acquisition of what
was not done.”
The doctrine

of

Maya

•

•

(

Vedanta ) (384-9)

Then the fourth minister said “ It is illusion
thing is real. The visible world is like a dream
:

A

mirage.

noor a

;

teacher and a disciple; a father and a son;

and »vice

own

and another’s; such
things as appear, that is only a form of expression,
not reality.
Just as the jackal left meat, and ran after
a fish on the bank, and the fish got in the water and a

virtue

;

one’s

vulture got the meat, 80 exactly so those men are deceived
and deprive themselves of both, who abandon pleasures of this world and run after those of the next world.

After they have heard the false teaching of heretics, 81 fearing hell, they foolishly torment their own bodies, alas!

by vows,

Just as a partridge dances on one foot,
on the ground, so a man practices

etc.

afraid that

it will fall

penance fearing a

fall

into hell.”

Refutation of

Svayambuddha

Maya

(390-4)

said: “If an object

is

not

real,

how

can it be useful ? If illusion is such, then why does
not a dream-elephant perform work ? If the existence
of cause and effect of objects is not considered real,
then why are you afraid of a falling thunderbolt ?
That being as you say, you are not, I am not ; there is
no speech, and no speaker. How would the knowledge
of the thing desired produce results ?

Your Majesty, you
80

386.

are deceived

by

these learned

This incident occurs in the Pancatantra, Bk.

4.

Ryder’s

translation, p. 413.
81

388.

Pakhandin

is

always used from the standpoint of the

speaker and includes any one of another

faith.
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greedy for sense-obRelying on
jects, constantly averse to future welfare.
discernment, keep far away from sense-objects. Rely
only on dharma, O Master, for happiness in this world

in perverse arguments, themselves

and next.”

Then the King

said,

his

face charming with gra-

O very wise Svayambuddha, you have spoken
very well. It is right that dharma should be adopted.
"We are not hostile to dharma. It should, however, be
taken up at the right time like a missle accompanied by a
charm. Who, pray, would be indifferent to youth, without
showing suitable honor to it, like a friend who has come
after a long time?
So you did not give this instruction in regard to dharma at the right time.
The recitation of the Veda to the accompaniment of a lute is not
pleasing.
For the next world as the fruit of dharma is
still doubtful.
Why at an inopportune time do you
ward off the enjoyment of pleasures of this world ? ” Then
*
Svayambuddha, with folded hands, affirmed: “Do not
doubt in the least that the fruit of dharma is inevitable.
Do you recall that we as boys went? to the park
Nandana, and saw a very beautiful god ?
Then the
£
god spoke to you graciously, O King
I am Atibala,
ciousness

:

“

:

your grandfather. Disgusted with worldly pleasures as
.-with a cruel friend, I abandoned the kingdom like straw,
and adopted the three jewels. I made renunciation of
the world, the pinnacle of the palace of vows, at the
last minute.
By its power I became lord of Bantaka.
You must not act negligently.’ When he had spoken
thus, he disappeared like lightning that has lighted up
the sky.
Remembering your grandfather’s words, believe in the next world.
Why make another proof when
visual evidence is present?”
The King. said, “I am
reminded of my grandfather’s words to good purpose.
I believe the next world to be dependent on dharina and
non-dharma.”

The

chief-minister, a cloud for the

heap of dust of

43
doctrine

of wrong-belief,

the

and
family there were
formerly a king, Kurucandra, his wife, Kurumati, and
his son, Hariscandra.
The king was a Kaula 82 with
great enterprises that caused injury and great possesjoyfully began to relate:

seized

opportunity,

“In your

foremost in ignoble acts, pitiless like Krtanta.
Even though wicked and cruel, he enjoyed the kingdom
for a long time.
Verily, the fruit of previously acquired
merit is unequaled.
At the time of his death, a
sions,

.

change of humors took place that resembled just a
sample of the torments of hell that were near at hand.
His couch of cotton became as painful as a couch of
thorns; his choice food became as bitter as a nimba 63
Sandal, aloes, camphor, and musk became offensive to
him
Sons, friends, etc., caused distress to his eyes,
as if they were enemies. Singing tormented his ears,
like the noises of a donkey, camel, and jackal.
And
yet everything becomes changed when merit is consumed.
Kurumati and Hariscandra watched beside him secretly
with painful attentions that gave pleasure to his senses
.

.

for a

moment

84
.

Afflicted

by

fever in

all

his

body

as

touched by charcoal, engaged in evil meditation, the
King died. His son, Hariscandra, performed his funeral
rites, and governed the kingdom properly, a traveler on
the road of good conduct. As he had seen here his father’s
death with the visible fruit of sin, he constantly praised
if

dharma alone among the objects of existence, like the
sun among the planets.
One day, he instructed Subuddhi, a layman, a friend
from childhood, “After listening every day to dharma
62

410.

(GOS XU),
68

413.

A follower

of left-hand Sakta.

See Sadhanamala, Vol.

II.

Int. p. lx.

The Melia

azadirachta. vern.

mm.

Its fruit is

noted

for its bitterness.
64
416. The meaning seems to be that they bestowed attentions
on him that would normally have been disagreeable, but were pleasing to him because of his perverted humors.

from those possessing it, you must teach it to me.”
With great devotion, Subuddhi did so constantly. For
an agreeable command is the cause of eagerness in the
Daily Hariscandra, afraid of sin, warmly welcomed dharma taught by him, just as a man afraid of
disease welcomes medicine.
One day, the gods came to a garden outside

good.

who had acquired
The King was informed about this by

the city to honor Muni Silandhara
omniscience.

went on
horseback to the best of munis. After the King had
saluted him and had seated himself, the Muni delivered
a sermon that was moonlight to the darkness of wrong
doctrine. At the end of the sermon, the King with folded
hands asked him, ‘Master, to what condition of existence 65 did my father go after death ?
The Blessed One
Subuddhi and,

his

mind engraved with

faith,

’

O

King, your father went to the seventh hell.
There is no other abode for such people.’ When he heard
that, the King felt disgust with the world.
He saluted
the Muni, arose, and went to his own palace.
He handed
said,

*

Over the kingdom to his son, and said to 'Subuddhi, * I
jintend to become a mendicant.
Always advise my son
in regard to dharma, as you did me.’
He replied, ‘I

become a mendicant with you, O King. My son
dharma to your son, as I did to you.’ The
King and the minister took the vow, the thunderbolt
for splitting the mountain of karma, and, after observing

shall

will teach

a long time, attained emancipation.
In your family there was another king, named
Dandaka, whose rule was cruel, like Yama in person to his
enemies. He had a son, known as Mammalia, filling the
sky with splendor like the sun.
Dandaka became infatuated with his sons, friends, and wife, jewels, gold, and

it for

65

426.

Gati.

There are four of these, divine (deva), human
They belong

(mamisya), animal (tiryanc), and hell-being (naraka).
to

namakarma.
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money, which were more desired than

In
course of time Dandaka died, absorbed in painful meditation and was born in his own treasury as a boa con68
unrestrainable. Cruel, devouring everything like
strictor
a fire that has started, he killed whoever entered the
life

itself.

,

treasury.

.

One day he saw Manimalin

entering the treasury, and
from recollection of his former birth recognized that he
was his son. As he presented a quiet appearance, like
affection embodied, Manimalin knew that he was some
relation in a previous birth.
Through wise munis he knew
that he was his own father and, seated before him,
instructed him in the Jain religion.
He comprehended
the religion of the Arhats and adopted renunciation. He
died absorbed in good meditation and became a god.
Out of affection for his son, he descended from heaven
and gave Manimalin the divine pearl-necklace which is
now over your heart. You belong to the family of
Hariscandra, and I to that of Subuddhi. Because of
inherited affection I urged you in regard to dharma.
Hear the reason why it was explained at an inopportune
Today I saw two flying-ascetics in Nandana.
time.
Producing light for the world, destroying the darkness of
delusion, they were like the sun and moon together in
one place in person. Possessing supernatural knowledge,
they delivered a sermon. At a suitable time, I asked
them how long Your Majesty would live. They affirmed
that Your Majesty would live only for a month. Therefore, I hurry you on to dharma alone, wise sir.”
Mahabala said “ O Svayambuddha, treasure-house of
wisdom, you alone are my friend, since you are concerned
about my affairs. You have rightly waked me who was
overcome by- worldly pleasures, sleepy with the sleep of
What shall I do henceforth?
Guide me.
confusion.
:

That snakes guard treasures is one of the most universal
Cf. Folk Tore Notes of Gujarat, p. 140.
of Indian superstitions.
68

435.
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can be acquired now in the little life
left? What sort of well-digging can be done suddenly
”
when the fire is close behind ? 67 Svayambuddha replied
“ Do not despair. Be courageous.
Have recourse to the
the next world. A
friend
for
only
the
monks,
of
duties
soul that becomes a mendicant even for one. day attains
emancipation, to say nothing of heaven.”
Mahabala agreed, and installed his son in his place, as
an acarya installs an image in a temple. From compassion
he gave alms to such an extent to the poor and helpless
people that there were no people distressed by begging
thereafter.
Dike another Sakra, he made a puja in all the
temples with various garments, jewels, gold, flowers, etc.
Then he begged forgiveness 68 of his family and retinue,
and at the feet of the best of munis took initiation, the
Together with abandonfriend of the Sri of emancipation.
ment of all censurable activities the noble man renounced
the four kinds of food 69 Constantly immersed in the pool
70
he, like a lotus-bed, did
of nectar of abstract meditation
He, the crest-jewel of the noble, had
not fade at all.
undiminished beauty, as if he had been eating food and

How much, dharma

.

,

67

449.

Vairagyasataka, 76. (ed. Kale,

Cf. Bhartrhari’s

Bombay

1922).
.

.

proddlpte bhavane tu

What
68

is

455.

kupakhananam pratyudyamah kldrsah.
when the house is on fire ?

the use in trying to dig a well

Ksamayitva.

It

is

still

the custom for a person, on

taking initiation, to ask forgiveness for any fault from his family and

any one with whom any hostility existed.
he even writes.
At the same time, he bestows forgiveness.
Sadhus do this twice daily in ritual.
Laymen ask and bestow forgiveness on the last day of paryusana, the most important Jain

also

others, especially

If absent,

festival.
69

456.

Asana, solid food; pana, drink; khadya, fruit; svadya,
taken after meal.

betel, ginger, etc., usually
70

Samadhi, concentrated abstract -meditation.
It differs
457
from the early stages of dhyana which involve meditation on an
*

object.

It is practically the

n. 163, defines it as

a

*

same

as sukla-dhyana.

state of bodily

and mental coma.’

Hoernle, Uv.
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Engaged in meditation, recalling the
homage to the Five Supreme Ones 71 he died after fasting
He went immediately to the Isanafor twenty-two days.
heaven, hard to attain, by means of merit acquired, as if
by divine horses.
Then he was born 72 in the hollow 78 of a couch
in the palace Sriprabha, like a mass of lightning in
He had a divine form, symmetrical, his body
a cloud.
free from the seven elements 71 his body was soft as a
sirisa-flower, the sky was filled with his beauty, he had an
adamantine body, was very powerful, was marked with

taking

drink.

,

,

favourable characteristics, could change his form at
possessed clairvoyant knowledge,

was

will,

proficient in

kinds of knowledge, endowed with magic-powers to

all

make

himself small, etc ., 78

conceivable glory,

was free from blemishes, had inand was named f Ealitanga in the true
’

On

were jeweled anklets, a
girdle around his hips, a pair of bracelets on his wrists, a
pair of armlets on his arms, a string of pearls on his
chest, a necklace on his neck, ear-rings in the lobes of his
ears, and a wreath and diadem on his head such a collection of ornaments and divine garments, and with them
youth, the ornament of the whole body.
A drum sounded, making the heavens resound with
sense of the word.

his feet

—

71

459.

Pancaparamesthinamaskriya. Namo arihantanam, namo
namo uvajjhayanam, namo loe sabbasa-

siddhanam, namo ayariyanam,

hunam.

Homage

to the Arhats, Siddhas, Acaryas, Upadhyayas, and to

the Sadhus in the world.
72

461.

The gods and

‘

Birth

’

is

Pancaprati.

x,

all

p. x.

not a strictly accurate translation of upapada.
* born,’ but come into existence

hell-inhabitants are not

spontaneously.

461 Sayanasamputa. The usual description of the couch is
high on both sides and depressed in the middle ’ (Tri. 2. 3. 53. B. p. 16).
78

e

I

think samputa must refer to the depression.
74
462. Dhatu. In Jain terminology these are chyle, blood,

fat,

bone, marrow, semen.
76

464.

See note 111.

KG I.

48, p. 46a.

flesh,

48

and bards recited: “Hail! O Delight of the
the World,” etc. The palace, filled with the sounds of
song and music and outcries of the bards, thundered as it
its

echoes,

were with delight at the arrival of the lord. Then he, like
one who had just arisen from sleep, seeing this, wondered
“ Is this magic ? Is it a dream ? Is it illusion ? , What
Are the singing, dancing, etc., for my
sort of thing is it ?
benefit ? Are these respectful people here for my benefit
as their lord ? How did I obtain this abode, luxurious,
With
beautiful, enjoyable, pleasant, the abode of joy ? ”
folded hands the door-keeper gently informed him whose
doubt was apparent “ Today, O Tord, we are fortunate,
Show favor to us, humble,
having you as our lord.
with your nectar-like glance. O Master, this is the
Isana-heaven, granting anything wished for, with great
and imperishable glory, always the abode of happiness.
In that heaven you now adorn the palace Srlprabha
which was gained by your merit. These are your Samanika gods, the ornament of your assembly; with them
in the palace you appear like many persons, even
though one. These are the Trayastrinsas, O Master,
the abode of priest- and ministership. They await your
commands. Instruct them at the proper time. These
are the Parisadya gods, the ministers of pleasures. They
will divert your mind in assemblies of sport and pleasThese are your body-guard (atmaraksa), always
ure.
armed, keen, carrying thirty-six 76 weapons, expert in
guarding their master. These are the Dokapalas, super:

76

480.

Thirty-six weapons seem to be the conventional

for a full equipment, with Jain authors.

there are two references to a

man

number

In the Prabandhacintamani

learning the use of thirty-six

weapons (Tawney, pp. 32, 120). But apparently the number only was
fixed, not the weapons.
I have found two lists of 36 in Jain works, but
the names vary. As so little has been done in this field, I append a
list taken from the commentary to the Dvyasrayakavya (11. 51), where

Hem.

refers to the * thirty-six weapons.’
It is carious to note that the
mentioned
in the text are not included in the commentator’s list.
two

49
intendents of your city-police, and these generals (anlkapati) are the chiefs of your army.
These Prakirnaka

gods are the subjects in the city and country. Your
Majesty, they will bear on their heads the purity of
your command. The Abhiyogyas, suitable to be used
as conveyances by you, serve you here.
The Kilbisika
gods perform your menial tasks. The palaces, made of
jewels, possessing court-yards very beautiful with beautiful young women, giving pleasure to the mind, are yours.
1.

cakra, discus,

2.

dhanus, bow,
vajra, thunderbolt,

3.
10.

20.

spear,
lance, sword/
(MW),
kanaya (kanaka), arrow (PH

19.

rsti,

‘

4.

khadga, sword,

5.

ksurika, knife,

21.

kampana ?

6.

tomara, javelin (Hindi),

22.

hala, plough-share,

kunta, lance,

23.

musala, mace,

8.

trisula, trident,

24.

gulika, a ball as a missle,

9.

sakti, spear,

25.

kartarl, knife. (H. katar),

26.

karapatra, saw,

7.

desi),

parasu, axe,

maksika ?
bhalli, a kind of spear or lance

xi.
12.

(PH

s. v.).

*This

is

quotes

4

a

taravari, one-edged sword,

kuddala, pick-axe

29.

dusphota

also the

vernacular meaning, though

MW

27.
28.

kind

30.

gophani, sling (PH),

31.

daha

of

bhindimala, sling.

14.

musti, hilt

15.

lunthi

16.

§anku, dart,

Occurs in

33.

mudgara, hammer,

pa§a, noose,
4

spear

?

34.

gada, club,

33.

ghana,

?

pattisa,

kind,

daccusa

?

17.

perhaps a fire-arm of

32.

Marathi (bhindlpala).

18.

?

some

arrow/
13.

(H and M),

?

‘iron

club,

weapon shaped
mer (MW),

like a

mace,

ham-

J

36.

with

sharp

edge or some other weapon
with three points (MW),
’

karavalika, ‘a cudgel,
club, or

sword
(MW).

short

wooden sword, a

or one-edged knife*

In the Pracmagurj arakavyasangraha (GOS XIII, pp. 106-107)
is another list of 36, which also contains quite a number with

there

unknown meaning.

The I^ekhapaddhati (GOS XIX,

p. 97) gives a list

40 weapons, and the Ratnakosa (ms. in the Baroda Oriental Institute, p. 17) gives a list of 30.
These are all the Jain lists I have found.
of

4
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Those tanks are made of jewels

and have heaps of
golden lotuses. Your pleasure-mountains have ridges of
jewels and gold. These pleasure-streams have dear water
These pleasure-gardens have
causing instant delight.
This assembly-hall of yours,
flowers.
and
perennial fruit
made of gold and jewels, lights up the ^ sky with its
These courtesans, who hold
brilliance like the sun.
chauris, mirrors, and fans in their hands, always have
This band of Gandharvas
festivals in your service only.
is always ready for a concert in your .presence, skilled
in the use of fourfold musical instruments.”

77

78

then from clairEmploying concentrated attention
voyant knowledge he recalled his former birth like a
day that occurred yesterday as follows: “I was a king
of the Vidyadharas and was instructed in the religion
of the Jinas by my minister, Svayambuddha, my friend
in religion.
I fasted as soon as I undertook mendicancy, and as the result of that I have obtained this.
Oh, the power of dharma!” After he had recalled
door-keeper’s arm,
this, he rose and, leaning on the
adorned his throne amidst cries of “Hail! Hail!” that
burst forth. Then the gods consecrated him and fanned
him with chauris, and the Gandharvas sang to him
with songs, sweet and auspicious. His mind filled with
devotion, he arose and went to the temple, and worshipped the eternal images of the Arhats. He sang manifold hymns of praise to the Lord of Jinas, while auspicious
songs with a sweet rendering of the three scales 79 were
,

77

flute),
78

489.

and

I.e.,

drums, stringed instruments, perforated (such as
Abhi. 2. 200. Pravac. p. 315a.

solid (like cymbals).

490.

Upayoga, a technical term meaning the expression of the
and darsana, knowledge and per-

activity of the soul through jfiana

ception.
79

J.

496.

G. Vol. 21, p. 251.

Gramatraya.

A

T. 2. 8

grama

is

ff.

a

‘

collection of notes,’

i.e.,

a

The conventional three are sad] a-, madbyama- and^gandhSragrama. The first two were made on earth, the third in heaven, accord-

scale.

ing to Hie SangJtamakaranda

1.

49

ff.
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sung by the gods. Then he read alou^cae-sacrea dooxs,
lamps of knowledge, and worshipped the Arhats’ bones
placed on pillars in the pavilion. Then, shining with a
divine umbrella that was like a full moon carried (over
him), he

went to the pleasure-house.

There the lord of Sriprabha, greatly delighted, saw
a goddess, Svayamprabha by name,

who

surpassed the

She was like a bed of lotuses in a
under the guise of exceedingly tender
feet, hands, eyes, and face.
She had round and tapering
thighs like Puspadhanvan’s quivers that had been deposShe was adorned with broad hips clothed in- white,
ited.
like a river with a sandy beach covered with groups of
kalahansas. She looked like the middle part of a thunderbolt with her waist very slender as if from carrying the
weight of her high, swelling breasts. She shone with a
neck that had three folds, and a deep voice announcing
the great victory of King Rove as if by a conch. She
was adorned with lips that surpassed the bimba (in red80
and with a nose that had the beauty of the stalk
ness),
lightning in radiance.
river of loveliness

the eye-lotuses. She stole away the heart by her
lovely smooth cheeks and forehead that stole the wealth
of

of the

Laksmi

of the full

moon

divided.

She had ears

that were thieves of the grace of Ratipati’s pleasureswing, eye-brows that stole the beauty of Smara’s bow.
She was decorated with a braid of hair that had the
glossy beauty of collyrium, that was like a circle of bees
lotus-face.
From the wealth of jeweled
ornaments on her body, she gave the impression of a
kalpa-creeper endowed with motion. She was entirely
surrounded by thousands of charming lotus-faced ApsaWhen he was far off,
rases, like the Ganga by rivers.
she rose to do 'him honor with wonderful affection, and
the Chief of the gods seated himself with her on a couch.

following her

80 504'.

Cephalandra indica. Its fruit is scarlet when ripe, and is
Watt,
as a synonym for unsurpassable redness.

commonly used

Diet. Vol. II, p. 252.
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Seated together, they looked like a tree and a creeper
in one basin of water. Their hearts were always united
by mutual love, as if bound by a firm chain. Enjoying
himself with her, having the fragrance of unbroken love,
he passed a' long time like a moment.
Then Svayamprabha fell from heaven like a leaf from
a tree. For when age-karma has expired, even Indra can
not remain. Talitanga swooned from grief at his wife’s
fall, as if he had been crushed by a mountain, or struck by
a thunderbolt. When he had regained consciousness, he
immediately began to wail again and again, making the
palace Sriprabha wail with echoes. He did not find pleasure in a garden he was not refreshed in a tank ; he was
not happy on a pleasure-mountain, and he did not delight
Wailing, “ Oh, my love, where are you ?
in Nandana.
Where are you, my love ? ” he wandered everywhere,
seeing everything as Svayamprabha.
;

Now, Svayambuddha

felt

disgust with the world at

his Master’s death, took initiation

under Sri Siddha Acarya,
piously observed the vow for a long time without any
transgressions, and became an Indrasailianika, named
Drdhadharma, in Aisana. Inclined to affection like a
kinsman because of their relations in the previous birth,
and wise, he spoke to console Talitanga. “ Why are you
bewildered on account of a mere woman, O noble sir ?
Wise men do not reach such a state even at death.”
Talitanga replied ** Friend, what are you saying ? For
death is easy to bear, but separation from a wife is very
A gazelle-eyed woman is the only thing of
hard to bear.
value in the world ; without whom all wealth, even such,
:

is

valueless.”

Afflicted by his grief, the Samanika god of I§ana,
having employed concentrated attention, knew (the facts)
from clairvoyant knowledge, and said “Do not be down:

cast,

noble

Be

at ease now.

I have found your
In the continent Dhatakikhanda, in the East Videhas in the village Nandi, there
sir.

wife as I searched for her.
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a miserable householder, named Nagila. Wandering
like a ghost daily to fill his stomach, he goes to bed hungry
and thirsty and gets up the same. He has a wife, like
hunger to poverty, named Nagasrl, crest-jewel of the
is

He

has six daughters, daughter after
daughter, like boils on the body of a man with skin-disease,
boil under boil. These daughters were voracious by nature,
ugly, ridiculed by all, like offspring of village swine.
In course of time, his wife conceived again. For generally
the women of* the poor conceive quickly.
Then he
c
reflected
karma
is
what
this
the
fruit, that I experiOf
ence the calamities of hell in this world ? I am destroyed
by this poverty, fully developed at birth, hard to cure,
very great, as a tree is destroyed by ants. Now I am
tormented by these daughters, as if by enemies of a
former birth, whose bodies have no lucky marks, like
misfortune personified.
If another daughter is bom now,
then I intend to go to a foreign country and surely leave
behind the family.’
While he was reflecting thus, his wife bore a child,
and he heard the news of the birth of a daughter like
His face upturned, Nagila
a needle piercing his ear.
deserted his family and went away, like a vicious bull
that has suddenly thrown off its load. To her (his wife)
suffering from child-birth, the pain of her husband’s departIn her great
ure was like acid thrown on a wound.
sorrow Nagasrl did not even give her a name, and the
people called her c Nirnamika.’ She took no care of her at
For there is no death for a perall, but still she grew up.
son, whose life-term has not expired, even if struck by a
unfortunate.

:

Very

causing distress even to
her smother, she spends the time performing menial tasks
in others’ houses.
One day in a festival she saw sweetmeats in the hands

thunderbolt.

ill-favored,

and asked her own mother for some.
f
You ask
Grinding her teeth, her mother told her
for sweetmeats
That is fitting Did your father eat
of rich -children

:

!

!
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sweetmeats? If you want to eat sweetmeats, take a
rope, go to Mt. Ambaratilaka for a load of wood, Ugliness.’

Burned by that speech as if by a dung-fire, crying,
she took a rope and went to the mountain.
At that time omniscience had come to Muni Yugan81
for one night on the peak
dhara, engaged in pratima
of the mountain. Then a great festival called 'the festival of omniscience was being celebrated in his honor by
the gods at hand. Then the people living in the towns
and villages near the mountain competed with each
other to show him honor. When she saw the people,
’

ornaments, going there, Nimamika
if she were painted in a picture.
She found out the reason for the people coming
continuously and, throwing aside her load of wood like
a load of pain, she set out. With the people Nimamika
ascended the mountain, since tirthas are common to all.
Considering the muni’s feet to be a kalpa-tree she honored
them with joy. The wish is in accordance with fate.
Then the muni, benefiting all the world, delivered
a sermon in a deep voice, delighting thd world like a
cloud': 'The enjoyment of pleasures of the senses by men
causes a fall to the ground of existence, like ascending
a bed woven of unseasoned ropes.
All creatures’ association with son, friend, and wife is like travelers’ sleeping
in a dwelling made in one village.
The burden of pain
decorated with

many

stood in astonishment, as

is

endless, arising

from the manifestations of their karma,

for those wandering here in the eighty-four lacs of birth82

Then Nimamika with folded hands said to the
One, 'From what you say there is equality
between king and beggar. You have declared that samsara
is the abode of sorrow.
Is there any one in it more
nuclei.’

Blessed

afflicted
81

than I

548.

is practically

am ?

’

Pratima in this sense

558.

of meditating in

the same as kayotsarga.

replied

:

'

What

a particular posture

But they must always- stand in

may be either standing or sitting.
There are 84 lacs of species of birth-nuclei.

pratima, whereas kayotsarga
88

The Blessed One
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pain is yours, lady, thinking yourself afflicted ? Hear
the afflictions of others. From the modifications of their
karma souls are born in hell, doomed to be cut apart,
doomed to mutilation, and to have their heads cut off.
Some are pressed by machines as if they were pressing
sesame-seed-; some are tom by cruel saws just as if they
were tearing a piece of wood. Some are made to lie
constantly on couches with cotton made of spikes
some are thrown on rocks by demons, as if they were
clothes.
Some* are beaten like iron-pots by hard ironhammers; some are divided into many pieces like a
handful of vegetables.
Their bodies are put together
again, and the same thing is done again and again.
Experiencing that pain they wail piteously. When they
wish to drink, they have to drink hot tin repeatedly;
seeking shade, they are seated under a tree that has leaves
as narrow as swords. The hell-inhabitants, reminded of
their former actions, are not allowed to exist even a
moment in hell without pain. O child, the hell-eunuchs 88
pain causes pain to people just from being heard in entirety.
Furthermore, one can see with one’s own eyes that
creatures of water, land, and air suffer all kinds of pain arising from their karma. The sea-creatures devour each other
voluntarily and eagerly. They are caught by fishermen,
and devoured by cranes, etc.
They are opened by people
skinning them, they are roasted as if roasted on a spit
they are cooked by people wishing to eat them, and
swallowed by those wishing their marrow. Creatures on
land the weak, such as the deer, are killed by the
stronger, such as the lion, who devour their flesh. Innocent, they are killed by this or that device by men whose
minds are devoted to hunting for sport, or from desire
for the meat. They endure pain from hunger, thirst, cold,
heat, imposition of excessive burdens, etc., from thongs,
’

—

•

88

569. Narakasandha. Hell-inhabitants and jivas arising from
coagulation are neuter, napuhsaka. T. 2. 50.

The

such as partridges, parrots,
doves, sparrows, etc., are seized by the carnivorous hawks,
After they have been caught
falcons, vultures, etc.
by various stratagems and tricks by fowlers greedy
for their flesh, they are killed with various kinds of abuse.
goads, and whips.

Always animals have
weapons,

etc.,

birds,

fear, arising

from water,

etc.,,

from

that has uninterrupted course, dependent on

own karma.
Even when human birth is

the bondage of their

4re born blind and deaf

;

some persons
lame from birth,

attained,

some are

and some are leprous from birth. Some men addicted
to theft, some to unchastity, are punished by ever new
punishment, like hell-inhabitants.
Some, unceasingly

by various diseases, looking to others (for help),
ignored even by their sons. Some, who are slaves,
beaten like mules, bear very heavy loads, endure

afflicted

are
are

There

thirst, etc.

gods,

troubled

tionship

is

by mutual

master

of

also unceasing sorrow
injuries,

and servant.

even of the

bound by the
In this

rela-

ocean

of

worldly existence which is valueless and extremely cruel
by nature, there is no limit to pains like sea-monsters
'm the ocean. In existence, the abode of pain, the religion
of the Jinas

is

the only remedy, like a charm in a place

with ghouls, ghosts, etc. Certainly, injury must not
be committed, for by injury people sink in the whirlpool of
hell, as a boat sinks from an excessive load.
Falsehood
must always be avoided, since from the utterance of falsehood a creature wanders a long time in existence, like
a straw before a wind. One should not take an object
that has not been given, since certainly there is no
comfort from the taking of a thing not given, just as
from the touch of kapikacchu fruit. 84 Unchastity should
be avoided, for by unchastity a man is led to hell, as a
poor man is led by some one having seized him by the

filled

84

Watt,

588.
p. 400.

The Mucuna

pruriens,

a plant causing great

irritation.
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throat.

Possessions should not be acquired, since

the power of possessions a
pain, just as an

man

ox sinks from an excessive burden.

—

by

sinks in the mire of

Who-

ever avoids these five injury, etc., even in part, he is
the partaker of the wealth of higher and higher happiness.’

Then she acquired a wonderful desire for emancipaand her knot of karma, indivisible as an iron ball,
was broken. Under the great muni she adopted right
belief completely, and sincerely assumed the lay-duties
as taught by the Jina.
She adopted at that very
tion,

time the five lesser vows—non-injury, etc., food for a
traveler to the next world. Then bowing to the lord
of munis and taking her load of wood, she went to her
own house, delighted as if she had accomplished her
purpose.
From that time on she piously practiced
penance of various kinds, remembering the speech of
Muni Yugandhara as well as her own name. No one,
to be sure, married her, ill-favored as she was even
Who, pray, likes to eat the fruit, even ripe,
in youth.
of an acrid gourd ? At present, because of extreme disgust with the world she has undertaken a fast in the
presence of Muni Yugandhara, who has come again to
that mountain. Therefore, go and show yourself to her.
Dying devoted to you she will be your wife. For whatever the thought is at death, that surely is (one’s) desShe died devoted to him,
tiny.” Lalitanga did so.

and was bom as his wife, Svayamprabha, as before.
Then he enjoyed himself exceedingly, after he had gained
his wife, lost as if by the feigned anger of a coquette
In heat shade is conducive to pleasure.
When some time had passed in dalliance with her,
His jeweled
Lalitanga observed signs of his own fall.
ornaments became lusterless, and the wreaths on his
head withered as if from fear of the separation. His
body-garments became soiled at once. Even the Lord
of Laksmi (Visnu) is deserted by Laksmi, when calamity is
for her lover.
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He had

near.

excessive devotion to pleasure with neglect

a change in the nature of
All his retinue spoke inarticulately
creatures at death.
from grief and pain. Utterance of those talking issues in
accordance with the future. He was deserted by Beauty
and Modesty, who had been won at the proper time and
were always dear, just as if he had committed a crime.
Even though not poor, he was attended by Poverty,
and by Sleep, though not sleepy, just as an ant is pro85
His ligavided with wings at the time of deatji
ments relaxed together with his heart, and the kalpaThe joints of
trees unshakeable even by winds shook.
as if
separated
healthy,
his body and limbs, though
from fear of pain arising from going to a future evil
of dharma.

Generally there

is

.

In the same way, his sight became dull in graspif unable to see the presence of others.
Just then his limbs became tremulous and unsteady, as if
from fear of the coming of pain caused by dwelling in
the womb. Bike an elephant with a driver, he took no

state.

ing objects, as

pleasure in pleasure-mountains, rivers, tanks, lakes, nor
groves, though beautiful.

Then Svayamprabha said, “ Have I committed some
fault, my lord, since you look so melancholy?”
Lalitanga replied “ My dear, there is no fault of yours. The
:

mine, that I practiced so little penance formerly,
fair-browed one. I, always like a person awake in regard

fault

is

to pleasures, and asleep in regard to dharma, was indeed lord of the Vidyadharas in a former birth. Enlightened
85
it

is

608.

by

my

Though

minister

Svayambuddha sent by

my

kitika in Sk. includes all kinds of insects, here

evidently used for ‘ant.’ Cf. Guj. kldl, ant.

There are two similar Hindusthani proverbs (H. P. pp. 5 7— 8)
When the ant’s wings come out his death has "come.

When

:

the ants are about to die they get wings.
true biologically in the sense that as soon as the ants
emerge as complete insects, they take a nuptial flight and the male
dies immediately.

This

is
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good fortune, as it were, I adopted the Jain dharma
toward the end of my life. From the power of that
dharma I became lord of Srlprabha for so long a time.
I am going to fall from here. What is not to be gained
is not gained.”
As he was speaking thus, the god
Drdhadharma came to him at Bidaujas’s command, and
said,
“The Indra of AiSana-heaven intends to go to

make a puja to the statues of the
You go also at his command.” Saying, “By
Jinas.
my good fortune the Master’s command comes at just
Nandlsvara,

etc.,

to

the right time,”

He went

wife.

Lalitahga delighted set out with his
Nandlsvara and worshipped the

to

eternal statues of the Arhats.

minent

fall

was

forgotten.

tirthas with a pure mind,

expired,

just as a

Then

From

great joy his im-

as he

was going to other
since his life was

he died,

lamp goes out when

its

oil is

con-

sumed.
Sixth incarnation as Vajrajahgha (624-715)

Then he was born as the son of King Suvarnajangha and Queen Eaksmi in Jambudvipa, in the East
Videhas, near the ocean on the north bank of the big
the province Puskalavati, in the city
Eohargala. Then with delight blossoming forth, on an
auspicious day the happy parents gave him the name
river

Sita,

in

In a short time Svayamprabha, afflicted
devoted to works of dharma, also fell like
Ealitanga. In this same province in the city Pundarikinl, she became the daughter of the Cakrin Vajrasena
and his wife Gunavati. She was endowed with beauty

of Vajrajangha.

by

grief,

and was named Srimati by
her parents.
Cared for by nurses like a creeper by
women-gardeners, she grew up gradually, her body deliAs a jewel
cate and her hands like shining blossoms.
adorns a gold ring, youth adorned her making the sky
surpassing

all

the

world,

blossom, as it were, with her glossy beauty.
One day, for amusement she ascended the high palace
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named Sarvatobhadra, like a streak of twilight-clouds
on a mountain. Then in a beautiful garden she saw
the gods coming to Muni Susthita who had reached
“ Where have I seen this before ? ”
Usomniscience.
ing uha and" apoha

86

she recalled her former births like

a dream of the night. At once she fell on the ground
in a swoon as if unable to bear in her heart the load
After she had
of the knowledge of her former births.
recovered consciousness from treatment of sandal, 87 etc.,

up and reflected
husband in a former birth,
fell from heaven.
Where has he descended now? Ignorance of this grieves me. Since he fills my heart,
there is no other lord of my heart.
Who indeed would
put salt in a dish of camphor ?
is
He the lord of my life.
If there is no opportunity of conversation with him, what
use is there in talking to any one else ? ” and she took
a vow of silence. Fearing that it was a derangement
due to supernatural agency, her friends gave treatment
of charms, spells, etc., such as was fitting.
She did
not abandon her silence even from one hundred remedies.
For certainly one disease is not cured by the remedy
for another.
On occasion she gave instruction to her
retinue by writing and by gestures with her eye-brows,
administered by her friends, she got
as follows

hands,

“ Ualitanga,

:

my

etc.

One day Srimati had gone to a pleasure-garden, and
her nurse, named Pandita, seized a favorable opportunand spoke to her privately: “You are like my life
to me; I am like your mother.
There is no reason
for lack of confidence between us.
Tell me, daughter,
why you have taken to silence. Make your grief easier
by sharing it with me. When I know your grief, I shall
ity

86

634.

See below,
87

636.

3.

These are the second and third divisions of matijnana.
579-84 and note 248.
To rub sandal-paste on the forehead or chest is a rec-

ognized Indian treatment for fainting.
nose is another.

To hold an onion under the
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proceed to the business of curing it. For a treatment of
an unknown disease is not right.” She then told Pandita an exact account of her former life, like a man
making confession to a good guru. Having represented
Srimatl’s story on canvas by pictures, Pandita, learned
in strategy, went quickly to display it outside.
It was
the birthday of the Cakrin Vajrasena and for this occasion many kings came there. After she had painted the
canvas clearly, Pandita spread it out on the highway, and
stood like the strong desire of Srlmati. Some who knew
the scriptures praised the painted heaven, Nandisvara,
etc., in it which agreed with the description in the scripOther laymen, nodding their heads, described the
tures.
images of the holy Arhats one by one. booking repeatedly
with side-long glances, some, who had experience in the
Others dearts, praised constantly the purity of line.
scribed the colors, black, white, yellow, blue, red, etc., that
made the canvas look like a twilight-cloud.
Just then King Durdar§ana’s son, who was fittingly
named Durdanta, came there. He looked at the canvas
with circumspection for a moment, fell on the ground
in a pretended faint, and got up like one who has
Questioned by the people as
regained consciousness.
to the reason for his fainting, after he had got up,
he told a story giving a false account. “Some one has
painted on the canvas the incidents of my former birth,
and at the sight of it here the recollection of the birth
I am the god Falitanga, and Svayamtook place.
prabha was my goddess. All this agrees exactly with
what is painted here on the canvas.” Then Pandita
asked him, “If that is so, sir, then tell what this
composition on the canvas is. Explain it with your
He said, “ This is Mt. Meru. This is the city
finger.”
Pundarikini .” Again asked about the name of the
Again
muni, _he said he had forgotten the name.
king,
by
surrounded
ministers?
this
is
“Who
asked,
Who is this woman ascetic?” he replied, “I do not
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know

their

Recognized as a deceitful person,

names.”

he was addressed by her with ridicule: “O son, this
account of your former birth agrees exactly with this.

You
wife.

Ralitanga,

are

Now 'as

sir,

a result of

and Svayamprabha is your
karma she is a lame girl in

From recollection of her former birth,
she painted her own life and gave me the canvas when I
went to Dhatakikhanda. I have searched for you out of
compassion for her, lame as she is. So, come to DhatakiNandigrama.

khanda.

,

I shall lead

you to her presence.

ration from you, she lives in grief.

wife dearer than

life

Pitiable in sepa-

Console at once your

in a former birth,

O

son.”

When

Pandita became silent after speaking thus, the deceitful
man was ridiculed by his own friends. “Oh, there is

your merit from this acquisition of a jewel
“ By all means this lame girl must be apof a woman.”
proached and supported.” Then Prince Durdanta, his
face pale from embarassment, (looking) like a piece of
goods that has been left after a sale, went elsewhere.
Just then Vajrajangha came from the city Bohargala,
saw the events painted in the picture, and swooned.
Fanned with fans, sprinkled with water, he got up.
Recollection of his former birth took place, as if he
had just come from heaven. Questioned by Pandita,
“Why did you swoon, O Prince, when you saw this
painting?” Vajrajangha said: “This painting is the
life of my wife and myself in a former birth, madam.
When I saw it, I fainted. This is the holy heaven
Bana, and this the palace Sriprabha. Here am I named
fruition of

and that

my

Svayamprabha. Here
in Dhatakikhanda, having descended in Nandigrama,
she, named Nirnamika, was born in the house of a
poor man. Here she has ascended Mt. “Ambaratilaka
and begun fasting before Muni Yugandhara. Here I
have gone to show myself to her. She died devoted
to me and was bom again as Svayamprabha. Here in
Balitanga,

NandiSvara I

am

is

wife,

engaged in worshipping the images of
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the Jinas, and here, going from there to other tirthas,
I have fallen. Here, I think, my wife also is falling.
Here is Svayamprabha, alone, poor, pitiable. I think
she is here. Remembering her former birth she painted
For certainly one person does not know what
that.
has been experienced by another.”
Pandita agreed,
and went to Srimati and told her everything a remedy
for healing the arrow-wound in her heart.

—

At the

recital of the

news

of her lover, Srimati’s hair

stood on end from delight, like Vidura’s ground sprouting with jewels at the sound of clouds 88 Srimati had
Pandita tell her father, for dependence is a natural
.

women. Delighted at once by that
King Vajrasena
recital like a pea-cock by thunder,
summoned Vajrajangha. The King said to the Prince,
“Take now my daughter Srimati for your wife as in a
The Prince agreed, and the King, deformer birth.”

virtue of high-born

married Srimati to him, just as the ocean
married Sri to Hari 89 Clothed in white linen, like the
moon and moonlight united, they had the King’s permission to go to Dohargalapura. Knowing that Vajrajangha was a suitable person, King Svarnajangha inVajrasena
stalled him in power and took initiation.
also bestowed his sovereignty on his son Puskalapala
and became a mendicant. He became a Tirthakara.
Vajrajangha, dallying with beautiful Srimati, bore with
ease the burden of the kingdom, as an elephant bears
a lotus. To them who were never separated like the
Ganga and the ocean, enjoying pleasures, a son was

lighted,

.

bom.
Then the border

vassals on

sides,

all

very angry

*

88

1.

683.

A

Cf. Kalidasa's

literary convention,

Kuraarasatnbhava

24.
89

6 §7*

ing of the

An

allusion to the epic

Ocean/ during which

Visnu as his wife,

and Puranic story of The Churnwas churned up and taken by
£

§rl

Visnupurana, Bk.

I,

Chap.

9,
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were estranged from Puskalapala.
subduing them like snakes, the
For the purpose
powerful king Vajrajahgha, summoned by him, set out.
Srimatl, whose devotion was unshakeable, also set out
with King Vajrajahgha, like PaulomI with Bidaujas.
When he had gone half-way, he saw ahead a p^tch of
cane that presented the appearance of moonlight on
the night before the new moon. When he was informed
by travelers, “Here is a snake whose look is poisonous,”
he went by another road. For the prudent are devoted
He, resembling a
to the completion of their purpose.
lotus, went to Pundarikini, and the whole crowd of
King Puskalavassals became submissive to Puskala.
pala gave numerous gifts to him, like a disciple greet-

like a lot

of snakes,

of

'

.

ings to a guru.

One day, he took leave

of Srlmati’s

distinguished

brother and set out, accompanied by Srimati, like the
husband of Sri by Sri. When the grindstone of enemies

reached the vicinity of the reed-patch,

now the

experts

“Here two ascetics attained kevaThe serpent which was poisonous by its glance

in his carriage said,

lajnana.

from the brilliance of the gods coming
The two munis, named Sagarasena and Munithere.
The
sena, O King, are there like the sun and moon.”
King knew that these munis were his brothers and, exceedingly pleased, dwelt in that very place in the
90
forest, like Visnu in the ocean
Bowed with the weight
of devotion as it were, together .with his wife he paid
homage to them preaching there, surrounded by an
assembly of gods. At the end of the sermon he gave

became

poisonless

.

.

them

food,

drink,

reflected as follows

from

:

garments, paraphernalia, etc., and
“ These are blessed, free from passions,

and from possessions.
such, though born from the same parents.
80

self-interest,

The ocean

is

I, alas

am not

These alone are~

Visnu’s dwelling-place between the

represented as reclining on Sesa-naga, or on a lotus.

!

K alp as.

He is
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they follow the good road of
the father who took the vows
and I am like a
purchased son. Even in such circumstances, if I become a mendicant, it is not at all unsuitable for me.
For mendicancy even just taken is like a lamp for
like legitimate sons, since

;

destroying darkness.

my

Therefore, I

shall

resort

now

to

a hansa to the course of a
hahsa, after I have gone to the city and given the
father’s

course,

like

kingdom to my son.”
Accompanied ^by Queen Srimati who agreed about
taking the vow, as if her mind were interwoven with
his, he arrived at the city Eohargala.
Then his son,
eager for the throne, alienated the entire kingdom by
money. Money penetrates everywhere like water. The
King and Srimati went to sleep at night with the thought
that at dawn they would take the vow, and give the
kingdom to their son. While they were happily asleep,
their son infused poisonous incense into their room. Who
The
could restrain it like fire coming out of a house?
husband and wife died at once from the excessive smoke
of the incense Much entered their nostrils like a hook
for pulling out their lives.

Seventh incarnation as a twin in the Uttarakurus (716)

Then they were born among the Uttarakurus as twins,
same fate results to those who have died with the
same thought.

for the

Eighth incarnation as a god (71 7)
After they had completed their life together in accordance with the country, they died and became gods

devoted

(to

each other) in Saudharma.

Ninth incarnation as a physician Jivananda (718-88)
After he had enjoyed pleasures unceasingly, the soul
of Vajrajangha fell from the exhaustion of his life-span,
just as a snow-ball melts in the sun. In J ambudvipa,
.

>

in the Videhas, in the city Ksitipratisthita, he

5

was

bom
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named Jivananda,

of the physician Suvidhi.
four other boys were
city
this
in
time
At the same
bom, like pieces of dharma joined to bodies. Among

as the son,

named Mahidhara,

King
Another was the
his wife Taksmi,
son of
named Subuddhi, resembling Srinandana (Love). Another was the son, named Purnabhadra, of the trader
The fourth was
Sagaradatta and his wife AbhayavatL
borne by the wife, Silamatl, of the mereliant Dhana; he was
named Gunakara and was like a heap of good conduct.
Zealously cared for by nurses day and night, all grew up
together like limbs in one body. They played together
in sand-piles, and together they absorbed the entire
In the same
collection of arts as trees absorb water.
city the soul of Srlmati too was bom as the son
Ke§ava of the merchant Isvaradatta. Counting him they
were six friends, inseparable always like the mind and
the senses.
Jly ananda learned the eight-branched 91
Ayurveda followed by his father and also the taste,
efficacy, ~and 'effect of drugs.
Tike Airavana among
elephants, like the sun among the planets, he became
foremost among physicians, wise and with unquestioned
They always amused themselves together like
skill.
brothers, all staying sometimes at one’s house, somethem, one was

the son,

KanakavatL
the minister Sunaslra and

Kanacandra by

of

his wife

_

times at another’s.

One day when they were at^the house of Jivananda,
the son of the physician, a sadhu came to beg for alms. He
was the son of King Prthvipala, named Gunakara, and
had given up the kingdom like an impure thing, and
had adopted the empire of tranquillity. Emaciated by
91

729. These are given in MW. s.v. as follow^: removal of any sabstance which has entered the body ; cure of diseases of the eye or ear,

by sharp instruments cure of diseases affecting the whole body
treatment of mental diseases supposed to be produced by, demoniacal
influence; treatment of children; doctrine of antidotes; doctrine of

etc.,

;

elixirs; doctrine of aphrodisiacs.
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penance like the water of a river by summer-heat,
he was afflicted by worms and leprosy from eating food
at the wrong time.
Although afflicted with worms and
leprosy in his whole body, he did not ever ask for a
treatment.
For those who desire emancipation are,
indiffereiit to the body.
As he was wandering at ran-!
dom from house to house to break his three days’ fast, they;
observed him in the courtyard of their own house. Then
j
Prince Mahidhara said tauntingly to Jivananda, the only
physician in the world: “You have thorough knowledge
of disease; you have knowledge of drugs; you are
experienced in treatment. Compassion alone is wanting
Tike a courtesan, you never glance even at a friencjl
even though sick, even though asking, unless you art
paid. Nevertheless, the discerning must not be greed^
for money solely.
In some cases, a cure must be made
for the sake of dharma.
Shame on all your efforts in
treatment and in pathology since you are indifferent
to such a worthy person who has come ill.”
Jivananda, an ocean of the jewels of knowledge, replied: “Noble friend, you have astonished me. It is a
good thing. A Brahman’s relatives free from animosity,
a merchant who is not deceitful, a lover who isjnot
jealous, a body free from disease, a learned man. who is
rich. a~meritorious p erson free from pride, a woman
who is not ficlde, and a prince who has good conduct
these are seldom seen.
I must certainly cure this
great muni.“~The'"lack of remedies hinders. I have
here the oil with a hundred thousand ingredients, but
Bring
I have not gosirsa-sandal and a jeweled blanket.
five
the
went
saying,
them,”
will
bring
“We
them.”
The muni went to his own
at once to the bazaar.

j,

house.

“"Take the price and give us a jeweled blanket
and gosirsa-sandal,” they said to an old merchant.
While giving them, he said, “A lac of dinars is the
price of each of them. Take them, and tell me what you
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intend to do with these objects.” They said, “ Take the
price and give the gosirsa-sandal and jeweled blanket. Our

purpose is to cure a great sadhu with them.” Hearing
this, the merchant, whose eyes were wide open with
astonishment and whose joy was indicated by horripilation, reflected thus in his mind: “On the one. hand is

youth intoxicated with wildness, joy, and love;
on the other hand their minds, the abode of discernment, suitable for mature age. Such a thing is suitable
for people like me whose bodies are -decrepit from old
For them to do it is like untamed animals carryage.
ing a load.” With these reflections he said: “Take
the gosirsa-sandal and jeweled blanket. Good luck to you,
I shall take imperishable
sirs, and keep the money.
dharma as the price of these two articles. Like brothers
you have made me share dharma, which is a good
thing.” The best of merchants delivered to them the
gosirsa-sandal and jeweled blanket.
Devout, he became
mendicant,
and
attained
emancipation.
a
their

With

all

the remedies, they, foremost of the noble, ac-

companied by Jivananda, went to the muni.
After
bowing to him as he was standing in kayotsarga, motionless beneath a banyan tree like its root, they said, “ We
are going to make an obstacle to your dharma to-day
by giving a treatment, Blessed One. Permit it and
favor us with merit.” Thus informing the muni, they
brought a cow recently dead.
Certainly doctors do
not hesitate. They anointed with the oil every limb of
the muni; it disappeared in the body like canal-water
in a garden. The muni became unconscious from the
oil which had great warming power.
An exceedingly
strong remedy is suitable for allaying a very strong
disease.
Confused by the oil, the worms came out of
his body, as ants come out of an ant-hill because of
water. Jivananda then covered the muni entirely with
the jeweled blanket just as the moon covers the sky with
moonlight.

Then the worms clung to the jeweled blanket
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because of its coolness, 92 just as fish burned by summer
midday heat cling to duckweed. Slowly shaking the
blanket above the cow’s body, the doctor made the
worms fall. Indeed, treachery is never present in the
good. Then Jlvananda soothed the muni with gosirsasandal which gives life to creatures like nectar. As only
the worms which were in the skin came out from this,
Jlvananda anointed again the muni with oil. From that
anointing again

many worms

that were in the flesh came
is in the throat and
stuck to the jeweled blanket-

out, like liquids fr<5m the vital air that

upwards. The worms
cover in the same way as bacteria of curds more than two
days old stick to a cloth with red lac. Again he made the
worms fall from the jeweled blanket on the cow’s body in
the same way as before. Oh, the knowledge and skill
of the doctor! Jlvananda made comfortable the muni
with showers of juice of gosirsa-sandal, just as a cloud
makes comfortable with rain an elephant tormented by
summer heat. By another anointing the worms in the
bones came out.
There is no staying even in adamant

rises

when the very strong are angry. Again he shook
the worms clinging to the jeweled blanket on the cow’s
cages

A

low abode is suitable for the low. Again the
best of doctors smeared the muni with gosirsa-sandal at
once with the greatest devotion as if he were a god.
The muni, handsome because of the fresh skin that had
been produced by the applied remedies, looked like a

body.

polished golden statue.
tion

had asked

When

these

his forgiveness (for

men

any

skilled in devo-

fault

they might

have committed), he, patient as the earth, went elsewhere
to wander. For such as he can remain nowhere.
Endowed with plenty of shrewdness, they sold the
remaining go§Irsa-sandal and the jeweled blanket and
received gold. With that gold and gold of their own
they had built a lofty Jain temple that was like the
765.

The worms were burned by

the

oil.
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peak of Meru. Worshipping the Jinas and devoted to
attendance on their guru, they, noble-minded, wore away
time like karma. One day, the six felt disgust with the
world and, .pious, in the presence of their guru took initiation the fruit of the tree of human birth. They wandered
from city to city, from village to village, and from forest
to forest, staying a limited time, like planets going from
one sign of the zodiac to another. By penances of two,
93
three, four, etc., days’ fast,
they made the jewel of goodconduct more shining, though already ’shining, as if by

—

a whetstone.

Not troubling the

giver, for

the sake of

they took alms to break fast, following
the custom of the bees. 94 Supported by firmness, they
endured trials, hunger, thirst, heat, etc., as good soldiers
endure blows. With forgiveness, etc., 95 as weapons they
completely overcame the four passions like four branches
sustaining

life

army of King Delusion. After they had first performed sarixlekhana 96 physically and mentally, they began
to fast, which is a thunderbolt for destroying the mountain
of karma. Engaged in concentrated meditation, recalling
the formula of homage to the five Supreme Ones, they
abandoned the body. The noble have no delusion.

of the

Tenth incarnation as a Samanika (789-90)

The
heaven
98

six

became

Sakrasamanikas in the twelfth
For such penance does not

named Acyuta.

783.

not a strictly accurate translation of the turya
astama of the text. Neither is the more usual one
two and a half, three and a half days, respectively. In
This

is

(caturtha), sastha,

and a

half,

the caturtha aSects three days. Only one meal
eaten on the day preceding the fast day proper, complete fast is
observed for one day, and on the third day one meal is eaten. In the

actual practice
is

same way the sastha affects four days, the astama five, etc.
94
784. They took alms where they would not be missed, nor
cause any trouble to the giver, as bees take honey*
95

96

786.

787.

This refers to the yatidharma.
See below, 6. 434 ff.

See note 38.
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bear ordinary
of

fruit.

They

twenty-two sagaropamas.

until

moksa

is

fell
97

after completing a life

For there

is

always falling

attained.

Eleventh incarnation as Vajranabha (791-910)

In*the continent Jambudvipa, in the East Videhas,
in the province Puskalavati in the vicinity of the ocean,
in the city Pundarikini, they were born in succession as
the five sons of King Vajrasena by his wife Dharini.
Among them thS soul of the doctor was the first son,
named Vajranabha, indicated by fourteen great dreams. 98
The soul of the prince was the second, named Bahu. The
minister’s son was named Subahu. The souls of the
sons of the merchant and trader were named Pltha and
Mahapitha ; and the soul of Kesava became a Rajput,
Suyasas. Suyasas was devoted to Vajranabha even from
childhood. Affection resulting from a former birth binds
friendship. The King’s sons and Suyasas gradually grew
up, resembling the six mountain-ranges 99 turned into men.
Often riding hojrseback on the bridle-path, they, powerful,
gave the impression of Revanta 100 multiplied. In the study
of the arts their teacher in the arts was only~a~witness.
sihce the.. merits~bF'fHe"gfeat become apparent by themTheir exhibitions of strength were excelled by
selves.
no one, as they lifted mountains with their arms just as if
lifting stones,

101

Then the Lokantika gods appeared
and announced to Vajrasena,
97

98
99

“O

before the

palyopamas make a sagaropama.

790.

Ten

793.

These are described in detail in Chap. II.

crores of

King

Master, found your

See App. I.
Revanta was the son of Martanda when he and his wife had the
form of horses. He was born, “holding a sword and bow, clad in
armour, riding on horseback, and carrying arrows and a quiver."
Markandeya Purana, 108. 7-12, Pargiter’s translation.
101 800.
Perhaps a reminiscence of the lifting of the mountain by
797.

100

Krsna.

Visnupurana, Bk. V, Chap.

n.

:
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Then Vajrasena installed on the throne
strength was equal to the thunderwhose
Vajranabha,
Then
bolt, who was like a second himself embodied.
congregation.”

'King Vajrasena delighted the earth
for a year, like a cloud water.

by

distributing gifts

His festival of departure

(niskramana) was made by gods, asuras, and kings. He
adorned the garden to which he went like the moon the
sky. The Blessed One, having self-acquired knowledge,
took initiation there, and the knowledge called manahparyaya was acquired. Rejoicing in the supreme spirit,
having a wealth of tranquillity, free from affection, free
from possessions, with various resolutions 102 the Lord set
out to wander over the earth.
I

Vajranabha gave provinces to each one of his
brothers and, surrounded by them in constant attendance,
looked like Indra surrounded by Lokapalas. Suyasas
was his charioteer, like Aruna of the Sun. For great
warriors must choose charioteers in accordance with themselves.
From the destruction of the impurity of the
ghati-karmas 108 of Vajrasena, he acquired the highest omniscience like the light of a mirror. Then the cakra, surpassing the sun, entered King Vajranabha’ s armory.
The
thirteen other jewels also belonged to him.
For acquisition

in proportion to merit, as a lotus is in proportion

is

102

8o6.

Abhigraha.

Abbigrahas are special vows taken by sadhus

according to their particular notions.

and

They

relate to substance, place,

A

famous example is the resolution of Mahavlra
to break his fast only if he were offered kulmisa in one corner of a
winnowing-basket by a woman whose feet were chained—one foot
inside the threshold and one outside, at a certain time of day, and
if the woman’s head were shaved and if she were crying.
The story is
told in detail in Tri. ro. 4. 478 ff. Kulmasa is said by the sadhus to be

time,

condition.

same as urad (pulse) boiled in plain water.
break fast with rice or wheat.
the

102

Now

they usually

809.
Four of the 8 classes of karma are ‘ destructive ’
knowledge-obscuring, faith-obscuring, obstructive, and deluding.
See

App.

II.
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The nine

to the water.

treasures 104 performed service to

him, drawn by strong merit like bees by perfume. He
conquered the entire province Puskalavati 106 and all the
kings consecrated him as cakravartin. His inclination
toward dharma, even as he was enjoying pleasures,
increased very much, as if in rivalry with increasing age.
Gradually from the increasing wealth of disgust with
existence, his inclination toward dharma became very
strong like a creeper from water in a basin at its root.
One day the Lord of Jinas, Vajrasena, came there
in his wandering, producing the greatest joy like moksa
embodied.
Then the Master delivered a sermon on
dharma, which was a fountain of nectar for the ears,
under the caitya-tree in the samavasarana 106 Joyfully,
like a king-goose Vajranabha with his brothers approached
the lotus-feet of the Lord Jina, kinsman of the whole
world. After he had circumambulated three times the
Lord of the World and bowed to him, he sat down behind
Sakra like a younger brother. Chief of the laymen, he
listened to the sermon which resembled rain at the time of
Svati, 107 producing the pearl of enlightenment in the pearloysters of the minds of the souls capable of emancipation.
Listening eagerly to the Blessed One’s speech like a
cc
deer to a song, joyfully the King thought
The boundless
ocean of existence is hard to cross, like the sea. Fortunately, my Father, Lord of the World, is a guide across
even it. Delusion makes men completely blind, just as
darkness does. The Blessed One destroys delusion comThe heap of karma
pletely, as the sun destroys darkness.
,

.

ft

:

104

812.

105

813.

The 14 jewels and 9 treasures are discussed in Chap. IV.
One province of Videha is equal to all of Bharata and the

conquest of one
10 ®

karas.
107

on the

817.

is sufficient

The

to

make a

cakravartin.

preaching-hall erected

by the gods

A detailed description occurs in Chap.
820.
rain

Each

fall.

for the Tlrthan-

III.

constellation is supposed to have a specific influence

If rain falls at the pearl-beds near Ceylon at the time

of Svati, it turns into pearls in 9 days, according to tradition.
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is

incurable like a powerful disease that has existed for

a long time. My Father is its healer. But what need
to say more? He alone is the destroyer of all pain,
the sole producer of happiness, an ocean of nectar of compassion. Since the Master is like that, alas! through
negligence

arising

from

delusion,

we

ourselves

have

deceived ourselves for so long a time.” Then in a voice
choked from devotion, the Cakravartin announced to the
Cakravartin of dharma who had come: “For a long

time my mind has been injured by books on statecraft
devoted to the acquisition of wealth, just as a ploughed
108
field is injured by kusa grass
In the same way, desiring
worldly pleasures, like an actor I have long made my
soul play parts always with karma as a costume. For
this sovereignty of mine is dependent on wealth and
love.
Whatever dharma is considered here is allied with
.

Even though

evil.

I

am my

Father’s son,

if

I

wander

here in the ocean of existence, what deeds of prowess
would I, just like every one else, have to my credit?
Just as I have taken care of this kingdom I received
from you, so I will take care of the empire of self-control.
Give it to me.”

After he had made the kingdom subject to his son,
the Cakravartin the sun in the sky of his own family,
took the vow under the Blessed One. His brothers, Bahu

—

and the rest, took the vow at that time. For what their
father and elder brother had taken came to them by
inheritance. The charioteer, Suya§as, following his master, became a mendicant at the feet of the charioteer of
dharma. For servants follow their masters. Vajranabha
instantly became completely acquainted with the ocean
of scriptures, just as
108

in

828.

some

if

the twelve ahgas

Kusa, or darblia,

sacrificial ceremoaies.

is

Poa
It

is

836.

The

visible to

the

cyaosuroid.es, a sacred grass used

considered very undesirable in

cultivated ground.
109

109

traditional original Jain canon.
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eye had become combined in one living body. Bahu and
the others were learned in eleven angas. For the wealth
of merit is varied in accordance with the variation in
destruction (ksaya) and subsidence (upasama) of

karma 110
.

Although rich in contentment, they were never satisfied
with service at the Tlrthankara’s feet and with severe
penance.

Constantly drinking the nectar of the Tirthankara’s speech, they did not become emaciated even with
penance, such as a month’s fast, etc. The Blessed One,
Vajrasena, resorted to the last pure meditation and attained emancipation which was celebrated with a great
festival

by the

gods.

Vajranabha, like a brother of dharma, surrounded
by munis, brothers in the vow, wandered over the earth.
Bahu and the other brothers and the charioteer had
their lord in the Master Vajranabha, like the five senses
subject to the mind. By the power of their yoga all
the magic powers , 111 phlegm, etc., became apparent like
110

837.

See Chap. III.

111

843.

Thb

is treated by several of the
The most complete list which
the Pravac. 1492-1508, p. 430. Most of the names are

subject of the labdhis

commentators with varying
I

know

is in

details.

self-explanatory in the light of our text.

2.

Amarsausadhilabdhi=third of the text.
Viprudausadhi-

3.

Khelausadhi-(slesman)

4.

J allausadhi-( mala) second of the text.
Sarvausadhieighth of the text.

1.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

= first of the text.

=

=

Sambhinnasroto- = thirtieth of the text.
Avadhijnana-, clairvoyant knowledge.
Rjumatijnana) The two divisions of manahparyayajnsina,
* mind-reading knowledge.’
Vipulamatijnana- )
Carana- =thirty-first and thirty-second of the text. See

n. 1x4.
11.

Asivisa-‘ poison-toothed, ’=thirty-third of the text.

12.

Kevali-

13.

GanadharaPurvadharaArhat-

14.
15.

;
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mountain herbs by moonlight. The body of a leper,
if rubbed with just a particle of their phlegm, became
112
The
golden like a heap of copper from kotivedha juice
.

16.

Cakravgrti-

17.
18.

BaladevaVasudeva-

19.

Ksiratnadhusarpirasrava-

,

two interpretations are given which

include the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh of the text.
20.
21.

Kosthakabuddhi- = twenty-first.
Padanusari- = twenty-second

22.

Bljabuddhi- =twentieth.

23.

Tej olesya-

,

the power to send out

This power

destruction.

is

a:

hot-flash

which causes

acquired by observing fasts of three days in

succession for six months, each fast to be broken only

kulmasa to
24.
25.

fill

the hollow of the

by enough

hand and by a handful of water.

Aharaka-, one of the 5 kinds of bodies. See note 157.
Sltalesya-, the power to send out a cold flash which extin-

guishes the hot-flash.
26.

V aikurvikadeha- includes

11, nine to nineteen of the text.

Akslnamahanasi- = twenty-eighth.
28. Pulaka-, a pulaka is the first of the 5 divisions of nirgranthas pulaka, bahusa, kuslla, nirgrantha, snataka. Pulaka, though least
27.

:

developed spiritually, has great power. He alone has power to defeat
the army of a cakravartin. He displays his powers, however, which he
should not do. See T. 9. 48, and for a detailed exposition Bhag. 751,
pp. 891

ff.

This

list

omits the tnano-, vag~, and kayabala of our text, but

these are included in a

list

in the

Aup.

(su. 15).

The

interpretations

by the commentator are much simpler, however. Manobala is defined
as firmness of mind *
vagbala as
ability to carry out anything
c

e

;

promised, or speech causing discomfiture to opponents 9 kayabala as
* physical endurance/
Hem., in the commentary to Yog. x. 8-9, gives
a list which is more extensive than the one in the text.
;

The discrimination

who can gain these
them can be acquired by bhavya-men
but there are ten (nos. 15-18, 6, xo, 13, 14, 24, 28) which are not
possible to bhavya-women the other eighteen are these ten exceptions plus nos. 8, 9, 12 are not possible to abhavya-men; all these
exceptions plus no. ig are impossible to abhavya-women.
This is
labdhis

is

interesting.

in regard to the persons

All of

—

according to Pravac. loc.

;

cit.

in 844. This liquid
is also mentioned in the Prabandhadntamani,
Tawney, p. 173 Sk. ed. pp. 309-10.
;
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impurities from their eyes, ears,

etc., and from their limbs,
having the fragrance of musk, were a medicine for all
sick people. Merely from touching their bodies, sick
people became well, as if from a bath of nectar. Water,
both rain-water and running water of rivers, etc., that
had been in contact with their bodies, removed all
diseases, as the light of the sun destroys darkness.
The
bad effects of poison, etc., disappeared from wind
that had touched their bodies, just as other elephants
disappear because of the scent of the ichor of a rutting
elephant. Food, etc., infected with poison, that was
placed in their dishes or mouths, became free from poison
By hearing their speech, pain left
like pieces of nectar.
any one afflicted with a very poisonous disease, as poison
disappears by a syllable of a charm. The nails, hair,
teeth, and everything else produced by their bodies
became medicines, just as water in pearl-oysters becomes
They were able to make their bodies smaller than
pearls.
11 ®
usual, so they could enter the eye of a needle like thread.
They had the power of making their bodies very large,
so that Mt. Sumeru reached only to their knees. They
had the capacity to make their bodies light, so that
even the lightness of the air was exceeded. They had
the power to make their bodies heavy, surpassing even
the thunderbolt, which (power) could not be resisted
even by Sakra and the other gods. They had the power
of reaching, so that standing on the ground they could
touch with their finger-tips the top of Meru, the planets,

etc.,

like leaves of

resistible will,

as on land,

trees.

They had the power

of

ir-

so that they could walk on water as well

and dive into and come up from land as
They had power by which they could

well as water.

gain the magnificent state of a cakravartin or Indra.
113
852. Ia the Yog. and Pravac., this is described as having the
power to become small enough to enter the hole of a lotus-stalk
and stiU enjoy the prerogatives of a cakravartin.
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They had the unprecedented

faculty of

making others

savage animals became submissive.
submit, so that
They had the power of freedom from opposition, so that
they had unopposed entrance into the middle of a
mountain as' if into a hole. They had the power of unfrustrated invisibility, so that they could always be as
They had skill in changing their
invisible as the wind.
the
world with their own multiple
fill
form, so they could
free,

forms.

Their seed-like intellect was apparent, supernatural,
causing seeds of many ideas to grow from the seed of

one

idea.

They had granary-like

faculties so that

they

retained in due order things heard before without recall-

From their
ing them, like grain thrown in a granary.
knowledge of all the texts and interpretations, they could
continue a text from one word heard at the beginning,
end, or middle. They had powerful mental faculties,

up from the ocean of scriptures a subject in an
antarmuhurta, from their power of immersion. They had
a powerful faculty of speech, repeating all the scriptures
They
in an antarmuhurta as easily as the alphabet.
were very strong in body, free from weariness and
exhaustion even when they were engaged in motionless
pratima for a long time. They were sources of nectar,
milk, honey, and ghee from the arrival of the flavor
of nectar, etc., even from bad food put in their dishes.
Fortunately they were sources of nectar, milk, honey,
and ghee from the change of their words into nectar, etc.,

lifting

for those

afflicted

by

pain.

They had the power

of

having unfailing kitchens from the inexhaustibility of
even a little food which had been dropped into their
bowls, even though very much had been distributed.
They had never-failing palaces from the comfortable
accommodation of innumerable creatures in a little space
as in the case of an assembly of a Tirthakrt. They had
tie power to acquire one undivided sense-organ from the
grasping by one sense alone of the objects of other senses.
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They had the

art

of flying with their legs

114

by

which they were able to reach Rucakadvipa in one jump.
Returning from Rucakadvipa, with one jump they were
able to reach Nandisvara, and with a second the place
from which they had started.
When going up in the
air, with one jump they could go to the garden Pandaka
on Meru’s peak. Then turning, they were able to go to
Nandana 116 with one jump and with a second to the
first jump.
By the art of flying by knowledge with one jump they were able to reach Manusottara,
and with another Nandlsvaradvlpa. With one jump they
were able to arrive at the ground of the first jump. They
were able to come and go up in the air in the same way
as in the Middle World 116
They had the power of a

place of the

.

venomous serpent, able to destroy by a curse
favor and they had very many other powers also.
;

or to

They

114

874. Janghacarana and vidyacarana (878) are two well-known
types of flying ascetics, and are described in many places Com. to
:

Yog.

Aup. 15,

Bhag. 683-4., Pravac. 595-601, p. 168.,
AvaEL p. 47b. All these accounts agree on the main points, but do
not give all the same details. The janghacarana acquires the art
of flying by penance according to the Aup. by fasts of four days'
each, and good conduct. He flies by use of his legs and supports
himself on the sun’s rays. He goes to Rucakavaradvipa or to the
top of Meru in one jump, but he requires two for the return in both
cases, because his power diminishes from negligence arising from zeal
for practicing his art, with the resultant decrease in the time devoted
to penance by which he acquired the art.
1.

9.,

p.

29.,

—

by his learning and
by the support of learning. He
goes to Manusottara in one jump and arrives at Nandisvara with
the second, worships the shrines, and returns in one jump. It
takes two jumps to reach the top of Meru, and only one to return.
This is because learning becomes stronger with practice. The Aup.,
the Yog., and Pravac. mention many other kinds of caranas.
115
877. Nandana is a half-way garden on Meru.
116
879. E.g., when they went to Meru, they went in two jumps
and returned in one.

The vidyacarana

by

acquires the power of flying

fasts of three days’ each.

He

flies

80
use of their powers at all ; for people seeking
moksa are indifferent to things close at hand.
Now the Master Vajranabha acquired strong Tirthakrtdid not

make

117

body-making and family-karma by the twenty sthanakas
Of these the first is by worship of the Arhats
as follows.
and Arhat-statues, and by hymns of praise containing
The second is the
true events, avoiding blasphemy.
of
emancipation with
true
state
the
of
words
celebration in
festivals of watching in the places where the siddhas
The third sthanaka is kindness to
attained perfection.
'

and affection
is
the showing
fourth
sthanaka
The
for the scriptures.
of great devotion to gurus by gifts of food, medicine,
The fifth is
clothes, etc., and by making salutation.

who

yatis

are young, sick, students, etc.,

devotion to sthaviras, i.e., those who have been initiated
for twenty years, those sixty years old, and the learned.

The

sixth

is

clothes, etc.,

the showing of affection by gifts of food,
to those having more learning than oneself in
118

The seventh is tenderness to
ascetics making protracted penance by the gift of devotion
and rest. The eighth is the acquisition* of knowledge

regard to interpretation

of both text
scriptures

by

.

and meaning,

of the twelve ahgas of the

The ninth

daily questions, reciting, etc.

119

adorned
is right-belief, free from the faults of doubt, etc .,
with the qualities of firmness, etc ., 120 characterized by
117

There are useful discussions of these in Ava. 176-8, p. 161

882.

and Pravac. 310-19, pp. 82
118

interpretation
119

f.

According to the Ava.

888.

891.

p.

161, learning in regard to

more esteemed than in regard to the text.
The faults of right belief in addition to doubt (sanka) are
is

acceptance of other doctrines (kanksa)

speech (vicikitsa)

;

praise

;

hate of the Tlrthankaras’

of false doctrine (mithyadrstipra§ansana)

acquaintance with false doctrine (°samstava),
120

The gunas are

891.

Yog.

2. 17.

firmness in J ain doctrine (sthairya)
promulgation of Jain doctrine (prabhavana) ; devotion to Jain doctrine
(bhakti) ; expertness in it (kausala) ; service to the tirthas (tlrthaseva).

The

tSrtha

is

:

either dravyatlrtha, places

where the Tirthakrts were

81
tranquillity, etc

called

121

The tenth

.

from the destruction

of

edge, belief, good-conduct,

The eleventh

reverence (vinaya)

and service to one’s

modes

of conduct

born, received initiation, kevalajiiana, and attained

The

891.

superiors.

and daily duties

tlrtba, the fourfold congregation, or the chief

m

—so-

earnest, determined avoidance, of trans-

is

gression in the

is

karma, fourfold with knowl-

characteristics (laksana) are

desire for emancipation (samvega)

compassion (anukampa)

;

;

moksa

ganadhara.
:

;

122
.

The

or bhava-

Yog.

2. 16.

tranquillity (sama)

disgust with the world (nirveda)

faith in the principles of truth (astikya).

Yog.

2. 15.
122

Icchamithyakaranadiyogesvavasyakesu.

893.

The Ava. p. 161
noun here

gives this sthanaka as avasyaka only, so it is surely a

and not an

The

adjective.

*

daily duties

J

are

6,

defined in the Anuyog.

r) samayika, the avoidance of injury to living
(58, p. 43) as follows
creatures, etc., and cessation of all censurable activity. This, however,
*.

make clear the entire field of samayika. C. R. Jam, Key
“The samayika consists in an endeavor
Knowledge, p. 365 ff, says
to refrain from the commission of all kinds of sin for a certain
period of time, usually an antaramuhurta (about 48 minutes) every
day. During this period one should remain cheerful and engaged
in subduing the element of mental disturbance arising from personal
likes and dislikes, and should dissociate oneself, in one’s mind, from
all kinds of interests and undertakings of which our worldly personality
The most valuable gain from samayika is the cultivation
is made up.
does not
of

of

:

an ever-growing

of ^mental

The Samayika

of divinity

that well-balanced state

feeling of equanimity,

quietude and serenity

which

is

the foremost attribute

consists in

(1)

repenting for the faults committed in the past,

(2)

resolving to abstain from particular sins in future,

(3)

renunciation of personal likes and dislikes,

(4)

praise of Tirthankaras,

devotion to a particular Tirthankara,
withdrawal of attention from the body, and its being directed
towards the souls
2) caturvihSatistava, praise of the twenty -four Arhats; 3} vandana,
homage to those having the mula- and uttaragunas 4) pratikramana,
repentance for any fault committed
3), kayotsarga, cure of spiritual
faults (by meditation); 6) pratyakhyana, determination to avoid
(5)

(6)

;

;

faults in future.

Icchamithyakarana belong to the 10 samacarf, practices of sadhus.

6

82
the observance without sin of the chief
non-injury, etc., and the subsidiary ones of

twelfth sthanaka

gunas of

is

The thirteenth sthanaka

carefulness, etc.

is

the making of

Uttar. 26. 2-7. Anuyog. 118. Pravac. 760-67.
always, there are some variations, but in general
As
Sth. 749, p. 500.
list as taken from the Sth. by Hoernle, Uv.
give
the
I
agree.
they
corrections.
and
additions
n. 121, with
*
i.e., if any one wishes another to
voluntarily
acting
Xccba,
i
to
any pressure on him it may
is
not
put
he
him,
for
do anything
voluntarily:
this especially applies to a
done
if
only be accepted,
inferior.
Sadhu wishing help from an
i.e., if a Sadhu
Miccha (mithya), declaring an act to be false
2.
his
profession, he
act
inconsistent
with
be betrayed into doing any
i.e., he is to express
is to own it in his heart to be false or wrong

They

are given in

4

;

#

;

4

’

;

;

repentance (pascattapakara).
4

Tahakkara (tathakara), expressing acquiescence or acceptance’; e.g., if a guru be asked any question, his reply is to be ac(This also applies further to his sermons,
cepted as true and correct.
4

3.

’

etc.)

Avassita (avasyakl),

4.

who

acting unavoidably

should never unnecessarily
to leave

finds it necessary
is

4

it,

come out

*

;

e.g., if

he should, on coming out, say,

44

It

necessary.”
Nisihita (naisedhikl),

5.

4

warding

off

other business’

ance of anything that would interrupt his concentration.
goes to the temple, he says

he says
4

a Sadhu,

of his shelter (upasraya),

4

avaslhi

’

;

‘Avasihi’

when he

4

nislhi’

three times;

;

i.e.,

avoid-

When

when he

he

leaves

returns to his shelter, he again says

the reverse of nisihi,’; he is to engage in
any necessary work while outside. He says the words three times with
nislhi.’

4

is

reference to mind, speech, and body.

Apucchana (aprcchana), ‘consulting’ or ‘conferring’;

6.

i.e.,

if

any work to be done, one should consult with those who have
a right to be asked e.g., on going to a Jain temple, the guru should be

there

is

;

asked.

Padipuccha (pratiprceha), 4 giving notice

7.

’
;

i.e.,

even in the case

of a previously given general permission or of a previous consultation,

when

the actual

moment

refused

when

very urgent.)

—

text

itself,

(To this should be added that
he first asked, he must ask again,

The Uttar,

pa<Jipucchana

if

doing it should
permission was

if

the business

of action arrives, notice of

again be given.

gives quite a different explanation.
is

is

In the

explained as parakarane, in distinction

83

pure meditation every minute and every second, with
avoidance of negligence. The fourteenth sthana is constant
penance, according to ability, without injury to mind
and body. The fifteenth is sharing of food, etc., with
ascetics, according to ability, with purity of mind, speech,
and body. The sixteenth sthana is the rendering of
service by food, drink, etc., to the ten persons, acarya,
128
etc
The seventeenth sthana is enabling the fourfold
congregation to concentrate their minds in meditation
by warding off all evils. The eighteenth sthana is the
^

,

from apucchana, which
usual explanation

is

is

sayariikarane.

In the commentary the more

also given.

Chandana (chandana), 'invitation*;

8.

e.g.,

a

if

Sadhu returns

from begging food, he is to invite the other Sadhus, who remained
10.
at home, to share his meal.
e.g., if a Sadhu
Nimantana (nimantrana), making an offer
other Sadhus
the
has 110 food for himself, he is, on going to beg, to ask
whether he may bring some for them. The Uttar, again has a variation.
Here it substitutes abbhutthana (abhyutthana) which it explains
as gurupuja in the text.
The com. interprets it also as equal to
£

9.

'

;

*

nimantrana.

Uvasampaya (upasampat),

s

receiving initiation

9
;

i.e., if

any

one goes to an Acarya to receive from him initiation or further instruction in matters of knowledge, faith, and conduct, he is to acknowledge
himself as his disciple (sisya).
123

The 10 persons

898.

a group

of

monks)

years old, or one

;

entitled to service are

upadhyaya (preceptor)

who has been

;

;

acarya (head of

sthavira (a

monk 60

initiated 20 years, or a very learned

monk); tapasvin (ascetic); glana (a sick monk); saiksaka (a young
monk) sadharmika (a co-religionist) kula (a group of sects) gana
;

;

;

(a group of kulas)

;

sahgha

(a

group

of

ganas),

Aup.

20,

43*

p.

Sth. 397, p. 299. Ava. 176-78, p. 161b,
The interpretation of sadharmika varies from that of any one professing the same religion to

the narrow definition of one who follows the same detailed practices.
These 10 persons are entitled to 13 kinds of service giving of food of
drink ; giving a seat ; supplying anything that may be lacking in his
equipment cleansing the feet giving of clothes giving of medicine ;
;

:

;

staff

;

;

on the road ; protection from rogues, thieves, etc.
taking the
when he enters the house; and 3 kinds of sanitary service.

escort

Ava. p. 161b.

;

84
daily zealous learning of

new

texts, interpretations,

and

The nineteenth sthana is devotion to knowledge of
the scriptures by faith, by their publication, by destroying
censure, etc. The twentieth is the propagation of the
doctrine by vidyas, prognostication, literary composition,
124
Of these (i.e., of
dis cussion, discourses on dharma, etc
both.

.

cause for gaining

Tirthakrtnamakarma.

the twenty) one is
The Blessed One acquired it by all.
Bahu, performing service to the sadhus, acquired
for himself karma which had as its fruit the pleasures of

Subahu acquired superhuman strength
a cakravartin.
by giving rest to the great rishis engaged in penance.
Then Vajranabha praised Bahu and Subahu, saying,
“These are indeed virtuous, bestowing service and rest.”
Pitha and Mahapitha reflected, “ Whoever confers beneYet who praises us since vve
fits, he alone is praised.
are devoted to the study of the scriptures and meditabut do not confer benefits ? People adhere to those
who confer advantages.” Because they did not confess
this sin caused by jealousy, devoted „to deceit and
wrong belief, they acquired karma that had woman-birth
as its fruit. These six observed their mendicancy free
from transgressions, resembling a sword-blade, for fourteen lacs of purvas 125
The six, having pure resoluundertook the first called padapopagamana 129
tion,
tion,

.

124

These are some of the 8 divisions of prabhavana (see
Yog. 2. 16, p. 65, gives the following list ; x) pravacin,
one who knows the scriptures ; 2) dharmakathin, one who delivers
admirable religious lectures
3) vadin, one who holds disputations
902.

n. 120).

;

one who knows or teaches prognostication
5) tapas*
vin, one who practices severe penance
6) vidyavat, one who has the
4) naimittika,

;

;

vidyas,

Prajnapti,

etc.,

as attendant deities

has obtained magic powers

;

8)

kavi,

one

one who who composes literary

;

7)

siddha,

productions.

m 9x0.

129

911.

120a. Sth.

A

purva=8,400,ooo2 years.

Seventeen kinds of death are recognized.
102, p. 94b.

Uttar. B. 30. 12

f.

Sam.

Bhag. 91, p.

Pravac. 1006-17, p. 298.
The following account is based on the Uttar. Of
17, p. 34.

:
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accompanied by the two kinds

samlekhana, and became
chief-gods in the Sarvarthasiddhi heaven, with lifeperiods of thirty-three sagaropamas.
of

i) Bhaktapratyakhyana
(auasana).
he makes a confession to his gum in presence of other
sadhus, adopts samlekhana, and rejects all food. He may or may
not take water. He is allowed to move, if able and if not able, can
be assisted by others. 2} Inginl he makes confession, etc., as before.
Rejects water also. Is allowed to move within a limited
space, i e., from shade to sun and vice versa but cannot be assisted
by any one else. 3) Padapopagamana as before, but is not allowed
to move at all. He goes to a mountain, cave, etc., and remains
motionless like a tree until he dies.
All the commentators have
adopted this Sanskrit for the Pk. paovagamana, hence the comparison with a tree. These 3 kinds of anasaua are divided
into vicara, with motion/ (kayacestam udvarttanadikatn), which includes 1) and 2), and a vicara,
without motion/ which applies to
They are further divided into parikarma and aparikarma,
3).
though the exact difference between vicara and parikarma is not
clear to me, nor to the commentators apparently, since they give
two explanations.
The first is sthanopavesanatvagvarttanodvartThis intanadi, which certainly does not differ much from kayacesta.
cludes 1) and 2), and 3) is aparikarma.
Another explanation is
that fasting is saparikarma when there is samlekhana. This
would be when he fasted in the absence of any fatal injury. In
case of a fatal injury he would not be able to peiform samlekhana,
and then it would be aparikarma. Again fasting is divided into
sanirhara and anirhara. This, however, is limited to padapopagamana. Again explanations vary. The Uttar, gives nirhara as going to a mountain, cave, etc., from the village, etc. Anirhara is
defined: ‘yat punar utthatukame vraiikadau kriyate tad anirhari,
tatra kvapi gamanabhavat/ The meaning of this is not clear, nor
have I been able to obtain any satisfactory interpretation, but apparently
he does not leave the village, which is in itself a contradiction of
the fundamental definition of padapopagamana. The Bhag. 91 defines

these,

three are from fasting

in this

;

:

;

.

*

*

.

when a sadhu dies in the
But in these, it is not stated in the
first place that padapopagamana must be performed in a remote spot.
According to the Pravac,, padapopagamana can be performed only
by those having vajrarsabhanaraca-bodies.

nirhara as the carrying out of the corpse,

upakaya.

Similarly, Sth. p. 94.

Chapter

II

Story of Sagaracandra, PriyadarSana, and ASokadatta
(1-108)

JambGdvipa in the West Videhas, there is
a city, Aparajita by name, unconquered by its enemies.
In it there was a king, by whose power the world had

Now,

in

been subdued, Isanacandra (the Moon of Isana), equal
There lived a merchant,
to the Indra of Isana in glory.
preeminent in wealth, foremost among those devoted
solely to piety, by name Candanadasa, sandal for giving
delight to the world.
He had a son, Sagaracandra,
who was the prime cause of delight to the eyes of the
world like the moon to the ocean. Always having an
upright character, his actions governed by dharma,
possessing discernment, he was the face-ornament of the
whole city.
One day, to see King Isanacandra he went to the
^palace crowded with vassal-kings who had humbly
approached to do service. Then he was received by
the King, just as by a father, with great affection
shown by giving him a seat, betel, etc. Just then a
panegyrist came to the King’s door and recited in a
“ Today,
voice which surpassed the sound of the conch
0 King, the &ri of spring with many flowers prepared
appears in your garden like a woman-gardener on the
alert.
Honor with your presence that garden with the
quarters made fragrant with the perfume of blooming
flowers, like Mahendra Nandana.”
The King instructed
the door-keeper: “Early in the morning everyone must
go to the garden. Have it proclaimed in the city.”
“You too must go to the garden,” the King himself commanded the merchant’s son. For this is characteristic
:
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Then dismissed by the King, delighted, he went home and told his friend ASokadatta
about the King’s command.
On the next day the King went to the garden
with his retinue. The citizens went there also. Subjects

of a gracious master.

Like spring with the wind from
Malaya, the merchant’s son with his friend Asokadatta
went to the garden. Then the people, subject to the
rule of kama, began to amuse themselves by gathering
and wreathing flowers, by songs, dances, etc. The citizens,
formed into groups here and there, engaged in recreation, took up the yoke of the camp of King Smara who
had settled there. While at every step arose loud
sounds of songs and musical instruments in conjunction
as if to conquer other sense-objects, suddenly from a

follow

the

near-by

king.

arbor

a terrified
woman, “Help! Help!” To ascertain what it was,
Sagara ran quickly, as if drawn by that voice penetrating his ear.
He saw there Priyadarsana, the daughter
of

arose

trees

the

cry

of

who had been seized by
by wolves. The merchant’s
one bandit and took away his

of the merchant Purnabhadra,
bandits" like a' black doe

son crushed the hand of
knife, just as one would take a jewel after breaking a
serpent’s neck.
Seeing such strength on his part, the
bandits ran away.
Even tigers flee at the sight of a
blazing fire.
Thus Priyadarsana was freed by Sagara
from the bandits like a mango-shoot from woodgatherers.
“Who is he, best of men, devoted to
helping others? Fortunately he came here, drawn by
my great good-fortune. Surpassing Smara in beauty, he
alone shall be my husband.”
With these thoughts
Carrying PriyaPriyadarsana went to her own house.
darsana in his heart as if she were sewn there, -the
merchant’s son, accompanied by Asokadatta, went

home.

Then Candanadasa heard
incident.

By whom

indirectly about the

whole

could such a thing be concealed

?

88
•He thought, “His love for Priyadarsana is suitable.
For friendship between the lotus and king- goose is
This magnanimous act which was performed
suitable.
For heroism must not be
at that time is not suitable.
shown by ar merchant, even though he is heroic. Moreover, as he is honest, his association with Asokadatta
who is deceitful is certainly not a good thing, resembling
127
Reflecting
that of a plantain tree with a jujube .”
and
Sagara,
for
merchant
sent
the
time,
long
thus for a
began, to admonish him in a conciliatory way, as an

elephant-driver would a bhadra-elephant
are conversant with the customs of

with business

affairs.

I

Still,

128
.

O son,

you

the sastras, and.

all

some

you

give

shall

For we merchants, son, living by

advice.

"

skill

in

our

unassuming, being well-dressed, are not criticized..
Merchants,
in youth you must conceal your power.
even in matters common to everyone, act with apprehension. Wealth, indulgence in pleasure, generosity
art,

Even

which must certainly be concealed, are sufficient for
our renown, just as the body is sufficient (adornment) for
young women. Action which is not suitable to one’s
birth has a bad appearance, like a gold ornament
fastened on a camel’s foot.
to wealth, as constituting

Then time must be given
virtue, by those devoted to

own station, son.
wicked by those who are honest

business and to suitability for their

Association with the
127

31

The plantain

-

tree is very delicate

and the jujube very

thorny.

m

“The elephant

j2.

Bhadra

either a

is

(propitious),

of four kinds according to its

Mandra

(pleasing),

Mrga

(deer),

race;
or

a

The elephant which has honey-coloured teeth, is
strong, well-proportioned, has a globular shape, good head and
excellent limbs, is always known as a Bhadra.
The height of a
Bhadra is 7 cubits (hasta), its length 8 cubits, the circumference
Mi§ra (mixed).

—

of

its

belly

4 7 34~35
»

*

mandra),

‘

should

always

Abhi.
40 mandasattvat.’
>

4.

be

10

284,

cubits.”

Hem.

gives

Oppert,

Sukranlti,

manda

(instead of

:
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by nature must be abandoned.

In course of time

it

surely effects a change for the worse, like the poison of

a mad-dog. This Asokadatta friend of yours, always
advancing (in influence), will corrupt you entirely, as
leprosy spreads and corrupts a body.
For he, extremely
deceitful, thinks one thing, says another, and
does
something else, like a courtesan.*’ u
When the best of merchants had stopped speaking
after giving this careful advice, Sagaracandra thought
to himself, Cf I thipk Father has learned about the whole
incident of the girl and bandit, since he gives this advice.;,
Asokadatta does not appear suitable to Father,
By
the bad fortune of men (our) elders are different (from
what they should be). Still, it must be.”
Reflecting
thus a moment, Sagaracandra said in a respectful voice
“ Whatever my Father advises, that must be done. I am
your son.
Enough of action by which the father’s advice
is transgressed.
However, by chance and unexpectedly,
action falls to one’s lot which does not allow any time
at all for reflection.
The time for action passes for one
reflecting, as the auspicious hour (for the bath) passes
for a lazy person washing his feet.
Even though such
a time should come, even though my life were in danger, I
.

do only that which will not cause you embarassment.
As for what my Father said about Asokadatta, I am
The
not vicious by his vice, nor virtuous from his virtue.
cause of my friendship with Asokadatta is our living

will

together, playing together in the sand-pile (as children),

seeing each other frequently, the
cation, the

same

habits, the

same

same

age, kindness

him

at

all.

Some one has

lied to

my

Certainly malicious people disturb every one.

that he

is deceitful,

what

will

even in

I do not see

absence, sharing of pleasure and pain.
deceit in

same edu-

caste,

he do to

any

father.

Granted

me ? Even when

”
they are placed together, glass is glass, a jewel is a jewel
To his son who had replied thus the merchant said, “ You
!

are a

sensible fellow.

Nevertheless,

I had

to advise

For the hearts of others are

you.

difficult

to

pene-

trate.”

he asked Purnabhadra
for his daughter fully endowed with the virtues of good
conduct, etc., for him. Purnabhadra approved his request,
“
saying,
In the beginning that daughter of mine was
bought by kindness by your son.” Then the wedding
of Sagaracandra with Priyadarsana was celebrated by
the parents at an auspicious conjunction of the stars on an
auspicious day. Then the bride and groom rejoiced at the
desired marriage just as at the fall of The thought-about
dundubhf 129 Their affection for each other, like that of two
cranes 120 increased, as if they had one soul from the harmony of their minds. Priyadarsana, always radiant, with
a gentle expression, shone with Sagaracandra like moonlight with the moon.
Of these two, virtuous, handsome,^
sincere, there was a suitable union from Destiny arranging
it after a long time.
Certainly because of their faith
in each other, there was no lack of confidence between
them. The pure in heart never suspect the reverse.
Then Asokadatta came to the house of Sagaracandra
who had gone out and said to Priyadarsana, “Sagaracandra consults constantly in secret the daughter-in-law of
the merchant Dhanadatta.
What can be his object in
this?”
Naturally artless, she replied, “Your friend

Knowing

his son’s attachment,

.

,

knows this or you, his second heart, always know. Who
knows the business conducted in secret of great men of
affairs ?
He knows. Why should he talk about it at
home ? ” Asokadatta said, “ What your husband’s purpose
is in consultation with her, that I know.
But how can
it be told?”
Asked by Priyadarsana, “What is it?”
;

he

What my purpose is with you, fair lady, that
purpose with her.” Again asked by Priyadarsana,

said, “

is his

129

59180

P- 210.

6o.

A throw of dice, evidently lucky.
Sarasas are proverbial as inseparable friends.

See H. P.

’
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who was

artless

and did not know

his motive, “

What

your purpose with me?” he said, “Except your
husband alone, what man of sense, understanding different
flavors of pleasure, would not have a purpose with you,
fair lady?” When she heard that speech that was like
a needle in her ear, betraying an evil meaning, angered,
her face bent down, she said to him cuttingly “ O villain,
basest of men, how can you think this ? Or thought,
how can you say it ? Shame upon the temerity of a fool
Moreover, do you consider my noble husband like yourself,
villain
Shame upon you, an enemy in the guise of a
friend.
Go Do not stay, scoundrel
From the mere
is

:

!

!

!

you there is evil.”
Thus reviled by her, he went away quickly like
a thief. As he went along, his face black with darkness
“ O friend,
like a cow-killer, disconsolate, Sagara saw him.
why do you look as if you are troubled ? ” Sagaracandra,
who had a crystal-pure mind, asked him. Then the villain,
a mountaii^ of deceit and tricks, heaving a deep sigh,
sight of

his lower lip. contracted a
said,

“You

little,

as

if

from great

strain,

the cause of depression of those
like the cause of cold of those dwelling

see, 'brother,

living in samsara

near Mt. Hima.

is

Something

in a secret place which

is

it is

present here like a

wound

desirable neither to conceal

nor to tell.” Guileless Sagaracandra reflected, as Asokadatta stood, after saying this, with deceitful tears in his
eyes, “Oh, samsara is worthless, in which even in such
men such a cause of doubt suddenly arises. Though
he does not speak from firmness, his extreme inner despair
indicated by tears, like a fire by smoke.”
is clearly
Thinking thus for a long time, at once pained by his pain,
again Sagaracandra said to him in a choking voice, “If it
is not untellable, friendj tell the cause of your depression.
Now have less pain by sharing your pain with me.”
Asokadatta said, “Nothing else is untellable to you,
who are the same as life to me ; this matter is especially
untellable.

My

friend

knows

this

—that here a

woman

is
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always the cause of unworthy things, as the night before a
new moon is the cause of darkness.” Sagara said, Now
indeed, dear friend, you have fallen into danger from some
womanlike a snake.” Asokadatta said, displaying simulat-

ed embarassment: “ For a long time Priyadarsana has said
For so long a time I disregarded
improper things to me.
her with shame and scorn on my part, thinking, ‘Some
time she will cease, ashamed of herself.’ But day by day
she does not cease speaking to me with words suitable
Alas, women have persistence in
for unchaste wives.
wickedness.
Today, moreover, to look for you I went
to your house. Friend, I have been detained by her
knowing tricks like a Raksasi. After I had freed myself in

some way from her house, like an elephant from a net,
I came here very quickly.
Then I thought, She will not
‘

me go, so
And yet it is
let

long as I

So, shall I kill myself today ?

live.

not a good idea to

die, since

she will describe

such a thing falsely to my friend and that, moreover,
in my absence.
Rather, I myself will tell everything to
my friend, so that, distrusting her, he will not go to
;

That too

destruction.

her wish.

is

her improper conduct?’

saw me here

my

not

fitting, since I

Shall I throw acid
just now.

As

I

Know

did not

fulfill

on a wound by telling
was reflecting thus, you
this to be the cause of

depression, friend.”

When he had

heard this speech, for .a moment Sagara
was like one who has drunk poison then he became calm
like the ocean free from wind.
Sagara said: “ This is
inherent in women, like acridness in water from wells in
salty ground. Do not be troubled.
Be always busy with
auspicious work. Contentment (of mind) must be maintained. Consider that her words are not to be remembered.
Ret her be whatever she may be. Enough of her, in truth.
Only may there be no evil-mindedness between us,
brother.” So conciliated by him, artless as he was, the
basest of men rejoiced. For the deceitful, even having
committed crimes, admire themselves. From that time
;
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on, Sagara, without affection and with depression, endured

Priyadarsana like a finger consumed by disease. Neverfrom respect he treated her just as before. For
a creeper which one has cherished is not rooted up, even
though barren. Priyadarsana did not tell her husband
about Asokadatta’s behaviour, with the idea, “I do not
want to cause a quarrel between them.” Then Sagara,
considering worldly existence as a prison, made his wealth
serve its purpose by employing it for the poor, etc. In
theless,

course

of

time,

dll

Sagara,

three,

Asokadatta, completed their span of

Priyadarsana,
life

and

and

died.

Divisions of time and description of the Golden Age

(109-156)

;

Then Sagara and Priyadarsana were born

in the

form

of twins in the southern part of Bharataksetra in J ambudvipa, in the middle part of the space between the Ganga

and Sindhu, 131 in the third period in avasarpinl, when there
was the eighth part of a palya remaining. In the five
Bharata- and Airavata-zones the twelve-spoked wheel of
time is the basis of the law of time. Time is two-fold
from the division into avasarpinl and utsarpini. There
are six spokes in avasarpinl, beginning with Ekantasusama
(Pure Bliss). Of these Ekantasusama lasts for four crores
of crores of sagaras, and Susama (Bliss) for three; Susama-

duhsama

(Bliss-Sorrow) for two,

Duhsamasusama (Sorrow-

one crore of crores of sagaropatnas minus fortytwo thousand years Duhsama (Sorrow) lasts for twentyone thousand years, and Ekantaduhsama (Pure Sorrow)
The spokes which are
for the same measure of years.
They are the
described.
been
avasarpinl,
these
have
in
Bliss) for

;

131

ed.,

109,

All the MSS. I have seen have either the reading of the

gangasindhuttarasyantarbhage, which

already been stated that

it is

is

quite impossible, as

the southern half of Bharata

sindhvantarasyantarbhage, which
the less undesirable of the two.

is

;

it

has

or gahga-

not satisfactory either, but seems
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same in utsarpini, but in reverse order. So in avasarpini
and utsarpini together there are twenty crores of crores of
sagaropamas.

In the

first

human

of these spokes,

beings live for

three palyas, are six miles tall, and eat every fourth day.
152
marked with all the good
They have symmetrical bodies ,

marks, with joints firmly knit as if with mortise, collar
and pin / 85 always healthy. They are free from anger,
conceit, deceit, and greed, by their very nature shunning
unrighteousness on all occasions. In it, ten wishing-trees,

Madyangas, etc., just as in the Uttarakurus, grant their
The Madyangas give sweet wines,
desires day and night.
Bhrngas
give dishes, etc., like keepers of
asked
as
soon
as
store-houses of them. Turyangas distribute musical in;

struments producing concerts.
132

body

1x9.

— of

Caturasrasusamsthana.

which there are 6

Dipasikhas and Jyotisikas
This

varieties.

the

is

1)

first

and be*t kind of

Samacaturasrasaihsthana

more usual form) is a perfectly symmetrical body. 2) Nvagro0
dhaparim and al a, the body is like a banyan-treq.; the upper part is
(the

symmetrical but the lower does not correspond.

The lower part

reverse of the second.

upper part

is

not.

4)

Kubja, 0 hunchback.

are properly proportioned, but the torso
5)

Vamana, 0 usually translated

this connection.

is

‘

0

is

the
feet

contracted and misshapen.

dwarfish,’ but that

feet, etc.,

Sadi

The neck, hands, and

is

It is the reverse of kubja.

formed, but the neck, hands,

3)

properly formed, but the

are not.

The

is

not accurate in

torso

is

properly

These are the usually

accepted definitions of kubja and vamana, and certainly the correct
ones, but the Sth. reverses the definitions. 6) Hunda, 0 in which every

part of the body
188

is

misshapen.

Sam. 153,

p. 150. Sth. 495, pp. 357-8.

Vajrarsabhanaracasamhanana. There are also 6 varieties
of joints, of which this is the best and first kind.
Vajra is a * bolt/
rsabha, a ‘collar or binding/ naraca, a ‘double mortise’. The two
bones are joined by a double mortise, bound with another bone, and
fastened by a fourth as a bolt.
The second kind is without the bolt
and is called rsabhanaraca ’ ; the third kind (naraca) is joined only
by the double mortise the fourth (ardhanaraca) has a mortise on one
side and a bolt on the other; in the fifth (kllika) the
bones are merely
bolted together; in the sixth (sevarta) the bones only
touch each other,
119*

‘

;

Sam.

155, p. 150. Sth. 494, p. 357.

'
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also

give

unequaled

variegated wreaths

dharvas.
clothes.

The Sucitrahgas produce

Manyangas bestow ornaments

kinds of food.

Gehakaras

;

light.

Citrarasas, like cooks, produce

many

at will;

fine houses, instantly, like a city of the

With uninterrupted desire the Anagnas
Each of these give many other objects

Then the ground

Gangive
also.

sweet like sugar, and the waters in the
rivers, etc., are unexcelled by the sweetness of nectar.
As that spoke passes, the joints, etc., and the powers
of the kalpa-trees deteriorate very, very slowly.
is

In the second spoke, mortals live for two palyas,
are four miles tall, and eat every third day. The powers

somewhat less; the waters and
the ground-sugar are somewhat deficient in sweetness.

of the wishing-trees are

In this spoke too,

in course of time, as in the

abundance gradually decreases,

like the size

former one,
of an ele-

In the third spoke, men live for one
tall, and eat every second day. And
in this spoke, as before, body, age, sweetness of the ground,
and power of the wishing-trees become still less. In the
fourth spoke lacking former power, men live for a crore of
purvas, five hundred bows tall. In the fifth, they live for
one hundred years and are ten and a half feet tall ; but
in the sixth they live for sixteen years and are one foot
and a half high, filled with pure sorrow. In utsarpini also
men must be known to be such (as in avasarpin!) in the
six spokes in reverse order.
From being born at the end of the third spoke, the
twins were nine hundred bows tall; they lived for the
tenth part of a palya ; their bodies had mortise-collar-andpin joints, and they were provided with a perfectly
The man-twin with a complexion the
symmetrical form.
with his wife, the color of the
together
gold
color of pure
18 *
had the beautiful appearance of Sumeru with
priyahgu,
a mass of clouds. In the same place, because of the deceit
phant’s trunk.
palya, are

134

139.

two miles

I.e.,

dark.
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former birth, Asokadatta became an
elephant, snow-white, with four tusks, like an elephant
One day, as he was wandering at will, the
of the gods.
practiced in the

him the man-twin, his friend of a
former birth. Affection sprang up from his body expanded
by the shower of nectar of his sight, like a shoot from
a seed. He (the man), even though unwilling, was made
to mount his shoulder by the elephant, who had seized him
From the
and embraced him with his trunk at pleasure.
elephant saw before

two repeatedly seeing each other, the recollection of their

The
saw
Then

former birth arose, just as if shown before their eyes.
other twins, their eyes wide-open with astonishment,
him, like Indra, mounted on a four-tusked elephant.
the twins called him by the

name

f

Vimalavahana (The
White- vehicled), because “He is seated on an elephant
white as the conch, jasmine, and moon.” Knowing ethics
(niti) from recollections of former births, having the white
elephant as a vehicle, naturally handsome, he became head
’

of all the people.

With the passing

of time there the

power of the
wishing-trees diminished, like that of ascetics whose goodconduct has been violated. The Madyangas gave wine
tasteless, scanty, and slow, as if inferior trees had been
brought by an evil fate that had changed them. As if
powerless from reflecting, “Shall they be given, or not ? ”
the Bhrngas when asked gave dishes reluctantly. The
Turyangas did not produce such musical instruments, etc.,
like slave-Gandharvas who had been dragged there with
abuse. Even though asked repeatedly for light, the
'

1SS

Jyotiska-trees, as well as the Dlpasikhas,

such light as before,

like torches by. day.

did not diffuse

The Citrangas,

like disrespectful servants, did

not bestow wreaths, etc.,
quickly as the result of a wish.
The Citrarasas did not
give as before the fourfold food, like food-dispensary
donors whose desire to give
135

152.

is

being destroyed.

The

There must certainly be a double meaning to
dipasikha.
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Manyahgas

likewise did not deliver manifold ornaments,
filled with anxiety, “How will they be replaced

etc., as if

”

The Gehakaras made houses slowly, slowly, like
poets whose powers and proficiency are dull producing
good poems. Even the Anagnas gave clothes very reagain

?

luctantly like clouds that have cruel planets

188

as ob-

stacles giving rain.

As the consequence

of such a time, the twins developed

a sense of ownership in the wishing-trees, as if in their
bodies. When one of them approached a wishing-tree

own

considered his

own by

another,

it

was a great

insult to the

one having first claim to ownership. Then unable to
endure the mutual injuries, they made Vimalavahana their
chief, with authority as lord.
Knowing niti from recollections of former births, he divided the wishing-trees and
gave them to the twins, as an old man divides property
among members of his family. He promulgated the law
of Hakara for the punishment of any one who crossed the
boundary from desire for another’s wishing-tree. As a
result of his punishment with the words, “Ha! you did
that wickedly,” the twins did not exceed the boundaries,
as waters do not exceed the bank of the ocean. In regard
to the Ha-punishment the twins thought, “ Better corporal
punishment, etc., than the disgrace of the Ha”.
When half a year only of his life remained, his wife
Candrayasas bore twins. A boy and girl, with lives of
numberless purvas, with good bodies, having the first kind
of joints, dark, eight hundred bows tall, named Caksusmat
and Candrakanta by the parents, born together, they
grew up like a creeper and a tree. After caring for
the twins for six months, Vimalavahana died without old
age or disease, and was born among the Suvarnakakumaras. At the same time Candrayasas died and was

/

are §ani (Saturn), Mangala (Mars), Ravi
The favorable ones are Budha (Mercury),
Sukra (Venus), Brhaspati (Jupiter), and Candra (Moon). Wilkins,
136

156

.

(Sun), Rahu,

The cruel planets
and Ketu.

p. 359- Martin, pp. 295

7

f.
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Moonlight cannot remain when
the moon has set. Having completed his own life there,
the elephant too attained the state of being a Nagakumara. Such is the power of time. By the law of the

bom among

the Nagas.

Ha-punishment

alone,

Caksusmat preserved the boun-

daries of the twins, like Vimalavahana.
of

the

life

of

Caksusmat

and

The

last period

Candrakanta

arrived, twins Yasasvin and Surupa were born.

the (same) joints, figure

and color

(as

their

having

Having
parents),

they gradually attained growth, like
a
Always going together, seven
strength and intellect.
tall,
the two had the appearance of
hundred and fifty bows
In course of time Caksusmat died
pillars of an arch.
little shorter lived,

and was born among the Suvarnas, and Candrakanta at
once among the Nagas.
Then Yasasvin, like his father, controlled all the twins
Then
easily for a long time, as a cow-herd controls cows.

by the twins, like
by elephants whose internal-ichor is
appearing. Yasasvin made the Makar^ punishment ta
curb them. In a disease that can not be subdued by one
remedy, another remedy must certainly be applied. He,
having great judgment, used the first law for a small
offense, the second one for a moderate offense
and both

gradually the Hakara was disregarded
the elephant-goad

.

;

in a serious offense.

When

were almost ended,
and boy together like

their lives

Yasasvin and Surupa had a girl
knowledge and humility. They named the son, as bright as
the moon, Abhicandra, and the daughter who resembled
the priyangu-creeper, Pratirflpa.
Having shorter lives
than their parents, sis hundred and fifty bows tall, united
like §aml and asvattha trees, they gradually grew up.
Always they had the beautiful appearance of the holy
streams MandakinI and Yamuna with their waters min-

When

was completed, Yasasvin was bom
among the Abdhikumaras and at the same time SurQpa
among the Nagakumaras.

gled.

his life

;

Bike his father, Abhicandra ruled

all

the twins for

a.
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long time by the same maintenance of discipline and by the
same two laws. Finally twins were borne by Pratirupa,
just as the moon, desired by many creatures, is borne

The parents gave the name Prasenajit to
the son, and to the daughter the name Caksuhkanta,
because she was pleasing to the eye. Having shorter lives

by the

night.

than their parents, with the dark luster of the betel-vine,
together they gradually grew up like intellect and vigor.
Both six hundred bows tall, having equal beauty, they
were like day ancj, night of the equinox. After death
Abhicandra was born among the Udadhikumaras, but

among the Nagakumaras

Pratirupa

Then

in the

same time.
same place Prasenajit became lord of the
at the

eminent are also
eminent. Then the twins gradually transgressed the
Hakara-law and the Makara-law, as those afflicted by
love transgress modesty and the bo unds of good behavior.
Prasenajit made another law of nhjkka, resembling a
twins.

charm
Clever
all

For generally the sons

for

bhut of transgression.
by these three laws he ruled
an elephant by the three yatas 137 Then

terrifying

in. their

of the

the great

administration,

the people like

.

toward the end of the time (i.e. her life) Caksuhkanta
bore twins, a boy and girl, whose lives were somewhat
They were five hundred and fifty bows tall, and
shorter.
together increased in size like a tree and its shadow. The

became known among the people by the name
Marudeva and the daughter by the name Srlkanta.
Marudeva, gold-color, with his wife, who was the color
of the priyangu, had the beautiful appearance of Mt.
Kanaka (Meru) with a row of trees in Nandana. Then
after death Prasenajit was born among the Dvipakumaras,
and Caksuhkanta at the same time among the Nagason

kumaras.
directed all the twins by the same
the king of the gods directs the gods.

Then Marudeva
series of laws, as
187

194.

The

three are voice, foot and goad.

MatangalJla, 12 . 8

ff.
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twins were born from Srikanta, boy and girl,
named Nabhi and Marudevi Five hundred and twenty-five

Finally,

.

bows

together they grew

tall,

up

like forgiveness

and

self-

Marudeva, with the beauty of the priyahgu, and
Nabhi, having the color of pure gold, looked like images of
The life of these
their parents from the identity of color.
183
two noble persons was measured by numbered purvas
and was somewhat less than Srikanta’s and Marudeva’ s.
After death Marudeva attained the status of a Dvipacontrol.

kumara and Srlkanta that of a Nagakumara. After
that Nabhi became the seventh patriarch of the twins, and
ruled them properly by these three laws.
The

birth of

Rsabha.

The

thirteenth incarnation

(207-272)

When

remained in the third spoke of time
purvas plus eighty-nine fortnights,
eighty-four lacs
on the fourth day of the dark fortnight of the month
Asadha, when the moon was in conjunction with the Uttarasadha constellation, the soul of Sri Yajranabha, after
completing a span of life to the extent of thirty-three
sagaropamas, fell from Sarvarthasiddhi and descended into
the womb of Marudevi, the wife of Sri Nabhi, as a hansa
would descend from Fake Manasa to the bank of the
Mandakinl. At the time when the Master descended, for
a moment there was happiness for all creatures in the
three worlds from the destruction of pain, and also a great
light.
Then Marudevi, asleep in her bed-chamber, saw
fourteen great dreams on the night of the avatar. (First)
A bull, white, massive- shouldered, with a long, straight
tail; with a wreath of golden bells like lightning, in an
autumn-cloud.
(Second) A king-elephant, four-tusked,
there

of

white, gradually swelling, charming with a trickling stream
of ichor, like a living Kailasa.
(Third)
lion, red-eyed,

A

188

years.

204.

Heretofore the twins had lived for numberless purvas of
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long-tongued, with a waving mane, displaying a banner
among warriors, as it were, under the pretext of raising
his tail.

(Fourth)

The goddess whose

a
lotus, with eyes resembling lotuses (i.e. Sri), adorned with
pitchers full of water lifted up by the trunks of the
elephants of the quarters. (Fifth) A wreath twisted from
flowers of various and numerous divine trees like a pendent
rain-bow. (Sixth) A moon-orb having the sky-orb resplendent with a flood of light, producing joy like the image of her
own face. (Seventh) A sun, giving the delusion that it was
day at that time, though it was night, destroying all
darkness, having blazing light.
(Eighth) A flag-staff with
a fluttering pennant having a wreath of bells like an
elephant with its ears flapping. (Ninth) A pitcher of
water, a gold pitcher, its mouth covered with full-blown
lotuses, resembling the pitcher of nectar which appeared
(Tenth) A great lotusat the churning of the ocean.
pond become many mouths, as it were, to praise the
first Arhat by means of lotuses resonant with bees.
(Eleventh) An ocean of milk pleasing the mind with
masses of high waves that were thieves of the beauty of
masses of autumn clouds scattered over the earth.
(Twelfth) A heavenly palace (vimana) 189 with immense
luster, as if that palace in which the Blessed One had lived
(Thiras a god had come here from former affection.
teenth) A great collection of jewels with radiant light
massed in the sky like a collection of stars come together
(Fourteenth) A smokeless
in one place from somewhere.
fire that was
like the collected brilliance of all tide
brilliant objects present in the womb of the three worlds.
These entered her mouth. At dawn, the Lady Marudevl
woke up at the end of her dream with a smiling face like
139

The word vimana

resting-place

is

is used both for the palaces of the gods
In the
which serve as their conveyances*
representations of the dreams which every temple possesses the vimana
is always made to represent the aerial car.
But the text here makes
it quite clear that Hem. has a palace in mind.

and

224.

for the

aerial

cars

—
102

As if pouring forth unequaled joy, with tender
words the Lady at once told Nabhi the dreams in detail.
“
Your son will be the best patriarch (kulakara),” Nabhi
a lotus.

explained the dreams in accordance with his

own

simpli-

city.

Then the thrones

of the Indras shook as

if

from

anger at the thought, “The, birth of the Master in a
mere Kulakrt’s family is not suitable.” “What is the
reason for this sudden trembling of our thrones ? ” They
ascertained that after employing knowledge and perception.
Then the Indras came all together, like friends having
an appointment, to interpret to the Blessed One’s Mother
the meaning of the dreams.
With buds made from their
folded hands on their heads from reverence, they made

the interpretation of the dreams, like commen“ O Mistress, from the sight of the bull in
tators a text.
clear

your dream
of

—a son will be to you, able to

dharma sunk

sight

of

greatest

in the

the elephant,
of

the

great,

mud

up the chariot

From

delusion.

of

0 Lady

lift

—

your son

and the

will

sole -abode

of

the

be the
great

—

From the sight of the lion your son will
be a lion among men, resolute, always fearless, a hero with
unflinching valor. From the fact that Sri was seen, O
power.

Lady, is indicated that your son, the best of men, will be
the Lord of the Sri (Glory) of the sovereignty of the
three worlds. From the sight of a wreath in a dream
the sight of your son will be auspicious, his rule worn

on the head

a wreath by

O

Mother
moon was seen in your sleep
means that your son will be pleasing, a joy to the eye.
That you saw a sun means that your son will be the
like

all

the world.

of the World, that a full

creator of the light of the world by destroying the darkness
of delusion. That you saw a great banner in a dream,

O

Lady, that means that your son will be a dharmabanner, the founder of a great line. That you saw a
pitcher full of

water means that

your son will be a
powers (atisayas).

vessel filled with all the supernatural
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That you saw a lotus-pond.

Mistress,

means that your-

son will take away the pain of those

who have fallen
That your ladyship saw an
ocean means that your son will be inaccessible and accessible.
That you saw a heavenly palace, a marvel to the
earth, O Tady, means that your son will be worshipped
even by Vaimanika gods.
That you saw a heap of jewels
with flashing light means that your son will be a heap
of jewels of all the virtues. That you saw a flaming
fire enter your mouth means that your son will absorb the
into the desert of sariisara.

dignity of other dignitaries.

by

O

Mistress, it

is

indicated

these fourteen dreams that your son will be Master

world extending for fourteen raj jus .” 140 Having
related thus the interpretation of the dreams, and having
bowed to Marudevi, the lords of the gods at once went
in the

to their

own

abodes.

Her body, sprinkled by the nectar

of the Indras’ inter-

pretation of the dreams, expanded like the earth sprinkled
with water by the clouds.
She was beautified by the
embryo, like a bank of clouds by the sun, like a pearloyster by a pearl as its fruit, like a mountain-cave by
a lion. Marudeva, who was naturally the dark color of
a priyangu, became fair from the embryo, like a bank
of autumn-clouds.
Her breasts became very large and
“ The Master of
as
if from joy at the thought
high,
the World will suck us.” Her eyes became very wide-open,
as if extremely eager to see the face of the Blessed One.
The wall-like surface of the Mistress’s hips, though wide,
became more so, like the sandbar of a river, after the
:

140

249.

The height

A

ot the universe.

rajju

is,

in

most

of the

diameter of the Svayambhuramana ocean,
but that is always given merely as a rajju. The Ratnasancayaprakarana 483, p. 189 defines rajju as follows “ A god can go 100,000
tests,

defined as the

:

yojanas in the winking of an eye. The distance he can go in 6 months
This verse is said by the commentator to be taken
is a rajju.”

from the Brhat., but

I

have not been able to locate

gives a similar definition.

it.

K.

p. 210,
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slow by nature, became
slower, like that of an elephant that has reached the
At that time her wealth of beauty
rutting-condition.
increased greatly, like the knowledge of a learned naan

•passing of the rains.

Her

gait,

dawn 141 *like the bank of the ocean in the hot season.
Even though she was carrying the embryo, the sole
essence of the three worlds in her womb, she did not
at

;

the power of the Arhats while
they are in the embryo-stage. Gradually, gradually, in
the womb of Marudeva, the embryo .grew secretly like

This

become wearied.

a bulb in the ground.

is

By his power

the Mistress became

Water, even though
toward all.
cold, may become colder from snow thrown into it.
By the power of the Blessed One having descended
into her womb, Nabhi was honored more than his father
by all the twins. From his power the kalpa-trees became

especially compassionate

especially efficacious, just as the

become

especially beautiful.

the hostility of

men and

the burning heat

When

is

autumn
power the earth had

moonbeams

By

his

in the

animals appeased.

For always

allayed at the coming of the rain.

nine months, seven and one half days

passed, at midnight

had

on the eighth of the black fortnight of

Caitra, the planets being in exaltation, the

moon

being in
conjunction with Uttarasadha, the Eady gave an easy
birth to a son, a twin. The skies became bright then as
if from happiness the people devoted themselves to sport
with great joy, like gods. He looked like a god that had
appeared on tlie couch of spontaneous birth, free from
;

Then there was a light in
the three worlds, like lightning, causing surprise to the eyes
of the world, destroying darkness. Though unbeaten by

stains, afterbirth, blood, etc.

drum having the deep sound of clouds
resounded aloud in the sky from joy, like Heaven itself.
Even the hell-inhabitants, who had never before attained

servants, the

U1 2
57-

.It

is

customary for students and teachers in Indian
4 00 a.m.

schools (old style) to rise very early, about

:

105
happiness, experienced

and gods.

it,

to say nothing of animals, men,

The dust was removed from the

earth by winds
blowing slowly, slowly over the earth as if by servants.
Garments were waved, and perfumed water was rained by
the clouds, and the earth expanded like watered seed.
Birth ceremonies (273-646)

Then

eight Dikkumaris living in

the lower world,
their thrones being shaken at once, came to the birthhouse. Bhogankara, Bhogavati, Subhoga, Bhogamalini,
Toyadhara, Vicitra, Puspamala, Abhindita. After they
had circumabulated three times the first Tirthakara and
his mother, and had paid homage to them, they said,

“Reverence to you. Mother

World, Giver of the
eight Dikkumaris, living in
of the

Light of the World. We
the lower world, have come here by his power to make
a festival to him, knowing by clairvoyant knowledge
the purifying birth of the Tirthakrt. Therefore, do not
be afraid.”
Saying this, standing in the northeast
region, they

made a

lying-in house with

They removed

one thousand

pil-

the gravel, thorns,
etc., around the birth-house to the extent of a yojana
by, means of a whirlwind. Then, after checking the
whirlwind and bowing to the Blessed One, they continued
lars,

facing east.

all

to sing to him, seated near him.
Likewise, having

known by

the

shaking of their

Dikkumaris living on Mt. Meru,
Meghancame.
world,
inhabitants
of
the upper
Toyadhara,
Meghamalini,
kara, Meghavati, Sumegha,
After bowing to the Jina
Vicitra, Varisena, Balahaka.
and the Jina’s mother and announcing themselves as
before, they quickly made a mass of clouds in the sky,
For a yojana around the
like the month Nabhasya.
house they laid the dust completely with perfumed water
They made a shower of
like darkness by moonlight.
thrones,

the

eight

five-colored flowers knee-deep,

making the earth made

of variegated paintings as

were.

it

Likewise singing

106

the Tirthanatha, filled with a
high degree of joy, they stood— each in her proper place
Eight Dikkumaris, living on the eastern Rucaka
Mountains 142 came in chariots rivaling the mind (in speed)
the spotless virtues of

,

as

dhana,

Vijaya,

Vaijayanti,

bowing to the Master and
themselves

Nanda,

Nandottara,

were'.

it

as before,

to

Ananda,

Nandivar-

Aparajita.

Jayanti,

After

Marudeva and announcing

singing

auspicious

songs,

they

stood in front, holding mirrors.

The same number of Dikkumaris, living on the
southern Rucaka Mountains, came there, impelled by joy
Samahafa, Supradatta, Suprabuddha, Yasodhara, Daksmlvati, Sesavati, Citragupta, Vasundhara.
Having bowed to the Dord of Jinas and his mother and
having introduced themselves as before, they stood on the
right, singing, with pitchers in their hands.
Eight Dikkumaris also, living on the west Rucaka
Mountains, came in haste, as if outstripping each other
from devotion. Iladevi, Suradevi, Prthivi, Padmavati,
Ekanasa, Navamika, Bhadra, Asoka. Having bowed to
the Jina and the Jina’s mother and having announced
themselves as before, they stood behind, holding palm-

like a

whip.

leaf fans, singing.

Eight Dikkumaris from the northern Rucaka Mouncame quickly by means of the Abhiyogika-gods
who had become chariots like the wind (in speed).
Alambusa, Misrakegi, Pundarika, Varuni, Hasa, Sarvaprabha, Sri, HrI. After bowing to the Jina and to his

tains

mother and announcing their purpose as before, they
stood on the left holding chauris, singing.
Four Dikkumaris, named Citra, Citrakanaka, Satera,
SautramanI, came from the intermediate points of the
U2 287.

In the continent Rucakadvipa

range, Rucaka.

On

is

a circular mountain-

this in

the four directions are 4 temples, and
on both sides of each temple are 4 mountain peaks, making
8 peaks
in each direction. Each peak is inhabited by a Dikkumari.

K.

pp. 257

f.
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compass of the Rucaka Mountains. When they had
to the Jina and the Jina’s mother and had introduced themselves in the same way, they stood in the

bowed

northeast, etc., directions, holding lights, singing.

Four Dikkumaris came from Rucakadvipa, Rflpa,
Rupansika, Surupa, and Rupakavati.
They cut the
Rord’s navel-cord, leaving three inches, made a hole in
the ground, and deposited it there.
They filled the hole
with diamonds and jewels quickly, and made a platform

covered with durVS-grass 143 over it. To the east, south
and north of the Rord’s birth-house, they created three
houses of plantain 144 like houses of Sri. In each one
of them, they created an extensive four-room apart-

ment adorned with a

lion-throne, resembling their

own

Setting the Jina on their folded hands, and
supporting his mother on their arms, like expert servants they led her to the southern four-room apartpalaces.

ment.
After seating them on the lion-throne, they
anointed them both with fragrant oil composed of a
thousand ingredients, like expert shampooers. Quickly
they massaged them both with divine unguent, the heavens
being delighted by a stream of great fragrance. After conducting them to the eastern four-room apartment and
seating them on the lion-throne, they bathed them with
water pure as their own minds.
They rubbed their
bodies with fragrant reddish cloths, and quickly anointed them with gosirsa-sandal paste. They put on
them garments of devadusya-cloth, and various ornaments
resembling a flash of lightning. Then, having led them to
the northern four-room apartment, they seated the Blessed
One and the Blessed One’s mother on the lion-throne.
They had goslrsa-sandal-fuel collected quickly by the

Abhiyogika-gods
ws 303.

from

KSK

1.

Plantain

is

Cf.

Mt.

97, p. 81

Ksudrahimavat.

Having

pltham adadhuh, baddhva tad

durvaya
144

304.

temples and festivals.

still

used for temporary constructions in the

speedily produced a fire

kindling

by

fire

by the two pieces
tbey made a

attrition,

the goSirsa-sandal made into
the fire they made an amulet.

fuel.

of

wood

sacrifice

for

with

With the ashes

of

For that is the course of
devotion to those two, even though they are very powerful.
Saying aloud, “May your life be as long as that of a

they struck together stone-balls near the
Having placed Marudevi and the Ford on
Ford’s ears
a couch in the lying-in house, they stood singing auspicious songs.
Then simultaneously irf the heavens, there

mountain,”

146

.

was the loud sound

of the eternal bells, like the

sound

time of a wedding.
though immovable as mountain-peaks, trembled like hearts from
confusion. Then the Ford of Saudharma, his eyes red
from a burst of anger, his face knitted in a frown on the
broad surface of his forehead, making his lower lip tremble
like a flame from the fire of internal anger, taking a deep
breath as if to make firm his throne with one foot, saying
to himself, “ Whose name-paper has been turned up now
by KLrtanta?” starts to take his thunderbolt, the wind
to the fire of his own arrogance.
When he saw Purandara
thus like an angry lion, his general, like pride incarnate,
bowed to him and asked “O Master, with me present as a
of musical instruments at the

At that time the thrones

of the Indras,

:

why this anger on your part? O Ford of the
World, telT me what enemy of yours I am to destroy.”
Then the Ford of the gods composed his mind, employed
clairvoyant knowledge, and knew the birth of the first
Jina. At once Sakra, the violence of his anger oozing away
soldier,

from

joy,

became

mountain with a forest-fire extin“Alas for what I thought. May my sin
be without consequences.” Saying this, the chief of the
gods left the lion-throne. He took seven or eight steps,
guished

146

m

by

316.

rain.

I

some Parts

child.

like a

am

told by Gujaratis that this

°£ Gujarat,

and

is

custom

supposed to give long

still

exists

life

to the

:

:
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put on his head his folded hands which bestowed the
beauty of a second jeweled crown, bowed, touching the
earth with the lotuses of his knee and head, and with his
hair erect from joy began a hymn of praise to the Arhat
as follows
Stuti (330-37)

“ Reverence to you,

O Lord

of the Congregation, Pro-

Ocean of Compassion, O Lord, son of
Lord, you are resplendent with the three
knowledges, sense-knowledge, 140 etc., innate, like Mt. Meru
with the parks, Nandana, etc. O God, this zone of Bharata
tector of the World,
Sri Nabhi.

O

today surpasses heaven, since
crest-jewel of the three worlds.

adorned by you, the
Bike you, this day is to be

it is

held in respect throughout samsara, purified

by the

festi-

O Lord of the World. From
the auspicious occasion of your birth, happiness arose even
For whom is the birth of the
for the inhabitants of hell.
Arhats not a destroyer of pain ? Henceforth, let dharma,
lost like a (hidden) deposit in the country of Bharata in
Jambudvxpa, spring up from the seed of your power. Who
that has attained to your feet will not cross samsara?
Even iron in a ship reaches the bank of the ocean. Like a
val of your birth-kalyana,

147

wishing-tree in a treeless place, like a river-torrent in the
Blessed One, you have descended into Bharata}
desert,

O

because of the merit of the people.”
Having praised the Blessed One thus, the Lord of the
first heaven instructed his general of infantry, Naigamesin
“In the middle division of the southern half of Bharata in
J ambudvlpa, from the wife of the Patriarch Nabhi, Marudeva, a son, a depository of good fortune, is born. Summon all the gods for his birth-bath.” Then striking three
118

331.

knowledge

:

The Tirthahkaras possess at
i.e.,

birth three of the 5 kinds of
mati, sense-knowledge, sruta, study-knowledge, and

avadhi, clairvoyant knowledge.
147
333- Kalyana is a technical word for 5 important occasions
of a Tirthankara conception, birth, initiation, attainment
life
the
in
:

of omniscience, and nirvana.

;
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148
which has a wonderful sound
times the bell Sughosa
With Sughosa
for a radius of a yojana, he made it ring.
the bells of all the other palaces rang, like birds singing
with the bird leading the singing. The sound of these

from the echoes arising in the skies like
a family of the noble from sons resembling themselves.
Springing up in thirty-two lacs of palaces, the sound
expanded in the form of echoes like a word in the palate.
The gods sunk in negligence were dazed by that sound.
Saying, “What is this?” confused, they paid attention.
Vajrin’s general announced to them, attentive, in a voice
deep as thunder “Hear, all you gods. Pakasasana, whose
command is not to be transgressed, instructs you with
In the southern half of
your retinues, goddesses, etc.
Bharata in Jambndvipa the first Tlrthakrt is bom in
the family of the Patriarch Nabhi. Hasten, like us, for
the purpose of making the kaly ana -festival at his birth.
”
Henceforth there is no other duty.
Some from devotion to the Arhat, like deer windwards;
some drawn by Sakra’s command, like iron by a magnet
some made to move by their wives, like aquatic monsters
by the river-floods; some carried along by friends, like
bells increased

:

f

’

winds—the gods came by means of shining
and other conveyances to Sakra’s presence as if
making another heaven. V asava instructed an Abhiyogikagod named Palaka, “Make a car that can not be copied.”
perfumes by the
cars

Then Palaka, observing the Bord’s command, made a car
that filled the sky with a flood of light from a thousand
jeweled pillars; having eyes, as it were, in the form of
windows; having teeth, as it were, in the form of balconies;
having horripilation, as it were, in the form of finials five
;
hundred yojanas high and a hundred thousand square 149
,
moving from the inference of a wish.
148
149

341.

The

bell in Sakra’s palace.

This

is

the usual description of Sakra’s car, and other cars
but in all representations of the
cars they are invariably much higher than
wide.
356.

are described in the

same proportions

;

Ill

like

There were three flights of steps to the car that were
Mt. Himavat’s rivers with shining waves 150 In front of
.

them arches made

had the beauty
Inside it, the floor, level and
the moon, like a mirror, like dn alingimrof jewels of various colors

of a three-fold rainbow.

round, shone like

danga

161
,

like

an excellent

It made curtains, as it
by the dense masses of
In its center was a theater-

light.

were, over the pictures on the walls
light

from inset jeweled

pavilion

made

Apsarases.

slabs.

of jewels, adorned with puppets superior to

Within the pavilion was a dais made of

beautiful jewels, like the pericarp of a full-blown lotus.

Eight yojanas in breadth and length and four yojanas
in height, it shone like the couch of the Sri of Indra.
On
it shone a great jeweled lion-throne, as if it had been

made by

collecting the essence of all the constellations.

Above the throne shone

a canopy of perfect beauty, studded

with various jewels, filling the sky with rays of light. In
its center shone a diamond-goad, as if in an elephant’s
ear, and a kumbhika-string 152 of pearls resembling the
With adjacent halfpleasure-hammock of Eaksmi.
kumbhika-strings of pearls, half so wide as it was, that
150

357- The Mountain-range Himavat is the southernmost of the
seven ranges of Jambudvfpa and the northern boundary of Bharatavarsa. Three rivers rise in it Gahga and Sindhu flowing to the south,
:

and RohitanSa flowing

K., pp. 220 f.
one of 3 kinds of mrdangas anki,
Abhi. 2. 207 and com. The name is not in use
alingi, and urdhvaka.
at the present time, and no present-day mrdanga could be compared
with the moon or a mirror. There are, however, flat, circular drums
151

359*

to the north.

The alingimrdanga

in use, one variety of

which

is

—

is

held on the

left

arm, and beaten with a

stick.
152

quite clear in this connection. It might
from the elephant’s kumbha, or it might
Hem. evidently has the measure in
refer to the measure kumbha.
mind, as he uses kumbhameya in 6. 590 and ardhakumbhaprama in
Tri. 2. 2. 297.
Kumbha is a bulk measure, but it apparently does not
366.

Kumbhika is not

refer to the origin of pearls

refer to the size of the pearls, as in 6.

myrobalan.

Perhaps

it

590

it

says they are the size of a

refers to the quantity used in the necklace.
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had the beautiful appearance of the Gahga with
other rivers. As if greedy for the pleasure of touching it,
the east wind and other winds, with faltering course
rocked them slowly, slowly. Blowing between them, the
wind made 'a sound pleasant to hear, as if a flatterer were
string

singing the spotless glory of Indra.
Near his lion-throne in the northwest
tions

and

in the northeast, there were so

and north

many

direc-

thrones in

succession for the Samanika-gods as there were gods, eighty-

four thousand, like crowns of heavenly Sris. In the east
there were eight thrones of the eight chief-goddesses, having

the

s

ame

shape, as

if

produced at the same time.

In the

southeast direction there were twelve thousand thrones for
the gods of the inner council ; and in the south fourteen

thousand seats in succession for the gods in the middle
council; and in the southwest a row of seats of the sixteen
thousand gods of the outer council. In the west the seven
thrones of the seven generals shone as if fallen from one
Eighty-four thousand seats of the body-guards shone
disc.
in every direction around Sakra, like the stars around Meru.
When the Abhiyogika-gods had completed the aerial
car, they reported to the Master of the gods.
Then Purandara changed into his best form; for the assumption of any
form at will is natural to the gods. Together with his eight
chief-queens like heavenly Sris, Vasava had interesting
things
after

his

shown by troops

circumambulating

own

lofty pride,

it,

and Gandharvas.

Then,
he ascended his aerial car, like

of actors

by the

east steps.

Sahasraksa, his

image reflected in the jeweled walls as if he had a
thousand bodies, seated himself on his * own throne,
Then Sakra’s Samanikas, like other
facing the east.
forms of Sakra, ascended by the north steps and took
their proper seats.
The other gods entered by the southern steps and sat down, each on his own seat.
Before
the Master there is no transgression in regard to the seat.
In front of the Eord of Paulomi (Sakra) seated on the
lion-throne shone eight groups of the eight auspicious

113
things, mirror, etc

153
.

The

lotus in the

form

shone, fair as the moon, and chauris being

of Bidaujas

waved

(looked

hansas approaching (it). In front of the aerial car an
Indradhvaja 164 one thousand yojanas high, shone like a
mountain with cascades. Then surrounded by ’Samanikas
and other gods, Sakra looked like the ocean with a crore
His aerial car, surrounded by the aerial cars of
of rivers.
other
the
gods, looked just like the principal shrine with
shrines in an outer circle. The aerial cars, reflected in each
other’s beautiful jeweled walls, shone as if filled with
(other) aerial cars.
With cries of “ Hail Hail ” from the
bards, with the noise of drums, and the sound of musical
instruments of troops of Gandharvas and troops of actors
reverberating against the quarters of the sky, at the wish
of Hari the aerial car set out from Saudharma, just
as if splitting the sky. Descending by an oblique path
from the north of Saudharma, it appeared like a vessel
for the covering of Jambudvipa.
“O elephant-rider, go from here; my lion will not
endure (you).” “O horseman, go away; an angry buffalo
”
“ O you with a deer-vehicle, do not come
is my animal.
near for I am riding a tiger. ” “ O you with a serpentbanner, go away from here; look at the Garuda on my
banner.” “Why do you fly near me ? You are obstructing
movement forward.” “Sir, why do you bump my car
with your car?” “Why have you fallen behind ? Come
quickly. The Bord of the gods is going.”
“Do not be
angry at the bumping to-day. There is (always) crowding
like)

,

!

!

;

on an auspicious occasion.”
Thus great confusion arose mutually, produced by the
158

385* The 8 auspicious things are svastika, srivatsa, nandya*
varta (three auspicious signs), vardhamana (powder-flask), bhadrasana
:

(throne), kalaSa (pitcher),

Aup. 31,
154

darpana (mirror), matsyayugma (two

fish).

p. 68.

387.

An

Indradhvaja

is

a

flag-staff

and many smaller pennants attached,
are 108, or 1008, of these pennants.

8

all

with a large banner on top,
staff.
There

up and down the

See App. V.

:

.
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eagerness of the gods of Saudharmakalpa following the
The car with its great flag, descending
Bord of the gods.

from the surface of the sky, looked like a ship descending
from the crest in the middle of the ocean. Inside the
constellatiSn-circle, like an elephant inside a group of trees,
m aking the sky seem 155 to be covered with clouds, as it
were, after crossing numberless continents and oceans,
like the wind in speed, the car arrived at N andiAvar ad vipa
Going to Mt. Ratikara in the southeast, Indra contracted
book. Then, after
the car, like a learned man abridging
crossing continents and oceans on this side, gradually contracting the car more and more, Vasava arrived at the
continent named Jambudvlpa, at the southern half of
Bharata, and at the birth-house of the first Tirthakrt.
Then with the car he circumambulated the Master’s lyingin house, like the sun going around Meru.
The Bord of
the northeast quarter parked his car in the northeast,
like a treasure in the corner of a house.

Then, descending from the car (vimana) like a muni
from conceit (mana), with a gracious mind >oakra went to
the Master’s presence. At the mere sight of the Bord, the
Lord of the gods bowed. For at the sight of the master, a

bow

the

Then

circumambulating the
Blessed One and his mother, &akra bowed again. In
devotion, there is no such thing as repetition. With folded
hands on his head, the King of the gods addresses the
Bady Marudeva with devotion
“ O Bady, carrying a jewel in the womb, producing
light for the world, hail to you, Mother of the World.
You are blessed; you possess merit. You have a
fruitful birth; you have the best attributes.
Among
mothers you alone are purifying the three worlds.
is

This

first

present.

after

Tirthanatha, the Blessed One, the shower of
the hidden path to moksa, a draught-animal for raising up
first

dharma, was borne by you.
156

400.

Matikurvad ?

All the

I,

the Indra of Saudharma,

MSS. have

this reading.
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O

Lady, have come here to hold the birth-festival of
Arhat, your son. Your ladyship must not be
afraid.”
Having spoken thus, Sakra made a sleepingcharm for Lady Marudevi. Then Maghavan made an
image of the son of Nabhi, and put it down at the
side of Lady Sri Marudeva.
He made himself fivefold; then there were five Sakras. Suitable devotion to
the Master cannot be made by people with one body.
Of these, one Sankrandana came forward, bowed, and said
" O Ktessed One, allow me,”
reverently,
and with
auspicious devotion took the Lord of the World, as if
he were good fortune incarnate, with hands covered with
goslrsa-sandal.
One Sakra, going behind, held an umbrella
over the head of the Lord of the World, who was the
sole umbrella for destroying the heat of the world.
Two others, lords of chauris, stood like arms at the
the

Carrying
the thunderbolt as a staff, running like a chief doorkeeper, there was another Sunasira, preceding the Lord
of the World. The Indras flew through the air, their
minds spotless as white garments, surrounded by gods
filling the sky with noise by cries of “Hail! Hail!”
The glances of the eager gods fell on the Blessed One’s
body, like those of thirsty travelers on a pool of
nectar. The gods in front wished they had eyes in
their backs to see the wonderful beauty of the Lord.
The gods going at the side, not satisfied in looking at
sides of the Master, bearing beautiful chauris.

the Master, were not able to direct their eyes elsewhere,
just as if transfixed by a charm. The gods following,
wishing to go in front to see the Lord, did not consider
their friends, masters, etc.
Carrying the Arhat on the
door of his heart, as if inside his heart, the Lord of
the gods reached Mt. Meru. There the Lord of the

Lord on his lap, sat down joyfully
on the lion-throne suitable for the Arhat’ s bath on the
rock Atipandukakambala with a shining luster inside the
east quarter, with the

grove Pandaka to the south of the crest.
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In the meantime attended by the gods living in
the twenty-eight lacs of palaces, aroused by the
sound of the bell Mahaghosa, the Rord of the Aisanahaving a bull as a vehicle,
seated in a car Puspaka made by the Abhiyogya
Puspaka, descended on the south of Aisanakalpa by an

kalpa, carrying a trident,

oblique

path to

Ratikara

Mt.

in

the

northeast

of

Nandxsvara and, having contracted his car like the
Indra of Saudharma, quickly went, before the Blessed

One on Mt. Meru with devotion. Sanatkumara, surrounded by gods living in the twelve lacs of palaces,
came in the car Sumanas. Mahendra, accompanied by
gods of eight lacs of palaces, came quick as thought
Brahma, attended by gods of four
in the car Srivatsa.
lacs of palaces came to the Master’s presence in the
car Nandyavarta. Rantaka came to the Jina's presence
in the car Kamagava with gods of fifty thousand
palaces. Sukra came to the peak of Meru in the car
Pritingama, with the gods of forty thousand palaces.
Sahasrara with the gods of six thousand palaces came
The
to the Rord of Jinas with the car Manorama.

Indra of Anata and Pranata came in the car Vimala
with gods of four hundred palaces.
The Rord of Arana
Acyuta
with
gods
of
and
three hundred palaces came
in great haste in the car Sarvatobhadra.

Then the thrones

of the Indras of the

Bhavanavasins
Ratnaprabha within the thickness of the earth shook. In the city Camaracanca in
the assembly-hall Sudharma, the Asura Camara, seated
on the lion throne Camara, knew the Jina’s birth by
clairvoyant knowledge and had the bell Oghasvara rung
by Drama, the chief of his infantry, to inform the
and Vyantaras

people.

Attended by

thirty-three

queens,

living in

sixty-four

thousand Samanikas,

Trayastrinsas,

three

councils,

four Rokapalas, five chiefseven great armies and their

seven commanders, sixty-four thousand body-guards in
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each direction , 186 and by other powerful princes also,
the Asura got into a car fifty thousand yojanas square,

adorned with a great banner five hundred yojanas high,
which had been made at once by an Abhiyogya-god,
and set out with the desire to perform the birth-festival

Having contracted his car on the road
Sakra, the Asura Camara went to Meru’s peak

of the Master.
like

purified

by

the Master’s arrival.

Bali, the Asura-lord

attended by sixty thousand Samanikas
who had been summoned by the general Mahadruma,
who first rang vigorously the bell Mahaughasvara, and by
of Balicanca,

and the
other gods, like Camara, went quickly to Mt. Mandara,
the home of joy. The Indra of the Nagas, Dharana,
accompanied by six thousand Samanikas, the fourfold
body-guard and six chief queens, and by other Nagas
awakened by the general Bhadrasena by ringing the bell
Maghasvara, ascended the jeweled car twenty-five thousand
yojanas square, adorned with an Indradhvaja two hun-

the

fourfold

body-guard,

the

Trayastrinsas

yojanas high, eager for a sight of the Blessed
One, and in a moment stopped on the peak of Mt.
Mandara. Bhutananda, the Naga-indra, attended by the

dred

fifty

Samanikas and others summoned by Daksa, the

chief of

the infantry, ringing the bell Meghasvara, ascended the
car made by an Abhiyogika-god and went to Mt. Meru

by the Bord

Three Worlds.
The Indras of the Vidyutkumaras, Hari and
Harisaha; the Vasavas of the Suparn.as, Vermdeva and
Venudarin; the Indras of the Agnikumaras, AgniSikha
and Agnimanava and of the Samiranakumaras, Vdamba
and Prabhanjana the chiefs of the Stanitas, Sughosa and
Mahaghosa; likewise of the Udadhikumaras, Jalakanta
and J alaprabha ; Purna and Avasista, the Purandaras
occupied

of the

;

;

168

448.

I.e.,

the total was 256,000.

—
:
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Dvipakumaras likewise Amita and Amitavahana,
Indras of the Dikkumaras, (came to the peak of Meru).
Among the Vyantaras—Kala and Mahakala, Pisacaindras; Svarupa and Pratirupa, Bhuta-purandaras the
Yaksa-kings, Burnabhadra and Manibhadra by name;
Bhlma and Mahabhima, Indras of the Raksases Kinnara
and Kimpurusa, the chief lords of the Kinnaras; Satpurusa and Mahapurusa, lords of Kimpurusas; Atikaya
and Mahakaya, Mahoraga-purandaras Gitarati and GitayaSas, Vasavas of the Gandharvas* and in the same
way the sixteen Indras of the eight classes of Vyantaras
Aprajnapti, Pancaprajnapti, etc., came together.
The Indras of the Aprajnaptis, Sannihita and Samanaka; Dhatr and Vidhatr, the Adhisvaras of the Pancaprajnaptis; Rsi and Rsipalaka of the Rsivaditakas ; likewise Isvara and Mahesvara of the Bhutavaditas and the
Indras, Suvatsaka and Visalaka of the Kranditas; Hasa
and Hasarati, Haris of the Mahakranditakas Sveta and
of the

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mahasveta, Purandaras of the Kusmandanas ; Pavaka
and Pavakapati, Indras of the Pavakas ; and innumerable
suns and moons of the Jyotiskas came. Sixty-four Indras
as named came to the peak of Meru.
The Indra of Acyuta instructed the Abhiyogika-gods
“ Bring the paraphernalia for the Jina’s birth-ablutions.”
Then, after going a short distance to the northeast
in

a moment and attracting the best substances by
of a vaikriyasamudghata 157 they created (vikr)

means
157

,

476.

To begin,

The whole theory

samudghata

of

is

very complicated.

there are 5 kinds of bodies 1) audarika, the ordinary human
of all creatures in this world ; 3) vaikriya, the outer body of gods
:

body
and hell-inhabitants. It can also be acquired by men by penance
and can be changed in form at will by those possessing it
3) aharaka,
which can be acquired by one who knows the 14 pSrvas. By means of
it, which leaves his earthly body, he may consult
Arhats in other
;

worlds about difficult points in the Scripture
4) the taijasa, magnetic
body, also belonging to all souls who have not attained emancipation.
It is from this body that the hot and cold flashes emanate
kSrmana,
;

;

5)

;
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water-pots a yojana high, gold, silver, made of jewels,
gold and silver, gold and jewels, gold, silver and jewels,
silver and jewels, and earthenware, beautiful, one thousand

and eight of each. Then they offered vases, mirrors, jeweled
boxes with bases, plates, cups, and flower-baskets, likewise made of gold, etc., of each one the same number as of
the water-pots as if prepared beforehand. Having taken
the water-pots, the Abhiyogika-gods took water from
the ocean of milk, like clouds. From it they took white
lotuses, blue lotuses, and red lotuses, as if to show to
Hari a token of (the taking of) the waters. They took
lotuses also from the ocean Puskarardha, like waterAt
carriers with water-pots in their hands from a pool.
the tlrthas, Magadha, etc., of Bharata, Airavata,, etc., they
took water and clay as if to make additional pitchers.
They took with them water from the great rivers, the
karmic body composed of the karmic matter which is inseparable from
all unemancipated souls.
Each one of these bodies is finer and lighter
than the preceding one.
A samudghata is a process by which a jiva makes emanate soulparticles, together with the karmic matter which is inseparable from
them, for some particular purpose. There are 7 kinds of samudghatas
vedamya, kasaya, vaikriya, maranantika, taijasa, ahara, and kevalisamudghata. The vaikriyasamudghata is performed when a strong
new vaikriya-body is wanted for a special work. A soul that has the
vaikriya-power (gods and hell-inhabitants and some humans) makes
emanate soul-particles (jivapradesa) which take the form of a staff
with the breadth and thickness of the body, but many yojanas long.
The length is to collect new matter. Then he (the jiva) destroys
the coarse matter of the old vaikriya-body and retains the fine. Then
new matter consisting of all kinds of jewels is collected, of which the
coarse part

body.

is

rejected

and the

fine retained, to

The commentators note the

make

matter, whereas only vaikriya-matter can be used here.
it,

therefore, as

f

a

new

vaikriya-

difficulty that jewels are audarika-

They explain

matter as precious as jewels/ or that audarika-matter

See Pravac. 1311-16, p. 384b.
213 ff* KSK 1. 27, p. 41a. Pra. 343, p. 596. Bhag. 126, p. 154.
In the case in our text the vaikriyasamudghata is performed to
attract the superior matter for making the pitchers.

is

transformed into vaikriya-matter.

Ep.

3.
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Going
Qanga, etc., freely, like customs officers samples
to Ksudrahimavat, they took the best perfumes of mustard
flowers and also all the medicinal herbs, as if they were
From the lake named Padma on it, they took
deposits.
water and lotuses, white, fragrant, pure. likewise they
took lotuses, etc., on the other mountain-ranges, eager
In every zone
in this one task, as if rivaling each other.
they
took water,
provinces,
Vaitadhya
the
and also in
lotuses, etc., insatiable for them like the Master’s favor.
.

They took various

objects, purifying*-

and fragrant, from

they were their wealth
piled up. Energetic, they filled the water-pots with water
from the Devakurus and Uttarakurus as they filled themselves with joy.
In Bhadrasala, Nandana, Saumanasa,
and Pandaka they took everything, the best goslrsasandal, etc. After mixing together the fragrant substances
and water, they went quickly to Mt. Meru.
Surrounded on all sides by ten thousand Samanikas,
by the fourfold body-guards, by the Trayastrinsas, the
three assemblies, the four Eokapalas, the seven great
armies and the seven generals, the Indra of Arana and
Acyuta, pure, began to bathe the Blessed One. After
putting on his upper garment, possessing unselfish devotion, Acyuta took a double handful of flowers of the
blooming coral-tree, etc. After perfuming it with fragrant
dense smoke from incense, he threw the double handful
of flowers before the Eord of the Three Worlds.
The gods
brought the pitchers of perfumed water adorned with
wreaths as if smiling from joy produced by the Master’s

the Vaksaraka Mountains, as

nearness.

if

With buzzing bees on the

mouths they looked as

lotuses in their

they were reciting the first
prayer of the Master’s bath. The pitchers looked like
Patala-water-pots that had come from Patala for the sake
168

485.

octroi-officials

if

Apparently, a reference to the alleged practice of some
of taking small quantities of grain, etc., from fee

farmers taking in produce.
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of bathing the Master.
With the'^Samanikas, etc., the
Indra of Acyuta took up thepmrfhousand and eight pitchers
like the fruit of his^owfi glory.
Present in their raised
hands they_J^okea like lotus-buds with upraised stalks.
Tl^^iraGra of Acyuta began to bathe the hord of the
World, bending the pitcher -a little, as if it were his
own head.
Then some gods beat loudly drums that made the
mountains of the gods reverberate with loud echoes
from caves. Others,, full of devotion, sounded heavenlydrums (dundubhi) whose sounds stole the beauty of
the murmur of the great ocean stirred by the churning-stick.
Some, impetuous, beat together cymbals, as
winds beat waves of water with a confused noise.
Others beat energetically kettle-drums whose faces were
turned up as if extending the Jinendra’s command everywhere in the Upper World.
Some gods, standing on
the top of the rock, blew kahalas 169 having a powerful
sound like cowherds blowing cowhorns. Some gods repeatedly beat drums with their hands, as if they were bad
pupils, for the sake of a proclamation.
Other gods made
sound cymbals of gold and silver, rivaling the beauty
of the suns and moons that had come beyond number.
Some gods blew conches loudly with cheeks puffed out
Various musical
as if they had a mouthful of nectar.
instruments being played by the gods in this way, the sky
was like a musical instrument without a musician from its
echoes.
"Hail Rejoice O Uord of the World, attaining
emancipation, O Ocean of Compassion, Promoter of
Dharma,” etc., the flying ascetics sang.
After reciting a hymn of praise delightful with various
dhruvakas, Slokas, utsahas and skandhakas also, with
180
the Indra of Acyuta
galitas, vastuvadanas, and prose,
!

169

p. a) as
160

!

Apparently a kind of flute. It is defined (Natyadarpana,
made of pure copper, hollow in the middle.
Dhruvaka is an introductory verse sloka is tike epic
515-

509.

being

;

—
;;
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emptied the pitchers over the Lord of
the World. Being turned over the Master’s head, the
water-pitchers shone like rain-clouds over the peak of
Sumeru. Being made to bend by the gods on both sides
of the, Lord’s head, they at once assumed the appearance
of jeweled ear-rings. The streams of water falling from
these pitchers with yoj ana-wide mouths looked like
The jets of
cascades from mouths of mountain-caves.
water spurting up in all directions from the region of
the head looked like shoots from the*, bulb of dharma
the Master. Spread out on the head in a circle like a
white umbrella; spreading out on the forehead like a
forehead-ornament of sandal; on the ears like beauty
gained by eyes extending to the ends of the ears ; like
a canopy of camphor-leaves and vines on the sides of the
cheeks ; like a cluster of bright smiles on his beautiful lips
like a string of large pearls on his neck ; like a tilaka
of sandal on the shoulder ; like a broad jacket on the arm,
chest and back; like an uttarlya (upper garment) on
the space between hip and knee falling on the Master,
the water from the Ocean of Milk shone.
As soon as the Lord’s bath-water fell on the ground,
with devotion it was seized by some, like rain by catakas. 181
“Where, pray, will we obtain that again?”
With this thought, some gods put the water on their
heads like men in a desert. Some gods with eagerness
sprinkled their bodies again and again, like elephants
suffering from summer-heat.
Advancing quickly on the
plateaux of Mt. Meru, the water formed a thousand
rivers on all sides.
It (the water) assumed the appearance of a wide-spreading unequaled river in the gardens
witli his gods slowly

;

meter ;

skandhaka is a kind of arya-meter ; galita is a kind of meter
ntsaha and vastuvadana are ApabhranSa-meters. See Hem. Chandonusasana, Chap. 4, padas 6 and
7, pp. 30 f., for arya and galita-meters l
Chap. 5, padas 10 and n, pp.
35 f., for utsaha and vastuvadana.
181
526. Cucculus melanoleucus.
According to literary convention, it subsists

on rain-drops.
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Pandaka, Saumanasa, Nandana, and Bhadrasalaka. As
Hari gave the bath to the Blessed One, the pitchers
with their mouths turned down looked as if they were
ashamed, because their store of water was exhausted

by the bath. The Abhiyogika-gods filled those pitchers
with the water of other pitchers at their Master’s order.
Moving from hand

to

hand

of the gods, the pitchers looked

boys of the wealthy. The row of pitchers placed
around the son of Nabhi had the appearance of a wreath
of golden lotuses being put on. Again the gods turned the
pitchers over the Master’s head, their mouths talking with
the water, devoted to praise of the Arhat, as it were. The
gods filled the pitchers emptied repeatedly in the Eord’s
bath by Hari, like Yaksas a Cakrin’s treasure-pitchers 162
Emptied again and again, brought again and again,
moving to and fro again and again, the pitchers looked
like jars on a machine for drawing water.
Thus the
Master’s wonderful bath was made with crores of pitchers
by the Indra of Acyuta, as desired. His (Acyuta’s)
soul was purified.
The Lord of Arana and Acyuta dried the Eord’s body
with a divine fragrant reddish-brown cloth, considering
himself purified, moreover. Touching the Master’s body,
the fragrant reddish-brown cloth shone like a row of
twilight clouds touching the disc of the sun at dawn. The
Blessed One’s body dried in this way looked like the whole
of the wealth of gold collected in one place from Mt.
Then the Abhiyogyas brought moist paste
Suvarna.

like small

.

of goslrsa-sandal in various dishes to Acyuta.

With

the

it

moon

Purandara began to anoint the Eord,
the ridge of Mt. Meru with moonlight. Around the Master
some gods stood, wearing upper-garments, in their hands
large incense-burners. Other gods threw incense into them,
making as it were another sapphire-peak on Meru by the
like

182

536.

As attendants

suppliers of wealth.

of Kubera, tbe Yaksas are the traditional
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unctuous line of smoke.
brellas,

Some

of

Some

carried large white

um-

making the sky a huge white-lotus pond.
the highest gods waved chauris, as if summoning

as

if

Some gods,
people for the sight of the Master.
girded up, carrying each his own weapon, stood around the
Some gods waved fans of jewels
Master like bodyguards.
their

own

showing in the sky the imitation of a rising
Other gods, exceedingly joyful, made
flash of lightning.
a rain of variegated divine flowers, like stage-managers.
Others rained on all sides a very fragrant powder resemSome
bling the uprooting of evils in the form of powder.
gods made a rain of gold, as if wishing to add to the

and

gold, as

if

extreme wealth of Mt. Meru occupied by the Master. Some
made a heavy shower of jewels that resembled stars
descending to bow at the Master’s feet. Some sang to the
Master, each with new gramaragas 163 with sweet notes,
surpassing a troop of Gandharvas. Others made resound
musical instruments stringed, drums, solid instruments,
and perforated ones. For devotion takes many forms.
Some gods danced, shaking the peaks of Meru with
blows from their feet, as if wishing to make them dance.
Other gods began a concert splendid with varied gestures,
like dancers with their wives.
Some gods flew up in the
sky, as if thinking themselves like Garuda; some flew

—

down

Some pranced gracechampions chosen to decide a battle ; some made
a lion-roar, like lions, from joy. Some trumpeted aloud
like elephants; some joyfully neighed like horses; some
made a rattling noise like chariots; some, like buffoons,
made the four noises of the others. Some, leaping, shook
violently the peaks of Meru by stamping their feet, Hkp
to earth, for fun, like cocks.

fully, like

monkeys shaking the branches

of trees.

Others hit the

188

554* Gramaragas. Clements, Introduction to Study of Tndi ar*
Music, p. 3 , says they ‘may be regarded as generic melody
types,’
prototypes of the modern ragas.
Popley,
thinks gramarSga
p. 33
which he takes to be the ancient name of raga.
,

the same as

jati,

is
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ground hard with open hands, like men eager to make
promise of battle 184 Some made an uproar, as if they had
won wagers ; some played on their puffed-out cheeks, as if
they were musical instruments on their shoulders. Some
like clowns changed their appearance and made the people
laugh others bounded in front, at the sides, and at the back
like balls.
Some made a circle and, singing in a rusticdance-circle, gave a charming dance, like women giving
the hallisaka.
Some burned like a flame; some shone
like the sun; some .thundered like a cloud ; some flashed
like lightning.
Some were transformed like pupils filled
with boiled rice (i.e., satisfied). Who can conceal such joy
arising from the Master’s arrival ? Even while the gods
were giving manifestations of joy in many forms, the Indra
of Acyuta anointed the Lord. With flowers of the coral
tree, etc., blooming like his own devotion, then the Lord of
Acyuta himself made a puja to the Lord of Jinas. Then
having withdrawn a short distance, bent from devotion,
Vasava bowed and praised the Master, like a pupil. In
the same way, the sixty-two other Indras, in order of
seniority like brothers, made the bathing and anointing
and puja to the Lord of the World.
The Indra of Aisana made himself five-fold, like the
King of Saudharma, and took the Lord of the Three Worlds
on his lap. Of these, one held over the Lord’s head a
camphor-white umbrella, giving a lasya of the quarTwo
ters, as it were, with its swinging pearl-pendants.
chauris
danwith
others fanned the Lord of the Jinas
cing from joy, as it were, from the various movements of
the body. Another, twirling a trident in his hand, went
.

;

thinking to purify himself by the Master’s
Then the Indra of Saudharmakalpa created four

in front as

glances.

if

from crystal in the four directions from the Lord
of the World. The bulls, brilliant with lofty horns, looked
like pleasure-mountains made of moonstone of the four

tall bulls

164

563.

A form of challenge still in use among Indian athletes.
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Continuous streams of water shot up in the sky
from the eight horns resembling veins of Patala burst
open 165 Separated at the source, the unbroken series of
streams of water joined at the end gave the appearance of a

quarters.

.

Being seen with wonder by
the goddesses and female Asuras, they fell on the Lord of
the World like rivers into the Bord of Waters. The Blessed
One, the first Tirthakrt, was bathed by Sakra with the
streams of water flowing from the horns resembling waterworks. The clothes of the gods were wet from the Master’s
bath-water going far, just as their minds were tender from
devotion. Pracinabarhis made the four bulls disappear
suddenly, like a magician a magic display.
After bathing him thus with great pomp, the Bord of
the gods rubbed the Bord’s body like a jeweled mirror
with a divine cloth. Then the gods designed the eight
auspicious things out of spotless silver whole-rice on a
jeweled tablet in front of the Master. Vasava anointed
the Teacher of the World’s body with very precious
ointment, as if with his own affection.
The King of
the gods made a puja with white divine garments,
giving the appearance of moon-light to the moon of the
Master’s smiling face. Vajrabhrt placed a diamond and
ruby diadem on the head of the Bord of the Three Worlds,
a sign of being the head of all. Maghavan placed golden
earrings in the Bord’s ears, like the sun and moon in the
east and west quarters of the sky at evening. A long
string of divine pearls, which had the appearance of a
swing of Baksmi, was placed by Puruhuta on the Master’s
neck. He put a pair of armlets on the arms of the Bord of
the Three Worlds, like golden circles on the tusks of a
bhadra-elephant. On the Bord’s wrists he put bracelets of
confluence of rivers in the sky.

round, large pearls, resembling clusters of flowers on the
branches of trees. He put a golden girdle on the Bord’s
hips,
165

having the appearance of a golden bank on a zone579-

Ocean-water comes from Patala.

See App.

I.

—
127

mountain

slope.

On

the ford’s feet he put ruby anklets

clinging on all sides, like the brilliance of gods

and demons.
These ornaments which Indra put on him for adornment
were, on the contrary, adorned by the body of the Teacher
of the World. Vasava, his mind perfumed with devotion,
made a puja to the Supreme Lord with wreaths of blooming
coral-tree flowers, etc.

who has accomplished
Lord

front of the

After withdrawing a little, like one
his purpose, Purandara stood in

of the

World and took up the

vessel for

waving

lights.
Kaugika, because of the brilliance of the
flaming lamps, looked like a great mountain with a peak

which had a

circle of shining herbs. The Chief of the gods
caused the faithful chief-gods to rain down a heap of
variegated flowers on the Lord three times.
Then Sakra,
after he had praised the Supreme Lord with a Sakrastava, 166 devoted, the hair on his body erect from joy,
began a hymn of praise.
166

601.

as follows

A stereotyped hymn of

praise

still

used in

It is

ritual.

:

Namo ‘stvarhadbhyo bhagavadbhya adikarebhyas tlrthakarebhyah
svayam sambuddhebhyah, purusottamebhyah purusasinhebhyah purusavarapundankebhyah

purusavaragandhahastibhyo
lokottamebhyo
lokanathebhyo lokahitebhyo lokapradlpebhyo lokapradyotakarebhyo
c
bhayadayebhya£ caksurdayebhyo margadayebhyah saranadayebhyo
bodhidayebhyo dharmadayebhyo dharmadesakebhyo dharmanaya kebhyo dharmasarathibhyo dharmavaracaturantacakravartibhyo prainebhyo
tihatavar ajnanadar§ anadharebhy o
vyavrttacchadmabhyo
j
japakebhyah, tirnebhyas tarakebhyah, buddhebhyo bodhakebhyah,
muktebhyo mocakebhyah, sarvajnebhyah sarvadarsibhyah sivamacalamarujamanantamaksayamavyabadhamapunaravrttisiddhigatinamadheyam sthanam sampraptebhyo namo jinebhyo jitabhayebhyah.
This is from Panca. p. 33. It also gives the original Prakrit in the
form of nine verses. The source is the Kalpasutra, r. 16 (KSK, p. 28).
e

‘Homage to the Arhats, the
KS,

Blessed Ones, Creators (according to the

in regard to interpretation of Srutadharma permanently,

and in

Founders of the
congregation, Self-enlightened, Best of men, Choice lotuses among men,
Choice perfume-elephants among men, Best of the people (loka=
bhavyaloka, KS), I^ords of the people, Benefactors of the people,
Iyights to the people, Makers of light to the people, Givers of fearlessregard to text for their respective congregations),

:
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Stuti (602-9)

“Hail to you, Lord of the World, Sun to the lotus in
the form of the three worlds, Wishing-tree in the desert of
samsara, Friend for the rescue of all, this moment is to be
praised in which took place the birth of

you who have

birth in dharma, not having rebirth, destroying pain of all
creatures.
str eams

Now Ratnaprabha, O Lord,

of water

is

inundated by the

from your birth-ablutions,

its

stain

washed away without effort, pure. Indeed, those mortals
are blessed who will see you day and night. What are we,
compared with them, since we see you only on special
occasions? The whole path to salvation which has been
blocked for the creatures of Bharataksetra will become
manifest through you, a new traveler, O Lord. Even the
sight of you gives bliss to creatures, to say nothing of your
nectar-like preaching of dharma.
No one is a suitable
subject for comparison with you, O you who cause passage
across existence. If we describe you only as you are, in
that case, what praise is there of you ? I am not able to
enumerate your attributes that really exist, O Lord.
ness. Givers of sight, Givers of the path, Givers of protection,

Givers of

enlightenment, Givers of dharma, Teachers of dharma, Leaders of

dharma, Charioteers of dharma, Cakravartins of the earth of the best
dharma, Possessors of unobstructed best knowledge and belief. Possessing freedom from error, Victors, Givers of victory, Achievers of the
passage (of the ocean of existence), Makers of the passage, Enlightened,
Makers of enlightenment, Emancipated, Makers of emancipation, All-

who have attained the status called siddhigati
which is blissful, immovable, free from disease, infinite, imperishable,
free from disturbance, from which there is no return ; homage to the
Jinas, who have conquered fear.’

knowing, All-seeing,

This Sakrastava

used in connection with all the Jinas. Some
which have specific reference to Mahavlra.
The sadhus add another verse when reciting it
is

verses are added in the

KS

Ye

catitah siddha ye ca bhavisyantvanagate kale
Samprati ca vartamanah sarvan trividhena vande.
I praise in the three
future,

and present.

ways

all

emancipated souls of the past,
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Who

can measure the depth of the ocean Svyambhu-

ramana?”
After this
his

hymn

quarter

made

Lord of the World,
the hord of the eastern

of praise to the

mind fragrant with

joy,

himself five-fold as before. ,On'e of these

Sakras very carefully took the hord of the World from
Isana’s lap, and held

Other Bidaujases,

him

close to his heart like a secret.

the Master’s service, performed
if they had been
commanded. Surrounded by all his own gods, the Chief
of gods went through the air to the house adorned by the
Lady Marudeva. Vasava took away the Tlrthakrt’s image
and placed the Master in the same way near his mother.
The Bord-of-the-sky took away the sleeping-charm from the
Bady Marudeva, as the sun takes away sleep from the
He put on the Bord’s pillow a pair of garments
lotus.
of fine cloth resembling a circle of lovely hansas on a riverbank. likewise lie put a pair of jeweled ear-rings on
the Bord which looked like a halo that had appeared
even in childhood. So Purandara placed on the canopy
above the Master to amuse his eyes a sridamaganda, made
of gold-leaf, 167 a golden sun rich with necklaces and halfnecklaces of various jewels, like the sun in the sky.
Then he instructed Srida “ Now, just as a cloud deposits water, quickly deposit everywhere in the Master’s house
thirty-two crores each of wrought and unwrought gold, 168
skilled in

their separate tasks as before, just as

:

167

618. Suvarnaprakaranirmitam. Though all the manuscripts
which I have seen have this prakara, it is quite meaningless and
certainly an error. The Prakrit in the descriptions of the object
The payaraga might be prakaraka
is suvannapayaragamandiyam.
or prakaraka, but not prakaraka. AvaH interprets it as prataraka,
which is evidently based on Avacurni (p. 150b), pataraga. Payaraga and
pataraga would both give Sk. patraka, i.e., the sridamaganda was
made of gold-leaf, was round, and adorned with jeweled festoons.
I can not account for the prakaraka of the text. See Ava. p. 191a.
AvaH p. 134b. Jamb. 123, p. 423b.
168
620. Hiranyasvarna. It is impossible to tell whether Hem.
uses hiranya in the earlier sense of * unwrought gold or in the later of
*

9
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and jewels; thirty-two each of round iron seats, thrones
and other charming things, clothes, ornaments, etc.,
objects

precious

giving

pleasure

to

the

at once had that done

Kubera
For the command

sarhsara.”

of

creatures

by Jrmbhaka 169

of those having powerful comthe utterance. Then Vasava
with
mands is accomplished
instructed the Abhiyogika-gods “Proclaim aloud to the
four classes of gods, ‘If any one thinks anything unfavourable to the Arhat and the Arhat’s mother, his head
will split into seven pieces like then clusters of blossoms
” 170
They proclaimed that to the Bhavanaof the arjaka.’
patis, the Vyantaras, Jyotiskas, and Vaimanikas, like

gods.

:

a distinguished teacher.
Then Sakra inserted nectar composed of the juice of
various foods in the Master’s thumb, just as the sun puts
pupils repeating the speech of

171
a watery substance in the circle of rays named amrta
Moreover, when hunger arises, since the Arhats do not
.

nurse, they suck their

Ford

thumbs which pour out

of the gods appointed five Apsarases to

juice.

The

perform

all

the nurses’ duties for the Ford.

Then many gods, immediately after the Jina’s bath,
went to the continent Nandisvara direct from the peak of
Sumeru. The Indra of Saudharma also went from
the house of the son of Sri Nabhi to Nandisvaradvipa, the
abode of the gods. Then Sakra descended to the Anjana
*

wrought

*

gold.

‘unwrought,’
(Ava. p. 192)
wrought.*
189

623.

170

625.

The commentator

to Acar. II. 2. 1. 11 explains

it

as

Hoexnle also favors this for Uv. 1. 17, n. 22, Malayagiri
explains hiranya as ‘wrought’ and suvarna as *un-

These gods are servants of Kubera.

The Ocimtim gratissimum, the ram-tulsi. Its blossoms
grow in clusters, but the number is not always 7. It varies from 6-10.
171
For an explanation of this idea, see Raghuvahsa 10. 58,
627.
and Malfinatha’s commentary with a quotation from Yadava. The
idea

is that certain rays of the sun, 400 in number,
named amrta,
carry a watery vapor and are responsible for rain. There is probably
also an allusion to the fact that the vein leading to the thumb is called
*

amrta,’ and the whorl on the end of the

thumb

is

called

c

cakra*’
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mountain, named Devaramana, situated in the eastern
quarter, the size of a Ksudrameru. There the Bord of the
gods entered the temple with four doors, with a dais made
of varied jewels, marked with a caitya-tree and an Indradhvaja. There he made a puja accompanied by an eightday festival, suitable to the eternal images of the Arhats,
Rsabha, etc. On the four crystal Dadhimukha Mountains
which are in the great lakes in the four directions from
the (Anjana) mountain, Sakra’s four Dikpalas made a
fitting eight-day festival to the eternal images of the
Arhats in the shrines. The Indr a of Isana also descended
to the Anjana mountain Ramaniya, always charming,
situated in the north. In the same way in the shrine
there he made an eight-day festival to an equal number
of eternal images of the Arhats.
In like manner his
made
a
Arhat-images
festival
the
eternal
Bokapalas
to
on the Dadhimukha Mountains in the lakes. The Indra
Camara descended to the Anjana mountain named Nityodyota, which had the continual splendor of jewels, in
the southern quarter. With great devotion, he too in the
*

made

a fitting eight-day festival to the eternal
images. His Dikpalas made a great festival to the Jinas
images on the Dadhimukha Mountains in its lakes, their

shrine there

’

minds immovable. The Indra Bali also descended to the
Anjana mountain, named Svayamprabha from its beauti-

He likewise made a
gods to the eternal images
His Dikpalas also made a festival to the
of Rsabha, etc.
eternal images on the lofty Dadhimukha Mountains in
After making in this way a festival on Nandlits lakes.
Svara, the gods went each to his own abode by the same
path by which he had come.
ful clouds,

located in the west.

festival purifying the eyes of the

The Lord’s childhood (647-685)

Then the Bady Marudeva awakened and related to
Nabhi this meeting with the gods like a dream at night.
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Since a bull was the mark on the thigh of the Lord of the
World, and since a bull was seen first by his mother in her
dream, the delighted parents named him Rsabha, with a
festival

Then the parents gave

on an auspicious day.

name

Sumangala, to the
daughter bom as his twin. The Master sucks the nectar
placed in his own thumb by Sakra at suitable times, like a
The Blessed One,
tree absorbing water from a canal.
a
child,
shone like a beautiplaced on his father’s lap as
ful young lion on a mountain slope. \\The five nurses,
suitable 'purifying

a

also,

appointed by Sakra, certainly did not leave the Supreme
A little less than
all, like the samitis a great muni.
a year after the Lord’s birth, the Vasava of Saudharma

Lord at

came with the object
with the thought,

As if
empty-handed, must not

of establishing a family-line.

“A

servant,

see the Master,” he took a large stalk of sugar-cane.
Sunasira with the stalk of sugar-cane like autumn-time
personified,

172

went before the Master seated on Nabhi’s

lap.

The Lord, having known Sakra’s intention by clairvoyant
knowledge, raised his hand, like an elephant

its

trunk, to

Bending his head, knowing
intention,
Sakra
gave
the shoot of sugar-cane
Master’s
the

take the stalk of sugar-cane.
like

a present.

Then the Lord-of-the-sky went to heaven,

having established the Master’s family with the
*

name

was taken by the Lord.
Yugadinatha was free from perspiration,

Ikgvaku,’ because the sugar-cane

The body of
disease and dirt,

fragrant, with a beautiful shape, like

and blood were white as a stream
from odor of flesh; the process of
eating and eliminating food was not visible to the eye the
fragrance of his breath resembled the fragrance of a fullblown lotus; these four manifestations of supernatural

a

golden lotus; flesh

of cow’s milk, free

;

powers appeared with his birth.
172

The Lord, having a

656. Formerly in Gujarat sugar-cane was planted in December
and ripened in September or October. Now it is planted in May and

June.
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body with mortise-collar-and-pin joints (vajrarsabhanaraca), walked slowly, as if from fear of breaking the earth
with his feet. The Lord spoke, even as a child, with
deep, soft tones. For the childhood of great men is only
in respect to the body.
The Master’s -body, perfectly
play-ground of Sris
desiring to play.
To gratify their wishes, the Master
Vrsabha played with gods in the form of boys who
had become his companions, and had come together in
company. While playing, his whole body gray with
dust, wearing a wreath of bells, the Lord looked like a
rutting elephant. Whatever the Master took by the hand
even in play, indeed, no god, even a very powerful one,
could snatch away. Whoever put even his finger on the
symmetrical, looked like a golden

Lord to test his strength went far away like dust, just
from the wind of his breath. Some god-boys amused the
Master with various balls, rolling like balls on the ground.
Some, turned into king-parrots, repeatedly called
out flattering remarks like flatterers, "Long live!
Long
live!
Rejoice! Rejoice!”
Some, having become peacocks for the Master’s pleasure, excelling in peacock cries,
danced in front of him, singing the first note (of the scale). 178
Others, having become hansas, having the third note,
went to the Lord’s side, delighting in the contact from
taking his lotus-hands in play. Some became curlews
before him, calling out on the middle note, wishing to
drink the nectar of his glances gentle from affection.

Some became male cuckoos and, sitting in trees near
the Master, sang in the fifth note to please his mind.
Others, who became horses, came neighing in the sixth
note, wishing to purify themselves
178

672.

by

acting as vehicles

I have taken the order of the notes as given in the Sth.

553> P- 394- This is also the modern order, Popley, p. 32. The Sth.,
however, gives the origin of the names as depending on the parts
of the

body involved

in producing them,

their position in the scale.

third note (gandhara)

It

by the

is

and not with reference to

to be noted that

Hem.

represents the

cry of the hansa, not the goat.
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went
trumpeting in the seventh note, their faces bent down,
touching the lord’s feet with their trunk. Some became
bulls, charming with the second (rsabha) note, and striking the banks with their horns, gave amusement to the
Lord’s eye. Some became buffaloes and stood like the
Anj ana Mountains; fighting with each other, they gave an
exhibition of a fictitious fight to the Lord. Some, for the
lord’s amusement, slapping their arms constantly, having
become wrestlers in the arena, challenged each other.
Thus worshipped continually by the god-boys with various
amusements, like the Supreme Spirit by Yogis, cherished
carefully by these nurses, like a tree by women-gardeners,
the Lord gradually grew up. When they are in the next
for

the

Master.

Some, turned

into

elephants,

period, that of a householder, after the stage of sucking

The Blessed
One, the son of Nabhi, always ate the fruit of Uttarakuru
brought by the gods, and drank the water of the Ocean of
their thumbs, the Arhats eat perfect food.

Milk.

The Lord, having passed childhood, reached the

second period which has several divisions, just as the
sun reaches midday, having passed daybreak.
Personal description of the Lord (686-734)

In youth the feet of the Lord were soft, red, like
the inside of a lotus, warm, firm, free from perspiration, with smooth soles.
As if for removing distress of
those bowed (at his feet), the Lord’s cakra appeared, and
the wreath, goad, and banner, like those of the elephant
of Sri always present.

The conch and the pitcher shone
and the svastika on the heels of the Master’s feet like pleasure-houses of Laksmi.
Fleshy, round,
high, like a serpent’s hood, the great toe of the Master
was marked with a grlvatsa, like a calf. The Lord’s
toes were like the flame of a lamp, motionless, steady,
on the

soles,

shining, touching each other, straight like
petals of a
foot-lotus. Nandyavartas shone on the soles
of the feet
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and toes of the Lord of the World, copies of which
served as a foundation for the establishment of dharma
on earth. 174 Barley-corns beneath the joints of the toes
of the Lord of the World shone with the well-marks 176
as if sown for the wedding of the World .and Laksmi.
Like a bulb of the foot-lotus, the heel was rounded, long
and broad; the nails resembled the hood-jewels of the
serpents of the great toe and other toes. Hidden ankles
of the Lord’s feet attained the extreme beauty of the
round pericarps of^ golden lotus-buds. The upper part
of the Lord’s feet, gradually arched like a tortoise, the
veins invisible,

had smooth skin and was

free

from

hair.

The Lord of the World’s lower legs were fair, resembling
the legs of deer, strong, adorned with flesh covering
the bones.
The Master’s knees, round, covered with flesh,
gave the appearance of mirrors put inside a cover filled
with cotton. His thighs, soft, smooth, gradually filled
out, gave the impression of mature plantain-stalks.
His loins were long, fleshy, thick, broad, firm; his
waist resembled the middle of a thunderbolt in its slenderness.
deep navel gave the impression of a whirlpool
in a river ; the abdomen was smooth, fleshy, soft, straight,

A

The breast, broad as a slab of gold, high, marked
with the jeweled background of the srivatsa, 176 had the
beauty of a playground of Sri. Firm, massive, high shoulders resembled the hump of a bull
armpits had little hair,
were curved, free from the odor of perspiration and dirt.
Massive arms, terminated by hands like serpents’ hoods,
hanging down to the knees, were like nooses for restraining
level.

;

174

691,

The nandyavarta, a kind

of svastika, is one of the 8 auspi-

cious signs.
175

692. Yavas are the
marks on hand or foot.

lines

beneath the joints.

176

VapI is one of the

704. The Srivatsa, originally a curl of hair, came to be a
mark with the general shape of 4 petals, frequently represented

enclosed in a rectangular background.
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fickle Sri.

The Lord of the World’s palms were reddish

like

a young mango-shoot, not hard from work, not perspiring,
with fingers touching each other, warm. Tike the feet,
the hands were marked with the rod, disc, bow, fish,
srivatsa, thunderbolt, goad, banner, lotus, chauri, umbrella,
conch, pitcher, ocean, Mandara, makara, bull, lion, horse,
chariot, svastika, sky-elephant, palace, gateway, and island.

The thumb and fingers were red, straight, springing
from the red hand like shoots from a wishing-tree, adorned
with rubies on the ends. The barley-corns shone clearly
on the Master’s thumb-joints, the causes of the preeminent growth of the best horse of fame. On the ends of the
Lord’s fingers whorls to the right, indicating success in
everything, assumed the appearance of a conchshdl turning
to the right. At the beginning of the lotus hands three
lines, like lines

for counting, shone, indicating,

“Three

worlds are to be rescued from misery.”
Round, not too long, purified by three lines, having a
deep voice, the neck was like a conch. Fair, round, with

waves of light the Lord’s face was like another moon, free
from spots. Soft, fleshy, smooth, the broad cheeks of the
Lord were like golden mirrors of Vac and Laksml dwelling together. The ears, pretty with inside convolutions,
hanging to the shoulders, were like pearl-oysters on the
bank of the river of the beauty of the Lord’s face. The
lips were like bimba-fruit; the teeth were like thirtytwo jasmine-flowers ; the Supreme Lord’s nose gradually
widened, with a gradually arched bridge. Neither small
nor large, his chin was fleshy, round, soft-; the Protector’s beard was dark, thick, glossy, soft.
The Lord’s
tongue, begetting the contents of the scriptures having
twelve angas, was not too thick, soft, reddish, like the
young shoot of a kalpa-tree. His eyes were white with
black in the center, red at the ends, as if they had
insets of sapphire, crystal

and rubies. They reached to
the ears, their eyelashes black as collyrium, wide-open, like
blossoming lotuses filled with clusters of bees.
The dark,
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curved eyebrows of the Lord had the beauty of a creeper
that had appeared on the shore of the lotus-pond of the
eye.

The Lord

of the World’s forehead

was broad,

fleshy,

round, firm, soft, smooth, like the moon of the eighth
The Master of the World’s head, gradually arched,
day.
rivaled in appearance an umbrella with its face turned

downwards.

The round,

tall head-dress on the headGreat Lord, indicating lordship over
the three worlds, took on the appearance of the projecting point (of an umbrella).
The hair on the Lord’s
head shone, black as bees, curled, soft, glossy, like the
waves of the Kalindl. His skin, fair as the interior of
177
(a ball of) yellow orpiment ,
smooth and dear, shone
on the body of the Lord of the Three Worlds, as if
it were anointed with melted gold.
The hair on the
Master’s body was soft, dark as bees, having an unique
source (i.e., his body), fine as lotus-fiber.
The Lord,
marked with these various remarkable signs like an ocean
with jewels, for whom indeed was he not one to be
worshipped ?
Supported by Mahendra, with chauris held by
Yaksas, with Dharanendra acting as door-keeper, with
an umbrella hdd by Pracetas , 178 surrounded by gods
saying “Long live!
Long live!” unassuming, the
Master of the World passed his time agreeably. Resting on a seat brought by the gods, his feet put on
BalJndra’s lap, the upper part of his body resting on
the couch of Camarendra’s lap, attended on all sides by
Apsarases who had handkerchiefs in their hands, (even
though) indifferent, he saw a celestial concert.

umbrella of the

177

ball of

728.

Gorocanagarbha.

compact powder which

Gorocana (as actually used) comes in a
is much lighter on the inside than

on the external surface.
178

731.

The only Jain Pracetas that

Varuna, the Tokapala of the West.
see App. I.
cate

is

I

have been able to loFor the other names,
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The Lord’s marriage (735-881)

One day, a pair of twins, as they were playing together in accordance with the nature of children, went
together under a

palm-tree.

By

the

evil

contrivance

from the tree
lightning on a castor-

^eff fate, just then a large palm-fruit fell

on the boy’s head like a stroke of
bean plant. Struck on the head in the manner of the
crow-and-palm-tree fable, 179 the boy died then by the first
accidental death.
Because he had very slight passions,
the boy-twin went to heaven. Cotton indeed rises in
the air from its lightness. Formerly, large birds at
once lifted up the bodies of dead twins like nestwood,
and threw them in the ocean. At that time, from the
deterioration (of the times), the body remained just so.
For the avasarpini has decreasing power. Then the
second one of the twins, the girl, by nature endowed
with innocence, stood with tremulous eyes, like a remnant after a sale.
Her parents took her and raised
her, and gave her the name Sunanda.
After a few
days her parents also died.
For the twins live but a
short time after their children are born. The girl, dazed
by wondering what to do, with restless eye, wandered
alone in the forest like a deer lost from the herd.
Planting as it were blossoming lotuses in the ground
at every step with feet having leaves of straight toes;
with legs like the golden quivers of Kama, and gradually
broad, round thighs like the trunk of an elephant;
adorned with hips, fleshy, very large, having the appearance of a golden dice-board of the gambler Kandarpa; and with a waist that could be embraced by a

hand

like a magnet of hove, and also with the navelregion like a pleasure-pond of hove alone; having on
the abdomen three waves of wrinkles, like three lin^
of victory over the women of the three worlds overcome
737*

I ,e *» the

when the crow

fable of the fruit falliag unexpectedly just

alighted,

and

killing it.
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by her beauty

;

180

with breasts like
and arm-creepers

pleasure-peaks

of

like the cords of
Rati and Priti,
golden hammocks; exceedingly beautiful with a
neck with three lines having the appearance of a conch;
with the color of ripe bimba-fruit surpassed by her
lower lip; exceedingly charming with teeth placed inside the pearl-oyster of the lower lip like seed-pearls;
with a nose like the stalk of the lotus of the eye; having cheeks that were thieves of the beauty of the halfmoon as if in rivalry with the forehead; with hair dinging like bees to the lotus of the face; fair in the whole
body, a river of the nectar of virtue and loveliness,
wandering in the forest, she looked like a forest-

their

goddess.

Then

seeing her alone, young and beautiful, the
bewildered as to what to do, approached Sri
Nabhi. “ Let her be the lawful wife of Lord Rsabha,”
saying, Nabhi took her, full-moonlight for the (nightblooming) lotus of the eye. Just then, knowing by the
employment of clairvoyant knowledge that it was time
Bowfor the Lord’s wedding, Purandara went there.
feet,
standing
before him with folded
ing at the Lord’s
hands like a footman, the Lord of heaven declared:

twins

“The man who,

encouraging by
depository of
knowledge, verily he is the abode of ridicule. By the
great graciousness of the Master, servants who have
been seen always (i.e., old servants), say anything they
like at any time.
They are (true) servants who, knowing the Master’s wish, declare it. That I speak withignorant, thinks

word or thought the Lord, who

of

is

the

out knowing, do not for that reason, O Lord, be displeased with me. I think the Master has been free
from passion from the time that he was in the womb,
devoted to the fourth object of existence (moksa), indifferent to the other three.
Nevertheless, O Lord, the
180

750.

The two wives

of the

god

of

Love.
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be made entirely
I
plain by you alone, just like the path of moksa.
wish that the great festival of marriage should be established for the conduct of the people. Favor me. O
Master, you ought to marry the Indies Sumangala and
path, of conduct for the people will

Sunanda, ornaments of the earth, suitable for yourself,
The Master knew by clairvoyant knowbeautiful.”
“
For sixty-three lacs of purvas we must destroy
ledge:
powerful karma which has pleasure as its fruit. This
karma must be inevitably destroyed.”* Thinking thus, the
Master stood, nodding his head, downcast, like a lotus
at evening.

Then having ascertained the Ford’s purpose, Purandara at once summoned gods for the tasks of the weddingpreparations. Then the Abhiyogika-gods at the order of
Pakasasana made a pavilion that was like the younger
brother of Sudharma 181 Its pillars of gold, jewels, and
silver shone like peaks of Meru, Rohana, and Vaitadhya
.

Golden pitchers, giving light, shone like the
182
circles made by a Cakrin’s cowrie-jewel
Golden daises
shone there with rising rays of light, as if surpassing the
sun, unable to endure another light.
Some entering were
reflected in the walls of jeweled slabs ; some did not attain
to the functions of the retinue in it. Set on the jeweled
pillars, tall puppets shone, looking like dancers tired from
a concert. There were arches in every direction with
kalpa-shoots, like bows that had been made ready by
Manobhu. Arches of sapphire on the crystal door-posts
resembled a row of parrots placed in the center of a

piled together.

.

row

of autumn clouds. In some places the pavilion gave
the appearance of a pleasure-pool of nectar with its dense
light from the floor paved with crystal.
In some places it
showed a collection of divine, extensive safflower-colored
cloths (as it were) with shining piles of projecting
181
182

769.

The Couadl-hall

771-

See Chap. IV.

ia the cities of the gods.

ruby

,
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In some places it looked like sprouts of auspicious
barley sowed repeatedly with its very beautiful shoots of
In some places, by its unbroken
light from sapphires.
reeds of light from the emerald ground it caused fear to
the green auspicious bamboos that had been brought.
Under pretext of a canopy of white, divine cloth, it was
inhabited, as it were, by the heavenly Ganga with a
Around the canopy were hung
desire to see the ceremony.
pearl-wreaths that shone like joyful laughter of the eight
quarters.
Four lofty rows of jeweled pitchers, like
treasures of Rati, were placed around by the goddesses.
Green bamboos shone, giving support to the pitchers,
indicating the growth of the Master’s family which was
slabs.

the support of

“

all

the world.

O Rambha, make

the wreaths ; prepare the durvagrass, UrvasI GhrtacI, bring the ghee, curd, etc., for the
groom’s reception ; Manjughosa, have women-friends sing
;

sweetly ausp icious songs ; Sugandha^prepafethe perfumes.
Tilottama, put the best svastikas on tEePdoorj" 'Mena
receive with delightful conversation the ones who have
SukesI, bring the hair-ornaments f or the brides
arrived.
and groom; Sahajanya, show the place to the men of the

wedding procession. Citralekha, paint the various p ictures
183
quickly
in the shrine;

make ready T3ie”vessels filled with
PurnmI. Pundarika, decorate the full pitchers with
lotuses; put the groom’s chair in the proper place, Amloca,
Bring the brides’ and groom’s shoes, Hansapadi; quickly
smear the pavilion-ground with cow-dung, Punjikasthala.
Why are you playing elsewhere, Rama ? Hema, why do
gifts,

you look at gold ? Kratusthala, why are you confused, as
drunk? What are you thinking, Marici? What are you
looking at, Sumukhi? Why are you not on this side,
GandharvI ? Why do you joke idly, Divya ? Time for the
if

188

789.

Matrvesma.

seven Matrdevls.

It is decorated

with marks to indicate the

Svastikas and other auspicious signs, and drawings

for decorations are also

made.
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ceremony is near. Then with all your heart hurry, each
one of you, to your wedding-task that must be done.”
From the bustling of the Apsarases instructing each other
in this way, and frequently calling names, a mighty tumult
arose.

-

.

Sumangala and Sunanda then were seated on a seat by
some Apsarases for the sake of the auspicious bath. They
anointed their bodies with fragrant oil, while a lowtoned
They rubbed them with
auspicious song was being sung.
finely ground powder, the ground being purified by a falling
heap of unguents. On their feet, knees, hands, shoulders,
and forehead, they made tilakas, like nine pitchers of
184
They touched their bodies
nectar, clinging to the body
on right and left with spindles of safflower-thread, as
Carefully they made an
if to test the perfect symmetry.
application of ointment to the brides, restraining them from
185
motion, like nurses
Just then in the same way, excited
with pleasure, they made an ointment-removal like a
Seating them on another seat,
brother of the application.
they bathed them like their household-divinities with water
from a golden pitcher. They dried their bodies with
fragrant, red-brown cloths and bound their hair with a soft
After putting linen garments on them and seating
‘doth.
them on another seat, they squeezed water from their hair,
like a rain of pearls from heaven.
With divine perfumes
they perfumed the hair somewhat moist, distinguished by
an abundant beauty increased by unctuous smoke-creepers.
They adorned their feet with the juice of red lac, resembling the luster of dawn falling on a lotus-bed.
They
.

.

184

have not been able to locate the origin of references
Below, 923, another reference places
them in nagaloka. ’
There is another allusion in the Kavyakalpalata, p. 354, but it throws no light on the subject.
to the

799*

‘

I

nine tanks of nectar.’
‘

185

evening

801.
for

Now

this application of

three days

in

During this time they can not
day they take the bath.

ointment

succession to

move from

is

made morning and

both

the house.

bride

and groom.

After the third
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smeared the bodies of these women-jewels with beautiful
ointment, like gold with ocher.
On their necks, palms, breasts, and cheeks, they drew
vines with leaves, like the glorification of hove. On their
foreheads they made a beautiful sandal-tilaka like a new
186
They decorated
circle for the descent of the goddess Rati
their eyes with collyrium so they resembled black bees that
had gone to a cluster of blue-lotuses. They bound their
coils of hair with wreaths of full-blown flowers, as if an
armory had been made by the God of hove for himself.
They put wedding clothes on them that had the moon’ s-r ays
surpassed by the rows of fringe hanging down. On their
heads they put diadems shining with various jewels like
the sun and moon of the east and west quarters. They
put jeweled ear-rings in their ears, thieves of the wealth of
pride of the ground of Meru sprouting with jewels.
They
also put divine pearl ear-rings resembling new flowerThey put on their necks
clusters on their ear-creepers.
gold ornaments, filling the sky with the light of various
jewels, stealing away the beauty of contracted rainbows.
On their arms they joined armlets adorned with jewels
resembling insignia fastened to the bow of the God of Rove.
They put necklaces on their high breasts giving the appearance of rivers rising and falling on high ground. Pearl
bracelets were put on their wrists, like basins full of water
on the ground around creepers. They presented to their
hips jeweled girdles that had a row of tinkling bells, like
They
^reciters of auspicious things of the goddess Rati.
put jeweled anklets on their feet, that tinkled, tinkled, as
if praising their virtues. After the goddesses had prepared
them thus, and had lifted them up and led them to the
shrine, the Radies were seated on a golden throne.
The Rord, Vrsabha-marked, begged persistently by
Namucidvis, who had come, to be ready for the wedding,
reflected, “Customs must be shown to the people; and
.

i

186

810.

It is customary to

draw a

circle

when invoking a

deity.
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karma with pleasure as its fruit to be destroyed,”
and consented. Then Mahendra, knowing proper procedure
for the occasion, after he had bathed and anointed him,
His path
adorned him suitably with ornaments, etc.
cleared ahead. by Mahendra, as if by a staff-bearer, with
salt being waved by the Apsarases at his sides, with very
beautiful, auspicious songs being sung by the wives of
the Indras, having the way shown by the Samanikas
and other goddesses, with musical instruments beina
played by Gandharvas, etc., with spontaneous joy, the
Master went to the door of the pavilion by means of a
divine vehicle. The Master himself, knowing what was
proper, descended from his chariot there, and stopped at

I have

187
like the
the place which had a creeper for a boundary,
waves of the ocean (at the shore) There the Tord, support.

ed by the Lord of the gods, shone

like

an elephant resting

The women of the pavilion

against a tree.

set

down

in the

door an earthenware covered box filled with fire and salt
that made a crackling noise. One woman in front carried
a silver dish characterized by auspicious things, such as
durva,

etc., like

Another in

the night of

front, lifting in

moon carrying the moon.
her hand the churning-stick

full

like auspiciousness personified,

garment

was clothed

for the reception of the

in a safflower-

groom.

"0

Arghada, give a respectful reception to the one
it (the groom); lift up instantly the fresh
butter; take curd from the dish like nectar from the
ocean.
O Sundarl, take up the sandal-stuff brought
from Nandana; joyfully raise the durva brought from
the ground of Bhadrasala.
The bridegroom, the best
entitled to

187

At the present

time, a torana, or festoon, is placed over
the wedding takes place there, or of a pavilion
erected for the marriage.
Now this festoon is made of mango or
830.

the door of the house,

if

The bridegroom stops at this door and the bride's mother
comes to meet him, carrying grain and short pieces of bamboo which
she scatters. The priest recites some mantras, and the groom enters
aSoka.

the door.

This

is

in the case of Gujarati baniyas.
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with a living festoon made from
the rows of eyes of the people that have come together, is
at the festooned door. His body entirely covered by his
upper garment, he stands erect like a young king-goose
veiled by the Ganga’s waves. The flowers are'being blown
away by the wind and the sandal is drying up. O Sundarl,
do not keep, do not keep the bridegroom long at the door.”
Such auspicious songs being sung aloud by the godes, she gave a respectful reception to the bridegroom
rang a respectful' reception from the three worlds.
Her loud-tinkling armlets beginning an auspicious song,
as it were, she, having bimba-lips, kissed the forehead of
the Lord of the Three Worlds three times with the churning-stick.
With the shoe on his left foot the Lord broke
the earthenware dish filled with fire as easily as a jar
filled with snow.
Then the Lord went to the shrine, being
dragged by a safflower-cloth thrown around his neck by the
one giving the reception. The hand-thread, adorned with
a mainphala 188 like a bulb of love, was tied on the hands of
the brides and groom. In front of the mother-goddesses
the Lord sat on a high golden throne like a lion on the
peak of Meru. When they had ground the bark of the
sami and asvattha trees, the women placed hand-ointment
in the hands of the brides, like X^regnancyr^ifiTl5dr the
tree of love.
Then the Lord, clever, at the arrival of the
auspicious moment quickly took with his own hands their
hands with the hand-ointment. Then Sutraman threw a
ring 189 in the hand-ointment in the hollow of the hand, like
of the three worlds,

t

188

The mainphala

844.

to the wrist of the bride and

the

madana

of the text.

(H),

a small

groom

Mainphala

is

apple-like fruit,

in Gujarati weddings.

the Randia dumetorum.

is

tied

This

is

Watt,

I, p. 391.
The Marathas use turmeric.
have not been able to find any modern parallel for this
use of the ring. The only use of a ring I have found is in a game
played in Gujarati bauiya weddings. When the bride and groom have
gone to the bridegroom’s house after the ceremony, the priest throws a
ring and a rupee.
Each one tries to get the ring—as symbol of which
one shall rule the household. The throw is made seven times, and the

Diet. Vol. VI, Part
189

848.

10

I
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With these two fair ones taken b
a rice-seed in a pond.
both hands, the Eord looked like a tree with two creepei
dinging to two branches. The eyes of the brides an
other, like the

groom sped toward each

water of the

rivei

to the ocean'on the auspicious occasion of the conjunctio
of the stars. Then glance was joined with glance, motior
less as water free from wind, as mind was joined with mine
Reflected in the pupils of each other’s eyes, they looked
if

a

entering each other’s hearts from love.

having becom
servants, stood at the Rord’s sides, like Vidyutprabha, etc
The two brides’ women-attendants
at the sides of Meru.
clever in the art of ridicule, began"Eo^sihg comic “songs
“Eager to eat the sweetmeats, like a man with feve

Now, the

Samanikas,

gods,

• etc.,

the intention c
the best man ? His gaze fixed on the pastries, greedy lik
a confectioner’s dog; what is the intention of the bes
man ? The best man is eager to eat cakes like a poor bo;
who has never seen them before in all his life what
to drink the ocean dry

;

what, pray,

is

i

;

his intention
like

?

The best man

is

greedy for areca nuts

catakas for water, like beggars for rich

his intention

?

Now

the best

of the betel-creeper,

intention

like a

The best man

?

man is
calf
is

men

;

what

i

longing for the leave

for grass;

what

is

hi

greedy for sandal-powde

a cat for fresh butter what is the intention of th
best man ? The best man longs for ointment like a buffal
for the mud of a field; what is the intention of th
best man ?
The best man, whose eye is wavering, desire

like

;

the garlands, like a drunk
what is his intention ”

man the

remains of the

sacrifice

?

listening

to comic songs of this kind, the god
stood, their ears pricked up from curiosity, as if painted h

a picture.

Thinking,

people,” the

**

This custom must be taught to th
indifferently like an umpire u

Rord looked on

Who gets the ring the majority
game is somewhat different.

one,

of times, wins.

In Kathiawar, th

;
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a dispute. Balasudana tied the garments of the Indies
with the garments of the ..Lord, like those of boats ^witE"
those of"a great 'ship. The Chief of the gods, like an
Abhiyogika-god, mounted the Master on his hip with devotion, and went to the house containing the'tfitar. Quickly
the Ladies were put likewise on their hips by two of
Indra’s wives and made to go with the Master, their fingers

They entered the altar-house by the east
door with the brides and groom who were the head-jewels
of the three worlds. There a Trayastrinsa-god quickly
made appear a fire in the altar-fire-hole, as if it had sprung
up from the middle of the earth. From the lighting of the
fuel, lines of smoke disappeared in the sky, after a long
time forming ear-rings for the Khecar a-women
To the
accompaniment of auspicious songs by women, the Master
circled the fire with Sumangala and Sunanda until the
eighth circle was completed. When they let go hands,
Vasava untied their garments, while blessings were being
unseparated.

.

sung.

Then Maghavan and

danced with graceful
gestures of the hands. Joy arising '*fromthe~Master’s
festival acts as stage-manager.
After him, other gods
danced, delighted, like creepers on a tree made to dance
by the wind. Some gods gave cries of “Hail! Hail!”
like bards; some danced with various steps like actors;
others sang charming melodies like Gandharvas; others
played clearly with their mouths as musical instruments
some took quick leaps like monkeys others made all the
people laugh like clowns others drove away the people
like door-keepers.
Devotion to himself being shown thus
by the gods intoxicated with joy, the Lord, both sides
adorned by Sumangala and Sunanda, ascended the divine
his wives

;

;

and went to his own house. After performing in
way the wedding-ceremony, bowing to the Lord,
Adribhid went to his own abode like a stage-manager
vehicle
this

whose play is finished. Beginning from that time, the
wedding customs observed by the Master were followed.
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For the practices

of the great are for the

guidance of

others.

Coronation as king (882-911)

enjoyed pleasures
‘with his wive-Tfor a long time for good-feeling karma can
When a little less than
not be~3estroyed otherwise.
six purvas had passed after the wedding, while the Ford
enjoyed himself with them, the jivas of Bahu and Pitha
fell from Sarvarthasiddhi and entered Sumangala’ s womb

The Master, even though

indifferent,
;

likewise the jivas of Subahu and Mahapitha

as twins.

from Sarvarthasiddhi and entered Sunanda’s womb.
Then Bady Sumangala, like Marudeva, saw fourteen
great dreams, indicating the importance of the embryo.
The Mistress related the dreams to the Master, who
said unhesitatingly, “Your son will be a Cakrabhrt.”
Sumangala bore children, Bharata and Brahmi, as the
east bears the sun and (morning) twilight lighting up
the quarter of the sky. Bady Sunanda bore Bahubali and
Sundari with fair figures, like the rainy-season bearing
clouds and lightning. In course of time Bady Sumangala
fell

bore forty-nine pairs of twin-sons, like Vidurabhu jewels.
These grew up gradually, playing here and there, very

young elephants on the Vindhya
Vrsabha Svamin, surrounded on all side by

strong, very energetic, like

Mountains.

his children, shone like a great tree with

Then through the

wishing-trees diminished,

at daybreak.

appeared
‘

like the

splendor of

passions, anger, etc.,

like grains of lac

gradually.
called

The

many branches.

fault of time, the efficacy of the

on asvattha

trees,

torches

of the twins
190

gradually,

Then the twins transgressed the three laws

hakara,’

f

makara,’ ‘dhikkara,’ like rogue-elephants
Together the twins approached Rsa-

three-fold control.

bhanatha, and told him

all

the sin that was being commit-

Possessing the three kinds of knowledge, recalling

ted.
190

894,

lac-insect.

The pippal

is

one of the trees most frequented by the

149
the Master said,

"A

king will be the
punisher of those transgressing boundaries.
Seated on
a very high throne, consecrated first, having at hand
the fourfold army, he should have unbroken commands.”
They said, “ Be our king.
Why do you neglect us ? No
one else like you is seen among us.” “ Go and ask Nabhi,
the best of Kulakaras.
He will give you a king,” the son
of Nabhi replied. Asked by them for a king, Nabhi, chief
of Kulakaras, said to .them, “ Bet Rsabha be your king.”
Then the twins, delighted, approached the Tord, and said,
“You have been given to us as a king by Nabhi.”
Then the twins went for water for the Master’s consecration; and the lion-throne of Trivistapapati shook.
Knowing by clairvoyant knowledge that it was time
for the Tord’s consecration as king, Sutraman went there
in a moment, as if from house to house.
The Bord of
Saudharmakalpa made a golden dais, and placed on it a
lion-throne like Atipandukambala.
The Bord of the east
quarter, like a family-priest, made Rsabha Svamin’s consecration as king with water brought from the tirthas.
Vasava clothed the Master in divine clothing made of
beautiful moonlight with a wealth of white color, as it were.
Vrtrahan put diadems, etc., on the Bord, the diadem of the
three worlds, and ornaments and jewels bn his body in the
proper places.
The twins, after getting water with
lotus-leaves, came and, seeing the Tord adorned, stood
like people holding up a reception-gift.
Saying, “ It is not
proper to throw it on the kord’s head since he is adorned
with divine ornaments and clothes,” they threw the water
on his feet. “These are truly polite,” and for that reason
Maghavan ordered Srlda to lay out a city, named Vinita,
for the Tord, and went to heaven.
(former)

births,

Description of Vinita, (912-923)

He (Kubera) made the city Vinita, also called Ayodhya, twelve yojanas long and nine wide.
After laying it
out, the Yaksa-king, free from deceit, filled it unceasingly

15U

with inexhaustible clothes, ornaments, money, and grain.
Even without a wall (as background for painting) a
painting was made in the sky from the variegated light

from palaces of diamond, sapphire, and cat’s eye.

In

it

the appearance of challenge-papers, as it were, to the
peaks of Meru was made by the lofty golden palaces in
The rows of coping of bright jewels
the guise of banners.
on its wall became without effort mirrors for the KhecaraGirls play the karkarakawomen after a long time.

game 191

at will with the pearl settings of the svastikas in

court-yards. The cars of the Khecarls become nests in
moment, being obstructed day and night by the tops
By those who have
of the tall trees in its gardens.
seen the heaps of jewels piled up in its markets and
palaces Mt. Rohana is considered a heap of their sweepings.
The house-pools there have the beauty of Tamra-

its

A

parni from the broken pearl-necklaces of

There are rich

men

women

enjoying

the merchant-son
having gone to trade, is
like Kubera.
Its roads everywhere have the dust laid
by water dripping at night from houses with walls of
moonstone. 192
With its lacs of tanks, wells, and ponds
whose water was like nectar, it surpassed Nagaloka with

water-sports.

whom,

of

any one

its

nine nectar-tanks.

of

in

it,

I think,

Establishment of customs (924-984)
,

Twenty lacs

purvas after his birth, the Rord became
king in this city to guard the subjects. The rfirst king
of kings, like the onkara of mantras, he guarded his
of

subjects like his

own

children.

The Rord appointed

mini sters, like the minor members of his
191

917.

A game of tossing and

own body,

catching pebbles played

able in

by

girls in

Gujarat.
192

922. “ In general acceptance the moonstone is formed from the
coagulation of the rays of the moon, and dissolves under the influence
of its light.”

T. Yol.

I. p.

Bloomfield, Parcvanatha, p. 57 n. 27.

266 n.

Kathasaritsagara
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the punishment of the wicked and protection of the good.
The King, Vrsabha-marked, established able police for
guarding against theft, etc., like Sutraman Bokapalas.
For the government he, the elephant of kings, collected
elephants, the superior branch of the army like the
He, Vrsabha-bannered, mainbest member of the body.
tained fine horses holding their necks very high, as if
in rivalry with the horses of the sun. The son of Nabhi
himself built
aerial cars

chariots

on earth.

made

of

close-fitted

Then the son

of

wood

like

Nabhi made a

collection of foot-soldiers of

well-tried

courage, just as

in a cakravartin-incarnation.

The son

Nabhi

of

establish-

ed in it army-commanders like very strong pillars of
the palace of new sovereignty. The Ford of the World
collected oxen, camels, buffaloes, mules, skilled in their
use.

The wishing- trees having become
without children,

at that time the

extinct, like families

people ate

bulbs,

They ate herbs also, rice, wheat, chickpeas, beans, etc., grown up of their own accord like
grass, uncooked.
Being told by them, “This food does
not digest,” the Bord said, “ Crush and skin them with
your hands, then eat.” They obey the advice of the Bord
roots, fruits, etc.

of the World, but the food does not digest from the
hardness of the herbs. Again told by them, the Master
said, “Crush with your hands, wet with water, put in
a leaf-cup and eat.” They did just so. In that case
too the Bord of the World, told again by them about
the pain from undigested food, instructed them again:
“Follow the former procedure, put the herbs in your
hands and put them in the heat under the arms, then
eat them with pleasure.”
While the people were weak
from food undigested in that case also, a fire started
from the rubbing together of branches in a group of
trees.
It burned grass, wood, etc. From the mistaken
idea that it was a shining jewel, the people ran and
began to take it with outstretched hands. Burned by the

152

they went to the Lord and said, “Some
wonderful new thing has happened.” The Master said,
“The fire started from the fault of the period of time
that is both good and bad. It does not exist in the period
terrified,

fire,

198
one that is entirely good
Standing at the side of the fire, take way all adjacent
Then having
grass, etc., and then take it afterwards.

that

is

entirely

bad nor

in the

.

prepared the food according to the method told you
before, throw the herbs in the flame, cook, and eat.”
They did so, ignorant ; and the herbs -were burned by the
fire.
They went to the Master again and said, “ O Master,

Like a glutton he
At that
alone devours completely the herbs thrown in.”
shoulder,
elephant’s
an
time the Lord was seated on
Placing the clay
and had them bring a lump of wet clay.
on the protuberance on the elephant’s forehead (kumbha)
and spreading it with his hand, the Lord made a vessel
having its (the kumbha’ s) shape the first of the arts 191
The Master said, “Make other dishes in this way; put
in the fire, cook the herbs, and then eat.”
Then they
this greedy

(fire)

gives us nothing.

—

executed the Master’s

From

command

.

just so.

the potters,
the people, the
Lord appointed carpenters. Verily, the procreation of
great men is for the procreation of happiness for
everyone. He, wise, appointed painters for the painting
of the houses, for the sake of diversity of the people’s
that

time,

For the sake

arose.

the
of

first

artisans,

houses

for

198
944. The terms here, ekantaruksa and ‘ ekantasnigdha ' equal
*
the more usual * susamasusama ’ and ‘ duhsama
while ‘ snigdharuksa
’

‘

equals
191

‘

susamaduhsama.’

This account and the following description of the origin of
customs follows very closely the account in the Ava. 199 if., pp. 195 ff.
The Ava. gives a list of 39 occupations and customs originating at this
time,

950.

all

of which

Hem.

treats here, or elsewhere, in this text,

exception of rupa (sculpture).

The

with the
between karma and silpa
The Jamb. 30, p. 136, defines
not taught.

difference

can not be defined very satisfactorily.
iilpa as taught by an acarya karma as
;

153 ;

He

weavers for the people’s
clothes; for in the place of all the wishing-trees, the
Ford alone was a wishing-tree. The Master, sole father
of- the world, appointed barbers for the people who
were much annoyed by the growth of hair and nails.
These five arts, each divided into twenty parts, one
hundred-fold, spread among the people like the waters
of rivers.
He established grass-gathering, wood-carrythese businesses for the sake of
ing, ploughing and trade
the people’s livelihood.
The Master established the
pleasure.

established

—

fourfold

means

:

conciliation,

bribes,

dissension,

and

—the

junction of the four roads in the city of law
of the world. He taught Bharata all th e seyenty-twa
195
as if in accordance with the custom, “Teach
arts ,
force

knowledge to the eldest son.” Bharata taught
For knowledge is one
hundred-branched in the case of a proper recipient.
The son of Nabhi told Bahubali the characteristics
with many subdivisions of elephants, horses, women,
and men. He taught the eighteen alphabets 196 to Brahmi
with his right hand, and with his left hand arithmetic
spiritual

fully the other sons, his brothers.

to Sundarx.

measures 197 of bulk,
weight, linear measure, and jewelers’ weight in objects;

Then the Ford

196

established

These are enumerated at several places, but all the lists
lists are in the Sam. 72, and in the Antakrddasa
(B. p. 30), where the names are given in the mulasutra.
Another list
is given in the text of the Raja. 83.
In the commentary to Jamb. 30,
pp. 136 ff., a list with explanations is given. This is apparently a
combination of the Sam. and Raja, lists. The 64 arts of women are
also enumerated here.
The KSK p. 150, also gives a list for men
and women.
196
963. These are enumerated in Sam. 18. In fact, there seem
to be 20 distinct alphabets enumerated. The tlka gives no explanations. The Abhidhanarajendrakoia gives an entirely different
list taken from the tlka to the Visesavasakyabhasya, ga. 464.
197
These are subManonmanavamanani pratimanani.
964.
divisions of dravyapramana, itself a subdivision of
pramana.
vary.

960.

The

oldest

154
198

At that time was
boats; and gems, etc., threaded
defendant with
and
plaintiff
instituted court-procedure
199
and witnesses. Worship
king, magistrate, court-house,
.

—

of

elephants,

kings,

200

etc.,

killing ,

ing,

201

medicine,

attendance on

of politics,

binding, beat-

archery,

etc.,

battle, science

and organizations arose then.

selfishness of the people,

saying

“That

is

Extreme

my

father,

mother, brother, wife, son, house, money,” and things
Because they had
like that, commenced at that time.
seen the Master decorated and ornamented at the

wedding, after that the people decorated and ornamented
themselves. Because they had seen the Lord take the
hand (of the bride) for the first time, the people do it

even today. For the path made by the great is permanent. From the time of the Ford’s marriage, there
was marriage with girls who were given 202 Then -also
.

Dravyapramana is of 2 kinds pradesanispanna and vibhaganispanna.
The latter has 5 divisions mana, measure by bulk, both solid and
liquid; unmana, measure by weight; avamana, linear measure;
ganita, numerical measure (which Hem. omits); and pratimana,
which is another measure by weight by gunja, etc., such as
jewelers and goldsmiths use.
See Sth. 258, p. 198. Ava. 213, p*
:

:

where mana

198,

is

used

great detail in Anu. 131

ff.,

for

the

pp. 151

inclusive

f¥.

compound manonmanapramana, pramana means

ring

Aup.

7, p. 13.

198

either

964.
*

Pravac. 1410, p. 411a.

The

original in

Discussed

term.

in

But, in the frequently occur*

height/

See

Tri. 1. 4. 575.

Ava. 214 is pota, which is explained as
on threads,’ or as boats.’
Hem.

pearls, etc., being strung

e

includes both.
199

965.

scribe before
200

966.

Kulagrha.

whom

In parallel passages, rajakulakarana,

the

depositions were made, occurs.

Upasana

is

explained (Ava. p. 199b) as either napitakarma,

barbers’ work, or attendance

on gurus, kings, etc.
As the barbers
have already been disposed of, the latter seems more plausible.
201
966. The Ava. says capital punishment started in Bharata’s
time.
292

970. The Prakrit here is datti (Ava. 224, p. 200b) which is
explained in several ways.
The first interpretation is that it refers to
the giving in marriage by Rsabha of Brahma to Bahubali and of

155

began tonsure and initiation, battle-cries, and enquiries. 20 *
All this, even though censurable, the Master, knowing
his duty, instituted from compassion for the people.
From oral tradition about them, the arts, etc., even
today exist on earth, puFH5T"tHe ' form’ liT treatises by

men

learned

Master

all

of recent times.

By

Jthe—people - became

teacher even

men

the teaching of the
skilled.

Without

a

act like cattle.

Then, the stage-director of the play of the order of
the world, he made, the people into four divisions Ugras,
Bhogas, Raj any as, and Ksatras. The Ugras were the
guardsmen, appointed to give cruel punishments; the
Bhogas were the ministers, etc., of the Lord, like the
Trayastrin§as of Hari. The Raj any as were the companions of the Lord, and all the other people were
Ksatriyas by name. After arranging thus a new order of
customs and law, the Rord enjoyed a new Sri of sovereignty like a new bride.
The son of Nabhi prescribed
a punishment according to the crime for those deserving
punishment, just as a doctor prescribes a medicine for the
sick according to the disease. Terrified of punishment then
the people did not commit theft, etc., at all. Verily the law
of punishment alone is a snake-charmer for the serpent
of all crime.
No one crossed the boundary of anyone
:

else’s

fields,

gardens, houses,

etc.,

as the people,

well-

Sundarl to Bharata; i.e., contrary to the custom of twin-marriage,
the girls were given to their half-brothers.
Hem. evidently follows
this.
Alternatives are that it refers to Rsabha’s bestowal of gifts for a
year, or to the giving of alms.
203

970. Ksveqlaprcchi.

difficulties

Both these words seem to have presented

to the commentators, as they offer a great variety of inter-

pretations.
Ava. p. 201a does not have ksveda in the text, but chelavana, which seems the equivalent. It is explained as ‘battle-cry/
or ‘cry of joy/ or ‘child’s toy/ or ‘ sen tit a.’ (?)
Prccha is explained

as ‘asking for the interpretation of dreams, etc./ or ‘enquiry about
health, etc./ or
referring

it

‘what is to be done.’
A fantastic interpretation,
power of some persons to summon Yaksas, who

to the

carry out their orders,

is

also given.
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At the
taught, did not transgress the ford’s command.
proper time the cloud rained for the maturity of the
grain, as

if

praising the

pretext of thundering.

Lord of the World’s law under
The countries, filled with fields

of grain, plantations of cane, herds of cattle, indicated by
The Lord made
their wealth the Master’s lack of greed.

Bharata-zone like Videha-zone in general by the people
being made to know discernment about what was to be
accepted and what rejected. From the time of his coronation as king, the son of

Nabhi passed sixty-three

lacs

of pflrvas directing the earth.

A
One

day,

spring festival (985-1017)

when

had come,

Spring, the abode of love,

the Lord went to a garden to please his retinue. There in
a bower of flowers, the Master of the World, adorned

with ornaments of flowers, sat like Spring personified.
The LaksmI of Spring, as it were, gave welcome to the
Lord of the World by humming bees intoxicated by the
juice of blossoming mango-trees.
An overture, as it
were, being performed by cuckoos singing the fifth note,
the wind from Malaya, the leader of the dance, showed
the dance of the creepers. Gazelle-eyed maidens gave
embraces, kicks, and nectar from their lips to the henna
plant,

asokas,

and bakula, 204 as

if

to lovers.

A

bee,

made the
The lavall-

delighted with strong fragrances, like a tilaka,

wood look like the forehead

of a

young man.

creeper was bent with the weight of clusters of blossoms,
like a slender-waisted maiden with the very great weight
of her swelling breasts.

The wind from Malaya

slowly, slowly embraced the
mango-shoot, like a well-versed lover an innocent young
girl.
Love, like one carrying a club, was strong enough
to kill the travelers with his clubs in the form of stalks
204

women.

989.

These trees are said to blossom from this treatment by

157

jambu, kadamba, mango, campaka, and asoka. To
whom did not the wind from Malaya, like water, give
pleasure, made fragrant by union with fresh flowers of
the trumpet-flower tree ? The mahua, stored with sweet
juices like a dish of honey, was filled with humming
by the bees approaching. Balls were arranged, I think,
under the guise of kadamba-fiowers, to make practice of
208
by the God of Dove. The vasantlball and bow
of

was made a well

flower

Spring, as

if

by

juice

for

bee-travelers

its

by

devoted to establishing water-supplies for

The sinduvara caused great stupor

the public.
elers

of

to trav-

blossoms’ wealth of perfume hard to re-

The bees wander fearlessly
like guards appointed over the campakas by the gardener
Spring showed a wealth of fine and superfine
of Spring.
trees and plants, like the youth of men and women.
strain like poison in the nose.

Gazelle-eyed maidens began to gather flowers there
as if eager to give wealth to the great tirtha of Spring.

“Since

we have become weapons

of

Smara, what need

weapons?”

as if with this idea, the amogathered flowers. Her flowers having been
gathered, pained by separation from them, the vasanti
cried out, as it were, by bees humming low.
One maiden,
when she had gathered jasmine, stopped as she was going
away, because her dress clung to it, as if restrained by the
jasmine, saying, “Do not go elsewhere.” As one was
gathering campaka, she was stung on the petal-lip by a
young bee flying up as if from anger at the breaking up of
his shelter.
One, with her creeper-arm raised, gatheredflowers very high together with the minds of young
men who saw the hollow of her arm. Creepers looked
of

other

rous

women

with hands that were masThe trees looked as if
they bore women as fruit, with women clinging to each
branch from the desire to gather flowers.
like living gatherers of flowers,

ters of clusters of fresh flowers.

206

996.

The kadamba

flower

is

perfectly globular.

158
a body-ornament for his sweetheart
from jasmine flowers that he himself had gathered, which
resembled a wreath of pearls. One filled his sweetheart’s

One man made

with full-blown flowers with his own hand,
One satisfied his belike a quiver of the God of Love.
loved by giving a wreath, resembling the rainbow, woven
coil of hair

by himself from
,

five-colored

One
thrown by

flowers.

gracefully

his sweetcaught in his hands a ball of flowers
Gazelle-eyed
maidens
gratuity.
servant
a
heart, like a
\going to and fro from the motion of the swings kicked the
One bride,
tree-tops as if they were guilty husbands.
seated in a swing, endured blows from creepers from her

women friends who asked her husband’s name, her mouth
208
One man who was seated with
sealed from modesty.
a timid-eyed maiden opposite, swung the swing very hard
from the desire for a close embrace with her. Young men
engaged in the sport of swinging the swings on every
branch looked like monkeys on the garden-trees.
Attainment of disgust with existence (1017-1040)

were playing there in this way,
“ Is there
such sport anywhere else ? ”
Then by clairvoyant knowledge the Master knew the very
highest pleasure of heaven and that pleasure of Anuttaraheaven formerly enjoyed by himself. His bonds of delusion
dropping away, again he reflected thus: “Alas! these
people, overcome by sense-objects, do not know their own
good.
Ah! in this well of samsara, jivas from their
karma perform actions that are nothing more than coming
While the

citizens

the Master thought,

809

names

1014.

Orthodox Hindu women do not use their husbands’

—neither in addressing them nor in speaking of them.

the Marathas they

may do

Among

on one day in the year, during the
Gauripuja. Gauri, the wife of Siva, is worshipped during Caitra by all
married women whose husbands are living. Different fa milies perform
the puja on different days and invite their friends.
On the day on
which she performs the puja a woman may speak her husband’s name.
Hindu Holidays, p. 18.
so
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and going like a jar on a water-wheel. Alas! alas! for
creatures whose minds are blinded by delusion this birth
always passes in vain like the night for those asleep, hove,
hate, and delusion cut down people’s dharma at the root,
even though it is shooting up, like rats a tree. Ah anger is
made to grow by the foolish like a banyan-tree which will
207
Men mounted
entirely consume even its own cultivator
!

.

on conceit consider nothing, like elephant-drivers mounted
on elephants crossing a boundary. Evil-hearted creatures
do not abandon deceit which always causes trouble like the
seed-vessel of the kapikacchfl.

Even a

spotless collection

by greed alone, like milk by sour gruel,
by collyrium. So long as the four passions
close at hand watch like guards in the prison of worldly
existence, whence will moksa come to men? Persons,
engaged in the embraces of women, as if afflicted by
bhuts, do not know themselves completely ruined. The
intoxication of oneself by oneself is produced by vari-

of virtues

is

spoiled

or a white cloth

ous kinds of food for the sake of worthless things, like
the cure of a lion by herbs. Saying, “This is fragrant;
this is fragrant.
Which shall I choose?” a greedy fool,
wandering like a bee, never takes pleasure. People deceive
themselves by material objects such as beautiful women,
pleasant for the moment, alas! like a child by its playthings. Their ears given to the sounds of flutes, lutes, etc.,
they are tom away from their own good, like one who wishes
to sleep from meditation on the sastras. At the same time
the consciousness of creatures, alas alas is bewildered by
these sense-objects all together, as if by wind, bile, and
phlegm that have become very strong.”
While in this way the Supreme hord’s mind was
woven with the threads of continuity of disgust with
samsara, then the Eokantika-gods who have nine sub!

207

I have found no proverb about the destructiveness of
it obviously occupies a large amount of ground
spreading roots.
There is a similar allusion in Vivekavilasa

1023.

the banyan tree, but

with
8.

its

106

!

nrpapidam vatad gehe.

-
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—Saras vatas, Adityas,

Vahnis, Arunas, GardatoAvyabadhas, Maruts, and Ristas, living at the
end of Brahmaloka, having additional ornaments made
by folded hands like lotus-buds on their heads, came to the
They spoke as follows:
feet of the Bord of the World.
sunk
in the water of light
“O you who have lotus-feet
from the crest-jewels of Sakra, O light for the path of
moksa lost in Bharataksetra, just as the first laws for the
people have been established, O Bord, likewise establish a
dharmatirtha. Remember your owmtask.” After making
this request of the Bord, the gods went to their respective
abodes in the Brahmaloka. The Master also went at once
to his own palace from the garden Nandana with the
desire to be a wandering mendicant.
divisions

yas, Tusitas,

Chapter

III

Rsabha’s initiation (1-80)

The Master then summoned

his vassals, etc., from
and Bharata and his other sons, Bahubali, etc.
The Eord addressed Bharata, “Son, take our
kingdom. Now we intend to assume the sovereignty
of self-restraint.”
At this speech of the Master, Bhaall

quarters;

moment with

downcast; then
bowed, his hands folded together, and spoke in a choked
voice: “Even as there is happiness for me in falling
before the foot-stool of your lotus-feet, so there is none
for me seated on the jeweled lion-throne, O Master.
Even as there is happiness for me running on foot before you, O Bord, so there is none for me mounted on
the shoulder of a pleasure-elephant. Even as there is
happiness for me clinging to the shadow of your lotusfeet, so there is none for me covered by the shadow
of the white umbrella.
If I should be deprived of you,
what use would I have for the glory of sovereignty ?
The pleasure of sovereignty is like a drop in the Ocean
of Milk
service.”
The Master said, “In any
oQ ^
case, we a
In the absence
^ igning the kingdom.
of a king, fee law of the fishes prevails on earth. Thereiore, son, control this earth properly. You are obedient.
This is our command.”
Unable to transgress the Eord’s unalterable command, he agreed. Such, indeed, is the proper behavior
toward superiors. Bowing his head before the Master
in reverence, Bharata then adorned his father’s lofty
lion-throne, as well as his noble stock.
At the Masrata stood for a

his face

pi

command, Bharata’ s consecration was made by
ministers, vassals, and generals, just as that of the Eord
ter’s

II

—
162

Then an umbrella

had been made by the gods.
sembling

the

full

moon

shone

over

re-

Bharata’s head,

unbroken command. At his sides
shone two waving chauris, like two messengers who
had come from the future Sris of the two halves of
Bharata. The son of Vrsabha shone with garments
and pearl-ornaments that were like his own exceedingly
like

the

Master’s

pure virtues. From a desire for their own prosperity
the circle of kings 208 paid homage to the new king, a
209
suitable recipient of great honor like the new moon
Next the Lord apportioned fittingly territories among
his other sons, Bahubali, etc.
Then the Eord, like a
wishing-tree, commenced bestowing gifts on men for a
year, in accordance with their unrestricted requests.
" Everyone may take whatever he desires.” The Eord had
a proclamation to this effect made aloud at the cross.

roads,

Kubera

city-gates,

etc.

The Jrmbhaka gods, sent by

at the order of Vasava, collected treasures, silver,

had been lost
whose owners were miss-

gold, jewels, etc., everywhere, those that
for a long time, disappeared,

whose landmarks were completely destroyed, those
mountains and bowers, concealed in cemeteries,
and hidden in houses, and bestowed them as a gift on
the Lord, like clouds giving water. Daily, the son of
Nabhi gave away one crore and eight lacs of gold be"
tween sun-rise and meal-time (i .e-.'^rtras^
hundred
of the year the son of Nabhi gave away L

ing,

inside

eighty-eight crores

and eighty

lacs of gold .

210

Tlzc-pS°ple

208

16.
Raj acakra. Here cakra equals the more usual mandiala
the circle of a king’s neighbors with whom he maintains relations.

The number

varies

from 4 to

13,

but

Hem. makes

it

twelve.

Tri.

10. 11. 307.
209

16.
Hindus and Jains make a point of seeing the new moon
on the second day of the bright half of the month, and make namaskara to it. Cf. Folk Tore Notes of Gujarat, p. 17.
210
24. Hiranya here is probably ‘unwrought’ gold, when
it
was measured by weight or quantity. See Uv. n. 22 and n.

316.

—
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whom

the Master’s initiation had produced disgust
with existence took only the remains of the sacrifice
nothing more, even though they might have taken
in

at will.

Then

end of the giving that lasted for a
year, Vasava’s throne shook; and he approached the
Blessed One, like another Bharata in devotion. Toat the

gether with the chief-gods, who held pitchers in their
hands, he made the ceremony of the initiation of the

World like his coronation-ceremony. The
of the World quickly put on divine garments,
ornaments, etc., brought by Balarin like an official.
Hari had made for the Lord a litter, named Sudarsana,
like a palace of the Anuttaravimanas.
Supported by
Mahendra, the Lord ascended the litter like the first
flight of stairs to the house of moksa.
The litter was lifted in front by mortals with hair erect from joy, as if it
were a load of their own merit embodied, and at the
Choice auspicious
back it was carried by immortals.
musical instruments, played by the gods and asuras,
Lord
Lord

of the

211
the skies with sounds like Puskaravartaka clouds.
the sides of the Lord of the Three Worlds, a pair

filled

At

of chauris shone like the personified spotlessness of this

He gave daily 10,800,000 measures (?), and his total was 3,888,000,000.
In actual practice the
That would mean a year of 360 days.
Hindu calendar has a lunar year of 360 tithis (the time occupied
by the moon in increasing the distance from the sun by T2 degrees is
a

tithi) or

calendar.

at

354+ days; and a solar year of 365 + days, like the Western
In this case, Hem. specifies that the gold was given away

sunrise,

which

many methods

of

calculation.

neither

suits

calculating

a year

There

are,

(theoretically).

however,

See Brhat-

are given,
ff. where numerous calculations
which make 360 days.
But none gives a year of 363 days,
which Hem. mentions later. See IV. 719, n. 321.
211
These clouds are generally spoken of as a beneficial
32.

sambita, Chap. 2, pp. 30

some

of

variety,

264.

conducive to

Meghaduta

x.

end of the world;

6.

fertility

They

Infra

5.

of

are,

the earth. See Pancaprati. p,
however, also associated with the

328 and 600.

Cf.

Venlsamhara

III. 4.
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world and the next. Crowds of gods, like bards of the
Lord, made loud cries of “Hail! Hail!” delighting the
ears of men. As the Lord went on the way, seated in
the litter, he looked like an eternal image in a palace
of the highest gods.

they saw the Blessed One coming like that,
all the citizens ran after him eagerly, like children after
a father. Some men climbed on the branches of tall
trees to see the Master from afar, like peacocks to see

When

a cloud. Some, who had climbed «to the tops of houses
on the road to see the Master, considered the intense
heat of the sun like the heat of the moon. Some,

unable to endure the delay, did not mount horses,
but themselves skipped rapidly along the road like
horses.
Some, from a desire to see the Master, penetrated the crowds, as heat penetrates water, and ap-

peared in front. Some women, running around the Lord
of the Three Worlds, threw handfuls of parched rice,
as it were, from their necklaces broken from haste.
Some, from a desire to see, went in front of the Lord
and stood with children on their hips, like branches of
Some, who were intrees with monkeys seated on them.

from the burden of their breasts, hurried, clingon both sides as if they had
made wings. Some women, from longing for the moment of seeing the Lord, reviled their hips weights
obstructing their gait. Some high-born women in the
houses on the road, clothed in auspicious saffloweractive

ing to the arms of friends

—

made a full dish of offerings, resembling twilight
with the moon. Some coquettish-eyed women shook the
ends of their garments, like chauris, with their lotushands at the sight of the Lord. Some women threw
parched rice around the son of Nabhi, as if ardently
sowing the seeds of merit for themselves.
Some sang

color,

blessings
joice!”

own

and speeches, such as “Long live! Long rewomen with living husbands to then-

just like

families.

The women

of the city followed, looking

—
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some with fixed glance, some with restless
quickly, some going slowly.
some
going
glance,
Then the gods of the four classes assembled in
the sky, making a single shadow on the earth’s surface
at the Lord,

with their large cars. Some of the highest gods, who
came flying with elephants raining ichor, made the sky
Others, who had whips as
appear filled with clouds.
oars, flew to see the Lord by means of the best horses
Some approached Naboats in the ocean of the sky.
bhi’s son in chariots with remarkable speed like the
winds personified. The gods did not wait for each
other, not even for friends, as if they had made bets
on a vehicle-race. Saying to each other, “There is the
Master! There is the Master!” the gods stopped their
Then
vehicles, like travelers who had reached a village.
there was a second Vinita in the sky, as it were, with
cars as palaces, elephants, horses,

and

chariots.

The

Lord of the World was surrounded by eminent gods
and men, like the peak of Manusottara by suns and
moons. Attended by Bharata and Bahubali at his sides,
Rsabha-bannered looked like the ocean with its banks.
The Master of the World was followed by his other
ninety-eight reverent sons, like the lord of the herd by
elephants.
His mother, wives, daughters, and other
women followed the Lord in tears, resembling lotuses
with dew-drops.

The Lord of .the World halted in a garden, Siddhartha by name, which resembled the heavenly palace
Sarvarthasiddhi of a former birth. Completely indifferent,
the son of Nabhi descended from the jewel of a litter, as if
from samsara, under an a§oka-tree. At once the son of

Nabhi abandoned all clothes, wreaths, ornaments, as well as
the passions. The Lord of the gods placed on the Lord’s
shoulder a devadusya, 212 soft, white, fine, as if sewn with
212
64. Here devadusya is certainly an upper garment and
would be made of wool; but as Hem. generally uses the word, it
seems to refer to the material rather than a specific garment.
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Then on the dark eighth

moon-beams.

of Caitra, the

moon

being in conjunction with the constellation Uttarasadha,
observed by men and gods pouring forth exceeding joy,
as it were, in the guise of the rising tumult of cries
of ‘'Hail!

Hail!” the Lord tore out the hair of his head
as if intending to give the remains

in four handfuls,
of

the

sacrifice

to

the

four

quarters.

hem

The Lord

of

garment the
Saudharma
Lord’s hair which made an ornament with thread of
a different color. As the Lord of the World was on
catches

in

the

of

his

out the rest of his hair in a fifth
handful, Namucidvis asked him, “O Lord, this haircreeper brought by the wind to your golden shoulders
218
shines like an emerald
So let it remain.” The Lord
Masters do
kept the creeper of hair just as it was.
not refuse a request from those who are completely devoted. After the Lord of Saudharma had thrown the
hair in the Ocean of Milk and returned, he stopped the
tumult by a gesture of his hand like a stage-director.
After fasting for three days and making the namaskrti
to the siddhas, in the presence of gods, asuras, and
men, saying “I renounce all censurable activity,” the
son of Nabhi adopted good conduct which is like a
chariot on the road to moksa.
For a moment even
the hell-inhabitants had happiness from the Master’s
initiation-festival, like those burned by autumn-heat
from the shadow of a cloud. The Lord’s manahparyayaknowledge, which makes clear the mind-substance 21 * of
the human world, arose just as if it had an appointthe, point of pulling

.

ment with the initiation.
Opposed by friends, hindered by relatives, and restrained even by the Lord of Bharata again and again,
218

a

little

70.

The comparison of dark hair with an emerald seems
but marakata is used synonymously with nila,

strange,

kr§na, harita,
214

others.

76

.

and Syama.

It is

Kavya.

p. 13.

Kavya. V. p.

10.

enables one to know the mental processes of
limited to the human world (the manusyaloka).

I.e,,

it

167
recalling the former wonderful favor of the Master,
unable to bear separation from his lotus-feet like bees,
abandoning sons, wives, and sovereignty as easily as
a straw, saying resolutely, “Whatever may be the Master’s course, that alone is ours,” four thousand kings,
Kaccha, Mahakaccha, etc., joyfully took initiation. For

that

is

the proper conduct of servants.
Stuti

The

gods, Saoinatha

and with folded hands
lows:

“We

(81-90)

and others, bowed to Adinatha

recited a

hymn

of praise as fol-

are unable to describe your qualities

we

fit-

them. For knowledge
Reverence to thee, sole
bestower of the gift of fearlessness by the avoidance of
injury to lives, both movable and immovable. Reverence to thee, an ocean of the nectar of suitable, truthful,
and pleasant speech by the complete renunciation of
falsehood.
Reverence to thee, O Ford of the World,
first traveler on the road through the waste-land of
refusal to take what had not been given, O Blessed
One. May reverence be be thee, O Blessed One, sun with the
great brilliance of unbroken chastity, destroyer of the
darkness of love.
Reverence to thee, whose mind is
on emancipation, abandoning simultaneously all possessions, the earth, etc., like grass.
Reverence to thee,
bull for the load of the great vows, tortoise for the
crossing of the river of samsara, great-souled.
Reverence, reverence to thee, Adinatha, observing the five
cares that are like sisters to the five great vows.
Reverence to thee possessing the three controls, your
mind on the supreme spirit alone, your speech controlled, all action ceased.”
After praising the Ford thus
in a fitting manner, the gods went to Nandlsvara, just
as for the bath-festival. After bowing to the Lord,
Bharata, Babubali and the others, like the gods, went
ingly.

Nevertheless,

praise

becomes great by your power.

unwillingly to their respective abodes.

;
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The Lord’s

life

as a chadmastha (93-123)

Followed by kings, Kaccha, Mahakaccha and others,
who had taken the vow of mendicancy after him, the
Lord began to wander over the earth in silence. The
Lord did not obtain alms anywhere even on the day
for breaking his fast for the people at that time were
;

thoroughly simple and were not familiar with alms-giving.
Some people brought the Master, who had come for alms,
horses surpassing in speed Uccaihsravas (Indra’s horse)
others brought choice elephants wfiose strength was
superior to that of the elephants of the quarters

;

some

brought maidens excelling the Apsarases in loveliness
others ornaments that had the brilliance of lightning
others garments of various colors like twilight clouds;
others garlands and wreaths rivaling wreaths of
still
the coral-tree; some brought a heap of gold resembling
Meru’s peak; others a pile of jewels like the peak of
Mt. Rohana for they knew the Lord only as a king as
before. Kven though not obtaining alms, undepressed
in mind, always wandering, the Master made the earth
pure, like a living tirtha. Healthy, as if his body had been
separated from the seven elements, the Blessed One
endured trials, hungers, thirst, etc.
In the same way wander the kings self-initiated, 81S
following the Master like boats a wind. Then the ascetickings, worn out by hunger, etc., deficient in knowledge of
the tattvas, thought in accordance with their own knowledge : " He does not take fruit even when it is sweet,
as if it were kimpakas. 216 He does not drink water, even
fresh, as if it were salty.
Indifferent to care of the body,
he does not bathe nor anoint himself ; he does not put
on clothes, ornaments, nor wreaths, as if they were
;

815

102.

The Tirthahkaras

Kevalins, so these kings

Rsabha were
218

word

no one before they became
same time as

initiation at the

self-initiated.

The kimpaka
means green.’

104.

also

initiated

who took

‘

(Tricosanthes) has a very

bad

taste.

The
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He

covered with dust of the road raised by
the wind, like a mountain ; he endures on his head
excessive heat burning the forehead. Deprived of a couch,
etc., he does not become fatigued; like a mountainelephant he is not exhausted by heat and cold. Verily,
he does not consider hunger nor know thirst. Dike a
warrior who has an enemy, he does not resort to sleep.
burdens.

Now

is

—

he does not favor us with a glance us who became
his followers
as if we were criminals, to say nothing of
talking to us. We tio not know what the Dord thinks
in his mind, though he has turned away from possessions,

—

children, wife, etc.”

Then the

ascetics said to

Kaccha and Mahakaccha,

near the Dord, who had become
foremost in their own group “ Why is the Master here
victorious over hunger, and we like worms in regard to
(former)

attendants

:

food
like

Why

does he have thirst subdued, when we are
frogs for water ? Why is he victorious over heat,

?

and we

like

bugs

for

shade

?

Why

is

he unconquered

Why
like monkeys in regard to cold ?
does he do without sleep when we are boa-constrictors for
sleep ? Why does he never sit, and we are lame from
sitting? We have undertaken to follow the Dord in
by cold and we

the vow, like crows undertaking to follow Garuda in
^crossing the ocean.
Shall we take our own kingdoms
for a livelihood ?
But these have been taken by Bharata.

Where can we go
for a livelihood

Or, shall

?

?

We

leaving the Master.

we go

to Bharata himself

we go after
who are conaction, what we are to do.
Dord, you know his inten-

are afraid of him,

Therefore,

fused about our course of

sirs, tell

if

us

Formerly always near the
tion.”
They replied, “If one can reach the bottom of
the Svayambhilramana Ocean, then one can fathom the
Dord’s intention!
Formerly, we always did what the
Master commanded now he has become silent and commands nothing at all. We know no more than you. The
fate of all is the same.
Say, what are we to do ? ” After
;
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fairing

together,

counsel

apportioned the woods on

all

the bank of the Gahga, and ate bulbs, roots, fruit, etc.,
as they liked. From that time there were here on earth
ascetics, living in the forest, wearing matted hair, eating
bulbs, fruit, etc.

Founding

of

Vidyadhara

cities

(124-233)

Now, the sons of Kaccha and Mahakaccha, Nami and
Vinami by name, men of good training, had gone previously to distant foreign countries at the Master’s command.
Returning by the road through this forest, they saw
“ Why have our fathers come
their fathers, and reflected
:

they were without a lord, when
Vrsabhanatha is their lord ? Then they had garments
of Chinese silk now garments of bark suitable for Kiratas.
Then there was ointment on their bodies; now dust
suitable for animals. Then their hair was coiled with
wreaths ; now it is matted like a fig-tree. Then they
rode on elephants ; now they go on foot like foot-men.”
Thus reflecting, they bowed and questioned their fathers.
Kaccha and Mahakaccha said “ Abandoning the kingdom,
the Ford of the World, blessed Rsabha-bannered, divided
the earth, gave it to Bharata and others, and took the
vow. Then under the influence of excitement the vow
was undertaken by all of us along with the Master, like
the eating of sugar-cane by an elephant. Oppressed by

to such a state, as

if

;

:

hunger, thirst, cold, heat, etc., we gave up
the vow, just as a yoke is put down by disobedient

sufferings,

bullocks.

Even

if

we are not able to follow the Master’s
we have given up being house-holders,

course, nevertheless

and

live in this ascetics’ -grove.”

Saying,

“We

of the earth,”

Thinking,

too shall ask the Master, for a share

Nami and Vinami approached the

“He

Master.

from worldly attachment,” not
knowing that the Ford was engaged in pratima, bowing,
both spoke as follows: “While we were in a distant
‘

f

is

free
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divided the earth and gave

Why was no

sons.

hoof, given to us

?

it

territory,

By your

to Bharata

and your other

not even the size of a cow’s
favor give that now,

O Lord

Has the God of gods seen some fault in us that
do
you
not give even an answer, to say nothing of anything else ? ” The Ford made no reply to them speaking
at that time; for those free from worldly attachments
are not contaminated by any one’s worldly anxiety.
Reflecting, “Even if the Master does not speak, this is
our course, nevertheless,” they began to serve the god
(Rsabha). To lay the dust near the Master, they sprinkled water brought constantly from a pond in lotus-leaves.
At dawn they put before the Dharmacakrin a heap of
of All.

by

perfume.
With drawn swords, they served the Master as attendants
day and night, like the Sun and Moon around Mt. Meru.
Three times a day they bowed with folded hands and
asked, “ There is no other Master.
Give us a kingdom, O
Master.”
One day, Dharana, the lord of the Nagakumaras, a
layman, came there wishing to honor the Master’s feet.
With amazement the Naga-king saw them serving the
Master, asking him for wealth like simple children. He
said to them in a voice resembling a stream of nectar,
“ Who are you ? And for what do you, full of perseverance, ask resolutely ?
For a year the Master of the
World gave unceasingly great gifts, whatever desired.
Where were you then? Now the Master is free from
worldly attachment, without property, free from anger,
joy, etc., indifferent even to the body. ” Thinking, “ He is
flowers intoxicating a multitude of bees

some worshipper

its

of the Master,” both answered respect-

the serpents, Dharana.
“We were
servants, and he our lord.
He himself sent us away
somewhere.
Then dividing the kingdom, he gave it
all to his sons.
Even if his wealth has been given away,
fully

he
is

the lord of

the one to bestow a kingdom on us. What thought
there, * There is or there is not ?
Service must be
is

’
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done by servants.” “Go ask Bharata the son of the
Master is the same as the Master,” the Indra Dharana
told them. They spoke again, “We do not make any
;

our Master, after having him, the Eord of All.
After resorting to the wishing-tree, who will care for
the karira-tree ? 217 We do not seek any one else except the

one

else

Does the cataka seek another except
the cloud ? Enough of that idea of yours
Prosperity
may come from Bharata and others.’ Whatever happens
from this Master, that may happen. *What has any one
”
else to do with it ?
Answered by them in this way, the lord of the serpents said, “ I am lord of Patala, a servant of the Master

Supreme Dord.

This firm resolve of yours,

only.
ones,
is

—

‘

The Master

alone,

a very good thing.

O

and no one

By

‘

fortunate and noble
else, is

to be served,’

service to him, the

Master of

the World, royal wealth comes quickly to a man as if
drawn by a noose. By service to him the Indraship of
the Vidyadharas on Mt. Vaitadhya is exceedingly easy
for

men

here to acquire, like hanging fruit.

service to him, the Sri of the lordship of the
is

Just

by

Bhavanas

attained without effort, like treasure deposited at one’s

The

the Indras of the Vyantaras attends
upon those serving him, completely submissive as if from
magic. The Sri of the lordship of the Jyotiskas quickly
feet.

Sri of

chooses of her

own accord

a young
fortunate youth in a svayamvara.
alone comes the splendor suitable for
Indras, just as varied splendors of flowers are produced
by spring. Prom service to him they attain quickly
tiie Sri of the Ahamindras, hard to win, who is like a
younger sister of emancipation.
A person serving him
his servant, like

woman choosing a
Prom service to him

the Lord of the World, obtains an abode from
which there is no return (i.e., mok$a), always joyful. In
this world, lord of the three worlds in the other world, a
alone,

;

217

154.

Capparis aphylla.

A thorny desert plant.
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siddha in. form, a person can be like him by service to
him, the Master, alone. I am the Master’s slave ; you are
As the fruit of service to him, I give you
Jiis servants.
lordship over the Vidyadharas. Know that it has been
obtained only by service to the Master, look you, not
For light on earth, even though produced
otherwise.
After enlightenat dawn, is produced only by the sun.”
ing them in this way, he gave them the forty-eight
thousand vidyas, 218 Gaur!, Prajnapti, etc., which accomplish
results by (their) recitation.
He instructed them " Go
:

two rows of cities there, establish
Bowing to the Arhat, they
imperishable sovereignty.”

to Vaitadhya, found

made
they

(by magic) a car named Puspaka. Ascending it,
They went
set out with the lord of serpents.

Kaccha and Mahakaccha, about
their new prosperity that was the fruit of the tree of
service to the Master.
They went and told their success
to the Lord of Ayodhya.
For the fruitful accomplishment of their purpose on the part of the determined is
shown by position.
and told

their fathers,

Description of Vaitadhya (175-85)

Taking their families and all their retinue and ascendThey
ing the best of cars, they went to Vaitadhya.
landed on Mt. Vaitadhya which is kissed by the mass
of waves of the Lavana Ocean at its borders, placed
like a measuring-rod between the east and west quarters
a boundary between the northern and southern parts of
Bharata, fifty yojanas wide north and south; buried
six and a quarter yojanas in the earth, twenty-five
yojanas high; embraced on all sides by the Ganga and
Sindhu rivers as if by Mt. Hima with arms stretched
out from afar; possessing caves named Khandaprapata
218

The vidyas here are mantras. The KS. 1.212 (K. p. 153a)
number as 48 only, but does not give the names, except of

170.

gives the

4 mahavidyas, Gauri, Gandhari, Rohini, Prajnapti.

;
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and Tamisra that were like houses of pleasure and rest
of the Sris of the two halves of Bharata ; endowed with
wonderful splendor from its peak Siddhayatana having the.
eternal images, like Sumeru with its crest; possessing
peaks made of various jewels, lofty pleasure-grounds
of the gods, resembling the nine Graiveyaka-heavens
supporting two rows of dwellings of the Vyantaras on
the north and south sides, like garments, twenty yojanas
above the ground; made of beautiful silver slabs from

base to peak, like an anklet that had fallen from heaven to
earth ; calling them frequently from afar, as it were, by
its

arms

of large tree-tops

shaken by the wind.

Ten yojanas above the earth. King Nami made fifty
on the mountain in a southern row. Prakkinnara,

cities

Naragita, Bahuketupura, Pundarika, Haritketu, Setuketupura,

Sarpariketunagara,

Srlbahu,

Arijaya, Svargalllapura, Vajrargala,

Lohargala,

Srigrha,

Vajravimokanagara,

Mahisara, Puranjaya, Sukrtamukhi, Caturmukhi, Bahu-

mukha. Rata, Virata, Akhandalapura, Vilasayonipattana,
Aparajita, Kancidama, Suvinaya, Ksemankara, Sahacihnapura, Kusumapuri, Sanjayanti, Sakrapura, Jayantl, Vaijayantl, Vijaya, Ksemankari, Candrabhasapura, Ravibhasa
pura, Saptabhutalavasa, Suvicitra, Mahaghna, Citrakuta,
Trikutaka, Vaisravanakuta, Sasipura, Ravipura, VimukhI,
VahinI, Sumukhi, Nityodyotini, and Nami himself lived in
Srirathanupuracakravala, the capital city

among 'these

cities.

In the same way Vinami made at once sixty cities in
a northern row at the command of the Naga-king Puryarjuni, Varuni, Vairisamharini, KailasavarunI, Vidyuddipta,
.

Carucudamani, Candrabhabhusana, Vansavat,
Kusumacula, Hansagarbha, Meghaka, Sankara, Baksmiharmya, Camara, Vimala, Asumatkrta, Sivamandira,
Vasumati, Sarvasiddhastuta, Sarvasatrunjaya, KetumalanKilikila,

kanagara, Indrakanta, Mahanandana, Asoka, Vita§oka,
Vi&okaka, Sukhaloka, Alakatilaka, Nabhastilaka, Madira,
T^iirmidaWi-nrl'a flo rrottOTTolloVvtnn

JV
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Sagandharva,
Gurujvala,

Muktahara,

Sriniketapura,

Animisavistapa,

J ayasrinivasa,

Agnijvala,
Ratnakulisa-

jpattana, Vasisthahraya, Dravinajaya, Sabhadraka, Bhadra-

sadyapura, PhenaSikhara, GoksiravaraSikhara, VaryaksobhaSikhara, Girisikharaka, Dharanlvarani, Sudarsanapura,
Durga, Durdhara, Mahendra, Vijaya, Sugandhini, Suratanagarapura, and Ratnapura. Vinami himself, who had
resorted to Dharanendra, inhabited the city Gaganavallabha, the capital of these.

The two rows of Vidyadhara-cities looked very magnifthe Vyantara rows above were reflected below.
After making many villages and suburbs, they established
communities according to the suitability of place. The
communities there were called by the same name as the
community from which the men had been brought and put
there. Then Nami and Vinami established the hord, the
son of Nabhi, in these cities in the assembly as in their
own minds. “Do not let the Vidyadharas, insolent
because of their vidyas, show disrespect.” Dharanendra
“If any
instructed them about the law as follows
insolent persons show disrespect or do injury to the Jinas,
or the Jinas’ shrines, or to those who will attain mokga
in this birth, or to any ascetics engaged in pratima, the
vidySs will abandon them at once, just as wealth abandons
lazy people. Whoever kills a man with his wife, or enjoys
women against their will, the vidyas will abandon him at
once.” After proclaiming aloud this law to last so long as
the moon, the Master of the Nagas had it inscribed in
After installing them by his
edicts on the jeweled walls.
favor in the lordship of the Vidyadharas and after
laying down the law, the Indra Dharana departed.
icent, as

if

:

There were sixteen classes named after their respective
Gaureyas from the name of the Gaurls Manupurvakas from Manus Gandharas from GandharJs ; Manavas
fromManavis; KausikipQrvakas are known from the vidyas
Kausikis ; Bhumitundakas are named from the vidyas
Bhilmitundas; Molaviryakas are known from the vidyas
vidyas

:

;

;
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Mulaviryas ; Sankukas from the Sahkukas ; and Pandukas
from the Pandukis ; Kalikeyas from the Kalis ; Svapakakas from Svapakis ; Matangas from Matangis Parvatas
from the Parvatis; Vahsalayas named from the VahsaPansumulakas known from the Pahsumulalayas
•

;

81 *
vidyas; and Vrksamulakas from the vidyas Vrksamulas.
After dividing them, King Nami took eight classes of

the Vidyadharas and Vinami took eight. With devotion
they established divinities presiding over the vidyas in

each cla ss just as in their own hearts. They constantly
observed the suitable occasions for puja to Rsabha Svamin’s
image and, without any injury to dharma, enjoyed delights
Sometimes they, like another Sakra and Isana,
like gods.
sported with beautiful women in the lattice windowSometimes in
recesses on the wall around the continent.
Sumeru’s
peak they wanthe gardens, Nandana, etc., on
Sometimes
as
air.
they went to
free
joyful,
always
dered,
the holy places of Nandisvara, etc., for worship of the
eternal images. That is the fruit of a layman’s prosperity.
Sometimes in the zones Videha, etc., they went to the
samavasarana of the holy Arhats and drank the nectar of
their speech. Sometimes they listened to the preaching of
dharma by flying ascetics, their ears pricked up like young
deer listening' to a song.

Possessing right belief, their

treasuries undiminished, surrounded by Vidyadharas, they
exerdsed sovereignty fittingly without injury to the three
things (dharma, wealth, love).

Continuation of Rsabha’s

life

as a sUdhu (234-385)

Kaccha, Mahakaccha, and the other royal ascetics,
dwelling in the forest on the right bank of the Ganga like
deer wearing bark-garments like living trees ; not touching householders’ food like something that had been
vomited; their bodies very thin like empty skins, the
;

818

224. One would expect these 16 classes of vidyas to correspond
names
of the 16 vidyadevls named in Abhi. 2. 153-4, hut they
to the
do not. The whole subject of the vidyas needs investigation.

:
;
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elements dried up by fasts of two, three, or more days
even on the day for breaking fast eating dried leaves,
dried fruit, etc., continued to think in their hearts only
The
"of'fche Blessed One, and did not go to another.
Blessed One, after wandering in silence among the Aryas
and non- Aryas for a year without food, reflected as follows
“Just as lamps exist on oil, as trees on water, so on food
alone the bodies of living creatures exist. Food which is
entirely free from forty-two faults must be taken by the
Moreover, if
ascetic at the right time in a bee-like way.
today I do not take food, as in the days past, for the sake
Other munis in the
of my vow, what then will happen ?
future, suffering from lack of food, will break the vow as
these four thousand did.” With this thought, the Master
set out to obtain alms and arrived at the city Gajapura,
the ornament of a circle of cities.
In this city King Sreyansa, the heir of King Somaprabha who was the son of Bahubali, saw in a dream
“Meru, entirely dark, was made extremely brilliant by my
The merchant
sprinkling it with pitchers of water.”
Subuddhi saw a thousand-rays fallen from the sun; replaced in it by Sreyansa, then the sun too was very bright.
King Somayasas (=°prabha) saw one man completely
surrounded by many enemies gain the victory with the
assistance of Sreyansa.
These three told each other their
dreams in the assembly and, not knowing their interpreta;

went again to

own

Just then, as if to
make apparent the meaning of the dreams, the Master
entered the town Hastinapura (Gajapura) for alms.

tion,

their

houses.

Walking with the grace of a bull, even though without
food for a year, Ford Vrsabha was seen by the citizens
made joyful. Getting up and running in haste, the citizens
surrounded the Master as if he were a relative who had
come from a foreign country.

One

O

said,

“O

Blessed One, come, favor our houses.

Ford, you are seen after a long time like the springAnother said, “Since clothing, water, oil, and

festival.”
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powder, suitable for the bath, are ready, bathe, O Master.
Another said, “ 0 Master, gratify my real
Favor us.”

and yaksakardama-ointment by
Another said, “O Jewel of the World, aaora
their use.”
our jeweled ornaments by putting them on your body.
Show compassion.” Another said, “Enter my house,
Master, and purify fine garments pleasing to the body.”
“Your Majesty, take from us a
Still another said,
maiden like a goddess, 0 Lord. We are blessed from
meeting you.” One said, “Enough. of this going on foot
sandal, camphor, musk,

mount this
elephant that is like a mountain.” Another said, “Take
my horses that are like horses of the sun. Why, by
not accepting hospitality, do you make us useless?”
Another said, “Take chariots equipped with excellent
horses. What, pray, are these to be used for, when the
even in sport.

Do

you, elephant of kings,

Dord is going on foot?” Another said, “Accept these ripe
mangoes from us, O Lord. Do not scorn (your) friends.”
Another said, “ Accept from me these leaves of the betel220
Be gracious, thou who alone are
vine and suparl-nuts.
dear.” Another said, “Have I committed some crime,
O Master, since you do not answer me, as if you did not
hear me ? ” Even though urged in this way, the Dord did
not take anything because of their unsuitability and went
from house to house, like the moon from lunar mansion
to lunar mansion.

Then Sreyansa, who was

in his

own

house, heard the

confusion of the citizens like that of birds at dawn. He
asked the head door-keeper, “What is this?” and he
replied, standing before him with folded hands, “ He who

served by Indras as well as by kings with intense
devotion, falling in front of his footstool, the ground

is

220

262.

The

chief ingredients of the pan-suparl,

of as “betel” for the whole preparation.

and lime

is

rolled in the betel-leaf.

presented at the close of

all

This

ceremonies.

is

commonly spoken
The areca nut with spices
chewed after eating, and is
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touched by their crowns; who, from compassion for the
people made plain crafts for the sake of livelihood, as the
sur^tqakes plain objects who divided this earth like the
remains of his sacrifice and gave it to Bharata, etc., and
also to you, when he intended to take initiation; who
himself undertook penance, summer heat for drying up
the mud of the eight karmas, by shunning all censurable
activity; from the time of his vow the Bord has wandered, indifferent to worldly interests, free from selfinterest, without food, ’purifying the earth with his feet.
He does not shrink from the heat of the sun, he does
not delight in the shade. Bike a mountain, the Master
He does not loose color from
is the same to both.
cold ; he does not become red from heat ; as if having an
adamant body, the Master remains any place. His gaze
directed ahead for the space of six feet, not crushing even
a worm, he wanders on foot, the lion to the elephant of
samsara. The divinity of the three worlds, to be pointed
out in visible form, by good fortune, your paternal greatThat low murmur now is from
grandfather comes here.
all the citizens who are running after the Master, like cows
after the cow-herd.”
;

The fast-breaking

of the Lord,

(277-334)

When he saw

the Master coming, the Heir-apparent
ran on foot, outstripping even the footmen.
Because the Prince ran without his umbrella and shoes,
the assembly, also without umbrella and shoes, ran after
him like his shadow. Bounding along in haste, his ear-rings
dangling, the Heir-apparent looked as if he were again indulging in childish play before the Master. Sreyansa threw
himself at the feet of the Lord, who was in the court of
the house, and wiped his lotus-feet with his hair resembling
a chauri.
After he had risen and circumambulated the
Bord of the World three times, he bowed, washing his feet
instantly

with tears of joy, as it were. Rising and standing before
the Master, he looked at the lotus-face with joy, like the

180
cakora 221 seeing the full-moon. Thinking, “Where have
I seen such a costume?” he achieved recollection of his
former births—the seed of the tree of discernment(R<-He

knew

as follows

“In East Videha the Blessed One was a cakravartin,
In that same
Vajranabha 222 and I was his charioteer.
wearing
named
Vajrasena,
father,
Lord’s
the
saw
birth, I
such a Tfrthankara-costume. Vajranabha adopted mendicancy at the feet of the Master Vajrasena, and I also,
I myself heard the Arhat Vajrasena say,
following him.
‘Vajranabha will be the first Tirthakrt.’ I wandered
with him through births as Svayamprabha, etc. Now the
,

Master,

my

paternal great-grandfather,

good fortune,

I

have seen the Lord of

all

is

present.

By

the worlds, as

if

emancipation had come in person to favor me.” Just then,
some one joyfully brought jars filled with fresh sugar-cane
Then, knowing the rules
juice to the Prince as a present.
for giving alms free from faults, he said to the Lord, “ Take
this juice which is suitable.”
The Lord put together his

hands and held out a dish made from his hands

;

Sreyansa,

up the pitchers of cane- juice in succession, emptied
The juice, though much, was contained in the
Blessed One’s hand-dish; but his joy at that time was not
contained in Srey ansa’s heart. Then the juice in the
Master’s hand congealed into a lofty pillar.
Certainly the
Lords have powers unthought of.
Then the Blessed One broke his fast with that juice
but the eyes of gods, asuras, and men (were fed) by the
nectar of the sight of him. In the sky sounded drums,
intoxicating by their echoes, like bards proclaiming Sreyansa’s happiness. In Srey ansa’s house there was a rain

lifting

them.

from the gods together with a rain of tears
of joy from the people’s eyes. The gods sent a shower
of five-colored flowers from the sky, as if to make a puja

of jewels

221

282.

222

284.

A kind of partridge, said to live on moon-beams.
This refers to the eleventh incarnation, in Chap. I.

!
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to the earth purified

gods

made a

by the Master’s

feet.

Then the

rain of perfumed water like the combined

juice of the flowers of all the trees of the gods.

Gods

and'ihen waved garments like chauris, making the sky
appear to have divine, two-colored clouds 228 This inexhaustible gift was made on the bright third of Radha
and that was the beginning of the present-day festival of
Aksayatrtiya 224 Beginning with Sreyansa the duty of
giving originated on earth, just as the course of all
practices and laws with the Master.
Amazed by the presence of the gods and by the
Master’s fast-breaking, the kings, townsmen, and others
went to Srey ansa’s house. Then Kaccha, Mahakaccha
and the other ksatriya-ascetics experienced great joy at the
news of the Master’s breaking fast. The kings, townsmen,
and the other people living in the country, their bodies
blossoming with hair erect from joy, said to Sreyansa “ O
.

.

:

Prince,

you are

fortunate, a crest-jewel of men, since

you

persuaded the Master to accept even a little cane-juice.
He did not accept even wealth which we offered him, and
considered it less than straw. The Rord was not gracious
to us. Wandering for a year through villages, mines,
cities, and forests, the Master did not accept hospitality
from anyone. Alas for us who thought ourselves devoted
The Master did not even speak to us today, to say
nothing of accepting garments or resting in our houses.
Formerly, for several lacs of purvas he cared for us
like sons ; now the Rord comes to us like a stranger.”
“ Why
Sreyansa said to them
do you talk in this
way ? For the Master is not a king devoted to possessions
:

228
300. These 5 things— the sound of drums, a shower of jewels,
a shower of five-colored flowers, a shower of fragrant rain, and waving
of garments, take place on auspicious occasions.
224
301. This is the first festival of Vaisakha (Radha).
Oblations
are made to deceased parents.
A pot full of water, a fan, and a pair of
shoes are given to a priest for the use of the dead father during the hot

season.

Hindu Holidays,

p. 5.
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now to avoid the whirlpool of
a monk who has acquired freedom
A man who desires pleasure
activity.

as before.

The Ford

existence.

He

from

all

is

censurable

acts

makes baths, ointments, ornaments, and clothes his-*Gwn.
What use are these to the Master, disgusted with them ?

A person who is subject to

love accepts maidens.

Women

are no

more than stones to the Master, who has conquered

love.

He who

desires great sovereignty accepts elephants,

burned cloth to the Ford, who
IJe who commits injury
life.
The Master gives
The Ford of
all creatures fearlessness in regard to life.
the World takes food, etc., that is free from faults,
according to rule, and pure. You, ignorant, do not know
horses, etc.

They

are like

has sovereignty over self-control.
takes fruit, etc., which contains

that.”

“The

know only
the arts, etc., whatever the Master taught formerly. The
Lord did not teach thus; and so we do not know this.
The Prince explained
Tell us, please, how you knew it.”
“At the sight of the Blessed One, the memory of former
They

said to the Prince:

people

awoke in me, like knowledge at the sight of a book.
wandered
I
with the Master through eight different births
in heaven and on earth, like a servant through different
villages.
In the third preceding birth from this one,
the Ford's father, Vajrasena, was a Tirthakrt in the
Videha-zone.
The Master became an ascetic in his
presence, and later I also. From the memory of that
birth I knew all this. So now the fruit of the three
dreams, mine, my father’s, and the merchant Subuddhi’s, is plain.
I saw a dark Meru and washed it \fath
water that means that the Master emaciated by penance
shone from the fast-breaking with the cane-juice. The
King saw the Ford fighting with his enemies that means
that he conquered the ‘trials’ because of the approach
of fast-breaking at my hands. The merchant Subuddhi
saw a thousand-rays which had fallen from the sun-disc
replaced by me and then the sun shone brilliantly. The

births

;

;

;
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sun was the Blessed One, the thousand-rays were omniscience.
That had been injured and was restored today
my
food
to break fast, and he shone.” When they had
by
heard that, they all said to Sreyansa, “Very well;
very well;” and delighted went to their own houses.
After the Master had broken his fast, he went from
Sreyansa’ s house elsewhere. For a Tirthakrt, before he
has become a kevalin 228 can not remain in one place.
Saying, “No one is to cross over the place of the
Blessed One’s fast-breaking,” Sreyansa put there a jeweled
platform. Bowed with a load of devotion, Sreyansa worshipped the jeweled platform three times a day like the
Ford’s feet actually present. Questioned by the people,
“What is this?” the son of Somaprabha told them,
“This is the Adikrtmandala.” Wherever the Ford took
alms, there the people made a platform, and in course
of time that became known as ‘Adityapitha 226
In the evening the Master reached the city Taksasila which belonged to Bahubali in the Bahali-country,
like an elephant an arbor.
In a garden outside of it the
Ford stood in meditation, and his arrival was announced
to Bahubali by his agents. At once the King instructed
the city-guards,
“Make various preparations in the
city, adornment of the market-place, etc.”
At every step
there was a row of festoons on plantain-pillars, the heads
of passers-by being kissed by hanging tassels. At every
,

.’

225

chadmastha. It is defined in Ava. 232, p. 202a,
has four ghati-karmas.’ It applies to laymen as
well as sadhus. A layman might excuse his ignorance by saying,
‘I am only a chadmastha.’
Hem. always uses it only of the sadbu
before he becomes a kevalin.
The ghati-karmas are destroyed
as ‘one

330.

who

I.e.,

still

then.
226

This is a linguistic development through the Pk.
333
According to the Ava (p. 226b), Sreyansa’s answer was ‘aititthayaramandalam,’ which was gradually corrupted by the people into
*

‘aicchapldham.’

Upadesacintamani

tam

janaih.

This
742,

was
tad

Sankritized

adipitham

into

‘

adityapitham.’

adityapithakhyam

Cf.

sthapi-
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road platforms were shining with jeweled vessels, as if
cars of the gods had come for a sight of the Blessed
One. Then the city, made thousand-armed, danced with
joy, as it were, under the pretext of rows of large banners
shaken by the wind. The earth was at once anointed
with auspicious ointment, as it were, with the quanThen the city
tities of new saffron water on all sides.
was awake like a bed of lotuses (kumuda) at a meeting
with the moon of eagerness for a sight of the Blessed
One. The night seemed like a month to Bahubali wishing, “At dawn I shall purify myself and the people by
a sight of the Master.” As soon as the first light dawned,
the Tord of the World completed his meditations and
went elsewhere, like the wind.

At dawn, attended on

many

kings like
cellent

suns;

ministers

like

by powerful crowned
surrounded by many most exhouses of the (four) methods
all

sides

(upaya), like polities embodied, like Sukra, etc.

splendor spread

in

all

directions

by

227
;

his

a lac of horses,

world like Garudas whose wings
are concealed; adorned by tall elephants that laid the
dust of the earth by a falling stream of ichor, like
mountains with cascades; surrounded by thousands of
women from the harem, Vasantasri and others, who
never saw the sun like maidens of Patala; attended at
both sides by courtesans with chauris, like Prayaga 228
swift in crossing the

by Gangs

and " Yamuna

with king-geese ; adorned
with a very beautiful white umbrella over him, like
a mountain by the moon on a night of full-moon; his
door-keeper, holding a golden-staff, clearing the road
ahead for him, like Devanandin for Indra; followed

by many

rich

ornaments

like

227

228

346

.

350.

men

horseback

adorned with jeweled
children of the goddess Sri; mounted

Sukra was the very wise preceptor of the Daityas.
Prayaga was situated at the junction of the Gan-

ges and Jumna, the

modern Allahabad.
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Indra on the shoulder of the best of bhadra-elehis head
;
resplendent with a jeweled diadem with waves of splendor, Tike Amaracala with its crest; wearing pearl earrings that resembled the moons of Jambudvipa come to
serve him, whose beauty was surpassed by the beauty
of his face; wearing on his heart a necklace made of
large pearls that was like a rampart on the temple of
Iyaksmi ; having armlets of genuine gold on his upper
arms, just as if tall tr£es in the form of arms had been surrounded by new creepers; wearing on his wrists pearlbracelets like a mass of foam on the bank of the stream
of loveliness; wearing rings that filled the sky with
shoots of beauty like large jewels on his hands resembling
serpent-hoods ; 229 adorned with a fine white jacket clinging to his body so it could not be distinguished from
sandal-ointment; wearing a garment rivaling the beautiful heap of waves of the Mandakini, just like the moonlight on a night of full-moon; shining with an under
garment bright with various colors, like a mountain
with the ground at its foot bright with various minerals; whirling in his hands a thunderbolt like a powerful kutika 280 for the sport of drawing here the Srfs
with the heavens filled with cries of “Hail! Hail!”
from a throng of bards, powerful Bahubali went to the
grove purified by the Master’s feet.
Descending from the elephant’s shoulder, like Garuda
from the sky, abandoning royal insignia, umbrella, etc.,
he entered the garden. The son of Vrsabha saw the
garden without the Master, like the sky deprived of
the moon, like a nectar-pitcher without the nectar.
“Where, pray, is the Venerable Blessed One who gives
joy to the eyes?” he eagerly asked all the gardeners.
like

phants, like a young lion on a mountain-ridge

229

280

360.

I.e., traditionally,

serpent-hoods contain jewels.

Of uncertain meaning. Obviously
which one can pull, perhaps a ‘crook.’
364.

something

with

!
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They
ago

“The Lord departed just a little while
the night.
Just as we were going to tell

said,

like

Your

you,

Majesty

arrived.”

on his hand, his eyes
with

reflected

tearful,

“My

distress:

His
the

chin

supported

Lord of Tak|a§ila

wish,

‘Together

with

worship the Master,’ was as
Alas
fruitless as the growth of a seed in saline soil.
The foolishness of my procrastination for a long time from
a desire to benefit the people has been made apparent
our

retinue

we

will

my own

Alas for this hostile

by the

loss

night!

Alas for this thought of mine creating obstacles

of

desire.

Daybreak

to the sight of the Master.

the sun

is

not daybreak;

not the sun; eyes are not eyes even, since I

is

Here the Lord of the Three Worlds
meditation during the night, while I, Bahu-

do not see the Master.
stood in

a palace.”
Then, seeing Bahubali distressed by his train of
thought, the minister said to him with a speech that
was a remedy for healing the wound of the arrow of
sorrow:
“Why do you grieve, Your Majesty, thinking
‘I cannot see the Master who came here’?
A constant
dweller in the heart, he is seen. The Master himself is
seen in reality by seeing the prints of the Master’s feet
marked with the thunderbolt, goad, disc, lotus, banner,
fish, etc.”
When he had heard this, Sunanda’s son
together with the women of his family and retinue
honored devotedly the prints of the Master’s feet.
With the idea, “No one is to walk on these footprints,”
Bahubali put over them a jeweled dharmacakra. Bight
yojanas broad, four high 281 and having a thousand
spokes it shone like the complete disc of the sun.
By the power of the Master of the Three Worlds who
bali, shameless, slept in

,

possessed supernatural powers, it (the wheel) appeared
at once actually made, though difficult even for the
gods to make. The King worshipped it so much with

m 380.

I.e, it

was

lying flat

on the ground.

187
flowers taken from

sides that it looked to the townspeople like a mountain of flowers. There he made an
eight-day festival, wonderful with excellent concerts,
plays, etc., just like Sakra’s in Nandisvara. After giving
instructions to the guards and priests there, the King,
all

knowing what was proper, bowed, and went to

own

his

city.

The Lord’s kevala (386-399)
Independent,

tinstumbling

like

wind, pracpersevering in

the

various and manifold penances,
manifold vows, the Blessed One wandered for a thousand
years as easily as a day in Mleccha-countries Yavana,
Domba, etc., observing silence, making non-Aryas
well-disposed to others just from the sight of him,
untouched by disturbances, enduring trials. The Blessed One,
Vrsabha-bannered,
went to Purimatala,
the chief suburb of the great city Ayodhya. To the
north of it was a beautiful grove Sakatamukha, that
was like a second Nandana, which the Bord occupied.
After fasting for four days, standing in meditation under a banyan tree, he attained the gunasthana
called apramatta. 232 Then after ascending the apurvakarana (the eighth), he attained the first pure meditaThen having attained anivrtti (the ninth) and
tion.
suksmasamp ar ay a (the tenth), the Teacher of the World
After
instantly achieved destruction of the passions. 283
he had destroyed greed which was instantly precipitated
by that very meditation, he was in a state of ‘ passions suppressed like water cleared by a clearing-nut. Then instantly he reached the second pure meditation, and in the next
moment his delusion was destroyed (twelfth gunasthana).
ticing

—

’

232

App.

301.

The seventh gunasthana.

For

the

gunasthanas

see

III.

288
253. Only 3 kasayas were
Slight greed remained.

really

destroyed at this stage.

;,

.

188
284

the
destroyed the five knowledge-obscuring karmas,
four belief-obscuring and the five obstructive karmas—

He

the destructive karmas which remained (at that time).
When one thousand years had passed since he took"the
vow, on the eleventh of the dark half of Phalguna, the
moon being in conjunction with Uttarasadha, at dawn
the Ford’s omniscience became manifest. It had the
three periods of time (past, present, and future) as its
sphere and

made

visible the

entire three worlds as

The heavens were1 gracious

held in the hand.

;

if

the winds

gave comfort; a moment of ease even for hell-inhabitants was produced at that time.
Description of Airavana (400-422)

Then the thrones of all the Indras shook, as if to
urge them in the business of the Master’s kevalafestival.
The bells in the heavens rang at once with
a penetrating sound,

summoning

their

like

messengers in the business of

respective

people.

From

the

mere

thought of the Ford of Saudharma wishing to go to
the Master’s feet, the god Airavana, turned into an

With his body a lac of yojanas
long he shone like Meru which had become alive, wishing to see the Master. He spread sandal-oiptment, as
it were, all over the sky with the light of his body

elephant, approached.

white as frost; and made the ground in heaven marked
with a quantity of musk by the fragrant ichor trickling

By the waving fan-like flaps of his
he kept off a row of bees blind from the perfume
falling on the surface of his cheeks.
The newly-risen

from his cheeks.
ears,

was surpassed by his forehead-protuberance
the King of the Nagas was surpassed by his trunk,
round, and increasingly fat. His eyes and tusks resembled honey in color; his palate was like a tamra-leaf;
sun-disc

284

See App. II. The 4 belief-obscuring are the
acaksu— avadhi— and kevala—
,

,

first

four

:

—

caksu

189

neck was round and white like a drum; there was
hair on his broad fore-quarters. His back-bone looked
like a strung bow, his belly was lean, he was adorned
with a circle of nails like the moon-circle; his breath
was fragrant and deep; the end of his trunk quivering
his

and

long,

his

lip-buds long, his

linga

was marked with bells on
with the sun and moon he wore a
long; he

;

long,

his

his sides like

tail

Meru

girth covered with

flowers of the trees of heaven.

His faces, with their foreheads ornamented with
golden frontlets, looked like pleasure-grounds of the Sris
of the eight quarters.
In each face eight tusks, curved,
long, and turned upwards, massive, looked like peaks of a
large mountain. In each tusk was a lotus-pond with sweet,
spotless lotuses, like the lake on each zone-bounding mounIn each pond were eight lotuses that were like faces
tain.
put outside the water by the water-nymphs. In each
lotus eight full-blown petals looked like islands for
resting-places of goddesses at play.
On each petal shone
eight companies of actors, each endowed with the fourfold
modes of conveying pleasure 236 In each company there
were thirty-two actors, like cascades with a wealth
of waves of sweet emotions.
Then Vasava with his
retinue mounted the best of elephants in the seat of honor,
his nose concealed by the top of the protuberance.
When Vasava and his retinue were seated, the lord of
.

“

Mode of conveyance of the theatrical
which pleasure, called rasa, is pure and
differs from the pleasure we derive from the actual contact with the
objects of the world which is always mingled with* pain.” Natyasastra,
GOS XXXVI, p. 7. The four are sattvika, conveyed by effort of
the mind; angika, conveyed by the body; vacika, conveyed by
expression; aharya, conveyed by dress, deportment and mise-enThe Jain work, Natyadarpana, (pp. 188 ff.) gives the same.
sc&ne.
The Ava. (p. 189b) gives the 4 abhinayas as darstantika, pratisrutika, vinipatika, and lokamadhyavasanika, but no explanation of
the meaning of these terms in this connection.
285

418.

Abhinaya.

pleasure to the audience,

:

190
elephants set out impetuously, like the whole Saudharmakalpa. In a moment he arrived at the garden purified
by the Master Rsabha, gradually contracting his body

The other Indras, Acyuta and the rest,
came there with troops of gods making great haste as if
from the desire to be first.
288

like Palaka.

Description of a samavasarana (423-477)

Then the Vayukumaras themselves, purged of

pride,

cleaned the surface of the earth for one yojana.

The

Meghakumaras sprinkled the earth with fragrant water;

by

fragrant vapors it

to the Tord

who was

made

incense-worship, as

to come.

it

were,

The Vyantaras covered

the surface of the earth with shining mosaics of gold

and jewels like themselves with devotion.
They scattered five-colored fragrant flowers with
their stalks turned downwards, as if they had sprung
from the earth. In the four directions they created
arches of jewels, rubies, and gold, as if they were neckornaments for their decoration. On top of them tall
puppets looked as if embraced by friends, because of
reflections made in each others’ bodies.
Makaras made
of glistening sapphire shone on the arches, giving the
impression of banners abandoned by dying Makaraketu. 287
White umbrellas looked like hansas of the quarters with
joy arising from the Blessed One’s kevalajnanakalyana.
Flags shone there, like arms raised by the goddess Earth, as
she herself had the desire to dance from great joy.
Below the arches were the eight auspicious signs, svastika,

if

etc., just like

286
237

421.
429.

those on offering-stands. 288

Indra’s car, which he used in Chap. II.
Makaraketu (Love) approaches Siva when he

in meditation with the

intention of inflaming

is

engaged

him with love

for

But Siva sees him and darts fire from his third eye
which consumes Makaraketu. Kumarasambhava III.
288
432. Balipatta is a platter with low legs, made of wood or
Parvatl
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Then the Vimanapatis made the uppermost rampart
of jewels, so that it was like a girdle taken away from
On it were battlements made of various
Ratnagiri.
gems,"which made the sky like a cloth of varied colors by
their rays.

made

In the middle part, moreover, the Jyotispatis

a wall of gold, as

had been

collected

own bodies
They made battlements

the light of their

if

together.

of jewels on it which resembled mirrors of jewels for

Outthe faces of the women of the gods and asuras.
side of that, a wall or silver was made by the Bhavanapatis, as if Mt. Vaitadhya had become a circle through
devotion. Above it there were extensive battlements like
golden lotuses in. the water of a divine pool. She ( the
earth), with the three ramparts made, looked as if she
had a single ear-ring made of the wealth of the Bhavanadhipatis, Jyotispatis and Vaimanikas. There the arches
of rubies, having rows of flags, appeared to have other
In each rampart
flags made from the circles of rays.
four ornamental gate-ways were made, like pleasureAt each gate jars of
balconies of fourfold dharma.
incense were set down by the Vyantara gods, sending
forth

creepers of

smoke

like

pillars

of

At

sapphire.

each gate they made a tank with golden lotuses having
four gates like the rampart of the samavasarana.

To the
made a dais

second wall, they
On both sides of
the east gate of the first rampart stood two gold-colored
Vaimanika-gods as door-keepers. At its south gate at
the sides stood two white Vyantara-gods, like reflections
of each other, as door-keepers. At the west gate, two
Jyotiskas stood as door-keepers, red like the sun and
moon in the evening. At the sides of the north gate
two Bhavanadhipatis stood as door-keepers, like lofty
black clouds. At the four gates of the second wall,
northeast

inside

the

for the Master’s rest.

metal, used to hold offerings in important temple functions.

the 8 auspicious things carved or

made

in relief.

It

has

192

same order beginning with the

in the

east,

goddesses Jaya, Vijaya, Ajita and Aparajita,

stood the
all

having
289

and
one hand in the position bestowing fearlessness
hammer;
moonstone,
goad,
noose,
holding
others
the
ruby, gold, and sapphire-colored, respectively. On the
240
as doorlast rampart at each gate stood a Tumburu
keeper, carrying a skull-crowned club, having a garland
of human skulls, adorned with a coronet of matted
hair.

In the midst of the samavasarana, a caitya-tree
made by the Vyantaras, rising for three kos 241 indicated
the rise of the Three Jewels. Beneath it, they made a
platform with manifold jewels; on it they made a dais
of incomparable gems. In the center of it to the east,
,

they made next a jeweled
the essence of

made

all

the

Sris,

with a foot-stool,
were. Above it were

lion- throne

as

it

three white umbrellas like three distinct signs

of

On both
Yaksas held two white chauris, as if loads of
devotion to the Master, kept in the heart, had become external.
Then at the gate of the samavasarana they made a
dharmacakra, a wheel with remarkable light. Whatever
else there was to be done, the Vyantaras did all that.
They are the functionaries in the case of all samavasathe Master’s lordship over the three worlds.
sides

ranas.

Surrounded by crores of the four classes of gods,
One set out at daybreak to reach the
samavasarana. Then the gods prepared nine golden
thousand-petaled lotuses, and put them in front of the
Master in turn 242 The Master put his feet on them,

the Blessed

.

239

The hand held
The Tumburus

palm out, abhayada.
a subdivision of the Gandharvas,
who are a subdivision of the Vyantaras. T. 4.12 and com.
241
452. One-fourth of a yojana. The Jain yojana is eight
240

449-

45i-

erect with the

are

miles, approximately.
242

460.

Perhaps

it

There must be some significance to the number

represents the 9 tattvas.

‘nine.’
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two by two, and the gods quickly moved the others
Then the Lord of the World entered the
forward.
samavasarana by the east gate and made the pradaksina "of the caitya-tree. After bowing to the congregation, the Master sat on the lion-throne, facing the
east, like the sun on the eastern mountain, for the
destruction of

the darkness of

the confusion of the

At once the Vyantara women made three im ages ftf the Bles sed One placed on- jeweled thrones in
the other directions. ''The~gods are "noir^abie^ to ^make
world.

a figure like the Lord’s, not even of a finger; but such
things were from the Master’s power. Then behind his
body appeared the Lord’s halo, compared with which
the sun-disc was like a fire-fly. A drum sounded in
the sky like a deep cloud, making the four quarters
ring with its echoes. A jeweled banner blazed in front
243
saying,
of the Lord, like an arm uplifted by Dharma

"The

Blessed One alone is Master.”
Entering by the east gate, making pradaksina three
times, bowing to the Lord of the congregation and the
congregation, avoiding the place of the sadhus and
sadhvls within the first wall, the Vaimanika-women
stood between these in the southeast direction.
Entering by the south gate with the (same) ceremony, the
women of the Bhavanesas, Jyotiskas, and Vyantaras
stood in succession in the southwest.
Entering by
the west gate with the former ceremony, the Bhavanapatis, Jyotiskas, and Vyantaras stood in the west.
Entering by the north gate with the same ceremony,
the Kalpadevas, men and women, stood successively in
the northeast.
The inferior man, who had come there
first, bows to the superior one coming
bowing also to the
one who had come first, he passed on. In the samavasarana there was no restraint, and no dissension at
;

248

468.

of ‘Dharma.’

13

The

parallel passage in

the Yog. has ‘Indra’ instead
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even between enemies there was no mutual jealousy
The animals stood inside the second wall
and the animals used as conveyances inside the third
wall.
But in the space outside of the third wall^ there
all

;

nor

were

fear.

animals,

men, and gods, some going

going out.

in,

some

SMi (47M 86)

Saudharmakalpa bowed with
folded hands, his hair erect from joy, and began to
“ 0 Master, on the one hand,
praise the Lord thus
here am I, poor in intellect; on the other hand, are"
you, a mountain of merit.
Nevertheless, made very
garrulous from devotion, I shall praise you. You alone
in this world are resplendent with infinite belief, knowledge, power, and bliss, like the ocean with jewels, O

Then the Indra

of

:

You

a
dharma, long completely lost
here in Bharataksetra, O God. You, living here, know
and destroy the doubt of the Anuttara-gods living there
The fruit
(heaven). There is no limit to your power.
of very little devotion to you is an abode in the heavens of the gods, all glorious with power and light.
O
God, even great penance of those lacking in devotion
to you results in misery, like the study of books by
You are indifferent to both the one
ignorant men.
who praises you and the one who hates you. However, the different results, good and bad, surprise us.
I take no delight even in the sovereignty of heaven;
therefore, O Bord, I pray for this
May my very
great devotion to you be undying, O Blessed One.”
After he had spoken this hymn of praise and bowed
with folded hands, Hari sat down in front of the women,
men, kings, and gods.
lyord of the World.

are like the only seed of

tree for the shooting-up of

—

:

Marudevi’s omniscience and death (488-534)
From here the Ford of Bharata, polite, went to
Vinlta to pay homage to Marudeva at daybreak.

Bharata

bowed

to

her,

his

paternal

grandmother,
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whose lotus-eyes were injured by disease caused by unceasing tears on account of the separation from her
son, announcing himself, “Your eldest grandson bows
at your lotus-feet, O hady.”
hady Marudeva gave
her blessing to Bharata and uttered a speech that was
like the sorrow that would not be contained within her
heart.
“My son, leaving me, you, the earth, his subjects, and wealth, as if they were straw, has gone away
alone.
Alas Marudevi does not die easily (or she would
have died of grief). 'Formerly, my son’s head was shaded
from (even) the heat of the moon by an umbrella;
now his whole body is burned by the heat of the sun.
!

my

son traveled by conveyances with pleasurnow he goes on foot
in a way suitable for guides.
Formerly, there were
beautiful chauris waved by courtesans: now my son is
attacked by gnats; mosquitoes, etc. Formerly, he lived
on divine food brought by the gods; now his food is
alms and, just now, even no food at all.
Formerly,
there was a splendid seat on a jeweled lion-throne: now
my son, like a rhinoceros, does not sit at all. Formerly,
his abode was in a city protected by guards and bodyguards ; now my son’s abode is in a forest, the home
of lions, snakes, and evil wild animals. Then there was
singing by Apsarases, an elixir of nectar for the ears ; now
the howls of jackals pierce my son’s ears. Oh, the misery,
the misery to think that in the rainy season my son endures
floods, like a tender bed of lotuses.
In the winter season,
he is constantly reduced to a state of misery from subjection to cold, like a jasmine-stalk in the forest.
In the
hot season, he experiences extreme burning from the
cruel rays of the sun, like an elephant. So in all seasons, dwelling in the forest without shelter, like a low
person, alone, my son is an object of sorrow. Seeing
my son, as if he were before my eyes, burdened with
pain, I torment you too, alas! by constantly speaking
Formerly,

able gaits, such as elephants, etc.;

in this

way.”
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Folding his hands and raising them, the King spoke
to Lady Marudevi burdened with sorrow in a voice
resembling new nectar. “Why do you grieve thus, O
Lady, when you have become the mother of my father
a mountain of fortitude, whose nature is adamant,
My father, intent upon
the crest-jewel of the noble?
quickly,
justly abandonsamsara
of
crossing the ocean
ed us, who were like rocks tied to his neck. By the

who

is

power of the Lord wandering in the forest, even wild
animals are not able to cause any* trouble, as if they
were made of stone. Whatever troubles are hard to
endure, such as hunger, thirst, heat, they are like allies
of my father for the destruction of the enemy karma.

you are not convinced by my speech, nevertheless,
you will be convinced by the news of the festival for my
If

newly manifested omniscience.”
Just then, two men, named Yamaka and Samaka,
approached and were announced to the King by the
King’s door-keeper. Bowing, Yamaka announced to the
Lord of Bharata, “You have cause for congratulation
today, Your Majesty, in the news of the kalyana. In
the city Purimatala in the grove Sakatanana, Holy
Yugadinatha’s kevala became manifest.” Yamaka, bowing, announced in a loud tone, “Now the cakra-jewel
has appeared in the armory.” “On the one hand is
my father whose kevala is manifested; on the other
hand, the cakra. Which shall I worship first ? ” The
King considered for a moment. Reflecting, “ Wherefather’s

as

my

father gives fearlessness to

destruction of

life,”

all, the cakra causes
he gave orders to his people for

a pQja to the Master.
After giving them a suitably
magnificent gratuity, the King dismissed the men and
said to Marudeva, “O Lady, you always used these
compassionate words, ‘My son, with alms for food,
alone, is an object of sorrow.’
Now see the glory of
your son, who possesses the lordship of the three
worlds.” Saying this, he mounted her on an elephant.
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Then he set out with horses and elephants ornamented with gold, diamonds, and rubies, with infantry, and
As he
chariots made of embodied wealth, as it were.
w§nt along with the soldiers having moving festoons
made by the heaps of splendor from their ornaments, the
King saw from afar the jeweled-banner 244 ahead. Then
Bharata said to Marudeva, “O Tady, that in the distance is the Tord’s samavasarana, built by the gods.
You hear a tumult of cries of Hail Hail of gods who
have come to the festival of worshipping my father’s
lotus-feet.
This drum, sounding in the sky, deep and
sweet, O Mother, spreads the L,ord’s heart’s joy, like
a bard. The loud sound of bells starting in the palaces
of the gods who are praising the Master’s lotus-feet is the
guest of our ears. The lion’s roar of the gods delighted
at the sight of the Master is heard in the sky, like thunder
of the thunder-clouds.
This song of the Gandharvas,
purified by gramaragas, like a slave of the Master’s speech,
nourishes our joy today.”
Then the eye-disease was washed away like mud
by hady Marudevi’s copious tears of joy, when she
heard this. She saw her son’s Tirthakrt-splendor accompanied by the supernatural powers, and from joy at
the sight of that, her absorption-in-that took place.
She mounted at once the ksapakasreni and, the
eight karmas being destroyed,
she attained omniscience at once from the eighth gunasthana.
While
still
seated on the elephant’s shoulder, the Mistress
Marudevi attained moksa simultaneously with death
and omniscience.
She was the first person to attain
moksa in this avasarpini. The gods deposited her bod^r
in the Ocean of Milk after performing rites.
From
that time funeral rites existed among the people.
Whatever the great do, that becomes a custom. When
the King knew of her moksa, he was penetrated by
c

’

!

244

521.

One

of the atisayas.

See n.

ix.

!

—
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joy and sorrow, like the autumn season by shade of
the cloud and heat of the sun.
Stuti (535-553)

going on foot with his
samavasarana by the north
The Lord of Bharata then saw the Master,
gate.
cakora of the eye, surrounded
the moon to the

Abandoning royal

retinue,

entered

he

insignia,

the

After he had made
by the four classes of gods.
pradaksina three times and bowed to -the Blessed One,
with folded hands on his head, the Cakrin began a

hymn

“Hail!

the whole
Hail lord of
world. Hail granter of fearlessness to all.
the first tirtha. Hail! leader across samsara. Sun to
the multitude of lotuses of people of the present avasarpini, when you were seen, dawn took place for me
whose darkness was destroyed. Your voice, like powder
of the clearing-nut, is successful in the task of purifying
the water of the minds of souls capable of emancipation.
For those who are mounted on the great chariot of
your teaching, O Lord, moksa is not far away, O ocean
of the milk of compassion.
We consider samsara, in
which we see you a disinterested brother of the world
in person, better even than the abode of emancipated
The happiness of moksa, O Master, is
souls, O God.
experienced even in samsara by eyes flowing with a
stream of great joy at the sight of you. The world,
of praise as follows:

lord

of

!

!

—

besieged by passions, love, hate, etc.,

by you

alone,

yourself

declare

creator

the

you yourself protect
Lord?

who have

Kings,

of

principles
all.

is

freed from enemies

;

What

destroyed

O

You
Lord.
you show the road;
do I ask from you, O

fearlessness,

each

others’

village-

assaults and battles, have become
and remain here in your assembly. This elephant has come to your assembly and, drawing with
trunk the lion’s paw, frequently scratches his
his

lands

in

various

friends

-
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Now

temple.

the buffalo rubs the neighing horse with
frequently from affection, as if he were

tongue

his

another buffalo.

and

his tail

The deer

here,

waving from pleasure,

the tiger’s face with his nose.
the mouse running at his side,

with pricked-up ears
his face bent, smells

This young cat embraces
in front, and behind, as

were his own off-spring.
This serpent, fearless,
coiled in a circle, sits like a friend in the vicinity of a
large ichneumon.
O Lord, whatever creatures have been
eternal enemies,’ they remain here free from hostility.
For this is your unequaled power.” After making in
these words a hymn of praise to the Ford of the World,
the King withdrew according to custom, and sat down
beside the King of the gods.
if

it

Sermon (554-643)

By

the power of the Ford of the Tirtha, crores of
crores of creatures were contained in this space of a
yojana without crowding. The Ford delivered a sermon
245
in speech extending for a yojana, touching every dialect,
possessing the thirty-five supernatural powers. 248
“This samsara is like burning charcoal, filled with
a hundred flames of anxiety, disease, old age, and
Therefore, negligence is not in
death for all creatures.
the least suitable for a wise man. Who, even though
a child, is careless in crossing a wilderness at night?
For those wandering here in the ocean of samsara
filled with a whirlpool of numerous birth-nuclei, a hu-

man

birth

human

is

birth

hard to attain,
of

creatures

like

a

choice jewel.

A

by the
desire to be

bears fruit quickly

attainment of moksa, 247 like a tree by its
touched by a woman at budding time. Pleasant only
245

as

if

246

That is, every one—men and animals
speech were in his own language.

555-

this

—could understand

555-

These are enumerated in Abhi.

559*

This seems to be the meaning of paraloka here.

1 . 65 - 71 ,

and Sam. 35 ,

p. 63.
247

.200
in the beginning, very cruel in course of time, in the
end the objects of the senses deceive everybody, like
Unions of all things in the
the words of a rogue.
of samsara suffer separation finally, just as high
Life, money, and youth of
places fall in the end.

womb

creatures in this samsara disappear very quickly, as if
In the four conditions of
in rivalry with each other.
existence (gati)

in samsara, there is not a particle

of

sweet water in a desert. For instance,
whence is there any happiness to hell-fnhabitants who
are tormented alternately by the fault of the place
Whence is there any happiand by the demons?
pleasure,

like

tormented in numerous ways by cold
winds, heat, water, slaughter, captivity, hunger, etc.?
Whence is there any happiness to humans nursed by
discomforts caused by dwelling in the womb, birth,
There is not the
disease, old age, poverty, and death?
least happiness even to gods because of the unhappiness produced by jealousy of each other, anger, quarrelNevertheless, again and
ing, and falling from heaven.
creep
toward
samsara
from ignorance, like
again men
water trickling to a" low place.
Therefore, you who are capable of emancipation,
possessing understanding, do not nourish samsara with
this birth of yours, like a serpent with milk.
After
considering the many kinds of pain that arise from
Hving in samsara, struggle with your whole soul for
moksa, you who have discernment.
In moksa, contrary to saihsara, creatures certainly do not suffer
pain arising from being in embryo, similar to the
pain of hell. Pain arising from birth, resembling the
pain of hell inhabitants being dragged out of a jar,
also is not produced in mok§a.
Mental anxieties and
diseases like arrows, scattered inside and out, the cause
of pain, do not exist there. In it there is neyer old
age, the advance messenger of Krtapta, the thief of the
wealth of splendor, the mother of dependence. There
ness to animals

—

:
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no death, again the cause of wandering in birth, asthere is of hell-inhabitants, animals, men, and gods.
Moreover, in moksa there is great joy, happiness wonderful and imperishable, an eternal form and light, brilliant
with the luster of omniscience.
is

Right Knowledge (578-584)

Moksa

is

attained

by those who

practice unceasingly

of knowledge, faith, and conduct.
exact knowledge which comes from a
summary or detailed study of the principles, jiva, etc.,
is
called ‘right-knowledge’ (samyag-jnana).
That is
considered five-fold mati, sruta, avadhi, manahparyaya,
and kevala with their subordinate divisions. Matijnana
is said to be divided into avagraha, etc., and these
again into bahu, etc., 248 and originates by means of
the senses, and by means of the mind. Srutajnana,
several fold, must be known as characterized by the word

the

brilliant

Among

triad

these,

:

syad, 249

made many

fold

by the

and Prakirnakas. 260 Avadhi
inhabitants.
Of others it
248

580.

Avagraha
is

is

is

Upangas
and
hellinnate to gods

is

six-fold,

Pflrvas, Angas,
261

characterized

There are 4 sub-divisions of mati, ‘sense- knowledge.’
perception of something by the senses; iha (or uha)

the desire to

know more about

in the case; dharana,

it;

avaya, finding out the fact

remembered knowledge leading to

The bahu, etc.’ refers to 12 sub-divisions of each of
much, manifold, quick, not indicated, untaught,
*

opposites of these.
249

581.

260

581.

See n.

See T.

1.

9

ff.

O. of

J.

pp. 61

recognition.

these 4 classes
firm,

and the

f.

4.

The Purvas have been

lost and also the twelfth Anga
which they probably belonged. Eleven Angas are extent, 12
Upangas, 10 Prakirnakas.
In addition to these, 6 Chedasutras, 2
Sfitras and 4 Mulasutras constitute the present accepted canon of
the Svetambaras.
261
582. Avadhi is clairvoyant knowledge of physical objects.
Its 6 sub-divisions are
1) ananugamika, it is extinguished if they
change place; 2) anugamika, it is not extinguished; 3) hiyatnanaka,

to

;

in

some

its

sphere of influence

is

greatly diminished or

it

disappears

202

Manahparyaya is twoThe distinction between them
fold: rju and vipula.
252
may be understood to lie in purity and not being lost.
KevalajMna has as its sphere all substances and their
and suppression.

•by destruction

modifications, perceives every thing,

undivided), and

beyond the pale

is

one

infinite,

(i.e.,

of the sense-organs.

Right-belief (585-619)

Attachment to the principles told by the scriptures
is called ‘right-belief’ (samyaksraddhana = darSana) and is
253
It is
produced by intuition or instruction of a guru.
,

said that in creatures belonging to the whirlpool of exist-

ence without

karmas

beginning

and obstructive

feeling,

or end, the

knowledge-obscuring,

called

is

duration

of

the

belief-obscuring,

thirty crores

of

crores

of

sagaropamas; twenty of family and body-making, and
seventy of deluding. 254 From the law of the rolling of
a stone in a mountain-stream, all karmas gradually
perish of their own accord from the realization of their
After

fruit.

for

twenty-nine,

crores

the

rooting

of

stage

nineteen,

sagaras
of

up

the

duration

and sixty-nine
creatures

(respectively),

the

granthi

(knot)

of

karmas

crores

of

arrive

at

by means

of

the

vardhamanaka, its sphere of influence increases
some cases it is fluctuating or intermitand unfluctuating. T. 1. 23, com.
252
583. Manahparyaya is the power to read other persons’
thoughts. Vipula perceives the finest details of mental processes,
and its possessor never loses it. The spelling °paryaya or °p aryay a

completely;

4)

greatly; 5) anavasthita, in
tent; 6) avasthita, constant

is

used indiscriminately.
258
254

but

585.
587.

it is

For samyaktva see T. 1. x. ff. O. of J. p. 55.
These are maximum figures. Ayus is not given here,

33 sagaropamas.

The minimum

of

feeling is 12 muhiirtas

(one=48 min.) of family and body-making 8 muhurtas ; and of the
others an antarmuhurta. T. 8. 15-21.
;

203

y athapra vrttikarana

25 5
,

when

there

is

something

less

26 ®

than a crore of crores of sagaras remaining.

The thought-activity (parinama)

of love

and hate,

hard to destroy, is called granthi, always very hard to
cut, very firm as if of wood.
Some, impelled by love,
etc., are turned back again, like large ships near the
shore struck by the wind. Right there others sit, from
a different kind of thought-activity, like the waters of
streams whose course is impeded by dry land. On the
other hand, othtr creatures who are capable of emancipation, who are destined for moksa, having manifested a
superior inner power, by means of the apurvakarana cross
quickly the granthi, hard to cross, like travelers who have
mat^ a long journey crossing mountainous country.
Vie right-belief lasting for an antarmuhurta which
creatures in the four conditions of existence attain, having
destroyed wrong-belief
being

made

257

that

,

is

by

anivrttikarana,

the division

called innate right-belief.

But the

256

There are 3 of these karanas, yathapravrttikarana,
590.
apurvakarana and anivrttikarana. They are mental processes by which
karma is destroyed.
By the yathapravrtti a huge reduction in
the length of time of the karmas is to be achieved.
The feeling
that samsara is full of sorrow and misery should arise in the mind.
When the duration of the karmas (except ayus) is reduced to less
than a crore of crores of sagaropamas, one approaches the cutting
of the karmic knot. Apurvakarana makes a further reduction of
karmas. In this, one manifests the desire to remove the worst
type of the 4 passions.
In anivrttikarana he actually controls
the worst type of 4 passions. The 3 darsanamohanlyakarmas and
the worst stage of
the karmic knot

is

the 4 passions are rendered powerless.
Then
first kind of samyaktva.

cut and he reaches the

must be performed before he reaches the
gets samyaktva. Apurvakarana is repeated in higher degree in the eighth gunasthana and anivrttikarana in the ninth gunasthana. The second time caritramohanlyakarma is destroyed. See Adhyatmatattvaloka, p. 300, and K.G. II. 2,
All

these karanas

of

fourth gunasthana

—

PP* 57
256

257

when he

—

f-

590.

596.

Less than a palyopama

less.
K.G. II, p. 57a.
While engaged in anivrttikarana one makes a division
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emancipation
dependent on the teaching of gurus, that is said
creatures here capable

right-belief of

which
to

is

in

originate

external

of

It

instruction.

is

five-fold

aupasatnika (which arises from suppression of karma) 3
sasvadana (which has just a flavor of right-belief) ksayopaSamika (which arises from combined suppression and
;

destruction of karma); vedya (feeling),
arises

from destruction of karma).

mika

arises at

the

creature whose knot

antarmuhurta.

There

and ksayika (which
these, the aupasa-

acquisition of right-belief

first

of

Of

karma has been cut£ and
is

by a

lasts for

also a second aupasatnika,

258

an

pro-

duced by suppression of delusion, from the mounting of the
upasamasreni by one whose delusion is suppressed. The
right-belief-thought-activity, lasting six avalis as maximum and one samaya as minimum, of the psychical condition of right-belief abandoned and wrong-belief present of
a creature who has the worst degree of passions uprisen,
259
is called sasvadana.
The third, arising from combined
destruction and suppression of wrong-belief, belongs to one
who has thought-activity from the rising of right-beliefmatter. 260 The right-belief of one who has ascended the
ksapaka§reni, 281 destruction of the worst type of passions
having taken place, complete perishing of wrong-belief
and mixed belief having taken place, who is approaching
ksayika-right-belief,

of wrong-belief
II. P-

karma

who

is

enjoying the last particle of

into that of short

and long duration.

K.G.

57 b-

288

These a kinds of aupa§amika are very confusing. They
The first is the same mentioned a few lines earlier
as being ‘innate.’ This occurs only once. The second aupasatnika
may be lost and regained as many as 4 times. It may exist from
the fourth to the eleventh gunasthana.
601.

are not connected.

269

603.

This exists only in second gunasthana.

260

604.

This exists in gunasthanas 4-11,

duration of an antarmuhurta, and a

maximum

of

and has a

66+

minimum

sagaropamas.

This must refer to the ladder for destruction of darsanamohanlyakarma, not caritramohanlya.
605.

205
(ksayopasamika)-riglrt-beliefj

is

called

yedaka (vedya). 262

kind of right-belief, named ksayika, 263 belongs
to a creature with pure psychical condition, who has
destroyed the seven (prakrtis ). 264
Right-belief is three-fold from the stand-point of

The

fifth

qualities (gunas), namely rocaka, dipaka, and karaka.
In the case of a firm uprising of confidence in the principles
described in the scriptures, without reason and illustration,
that is rocaka.
It is called dipaka, when it is a light for

when it is the cause of
Moreover, right-belief is marked
equanimity, desire for emanciby five characteristics
pation, disgust with existence, compassion, belief in principles of truth.
Equanimity (sama) is the non-rising of the
worst degree of passions, either by nature or from the
sight of the results of passions. It is called desire for
emancipation (samvega) when there is disgust with the
objects of the senses on the part of one meditating on
the results of karma and the worthlessness of samsara.
This thought of the one desiring emancipation, “ Dwelling
in samsara is like a prison ; relatives are like bonds/’
is called disgust with existence (nirveda).
Tenderness

jright-belief for others; karaka,

restraint, penance, etc.

:

262

605.

Some

authors omit vedaka.

pasamika and the foundation of ksayika.
a jlva possesses
it

it

only once.

Its

one experiences the matter

name

of

is

It is the

summit

It lasts only 1

of ksayo-

samaya, and

derived from the fact that in

right-belief.

It belongs to guna-

sthanas 4-7.
263
606. This is imperishable in reality, as even siddhas possess it,
but so far as one birth is concerned its minimum duration is an antarmuhurta and its maximum 33 + sagaropamas. It may be acquired
in any gunasthana from fourth to twelfth and lasts through the
fourteenth. It can be attained only in a human birth, but may be
retained in other births, as it is never lost. Furthermore, it can be
attained only in Jinakala, i.e., when it is possible for a Tlrthankara to
appear.
For Bharataksetra this is in the third and fourth divisions

of avasarpinl.
264

607.

The 7

3 darsanamohanlyakarmas and
See App. II.

prakrtis are the

the worst degree of the 4 passions.
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of heart of the one seeing the misery of all creatures,
those with one sense, etc., mired in the ocean of existence,

pain at their pain, and activity as much as possible for the
sake of aiding them, that is called compassion (anukampa).
Confidence in the principles of the Arhats, even when
hearing other principles, free from desire, is called belief in
principles of truth (astikya). When a creature acquires
right-belief so described, at once the wrong sense-knowledge

which formerly existed becomes sense-knowledge; the
wrong knowledge of the scriptures becomes knowledge
of the scriptures wrong clairvoyant knowledge becomes
;

265
clairvoyant knowledge.

Right-conduct (620-642)
of all censurable activities will lead

The abandonment

to right-conduct (caritra), known by its five divisions,
Non-injury, truthfulness,
the vow of non-injury, etc.
honesty, chastity, and poverty, with five supporting clauses

The non-injury by negligence

each, lead to moksa.
living things

vow

movable and immovable,

of non-injury (ahinsa).

truthful, is called the

vow

is

of

considered the

Speech, pleasant, wholesome,
of truthfulness (sunrta).

That
even

which is unpleasant and unbeneficial is not truthful,
though truthful. Not taking what is not given, that is
called the vow of honesty (asteya).
Wealth is the external breath of men. It is destroyed by one who takes
it.

The abandonment

of divine

and earthly loves by

action, consent to action, or causing others to act,

with

and body, is called the
Poverty (aparigraha) is the abandonment of infatuation with all objects, since bewilderment

reference to thought,

speech,

eighteen-fold chastity. 266

255

3

may

6x8.

Of the

5 kinds of

knowledge described above, the

first

be wrong-knowledge.

286

625.

There

is

a slight variation, which
“ One should

H. of J.p.236.

is

also

considered

have no dealings with gods,
human beings, or animals of the opposite sex, should not encourage
them, or cause others to do so, by speech, thought, or deed.”
correct.

Cf.

207

mind would

of the

result

from infatuation even with

unreal things.

The

%

The

twelve vows of the

layman (627-642)

restraint of the senses with the

called caritra.

287

It

may

The

to the yatidharmas.
five lesser

vows

whole soul is
be partial in laymen devoted
roots of right-belief are the

(anuvratas), the three meritorious

(gunavratas), and the four disciplinary

A

of laymen.

wise* person,

leprosy, crookedness, etc.

—the

vows

who has

vows

(siksavratas)

seen

fruit of injury, free

lameness,

from

sin,

should resolutely avoid injury to all movable souls. When
he has seen defectiveness in speech-organs, indistinct
speaking, dumbness, mouth-disease the fruit of falsehood,
he should avoid fa lsehood, false statements about girls,
etc.
He should avoid lies about girls, cattle, ground,
taking of deposits, and false witnessing the five gross
falsehoods. When he has known the fruit of stealing to be
misfortune, servitude, slavery, loss of a limb, and poverty,
When he has seen impohe should avoid gross theft.
tence and destruction of virility to be the fruit of unchastity, a wise man should be satisfied with his own wife
and avoid the wives of others. When he has considered

—

—

big enterprises

—the

fruit of delusion, causing dissatisfac-

tion, inspiring lack of confidence, the cause of pain,

he

should limit his property.
When a limit is set in the ten directions 288 that can
not be crossed, that is called digvirati, the first gunavrata.
The measure of objects of momentary and repeated use
is the second gunavrata, in which the number of objects
289
is made according to
of momentary and repeated use
ability.
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The abandonment of

627.

The second and

purposeless injury consisting

third chapters of Yog.

deal with this

in great detail.
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625.

Up and

269

636.

The

down, in addition to the usual

things of

ointment, bath, and incense

momentary use

eight.

are such as food, drink,

—things that can be used only once.

Things
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bad meditation—painful and

in

evil,

the teaching of evil

conduct, the giving of assistance to injury, and careless
conduct, in contrast to intentional injury to the body,
etc., is

the third gunavrata.

Tranquillity for three-quarters of

has abandoned painful and
abandoned censurable activity

evil
is

an hour of one who

meditation, and has

known

as the samayika-

The further limitation of the distance allowed in
day and night, is called the desavakasiThe posadhavrata is the observance of- the
kavrata.
270
caturtha-fast, etc., on the four moon-days in the month,
abstention from wicked acts, chastity, and abandonment of business, bathing, etc. Giving fourfold food,
vrata.

the digvrata,

utensils, clothes,

and shelter to guests

is

called the atithi-

samvibhaga.
These three jewels must be unremittingly observed in
full by monks, and also by laymen, in order to acquire
mok§a.”

The foundation

of the tirtha (644-92)

After listening to this sermon, Bharata’s son, Rsa-

bhasena, rose, bowed, and declared to

“O
on

Master,

you

rain the best nectar of the principles

this forest of existence, cruel

passions, like a

Rsabha Svamin:

new

terrified of existence,

cloud.

O

You

with the

forest-fires of

are attained

Rord of the World,

like

by people
a boat by

by the thirsty, like a fire'lby
a tree by sufferers from heat,
a torch by those plunged in darkness, like a treasure

those sinking, like a wellsufferers
like

from

cold, like

of lepeated use are such, as clothing, ornaments, beds, seats, vehicles,

Yog.

etc.

270

the

full

makes

3. 5.

The four moon-days are the eighth, the fourteenth,
moon, and the day before the new moon. Yog. 3. 85. That

641.

The fourteenth would always fall before the full
day-before-new moon, so making two days in succession.
told even a devout layman rarely observes more than four days.
six days.

moon and
1

am

Cf.

Uv. App.

Ill, p. 39.

;
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by the

poor, like nectar

by people

afflicted

by

poison, like

a drug by the sick, like a fortress by people attacked
by strong enemies. Protect Protect O depository of
!

!

compassion. Enough of fathers, brothers, nephews, and
other relatives, as well as strangers, the causes of wandering through existence.
O protection of the world, I have
resorted to you alone as refuge, O you who lead across
the whirlpool of existence. Give me initiation. Favor me.”
After this speech, he took the vow together with
four .hundred ninety-nine other sons and seventy grandsons of Bharata. When he had seen the Ford’s kevala-

made by gods and asuras, Marlci, the son of
Bharata, took the vow. Permitted by King Bharata,
Brahmi took the vow. The teaching of a guru is usu*ally a veritable eye-witness for people whose karma is
light.
Sundarl obtained Bahubali’s permission to take
the vow, but was restrained by Bharata, and became the
first laywoman.
Bharata adopted laymanship at the
Master’s feet. For the vow does not take place until
karma which has pleasure as its fruit has been consumed.
Some among animals, men, and gods took the vow then
others took laymen’s vows, and others adopted right-belief.
The royal ascetics, except Kaccha and Mahakaccha,
came and joyfully took initiation at the Master’s side.
Sadhus, Pundarika, etc.; sadhvls with Brahmi at their
head; laymen, Bharata, etc.; and laywomen with Sundarl
at their head this became the rule of the fourfold congregation at that time and continues even today the
best house of dharma.
Then the Ford of the World taught eighty-four wise
festival

—

—

—Rsabhasena and others, who had the body-mak-

ascetics

ing

karma

of ganabhrts, the holy

f

three steps,

’

origination

(utpada), perishing (vigama), and permanence (dhrauvya),
the mother of all the scriptures. He taught the fourteen
purvas , 271 and then they gradually made the twelve
271

According to tradition, these belonged to the twelfth

662.

ahga, which

is lost.

14
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angas in accordance with the three steps/ Then Purandara took a dish filled with divine powdered sandal and,
surrounded by gods, approached the feet of the God of
gods. Then rising and sprinkling the ganabhrts in turn
with the powder, he gave permission himself for exposition
f

by both text and
272

interpretation,

by substances,

qualities,
278

and
Then the gods, men, and
women from all sides threw powder 871 on them accompanied by the sound of the heavCnly drum. The -ganamodifications ,

permission

for

and modes of expressing things

;

the ganas.

dharas stood with folded hands, receiving the Master’s
speech like trees receiving rain. Ascending his lion-throne
the Master delivered
Then the period
instruction.
containing
sermon
another
275
resembling the ocean bank with
of three hours,
unrestrained waves of the sermon arising from the ocean
of the Master, was completed.
Just then the oblation made from whole, husked,
276
in measure, placed in a
shining rice, four prastha
dish, its fragrance doubled by perfumes placed on it by
the gods, carried by men of first rank, ordered made by
Bharata, the heavens being filled with echoes of the
again, facing the east as before,

272

a pot

665.

— —the

Substance (dravya)

made;

is

is

e.g.

might change (paryaya).
2,8
665. Naya. For the 7 nayas, see T.
Jhaveri, P. J. P. pp. 49 f.
274
666. Vasaksepa. The powder is a
fragrant

ingredients,

named

festivals
275

and

—such
669.

also

1.

but the color

34 and com., and

mixture of various
one occasion— as musk,
put on the head of the new-

me— on

to

camphor, ambergris, and sandal.
ly-initiated,

material from which

color is one of its qualities (guna);

It

is

on the 'heads of other participants in some

as the Paryusana.

Paurusi.

The Tirthahkaras preached during the

first

period, which began at sunrise.
276

670.

Prastha

table

beginning with

Asati

is

is

a bulk measure.

asati,

The Ava. (198b) gives a
makes a prastha=64 asatis,
asali, a word in use at the present

which

apparently the same as

time in Kathawar, meaning ‘handful.’
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sounds of the drum of the gods, accompanied by women
by the citizens like
a heap of merit originating by the power of the Ford,
entered *the samavasarana by the east gate.
After it
had circumambulated the Ford three times, the oblation
was thrown up before him, like a strong, unexcelled seed
of the grain of happiness.
As it was falling from the
sky, half of it was taken in mid-air by the gods, like
rain-water by the catakas.
The Ford of Bharata took
half of what fell to the ground, and the people took
the rest, dividing it like members of a family. From the
power of the oblation, all diseases which had formerly
appeared disappear and do not reappear for six months.
Then the Ford rose and went away by the north
gate, accompanied by the Indras of the gods, like a
mass of lotuses by bees. The Blessed One rested on a
dais in the northeast between the jeweled and gold
ramparts. Then Rsabhasena, the face-ornament of ganabhrts, occupying the Blessed One’s footstool, delivered a sermon on dharma.
Removal of the Master’s
weariness, display of the disciples’ qualities, and reliance
on each other, are the qualities of the ganabhrts’ preaching.
When the ganadhara had completed his sermon on
dharma, all departed to their respective homes, after
bowing to the Master. A Guhyaka (Yaksa), named
Gomukha, who appeared in the congregation, adorned
with two right arms one in varada-position 277 and
one holding a rosary, and with two left ones one
holding a citron and one a noose, gold-color, having
an elephant-vehicle, became the Ford’s attendant.
Apraticakra, gold-color, with a garuda-seat, with one
right arm in varada-position and the others holding an
arrow, disc, and noose, her left arms holding a bow,
singing auspicious songs, surrounded

—

—

thunderbolt, disc, and goad, originated in that congre-

gation and became the Ford’s messenger-deity.
277

683.

The

fingers pointing

down and the palm

out.
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Then the Blessed One went elsewhere to wander,
surrounded by great rishis like the moon by constellaAs the Master proceeded, trees were bent as if
tions.
with devotion, thorns were turned face-down, and birds
flew to the right. Sense-objects of the seasons were
favorable,

a minimum of a
were favorable
was -at the Bord’s side. The hair, beard,
the Eord of Three Worlds did not grow,

winds

;

crore of gods

and

nails of

from fear of seeing the destruction of karma arisen
in another existence. Wherever the Master went; there
was no hostility, pestilence, drouth, famine, excessive
rain, no fear of one’s own ruler nor of another.
Encausing
wonder
powers
dowed with supernatural
to everyone, thus the hord, son of Nabhi, his mind devoted
solely to benefiting the world of samsara, wanders over
as

if

the earth, like the wind.

IV

Chapter

Preparations for expedition of conquest (1-39)

Now, the Cakrin Bharata, eager for the cakra as
went to the armory by the central road in
At the mere sight of it the King bowed. For
Vinxtar.
warriors look upon a weapon as a chief-divinity in person.;
Then taking a woolen brush, Bharata cleaned it. For
that is the practice among the devoted no dust on
guch a jewel. The King bathed it with pure water, as the
for a guest,

—

ocean bathes the rising sun. On it, just as
on the back of a chief-elephant, the King put tilakas
eastern

of go§irsa-sandal indicating

King worshipped

it,

as

if

it

was

it

entitled to worship.

were the

The

Sri of victory in

person, with flowers, perfumes, fragrant-powder, clothes,

and ornaments.

In front of

it,

he designed the eight

auspicious things with silver rice, and in front of each

auspicious thing enclosed a Sri of the eight quarters.
front of

it

(the

cakra),

the King

made an

offering

In
of

flowers that made the earth have various
The King then burned the best incense consisting of divine sandal and camphor zealously, as if it
were the glory of his enemies, before the cakra. Then
the Cakradhara made the pradaksina three times to
five-colored

colors.

the cakra and stepped back seven or eight steps, as if
before a teacher. Then bending the left knee, and placing
the right on the ground, the King paid homage to tijie

Taking up his residence in that very place, the King like joy embodied
made an eight-day festival in honor of the cakra. The
wealthy citizens also made a paj 5-festival to the cakra.
For one that is worshipped by persons who are worshipped (by others), by whom is he not worshipped?
cakra, as suppliants did to him.

;;
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Wishing

of

employ the cakra- jewel for the conquest
various countries, the King went to the bath-house
to

an auspicious bath. There, his collection of ornaments laid aside, wearing white garments suitable for
the bath, facing the east, the King sat on the baththrone. The King was anointed with oils the oil with
for

—

a

thousand ingredients and others,

as

fragrant

as

if

blooms of the trees of heaven.
made
Then the King was bathed by expert shampooers, who
knew which places were to be rubbed and which not
of the essence of the

rubbed, according to the four kinds of shampooing—the
source of comfort to the flesh, bone, skin, and hair, with
the three kinds gentle, medium, and harsh of touch.

—

—

They polished the King quickly

like a mirror,

a vessel-

Some

noble
women with golden pitchers held up in their hands, like
ponds of beauty with new lotuses with upraised stalks;
some women holding silver water-pitchers, like waters
that had become congealed turned into vessels for
containing water; some women carrying in their beautiful hands pitchers of sapphire giving the illusion of toyblue-lotuses ; other women carrying divine jeweled pitchers, their extreme beauty being increased by the great
splendor of the nail-jewels, in turn bathed the King with
fragrant, purified streams of water, as the goddesses had
bathed the Jinendra.
Then after he was bathed and rubbed with divine
ointment; adorned with white clothes as if by the
light of the quarters on all sides;
wearing on his
forehead a new auspicious sandal-tilaka like a new
shoot sprung up from the tree of glory; supporting
pearl ornaments spotless as the heap of his own glory,
as the sky supports the shining multitudes of stars;
ornamented with his crown, like a palace with a finial,
which shamed the sun by its mass of wavering light
of spotless light, with fine divine-powder.

decorated with chauris that resembled ear-ornaments,
frequently raised by the lotus-hands of courtesans
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adorned with a white umbrella with a golden tip that
resembled Himavat with its lotus-pond holding the lotusabode of Sr!; always completely surrounded by sixteen
thousand devoted Yaksas as if by door-keepers stationed near, the King like Vasava mounted the elephantjewel like Airavana, which obscured one quarter of the
sky by the top of its high protuberance.
The noble
elephant, giving loud roars, at once became anothei
cloud, as it were., with unlimited streams of ichor.
The cry of “Hail! Hail!” was made simultaneously by
throngs of bards making the sky full of shoots, as it
were, by raising their hands.
Then the drum, being beaten and giving loud sounds
like a chief-singer, made the quarters, like singinggirls, respond.
Other choice, auspicious musicaOnstruments resounded, turned into messengers in the task of
summoning the other troops. With elephants whose
protuberances bearing vermilion were like mountains
bearing minerals ; with horses giving the impression
that the horses of the sun had been multiplied; with
chariots spacious as his own wishes; with powerful infantry like submissive lions, the King set out first to
the east, spreading a cover for the sky, as it were, by
the dust raised by his army.
-

Conquest of Magadhaftrtha (40-153)

Then the cakra-jewel, preceding the army, attended by a thousand Yaksas advanced in the sky like
the sun’s orb. Following it, the bearer of the staffjewel,

the

horse-jewel

general-jewel

and

named

set out,

like

Susena,

the

cakra.

mounted the
The priest-

jewel went with the King like a personified tranquillity-

charm for the accomplishment of complete tranquillity.
The steward-jewel advanced like a living food-dispensary, a shelter in the

The

army

able to produce divine food.

carpenter-jewel went with the King, able to create

quickly the royal camp,

etc.,

like

Vi§vakarman.

The
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skin-jewel set out,

as well as the wonderful umbrella-

expanding to the size of
The gem- and the cowriethe whole royal camp
jewels went along, able to destroy darkness, like the sun
and moon, by their light. The sword-jewel went
with the King, as shining as if made from the essences
of the best weapons of the gods and asuras.
Then the Tord of Bharata, the Cakrabhrt, with the
army in cakra-formation went following the cakra on
Everywhere
the road, as if following a door-keeper.
this universal conquest was announced by favorable

jewel, possessing the

power

of

278

.

winds and favorable omens, as if by astrologers. The
general, going in advance of the army, smoothed the
uneven ground, that was like a ploughed field, with the
The sky, cloudy from the
staff-jewel like a harrow.
shone
with the pennants of the
by
the
army,,
dust raised
279
The
chariots and elephants that were like cranes.
appeared
army
rear-guard
invisible
Cakravartin’s
with the
having an unimpeded course
like a second Ganga,
everywhere. The chariots by creaking, the horses by
neighing, the elephants by roars, hastened each other
as

if

to the business of a conquest-festival.

The

cavalry’s

dug up by the army as if
laughing at the rays of the sun hidden Jby the dust.
The best of kings, advancing surrounded by devoted
crowned kings, looked like Sakra with his Samanikas.
When it had gone to the end of a yojana, the cakra
stopped, and in accordance with its march the measure
lances shone in the dust

of a yojana

marches

resulted.

Then the King, traveling by

of a yojana, arrived in a

few days at the right
Ganga.
The King, reducing the broad
sandy beach of the Ganga by numerous, contiguous dwellings, took a rest.
Then the earth of the river Mandakinl’s
bank became as muddy from the flowing ichor of the

bank

878
279

of

45.
51.

the

Both the skia and umbrella had this power.
These are raiay-seasoa birds.
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elephants as in the rainy season. Then in the clear stream
of the Jahnavi the best elephants took up the water

up the water in the ocean. Again
and again the horses bathed, jumping up with much
swimming about, giving the impression of being waves.
The Ganga appeared to have new crocodiles everywhere
from the elephants, horses, buffaloes, and oxen that had
at will, as clouds take

entered because of fatigue. By the mist raised by its
waves, the Ganga removed fatigue from the army immediately, as if to favor the King on the bank. Being

used by the huge army of the king, the Ganga became
small at once, like the glory of enemies. The deodar
trees growing on the bank of the Bhaglrath! served as
tying posts (ready) without effort for the king-elephants
of the army.
In a moment the elephant-keepers cut
with axes sprouts of the pippal-tree, of sallaki, karnikara,

and udumbara

for the elephants.

The

horses, tied

rows by the thousand, making arches as it were
with their raised ear-shoots, had a beautiful appearance.
Quickly the horse-keepers placed before the horses,
like relatives, kidney-beans, green gram, chick-peas, and
in

barley.

roads met, and
two rows of shops sprang up at once in the camp, like
those of Vinita. The whole army ceased to remember
their former houses, being comfortable with concealing,
Cross-roads where three and four

The
heavy, thick felt-tents beautiful with curtains.
camels lopped thorny trees such as the sponge and
jujube, as if showing the soldiers the removal of thorns
The mules with
(to the state) that had to be made.
waving manes rolled at will on the sandy bank of the
Ganga, like servants before a master. Some men brought
fuel; some water from the river; some loads of durvagrass, etc.; some vegetables, fruit, etc. ; some dug out fireplaces; some removed the husks from rice; some lighted
the fire; some boiled the rice; some bathed with clear
water on one side as if in their own houses ; some after
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burned incense to themselves with fragrant
incense ; some of the infantry who had eaten first enjoyed
themselves as they liked; some with their wives anointed
In the Cakravartin’s ^camp
their body with unguents.
gaining pleasure, no one
for
resource
every
which had
bathing

considered himself in a

camp

at

all.

When a day and night had passed, 280 again at dawn
the cakra-jewel and the Cakravartin went one yojana.
By daily marches of one yojana, following the cakra,
the Cakrin arrived at Magadhatirtha. The King established a camp nine yojanas broad and twelve yojanas

In

long on the bank of the eastern ocean.

the car-

it

made houses for all the soldiers and a pausadhaThe
house 281 the house of the elephant of dharma.
King, with the desire of performing religious practices
in the pausadha-house, descended from the elephant’s
shoulder, as a lion descends a mountain.
In it (the
house) the King spread a new bed of darbha-grass,
resembling the lion-throne of the Baksmi of the realm
penter

—

1
,

of

self-restraint.

Concentrating his

mind on the

deity,

Magadhatirthakumara, he engaged in four days’
the foremost door to the accomplishment of desires.
Wearing a white garment, his finery, wreaths, and ointments removed, his weapons laid aside, he began the pausadha, the herb for the nourishment of merit. On the
bed of darbha-grass, the King remained watching through
the pausadha, free from worldly activities like a siddha in
moksa. At the end of the four days’ fast, the pausadha completed, the King come out of the pausadhahouse, like the sun from an autumn-cloud, extremely
brilliant.
The King, expert in everything, after bathing
made the oblation-ceremony properly. For people who
know the rules do not forget the rule.

the

fast,

The best
sso
281

78.

The

81.

A

of charioteers

‘

day and night

’

mounted the
included the

chariot,

march and

which

rest.

place in which to observe the pausadha-vow.

;
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had a

flag-staff

with

pennants

like

a

living

palace

decorated with several rows of weapons like an armory;
beautiful with four bells tinkling loudly, as if for the purpose0 of summoning the (oris of conquest of the four directions; provided with horses swift as the wind, brave as
lions.
The charioteer, knowing the details of the King’s
intention as Matali 282 that of Vasava, urged on the
chariot-horses merely by shaking the reins. Tike a second

ocean with a multitude of mountains in the form of huge
elephants, with a multitude of crocodiles in the form of
big carts, with waves in the form of moving horses, terrifying with its serpents in the form of various weapons,
with a coast of dust from the ground rising up, thundering
with the noise of chariots, the King advanced to the ocean.
He crossed the ocean with his chariot until the water
reached to the hub, accompanied by cries of multitudes
of crocodiles terrified by the increased noise of the water.
Placing one hand on the middle part, and the other on
the side of the notched end of the bow, he strung the bow
so that it resembled the moon of the fifth night. The Lord
of Bharata, pulling the bow-string a little with his hand,
made a loud twanging like the onkara of the Dhanurveda.
The King took from the quiver an arrow marked with his
name which resembled the King of the Nag as leaving
the door of Patala. Taking the feathered end with his
hand in the lion’ s-ear 288 position, he placed on the bowstring the arrow (like) the diamond staff (jewel) 284 against
enemies.
He drew up to the end of his ear the golden
arrow which had the appearance of a stalk of the golden
ear-ornament-lotus. The great arrow shone with the light
282
283

H.

I.

92.

Indra’s charioteer.

99.

In this the tips of the fingers are joined to the thumb.

Vol.

284

I, p, 15.

I do not believe this refers to the shaft
was gold, as a matter of fact. Cf. Yog. p. 24a
for the vajradanda.
Or perhaps it should be emended to vajratunda
from parallel passages, though all the MSS have vajradanda here.
of the

99.

Vajradanija.

arrow here.

It
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King’s nail-jewels, as if
brothers. The shining arrow at the end of
had the appearance of a tongue swaying
open mouth of Yama. The King of the
flowing from

tlie

surrounded by
the drawn bow
from the wideMiddle World,

being within the circle of the bow, shone like a harsh
sun within a halo. Then the Lavana Ocean shuddered
all

over as

if

place, or will

thinking, “Will he

he punish

me ?

”

arrow, attended outside, inside,

make me go from

this

Then the King shot the
on the tip, on the feathered

by Naga-, Asura-, Suparna-, etc., gods,
like a messenger executing a command, terrifying from
its threatening words, at the Lord of Magadhatlrtha.
end, everywhere

Instantly the arrow departed swiftly like the king of
birds (Garuda), the firmament being filled with the loud

Flying from the King’s bow, the
arrow shone like a fire-brand from a fire, like a hot flash
noise of its feathers.

from an ascetic, like lightning from a cloud, like a fiery
meteor from the sky, like fire from the sunstone, like
a thunderbolt from Indra’s arm.
After traversing twelve yojanas the arrow fell
suddenly in the Lord of Magadha’s council, like an arrow
in the heart. At this unexpected fall of the arrow, the
King of Magadhatlrtha was extremely angry, like a
serpent at a blow with a stick.
Bending both his eyebrows like cruel bows, making his eyes red like lighted
arrows of fire, opening wide his nostrils like bellows,
twitching his lower lip-petal like the younger brother
of the Naga Taksaka, making on his forehead lines like
comets in the sky, grasping a weapon in his right hand
a snake-charmer a snake, striking with his left hand
an enemy’s cheek, the Lord of Magadha spoke
a speech equal to fire and poison: “Who wishes to

like

his seat like

make

ear-ornaments,

Who

wishes to

neya ?
lord of

sun ?

first

make

cutting the tusks of Airavana ?

earrings

from the wings of Supar-

Who wishes to seize the string of head-jewels of the
serpents? Who wishes to steal the horses of the
Who, seeker

of death, considering himself a hero,

;
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unreflecting, of little wit, has sent this arrow into our

house?

I shall take

away

his

arrogance, as Suparna

away that of the serpent.” Saying
Magadha stood up impetuously. He

the Lord of
the hilt
scabbard, like a serpent from a

takes

this,

pulled

sword from its
cave, and waved it in the sky, giving the illusion of a
comet.
His entire retinue, hard to restrain like the
of his

ocean-current, got

up together

Some

in a fit of anger.

with their swords, made the sky appear to have black
lightning some by their shining shields made it appear to
have several moons; some waved in the sky lances,
extremely sharp as if made from whole rows of Krtanta’s
teeth some took up axes resembling tongues of fire some
took hammers with ends terrifying to Rahu; others took
;

;

;

spears in their hands, superior to a crore of thunderbolts

others took up rods cruel as the rod of

Yama; some

clapped their hands, a cause of enemies’ scattering; some
gave a lion’s roar like loud thunder; some said, “Kill,
kill!” others, “Capture, capture!” some, “Wait, wait!”
”
others, “ Go, go
While his retinue was engaged in various preparations
of this sort, his minister examined the arrow carefully.
The chief-minister saw on the arrow words like the words
“ If you have need of
of a divine charm, powerful, noble.
your kingdom or your life, then pay homage to us with
the gift of your wealth. It is the Cakravartin Bharata,
son of Rsabha Svamin the Lord of gods, asuras, and men
who gives you this order in person.” When the minister
had seen these words, he understood by clairvoyant
knowledge and, showing the arrow to his master,
!

—

said emphatically,

“Oh!

all

of

you

courtiers,

shame

on you urging violence. With the idea of benefiting
the Master, you are doing him an injury, thinking yourBharata became the first cakravartin in
selves devoted.
He is the son of the first Tirthesa,
Bharataksetra.
Rsabha Svamin. Cruel in his commands like Pakasasana,
he asks for tribute from you and wishes to impose his own
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Though the ocean might dry up,
authority upon you.
Meru he rooted up, Krtanta be killed, the earth thrown
up, the thunderbolt burst, the submarine fire destroyed,
the Cakravartin can be conquered in no way on earth.
Your Majesty, let these people with little wit be restrained,
O chief of the wise. Let the tribute be made ready. Be
submissive to the Cakrin.” After hearing the minister’s
speech and seeing the words, he became calm like an
elephant that has smelled the perfume of a rutting
elephant.

Magadha, taking the gift and the arrow,
“ By
approached the Lord of Bharata, bowed, and said,
good fortune, O King, you have now come before my
eyes, like a full moon before a mass of (night-blooming)

The Lord

lotuses.

O

of

Master, you, the

first

Cakravartin, are victo-

rious on earth, like the Blessed One,

the

first

Tirthakrt.

What

Rsabha Svamin,

elephant would contest with

the elephant of the gods ? Who can compete (in speed)
Who can rival the sky (in extent) ?
with the wind ?

And who would be your opponent
endure

your

which

?

Who

is

able to

the

thunderbolt
of Bidaujas, shot from the bow drawn to the ear?
Like a door-keeper sent to announce what must be done,
that arrow was shot by you showing favor to me careless.
Henceforth, O Lord, crest-jewel of kings, I shall carry
on my head your command like a crest-jewel. O Master,
at this Magadhatirtha I shall remain sincerely devoted,
like a pillar of victory in the east set up by you in this
very place. We, this kingdom, all the retinue are yours
alone, and every thing else also.
Command us like a
arrow,

is

like

soldier in the east.”

Saying this, the god handed the
arrow to the Cakrin, water from Magadhatirtha, a crown,

and

The King accepted this and entertained
For the great are affectionate to
those who have humbly approached for service. Then
turning his chariot, the King went to his own camp by
the same road by which he had come, like Sutraman to
earrings.

the Lord of Magadha.
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Am aravati.

After descending from his chariot and bathing
his body, together with his retinue the Dord of Bharata
took food at the end of the four days’ fast. Then the

King made an eight-day festival with great splendor
the Tord of Magadha like that to the cakra, when
had approached.
Conquest of

At the end

VavadamaUrtha

to
it

(154-194)

of the eight-day festival the cakra-jewel,

if it had fallen from the Sun’s
advanced in the sky. Then the cakra went to
Varadamatlrtha in the south and the Cakravartin followed
285
Going by daily marches of
it, like pra, etc., a root.
a yojana, the King arrived gradually at the southern
ocean, like a king-goose at Manasa. The King established
his soldiers on the southern ocean’s bank, which was
covered with cardamon, clove-trees, lavali-creepers and kak-

•exceedingly brilliant *as
chariot,

kola plants. At the Cakravartin’ s command, the carpenter
made houses for all the army and a pausadha-house as
Directing his mind on the deity of Varadama,
before.

made a

the King

and undertook the
pausadha-vow in the pausadha-house. At the end of the
pausadha, the King went outside the pausadha-house and
the best of bowmen, took up the bow, Kalaprstha. 286
The King mounted his chariot made entirely of gold,
studded with crores of jewels, the abode of the Sri of
The chariot occupied by the King, whose form
victory.
four days’ fast,

was exceedingly noble, shone like a temple occupied by a
The best of chariots, decorated with pennants
god.
285

155

-

From

our point of view, of course, a Sanskrit preposition,

precedes a root, but considering the sentence as a moving object
the root goes in advance.
160. I am in doubt whether this should be taken as a proper
name, as I find no other reference to Bharata’s bow being so named.
Perhaps, it should be taken as an adjective
It occurs again in 5. 410.
286

in its etymological sense.

meaning,

‘

having death at

But,
its

Hem.

back,’ not

(Abhi. 3.375) interprets
e
black-backed.’

it

as
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a favorable wind, entered the ocean like a
boat. After going into the ocean until the water was
up to the chariot’s hub, the chariot stopped, the horses
stumbling, the charioteer in the forepart of the chariot.
Then the King bent the bow and joined the arrow
to the bow-string as an acarya joins his disciple to
2
He made the bow-string twang like the
merit. ”
sound of the benedictory stanza at the beginning of the
action of the play of battle, a charm for summoning death.
Drawing the arrow, the thief of tht? beauty of the tilaka
made on the forehead, from the quiver, the King set
The King brought the arrow,
the bow-string.
it on
of an axle in the center
impression
which conveyed the
of a wheel made from the bow, up to the end of his ear.
The King discharged the arrow, which had come to the"
”
“
end of his ear as if wishing to say, What am I to do ?
at the Lord of Varadama. The arrow, beheld with terror
by the mountains under the impression that it was a
falling thunderbolt, by the serpents thinking it Garuda,
and by the ocean thinking it another submarine fire,
making the sky very bright, fell like a meteor in Varadama’s assembly, after it had gone twelve yojanas.
When he saw the arrow, like a man sent by an enemy
fluttering in

make destruction, fall before him, the King of
Varadama was enraged. The Lord of Varadama, resemto

an overflowing ocean with his eyebrows agitated
like waves, spoke an unrestrained speech.
“Who has
touched the sleeping lion with his foot and awakened
him today ? Whose (name-) paper was turned up today
by Death to have it read ?
Or who, disgusted with
life like a leper, threw this arrow into my
assembly
with violence ? With this very arrow, I shall kill him.”
Saying this, the King of Varadama, possessed by a demon
of anger, arose and took the arrow in his hand.

bling

'

287

165.

There

is

an untranslatable pun here on adhigunam,

‘bow-string* and adhi gun am.
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Varadama, like the Lord of Magadha,
saw the words there on the Cakrin’s arrow. When he
had seen these words, the Lord of Varadama at once
became ealm, like a snake that had seen a nagadamani“ Like a frog eager to give
plant 288 and spoke as follows

Then the Lord

of

:

,

a slap to a black snake; like a ram desiring to strike
an elephant with its horns; like an elephant wanting to
throw down a mountain with its tusks ; I, feeble-minded,

wish to struggle with the Cakravartin Bharata.
Maynothing of ours be destroyed today.”
Saying this, he
ordered his people to bring divine gifts. Then talring
the arrow and wonderful gifts, he went to the son of
Rsabha, as Indra went to Sri Rsabha-bannered. Bowing,
he said to him, “Today I have come here summoned
by the arrow as if by your messenger, O Indra of the
earth.
That I did not come of myself to you

come

here,

Ignorance

O

King,
a

covers

attained as master
refuge

by a

0 Master.

pardon

me,

by me

tired

man,

From

today,

like

1 shall remain guarding

ignorant, for

that.

Now

you have been
who had no master, like a
a full pond by a thirsty man,

fault.

O Lord,

established here

by you,

your boundary, as a mountain

guards the ocean-shore.” With these words, feeling intense devotion to the Lord of Bharata, he handed over the
He gave the
arrow like a deposit previously made.
King a jeweled girdle which lighted up the sky radiantly
Before the Lord of
as if woven from the light of the sun.
Bharata he made a shining heap of pearls, like his own
glory collected over a long period. He gave the King a
heap of jewels which had a dazzling, spreading light like
the ocean’s wealth. The King took laihthat, and favored
the Lord of Varadama and established him in that
very place like a monument to himself. After speaking
graciously to the Lord of Varadama and dismissing him,
288

178.

The Artemisia

be an antidote for snake-bite.

15

vulgaris,

or

wormwood.

Supposed to
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the victorious King went to his

own camp.

After descend-

ing from the chariot and having a bath, he took food with
his people at the end of the four days’ fast, the moon

Then he made an eight-day festival in honor
the hord of Varadama. The powerful exalt their own

of kings.
of

people for the sake of giving prestige (to themselves) in
the world.
Conquest of PrabhcLsafirtha

(i 95-214)

r

Iyike another

Praclnabarhis in strength, the Cakrin

went to the west toward Prabhasa, following the cakra.
Filling the space between heaven and earth with solid
dust raised by the soldiers, in a few marches he arrived
at the western ocean.
Then he placed his camp on
the western ocean’s bank covered with a forest of arecanut trees, betel-vines, and cocoa-nut trees. Then the King
made the four days’ fast with reference to the Ford
of Prabhasa, and observed pausadha in the pausadhahouse as before. At the end of the pausadha, the King
mounted the chariot and entered the ocean like another
Varuna. After crossing the water up to the hub of the
chariot, the King stopped the chariot and strung the
bow. With his hand the King made the bow’s bowstring give a loud sound, as if it were a
string
of the pleasure-lute of the Sri of victory.

drew an arrow from the
from the ocean and set it
a seat.
Then the King
taken from the sun’s disc,

The King

a stalk of reed
on the bow like a guest on
shot the arrow, like a ray
in the direction of Prabhasa.
Crossing twelve yojanas of the ocean as quickly as the
wind, lighting up the sky with its light, it arrived at
the house of the Ford of Prabhasa. Angered when he
saw the arrow, he became calm at once when he saw
the words, like an actor who portrays different emotions.
Taking the arrow and also other gifts, the Ford of
Prabhasa went himself to the King, bowed, and
announced, “Today, your Majesty, I am Prabhasa
quiver

like

227

made

splendid by you as master. For lotuses
the
rays of the sun. 289 At the boundary
are lotuses from
of the west quarter like your vassal-king, O Ford, I
shall always take on my head the command of the ruler of
the earth.” With these words, the Ford of Prabhasa,
(Splendor),

a foot-soldier on the parade-ground, gave the Ford
of Bharata first the arrow that had been discharged.
He
a
girdle,
a crest-jewel, a
gave the King also bracelets,
breast-jewel, neck-ornament, etc., like his own splendor
personified.
For the sake of reassuring him, the King
accepted all that. For the first indication of a lord’s favor
Installing him in that same
is the acceptance of gifts.
place like a tree in a basin of water, he, a restrainer of
At that time he
enemies, went again to his camp.
broke his four days’ fast with divine food brought by
the steward-jewel like a wishing-tree. The King made
an eight-day festival to the god Prabhasa.
In the
even
to
customary
a
mere
beginning honors are
vassal.
like

Conquest of the goddess Sindhu (215-226)

Then the King went behind the

cakra, like light

behind a torch, and reached the south bank of the great
The King went toward the east on
river, the Sindhu.
the same bank, and made a camp near Sindhu’s dwelling.
Concentrating on Sindhu, he made a four days’ fast,
and the goddess Sindhu’s throne shook like a wave struck
by wind. Then she knew by clairvoyant knowledge
that the Cakravartin had come, and she approached to
Then standing
worship with numerous divine gifts.
in the air, crying “Hail! Hail!” accompanied by blessings, she said, “I am here, O Cakrin, your servant. What
can I do ? ” She gave the King one thousand and
eight jeweled pitchers that were like the wealth of the
goddess Sri, like a succession of deposits. She gave the
King two jeweled lion-thrones, suitable for the Srfs of fame
289

207.

Kamala.

I.e.,

the day-blooming lotus.
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and victory, appointed, as it were, to be his brides. She
gave armlets of shining jewels, as if made by some one
who had taken the head-jewels of the King of Nagas.
She gave also bracelets that resembled the sun-disc with
the middle cut out, and divine, soft garments that
could be grasped with one hand. He accepted all that
from Sindhu, as if he were the King of Sindhu. After
delighting her with gracious speech, he dismissed her.
Then atithe end of the four days’ ,-fast the lord of kings
took food in a golden dish that was like a newly-risen
The King made an eight-day festival for
full moon.
the goddess Sindhu; and set out, the road being shown
by the eakra always in advance.

Conquest of Vaitadhya (227-236)

advancing gradually by the
at Mt. Vaitadhya, the boundary
northeast, arrived
between the two halves of Bharata. On its right slope the
King established a camp, possessing length and breadth
There the King made a four days’ fast,
like an island.
and the Prince of Mt. Vaitadhya’ s throne shook. “The
Cakravartin in Bharataksetra has arisen,” the
first
Prince of Vaitadhya knew by clairvoyant knowledge.
Then he went to Bharata and, standing in the air, said,
<f
O Bord, hail Hail I am your servant. Command me.”
He gave the King valuable jewels and jeweled ornaments
and divine garments, as if he were a "treasury agent.
He bestowed on the King many beautiful thrones, playhouses of Splendor and Wealth. The King accepted
everything from him. For even persons who are free
from greed take for the sake of favoring servants.
The
King spoke with him and dismissed him with honor. The
great do not despise a dependent even though insignificant.
At the end of the four days’ fast, the King took food
and made an eight-day festival for the deity of Mt.

The Tord

of Bharata,

!

Vaitadhya.

!
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Conquest of Tamisra (237-247)

Then the

cakra- jewel started out in the direction

of the cave Tamisra.

The King followed it as if it were a
had reached the vicinity of

When he

pathfinder.

Tamisra, the King settled the soldiers in dwellings, as
if the cities of the Vidyadharas had descended to the
foot of the mountain. Concentrating his mind on the god
Krtamala, the King made a four days’ fast, and the
deity s throne shook. * He knew from clairvoyant knowledge that the Cakravartin had arrived, and he came to
worship him as if he were a guru who was a guest
after a long time.
Saying, “0 Master, I am like a
door-keeper of yours at this door of Tamisra,” he accepted
service to the great King. He bestowed on the King
the very best collection of divine ornaments, of which
the tilaka is the fourteenth, suitable for the woman290
jewel.
He gave the King wreaths, and divine garments suitable for him, as if they had been laid aside
for him in advance from zeal.
The King accepted all
that.
Kings, even though their desires are accomplished,
do not abandon tribute from (all) quarters, the cognizance
of the Sri of conquest in all directions. After talking
with him with great graciousness, Arsabhi dismissed

.

290

in

This refers to a conventional

242.

Jamb. 51,

half-necklace

pearl (Bates)

list

of 14 ornaments given

216. 1) hara, necklace; 2) addhahara (ardhahara),
Cf. H. ikka, an ear-ring consisting of a single
3) iga.
kanaya
(kanaka), gold 5) rayana (ratna), jewel ; 6)
4)

p.

;

;

;

muttavali (muktavali), string of pearls

kadaa (kataka),

anklet.

This

is

;

7)

keura (keyura), armlets

certainly the

;

8)

H. kara and the Guj.

which mean either bracelet or ‘anklet.’ As
would hardly be omitted in a list of jewelry for an Indian
woman, and as bracelets occur once in the list, I think it must be taken
as anklet,’ though both the Jnata. (p. 43b) and Ava. (p. 166a) com.
interpret it as * kaladkabharana,’ an ornament for the fore-arm.
Kataka is also quoted only ‘ bracelet (MW) ; 9) tudia (trutita),
kali or kalluh, both of

‘

’

anklets

‘

’

bracdet; 10)

mudda (mudra)

ring; 11) kundala, ear-ring; 12) urasutta (urasutra), pearl-necklace hanging on the breast ; 13) culamani

(cudamani), crest-jewel ; 14) tilaya, tilaka.
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He
a teacher a pupil at the end of his studies.
monarchs,
powerful
with
who
broke his fast together
were like parts of his own body that had become separated, eating from dishes placed on the ground* in front
He held an eight-day festival for the god
of them.
Krtamala. What will lords, gained over by submission,
him

like

not do

?

Conquest of southern district of r Sindhu (248-284)
'

The next day the King summoned the general named
^usena and gave him instructions, like Hari to Naigamesin. “Cross the river by the skin-jewel and conquer
the southern district of the Sindhu, bounded by the
Sindhu, the ocean, and Vaitadhya. Strike the Mlecchas
there with clubs as weapons, like a forest of jujube trees,
and bring the fruit of various jewels and wealth.” Then

the general, like a lion in strength, like the sun in splendor, like Brhaspati in powers of intellect, knowing the

paths of low places and high places, 291 and of other inaccessible places belonging to both water and dry land,
as if born in them, having all the good marks, understanding the language of all the Mlecchas, took his lord’s

command on

his

head

like a favor.

and going to his own
abode, he gave instructions for the march to the vassalmngs, etc., like images of himself. Then after bathing
and making the oblation, wearing a few ornaments of
,

After bowing to his master

great value, 292 fully armed, the propitiatory rite of the
291

nam

The nikutanam
MSS. But still it

252.

of the

of the ed.

not

must be emended to niskuta-

Niskuta, as used a few lines
and throughout to mean a district of the country, does not
suit here. Neither do the interpretations of the lexicons.
It is
obviously contrasted with n imnanam
292
compound here is maharghyasvalpabhusana,
255. The
which favors Hoernle’s interpretation of the Pk. appamah’aggha.
See Uv. 7. 208, n. 301, and B. p. 23, n. 1.
is

clear.

earlier

.
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tilaka 293

and auspicious marks being made, wearing a
was like an arm thrown in
an embrace about his neck by the Sri of victory; redivine jeweled necklace that

splendent with a banner showing insignia just like a
state-elephant, holding a sword, wearing on his hip a dagger like power embodied, carrying two large golden quivers

shape like two arms made by magic for
by heads of organizations, generals, merchants, caravan-leaders, like an heirapparent by treaty-agents, spies, etc., the general mounted
the elephant-jewel tall as a mountain, keeping the seat
of honor unshaken as if he had been born with the seat.
Adorned, like a chief-god, with a white umbrella and
chauris, he urged on the elephant by signals with his
After he had reached the bank of the Sindhu
toes.
with half of the King’s army, he halted, making a dam,
as it were, from the dust that had risen.
The general touched with his hand the skin-jewel
which expands for twelve yojanas when it has been
touched. Grain sowed on it at dawn ripens at the end
of the day; and it is able to carry people across the
waters of rivers, ponds, oceans.
When the skin-jewel
was thrown on the water, by its inherent power it
spread from bank to bank like oil.
The general and
his army crossed to the far bank of the pathless river
by the skin-jewel as if by a path. Wishing to conquer
the whole southern district of the Sindhu the general
advanced like the ocean at the end of the world. Eager
for battle, cruel with a roar in the form of the twang
of the bow, like a lion he conquered the Sihhalas easily.
He made the Barbaras subject to himself like bought
He marked the Tankanas with the royal mark
slaves.
of a straight

fighting even in the rear, surrounded

298

Prayascittakautukamangala.
Kautuka is defined as
mangala as ‘dadhidurvaksatani tany eva prayascittani
duhsvapnadi vidhvansakani krtani.’ KS. 1.67, Subodhikavrtti, p.
62b. KSK. adds mustard to the list of auspicious things. See also
Uv, 7.208, n. 299, and B. p. 22, n. 4.
‘

255.

tilakadi’

;

232

The man-tiger conquered with ease Javanadvlpa, so full of jewels and gems that it resembled a
294
were so defeated
waterless ocean. The Kalamukhas
that they put their five fingers in their mouths (as
a sign of submission), though not eating. The Mlecchas named Yonaka turned away their faces from him
when he started out, like sprouts of trees from the
like horses.

wind. He subdued other Mleccha-tribes also inhabiting
the country at the foot of Mt. Vaitadhya, like a snakecharmer subduing species of snakes.

Proceeding in a bold and splendid progress without hindrance, he crossed the whole Kaccha-country,
After crossing the district, like
like the sun the sky.
a lion a forest, the general halted comfortably on the
'

Kaccha-country.
Then Mleccha-kings
approached the general with various gifts as wives approach their husbands with devotion. Some gave heaps
of jewels and gold resembling the slopes of Svarnasaila;
some elephants like the Vindhya mountains moved
(from their place). Some gave horses superior to the
horses of the sun; some chariots made of antimony
like the chariots of the gods.
Whatever other wealth
there was, they gave it all to him. A jewel borne by
a river from the mountains will go to the ocean. “Henceforth we are like your agents, carrying out your commands. We shall remain in our respective territories,”
they said to the general. He entertained the kings
fittingly and dismissed them.
As before he crossed the
Sindhu river comfortably. The general gave the Cakrin
all the tribute taken from the Mlecchas which resembled
a pregnancy-whim of the creepers of fame. After being
entertained graciously by the Cakrin who was satisfied, the
delighted general went to his own abode.
The Lord of
plain

of

the

.

271. All these names occur in the lists of Mleccha tribes
found in the agamas (see K. p, 227), except the Kalamukhas.
PE
quotes Kalamukha from the Jamb. (no. ref.) as being a tribe of

U ttarabharata.

Here

it

belongs to the southern half.
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Bharata remained there comfortably, just as in Ayodhya.
lion goes that place is his home.

For wherever a

March through Tamisra (285-334)
One day the King summoned the general and instructed him, “ Open the double-door of Tamisra.”
Taking on his head the King’s command like a wreath,
,

the general went near Tamisra and halted.
Concentrating his mind on the" god Krtamala, the general made
a four days’ fast. For all supernatural powers have
their roots in penance.
Then the general bathed and
left the bath-house like a king-goose a pool, having wings in
the form of white garments. Carrying in his hand a
.golden incense-burner like a toy golden lotus, Susena
sat at the door of Tamisra.
Then he looked at the
doors and bowed. The great, even though possessing
power, use conciliation first.
Then he held a very
splendid eight-day festival, an herb for the transfixing
(with astonishment) of the Vidyadhara-women coming
from Vaitadhya. The general designed out of whole rice
the eight auspicious things which bring good fortune,
like a conjuror a circle.
The general took in his hand
the Cakrin’s staff-jewel, destroying enemies, like Indra’s
thunderbolt. Desiring to strike he withdrew seven or
eight steps. Even an elephant desiring to strike withdraws a little.
The general struck the double-door
with the staff three times, making the cave give out
a very loud noise, like a drum.
The doors made of
diamond, like eye-sockets of Mt. Vaitadhya, did open.
Then the doors, opened by a blow with the staff, wept
aloud, as it were, by their creaking.
The general reported to the King the opening of
the doors, auspicious for a march of conquest of the
northern divisions of Bharata. Mounting the elephantjewel, the King with a complete and powerful army
went to Tamisra, like the moon. The King took the
gem-jewel by means of which, like the tying of the tuft

234

on the head 295 calamities arising from animals,
men, and gods, do not befall; by which sorrow, as well
as darkness, completely disappears by which diseases, as
well as blows from weapons, do not prevail ^brilliant
like the sun, attended by one thousand Yaksas, four fingers
296
The destroyer of enemies set it on the
(in dimension).
right protuberance of the elephant like a golden cover on a
of hair

,

;

Then the man-lion entered the cave-door

full pitcher.

like a lion following

the cakra, accompanied

by the

four-

army in the cakra-formation.
The King took the cowrie-jewel which weighed
eight suvarnas 297 was six-sided, twelve-edged, smoothsurfaced, provided with
suitable bulk, weight, and
attended by one thousand Yaksas,.
height, always
part

,

eight-cornered, destroyer of darkness for twelve yojanas,
shaped like an anvil, with the brilliance of the sun and
moon, four fingers (in each dimension ). 298 He went in a
295

The

300.

tuft of hair, the cotl,

head must always be
is

tied,

which Hindus wear on the
Loose hair

except in cases of mourning.

considered inauspicious.
298

The shape of the mani- jewel is not at all clear to me.
when one dimension is given, it is the diameter of a circle
or the side of a square.
But the mani is triangular, according to
The Jamb,
Jamb. 34, p. 225b and Pravac. 1213-17, p. 350b.
302.

Usually

says

4 angulas in length and 2 in

it is

‘

prthula/ that

it

is

tryasra

which might be an equilateral triangle, 4 angulas
long and 2 thick. But it is compared in shape with a mrdahga.
Perhaps it was something like two pyramids put together. The Pravac. calls
it tryasra and sa<Jan§a.
Placed on the handle of the umbrella-jewel it
gave light for 12 yojanas. Fastened on the head or wrist it keeps off
all calamities and disease, gives protection in battle, and preserves

and

also sacjasra,

youth.

Sth. 558, p. 399, also gives 4 angulas
but no details as to shape.

dimension and half

as broad,
297

A

305.

suvarna

is

about 175

with ‘suvarna.*
phalas.

In

about 175
298

this

g.

307.

grains troy

(MW). Jamb.

54,

madhuratrnaphala* and ending
According to it, one suvarna= 10,240 madhuratrnasame table, 80 gunjas=i suvarna, which would be

p, 226a, gives a table starting with

*

t.

The kakinl was a cube.

It

is

described also in Jamb.
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zigzag course, drawing circles on the two sides of the cave
at the end of each yojana.

Forty-nine circles producing light were made, one to each yojana, with a diameter of <>five hundred bows.
These remained, and the
mouth of the cave was open so long as the illustrious
Cakravartin lived on earth. By the light of the circles,
the army advanced without stumbling, comfortably
following the King who was following the cakra. In
the light of the jewel the cave shone with the Cakravartin’s advancing army like the center of Ratnaprabha
with forces of Asuras, etc.
By the army advancing in
cakra-formation the cave was filled with a vast noise,
like a churn by a churning-stick.
The road in the cave,
marked by straight lines at once by the chariots, with
stones broken by the horses’ hooves, became like a
city street, though unfrequented.
Because of the armypeople inside it, the cave became like the lokanali 299 made
horizontal.

In the middle of Tamisra, the King came to the

Unmagna and Nimagna resembling girdles
for a garment.
They had been made by the mountain
like letters of command in the guise of rivers for
men coming from the north and south of Bharataksetra.
two

rivers

In the one even a stone rises like a gourd; in the other
even a gourd sinks like a stone.
Coming from the
east wall of Tamisra, going out through the west wall,

they unite in the Sindhu. Then the carpenter made a
path across them which was beyond criticism, like a long
secret couch of the god of Mt. Vaitadhya.
The path
was produced in a moment by the Cakrabhrt’s carpenter.
For there was no delay of material from the Gehakara-trees.
joints

were

made

Though

from

many

stones,

fitted so closely that it looked as if

their

made

of

Pravac. 1213- 17, p. 350.
The descriptions agree with
54, p. 226.
this one and add the facts that it was the shape of a goldsmith’s
anvil,

was made

299

of gold,

The same

and could remove poison.
See App. I.

as trasanadi.
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one stone of such a size. With a surface as smooth as
the hand, very hard like a diamond, it appeared to be
made from the doors of the cave’s entrance. The Cakravartin with his army crossed the rivers, though, difficult
to cross, with perfect ease, in the manner of the rule
800
for compounding words of connected meaning
Gradually advancing with the army, the King arrived
at the cave’s north entrance resembling the mouth of
The doors optned at once of their
the north quarter.
own accord as if terrified after hearing the noise of the
blow on the doors of the south entrance. Opening,
.

they made the sound ‘sarat, sariti,’ as if hurryThe
ing the departure (sarana) of the Cakrin’s army.
doors were joined with the side-walls of the cave so
Then the
closely that they appeared not to be there.
cakra, preceding the Cakravartin, came out of the
The supreme
cave first like the sun out of a cloud.
lord of the powerful departed by the cave-entrance,
like Bali by the chasm to Patala.
The elephants left
the cave like a wood on the plateau of Vindhya with
a fearless, easy gait. The horses left the cave prancing
gracefully, resembling the horses of the sun leaving the
ocean. The chariots also left the cave of Vaitadhya,
making the sky resound with their own noise, uninjured
as if leaving a rich man’s house. The infantry, very
powerful, issued from the mouth of the cave like ser-.
pents from the mouth of an ant-hill suddenly burst
open.
Conquest of northern half of Bharataksetra (335-459)

After traversing the cave fifty yojanas long, the King
started to conquer the north half of Bharatavarga. There
800

324. ‘Samarthah padavidhih’ is the name of a grammatical
sutra to the effect that complete words must have a connected meaning
in order to be made into a compound.
See. Haim. VII. 4.122 and Sid-

dhanta Kaumudi, XVII. 647.
felicitous.

The

The comparison does not seem very
two words which have been joined.

rivers represent
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named Apatas, arrogant, ricli, powerful,
They have unlimited manfiery, like demons on earth.
and
vehicles,
much gold and silver,
seats,
sions, couches,
They are rich with much livelike relatives of Kuber a.
dwell Kiratas,

stock,

have retinues of many

slaves, in general free

humiliations, like trees in the garden of the gods.

from

With

strong forces ready for many battles they are always like
oxen for loads of big carts. As soon as the Ford of Bharata
started out like Krtanta, portents took place indicating mis-

The

earth, houses and gardens being
pained
by the weight of the vanshaken, trembled as
guard of Bharata’s army advancing. Flames in the sky
appeared like forest fires, as if from the great splendor of
,the Cakrin penetrating to the end of the horizon. The
heavens became quite invisible from the floating dust. Evil
winds spread, with a cruel noise painful to hear, striking
against each other, like sea-animals in the ocean.
Meteors fell on all sides from the sky like fire-brands,
causing agitation in all the tigers of Mlecchas. There were
claps of thunder, terrifying from their great noise like
blows with the hand on the earth by Krtanta angered.
Here and there in the sky circles of crows and kites
wandered, like umbrellas of the approaching Sri of Death.
The Kiratas became extremely angry when they saw
Bharata who had come, making a sun with crores of
rays in the sky, as it were, by the rays from the golden
armor, axes, and darts ; providing the sky with teeth
by upraised staves, bows, and hammers; terrifying the
troops of Khecaras in the sky by the lions, tigers, etc.,
on the banners; darkening the face of the sky by the
clouds in the form of the troop of elephants; with the
faces of the makaras on the front of the chariots rivaling
the face of Yama; splitting open the earth, as it were,
by the blows of the horses’ hooves; bursting open the
sky, as it were, by the terrible noise of the drums of
conquest ; terrifying from the cakra, like the sun with the
planet Mars going in advance.

fortunes to them.

if

23 S
Coining together, like a conjunction of cruel planets,
as if wishing to seize the King, they said to each other
angrily, “Who is this seeker of death, like a child of
little

a low-caste person, lacking

wit, like

in ^majesty,

shame, resolution, and fame? Born on an auspicious
801
devoid of marks, he comes to
fourteenth which was lost
our territory, like a deer to a lion’s cave. Therefore
we shall at once dispel him, whose appearance is arrogant,
even though advancing from every direction, like a whirlwind dispelling a cloud.”
,

they rose together for battle against
Bharata, like sarabhas against a cloud 802 The lords of
the Kiratas wore armor, indivisible as if made of tortoiseThey put on their heads helmets covered with the
shell.
bears,
etc., giving the appearance of Raksasa-heads
hair of
with hair standing up. Their chain-armor split repeatedly
from their bodies swelling with eagerness.
Oh, their
eagerness for battle
The helmets were lifted by the
heads by their hair standing erect, as if saying from
jealousy, “ Is there another protector besides us ? ”
Some,
Talking like

this,

.

!

after stringing

them with

ease, held their

bows made

of

801

355* Pariksmapunvacaturdaslka. This puzzling expression is
explained in Jamb. 45, p. 202b, Bhag. 144, p. 174, and Uv. 2.
95,
n. 186, though Hoernle misses the point of the commentary here.
The
fourteenth day (tithi) is auspicious (contrary to the general Hindu
belief),

and a

‘

fourteenth that

full
is

’

fourteenth

is

especially

lost is inauspicious.

A

auspicious, whereas a

should be
about 24 hours, but the actual length varies from about 21 hours to
1
about 26 hours. Ordinarily, a tithi begins on one day (solar) at any hour

and ends on the next.

For

civil

the one counted for the day,

tithi theoretically

purposes the tithi current at sunrise

and a purnatithi ’ is one that is current
at sunrise and extends to the next sunrise. But sometimes a short
tithi falls within the limits of a solar day and does not touch any
sunrise, in which case it is eliminated.
It is called ksayatithi * and
is considered inauspicious.
From the Hindu point of view the tithi
that extends beyond the second sunrise is also inauspicious. See The
is

‘

‘

Indian Calendar, pp. 3. ff.
802
sarabha attacks the cloud with the idea that
357*
elephant.

Cf.

Meghaduta

1.

54.

it is

an
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horn curved like frowns of Yama angered; some drew
from the scabbard terrible one-edged swords, hard to
restrain

victory.

pleasure-couches of the Sri of
Some, like younger brothers of Yama, took up

in

battle,

like

sbme made lances dance

sky like comets.
Some carried spears as if to impale enemies from friendship
for Yama invited to the battle-festival.
Others took in
their hands iron arrows like hawks, robbers of the wealth
of life of the circles of quails of the enemy.
Some took
at once hammers with a firm grasp as if wishing to knock
down a multitude of stars from the sky. Others, desiring
No one was without a
battle, took various weapons.
weapon, just as no serpent is without poison.
Then they ran forward at the same time as one person
toward the army of Bharata, eager for the rasa belonging
to an army (heroism). The Mlecchas fought ardently
with the van of Bharata’ s army, raining weapons like
inauspicious clouds hail-stones. Weapons sprang up, as if
from the middle of the earth flew, as if from the quarters
of the sky ; fell, as if from the air, from them on all sides.
There was no part of the van of Bharata’s army that
was not divided by the arrows of the Kiratas as if by words
of rogues. The advance cavalry of the Bord of Bharata,
turned back by the army of Mlecchas, trembled like the
waves at the mouth of a river turned back by the waves
of the ocean. The Cakrin’s elephants were terrified,
crying out with a disagreeable noise, as the lions of
Mlecchas attacked them with sharp nails of arrows. The
staves

;

in the

;

King’s infantry fell, rolling like balls, struck repeatedly
by the Mleccha-soldiers with their cruel staff-weapons.
The chariots in the van of the king’s army were divided

by the Mleccha-army at will by blows with dubs, like
mountains by blows with the thunderbolt.
The general, Susena, seeing the army defeated as if it
had no general, was impelled by anger like a command of
the king. Instantly his eyes became red, his face red,
hard to look at like Agni himself in the form of a man.

;
;;
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General Susena armed himself like a king of the Raksasas
to devour all the enemies’ soldiers. The golden armor,
which became exceedingly tight from the body swelling
from eagerness, looked like another skin of the^ general.

The general mounted the king of horses that was

like

803
ninety-nine
victory in person, eighty fingers in height ,
in circumference, one hundred and eight in length; his

head was thirty-two fingers long, gradually arched; the
ear was four fingers the upper payt of the leg twenty,
the shank sixteen, the knee four, the hoof four fingers
high the belly round and winkled his back was broad,
well-proportioned, curved and soft, covered with hair soft
as threads of very fine cloth; having twelve auspicious
locks of hair curled backwards ; marked with favorable
marks ; his color attained by beautiful youth, pale like that'
of a parrot’s tail-feathers; free from blows with a whip;
following his rider’s thought; embraced by the arms of
;

;

;

Sri, as it were, in the guise of a bridle of jewels and gold
with sweet sounds from a multitude of small golden bells
tinkling, as if worshipped with lotus-wreaths with bees

was

an ornament of a
pennant of extraordinary beauty with the rays of ornaments
of gold joined with five-colored jewels with a tilaka of a
golden lotus like the sky marked by Mars; having two
buzzing inside; his

face

like

;

extra ears, as

it

were, in the guise of chauri-ornaments

attracted by the Cakrin’s merit like a vehicle by Indra’s
thought; setting- down his arched feet as if they were
sinking from a caress

;

like

Suparna

in another form, like

the wind embodied, his power seen in the crossing of one
hundred yojanas in a moment; skillful in transporting
808

The description of the horse-jewel does not quite tally
382.
with that of the perfect horse, according to the Sukrantti. His head
should be 40 angulas long, and the rest of his body in proportion
to his head. The height should be three times the length of the head
the length four times; circumference three times plus three angulas.
The equine angula
is eight.

Sukraniti

is five

4. 7.

barley corns, whereas the elephantine angula

43

ff.

:
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mud, water, stones, gravel, holes, and uneven ground
and from plateaux, mountains, caves, and inaccessible
spots; apparently moving in the sky, to judge from the
slight track left on the ground; intelligent, well-trained,
overcoming fatigue by the five gaits 801 his breath fragrant
as a lotus, named Kamalapida.
across

,

The general seized the sword-jewel, like Yama the
(name-)paper of enemies, fifty fingers long, sixteen
fingers wide, one-half finger thick, with a hilt of gold and
jewels, its scabbard discarded, like a snake whose skin is
discarded, sharp-bladed, very firm like a second thunderbolt, adorned with the clear colors of a row of variegated
With the sword- jewel, the general became like a
lotuses.
winged king of serpents, like an armored lion. Waving
his glittering sword, like a flash of lightning in the sky, the
general urged* on his war-like horse. Splitting a detachment of enemies, like the wind the water, Susena entered
the field of battle horseback. When Susena began to hew
down, some of the enemy were terrified like deer; some
closing their eyes remained as they fell, like hares.
Others
remained standing, like tired antelopes some climbed like
monkeys to uneven ground. Of some the weapons fell like
leaves of trees of some the umbrellas fell on all sides like
their glory. Of some the horses stood like serpents transfixed by a charm; of some the chariots were split as if
;

;

made

Some

own people as if
they were strangers but, saving their own lives, the Mlecchas fled in every direction. Overthrown by Susena, like
trees by a stream of water, powerless, they retreated many
yojanas. They came together in one place like friends
of clay.

disregarded their

and, after ccocsidering for a moment, went to the river
801

The Abhi.

4. 3x2-315 enumerates the 5 gaits of a horse
a mongoose, heron, peacock, or boar ’ ; valgita, which
seems to be ‘gallop ’ ; pluta or plahghana, * resembling the gait of a bird
or deer ’ ; uttejita or recita, ‘ a gait with moderate speed ; utterita, or

dhorita,

394.
‘

like

’

upakantha, or askaudita, ‘jumping with
apparently ‘ bucking.’

16

all

the feet as

if

in anger,’
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Sindhu, like sick men to a mother. After making beds out
of sand-piles on her sandy beach, they sat down like people
waiting for a bath after a funeral. Nude, supine, they concentrated their minds on the Nagakumaras, the Meghamukhas , 805 their family deities, and made a tour days’
fast.

At the end of the four days’ fast, the seats of the
Nagakumaras trembled, as if from fear of the cakra’s brilSeeing by clairvoyant knowledge the Mlecchas in
liance.
approaching like a father in case of sickStanding in the air,
ness, they became visible to them.
“ What
Kiratas,
desire
the
have you in mind
to
said
they
now ? Speak, sirs.” When they saw the Nagakumaras, the
Meghamukhas, in the air, they placed their folded hands
on their foreheads, like people who want a great deal, and
said, “Now, some one has come to our country, never
conquered before. Make him go away.” The Meghamukhas said, “ This is Bharata, the Cakravartin, invincible
The cakravartin
to gods, demons, and men, like Indra.
impervious
to
he
is
charms,
spells, poison,
earth,
on
weapons, fire, magic powers, etc., like mountain-stone to
Nevertheless, out of consideration for you, we
chisels.
With these words they
will make trouble for him.”

distress like that,

departed.

Clouds appeared at

black

as

colly rium,

like

once spreading over the sky,
oceans that had sprung up

They scolded, as it were, the army of the
earth.
Cakrabhrt with the threatening finger of lightning ; they
screamed repeatedly, as it were, with loud cries of thunder.
They stood above the King’s camp at once, resembling
a thunderbolt the size of the camp lifted for crushing it.

from

808

410. In the Jamb. (p. 240) also the Meghamukhas are
mentioned as belonging to the Nagakumaras, but I have not found
them in any of the schemes. The Nagakumaras are a subdivision of

Hem. frequently refers to the Megbakumaras, but
they also are not given in the lists. Perhaps they and the Meghamukhas are the same.

the Bhavanapatis.
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Then they began

to rain with streams of water that were

like pestles, like iron arrows, like tusks.

The earth being

completely filled with water, the chariots were like boats,
the elephants, etc., like crocodiles. The sun seemed to go
away somewhere ; the mountains seemed to disappear because of the darkness of the cloud thundering like a night
of destruction.
On earth pure darkness and pure water

appeared simultaneously like twins.
When the Cakravartin saw the prolonged, inauspicious rain, he touched with his hand the skin-jewel like
a dear servant. Touched by the Cakrin’s hand, the skinjewel expanded for twelve yojanas, like a cloud touched
by the north wind. Together with his army, the King
Stayed on the skin-jewel placed on top of the water,
as if on the earth on top of the dense-vapor (sheath).® 06
The King touched with his hand the umbrella adorned
with ninety-nine thousand golden ribs of beautiful splendor, like the Ocean of Milk with coral ; beautiful with
a golden handle free from cracks and joints and perfectly straight, like a lotus with its stalk ; affording protection against water, heat, wind, and dust; and it expanded like the skin-jewel. The King set the gem-jewel,
surpassing the sky-jewel in light, on top of the umbrellahandle to dispel darkness. The box made from the
umbrella and skin looked like a floating egg; from that
time the legend of the Brahmanda 307 existed among the
people. From the power of the steward-jewel grain sown
at dawn on the skin- jewel like a good field was ready at
evening. Pumpkin-gourds, greens, radishes, etc., planted
at dawn came up at the end of the day, like palaces of the
moon 808 Fruit trees, such as mango and plantain, planted at dawn bear fruit at the end of day, like enterprises of
.

308
307

428.

433 -

See App. I.
For the formation of the universe from Brahma’s egg,

see Wilkins, p. 85.
308

435-

allusion.

I

have not been able to find an explanation for

this
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the great.
tables,

and

The

people, delighted, ate this grain, vege-

fruit;

resorting to pleasure in gardens, they

did not know the fatigue of an army.
The Lord of the Middle World with his r/rtinue remained as comfortable inside the skin- and umbrellajewels as in his

own

house.

For seven days and nights

without interruption the Nagakumaras rained there, as if
“Who are these villains
it were the end of the world.
who are eager to cause me such trouble ? ” Knowing this
conjecture of the powerful King, the sixteen thousand

Yaksas always in attendance came armed, with quivers
fastened on, with bows strung, as if ready to burn enemies
on all sides with the flame of their anger, and spoke to the
Nagakumaras, the Meghamukhas. “ O wretches, do you,
indeed, as if you were creatures without a mind, not know
the King, the Cakrin, Ford of Bharata ? This King being
invincible to all, this undertaking of yours is doomed to
calamity, like an attack on a huge mountain by elephants
with their tusks. This being so, hurry away like bugs.
Otherwise, sudden death as never seen before will surely
Confused by hearing this, the Meghamukhabefall you.”
gods dispelled at once the mass of clouds, like magicians an
illusion.

The Meghamukhas went to the Kiratas, related this,
and advised them, “Go and take refuge with Bharata.”
Then the Mlecchas, their desires destroyed by that speech,
took refuge with the Lord of Bharata, as they had no
other refuge then.
Bowing to the Lord of Bharata, they
delivered as presents gems like the hood-jewels of snakes
heaped together, a heap of beautiful gold like the internal
contents of Meru, horses by the lac like images of the
horse-jewel.
With folded hands placed on their heads,
they spoke aloud with flattery like brothers of bards:
“ Be victorious, O Lord of the World, who have severe, unbroken power. You are like Indra in the six-part country.
Who except you is able to open the great gateway of Mt.
Vaitadhya, the very rampart of our land, O King? Who
,
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else is able,

O

conqueror, to support a

camp above water

heavenly bodies in the sky ? You are
by the Master of the gods,
because
such wonderful power. Pardon our crime of
ignorance. Now place your hand, a new life-giving drug,
on our backs. Henceforth we will remain subject to
your commands, O hord.” After making them subject to
himself and entertaining them, Bharata, knowing what
was suitable, dismissed them. For the anger of the great
like the circle of

known

is

as ‘invincible’ even

limited

by submission.

Then

at the King’s

command

Susena returned after conquering the north district of the
Sindhu, bounded by the mountain and the ocean. Enjoying delights, the King remained there a long time, as if
to make non-Aryans Aryans by contact with his own

Aryan

people.

Conquest of Ksudrahimavat (460-481)

One day, the King’s

cakra-jewel, extremely brilliant,

the armory, a security for the conquest of the quarters.
The King went by its path, like a river by a channel, as it
went by a path in the east to Mt. Ksudrahimavat. Going

left

with ease like a noble-elephant, the King arrived after a
few marches at the southern slope of Mt. Ksudrahima,
which was covered with birch, tagara, and deodar groves.
The King established his camp there, like Indra in Pandaka.
Concentrating on the deity of Ksudrahimavat, Arsabhi
made a four days’ fast, auspicious and of prime importance for the accomplishment of actions. Then at the end
of four days’ fast, mounting his chariot, he left the ocean
of the camp at dawn with great splendor like the sun.
Quickly he went to Mt. Himavat, and the chief of kings
struck it arrogantly three times with the front of his
chariot.
Then the King, standing in the vaisakha posi309
tion,
discharged an arrow marked with his name at the
,

809
In the vaisakha-position one foot is advanced. It is the
467.
position of the ‘ world-figure,' which is erroneously represented in
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After the arrow had traveled like
yojanas in the sky, it fell in front
seventy-two
a bird for
He looked at the arrow, like a
of the Prince of Himavat.
Prince of Mt. Hima.

and became red-eysd from
anger. After he had taken the arrow in his hand and had
seen the letters of the name, he became quiet, like a light

vicious elephant at a goad,

at the sight of a snake

810
.

Taking presents, he went with the King’s arrow like
a distinguished person to the Tord ^>f Bharata. Saying,
“Hail! Hail!” in loud tones, standing in the air, he
first delivered the arrow to the King, like an arrowHe took the King a wreath of deodar-flowers,
maker.
goslrsa-sandal, and all the herbs and water from his
He gave the King
pool, for that was his wealth.
bracelets, armlets, and garments of devadasya-cloth as'
He said, “ O Master, as
tribute in the guise of presents.
your agent I am here at the northern boundary,” and
stopped speaking. The King entertained him and dismissed him. He turned his chariot, that was like the high
plateau of the mountain setting out with him, like the
wish of his enemies. Then the son of Rsabha Svamin
went to Mt. Rsabhakuta, and struck it three times with
the front of his chariot, like an elephant-king with his
tusk. Stopping the chariot there, the King took the
“I
cowrie-jewel in his hand, like the sun a store of rays.
am Bharata, the Cakrin at the end of the third avasarpini,”
he wrote the words with the cowrie on its east side. Then,
being of good conduct, he turned and went to his own
camp, and broke his four days’ fast. Then the King made
an eight-day festival for the Prince of Ksudrahimavat, in
accordance with the dignity of the Cakrin.
pictures as having both feet level with toes turned out.

Yog.

4. 103,

p. 320.
310

is a proverb
Kale ke age chirag nahih jalta
No
burn before a black snake. Because it is supposed to carry
a bright jewel in its head. H.P. p. 128. The c black snake is a black
cobra. Coluber Naga, the most deadly species.

lamp

470* -There

:

:

will

*

!

;
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Conquest

of

The Cakrin arrived

Vidyadharas (482-536),
at Mt. Vaitadhya, following the

cakra-jewel like a noble elephant a horseman, with his

prancing in the air as if not finding room on
the ground between the great rivers, Ganga and Sindhu
horses

with rutting elephants raining a stream of ichor, as if
wishing to water the earth fatigued by the burden of
the soldiers; with -chariots of the highest speed making the earth adorned with

by the marks

hair-partings,

as

it

were,

the large wheel-rims; with a crore
advancing on the earth with peerless
strength, as if showing that it was made only of men.
The King established his camp on the mountain’s north
plateau where the first Jina was praised in the harmonious
songs of the Sabarls. Then the King sent an arrow, seeker
of tribute, to the Vidyadhara lords, Nami and Vinami.
When they saw the arrow, the two chief Vidyadhara lords,
possessed by a fit of anger, took counsel together, “ Now
Bharata, indeed, the first Cakravartin, has arisen here in
Bharatavarsa in the continent J ambudvipa. After writing
his name himself on Mt. Rsabhakuta as if on the moon,
turning back, he has come here. This King, proud of the
strength of his arm, has made his abode at the side of
Mt. Vaitadhya, like a rider at the side of an elephant.
So, being a conqueror he wishes to take tribute from
us also, I think. Therefore, he threw this terrible arrow
of

of foot-soldiers

-

at us.”

After talking this way to each other, they rose and,
expecting battle, set out, concealing the mountain-plateau

with their

forces.

The Vidyadhara armies came there

armies of the gods at the command
of the Tords of Saudharma and Isana.
Mt. Vaitadhya laughed as it were, thundered as it were, burst
on all sides as it were, with their loud cries of ” Kila
at their

command,

like

Kila!” The servants of the Vidyadhara lords made
resound drums of gold like caves of Vaitadhya. The lords
of the villages and cities of the districts of the north
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and south rows, wearing various jeweled ornaments

like

sons of the ocean, with unstumbling gait in the skylike Garudas, set out with Nami and Vinami like other

forms of them. Some, who could not be distinguished
from Vaimanika gods, went by aerial cars which lighted
up the heavens by the splendor of various jewels. Others
set out with roaring, rutting elephants raining showers
of mist, resembling Puskaravartaka-<^k>uds.

Some

flew in

chariots made of gold and jewels as if cut from the
Some set out
heavenly bodies, the moon, sun, etc.
speed,
in
prancing
with horses like the Vayukumaras

beautifully

in

the sky,

possessing

supernatural speed.

Some, their hands full of a multitude of weapons, wearing diamond armor, leaping like monkeys, went as infantry.
Surrounded by the forces of the Vidyadharas, the
two descended from Vaitadhya and, wishing to fight,
armed, they approached the Lord of Bharata.
Then
Bharata saw the Vidyadhara army making the sky appear
to have many suns from their jeweled cars, to have streaks
of lightning from their flaming weapons, to have thunder
from the loud noise of drums. Saying “ O seeker of tribute,
you will receive punishment from us,” arrogant because of
their magic arts, they summoned the King to battle.
Then he fought with them and their armies, separately and
together, in numerous battles, since the Sris of victory
are

won by

battles.

After twelve years of fighting, the Vidyadhara lords
were conquered and, bowing before the Lord of Bharata
with folded hands, said, “ What light is brighter than the
sun ? Who is swifter than the wind ? What happiness is
superior to moksa? And who is more powerful than
you? You have been seen today, O son of Rsabha,

Rsabha in person. From ignorance we
Pardon us, O our hereditary lord.
Formerly we were Rsabha Svamin’s servants, but now
we are yours. There is no disgrace in serving the son

like the Blessed

fought with you.

of the master like the master.

We

will

remain here at

;
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your command, like governors of forts, on the two sides
of Vaitadhya in the north and south halves of Bharata.”
At the end of the speech to this effect. King Vinami
bowed with folded hands like a man wishing to ask for
something^ though he wished to give.
Then he gave his own daughter, named Subhadra,
a woman-jewel who was like Sri made permanent, with a
form perfectly symmetrical as if made by using a
measure; made from a mass of brilliance of the jewels
of the three worlds, as it were highly adorned by youth
with beautiful hair and nails, as if by attendants always
present knowing their duties; curing all diseases, very
powerful like a divine herb; with a touch cool or hot
811
fair
at will like divine water; dark in three places
in three, red in three, high in three, deep in three, broad in
1

;

•

,

long in three, slender in three; surpassing the
peacocks with her mass of hair, superior to the
moon of the eighth day with her forehead, possessing eyes
that were pleasure-pools of Rati and Prlti, and a nose like
a long stream of water from the ocean of loveliness of her
three,

tails of

graced with cheeks that were like new golden
mirrors, and with ears, like swings, touching the shoulders
with lips that resembled twin bimbas and teeth surpassing in beauty a row of small diamonds ; her neck, as well
as her waist, marked with three lines, and her arms
straight as a lotus-stalk and soft as a lotus-fibre ; possessing breasts like the festival pitchers of Kama, and a waist
slender as if the thickness had been presented to the
breasts ; bearing a navel-circle like the whirlpool of a river,
and a row of hair like a row of durva-grass on the bank of
the pool of the navel; adorned with broad hips like the
couch of Manobhu, and with thighs like the golden
pillars of a swing; surpassing completely (in slenderness)
forehead

811

;

The 32 laksanas of men are enumerated in the KSK.
I have found no category of strflaksanas that agrees
but
1.9, p. 21
with these mentioned. The Samudrikasastra, pp. 12 ff. discusses 16
strilak§anas, but from a different point of view.
5x9.
;
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the legs of a deer by her legs, and excelling lotuses by her
feet as well as her hands like a creeper with shoots with
like the slope of
the petal-fingers of her hands and feet
;

;

Ratnacala with the shining jewels of nails; adorned with
garments, flowing, white, soft, like a river with waves
made by a gentle wind stirring ; ornamenting ornaments,
though of gold and jewels, by her charming limbs having
waves of bright luster; attended foy a woman, like a
shadow, holding an umbrella at her'^B'ackT"and resembling a lotus-pond with a pair of hansas with two chauris
moving together; surrounded on all sides by tEousaSds

by Apsarases, like Jahnavl by
rivers' Nairn also gave the King jewels of great value.
For when the Master has come to the house, what is
not to be given by the noble ? Then dismissed by the

of women-friends, like Sri

King, they installed their sons

in their

kingdoms and,

vow

at the feet of

disgusted with existence, took the

Ford Rsabha.
Conquest of the Ganga (537-547)

Then following the cakra-jewel which had set out, with
bank of the Mandakini.

great magnificance he arrived at the

The only Indra on

earth, he established his soldiers not
too near and not too far from the home of J ahnavi. After
crossing the Ganga like the Sindhu at the King’s com-

mand, General Susena conquered the north district of the
Ganga. Then he subdued the goddess Ganga by a four
days’ fast.
Politeness on the part of the powerful is
conducive to immediate accomplishment. Ganga gave the
King two jeweled thrones and one thousand and eight
jeweled pitchers.
When she saw Bharata, who was
superior to

Manmatha

state of trembling.

ornaments

in beauty of form,

Ganga

fell

into a

Her whole body adorned with

pearl-

multitudes of stars following the
moon of her face; wearing clothes that resembled (in
softness) the inside of a plantain-skin, like the water
of her own stream changed into their form; her bodice
like shining

.
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split by her breast raising the bodice by the hair rising
with delight ; throwing a dazzling glance like a svayamvara wreath, 312 urging the King in a voice choking from
love, wishing dalliance, she led the King to the pleasurehouse. Buoying manifold delights there with her, the
King spent a thousand years like a day.

March though Khandaprapata (548-567)
After informing Jahnavi and taking leave of her
with difficulty, he went toward Khandaprapata with a
strong force. Then the King with undivided forces went
abode to the cave, named Khandaprapata, like
a lion from forest to forest. At a distance from the
cave Khandaprapata, very powerful because of his army,
he encamped his army. There the King fasted for four
days, concentrating his mind on the deity Natyamala;
and the deity’s throne shook. Knowing by clairvoyant
knowledge that the Cakrin Bharata had come there, he
came with presents, like a debtor to a creditor. The
deity, very devoted to the ornament of the six-part
country, brought ornaments and undertook service.

from

•

his

Then the King,

possessing discernment, graciously dis-

missed the deity Natyamala like an actor who has finished
his play.
The King broke his fast, held an eight-day
festival in his honor, and instructed Susena, “Open
Khandaprapata.” The general concentrated his mind
on Natyamala as if he were a charm, fasted for
four days, and observed the pausadha-ceremony in
the pausadha-house.
the pausadhaAfter
leaving
house at the end of the four days’ fast, he performed
the oblation-ceremony, like the best of acaryas at a
dedication.

Then

after

and auspicious
812

over

545-

-A-

making the propitiatory

rite of

the tilaka

things, wearing a few ornaments of great

ceremony in which a

whom she throws

a wreath.

girl

chooses her husband,
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He went

he burned incense.
bowed as soon as he saw
value,

to Khandaprapata,

it, and drew
Advancing for
seven steps, he took up the staff- jewel like a golden key
The double-door openers soon as
for opening the door.
it,

the eight auspicious things

they were struck by the

by the
and

sun’s rays.

on

worshipped
its

door.

staff like a lotjiis-bud

touched

Mounted on the el^ihant’s shoulder,

setting the gem-jewel properly

yd

the right frontal

protuberance, the King entered the cave.

Bharata advanced, drawing

Followed by

destroy
the rivers
Unmagna and Nimagna, flowing from the west wall of
the cave through the east wall and joining the Jahnavi
just like two friends joining a friend, and as before crossed
at once with the army by a path. The south door of
the cave at once opened by itself, impelled by Mt. Vaitadhya, as if pained by the arrow of the army. The King
left the interior of the cave like a lion, and put his camp
on the west bank of the Ganga.
his army,

darkness

as

before.

circles to

The King arrived

The nine

at

treasures (568-587)

The King made a four days’ fast, directed toward
the treasures, a guide on the path of acquisition of
powers earned by former penance. At the end of the
four days’ fast, the nine famous treasures approached

him, each always attended by one thousand Yaksas,
Naisarpa, Panduka, Pingala, Sarvaratnaka, Mahapadma,
Kala, Mahakala, Manava, Sankhaka. They were mounted on eight wheels, eight yojanas high, nine yojanas
broad, twelve yojanas long, their faces concealed by doors
of cat’s-eye, smooth, golden, filled with jewels, marked
with the cakra, sun, and moon. As their guardians, Nagakumara-gods with names the same as theirs, with lifeperiods of a palyopama, inhabited them. The building of
houses of camps, cities, villages, mines, towns approached
both by land and water, and of isolated towns, originates in
Naisarpa.
The origin of bulk, weight, and height and
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numbers, of grains and seeds is in the treasure
The whole business of ornaments of men,
Panduka.
of all

women, elephants, and horses is from the treasure Pihgala.
The Cakrin’s fourteen jewels, the seven of one sense
and the stxen of five senses, originate from the treasure
named SarvarHna. The source of clothes of all patterns,
both white anoVcolored, is the great treasure Mahapadma. The knowledge of the future, past, and present
for three years, labor such as agriculture, etc., and the
arts also are from Kala.
The origin of coral, slabs of
silver and gold, pearls, and iron, of mines of iron, etc., is in
Mahakala. Abundance of soldiers, weapons, and armor,
also the

whole science of fighting and administration of

Manava. The origin of fourfold poetry 818
of concerts, and dramatic art, and of all musical instruments is from the treasure Sahkha.
justice are from

,

They said, “We, living in Magadha (tlrtha) at the
mouth of the Ganga, have come to you, O Fortunate One,
made submissive by your good fortune. Enjoy, and give
unceasingly as you like.
Even though the water in the
ocean should be exhausted, we would not be exhausted.”
After the treasures had submitted, the King broke his
fast and, free from hostility, held an eight-day festival for
them. At the King’s command, Susena conquered all
the south district of the Ganga as easily as a small town,
and returned. There the King remained for a long time
like a second Vaitadhya by whom the east and west
oceans had been reached with ease.
813
582. The four kinds are
1) that which concerns itself with
the 4 objects of existence (purusartha) ; duty, wealth, love, and emancipation ; 2) that which is composed in Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhrahsa,
:

composed in a meter with a
composed in an
irregular meter (visamavrtta)
composed in a meter in which first and
and
third, and second and fourth padas are equal (ardhasamavrtta)
prose; 4) prose, poetry, singing, and blank verse (?) (varnapada).
or mixed language;
fixed

number

which

3) that

is

of syllables, like anustubh, (samavrtta)

;

;

;

Sth. 673, p. 450a.

;
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Return

One day, when
the hord

to

all

Ayodhya (588-668)

of Bharata

had been conquered by

of Bharata, the cakra set out in the

Ayodhya.

After Bharata had bathed ;

sky toward

had performed the

made the
wearing a fine costume
and a^picious things;
mounted on the shoulder of the best elephant like the king
of the gods; his treasury filled by the nine treasures as
constantly attended by the fourteen
if by wishing-trees
each of the dreams of Sumangala;
of
fruit
like
jewels,
oblation-ceremony
propitiatory

rite

;

of the tilaka

;

accompanied by thirty-two thousand women of the harem,
daughters of kings married in turn, like family Srls;
adorned by the same number of fair women of the people like
exceedingly beautiful Apsarases; glorified by thirty-twothousand kings like footmen; made splendid like Mt.

Vindhya by eighty-four lacs of elephants ; and by the same
number of horses and chariots as if summoned from all
sides; surrounded

by

ninety-six crores of soldiers,

who

concealed the earth; sixty thousand years having passed

from the day

of the first

march, he set out following the

cakra.

Making even the Khecaras as dusty from contact with
the flood of dust raised by the soldiers as if they had rolled
on the ground; terrifying the Vyantaras and Bhavanapatis living within the earth by making them fear that
the earth would split from the weight of the soldiers;
accepting fresh butter, that was like a priceless object

because of devotion, at every cow-pen from the milkmaids with wide-open eyes; taking from the Kiratas in
every forest gifts, such as pearls that had originated from
elephants’ temples 314 accepting many times the contents
of jewel

and gold mines brought to him by the mountain-

lords at every mountain; treating graciously at
*

M

600.

One

of the 8 sources of pearls

serpents, bamboos, conch-shells, boars,

Kir. XII, 40 (MW).

and

:

every

clouds, elephants, fish,
oyster-shells.

Sch.

on
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village the eager village-elders like relatives

some

gifts

and not accepting others

;

by accepting

keeping the soldiers,

who were

streaming forth in all directions, from the
villages just like cows from fields by the severe staff of
looking at the village-children, who had
his command
climbed on tit^s like monkeys, gazing with delight, as
a father looks at i^ children seeing the prosperity of the
villages evidenced l&t grain, money, and live-stock which
never suffered from calamities, the fruit of the creeper
of his own government ; turning the rivers into mud and
drying up the pools, making the tanks and wells like
openings of Patala ; proceeding very slowly with pleasure
to the people like the wind from Malaya, the King,
punisher of disrespectful enemies, arrived at Vinita.
Not far away from Vinita, the King placed his camp
like Vinita’ s brother that had become a guest.
Concentrating his mind on the capital, the crest-jewel of kings made
a four days’ fast which provides certain freedom from
calamity. leaving the pausadha-house at the end of the
four days’ fast, together with the kings the King broke his
fast with a divine meal.
Arches were set up in
Ayodhya at every step, like tall play-swings of Sris who
;

;

had come from

foreign countries.

The

citizens sprinkled

every road with saffron-water, like the gods with perfumed
water at the Jina’s birth.
The townspeople erected
platforms with golden pillars like the treasures multiplied
and come forward. The platforms shone on both sides of
the road facing each other, like the Svarna mountains
around the five lakes in the Kurus. On each platform
were festoons receptacles of jewels, surpassing the beauty
of a row of rainbows. With musical instruments, lutes,
drums, etc., singers stood on the platforms like troops
of Gandharvas in the heavenly palaces.
Pearl-wreaths,
hanging from the platform-canopies as if on dwellinghouses of Sri, made the sky blossom with their beauty.
The people made the bazaar splendid with chauris like the
laughter of the city-goddess delighted, with pictures

—

!
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like

ornaments

of

the sky, with golden mirrors like
curiosity, with choice cloths

that had come from

stars

Khecaras, with wreaths of varion pillars that had been
Rows of tinkling bells and banners v^re put up,
erected.
giving the appearance of the autumn-seag^nwith cranes
with sweet cries. Every day at everwmouse the people
made pearl-svastikas in the courtyards smeared with

like handkerchiefs of the

ous jewels like girdles of Srls

yaksakardama ointment and cow-dung. At every step
there were incense- jars filled with aloe-powder, their smoke
going high enough to perfume even the sky surely.
Eager to enter the city, at an auspicious moment, the
Cakrin, an Indra on earth, mounted the elephant roaring
Beautifying the sky with only one umbrella
like a cloud.
like the moon-ornament attendcamphor-powder,
as
white
ed by Ganga and Sindhu, as it were, who had approached,
contracting their bodies from devotion, in the guise of
;

adorned with white clothes, fine, soft, firm, as if
made by some one who had peeled the essence of the slabs
of Mt. Sphatika; his whole body covered with various
jeweled ornaments, as if the ground of Earth had given
her own essence from affection ; escorted by kings crowned
with jeweled diadems, like the Naga-king by Nagakumaras having their hood-jewels; his wonderful virtues
“ Hail
celebrated by delighted bards with cries of
Hail ” like Sutraman by celestial singers ; with auspicious
sounds made frequently by heaven and earth in the
guise of an echo of the sounds of auspicious musical
instruments; a Bidaujas in splendor, like a store-house
of strength, urging on the elephant a little by spurring
with his feet, the King set out.
The people came from the villages, etc., to see the
chauris

;

!

King who had come

after a long time, as if he had
descended from the sky, as if he had risen from the earth.
The entire army of the King and the people became
mtvWI
A t'lArvf'vlA o nnoo r&A 4-r\ Vua m nA/z.
All
rvtio
4-r\
f‘1'1

-J-t-r

;
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armies and people who had come that, if a sesame seed
were dropped, it did not fall to the ground. Being praised
by some, as if by bards excited from joy; fanned by

garments waving like chauris
the sun by some with folded hands on

some with the ends
worshipped

like

of their

and flowers being delivered by
some like gardened; bowed to by some like their familydeity; with blessings bestowed by some like elders of
the gotra, the King entered the four-gated city by the
east gate, like the son of Nabhi the samavasarana.
Then there were concerts on all the platforms, just
like the simultaneous sounds of musical instruments at an
their

foreheaa^

auspicious time.

fruit

Delighted

women

of the city standing

on the main street threw parched rice, as well as
Entirely covered with
glances, as the King advanced.
wreaths of flowers thrown by men of the city, the elephant
of the elephant of kings resembled a pleasure-chariot. Very
slowly, the King advanced on the king’s highway, accompanied by the keen eagerness of the eager people.
Disregarding fear of the elephant, coming near, the townsmen gave fruit, etc., to the King. Joy is surely very
in shops

'

powerful.

Striking the protuberance with the goad-handle,

the King stopped the elephant in front of every pair
High-born young women in front of the
pairs of platforms simultaneously waved burning camphor
before the Cakravartin. Then the King, with a swinging,
blazing light-vessel on both sides, had the beauty of
of platforms.

Mt. Meru with the sun and moon on both sides. lifting up
the dishes filled with pearls like unhusked rice, he embraced
with a glance, as it were, the merchants in front of the
shops. The King accepted auspicious gifts from the
high-born young women standing in the doors in the
palaces situated on the highway, as if they were his
sisters.
The King, his hand raised in the gesture bestowing fearlessness, protected the people, who had come
near from a desire to see him like attendants, from the
staff-bearers.

17
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The King

arrived

the

at

seven-storied

ancestral

palace, very charming with elephants set up on both sides
of the courtyard like tall pleasure-peaks of the King’s
LaksmI ; resplendent with a door very beautiful with
golden pitchers on both sides, like a broad stream with
two cakravakas; adorned by a very h^autiful festoon
entirely of mango leaves, like a sapphire necklace; auspicious with svastikas sometimes p&de of quantities of

pearl

beads, sometimes from camphor-dust,

sometimes

from moonstone; having rows of pennants, some of
China silk, some of fine cotton cloth, some of devadusyacloth; its courtyard sprinkled in some places with camphor-water, in some places

and

in other places

sun at

as

rest,

it

by

by the

from flowers,
elephants; with a

juices distilled

ichor of

were, in the guise of a golden finiaL

Setting foot on the covered platform in the front court-

yard, the King descended from the elephant, supported

Like an acarya, he made a puja
thousand guardian-divinities, and dismissed
Likewise he dismissed the thirty-two thousand

by the door-keeper.
to his sixteen

them.

and the carThe King sent the three hundred and sixtythree cooks to their respective homes by a glance, like
kings, the general, the priest, the steward,

penter.

He dismissed the

elephants to a hitching-post.

merchants,

guardians of the fortresses of the eighteen guilds and

the sub-guilds,

815

and the leaders

of caravans, like guests

at the end of a festival.

Accompanied by the woman- jewel, Subhadra, like
Sakra by SacI, and by thirty-two thousand queens of
royal birth, surrounded
315

662.

The

list of

by

18 guilds

as

is

many

daughters of leaders

given in Jamb. 43, p. 193.

1.

Kumbhara (kumbhakara),

2.

Pattailla (desi),

3.
4.

Suvannakara (suvarnakara), goldsmith.
Suvakara (supakara), cook.

5.

Gandhavva (gandharva), musician.

6.

Kasavaga (kaSyapa), barber.

head of a

potter.
village.

H.

patel.

:
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the people, and by as many dramatic companies
each with thirty-two actors, the King entered the palace
which presented a festival to the eyes with its rows of
jeweled slabs, like the Yaksa-king (Kubera) entering
Kailasa. '^he King sat facing the east on the lion-throne
for a momenb^conversing a little, and then went to the
of

Ait^r bathing with his retinue like an elephant in a pool, the King ate delicious food. He passed
bath-house.

some time by plays showing the nine emotions 816 and
charming concerts, like a Yogi by mental exercises.
Coronation as Cakravartin (669-706)

Gods and men announced to him with
“You have conquered the six-part country
together with the King of the Vidyadharas.
permit us, O you who have the strength of

devotion
(Bharata)
Therefore
Indra, to
make at will your coronation as over-lord.” Authorized
by the King who said “ Very well,” the gods built a pavilion
that was like a piece of Sudharma, outside the city
in the northeast direction.
From pools, rivers, oceans,
and tlrthas, they brought water, herbs, and day. Going to
the pausadha-house, the King undertook a four days’
fast.
Sovereignty though attained by penance prospers
7.

Malakara, gardener.

8.

1.

Kacchakara (kaksakara), rope-maker ?
Tambolia (tambulika), pan-maker.
Catnmayaru (carmakara), leather-worker.

2.

Jantapilaga (yantrapidaka), presser of grain.

3.

Ganchia (desi=varuda),

4.

Chimpaya

5.

Kansakara (kansyakara), brassworker.

6.

Slvaga (sivaka), sewer.
Guara ? Perhaps gopala, cow-herd.
Bhilla, (I do not understand why bhillas should figure as

9.

7.

8

.

a
9.
818

668.

counted.

cane-splitter.

(desi), cloth-printer.

Desi.

Desi.

H.

H.

2. 84.

1. 98.

guild).

Dhlvara, fisherman.

See

MW

sub

rasa.

Vatsalya

is

omitted when 9 are

’
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only through penance. When the four days’ fast was
completed, surrounded by his harem and attended by
With
his retinue, the King went to the divine pavilion.
actors,
Bharata
of
thousands
entered
the
his harem and

The King ascended the high
an elephanifthe summit of
a mountain. The Lord of Bharata sat down on the
jeweled lion-throne facing the east, aS if from friendship

lofty coronation-pavilion.

bath-dais with a lion-throne, like

East (Sakra).
Kings to the
numb er of thirty-two thousand ascended the dais by way
of the north stairs as easily as if there had been only a few
of them. In a place not too far away from the Cakrin,
the kings sat on thrones, their hands folded, reverential
as if to a god. The general, the steward, the carpenter,
the priest, merchants, etc., ascended by the winding
Seated on appropriate seats accordstairs on the south.
with folded hands, as if
remained
they
rank,
ing to
with the Lord

the

of

intending to address a request to the Lord.

Then the Abhiyogika-gods approached for the coronation of the king of men like the Vasavas for that
They made the King’s consecration
of the God of gods.
with jeweled pitchers, natural ones and ones made by
vaikriya, 817

eakravakas 818
with lotuses placed in their mouths, imitating the sound
filled

with water

of musical instruments

like clouds, like

by the noise

of falling water.

The

kings sprinkled him at an auspimoment with pitchers which had flowing water like
own eyes from joy. With folded hands resembling

thirty-two thousand
cious
their

on

lotus-buds placed
Cakrin, “ Hail

the merchants,

!

heads, they prospered the
victorious !” Others, the general, etc.,

Be
etc.,

their

him with water and praised
well.
They rubbed his body,

sprinkled

with splendid speeches as
like a jewel, thoroughly with
817

683.

See n. 157.

818

683.

The Anas

from

its

mate at

night,

a clean, -downy,

Casarca, the ruddy goose.

and mourns

for the

soft,

It is separated

dawn, traditionally.
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fragrant reddish cloth.

They anointed the King’s body

with a paste of gosirsa-sandal which increased its beauty,
Then the gods put Rsabha
like gold with red ocher.
Svamin’s crown, which had been given by Sakra, on the
They put on ear-rings like
head of the^chief of kings.
819
attendants to the moon of the face.
Citra and Svati,
On his neck they put a necklace strung with oyster-pearls
with invisible threads, as if they had originated simultaneously in the form of a wreath. They put a halfnecklace on the King’s breast, like a crown-prince to
the necklace, the king of ornaments. They clothed the
King in garments of devadusya-cloth whose color was
as white as if they were from inside layers of mica.
They threw around the King’s neck a large wreath of
flowers, like a shadow-rampart to the breast-abode of
Sri.
Adorned with priceless garments and jewels, the
King, like a wishing-tree, adorned the pavilion which resembled a piece of heaven.
The chief of all men, having great intelligence, had
his ministers

them

summoned by
“

door-keepers and instructed

go on elephants into every single
street and make this city Vinita free from customs duty,
free from taxes, free from fines, free from unjust fines,
free from the entry of soldiers, constantly rejoicing, for
a period of twelve years.” The officials did so immediately. The Cakrin’s command is the fifteenth jewel for accomplishment of things to be done. Then the King arose
from the jeweled lion-throne and the others rose also
at the same time, like his reflections. The Tord of
Bharata descended by the way he had come ; in the same
way the others descended the bath-dais like a mountain.
Mounting the best of elephants, hard to restrain like
his own splendor, the King, very energetic, went to
his own palace. After going to its bath-house and bathing
319

as follows

:

Sirs,

The twenty-first and twenty-second constellations.
691.
K. p. 281. In the grouping of the constellations, Citra and Svati
form the sixth group.

—
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with clear water, the King took food at the end of his
When this twelve-year coronationfour days’ fast.
festival was completed, the King bathed, made the
oblation, made the propitiatory rite of the tilaka and
auspicious things, went outside to the assembly, rewarded
the sixteen thousand deities of his body-guard and dismissed them. Then ascending the best of palaces, he
enjoyed continually pleasures of the senses, like Sakra in a
heavenly palace.

His possessions (708-727)

The

cakra, the umbrella, the sword,

and the

staff

these four one-sensed jewels originated in his armory.

The

cowrie, the skin, the gem,

and the nine treasures

the treasury of him illustrious, like jewels
The general, the steward, the priest, the carpenthe four men-jewels originated in his own city. The

appeared

in

in Lavana.

—

ter

and the horse jewels originated at the foot
of Mt. Vaitadhya; the woman- jewel was born in the
northern row of the Vidyadharas.
Bharata shone like the moon, because of his form giving
delight to the eyes
like the sun, because of his brilliance
hard to endure like the ocean whose center is inaccessible changed into human form
like dharma of mankind
that had attained lordship over mankind.
He shone
always with the fourteen jewels like Jambudvlpa with
its rivers, Ganga, Sindhu, etc. 820
The nine treasures were
constantly beneath his feet like golden lotuses beneath
the feet of Lord Vrsabha as he wandered.
Always
surrounded by sixteen thousand gods as attendants, like
body-guards bought at a high price, he was constantly
served by thirty-two thousand kings, as well as kings’
daughters, with intense devotion. The King amused himself constantly with thirty-two thousand daughters of
the people as well as with the same number of actors.
elephant

;

;

;

880

App.

I.

7 I 4-

There are fourteen main rivers in Jambudvlpa.

See
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The

king

the

worlds shone with three
hundred sixty-three cooks, like the year with days. 821
He inaugurated customs on earth by the eighteen guilds
and their sub-divisions, as the son of Nabhi had done
He shone with eighty-four lacs of
by the alphabets.
elephants, horses, and chariots, and with ninety-six crores
sole

in

three

and villages.
He was supreme lord of thirtytwo thousand peoples, and lord of seventy-two thousand
of the best cities.
He was supreme lord of ninety-nine
thousand towns accessible both by land and sea 822 (dronamukha), sovereign of forty-eight thousand towns approached
by land only or water only (pattana). He was ruler of
poor towns (karbata), and isolated towns (madamba) with
a high degree of wealth to the number of twenty-four
thousand. He was tax-lord of twenty thousand mines,
and governor of sixteen thousand towns with earthen
walls (kheta).
He was lord of fourteen thousand places
where grain is stored (sambadha), and overlord of fifty-six
island settlements (antarodaka). He was chief of fortynine poor dominions (kurajya), and governor of others also
of infantry

in Bharataksetra.
Initiation of Sundari (728-797).

Continuing

to

exercise

Vinita, he began to

unbroken

remember

end of the coronation-festival.

his

own

overlordship
family,

in

at the

After a separation of sixty

No year of 363 days figures in the ordinary Hindu
Jainacarya Jay a Suriji informed me there was in Jain
reckoning a Yuga of 3 lunar years and 2 abhivardhita years (of 365
321

719.

reckoning.

days),

and that once

in 80 years

the

first

abhivardhita year had

363 days.
322
^23. This group of place-names occurs quite often. I have
adopted the definitions of the J ain commentators rather than those of
the lexicons where they differ, as I think Hemacandra himself would
undoubtedly follow the commentators. My definitions are from EISK.
Cf. Jacobi, Uttar, p. 176 and notes 3-1 1, where the
1. 88, p. 73b.
is in the case of sambadha, which is defined as ‘an
divergence
chief

open town/

For antarodaka and kurajya see Jamb.

69, p. 277b-
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thousand years, his ministers showed the King his own
family, eager to see him. Then he, fair with virtues,
828
pointed out
saw Sundarl, the full-sister of Bahubali ,
a
like
river
thin
drained
her,
naming
by his officials
by the hot season, black like a lotus from contact with
a mass of snow, her loveliness destroyed like a digit
of the winter-moon, her cheeks pale and emaciated like a
When he saw her
plantain-tree with dried-up leaves.
in such a condition as if she were a different person,
the King spoke angrily to his ministers “ Is there never
any boiled rice in my house, villains ? Is salt not found
Are there no cooks skilled in
in the Lavana Ocean ?
:

various dishes

?

Or are they,

lazy, stealing their living

?

fit to eat here, such as grapes or dates ?
no gold to be found in Meru ? Have the trees

Is there nothing

Pray,

is

in the gardens ceased to bear fruit

Do

?

grove Nandana not bear fruit ? Or
the cows here with udders like jars

is

the trees in the

there no milk from

Pray, has the cow
?
gone dry ?
But if there is an abundance of food,
etc., and Sundari eats nothing, then she is sick.
If she
has some ailment, thief of her health, are not all the
physicians dead ? Or if divine healing herbs are not to
be obtained in my house, Mt. Hima too must now be
lacking in herbs. I am grieved to see her so emaciated,
like a poor man’s daughter.
Alas you have deceived me,
like enemies.”
Bowing to Bharata, the ministers said,
“Every thing is available in your Majesty’s house, as in
Indra’s house.
However, from the time your Majesty
departed for world-conquest, she has eaten just enough
dry food 824 to sustain life.
Likewise from the time
she was prevented by your Majesty from becoming a
mendicant, she has in reality been initiated at heart.”
of plenty

!

828
824

732.

Bharata's wife.

Acamamia. The same as acamla. The present practice
in the Tapagaccha is to take one meal a day of dry food, such as
plain cooked rice and flour cakes.
Salt, pepper, dry ginger may
be used but no ghl nor anything sweet. Water is taken.
744.

;
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Questioned by the King, “O good lady, daughter
of a good lady, do you wish to become a mendicant ? ” she
Bharata said, “ Either from negligence or
replied, “Yes.”
from simplicity, for so long I have prevented her
taking the vow. She is the child like our father, free from
worldly feelings.
What are we, devoted to things of
People, greedy
the senses, not satisfied with a kingdom ?
for things of the senses, even though knowing that life is
very perishable like a wave of ocean-water, do not realize
it.
By this transitory life moksa should be obtained properly, like a glimpse of a road by lightning that disappears
instantly. Whatever adornment is applied to the body consisting of the liver, impurities, perspiration,

perfuming the house-drain.

that

is like

this

body the vow which bears the good

and

You

disease,

take with

fruit of

moksa.

Certainly the clever take jewels even from the Ocean of

When permission to take the vow had been given
by the delighted King, though she was thin from penance,
she expanded so with delight that she was not thin.

Milk.”

Just then the Blessed L,ord Rsabha, the cloud to
the peacock of the world, came to Mt. Astapada in
his wandering.
There on the mountain, the gods made
a samavasarana that was like another mountain of jewels,

and silver. Without delay the mountain-guards
came and reported to Eord Bharata that the Master
was preaching there. When he heard that news, the King
rejoiced more than at the conquest of the six-part
Bharataksetra.
The King gave a present of twelve and a
gold,

half crores of gold to the servants announcing the Master’s
arrival.

“The Teacher

of the

World has

come here

in his wandering, like the embodied accomplishment of
your desire,” he said to SundarL
The Eord of Bharata had the departure-ceremony

made by young women

of his family as well as slave-girls.

After bathing and being anointed at once with pure ointment, she put on fringed garments that were like another
ointment.
She put on choice jewels and ornaments.
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Good conduct was her ornament.

Ornaments are

for

Before Sundarl in this state, even
the sake of dignity.
Subhadra, the woman-jewel, with her wealth of beauty
looked like a slave girl. Whatever any one asked, Sundar!,

fair

in

conduct, gave

him

unhesitatingly, like a

Resplendent in garments white as
camphor-dust, she entered the palanquin, like a hansa
a lotus-pond. Sundarl, like Marudevi, was followed by the
King, the ground covered with elephant-drivers, horsemen,
infantry, and chariots. Fanned by two chauris, adorned
with a white umbrella, praised by bards, with auspicious
songs of the festival of mendicancy sung aloud by her
brothers’ wives, salt being waved 825 by noble women
at every step, resplendent with many people accompanying
her carrying full dishes, she arrived at Mt. Astapada

living wishing- vine.

purified

by the Master’s

feet.

Bharata and Sundarl experienced exceeding joy when
they saw the mountain occupied by the Master, like the
eastern mountain with a moon.
They ascended the
mountain with a broad summit, like the first wide stairs to
heaven and moksa. Then they reached the samavasarana,
the refuge of those fearing existence, with four doors like
the world on a small scale 826
The Ford of Bharata and
Sundari entered the samavasarana by the north door as was
correct.
Their bodies swollen and contracted by delight
and reverence, they made the pradaksina to the Supreme
Ford three times. They bowed to the Supreme Ford touching the ground with five parts of the body , 827 as if eager
to see him reflected in the jeweled surface of the earth.
Then the Cakravartin began to praise the first Dharmacakravartin in beautiful speech pure with, devotion.
.

825
768. Uttaryamanalavana.
Salt and mustard are waved over
a person’s head to remove effects of evil eye, etc. Modern Guj. has
the same expression, lun utarvum.
828
772. See App. I. The wall around J ambudvlpa has 4 gates.
827

775.

They do not

With Jains the

five parts are hands, knees,

prostrate themselves.

and forehead.
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Stuti (777-84)

“ One

man praises another,

reciting merits that

do not

How can I praise you, when I am unable to
even your merits that do exist? Nevertheless,
O Lord of the World, I shall make a panegyric to you.
Does not a poor man give a gift even to a rich man?
Merely by the sight of your feet, sins even though committed in another birth, fade away like ^ephali-flowers 828
from the moon’s rays.
Like juice of the herb of
nectar, O Master, your words are efficacious with people ill with disease of the three humors in the form of
delusion hard to cure. All your glances, O Lord, like
the yearly rains, are the source of a wealth of joy to
cakravartin or beggar.
By the merit of such as us,
you wander over this earth, O Master, a sun for destroying the snowball of cruel karma. Your three steps
exist.

recite

(tripadi)

consisting

of

origination,

perishing,

and per-

O

Lord, prevail> like sutras teaching the meaning of technical terms which pervade grammar. O Blessed One, this is the last existence in this world of any-

manence,

one who praises you, to say nothing of one who serves
you, or meditates on you.” After praising the Blessed
One in this way, the Lord of Bharata bowed and sat

down

in the right place in the northeast quarter.

Sundari, after paying homage to the Master, Vrsabhabannered, with folded hands spoke in a choking voice
as follows: “You were seen continually in the mind all

O Lord of the World; by good fortune because of much merit you are seen in person, O Gentle
One. Because of their merit the people have reached
you like a great lake of nectar in the desert of samsara
this time,

whose happiness is like a mirage. Even though free
from affection, you are kind to the world. Otherwise,
828

779. The Sephali is the Nyctanthes arbor tristis, the nightflowering jasmine. I have not found any belief about its flowers

perishing from moonlight.
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how can you raise it from the ocean
pain?
hady Brahmi obtained her

of misfortune
desire,

my

and

broth-

sons obtained their desire, my nephews’ sons obFrom
tained their desire, who followed your path.
ers’

regard for the Ford of Bharata, I did not take the vow.
O Blessed One, for so long I deceived myself. O leader of
O Father. Does not a
all, lead poor me; lead me,

house light a jar? Favor me; give
me initiation, O Ford devoted solely to the protection
of all, like a boat for crossing the ocean of samsara.”
Saying “ Well done Well done O noble woman,” the Ford
gave her initiation accompanied by the recitation of the
samayika-sutra. 829 The Ford gave her a sermon containing instruction, like a stream of nectar to the grove
of trees of the great vows. Noble-minded, considering
that she had attained moksa as it were, she sat down
After
in the group of nuns according to seniority.
hearing the Master’s sermon, bowing at the lotus-feet,
delighted, the Ford of Bharata went to the city Ayodhya.
light that lights a

!

!

Seizure of his brothers’ kingdoms

(798-846)

As he wished to see again all his family, the ministers showed him the ones who had come, and recalled
also the ones who had not come.
When he knew that
his brothers had not come even for his coronation-festival,
the Ford of Bharata sent messengers to each of them.
“If you desire kingdoms, then serve Bharata.” All, to
7,'

329

794.

This

is

given in the Pancaprati.

9.

p. 22, as follows:

Karemi bhante samaiyarh savajjam jogatn paccakkhami, Java niyamam pajjuvasami, duviham tivihenam manenam vayae kaenam na
karemi na karavemi, tassa bhante padikkamami nindami garihami ap-

panam

vosirami.

O Blessed One.
Since I honor self-restraint, in two ways
I

adopt tranquillity,

commit nor cause
speech, or body.

miss

it,

0

it

(sinful

activity)

I confess, I censure

Blessed One.

I

reject sinful activity.

and three ways I do not
to be committed by mind,
it,

I

reproach myself, I dis-

::
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whom

message was delivered, reflected and said
Our father divided the kingdom and gave it to us and
Even if Bharata is served, what more
to Bharata.
Will he make Death falter in attackwill he do for us ?
Will he capture the Raksasi, Old Age,
ing at his time ?
consuming the body? Or will he kill the hunters, DisOr will he destroy Greed ineases, causing injury?
creasing progressively? If Bharata is not able to give
such reward for service, who should be served by whom
in this human-birth common to all? If he wishes to
take our kingdoms by force because he is dissatisfied,
even though he has a great realm, then we too are
We do not boldly prepare to fight
sons of our father.
with your master, our elder brother, without informthis

“

ing our father.”

After making this reply to the messengers, they
went at once to Vrsabha Svamin in the samavasarana
on Mt. Astapada. After circumambulating the Supreme
Lord three times, they bowed to him, and with folded
hands on their heads all recited a panegyric as follows
ft
Who is able to praise you whose merits are not

known even by the gods ? Nevertheless,
Lord, we will praise you with conspicuous childish
Whoever pay homage to you constantly,
presumption.
they are superior to those who practice penance; whoever wait on you, they are superior to the Yogis.
completely

O

The rays

of the nails of your feet are like ornaments
people paying homage daily, O sun
fortunate
of the
You take nothing from
for the light of the world.

any one by diplomacy nor by force. Nevertheless,
you are cakravartin of the three worlds, O Lord of
the World.

You

alone,

O

Master, are present in the

minds of (all) creatures equally, like the moon in the
waters of all the oceans. Your praiser is praised, O
God; your worshipper is worshipped by all; others bow
All devotion to you has
to him who bows to you.
great fruit.

You,

O

God, are the only cloud for people

^
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burned by the

forest-fire of evil

light for people confused

you alone
by the blindness
:

You

are the only
of delusion

are a universal benefactor, like a
shade-tree on a
road, to the poor and the powerful, to fools
and to the

competent.”

After this panegyric, their eyes fixed
on the Master s lotus-feet like bees, they said
together “ Former
ly our father divided his territories and
:

distributed

kingdoms and'
them suitably to Bharata and us,
one to

each of us. We remain satisfied with those
same kina
doms, O hord of the Earth. For the

boundary indiby the Master is not transgressed by
well-behaved
persons. The Eord of Bharata is not
satisfied with his
own kingdom and others that have been seized,
cated

O

Bless-

ed One, just as submarine fire is not
quenched with
water
Just as he has taken away
kingdoms from
other kings, Bharata wishes to take ours
also.
"Abandon
your kingdoms quickly, do service to
me,’ Bharata
ordered us like enemies through
messengers.
How

are
we, self-respecting, to abandon the
kingdoms given by
at his mere order Hke eunuchs
>
?
How shall we
indifferent to great wealth, do
service ?
Only the jrreedv

do not wish to
^
1 *1
which is imminent from not surrendering
our kingdoms and refusing serviee, without asking
our father.”
The Blessed^Adinatha in whose
spotless omniscience
.«
the whole world is reflected,
compassionate,
*

fifylrf'
fight,

them
ly

.

as follows

life

must

.

:

.

“O

fight

i*

sons, heroic

men who

instructed
lead a man-

freely

with the band of enemies
iSX^Jiate, delusion, passions are enemies,
bestowing worthless things on
men even in one hundred
births.
hove even in a good condition of
causing injury.

_

am

°

Hate

a strong secud6lUSi0n
1
haS a WaS er t0
Wh ?P0 ° °f the ° Cean of existeace.
Passions
es their own dwellings.
Therefore these ene-

riJVrT n

ml

existence (gati)

’

n S feet

i v

d?fi l

-°\T
m

is

f

mies must be conquered by
men fighting constantly with
.
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weapons

which do not cause injury (to those
Service must be paid to dharma, sole
using them).
protector, so that the abode of immortal delight may
This mischievous Sri of sovereignty
be easily gained.
is the cause of endless injury from the occurrence of
many births, as great pride is her only fruit. Moreover,
the greed, which was not satisfied by the delights of
heaven in your former births how can it be satisfied
by mortal pleasures, like the thirst of the charcoalburner ?
of strategies

—

Story of the charcoal-burner (835-842)

A certain charcoal-burner took a skin filled with
water and went to make coals in a forest where the
Overcome by a thirst produced
'water was dried up.
the
coal-fire
and increased by the midday
heat
of
the
by
sun, he drank all the water in the skin. His thirst
unsatisfied by that, he went to sleep; and in a dream
he went home and drank up all the water of the waterHis thirst, like
jars, pitchers, and earthen water-jugs.
an oil-fire, unsatisfied by their water, he drank and
drank, and dried up the tanks, wells, and pools. Thirsty
just the same, he drank up the rivers and the oceans,
but his thirst was not quenched, like the pain of hellinhabitants. Then, going to a well in the desert, he tied
together a bunch of kusa-grass with cord and threw it
into the water. What does a man in distress not do ?
He squeezed the bunch of grass, whose water had
dripped back into the well because of the distance of the
880
squeezing
sticky
cloth,
like
water,
a
beggar
and drank. The thirst which had not been satisfied
with the ocean, etc., could not be satisfied with the
water from the bunch of grass. In the same way, can
your greed unsatisfied by the pleasures of heaven, be
I.e., most of the water had dripped out of the grass
was being pulled up. Snehaprota seems to refer to a doth
that had contained sweetmeats or some food.
380

while

it

841.
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satisfied

dom

by

O

the Sri of sovereignty?

of self-control is suitable for

sons, the king-

you who have

discern-

ment. It is the cause of attaining nirvana flowing
with great delight.”
Then a sudden desire for emancipation arose in the
ninety-eight, and they quickly adopted mendicancy under
ff
the Blessed One. Reflecting, Such courage Such truth
Such disposition toward asceticism ” the messengers
related the incident to the King.
Tike the moon the
light of the stars, like the sun the brilliancy of fires,
like the ocean the waters of rivers, the Cakravartin
absorbed their kingdoms.
!

!

!

!

Chapter

V

Negotiations with Bahubali (1-174)

Then the lord of Bharata went to the council-hall,
where General Susena paid homage to him and informed him, “This cakra of yours, after making universal conquest, will not approach this city today, like a
Bharata said, “Pray,
vicious elephant the tying-post.”
what hero is there now in the six divisions of Bharata
who does not obey my command ? ” The minister made
this reply: “I know your Majesty conquered this very
Bharataksetra up to Mt. Ksudrahimavat.
Is there any
victory left when you have made conquest in all
directions ? Do chick-peas stay (in one place) when
they have fallen on a moving grindstone ?
That this
cakra does not enter the city, Lord, indicates that something, insolent from transgressing your command, must
still be conquered.
Even among the gods I do not see
anyone to be conquered, invincible to you. Oh, I know
There is one to be conquered, invincible to all. The
son of Rsabha Svamin, your younger brother, Bahubali,
O Master, is very strong, destroying the strength of the
strong.
On one hand are all the weapons, on the other
hand the thunderbolt; just so, on one hand are all the
kings, on the other Bahubali. As you are the highest
of the people, son of Rsabha Svamin, so is he. With him
unconquered, what have you conquered ?
No bne
is seen in six-part Bharata who is the equal of the Master

Pray, what distinction is there to the lord
Bharata in its conquest? He does not honor your
command which is honored by the world. The cakra
does not come here as if from shame because he has
not been conquered. Since no enemy, like a disease,
(Bharata).

of

18
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even though

now

insignificant, is to

for his conquest.

The Lord
and

Enough

be disregarded, prepare
of delay.”

embraced by anger
a mountain by a forest-fire and

of Bharata, at once

its extinction, like

“

On the one hand, a younger brothdoes not obey my command; that is a cause of
On the other hand, a fight with a younger
shame.
rain-clouds, said

:

er

brother; that

,

is

If

painful.

a man’s

command

not

is

obeyed at home, his command is ridiculous outside.
If I endure a younger brother’s disrespect, I am disgraced. On the one hand, it is the king’s duty to destroy the pride of the insolent; on the other, there is
the question of good brotherly relations with a brother.
The minister
Alas! I have fallen into a dilemma.”
replied: “Your younger brother himself will solve the
dilemma which exists for Your Majesty because of your
own dignity. For the command must be given by the
This
elder, and must be carried out by the younger.
custom has been observed even by ordinary householders.
By sending a messenger let Your Majesty also give a
command to your younger brother according to the
custom observed by the people. If your younger brother,
thinking himself a hero, will not endure the command
honored by all the world, as a lion will not endure a
saddle, then Your Majesty, whose command is as powerful as Pakasasana’s, should punish him.
The people will
not blame you, because you are not transgressing the
customs of the people.”
The King replied “Very well,”
to this speech. For speech in accordance with the sastras
and the customs of the people must be accepted.
Then the King, after giving instructions, despatched
a messenger, named Suvega, skilled in polity, eloquent,
courageous, to Bahubali.

After taking his Master’s in-

structions like an initiation into messengership, possess-

ing cleverness, Suvega

mounted

his

chariot and-

Attended by good soldiers,
chariot of unequaled speed, he left Vinlta,

to

Taksasila.

'

went

with
like

a
an
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embodied command

of the King.

As he went along the

road, his left eye twitched constantly as

unfavorable

to

transaction

the

of

if

the

seeing a fate

undertaking.

His right nostril blew constantly in the vahnimandala,
like a goldsmith’s blow-pipe in a fire, even in the absence of sickness 881 Even on level roads his chariot
stumbled frequently like the tongue of a stammerer on
unaccustomed words. Even though warded off by the
horsemen, a black antelope crossed repeatedly before
him from right to left, as if impelled. In front of him
a crow perched on a dry thorn-bush and cried out harshly, as if rubbing its sword of a bill on a grindstone.
A hanging black-snake descended in front of him like a
.bar that had been thrown by fate wishing to prevent
his going.
An unfavorable wind blew, throwing dust
in his eyes, as if turning him back him alone skilled
in deliberation.
On his right a donkey brayed with the
disagreeable sound of a drum that has not been rubbed
with paste and has burst 882
Suvega proceeded, even though knowing these signs
unfavorable.
Good servants of a master do not falter
anywhere, like an arrow.
He crossed many villages,
towns, mines, poor towns, like a whirlwind, seen only for
a moment by their inhabitants. Urged on by the goad of
.

—

.
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prthvl,

28.

There are 4 mandalas, or akaras, for the breath
agni.

jala,

The

favorableness, or unfavorableness,

mandate depends on various circumstances.
for beginning

work.

It

good,

is

e.g., for

of importance from which nostril the breath comes.
is

normal for the breath

of

the agniman<Jala.

to

come from the

each

is

bad

It is

also

Agni (vahni)

taking food.

vayu,

:

of

In sickness,

it

right nostril in the case

In the absence of sickness it is abnormal
This subject is treated in the Svaro-

and therefore a bad omen.
dayasastras.
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34.

It is

use.

A

drum in most general
parchment
covering
on both ends.
barrel shaped with
mrdahga

is

the kind of Indian

One end

is

on
which

renewed each time.

moistened with a kind of black rice-paste which is left
permanently. The other end is covered with a white paste
is
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his Master’s business,

he did not rest even in groves of

on the bank of the Sindhu, etc. He arrived
at the great forest that was like a secret pleasure-ground
of Death, crowded with Kiratas with strung bows whose
targets were elephants, wearing garments of deer-skin;

trees, at pools,

like

sorcerers;

and sarabhas,

with deer, panthers,

filled

cruel

by

tigers, lions,

nature, like relatives of

Yama,

where ichneumons and snakes
were fighting; having Kirata boys intent on procuring
the hair of bears; where old trees were destroyed by
terrifying

with

ant-hills

inaccessible because of the
honey-bees started up by the Nahalas; where the sun

buffaloes fighting together;

was hidden by the mass
As his chariot was

of very tall trees.
swift,

Suvega quickly crossed

the terrible forest with ease, like a virtuous

He

arrived at the Bahali-country

ment

was

indicated

by

man

death.

where a good govern-

prosperous

women-travelers,

wearing ornaments, resting under trees at the road-side;
where the life of R.sabha Svamin was sung by happy
herd-boys seated under the trees at each cow-pen ; where

were adorned with many dense trees
with garlands of fruit, as if they had been taken from
Bhadra§ala and planted there; where at every town,
every village, and every house, beggars were searched
all

the villages

for

by

rich

men

initiated into liberality alone;

where

were inhabited for the most part by Mlecchas
who had come from the north
half of Bharata as if afraid of (King) Bharata; where
the commands of Bharata were not acknowledged, as
if it were another division apart from the six divisions

villages

of undiminished wealth,

of Bharata.

Frequently conversing with the country-people on the
who were untroubled and. did not know any other
king except &rl Bahubali j seeing even the fierce beasts of
prey in the forests and mountains quickly limping at the

roads,

command

of

Sunanda’s son (Bahubali)

affectionate speech of his subjects

inferring from the
;
and the great wealth

-
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that the policy of Sri Bahubali was peerless; recalling
his message frequently forgotten from hearing of the
excellence of Bharata’s younger brother, he arrived at

the dty Taksa^ila. Glanced at for a moment by the
people living near the city as casually as if he were a
traveler; his chariot-horses terrified by the sounds of
slaps

on

their

arms by

soldiers

engaged together in

military exercise for sport in the pleasure-gardens;

his

bumping from going on the wrong road unhindered by the charioteer absorbed in looking here and there
chariot

at the citizens’ wealth;

-

seeing the best elephants tied

to trees in the gardens outside, like elephant-jewels of
the cakrins of all the continents in one place; looking
at the fine stables with the best horses, as if they had
left the cars of the Jyotiskas and had come; shaking
his head as if from a headache caused by the sight of
the wonderful power of Bharata’s younger brother, he
entered the city.

Seeing merchants in the shops,

means

of livelihood, very rich, like

who had independent
Ahamindras, he went

to the palace-door.
Booking at the man-lion’s lion-gate,
occupied at places by infantry-troops carrying lances that
appeared to have been made by cutting off rays of the
sun; in places adorned by foot-soldiers carrying iron
arrows with tips of cane, like trees of courage with
shoots; guarded in other places by mercenaries carrying iron hammers that would not break even in breaking rocks, like elephants with one tusk; adorned in
places by the best of heroes possessing cruel strength,
carrying shields and swords like the Moon and Ketu ; sss
in places occupied by men who could shoot from afar
and hit an unseen but heard object as far as the groups
of constellations, with quivers on their backs and bows

888

Ketu is the descending node or dragon’s tail, formed
64.
by the headless body of Rahu. In representations it somewhat
resembles a sword.
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hands; terrifying at a distance with two elephants placed on each side (of the door) like door-keepers
with large staves in the form of trunks; astonished in
his mind, he stood until he was seen by the door-keeper.
Such is the custom in palaces.
in their

The door-keeper went and announced to Bahubali:
Suvega, a messenger from your elder brother, is at
the door.” At the King’s command, the door-keeper perff

mitted Suvega, the best of the wise, to enter the house,
like Mercury entering the orbit of the sun.
With
amazement he saw Bahubali attended by kings with
dazzling jeweled

sky to
tests,

wise,

crowns,

like

surrounded

earth ;

pavilions

suns brought from the

by ministers

made from

purified

by

a growth of creepers'

served by the
with shining crest-jewels,
unassailable, like Nagakumaras ; terrifying by his thousands of body-guards who held scabbardless weapons,
like Mt. Malaya with serpents whose tongues were
hanging out; constantly fanned by courtesans with very
beautiful chauris, like Mt. Himalaya with yaks’ tails;
resplendent with a staff-bearer carrying a golden-staff
and dressed in white, like an autumn-cloud with lightning, standing before him; seated on a jeweled lionthrone like the divinity of splendor.
of

the master’s wealth of

chief

princes

of

He bowed

confidence;

the world,

to the King, touching the ground with

his forehead, wearing a long tinkling gold chain like

Then he

an

indicated by

down on a seat
the door-keeper, which had been brought at the time
elephant.

at a sign with his

sat

eyebrow by the King.

Booking at

him with a glance purified by the nectar of favor, the
King said “ Suvega, I hope everything is well with the
noble Bord of Bharata? I hope the subjects prosper
in the city Vinita cherished and guarded by my father,
sir?
I trust the King has achieved a victory without
:

obstacles over the six parts of

Bharata

like the

enemies
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I hope the retinue, the general, etc., which
great
camps for sixty thousand years, is
the
formed
I hope the multitudes of the King’s elephants
well.
love, etc

.

making the sky appear to have clouds of
sunset and sunrise by their protuberances reddened
are healthy,

with

trust the King’s excellent horses,
returned after crossing the earth up to Mt.

vermilion.

who have
Hima, are

I

from

I hope the days pass
Ford whose command is
unbroken everywhere, and who is served by kings.”
When the son of Rsabha became silent after making
these enquiries, Suvega replied humbly with folded
“ The
hands
Ford of Bharata, who himself makes
the prosperity of the whole world, enjoys self-produced
Can even a god cause failure of prosprosperity.
perity to the city, Susena, and others, to elephants and
horses, whose leader is your brother? Is there anyone
anywhere, the equal or superior of the hord of Bharata,
who would make obstacles to the conquest of the six

free

fatigue.

in complete pleasure for the noble

:

Bharata

His

command always

unbroken,
served by kings, nevertheless the Ford of Bharata certainly does not rejoice in his heart. Even a poor man,
who is served by his family, is powerful; but whence
is there pleasure in power to one who is not served by
his family? Your elder brother, who came at the end
of sixty thousand years, watched with eagerness the
road by which his younger brothers would arrive. All
divisions of

?

have come there, relatives, connections, friends, etc.,
and made the coronation of the Eord of Bharata as
overlord.
The King does not rejoice at even the gods
with their Indras who have come to his throne, because
he does not see at his side his own younger brothers.
When he knew his younger brothers had not come
even in twelve years, he sent men to summon them.
For eagerness is very powerful. After some consideration
81,

This refers to the six internal enemies.

See

n. 5.
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they did not come to

Bharata, but went

To them, now

initiation at their father’s feet.

passion, there
f ulfill

they

no friend and no enemy.

is

and took
free from

How

the King’s desire for brotherly affection

can

?

Go, go, give delight to the King’s heart, if you have
any brotherly affection for him. I conjecture that you
are more hard-hearted than the thunderbolt, since

you remained (here) in
came from the ends
more

way, when your elder brother

of the earth

after

a long

t ime.

disrespect to your elder, I suspect that

From your
are

this

fearless

you

than the fearless ; for the brave, as well as

On the one hand
the timid, must attend the elder.
one who is victorious over all; on the other hand
one who

is

is
is

The second is praised
due consideration. The King, enduring

respectful to his elder.

by wise men

after

However, in
all, will endure even this disrespect of yours.
this way the opportunity for backbiters is unchecked.
In that case, the speeches of informers emphasizing
your lack of devotion will corrupt his mind, just as lumps
of fresh butter spoil milk.

A weak

point in one’s lord,

though small, must be guarded against.
By
means of a hole even small, water destroys a dam. Do
not fear in your heart at the thought, 'I- did not go
Come now. A good master does
for so long a time.’
not observe stumbling. If you go there now, at once
the wishes of the informers will dissolve like a mass
Be brilliant for a
of snow when the sun is in the sky.
long time with splendor from an immediate meeting with
the master like the moon from meeting the sun at amavasya 886

even

.

Many

him as master,
daily without being ashamed of service.
Certainly the Cakravartin, enduring dislike and affection,
must be served by kings, like Indra by the gods. Service
others,

powerful,

treating

serve him

886

107. Amavasya is the time when the longitudes
and moon are equal; i.e., when they are closest together.

of the sun

"
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done by you to him

in his relation as Cakravartin will

up the relation of peerless brotherly affection.
you, fearless at the thought, ‘ He is my brother/ do
not come, that is not fitting. Kings, whose essence is
light
If

command, are not restrained by relationship. Attracted
by his exceeding splendor, like iron by the loadstone,
gods, men, and demons come to the Lord of Bharata.
Why do you not favor merely by coming the one whom
even Vasava treats as a friend by sharing his seat?
If you scorn the King, thinking yourself a hero
verily,
compared with him, you with your soldiers are a handful

—

of meal in the ocean.

four lacs of

elephants,

Who

can endure his eightyresembling Sakra’s elephants,

'approaching like living mountains? Who will make
stumble so many horses and chariots inundating the
earth from every direction like ocean-waves at the
destruction of the world ? Who is not terrified by
the ninety-six crores of soldiers like lions belonging to

him who

is

lord of ninety-six crores of villages?

Can

General Susena alone, attacking with a staff in his
hand, like Krtanta, be endured even by gods or demons ?
Even the three worlds are a very small thing to the
Cakrin Bharata possessing the unerring cakra, like a
mass of darkness to the sun. The King, superior in
splendor and elder by birth, is always the chief. He
must be served by you, Bahubali, if you desire your king-

dom and

life.”

Then Bahubali, scorning the power of the world
because of the power of his arm, spoke as follows in
“ Well done
You
a deep voice like another ocean
alone, messenger, are the first of the eloquent since
you are able to utter such a speech before me. Verily,
my elder brother is like my father. That he desires
We
relatives to meet, that is certainly very fitting.
did not go, thinking, 'He, resplendent with the magnif:

icence of gods, demons,

us of

little

power,

if

we

!

and kings, will be ashamed of
His intentness on seizing

go.’
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younger brothers’ kingdoms, after seizing enemies’
kingdoms for sixty thousand years was the cause (of
the desire for a meeting). If brotherly feeling was its
cause, why did he send messengers to his brothers one
by one with the intention of fighting or taking their
realms? With the thought, ‘Who will fight with his
even though rapacious ? ’ the noble
elder brother,
his

younger brothers followed their father. The hypocritical
conduct 888 of your master seeking a pretext was quickly
shown by his annexation of their kingdoms.
Showing that kind of affection for us, he sent you,
distinguished,

experienced

in

fluent,

deceitful

talk.

my

kingdom, have the same joy
at my coming which he experienced from the gift of.
their kingdoms by his brothers who became mendicants ?
I am harder than a thunderbolt since, though having
little power, I do not accept his wealth, fearful of my
brother’s contempt
He is more delicate than a flower,
who, deceitful, himself takes the kingdoms of his younger
Will he, greedy for

!

who

brothers

we more

fear censure!

fearless

than the

Pray, messenger,
fearless,

since

kingdoms

we

how

are

disregard

Respect for an
elder person is ordained, if the elder person is deserving
of respect.
Respect for an 'elder person lacking in all
venerable qualities is the abode of shame.
One abandons
an elder who is arrogant, does not know right and
wrong, and has adopted the wrong course. Has any horse,
etc., been taken from him, or any city, etc., been destroyed, because of which ‘the King, enduring all, will
endure our disrespect’ ? We shall not make an effort
there to refute wicked people.
Are the virtuous, acting
after due consideration, ruined by mischievous talk?
Has the reason because of which we did not go for so long

his seizure of our brothers’

888

?

128. Bakacestita.
The heron is considered an example of
hypocrisy and deceit.
There are various proverbs illustrating this.

See H.P.

p. 24.
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,

disappeared, so that we, indifferent, would go to the
Cakrin now? Hunting for a pretext like a bhut, what
mistake of ours can he find, since we have always and
everywhere been careful and not grasping? How, pray,
can the Bord of Bharata be our master, since we did
not receive anything, this kingdom, etc., from him ?
Rsabha alone is my master and his. How is the relationship of master and servant possible between us ? If I
went there for the sake of splendor, what sort of splendor
would he have ? When the sun rises, fire is not brilliant.
Bet those feeble kings serve him, regarding him as
master, toward whom cowards that they are he is capable of favor and disfavor. If I performed service to him
’from the standpoint of brotherly affection, the people
would talk scurrilously about it in reference to his being
-Cakravartin. ‘I am fearless, because he is my brother.’
Bet the giver of commands command, if he is able.
Bnough of brotherly affection. Diamond is not cut with
diamond. Bet him be content with the attendance
What have I to do with
of gods, demons, and men.
him ? A chariot suitable for the road only, even though
armored, is broken on a post. If Mahendra, devoted
to our father, made the father’s eldest son share his
throne, why is he arrogant about that ?
There may
be others who with their armies are like a handful of
meal in the ocean, compared with him ; but I, mark
you, would be a submarine fire hard to endure from

—

—

its

heat.

Infantry, cavalry, chariots, elephants, general,

—

—

and Bharata, too all of them shall be absorbed in
me, like lights in the light of the sun. The man, whom
I tossed up in the air as easily as a clod when I was
a child, taking him by the feet, as an elephant would
take him with its trunk, and whom I caught like a
flower, when he had gone very far in the air and was
falling to the ground, with the idea, ‘He must not be
killed,’

has forgotten that because of the flatteries of
and now has attained another

flattering defeated kings,

s
!
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birth, as it were.

The

arm

of Bahubali.

my

him because

I,

—

all

of

endure pain from the strong
Let him come with
Go, messenger.

them; but he alone
desire for

flatterers will disappear

will

The earth belongs to
content with the part given by our father,
kingdom and

life.

permit it.”
Suvega, clinging to his courage though disturbed
got up and left the council-hall, watched by
mind,
in
the kings whose eyes were red with “anger, like tigers
restrained by snares of the master’s firm command;
leered at terribly again and again by the princes whose
lips were trembling from anger, saying inwardly, “ Kill
Kill!” looked at
firmly, their

by the body-guards,

swords advanced a

little,

their belts girded
their

brows

raised,'

wishing to devour him considered by the ministers
with the thought, “ This villain will be killed by some
as

if

;

impetuous footman of our master”; made to rise by
the door-keeper who had stood with one hand ready

and had raised

his

foot,

as

if

eager to seize

him by

the neck.

He

left

the lion-man’s lion-gate with stumbling feet,

looking at every step at death, as

it

were, on

all sides

from the army at the gate very angry at
from the loud words of the angered
Lord of Taksasila; from the shields being shaken, from
the large swords being made to dance, from the cakras
being lifted, from the hammers being seized, from the
arrows being brandished, from the quivers being pressed
out, from the staves being taken up, from the axes being
sharpened. Mounted in the chariot, he left the city, hearing the loud speech of the townspeople talking to each
other.
Who is this stranger who has gone from the King*
?”
“ He is certainly King Bharata’s messenger who
door
has come.” “ Is there some other king here on earth ?”
“The elder brother of Bahubali, Lord of Bharata, in
Ayodhya.”
“Why did he send a messenger here?”
u Where
“ To summon his brother,

of himself,

their inference

‘

f

King

&rl Bahubali.”
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was our master’s brother gone

for so

long?”

gone to conquer the six parts of Bharataksetra.”

“He was
“ Why-

now eagerly summon his younger brother?”
“To have him do the service common to other kings.”
“After conquering powerless kings, why this climbing a
does he

stake here

?

”

“ Unbroken pride from his being cakra-

887

the cause of that.”
“How will the King
been
when
he
has
defeated
by his younger
show
brother?”
“Having the semblance of a conqueror,
does
not
he
know his future defeat.” “ Has King Bharata
a mole for a minister ?” “ There are many wise hereditary
ministers.”
“Why did they not restrain him when he
wished to scratch the serpent’s mouth?” “He was
not restrained, but urged on. Such is destiny.”
vartin

is

himself,

Preparations for war by Bahubali's

men

As he went, he heard

were history such

as

if

it

(175-209)

between the two sons of
an
Rsabha which had been made public at the gate as
if
by deities. Though he went quickly because of
anger, the story of their quarrel went on the road more
account of the quarrel

At that news, the soldiers in
every village and in every city made instant preparations
for camp, as if by the King’s order.
Some dragged
quickly, as

if

in rivalry.

from coach-houses, and strengthened
Yogis strengthening their
Some, having mounted, conquered fatigue to
bodies.
train the horses on the riding-path to endure battle by
Others went to blacksmiths’ houses and had
five gaits.
their weapons, sword, etc., sharpened, like embodied
out

war-chariots

them with new

axles, etc., like

Others joined together the best
with new strings, and made bows
like bows of Yama.
Some brought

splendor of their lord.

horn and fastened
of horn that were
jj 0 '

Whether
or

*

it

difficult

it

h ave found no trace of this as a popular expression.
means suicidal,’ with perhaps a reference to impalement
1

‘

’

is

not

clear.
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camels from the forest for carrying armor, etc., that
cried out on the march like living musical instruments.
Some made firm quivers with arrows and coats of mail
with helmets, even though already firm, like logicians
the Siddhantas (Scriptures). Some spread out concealing,

heavy curtains and tents
vas, and examined them

of felt, like palaces of

instantly.

with each other, devoted to
for battle,

and

also people in

eager for battle,
to

is

All, as if in rivalry

King Bahubali, prepare
the country. If any one,

restrained

show the King devotion,

Gandhar-

is

by

a friend, he, wishing

angry with him

like*

an

enemy.

As he went along the road, he saw such preparation
on the part of the people, who wished to show devotion to
the King even with their lives, because of their affection.
When they had heard and had seen, the mountain-kings
in his territory also assembled, from thinking themselves
wonderfully devoted to the King. Just as cows run from
arbors at the call of the cowherd, thousands of Kiratas

ran at the sound of their cow-horns. Some soldiers bound
their hair quickly with the skin of tigers’ tails, some witl
peacocks’ tail-feathers, some with vines.
Some fastened
their deer-skin garments with snake-skin, some with treebark, some with iguana-skin.
Carrying stones and bows
in their hands, leaping like monkeys, like dogs they soon surrounded their own masters who were devoted to thei:
lord.
“Now at last we can give a return for Bahubali’!
favor by destroying Bharata’s army,” was what the]
said.

Noticing such enthusiastic preparations on their part
Suvega, being endowed with a discriminating mind, re
“ Indeed, these adherents of Bahubali living
fleeted thus
:

in the district hasten to the battle-business as if from in
herited hostility.
Even these Kiratas, indeed, desirinj
battle in the vanguard of Bahubali’ s army, are eager to kil

our army when

it

paring for battle.

has come. I see no one who is not pre
There is no one here who is not devotee
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to Bahubali. In Bahali the warriors are devoted to the
Master, and the farmers also. Is it the inherent characInfantry,
ter of the country, or is it Bahubali’ s merit ?
But the whole
vassals, etc., may be bought by money.
earth has become his wife gained by his merit. I think
the Cakrin’s army, even though large, is weak compared with the smaller army of Bahubali, like a heap of
grass before a fire. Moreover, I fear even the Cakrin is
inferior to the great hero Bahubali, like a young elephant
The Cakrin alone is reputed to be powerto a £arabha.
The younger son of
ful on earth; Vajrin in heaven.
Rsabha is between them or above them. I think the
Cakrin’s cakra and Vajrin’s thunderbolt would be useless
just from a slap of his hand. So, he is a bear seized by the
ear, a serpent held in the hand, since we have made an
enemy of mighty Bahubali, alas! We foolishly injured
him by threats when he was contented with taking one
What was lacking
district, like a tiger seizing one deer.
to the King through the service of many kings that this
man was laid hold of for service like a lion for a wagon ?
Shame on the ministers, thinking themselves friends of the
Shame on us, also, who like an enemy treated
master
the master with indifference in this matter
Shame on
the messenger-service destroying merit. The people will
say, * The Lord’s quarrel was started by Suvega who went
Thus reflecting unceasingly, in a few days
alone.’”
Suvega, skilled in polity, arrived at the city Vinita.
!

!

Decision

Led

to

go to

war (210-262)

by the door-keeper, he bowed
The Cakravartin had him sit down,

into the assembly

with folded hands.

and questioned him considerately.

my

“Pray,

is

Bahubali,

Suvega, I am disturbed
younger brother, well ?
because you have come back so soon. Or rather, dismissed by him, you have come quickly. That would be
heroic conduct suitable to my powerful brother.” Suvega
said: “Your Majesty, not even a god is able to cause

;
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failure of prosperity to

yourself.

him

First I spoke to

possessing exalted power like

him

respectfully about service

to the Master, desirous of great benefit (to him), because
he was your younger brother. After that I spoke to him

with severe words

like

a sharp medicine that

is beneficial

Neither from conciliation nor from sharpness
does he consider service to Your Majesty. What, pray,
would make a cure in a disease of the three humors?
in the end.

He, the essence of pride, considers even the three worlds
hike a lion, he does not recognize any rival
like grass,
When I described General Susena here and
whatever.
‘
army,
saying
What is that ? he turned up his nose
your
When the Ford’s conquest of sixas if at a bad odor.
part Bharata is praised, he looks at his own arms and.
does not listen.
He said, * Bharata took the six parts of Bharataksetra
because of my indifference, as I was satisfied with the
’

Enough of service to him
he summons Your Majesty to battle

part given by our father.

and now,

fearless,

’

your brother,
he does not
endure the power of another, like a rutting elephant. His
vassal-kings in his council*, like Hari’s Samanikas, possessing cruel valor, are not lacking in his feelings.
There
are his sons also, proud of his great royal splendor, their
arms itching for battle, as if he had been duplicated ten
times. His ministers, proud, approve his counsel. Such
as the master is, so is the retinue.
The townspeople
also devoted to him, know no other king and endure
no other, as good wives will not endure another husband.
The country-people, who pay taxes and give
forced labor, are willing to serve him with their lives
from affection, like servants. The soldiers, who live in
forests and mountains like lions, obedient to him, also

like

a tigress for milking.

So,

such

is

strong, proud, long-armed, uncontrollable,

wish to accomplish his purpose. And now enough, or
rather too much, has been said. The hero now waits,
wishing to see you, O Master, with eager desire for battle.
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Henceforth let the Master do what is pleasing to himself.
However, messengers, not ministers, give true information.”

Portraying astonishment and impatience, patience and

an actor, Bharata said “ No
one, of gods, demons or men, is equal to him.
Even in
joy, etc., simultaneously, like

childish sports, this

:

was made quite clear.

Even the

three

worlds seem like grass to my younger brother, the son of
the Master of the Three Worlds. This is true not empty
praise.
I am worthy of praise always because of him,
the younger brother. One large arm alone does not look
well when the other is very small. If a lion would endure
a fetter; if the sarabha would be submissive ; if Bahubali
w-ould be obedient then, indeed, what would be lacking ?
Therefore we shall endure his lack of respect.
If the
people say I am powerless, let them say it. Every (other)
object can be obtained by force or money. A brother can
not be obtained anywhere, especially such a one.
Is this
right or not ? Why do you stand silent like strangers ?
Speak the truth, O ministers.”
The general, pained by the Master’s tolerance and
Bahubali’s disrespect as by a blow, said “ Tolerance on
the part of the Ford of Bharata/ a good lord, the son of
R$abha SvSmin, is suitable, to be sure, (fui for people who
are suitable subjects for compassion. If any one would
live, even in another’s village, he becomes subject to him.
He is not submissive to you, even in speech, though
enjoying territory. An enemy, even destroying life but
increasing prestige, is better than a relative injuring a
brother’ s prestige.
Kings defend their prestige by treasure
armies, friends, sons, and even by their bodies. For
prestige is their Hfe. Was your realm lacking in anything? The Eord’s conquest of six-part Bharataksetra
;

;

:

was

certainly

respect

is

made

for prestige.

injured in

all.

A

Prestige injured in one

virtuous

woman who once

violated good conduct would be always lacking in virtue.

Even in the case of house-holders there is an apportionment
19
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of

money by

They

relatives.

are not at all indifferent to

A

on the lord’s
all of
conquering
part to conquer in this case,
Bharata, is drowning in a cow-track after crossing the
ocean. Moreover, has it ever been seen or heard of that
anywhere on earth a king is rival to the Cakrin and yet
prestige that has been acquired.

failure

after

enjoys his kingdom

Whatever

?

affection, arising

the relation of brother, the Lord
disrespectful, that is the sound of

hand

8® 3

may have

If the Lord, affectionate to

.

for

from

him

clapping with one

him who

is

lacking

speak thus,
even Your Majesty prevent
the cakra remaining outside today because of the promise, I shall enter after I have conquered all enemies.’
He, an enemy in the guise of a brother, does not
deserve to have his fault disregarded.
The Lord should
ask other ministers about this matter.”
in affection like a courtesan, forbids us to
let

him

forbid.

How

will

C

The Prime Minister, equal to Brhaspati, questioned
by the King by a look, spoke as follows “After the
general has spoken effectively, who else can speak on this
subject? Verily, those fearing the exertion of power are
:

Generally, agents, even
though instructed by the Master to act in accordance
with prestige, give answer to suit their own purpose or to

indifferent to the Master’s glory.

But the general speaks only to
increase your Majesty’s splendor, like a wind increasing

increase the difficulty.

that of a fire.
Master, the general is like the cakra-jewelHe is not satisfied to leave unconquered even a small

Enough

Order your marching-drum to be beaten like an enemy by the door-keepers
this very day. Have all the soldiers with their vehicles
and equipment come together at its penetrating sound,
like the gods at the sound of Sughosa.
Your Majesty
must make a march to Taksasila to increase his prestige

hostile part.

338

249,

A clap with

of hesitation

There is a Marathi proverb
one hand makes no sound.

;

!

Eka katane

tall

vajata nahi.
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as the sun goes to the north

389

to increase light.

By-

going himself,

let the Master see his brother’s brotherliBet him know whether Suvega’s speech is true
or false.” The Bord of Bharata agreed to this speech.
For wise people agree with a fitting speech even from

ness.

an

inferior person.

Bharata' s march (263-84)

Then on an auspicious day the King, after making propitious rites for the march, mounted an elephant, high as a
mountain, for the march. Musical instruments for the
march were played by thousands of men mounted on
chariots, horses,

and elephants, and on

foot, resembling

an army of other kings. At the sounds of the musical
instruments of the march, all the soldiers came together,
like concert-performers at the sounds of hand-clapping to
Attended by kings, ministers, vassal-kings,
generals, as if he had become several persons, the King left
the city. Then the cakra-jewel, attended by one thousand
Yaksas, went ahead of the Bord of Bharata, like a general.
Thick streams of dust soon spread afar, announcing the
King’s march like enemy-spies. Then the native haunts
of elephants seemed elephantless, because of his elephants
numbering lacs that had set out. Because of his horses,
chariots, mules, and camels starting out, all the rest of the
world was without transportation, I think. To the people
seeing his infantry, the world seemed made of men, just as
it all seems made of water to those looking at the ocean.
“ Bharataksetra was conquered by him, like one field.
He attained the fourteen jewels, like a muni the purvas.
The nine treasures were submissive to him like ministers.
This being so, why and where has the King set out ? If
he goes by chance or to inspect his territories, why does
”
the cakra, the cause of conquest of enemies, go in front ?
keep time.

889

260.

I.e,,

the period of the sun’s progress north of the equator

up to the time of the summer

solstice.

;
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“ Judging

from

the

direction,

certainly

he marches

“Alas! Passions, even in the case of
against Bahubali.”
great men, have unbroken influence. Now, he (Bahubali)
Wishing
is said to be invincible even to gods and demons.
to conquer him, he (Bharata) wishes to root up Meru with
his finger. Whether he conquers his younger brother or is
conquered by him, there will be a great loss of glory to the

King

Such condemnatory speech from

in either case.”

the people was

made

for

a long time at every village,

every city, every road, as the King advanced.
The King, following the path of the cakra day

by

day, arrived at the Bahali-country, like the sun arriving
at another sign of the zodiac, making the Vindhya Mountains appear to be increasing

in size,

making darkness*

appear to advance by the streams of dust rising on all
sides ; making the heavens resound by the noises of neigh-

and hand-clapping, as if by drums
of the four divisions of the army ; drying up the streams
on the roads everywhere, like the sun of the hot season
making
felling the trees on the road like a violent wind
the sky appear to be filled with cranes by the army-banners
sprinkling the earth, oppressed by the soldiers, with the
The King established
ichor of the elephants, as it were.
a camp at the entrance of the country and stopped,
ing, roaring, squeaking,

;

observing a boundary, like the ocean within

its

boundary.

Bahubali’ s march (285-298)

The son

Sunanda knew

at once of his arrival from
the house of royal state-craft.
Then
Bahubali had the kettle-drum beaten for the march,
making the sky resound with echoes as if it were turned

spies

—the

of

pillars of

into a drum.

The

departure-rites

made, Bahubali,

like

mounted a bhadra-elephant like
eagerness embodied. He was surrounded at once by kings,
princes, ministers, and other heroes, like Purandara by
gods. Bahubali shone with them possessing great strength
and great eagerness, setting out on one duty, indivisible.
auspiciousness embodied,
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His elephant-drivers, horsemen,
charioteers, foot-soldiers came at once by thousands, as if
governed by his thoughts. Possessing unshakeable determination, making the earth seem to be made only of
warriors by his mighty heroes with weapons raised, he set
like pieces of himself.

out.

Greedy

for undivided victory, his warriors said to
each other, “ I alone will conquer the enemy.”
In that
army even the kahala-player considered himself a warrior.
All the pebbles too in Mt. Rohana share jewelship.
At
that time the sky seemed to be made of white lotuses,
from the governors’ umbrellas white as the moon. Bahubali went inspecting the kings individually, esteeming
them powerful just like his own arms. Bahubali split the
earth, as it were, with the great weight of the armies and
the sky by the violent noise of the musical instruments, as
he advanced along the road. He arrived at the boundary
of his territory, even though distant, very soon. Certainly
those eager for battle are swifter than the wind. Bahubali
placed his camp on the bank of the Ganga, not too near
and not too far from the L,ord of Bharata’s camp.

Preparations of both armies for

At dawn, the

sons of

Rsabha

battle

(299-363)

invited each other like

guests to a battle-festival, sending

the invitations

by

Then Bahubali appointed as general his son
bards.
Sihharatha, devoted, approved by the kings, possessing the
strength of a lion. The King himself placed a golden
that was like shining glory, on his head, just
as on the head of the state-elephant. Delighted by the

battle-fillet,

which he had received as if he had
received the earth, he went to his own abode, after bowing
battle-instruction

After giving instructions to the other princes
in regard to the battle, the King dismissed them. The
master’s instructions were a favor to them, eager for battle

to the King.

themselves.

Bharata

also, like

a chief acarya, gave Susena battle-
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with the approval of the princes, kings, and
Susena received the Master’s instructions like a

initiation,

vassals.

charm

for success

and went to

his

own

house, desiring

When he had summoned the
like a cakravaka.
crowned kings and other vassals, the hord of Bharata
“ O mighty men,
gave instructions for battle as follows
in the battle with my younger brother, you must carefully
follow General Susena like myself. O men, many kings,
insolent from their strength of arms, were made submissive
by you, like vicious elephants by mahouts. After crossing
the Vaitadhya Mountains, remember! you courageously
subdued the Kiratas difficult to subdue, like the gods the
demons. Alas what if they were all conquered since no
one among them resembles even the infantry of the Lord
of Taksasila. Soma, the eldest son of Bahubali, alone is
able to scatter soldiers like wind cotton. Sinharatha, a
great warrior, the youngest in age but not the least in
power, is like a forest-fire against the enemy’s army.
dawn

:

!

Moreover, each one of the others, sons, grandsons, etc.,
of Bahubali, strong as an army of ten divisions, makes
even Krtanta afraid.
His vassal-kings, etc., are their
equals in devotion to the master and in power, just like
weights put on the scales to balance them 340 All the
soldiers in his army are as strong as the man who, alone
powerful, becomes the chief in other armies.
To say
.

nothing of Bahubali, very powerful in battle, he has a battle
array very hard to break like diamond.
Follow Susena
approaching him for battle, like winds from the east a
cloud of the rainy season.”
Their bodies increased in size

from horripilation

filled inwardly with
Dismissed by the King,
they went home, wooing their opponents as well as the
all

over,

as

if

nectar-like speech of their lord.

Sris of victory.

The best
840

314.

but here

it

or, perhaps,

of heroes prepared for the business of battle

Pratimana

must be
the scale

is

quoted only as ‘weight’ in the abstract,
put in one scale-pan to balance,

either the weight
itself.

—
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wishing to cross the ocean of debt of favor from the two sons
of Rsabha. They worshipped their respective weapons
sword, bow, quiver, club, spear, etc., like divinities.

In front of the weapons the warriors played loud musical
instruments, as

with eagerness.

if

to supply the time for the heart dancing

The

warriors anoint themselves with

sandal-unguent, fragrant like their

own

spotless glory.

new
The

put decorations of musk on their foreheads, which
resembled a military fillet of dark cloth put on. Sleep,
as if terrified, did not come to the two armies of heroes,
watching their weapons and making conversation about
future fighting. For the heroes of the two armies, desiring
to fight at dawn, the three watches of the night passed as
slowly as a hundred. Then the sun mounted the peak of
the eastern mountain, as if to see the eagerness of the two
The loud sounds
sons' of Rsabha for the sport of battle.
of the battle-drums of both armies arose, like the sound of
the waters of the ocean when it was stirred by Mandara as
a churning-stick, like that of Puskaravarta clouds arising
at the end of the world, like that of the mountains struck
soldiers

by the thunderbolt.
Then the elephants

of the quarters, the flaps of their

ears pricked up, trembled ; the oceans were agitated

by the

sea-monsters wandering in fear; animals, though cruel,
entered caves on all sides ; great serpents disappeared from
hole into hole; mountains trembled, their peaks falling
down into big rocks ; even the king of tortoises was terrified, contracting his feet and neck ; the sky fell entirely
to pieces, as it were ; the earth burst, as it were, from the

spreading noise of battle-drums.
Made to start by the war-drum, like a royal doorkeeper, the soldiers of both armies prepared for conflict.
Some prepared again and again new chain armor which
kept bursting from the body swelling from eagerness for
battle.
affection.

Some equipped
For

their

horses

themselves

from

soldiers take better care of their animals

than of themselves.

Some,

after equipping

and mounting
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their horses,

made them go

to test them.

If a horse is

badly trained and apathetic, it is like an enemy to the
Some worshipped their horses like gods, if they
rider.
For neighing in
neighed on taking their equipment.
who
received horses
Some,
battle is indicative of victory.
For this
without equipment, laid aside their own armor.
is the heroic custom in battle of men proud of their arms.
“You should go unstumbling in the terrible battle,
You should show skill,” some
like a fish in the ocean.
instructed their charioteers. Some completely filled their
chariots with weapons, like travelers with supplies, foreSome set up flag-poles
seeing a battle for a long time.
with their respective cognizances raised, like bards for
announcing themselves from afar. Some yoked horses to
chariots with closely joined yokes, winds to the ocean of
the enemy’s army. Some gave very strong armor to
charioteers.
For chariots, even if they have horses, are
useless without charioteers.
Some adorned the elephants’
tusks, harsh from union with rows of large, iron rings, as
if they were their own arms.
Some put elephant-armor
with wreaths of banners, like abodes of the Sri of victory
who was to come, on the elephants. Some made at once
tilakas from the ichor from the bursting cheeks of the
elephants, as if from musk, saying, “It is an omen.”
Some mounted the elephants, unrestrainable like the mind,
not enduring even the wind rich with the fragrance of the
All had all the elephants
ichor of the enemy’s elephants.
like
an elegant dress for the
armor
that
was
take golden
festival of battle. The elephant-drivers had the elephants
take iron hammers by the ends of their trunks as easily as
blue lotuses with erect stalks. The elephant-keepers
quickly put on the elephants’ tusks sharp sheaths, like
tusks taken from Yama.
“ Let the mules and carts filled with arrows go forward
quickly, one after another.

Otherwise,

how

will

arrows

be supplied to archers? Let camels laden with coats of
mail go, since the armor worn in the beginning by warriors
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engaged in unceasing battle will break. Fet other chariots
prepared for the charioteers follow.
For chariots are
broken by a stroke of the sword like mountains by a flash
of lightning. Fet other horses go by hundreds behind the
cavalry, so there will be no hindrance, when the first
horses have become tired. Fet many elephants go behind
each crowned king, since their fight does not cease with
one elephant, Fet the buffaloes go behind the army,
carrying water, living reservoirs for those burned by the
hot season of exertion in battle, bet new healing herbs

be carried by bags, 841 like the treasury of the Ford of
Herbs (moon), like the essence of Mt. Hima. ” The noise
of the battle-drums increased from the confusion arising
from these instructions for battle of the King’s subordinates.
The universe seemed to be made of sound from
the uproar arising in every direction, and to be made of
iron from the weapons waved on all sides.
Bards, excited by battle, joyful as if on a festival-day,
wandered unconfused to every elephant, every chariot, and
'

every horse, recalling the adventures of men of former times,
as if they had been seen at that time; praising the fruit of
842
celebrating again
steadfastness in battle, like Vyasa;

and again zealously the adversaries present, to inflame the
warriors, like the sage Narada.

848

Bahubali’s preparation (364-388)

Then Bahubali bathed and went to the temple to
Great men are never in doubt about
worship the god.
their duties.
There with devotion he bathed the image of
Rsabha Svamin with fragrant water, like Vasava at the
841

358.

Gaunlbhi

of the text

must be emended to gonibhi of the

GonI ought to be an animal in accordance with the context.
Also utpat would be more appropriate in that case. GonI does mean
* cow/ but as cows are never used as beasts of burden in India, I have
reluctantly translated it bag/
842
361. The traditional compiler of the Mahabharata.

MSS.

*

-

848

363.

The Rishi who

first

taught music.
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Free from passion, he polished it with a
divine fragrant reddish cloth, like a good layman his own
mind with faith. Then he anointed the image with yaksakardama-ointment 844 as if making a jacket of divine
doth. The King worshipped the Jina’s image with varied
wreaths of flowers, resembling in fragrance wreaths of
flowers from the trees of heaven. He burned divine incense
in a golden incense-burner, making a puja with its smoke
Then he, wearing his upper
like a puja of blue lotuses.
garment, like the sun in the sign of Capricorn, 345 took the
birth-bath.

light-vessel

brilliant

with

light,

the

like

down the

After he had put

brilliance.

sun gaining

light vessel,

bowed with folded hands and recited a
with devotion to Adinatha.

bali

hymn

Bahu-

of praise

Stuti (372-379)

my own ignorance, O All-knowing, I
my feeling of devotion, hard to restrain,
me speak. O first Ford of the Tirtha, the light

“Disregarding
praise you.

makes
from the

For

nails of

your feet

is

refuge for creatures terrified

victorious, forming a secure

by the enemy

existence.

O

God, fortunate people hasten daily, even from afar, to see
your lotus-feet, like a king-goose (to lotuses).
O God,
you alone are made a refuge by the discerning, suffering
from the terrible pain of samsara, like the sun by those
suffering from cold. For those who look at you, O Blessed
One, with eyes unwinking from joy, an existence devoid of
winking 346 will not be hard to attain in another world.
O God, the stain of men’s karma goes away by the words
of your teaching, like the stain of orpiment from linen
844

Ointment consisting

267.

of

camphor,

aloes,

musk, sandal, and

kakkola.
845

There

370*

uttarasanga.
solstice,

time.
846

and begins

The

uttariya

376,

is,

The sun

I.e.,

its
is

of course, a play

on the double meaning of

enters Capricorn

at the time of the winter

journey to the north of the equator at that

put on

as a god.

way.
Gods do not wink.

in a special

;
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clothes by water.
O Master, your name Rsabhanatha’
whispered becomes a charm for the attraction of all the
magic powers. There is no .thunderbolt for dividing, no
spear for cutting those creatures who have the armor of
devotion to you. ”
After praising the Blessed One in these words, and
having his hair erect from happiness, the crest-jewel of
kings left the temple.
He took adamantine armor
adorned with gold and rubies, just like a garment for the
wedding of the Sri of victory. With that shining armor,
the King looked like the lord of sea-monsters (the ocean)
with a dense mass of coral-trees. The King put a helmet
on his head, which resembled the beauty of a cloudpavilion encircling a mountain-peak.
On his back he
fastened quivers filled with iron arrows resembling a chasm
of Patala filled with a lot of serpents. On his left arm, the
King carried a bow resembling the staff of Yama raised at
the time of the destruction of the world. Blessed first by
the chief family-priests saying “Success!” greeted by
cries of “ Kong live Kong live ” by the old women of his
clan ; hailed with “ Rejoice Rejoice ” by his old friends
*

!

!

!

!

acclaimed with loud cries of “Kong be victorious!” by
bards, the King ascended the great elephant, supported by
the driver’s hand, like Indra the peak of Meru.
Preparation of Bharata (389-413)
Sri Bharatesa, virtuous-minded, went to the
treasury of the Sri of good fortune. There
the
temple
he, noble-minded, bathed the image of Adinatha, with
water brought from the tirthas, Padma, etc. on his tour of
conquest. The tiger of kings rubbed the image— which
has no counterpart with a fine cloth, like an expert artisan

Now,

—

—

a jewel. He anointed the image with gosirsa-sandal
given by the Prince of Hima and others, like the earth
with his own splendor. He made a herb for transfixing
the eye- in the form of a pQja with blooming lotuses
resembling the lotuses which are the abodes of Padma

:

300
(Eaksmi).

Before the image, the King burned incense, as

designing decorations of

if

smoke.

The Bight

musk on

its

face

by

creepers of

Kings took the light- vessel with its
filled with the fuel of all the
karmas. After setting it (the light-vessel) down, the King
bowed to Adinatha with folded hands and began a hymn
of

shining light, like a fire-pit

of praise as follows
Stuti (397-404)
cc

Even though

of little wit,

0 Ford of the World,

I

am

going to praise you, thinking myself a fitting person to do
For the speeches of children, though stammering,
so.
are certainly suitable for elder persons (to hear). A creature, O God, who takes refuge with you, even though

having heavy karma, attains emancipation. Verily, iron
becomes gold from the touch of quicksilver. The creatures who meditate on you, praise and worship you, O
Master, are blessed, and gain the fruit of mind, speech,
and body. The dust of your feet, as you wander on earth,
has become a great elephant for rooting up the tree of evil
for men. O Ford, you alone are able to give the eye of
discernment to creatures blind from birth from innate delusion.
For those who are like bees to your lotus-feet for
a long time, moksa is not far away, like Meru, etc., for
minds. O God, from the words of your teaching, the snares
of people’s

karma quickly

fall

to pieces, like jambQ-fruit

from rain-water. 847 I ask this of you, O Ford of the World,
after bowing to you many times by your favor, may my
devotion to you be as imperishable as the water of the

—

ocean.”
After praising Adinatha in these words, bowing with
devotion, the sun of kings left the temple. The King put

on armor that had been made to measure,
817

after loosening it

403. The jambu is probably the Eugenia Jambos, (not
E. J atnbolana). The fruit of B. J ambos is very delicate. It is ready to
cat just before the heavy rains and is easily damaged by rain and
hail.
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again and again because of his body swelling from joy.
With that divine jeweled armor clinging to his body the
Zing shone like the image of a god with a puja of jewels.
The hord of Bharata wore a golden, jeweled helmet, high in

the middle, round like an umbrella, like a second head-

The King carried on his back two quivers that
were like serpent-kings with jagged teeth in the form of
very sharp arrows. Then he took in his left hand the
bow, Kalaprstha, like Indra taking his straight, red bow.
Absorbing the splendor of other splendid people, like the
sun; walking with an easy, firm step like the chief
dress.

of bhadra-elephants

;

counting his adversaries as straw

before him, like a lion; terrifying

by

his glance,

hard

to endure like a serpent-king; being praised aloud

eminent bards,

like

by

Mahendra, the King mounted a fresh

elephant.

Advance

to battle

(414-435)

money to the bards like a wishing-tree lookown soldiers that had come, like the Thousand-

Giving

;

ing at their

eyed One ; 348 each carrying an arrow,

like

king-geese

making a profession of

battle like lovers a prothe two sons of
strong,
very
eager,
very
;
Rsabha set out, each in the midst of his own soldiers.
Bharata and Bahubali, in the midst of their armies, had
the appearance of Mt. Meru in J ambudvipa. The ground
between their two armies looked like the ground of Videhaksetra between Nisadha and Nila Mountains. As they advanced, the two armies formed into lines were like the
east and west oceans at the end of the kalpa. The footsoldiers who had become stragglers as they marched were
restrained by the royal door-keepers, like rivers by dams.
lotus-fibres

;

fession of love

The soldiers advanced with uniform steps at the King’s
command, like dancers in one concert to the time of the
music. The two armies looked as if each had one body
848

eyes/

414.

I.e.,

Indra, but the point, of course,

is

in the

*

thousand
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from

own

all

the soldiers advancing, each soldier keeping to his

place.

Splitting the earth with the iron-bound chariot- wheels,

up with the

hooves like iron hoes cutting it with the mules’ hooves like iron half-moons ; shaking
it with the infantry’s feet with adamantine heels ; reducing it to bits with sharp hooves of buffaloes and oxen like
arrows with horse-shoe heads ; making it into dust with
concealing the sky
the feet of elephants like hammers
with dust like darkness lighting it up with swords and
missies like rays of the sun ; injuring the back of the tortoise with their great weight bending the turned- up tusk
of the great boar; making relax the serpent-king’s firm
expanded hood ; crippling all the elephants of the quarters
making resound the universe with loud battle-cries, as it
were; splitting it open, as it were, with vigorous handclappings; observing continuously their powerful opponents and hearing their names called by their well-known
cognizances, as it were ; challenging each other, the proud
and valorous soldiers in the van of both armies met.
While elephant-riders drew near to elephant-riders, like
sea-monsters to sea-monsters ; while cavalry drew near to
cavalry, like waves to waves ; while charioteers drew near
to charioteers, like wind to wind and infantry to infantry
like horned animals, angrily making dart meet dart, sword
meet sword, hammer meet hammer, staff meet staff, then
the gods approached in the sky, god after god, terrified
from fear of the shaking of the three worlds.
digging

it

horses’

;

;

;

;

;

Intervention of the gods (436-518)

" What

two sons of Rsabha, like
that of two hands of the same body ? ” With this reflection, they said to the soldiers of both armies, *' Rgabha
Svamin’s order is that no one is to fight here, while we are
enlightening your proud masters.” At the command of
the Lord of the Three Worlds, the soldiers of both sides
is this conflict

of the

—

stopped just as they were

all -of

them, as

if

painted

303

“Are these gods from Bahubali or
”
Bharata ?
the soldiers reflected as they waited.
Saying “ Fortunately for the people, the situation has
not become hopeless,” the gods went first to the Cakrin.
After giving their blessing with the words, “ Hail Hail ”
the gods spoke conciliatingly like ministers, with suitable
in

a

picture.

!

!

“Certainly you conquered the kings of six-part
Bharataksetra, O King, like Indra the demons.
You

speech,

have no

rival in

power and glory among

kings,

O

lord of

among deer. Your desire for battle was
not satisfied by them, like a desire for new butter by
churning pitchers of water. Then you began this fight with
your brother, your second half, like beating your own
hand with your other hand. O King, certainly the itching
kings, like a sarabha

.

of your arm, and nothing

else, is

the cause of this battle,
is the cause of his

just as the itching of an elephant’s cheek

rubbing against big

two

trees.

Verily, this arm-play of

leads to the destruction of the worlds.

you
For an en-

counter of rutting forest-elephants leads to the breaking
down of the forest. Why was it undertaken to destroy
everything merely for amusement, like a family of birds
destroyed by a meat-eater for momentary pleasure ? Is
this fitting for

you who have attained

birth from Rsabha,

the protector of the world and ocean of compassion

?

It

is

from the moon.
from this terrible battle, like a
King,
Abstain, O
Go to
person with self-control from worldly affections.
your
brother,
of
younger
you,
Because
your own home.

like a rain of fire

Bahubali, came.
action

is

When you have

from cause.

gone, he will go. For
Bet both of you have good fortune

from giving up the sin of the destruction of the universe; let both armies have peace by abandoning the
Bet the Indras of the Bhavanavasins, etc., living
battle.
within the earth, be comfortable from the cessation of
the earth’s' bending from the weight produced by your
Bet earth, mountains, oceans, subjects, animals,
army.
everywhere abandon agitation because of the cessation
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of destruction

by your army

here.

Bet

all

the gods, too,

remain in peace, free from anxiety about the destruction
of the universe arising

from your

conflict.”

After making this speech in regard to the matter, the
gods became silent and the L,ord of Bharata spoke in a voice
deep as thunder: “Who except you would speak
For people are generthis speech beneficial to all ?
ally quite indifferent to seeing the

happiness of others.

However, the cause of the rise of conflict is in reality different (from what you think). You, desiring to do good,
Instruchave made the wrong deductions by argument.
instructor,
from
be
even
Brhaspatl,
would
tion from an
useless, if he made some conjecture without knowing the
root of the matter. Certainly I am not eager for battle,
Does one anoint
saying impetuously, I am powerful.’
a mountain, even though there is plenty of oil ? Just as I
had no rival among the kings of six-part Bharata, even
A rival is an enemy, the cause of
so there is none now.
victory and defeat. But Bahubali and I are the same
with a distinction made by birth from the power of fate.
c

Formerly, fearing censure, bashful, discriminating, respectful, pious, Bahubali looked upon me as a father. When

making a tour of conquest for sixty thousand
years, I see him like another person. The passing of a
Then during the twelve
long time is responsible for this.
coronation-years, Bahubali did not come to me at all. I
conjectured that it was carelessness in that case. When
he doe's not come even after I sent a messenger to summon
him, I conjecture that it is the bad advice of the ministers
in this case. I summon him not from greed nor anger,
I

come

after

but because the cakra will not enter (the armory), while
he is unhumbled. The cakra-jewel does not approach
the city, he does not approach me, as if from mutual
rivalry. I have fallen into a dilemma between the two.
Bet my brother come once, even though proud let him
take from me another country, like a guest taking a puja.
There is no other cause of conflict except the entrance of
;
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the cakra. I am not angry with my younger brother,
whether he is submissive or not.”
Then the gods said, “ O King, there is good cause for
conflict. Such a course of action is not taken by people
like you with slight cause.
Now we shall approach Bahubali and will enlighten him.
Destruction of the people
must be warded off, like the end of the world approaching.
If he, too, as well as you, should give quite a different
reason for the battle, nevertheless you must not fight with
the worst kind of fighting. You must fight with the best
kind of fighting, that is, eye, voice, arm, etc., so there
will not be injury to innocent elephants, etc.”
The Cakravartin agreed, and the gods approached
King Bahubali in the second army. Inwardly astonished
at the thought, “ Oh, he is invincible, with a form filled
“ O son of
with firm resolution,” they said to him
Vrsabha Svamin, long be victorious, long rejoice, the only
moon for the delight of the cakora of the eyes of the
world. Dike the ocean, you never cross the boundary.
You fear censure like a coward a battle. Not arrogant
from your own success, not jealous of others’ successes,
punisher of the irreverent, reverent to elders, a son suitable for the god (Rsabha) conferring fearlessness on all, you
never aimed at the destruction even of an inferior. Why
then, this terrifying undertaking against your elder
brother ? It is supposed to be impossible from you, like
Though it has gone this far, the
death from nectar.
situation is not entirely hopeless. Abandon the intention of fighting with him, like friendship with a rogue.
By your command, O King, restrain the warriors who are
starting out from speedy battle, like snakes by a charm. Go
and submit to your elder brother, Bharata, and you will
be described as having unlimited power and yet respectful.
Enjoy this six-part Bharataksetra that has been acquired
by Bharata, as if it had been acquired by yourself. For
what difference is there between you ? ” After saying
:

this,

they stopped,

20

like clouds that

had

rained.

!
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Bahubali, astonished, spoke in a deep voice: “You
speak in this way, O gods, from your own purity of heart,

without knowing the real cause of our quarrel. Because
you were always devoted to our father and we are our
father’s sons, you spoke in this way with propriety,
because of friendship.
Formerly, at the time of his initiation, our father
divided his territories and gave them to us and Bharata,
All of us remain satisfied with our
like gold to beggars.
own kingdom. Who, pray, causes injury to others merely
Bharata, discontented, devoured the kingfor money?
doms of all the kings, like big fishes (small) fishes in the
ocean of Bharata. Not satisfied even by their kingdoms,
like a glutton not satisfied by food, he steals the kingdoms
One who takes from his
of his own younger brothers.
brothers kingdoms given by his father has himself destroyed
his claim to consideration as the eldest.
An elder
person who acts suitably for an elder is to be respected
as being elder, not merely because of his age.
His claim
to be treated like an elder is demonstrated by his banishment of his brothers. For so long a time I mistakenly
considered that he was entitled to respect as an elder,
like looking at brass with the idea that it is gold, or glass
with the idea that it is a pearl. Even one who has a
small kingdom should not take land which has been
given by his father or kinsman to another, an innocent
man. How much less the Ford of Bharata
After taking his younger brothers’ kingdoms, even now
he is not ashamed, since he summons me also, for the sake
After a rapid conquest
of my kingdom, like a conqueror.
of all of Bharata, he crashes against me, like a boat that
has crossed the ocean crashing on a mountain-crag on
the shore. When they knew that he was rapacious
without limit, cruel like a Raksasa, my younger brothers
did not honor him from shame. Because of what virtue
of his, shall I now submit to him ? Speak impartially,

O

gods, like councilors.

Now

he makes

me

submissive

s
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by

Let him do

so.
For that is the path at the
These being the facts, if after
reflection he turns back and goes away, why, let him go
in peace. I am not greedy like him.
‘I should enjoy all of Bharata given by him
How
can that be ? Does a lion ever eat anything given by
anyone ? Sixty thousand years passed while he was
taking Bharata.
If I had wanted to take it, I would have
taken it then. How can I, his brother, take Bharata’
glory produced after so long a time, like money from
a miser ? If blind from that power like an elephant
from nutmeg 819 Bharata can not remain in peace, know
that that power of the Lord of Bharata over Bharataksetra was really gained by me, for I looked on with

force

!

disposal of

warriors.

’

!

,

indifference.

He was

sent

by

ministers like himself as

a surety to give me treasure, horses, elephants, etc., and
glory.
If you, desiring his good, restrain him from this
battle,- certainly I shall not fight with him if he does
not fight.”
When they had heard this proud speech of his like
the thunder of a rain-cloud, their ears picked up from
“ On the one hand,
astonishment, the gods spoke again.
the Cakrin, saying the non-entrance of the cakra is the
cause of fighting, can not be restrained even by Brhaspati
Saying ‘I will fight with him fightgiving a reply.
ing/ y°n certainly can not be prevented from fighting
even by Sakra. This unexpected fighting of you two
closely connected with Rsabha Svamin, both very clever,
both possessing discernment, both protectors of the world,
both compassionate, has arisen from the loss of good
Nevertheless, O hero, wishing-tree
fortune of the world.
819

506.

Orientals

consider

nutmeg

to

‘blindness’ would be like that from liquor.

be

intoxicating.

Watt, Diet. Vol.

The
II,

In Irvine's “ A Pepys of Mogul India ’’ there is an interesting
p. 313.
item about the effect of nutmeg on a horse. Manucci considered it
“On giving him each day one nut, he became ever more
beneficial.
ready and clever.”
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are requested to fight with the best
For if you two, terribly
fight, and not with the worst.
fierce, fight with the worst fight, the destruction of the
for requests,

you

world would take place at the wrong time, because of the
destruction of very many people. Certainly you must
For with these you
fight with the eye-fight, etc.
accomplish your own purpose but not the destruction of
the people.” When he agreed, the gods remained not
far

away

to see their fight, like

townsmen that

of

two

elephants.

The

fight

between Bharata and Bahubali (519-739).

Then at the command of Bahubali, the door-keeper
mounted an elephant and roaring like a mighty elephant^
**
said to his soldiers
Oh, all you warriors, your master’s
work, desired like the gain of a son, is now at hand for
you thinking about it for a long time. But because of
your little merit, this god (Bahubali), powerful, was
asked by the gods to fight a duel with Bharata.
Desiring
a duel himself, and asked moreover by the gods, your
master, whose strength is equal to Indra’s, restrains you
:

from

battle.

While he

fights,

strong (malla) in one limb

360

you must look on, indifferent as the
Turn your chariots, horses, and elephants, O heroes,
and go away like retrograde planets. Throw your swords
into their scabbards, like serpents into baskets
put your

like Hastimalla,

gods.

;

Bend down
trunks. Take

lances raised like comets into their sheaths.

your raised hammers like elephants their
the string from the bow like an eye-brow from the brow.
Put the arrow in the quiver again, like money in a
deposit.
Cover your spears, like clouds lightning.”
Agitated by the door-keeper’s speech which was
like the noise of a thunderbolt, Bahubali’s soldiers
thought to themselves “ Alas
now the battle-festival is
prevented by the gods persuading our lord, like merchants
:

460

voice,

!

523. Indra’s elephant.
The ‘one limb’
and arm with which they fought.

refers to the eye,
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terrified of

the coining battle, like

bribes from the

Ford

men who had

taken large

of Bharata’s soldiers, like enemies of

who have suddenly appeared. This
which had come was taken away by fate
from us like a dish in front of those who have sat down
for food, like a son from the couch of those approaching
to caress, like a rope for pulling up from those leaving
a well. What other opponent will there be, the equal of
Bharata, by battle with whom we shall become free from
debt to the master ? For no purpose, we take money
from Bahubali, like heirs, like thieves, like sons of women
our former births

battle-festival

living in their fathers’

arms has gone in

houses.

Now

this

vain, like the fragrance of the blossoms

To no purpose we made

•of forest-trees.

valor of our

a collection of

eunuchs of women, and practice in swords
study of the sastras.
This infantry which
we collected is without result, like knowledge of treatises
on love on the part of ascetic-youths. In vain, too, did
missies, like

like parrots the

we, bereft of understanding, make these elephants practice
fighting and the horses conquer fatigue.
We thundered
as vainly as autumn-clouds, and leered terribly as vainly as
buffaloes.
In vain this pregnancy of pride was equipped

by us like people exhibiting a complete equipment, since
the pregnancy-whim for fighting is unsatisfied.” Filled
with the poison of depression at these thoughts, they
went away making

silt-sounds,

like

serpents

making

phut-sounds.
Then the Ford of Bharata, possessing a wealth of
ksatriya-customs, sent away his own army, like the ocean
the tide. When his soldiers had been sent away by the
powerful Cakrin, they formed into groups here and there
and reflected tf By the advice of what enemy, under pre:

text of being a minister, did the master consent to this duel,
like an ordinary man ? Fighting with the master, eating

with buttermilk
851

545-

861
,

they are finished, alas!

Henceforth,

Usually taken, at the end of the meal by Indians, and a

very important part of

tlie diet".
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what

are

we

to

do?

Did any one escape from us in

the fighting-business with the kings of six-part BharataWhen the
ksetra, that we are restrained from battle ?

been conquered, or killed, it is fitting
For the course of
for the lord to fight, not otherwise.
battle is varied. Certainly we do not fear any risk to the
master in battle with any adversary except Bahubali alone.
There is doubt about victory even for Pakasasana, to say
nothing of others, in battle with long-armed Bahubali. It
is not fitting for the lord to battle in the beginning with
him whose violence is hard to endure like that of a great
river’s flood.
After we have fought first, then’ battle is
suitable for the lord, like mounting a horse first broken
soldiers

by

have

fled,

horse-trainers.”

When

the Cakrabhrt had seen the soldiers calling out to each other these remarks, knowing (their)
"
nature, he summoned them by gestures and said,
Just
as the rays precede the sun in destroying darkness, so
you precede me in fighting with an enemy. No enemy

has approached me, when you were fighting, just as an
elephant does not approach the bank of a rampart in a
deep moat. Since you have not seen me in such a battle
before,

you

are needlessly afraid.

For devotion sees fear

even in the wrong place. All together, see the strength
of my arm, so your fear will disappear instantly, like sick”
ness as a result
medicine.
of

Immediately after this speech, the Cakrin had a very
wide and deep ditch dug by his diggers. The Ford of
Bharata sat on the bank of the ditch, like Mt. Sahya on
the bank of the southern ocean. On his left arm he tied
chains and small attached chains close together, like the

hanging roots of the banyan tree.
With a thousand
of these the Cakrabhrt looked like the ' thousand-rayed
(sun) with its rays; like a big tree with creepers.
Then
he said to the kings, “ You with your army and transport
animals, pull me fearlessly, like oxen pulling great carts.
All of you, pulling with all your strength, make me fall
’
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into the ditch here.

There is no suspicion of disrespect on
your part to the master in testing the strength of my arm.
Tet this bad dream that we saw be repelled. For it will
be ineffective, if its action is carried out by oneself. ”
Again and again instructed by the Cakrin, the kings
with the soldiers reluctantly agreed. For the command
of the master is very powerful. The soldiers pulled the
series of chains on the Cakrin’ s arm, like the gods and
demons the snake turned into a rope for the mountain
used as a churning-stick 362
While they were clinging
closely to the chains hanging from the Cakrin’ s arm they
.

looked like monkeys in the top branches of a tall tree.
The Cakrin himself, looked at the soldiers pulling him,
.like elephants dividing a mountain, for the sake of the
spectacle.

Then the Cakrin put ointment on

with the same hand

(to

his breast

which they clung), and they

fell

together like a row of jars fastened in a circle. The
Cakrin’ s arm, with the soldiers close together clinging
to it, looked like a branch of a wild date tree with its date-

Delighting in the master’s strength, the soldiers
at once abandoned the chains on his arms, as well as their

fruit.

former anxiety.
Then, mounted on an elephant, the Cakrabhrt took
again the former field of battle, like a singer the introductory part of a piece. Between the two armies there was
an extensive flat plain that looked like the altar-like country between the Ganga and Yamuna. Then the Maruts,
delighted at the preservation from destruction of the
people, gradually removed the dust from the ground, like

what was fitting, sprinkled
perfumed water on the earth just as on the ground of
The gods cast blooming flowers on
the samavasarana.
servants.

The

gods, knowing

on the
ground. Both the elephants of kings descended from
their elephants and entered the battle-field, roaring
the

battle-ground,

852

565.

A

like

sorcerers

in

a

circle

reference to the churning of the ocean.

Mt. Mandara was the churning

stick.

See N. 89.
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like elephants.

Even though advancing

easily, as

both

888
were very powerful, they put the king of tortoises
in danger of his life at every step.
As they had agreed, “It must be fought with the
eye-fight,” they stood facing each other, their eyes unFacing, they
winking, like another Sakra and Isana.
looked at each other’s face, their eyes red, looking like
the sky at twilight with the sun and moon on its two
sides.
Both stood looking at each other for a long time
The eyes
with immovable eyes, like Yogis meditating.
of Rsabha’s eldest son closed, like a blue lotus overcome
by the rays of the sun. The Cakrin’s eyes gave water

ceremony
from the conquest of six-part Bharata. Then the gods made a rain of flowers
on Bahubali, like trees shaking their tops at dawn.
The heroes, Somaprabha, etc., made a great outcry of joy,
in the guise of tears, as it were, for the funeral
of the great

fame

arising

like that of birds at sunrise, at Bahubali’s victory.

Then

King Bahubali’s army played instruments of victory,
if at the beginning of a dance by the dancer
Fame. The powers of Bharata’s soldiers were checked,
as if they had swooned, or were asleep, or suffering from
disease.
The two armies were united with depression
and joy, just like the two sides of Meru with darkness
and light.
The King said to the Cakrin, “ Fight with the voicefight. Do not say ‘It was won by the law of the crow
and palm-tree.’ ” Bike a serpent touched by the foot,

excited as

the Cakrin said angrily to the King, “Very well, O
conqueror.”
Bharata gave a loud battle-cry like the
bellow of Isana’s bull , 854 like the trumpeting of Sakra’s

His battle-cry, going
heaven and earth, like the floodwater of a great river the banks on both sides, as if
elephant, like a cloud’s thunder.

forth,

858
854

heaven.

penetrated

577590.

The tortoise supporting the earth.
The bull is the vehicle of liana, the Indra

of the second
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make

the aerial-cars of the gods who were witnesses
of the fight, as if to make disappear the planets, con-

to

fall

stellations,

and

stars

from the sky, as

if

to shake the

high peaks of the principal mountain-ranges, as
make the waters of the oceans rise on all sides.

if

to

The

chariot-horses ignored the reins, like evil-minded people

the command of an elder; the elephants disregarded
the goads, like slanderous persons the speech of the good.
The horses were unconscious of the bridles, like persons
with a cold unconscious of something pungent ; the camels
did not heed the nose-rope, like voluptuaries shame;
the mules did not recognize blows with whips, as if
they were possessed by demons. Terrified by that cry, no
one maintained firmness.

Then Bahubali gave a battle-cry, very terrifying,
spreading below and above, as if in rivalry with the
lokanali 356
Very unpleasant to hear, it was heard by
serpents wishing to enter Patala even from Patala, as
it were, from the idea that it was the noise of the wings of
Garuda descending; by the sea-monsters in the ocean
.

completely terrified by the fear that it was the noise
of the churning of Mt. Mandara that had entered
the ocean; by the chief mountain-ranges which were
shaking, fearing their own destruction because they
thought it was the noise of the thunderbolt discharged
by Jambhari again; by the inhabitants of the middle
world, rolling on the ground, with the mistaken idea
that it was the noise of lightning discharged by the Puskaravarta clouds at the end of the world by the groups
of gods confused by the error that it was the noise of
an unexpected attack by demons. Again Bharata, very
;

powerful, gave a battle-cry frightening the Vaimanika-

turn the Cakrin and King
made a great noise as if terrifying the middle world
for sport. Gradually the noise made by the Lord of

women

856

like

602.

So

deer.

See App.

I.

in
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like the trunk of an
body of a snake. Bahubali’s lion’s-roar
increased very, very much, like the current of a river, like
The Tord of Bharata, the
the friendship of good people.
defend ant, was defeated by the hero Bahubali, plaintiff,

Bharata decreased very much,
elephant, like the

also in the voice-fight according to the §astras.

Then the two brothers fastened
the

best

elephants

arm-fight,

like

fastened.

Then Bahubali’s

a golden
said:

staff,

"O

mountains

with their girths

door-keeper, carrying

roaring like the ocean with high waves,

earth,
like

chief

their girdles for the

be firm, especially leaning on the

adamant

pillars,

resorting to all

your

Completely surrounding and holding in the
wind, O serpent-king, becoming firm like a mountain,
support the earth. Rolling in the mud of the ocean and,
leaving your former fatigue, revived again, O great boar,
embrace the earth. Contracting your legs on all sides,
considering yourself adamant, O best of tortoises, make
your back firm and bear the earth. Do not go to sleep
from carelessness or rutting, (but) as before 386 attentive with your whole soul, support the earth, O elephants
For Bahubali, having the nature of
of the quarters.
adamant, is ready now to engage in a prize-fight with
his adamantine arms.”
Then the two great wrestlers challenged each other,
clapping their hands like the noise of a mountain struck
by lightning. They advanced with an easy gait with
dangling earrings, like two Ksudramerus that had come
with the sun and moon from Dhatakikhanda. With loud
shouts they struck at each other’s hands, like elephants
at each other’s tusks. In a moment they were united,
and in a moment they were separated, like big trees
close together stirred by a violent wind.
The heroes
jumped up one minute; they came down the next,
strength.

866

it

614.

with the

The position

first clause,

of the purvavat certainly favors taking
but I have not been able to find any account of

the elephants going to sleep.

-

!
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like the waves of the ocean stirred up by bad weather.
Then running from impatience as if from affection,
both, powerful, embraced each other, pressing body
against body. One minute, one was below; the next,

he was on top, subject to skill in wrestling, like a soul
subject to karma. They could not be distinguished by
the people enough to say " He is on top.
He is below,”
changing about frequently with the speed of a fish in
water.
They displayed skill in coiling around each other
serpents
like
and suddenly kept each other off like quickmoving monkeys. Gray with dust from rolling on the
ground frequently, they looked like elephants with ichor
in the form of dust.
Unable to bear their weight like that
.of moving mountains, the earth cried out, as it were,
with the noise of the whirlwind of their feet.
;

Then Bahubali, angered,

possessing cruel strength,

sarabha an
elephant. He tossed him up in the air like an elephant an
animal. Alas! creation is endless.
There are stronger
even than the strong. Tike an arrow shot from a bow,
like a stone from a machine, Bharata went far up in
the sky.
Then all the Khecaras looking at the fight
fled from Bharata falling, as they would flee from a
thunderbolt discharged by Sakra. A great cry of " Ha
seized the Cakrin with one

Ha!”

hand

arose from both armies.

a

like

For who would not be

pained at the arrival of destruction to the great

?

"Shame on this strength of my arm!
Shame on me for my rashness Shame on the

Thinking,

Shame

!

!

ministers of both kingdoms

for

allowing

this

action.

blaming them. To keep my elder brother
Still, enough
from being broken into pieces by falling on the ground,
I shall catch him as he falls from the sky,” Bahubali held
out his arms, equal to couches, under him. Bihubali
stood for a moment with his arms raised like an ascetic
who keeps his arms raised, 857 his face turned up like
of

This refers to the practice of some ascetics of maintaining difficult and unnatural positions for long periods.
367

635.
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who

Standing as if about
to fly by the power of the tip of the foot, he caught
at once his elder brother as he fell, as easily as a ball.
The joy of the armies at his protection quickly modified
the depression that had arisen from the throwing-up of
Bharata, like an exception modifying a general rule. The
people praised the nobility of Rsabha’s younger son
because of the discernment resulting in the protection
of his brother, as well as for the qualities of knowledge
and good conduct. The gods showered flowers on Bahuwhat importance is this to him possessing
bali, and yet
such heroism ?

an

ascetic

gazes at the sun.

—

Then Bharata was

with embarrassment and
with smoke and flame.To remove his elder brother’s embarrassment, Bahubali
said in a stammering voice, his lotus-face bent from shame,
“ Do not be embarrassed, O Bord of the World, very strong,
very powerful. Sometimes even a conqueror is conquered
by some one else by chance. You are not conquered
because of such a thing I am not a conqueror because of
such a thing. I consider that my victory today happened
like a letter in wood by a worm 358
Up to this time
you alone are a hero, O fiord of the World. The ocean
churned by the gods is still an ocean, not a pond. O fiord
of six-part Bharata, why do you remain like a tiger that
has missed his jump ? Stand up
Stand up for the
business of your fight.”
Bharata said, “This arm,
exhibiting its fist, will wipe out its fault.” Then raising
his fist, like the lord of serpents his hood, his eyes red
from anger, after drawing back a little, the Cakrabhrt
ran up. Bharata struck the King’s chest with his fist,
like an elephant the door of a city-gate with its tusk.
The Cakrin’s blow with his fist on the King’s chest was as
useless as a gift to an unworthy person, as a whisper
filled

anger simultaneously, like a

fire

;

.

!

868

643.

I.e.,

it

would be only by chance that a hole made

by a worm would have the shape

of a letter.
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in the ear of a deaf person, as a benefit to a slanderer,
as rain on saline ground, as a concert in a large forest,
as a fall of fire on a mass of snow.

Then the son of Sunanda (Bahubali)
watched by the gods with anxiety

high,

raised his fist

at the thought,

“ Is he angry with us ? ” He struck the Cakrin on the
breast with his fist like a mahout striking an elephant
on the temple with a goad. From that blow the Ford
of Bharata fell on the ground in a swoon, like a mountain
from a blow with a thunderbolt. The earth trembled at
his fall, like a well-born woman at the fall of her husband.
The mountains also shook, like relatives at the fall of

“What

a relative.

is

this

whim

evil

of warriors for

which there is such a quarrel
between brothers ending in destruction? If my elder
brother does not live, enough of life for me.” With these
thoughts, Bahubali made a fan out of his upper garment
and fanned Bharata, sprinkling him with tears. He is

.persistence in heroism in

indeed a brother,

who

is

a brother.

consciousness in a moment, as

and stood up.

He saw

if

The Cakrin regained
he had been asleep,

Bahubali standing

like a servant

The two brothers stood apart with
Ah! Defeat by others, and victory
sources of shame to the great. The Cakrabhrt

in front of him.

downcast
also, are

faces.

For this is
backwards.
characteristic of a desire to fight on the part of men
withdrew

a

little,

walking

exhibiting strength.

" I suspect the noble lord wishes to fight again with
some kind of fight. For the proud never abandon pride
at all, so long as they live. There will certainly be strong
censure of Bahubali, caused by his striking his brother.
While BahubaI think it will not stop even at death.”
li was engaged in these reflections for a moment, the
Cakravartin took his staff, like DandapanI (Yama).
With his staff upraised, the Cakrabhrt looked like a
mountain with its peak, like the sky with the Milky
Way. Then the Ford of Bharata whirled the staff in the
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sky for a moment, giving the impression of an unexpected
comet. The Cakrin struck the King on the head with his
There was
staff, like a young lion the ground with his tail.
a loud noise from the Cakrin’ s blow on his head with
the staff, like that of ocean waves striking on Mt. Sahya.
The Cakrin reduced to powder the diadem on the King’s
head, like iron on an anvil with an iron hammer. Pieces of
the diadem’s jewels fell on the ground from the King’s
head like flowers from tree-tops shaken by the wind.
The King’s eyes closed at once from the blow, and
the people’s eyes closed from the terrible noise.
When he opened his eyes, Bahubali, like a fighting“Will
elephant, took in his hand a long iron staff.
he make me fall?” “Will he make me fly up?” The.
sky and earth, respectively, were terrified at these
The long iron staff in Bahubali’ s hand looked
thoughts.
Then
like a snake on an ant-hill on a mountain-top.
the Lord of Taksasila whirled his staff violently like

a signal-cloth

for

summoning Death even from

afar.

The

King of Bahali struck the Cakrin mercilessly on the
heart with

bundle of seed-grain with a club.
The Cakravartin’s armor, though it was strong, was
broken into pieces at once by that blow, like a jar.
His armor broken, the Cakravartin blazed from anger,
like a cloudless sun, like a smokeless fire.
Confused
for half a moment, Bharata did not consider at all, like an
elephant in the seventh stage of rutting 369 Unhesitatingly, clinging to prowess of arm like a dear friend, the
Cakrabhrt raised his staff again and ran at the King.
Biting his lower lip, terrifying because of his frowns,
Bharata whirled his staff which resembled a whirlpool of
submarine fire. Cakrapani (Bharata) struck Bahubali on
it,

like a

.

369

678.

In the Hastyayurveda, Bk. 4, Chap. 31, the 7 stages of
They are considered to be connected with

rutting are treated in detail.

the 7 elements; chyle, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow, and semen.
They are progressively intensive and, if the seventh is reached,
the elephant becomes blind and deaf and eventually dies.
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the head with it, like a cloud at the end of the world
striking a mountain with a flash of lightning.
From that
blow, Bahubali sank into the ground up to his knees, like
a diamond beaten into an iron anvil.
After striking
Bahubali, who was as hard as adamant, Bharata’s staff
flew into pieces, as

terrified at its

if

own

crime.

Buried in the ground up to his knees, like a mountain with its foundations in the ground, the rest of his
body projecting, Bahubali looked like Sesanaga. He
shook his head from the pain of the blow as if
surprised inwardly at his elder brother’s strength.
For
a moment, Bahubali, suffering from that blow, heard
nothing, like a Yogi rejoicing in the supreme spirit. Then
Sunanda’s son left the ground, like an elephant the
mud on the bank of a dried-up river. He, chief of the
angry, looked at his own arms and staff with glances
red as lac, as if blaming them. The King of Taksasila
whirled his staff, disagreeable to look at like a snake,
constantly in one hand. The staff, whirled very rapidly
by Sunanda’s son, had the appearance of the revolving cir860
Revolving like the Adimatsya 861
cle of the radhavedha
in tiie vortex of a whirlpool of the ocean at the end
of the world, it made the eyes whirl when it was looked
"Flying up, it will crack the sun like a brazen
at.
kettle; it will reduce to powder the moon-disc like a
bharanda’s 862 egg; it will knock down the multitudes
of stars like the fruit of the myrobalan, and will make
fall the aerial cars of the Vaimanikas like nests; while
falling, it will split the mountain-peaks like ant-hills;
it will crush the arbors of trees like huts of grass; it
will split the earth like a ball of unbaked clay, if the
staff should fly from his hand by chance.”
.

380

690.

In the radhavedha, the archer must hit the

of a doll fastened to a revolving

could not look at the
oil

doll,

wheel.

but only at

left

eye

According to some, he

its reflection in

a basin of

below.
861

691.

m 692.

The

fish-incarnation of Visnu.

Fabulous three-legged

birds.

See Wilkins, pp. 113 S.
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Watched by the

soldiers

and the gods

filled

with

terror at these thoughts, the King hit the Cakrin on the
head with the staff. As a result of this violent blow

with the staff, the Cakravartin entered the ground up
to his neck like a nail struck by a hammer. The Master’s
(Bharata’s) attendants, sorrowful, fell to the ground, as
“ Give us the same kind of a hole that was
if thinking
The Cakravartin being buried
given to our master.”
368
a great
in the ground, like the Sun devoured by Rahu,
men
earth
and
in
from
on
gods
the
sky.
tumult arose
His eyes closed, his face dark, the Rord of six-part
Bharata remained in the ground for a moment, as if
from shame. After a moment he left the ground, shinThen he reing with light, like the sun at daybreak.
flected, “I have been defeated by him in all the conWhy should
tests, like a blind gambler in gambling.
Bharataksetra have been conquered by me for his benefit,
like durva-grass consumed by the cow for the benefit
Two Cakravartins at the same time
of the milkman ?
have never been seen nor heard of in this Bharataksetra,
Indra is conquered by
like two swords in one scabbard.
Formerly,
the gods and the Cakravartin by kings
Am I,
this was as unheard of as a horned donkey.
defeated by him, not to be Cakravartin ? Unconquered
by me, invincible to all, he will be Cakravartin.”
As he was thinking this, the cakra was brought
and put into his hand by the Yaksa-kings, as if they
had been wish-jewels. Thinking himself a cakrin from
confidence in the cakra, he whirled it in the sky, like a
whirlwind a circle of pollen from lotuses.
Bike an
inopportune fire at the end of the world, like another
submarine fire, like a sudden fire from a thunderbolt,
just like a mass of meteors, like a falling sun, like a
wandering ball of lightning, terrifying from its mass of
flame, the cakra appeared in the sky.
When he perceived
,

!

S6S

699.

See below, n. 410.

:
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the cakra being whirled by the Cakravartin for his destruction, the proud king of Bahali thought to him-

“ Shame on his thinking himself his father’s son
Shame on his heroism, since the L,ord of Bharata took
the cakra against me who had a staff for a weapon.
In the presence of the gods he promised the best fight.
Shame on such an action like a child’s play. 884 Displaying the cakra, like an angered ascetic a hot flash,
just as he has terrified everyone, he wishes to terrify
me. As he has learned the strength of his arms and
staff, so let him learn the power of the cakra.”
As
Bahubali, strong of arm, was thinking this, the Bord
of Bharata hurled the cakra at Bahubali, throwing it
with all his strength.
“Shall I break it quickly with the staff, like an
old dish ? Or shall I strike it gently and then throw
it back like a ball?
Or shall I throw it up in the sky
as easily as a knife ? Or shall I put it in the ground
888
like an infant’s navel-cord ?
Or shall I catch it in
my hand like a young sparrow flying up ? Or shall
I merely repel it to a distance immediately like a criminal unworthy of slaughter ? Or shall I speedily crush the
thousand Yaksas, its guardians, with my staff, like grain
with a grindstone ? Still, all this must be considered later
While the
first I must know the extent of its power.”
self

:

King

[

of Taksasila

was making these

reflections,

the cakra

approached and made the pradaksina to him, like a pupil
The Cakravartin’ s cakra has no effect on
to his guru.
even an ordinary man belonging to the same family, and
The
especially such a man with the very best body.
cakra returned to the Cakravartin’s hand again, like a
its resting-place, like a horse to its stable.

bird to
884

7x3.

Samvyanadana.

This

is

said to

refer

to

children’s

play, in which they pat their garments over their head and dance,

There is a Gujarati proverb which coma child playing in this way.
with
person
a
shameless
pares
in imitation of peacocks.
885

718.

21

As

in the description of the birth ceremonies in Chap. II.
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“Henceforth, let it alone, effective in the business
of killing, and nothing else be his wealth, like poison to a
snake. So, I will crush him with my fist, even though
he has the cakra, since he committed a crime by throwing the cakra at me who had a staff for a weapon.”
With these angry reflections, Sunanda’s son raised his
The
powerful fist and ran up, terrifying like Yama.
Ford of Taksasila went near Bharata, his hand doubled
up, like an elephant with its trunk raised as a hammer.
Suddenly he stopped, like the ocean at the earth as
a boundary and, noble, thought to himself: “Shame

on a brother’s murder which I, as well as he, greedy
for a kingdom, more wicked even than a hunter, have

When

undertaken.
sons,

etc.,

in the beginning brothers, brothers’

are killed,

sakini-mantra

?

868

who would

seek a kingdom like a

Contentment for

men

is

not produced

by the Sri of sovereignty, even though attained and
enjoyed at will, like that of a drinker by wine. Even
though being worshipped, the Sri

of sovereignty

avert her face, like a cruel divinity,

The

if

would

she had the least

very dark like the
might before the new moon. For what other reason did
my father abandon her like grass ? I, even though my
father’s son, understood her only after a long time,
because of my bad conduct. How will another understand her ? By all means, she must be abandoned.”
With this thought in his mind, noble Bahubali said to
the Cakravartin, “ Bear patiently, O Ford of the World,
that you were harassed by me in this way merely for
a kingdom, like an enemy, O brother. Enough of sovereignty, brothers, sons, wives, etc., resembling a net in
I shall become now a travelthis great pool of existence.
er on the road of my father, Master of the Three Worlds,
sole dispenser of the gift of fearlessness to all.”
pretext.

886

is

731.

a kind

Sri of sovereignty is

The name

of evil spirit.

of

a mantra which causes injury.

See Folklore of Gujarat, p. X15.

A

sakini
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Bahubali becomes a scidhu and attains omniscience
(740-798)

Saying this, noble, first of those acting quickly,
with the same fist (raised to strike) he tore the hair out
of his head like grass. With joyful exclamations of
“ Well done Well done ” the gods rained flowers above
!

!

Bahubali. He considered, “Shall I take the great vows
and go now to my father’s lotus-feet? Yet, I will
not go, since I would be inferior in rank to my younger brothers who took the vows earlier and possess
knowledge. After I have consumed here the destructive karmas
by the fire of meditation and have
attained kevalajnana, I shall go to the Master’s assem-

proud, he stood in that very spot
in kayotsarga, his arms hanging down, like a jeweled
image.

Thinking

bly.”

this,

When

Bharata saw him like that and considered
actions, he bent his neck as if to
enter the earth.
He bowed to his brother who was
like the emotion (rasa) of tranquillity personified, pourhis

own wicked

ing forth the remains of his anger, as it were, by warm
Bharata, bowing with the desire
tears from his eyes.
to do especial worship to him, was multiplied, as it were,

by

reflections

in

the mirrors of

his

nails.

Then he

uttered self-reproaches accompanied by praise of the merits
of the muni, Sunanda’s son, the healing-herb for the
“ You are blessed, you
disease of his evil-speaking.
sovereignty through compassion for me.
wicked since, dissatisfied and arrogant, I attacked
I am chief of those who misjudge their own power,

who abandon
I am
you.

who are overcome by greed.
that sovereignty is the seed
not
know
do
who
People

who

commit crime, and

of the tree of worldly existence are on the lowest plane.
I am distinguished among them, since I do not aban-

even though knowing this. You alone are our
father’s son, since you have followed our father’s path.

don

it,
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I would be his son, also, if I became like you.” After
destroying the mud of depression by the waters of

repentance, he established his son, Somayasas, in the
That was the beginning of the Soma-line
kingdom.

with a hundred branches, the only source of various men-jewels. Then bowing to Bahubali, Bharata and
his retinue went to the city Ayodhya which was like a

filled

the Sri of sovereignty.
The blessed muni, Bahubali, remained there alone,

sister of

as

if

sky.

sprung up from the earth, as

Devoted to meditation,

if

from the
on the end

fallen

his eyes fixed

muni appeared like a signLike a forest-tree his body endured the wind
in.the hot season spreading hot grains of sand like grains
of fire. Plunged in the nectar of good meditation, he
was unconscious of the sun in the middle of the hot
Covered from head to
season, like a fire-pit, over his head.
and perspiration
foot with mud made from dust
caused by the heat, he looked like a boar that had come
out of mud. In the rainy season he was no more disturbed by streams of water than a mountain by trees
shaken by wind and rain. He was not shaken from kayotsarga nor from meditation by the flashes of lightning
nor by the mountain-peaks shaken by thunder-storms.
Both of his feet were covered with moss caused by dripping water, like the steps of a deserted village-tank.
In the winter season in which elephant-deep streams
were frozen, he remained comfortable from the fire of
meditation active in burning the fuel of karma. On winter
nights when trees were frozen by cold, Bahubali’ s pious
meditation bloomed especially, like jasmines. 887
Forest-buffaloes scratched themselves on him just as
trunk of a huge tree, at the same time splitting
the
on
their horns. Families of rhinoceroses experienced the delight of sleep at night resting with their bodies on his body,
of his nose, motionless, the

post.

887

766.

In India the jasmine blooms daring the winter.
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on a mountain-side. Elephants, pulling at his
hands and feet with the idea they were olibanum-shoots,
were often embarrassed, unable to pull them up. Herds
just as

of

yaks,

their

faces

upturned,

licked

him

fearlessly

with tongues that were dreadful from their rough surfaces like saws.
He was surrounded completely by
creepers with a hundred branches shooting up, like a
drum by leather thongs. Dense clusters of reeds grew
up and around him, which had the appearance of quivers filled with arrows that had come from the power
of former affection.
Abundant darbha-grass filled with
moving centipedes grew up around his feet buried in
the mud of the rainy season. Hawks, sparrows, etc.,
in harmony with each other, made nests on his body
covered with creepers.
Thousands of serpents hid in
the thickets of creepers, terrified by the call of the
forest peacocks.
Bahubali looked as if he had a thousand arms from hanging serpents fastened to his body.
His feet were surrounded by serpents, like anklets, that
had left the ant-hill near his feet. As he stood thus
in meditation, a year passed without food, like that of
Vrsabha Svamin when he was wandering.
When the year was completed, Vrsabha-bannered,
the Blessed One, kind to all, summoned Brahmi and
Sundar! and said: “Now Bahubali, much of whose
karma is destroyed, is like the fourteenth night of the

He
almost devoid of darkness.
fortnight,
does not attain kevalajnana because of pride, a division
of deluding-karma. One can not see an object hidden
by a curtain. At the speech of you two, now he will
abandon pride at once. Go. Verily, the time for his
After taking the command
instruction is at hand.”
bright

on their heads and bowing at the Lord’s feet, Brahmi
and Sundar! went to Bahubali. Although he knew his
pride, the Lord had been indifferent for a year. For
the Arhats, whose purposes are unconfused, give advice
at the right time.
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The high-born
bali was)

ladies

went to that place (where Bahti-

and did not see at

all

the muni covered with

covered with dust. Standing like
that, not the least different from the trees, they perceived
him with difficulty after making a repeated search.
vines, like a jewel

After observing him closely, they made pradaksina three
times, paid homage to the great muni, Bahubali, and

spoke

as

follows:

"The

Blessed

One,

your

father,

sends you this message, noble elder brother, 'Kevala
”
arise in those seated on an elephant’s shoulder.’

can not
After

saying this,

the two ladies went as they had

come.

am

The mahatma, astonished inwardly, reflected, “How
when I am like a tree in

I sitting on an elephant,

engaged in kayotsarga, all censurable activabandoned?
These disciples of the Blessed One
say nothing which is untrue, so what does this mean?
Oh, now I know at last. I said, 'Who will pay homage to his younger brothers, seniors in the vow ?’
That pride is an elephant and I am seated firmly on
it.
Though engaged in attendance on the Guru of the
Three Worlds for a long time, discernment was lacking
to me, like swimming to a crab.
I did not desire to

this forest,

ity

pay homage to the mahatmas, my own brothers who
had taken the vow first, because they were younger.
Now I shall go and pay homage to the great munis.”
With these reflections, he, noble, took a step, and at
that very step kevalajnana became manifest, the destructive karmas being completely snapped like a row of
creepers.
With complete knowledge and belief manifest,
with a tranquil appearance, he went to the Master’s
presence, like the moon before the sun. After making
the pradaksina to the Tirthakrt and bowing to the congregation, the great muni, entitled to homage from the
world, his
kevalins.

vow

fulfilled,

sat

down

in

the assembly of

:

Chapter VI.
Manci’s heresy (1-52)

Now,

a disciple

Marld, a son of
Bharata, who knew the eleven angas like his own name,
endowed with the qualities of an ascetic, delicate by
nature, wandered with the Master like a young elephant
with the lord of the herd. The dust on the roads being
heated by the multitude of sun’s rays terrible at midday
in the hot season, as if by goldsmiths; the roads being
deserted because of the hot winds, closely resembling the
flames of an invisible fire ; his own body resembling damp
fuel that is being heated because of its constant streams of
perspiration rising from head to foot, and with an unendurable odor caused by his soiled body and clothes wet with
perspiration, like the odor from a dry skin sprinkled with
water; his feet burned, imitating an ichneumon’s standing
on hot ground, 368 overcome by thirst, he thought to
of the Master,

himself
<C

am

the grandson of the Teacher of the World,
Rsabha Svamin, Mt. Meru with sun and moon of complete
knowledge and complete faith. I am the son of the Rord
of Bharata, the depository of discernment, the Akhandala
of the whole six-part country (i.e., Bharataksetra). In
I

the presence of the fourfold congregation and of the Master, I became a mendicant, accompanied by pronouncement of the five great vows. This being so, it is not fitting
for me to go home from my post, like a warrior from the
Now I am not able to
battle-field, dripping with shame.
bear, even for an hour, the load of qualities belonging
868

on hot

7.

This

bricks.*

is

the equivalent of the Western,

*

like

a cat dancing

!
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to

an

On the one
on the other
Here, a
is the vow difficult to perform.
fallen
into
dilemma,
have
a
there, a tiger.
I

ascetic,

hand, there
hand, there
precipice;

is

hard to bear

like

a mountain.

disgrace to the family, etc.;

alas

Oh, I have an idea! This road will surely be like
a smooth path on a mountain even though rough. Those
ascetics are conquerors over hurtful acts of mind, speech,
and body. I am conquered by them. Therefore, in future
They are bald because they
I shall carry three staves.
subdue their senses by pulling out the hair from their
heads.
I, on the contrary, shall have a bald head by
shaving.
They always abstain from destruction, etc., of
gross and fine life.
On my part, there will be abstinence
from destruction, etc., of gross life. They are without
possessions. I shall have some things
a gold ring, etc.
They are without shoes; I shall wear shoes. They are
fragrant from the eighteen thousand rules of good conduct.
I, malodorous from my conduct, shall use sandal, etc.
Those sadhus are free from illusion. I am covered with
illusion. I shall carry an umbrella over my head, a sign of
that. They wear white clothes; but I, impure from
passions (kasaya), shall wear reddish-brown (kasaya)
garments, in memory of that fact. They, fearing evil, give
up the use of water which contains much life. Let me
have bathing and drinking with water used in modera-

—

tion.”

After making these plans according to his

own

idea,

own outfit and then, such as he was,
wandered with the Master. Just as a mule is neither
horse nor donkey, but has a share of both, so Marici was
Marici wore his

then neither ascetic nor householder. Many people who
saw him different from the great sages, like a crow among
hansas, asked him about dharma, out of curiosity. He
taught the sadhus’ dharma, preeminent with its mula- and
uttaragunas. Questioned as to why he did not practice it
himself,

he said he was unable.

After enlightening the
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emancipation who came wishing to
become mendicants, Marlci sent them to the Master’s feet.
The Master, Rsabha-bannered, the sole relation (bestowing)
benefit without ulterior motive, himself gave initiation to
those who came with enlightenment.
One day, when Marlci was wandering thus with the
Master, a virulent disease appeared in his body, like a
wood-insect in wood. The ascetics took no care at all of
Marlci, who had been outcast by them because he had
fallen from his vows, like a monkey outcast by his troop
because he had fallen from a support 869 As he had no
care, he suffered very much from the disease, like a sugarcane plantation without guards from boars, etc 870 When
he, alone, had fallen into a terrible disease like a great
“ Alas In this very existence,
forest, Marici reflected,
my
bad karma has risen, since these sadhus, my own people,
look upon me with indifference, as if I were an enemy.
And yet, no sadhu can be blamed for not caring for me,
any more than the sun for making the owl blind. How
could they, who have ceased from all censurable activity,
do service to me who am engaged in censurable things, like
well-born people to an outcast ? It is not fitting to make
them serve me, for that would lead to the spread of evil
So, I should look for
rising from the breaking of vows.
some one with weak dharma like myself to care for me.
For deer consort with deer.” Reflecting thus, Marlci
recovered, somehow or other. For in course of time salty
souls capable

of

.

.

!

ground becomes

One

free

from

day, a Rajput

salt.

named

Kapila, a

attain emancipation after a long time,
869

man who would

came from some-

an unpardonable offense
fall.
I have not been able to find any more definite
several persons have told me such a belief is current.
870

30.

31.

Apparently,

The

it is

destruction of their crops

for

a monkey to
though

allusion,

by wild animals

constitutes

customary to keep watch at

a serious problem for Indian farmers. It is
Wild pigs are among the worst offenders and are especially fond

night.

of sugar-cane.
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He listened to the
where to the Master’s lotus-feet.
dharma of the Lord delivering a sermon, a rainy-season
cloud for bestowing benefits on all. Like moonlight to the
cakravaka, like the sun to the owl, like medicine to a sick
man whose good fortune is exhausted (i.e., doomed to die),
like coolness to one suffering from wind, like the rainy
season to a goat 871 the dharma spoken by the Master did not
Wishing to hear another dharma, casting
please Kapila.
his glance here and there, he saw Marici with characterisHe
tics differing from those of the Master’s disciples.
went from the Master to Marici, wishing to find another
dharma, like a foolish buyer from a rich man’s shop
to a poor man’s shop. When he asked him about dharma,
Marici said, “There is no dharma here.
If you are
seeking dharma, listen to the Master.”
Again he went to
Rsabha Svamin’s feet and again listened to his dharma in
the same way. Spoiled by his own karma, the Master’s
dharma did not please him. For what is the use of a full
pond to a miserable cataka ? He went again to Marici
and said, “ Have you no dharma whatever ? How could
there be a vow without dharma ? ” Marici reflected, “ He
,

is suitable for me.
Ah This union of similar people has
taken place after a long time as the result of fate. Let
him be a companion for me who have no companion.”
So thinking, he said, “ There is dharma; and here is
dharma.” By that one falsehood, Marici acquired for
himself a terrible birth extending for a crore of crores of
sagaras. He initiated Kapila and made him his companion.
From that time there has been heresy on the part of
mendicants.
!

371

42.

It seems

an accepted belief (in India) that goats are
though why more so than other animals I

especially averse to rain,

have not been able to

ascertain.
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Arrival at AstUpada (53-138)

Then one day the Blessed Vrsabha-bannered arrived
at Mt. Astapada in its turn, intent upon benefiting others,
favoring people by the destruction of disease for an entire
hundred yojanas, like a cloud in the rainy season by
allaying the heat making them happy by the non-appear;

ance of calamities such as flying insects, mice, and parrots, 872
like a king all his subjects by the non-appearance of
wrong policy; pleasing the people by the complete
extinction of hostilities, temporary and permanent, like
the sun by the destruction of darkness ; delighting the
people by the total absence of pestilence, as formerly
by the establishment of customs causing prosperity to all
removing from the world excessive rain and drouth by his
power, like indigestion (from overeating) and excessive
hunger by medicine; a festival being made on account

by

the people of the country delighted at
the removal of fear of their own sovereign and of others,
like an arrow inside; protecting the world from famine
of his arrival

with universal destruction like a sorcerer protecting
people from a Raksasa, praised greatly by the people;
having a halo surpassing the sun, like an endless light that

terrible

had become external because it could not be contained
within; made resplendent by the dharmacakra of unequaled splendor going in advance in the sky, like the
Cakravartin by the cakra; glorified by a lofty dharmadhvaja in front with a thousand small banners, like a pillar
of victory over all the karmas ; a festival suitable for
the march being made, as it were, by the divine drum
playing zealously in the sky of its own accord; made
872

54.

The

inclusion

of parrots in the

list

of

calamities is

somewhat surprising to a European, but in India they come in
droves and destroy crops. “The wisdom of the village says that
public calamities are seven, and are visitations of
locusts, rats, parrots,

Man

in India.

tyranny and invasion.”

God

—drought,

flood,

Beast
J. L. Kipling,

and
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by the lion-throne of crystal with a foot-stool
setting his feet gracefully, like a
if by glory
king-goose, on golden lotuses moved by the gods; his
dress untouched by sharp-pointed thorns, their faces
turned down as if wishing to enter the earth from fear
attended by all the seasons at the same time as if to
make atonement for the evil of assistance to Ananga
(Love) ; homage being made to him from afar, as it were,
by the tall trees on the roads by their bent heads, even

splendid

in the air as

;

though they were without consciousness

;

being attended

by a favorable wind,

gentle and cool, like a
ahead
his path
crossed by birds fly;
ing over to the right, as if they knew, "There is no
good fortune for those on the left of the Master” made
illustrious by gods and demons to the number of a crore at
least .engaged in coming and going, like an ocean with
its tidal-waves
adorned with an umbrella in the sky
like a moon that has light even by day from the power
of devotion ; fanned by chauris white as the waves of the
Ganga, like separate treasuries of wealth of the moon’s
rays; surrounded by lacs of the best ascetics, glowing
from penance and gentle, like the moon surrounded by
enlightening the souls capable of emancipation at
stars
every village and every city, like the sun the lotuses in
every river and every pool wandering over the earth
covered with villages, mines, cities, towns approached by
land and water, poor towns, towns approached by land or
water, isolated villages, hermitages, towns with earthen

constantly

breeze from a fan

;

;

;

;

walls, etc.

Description of A$tapada (78-101)

Then the Teacher

World, most venerable in invocation, ascended the lofty mountain, eight yojanas high,
like a heap of autumn-clouds gathered in one place ; like
a mass of solidified waves of the Ocean of Milk that had
been brought; high-peaked like a long-homed bull one of
Punandara’s bulls made at the birth-bath that had been
of the

—

—

;;
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Dadhimukha Mountains that had
homes in the lakes of the continent

fixed; like one of the

come from
Nandiivara ;

their

a piece of the stalk taken from the lotus
like an extraordinary tiara, made of
white jewels, belonging to the earth appearing to have
been bathed with water and dried with cloths constantly
by troops of gods, because of its spotlessness and luster
with streams to be inferred by the women on its spotless
crystal banks because of the lotus-pollen raised by the
wind ; (like) another existence for making the Vidyadharawomen resting on its peaks forget Vaitadhya and Ksudrahimavat; like a mirror of heaven and earth; like unequaled
laughter of the quarters; like an imperishable earthen
cone reaching to the planets and constellations; with
the appearance of several moons represented by its peaks
with antelopes worn out by play seated in the center;
having rows of cascades, as if it had put on a spotless
garment; with a raised banner, as it were, with the rays
rising from the sun-crystal ; resembling the eastern mountain given to beautiful goddesses because of the sun placed
on the high, spotless peak ; with trees giving dense shade,
bushy with green leaves, like broad umbrellas made of
peacock-feathers; with a forest of creepers sprinkled by
flowing doe’s milk, the young deer being petted by the
Khecaris out of curiosity ; inhabited by celestial women,
their eye-brows made into a row to see the lasya-dance of
the barbarian-women wearing garments of plantain-leaves
of

like

Jambudvipa;

;

wind deficient from being consumed by serpents
from pleasure; its forest of creepers made to
dance in sport by the dancer the forest-wind with caves

its forest

tired out

—

;

turned into houses for the love- affairs of the Kinnarawomen; the water of its pools made into high waves by
the displacement caused by the diving of the Apsarases;
its interior filled with tumult by Yaksas engaged in
gambling with dice in one place, in another absorbed in
drinking-parties, making wagers in another ; having
concerts begun in sport, here by the Sabara-women, there

;
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by the Kinnara-women, and
dhara-women
excited

;

by the

by Vidyamade by parrots

in another place

in one place having cries

ripe fruit of grapes, in another place the

note uttered by cuckoos agitated by mango-shoots
here lively with the sound of the hansa stimulated by
the taste of the fresh lotus-stalk, there talkative with the
kren-call of the curlew excited by the river-bank; here
fill ed with the ke-call of the peacocks exhilarated by the
nearby cloud; there lovely with the sound of the crane

fifth

going around the pool ; in some places like a garment dyed
878
from the red a§oka-groves ; in other
with safflower
places like the blue sky from the tamala, palm,
trees;

and date

here like a yellow cloth from the palasa trees

studded with flowers, there

a white garment with

like
374

and mallika
The mountain offered a respectful reception and water

forests of malati

.

Master of the
Three Worlds, in the guise of the water of cascades and
Mt. As£aalso with the flowers scattered by the wind.
for cleansing the feet, as it were, to the

pada, purified by the Master’s

feet,

considered

itself

in

no

inferior to Meru purified by his birth-bath.
Mt.
Astapada sang repeatedly, as it were, the merits of the
hord of the World, under the pretext of the warbling of the
delighted cuckoo, etc. Instantly, the Vayukumaras, like
living brooms, took the grass, wood, etc., from the ground

way

for a yojana.

At

once, the

Meghakumaras made clouds

water and sprinkled the earth with
perfumed water. The gods paved the whole ground with
broad gold and jeweled slabs, so it was like the surface of a
mirror. The Vyantara-gods rained flowers of five colors
knee-deep like pieces of the rainbow.
The Vyantaras
like buffaloes carrying

made arches from fresh
878

shoots, thieves of the

Carthamus

beauty of the

both yellow and
Watt, p. 279. A Westerner is
likely to associate both safflower and saffron with yellow.
99.

Safflower,

red dye, red being
874

100.

much more

Two

Jasminum Zambac.

kinds

tinctorius, yields

valuable.

of jasmine,

J asminum

grandiflorum

and
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waves of the Kalindl. The figure of a makara glistened
on the pillars on both sides of the arches, imitating the
abundance of makaras always occupying the two banks
of the Sindhu.
On them gleamed four white umbrellas
like silver mirrors of the four goddesses of the quarters.

Banners waved by the wind shone on the pillars, giving the
impression of tremulous waves of a Ganga in the sky 875
Beneath each arch was the pearl-svastika, etc., with the
appearance of an inscription, " Here is the auspiciousness
.

of the world.”

A

made on the ground there, the
Vaimanikas made a jeweled wall like the wealth of the
Sri of Ratnakara. They made a row of battlements of
gems, like the circle of suns and moons at the boundary
of the Manusottara Mountains. The Jyotispatis made a
middle wall of gold, shining like a peak of Hemadri made
into a circle. They made battlements of jewels, which had
pictures, as it were, for a long time from reflections of the
spectators.
The Bhavanadhlias made the lowest rampart
dais having been

of silver, giving the impression of the serpent Sesa
into a

circle.

They made a row

made

of golden battlements like

a row of Garudas in the water at the bank of the Ocean of
Milk. In each wall four gateways were made by them,
like those of the city Vinita

by the Guhyakas

(Yaksas).

In the gateways they made jeweled arched-doorways,
made a hundred-fold, as it were, by their own rays streaming forth. At every door the Vyantaras set incense-vessels
which had waves of smoke like streaks of collyrium for the
376
The gods made a dais in the
protection of the eyes.
northeast direction, like a temple in a house, inside the
middle wall, for the Bord’s

rest.

A

caitya-tree, six miles

was created inside the samavasarana by the Vyantaras, like a mast inside a ship. Then they made a jeweled
platform under the caitya-tree, which by its rays made
high,

supposed to be also a heavenly Ganga.
by Indian women and children around

375

xi 2 .

There

376

122.

Collyrium, used

the eyes,

is

is

believed to be beneficial as well as decorative.
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the tree appear to have shoots from its root.
platform they made a jeweled dais which
frequently

by the blossoms on the ends

Above the
was rubbed

of the caitya-tree

In the middle of the dais they made a jeweled
a foot-stool, facing east, like the pericarp
with
lion-throne
of the seed-vessel of a blooming lotus. Above the dais
they created three umbrellas just like the three streams
of the Tripathaga (Ganga) made into whirlpools. So, in a
moment the samavasarana was erected by the gods and
demons, as if they had brought it from some place already
branches.

made.

Then the Lord
moksa, by the east

World entered

the door to
door, like entering the hearts of the
souls capable of emancipation. Then the Lord circumambulated the asoka-tree, the blossoms on the ends of its
branches becoming ear-ornaments (for him).
Saying
“Homage to the congregation,” facing the eastern quarter,
the Lord sat on the lion-throne, like a king-goose on a
The Vyantara-gods created images of the Supreme
lotus.
placed
on lion-thrones in the other three directions.
Lord
The sadhus, sadhvls, and Vaimanika-women entered by the
east door, made the pradaksina, and bowed to the Jina
and the congregation with devotion. All the sadhus sat
down in the southeast direction inside the first wall, great
trees in the garden of dhargia; behind them stood the
Vaimanika-women and behind them stood in the same way
groups of sadhvls. Entering by the south door according
to precedent, the women of the Bhavanesas, Jyotiskas, and
Vyantaras stood in succession in the southeast. Entering by the west door i£i the same way, the Bhavanesas,
Jyotiskas, and Vyantaras bowed, and stood in succession
in the northwest. When Vasava learned that the Lord
had come to a samavasarana, he came quickly, covering
the sky with a multitude of cars. Entering by the north
door, Sutraman made pradaksina three times, bowed, and
with devotion recited a hymn of praise as follows:
of the

it,

-
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Stuti (141-148)

“On

the one hand are your virtues that can not be
best Yogis even with their whole minds ; on
the other hand, I, habitually negligent, am your praiser.
Nevertheless, Lord, I shall praise your virtues in accordance with my ability. Does any one restrain a lame man
from making a long journey? Protect us, Lord, the shade

known by the

of whose feet is equal to the shade of an umbrella for
persons subject to misery from the sunshine of the pain of
existence.
Only for the sake of the world you wander
for its

own purpose accomplished. Does the sun rise
own benefit ? From your power, Lord, people’s

karma

contracts completely, like their shadow from the

thus, your

Even animals are blessed, who see you
Even gods are not blessed, if deprived of the

sun at midday.
always.

sight of you.

Superior to the superior, they are happy,

Lord of the Three Worlds, in the shrines of whose hearts
you alone are supreme god. So, I humbly ask even
though wandering from village to village, from city to city,
please do not wander from my heart.”
After praising the Lord in these words, the Lord of

—

the gods bowed, touching the earth with five parts of
the body, and sat down in the northeast direction.
Bharata’s

visit to

Rsabha Svamin (150-188)

Likewise the mountain-guards reported to the Cakrin
that the Master had arrived at the samavasarana, for they
had been appointed for that purpose. He, a liberal
giver, gave twelve and a half crores of gold to those

announcing the Jina. For all such (as gold) is a trifle.
Rising from the lion-throne, taking seven or eight steps
in the direction of the Blessed One, he bowed to the Lord
Seated on the lion-throne again, the
with reverence.
King summoned the kings, like Purandara the gods, for
going to the Master’s
kings

came from

waves at the
22

all

feet.

At Bharata’s command, the

directions at once, like rows of high

rising tide of the ocean.

The elephants
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roared deeply, the horses neighed, as

if hastening their
go to the Master. The charioteers and footsoldiers came, marked with hair erect from joy.
The
command of the King to go to the Blessed One was like
fragrant gold 377 The soldiers, though standing, were not
contained in the space between Astapada and Ayodhya,
like the waters of a great river between two banks.
In
the sky, the union of the stream of the MandakinI and
the Yamuna took place, as it were, from the white umbrellas and peacock-feather umbrellas.
The lances in the
hands of the heroes on horseback looked as if other lances
were raised with them from their own light streaming
forth.
The elephants, too, looked as if they had elephants
mounted on them from the best heroes who were mounted,
giving loud roars of joy. From the Cakrin the soldiers
became eager to bow to the Lord of the World. The
scabbard of a sword becomes very sharp from its sword.
The soldiers gathered together from all sides were
announced to the Cakrin, though present, by the great

own

riders to

.

confusion like a door-keeper.
The Cakravartin then made his body pure with a
bath, just as the Lord of Munis made purity of mind by

The Lord of Bharata, after
the propitiatory rite of the tilaka and auspicious things
had been made, put on clothes and ornaments shining like
his own conduct. Adorned with a white umbrella over
his head and two white chauris at his sides, he went to
victory over love and hate.

the platform at the end of the house. Ascending it, like
the sun the eastern mountain, the King mounted the
high elephant like the sun the zenith. Spreading delight
in the sky by loud sounds of choice musical instruments,
such as kettle-drum, conch, and military drum, like water
by a water-wheel ; surrounding the quarters by elephants
with much ichor like clouds; covering the earth with
horses like an ocean with waves ; accompanied by joy and
877

156.

excellence.

This

is

a popular Gujarati expression to denote super-,

:
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haste like a wishing-tree by twins, he went instantly to
Astapada with his retinue and women of his family.

He

dismounted from the elephant and ascended the
great mountain, like an ascetic ascending lofty good
conduct from a householder’s practices.
He entered the
samavasarana by the north door and saw the Bord the

—

cloud for making shoot up the kandala 878 of joy. After
making pradaksina three times and bowing at the lord’s
feet, his folded hands on his head, Bharata began a hymn
of praise as follows
Stuti (173-180)

“Praise of you by people like me is like measuring
the ocean by pitchers. Nevertheless, I shall praise you,

O

Master, for I

am

unrestrained in devotion.

People

who

have associated with you become equal to you, O Lord.
For wicks become lights from contact with light. Your
teaching, a cure for making free of mada879 the best elephant of the senses subject to excitement, teaching the
path (to emancipation), prevails. After destroying the
destructive-karmas, you are indifferent to the remaining
karmas, I think, only to favor the world, O Lord of the
Three Worlds. 880 Clinging to your feet, O Ford, people
cross the ocean of existence like crossing the ocean under

the wing of Garuda.

The

sight of you,

dawn

deep

for the

the desire for appearance
on the part of the tree of endless happiness. From consleep of delusion of

all, satisfies

tact with your lotus-feet people’s

karma

is

destroyed.

from the moon’s rays though
Lord of the World, is rain from
a cloud, moonlight from the moon, beneficial to all.”

For elephants’ tusks
gentle.

878

m

881

171.

Your

Its blossoms

There

of the elephant'
888

176.

is,

and

I.e.,

split

favor,

O

appear suddenly in the rainy season*

of course, a double

meaning to mada:

*

the ichor

‘pride.*

as soon as he destroys the remaining

karmas he

will attain moksa and be unable to assist other people.
881
179. I have found no parallel reference for this interesting

superstition.

orthere

is

The verb used

is

sphut, which

no point to the comparison.

must be taken as

*

split,

*

!
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After this praise of the Lord

the World, the
Lord of Bharata bowed and sat down behind Hari
The men sat behind the
(Sakra), like a Samanika-god.
gods, and behind the men the women stood. So the fourfold congregation was inside the first wall, like the fourfold
dharma in the faultless teaching of the Master. Inside
Even though
the second wall stood the joyful animals.
(naturally) hostile, they were like affectionate brothers toward each other. Again, inside the third wall were rows of
the animals used to convey the kings, etc., who had come,
their ears pricked up to hear the sermon. The Master of
the Three Worlds delivered a sermon in speech conforming
Animals,
to every dialect, in a voice deep as thunder.
men, and gods listened to the sermon joyfully, as if freed
from the load of attachment ; as if they had reached the
desired abode (moksa) ; as if they had the bath-festival
made; as if engaged in meditation; as if they had
attained the position of Ahamindra; as if they had
attained the absolute.
of

Acceptable food and avagraha (189-326)

At the end

of the sermon,

Bharata thought to him-

self with remorse at the sight of his brothers who had
taken the great vows: “What have I done, taking the
kingdoms from my brothers I, never satisfied, like a fire
I am giving wealth to others which has pleasure as its
fruit.
That is without fruit to me foolish, like a sacrifice
in ashes. Even a crow lives, summoning other crows and
giving them food, etc. Therefore, I, inferior to the crows,
enjoy pleasures without them. Would that, by my good
fortune, they would take pleasures being given again,
like ascetics taking alms after fasting for a month.”
After these reflections, at the feet of the Teacher of
the World Bharata with folded hands invited his brothers
to enjoyment.
The Lord advised him: “ O honesthearted King, your noble brothers have professed the

—
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great vows.

and

After realizing the worthlessness of sams ara

abandoning pleasures completely, they can
not take them again, like something vomited.”
Checked
in this way by the Master in regard to pleasures, the Lord
of Bharata reflected again in his repentant mind, “Even
if they, having abandoned worldly attachment, do not
enjoy pleasure, nevertheless they eat food to sustain life.”
With this idea, he had food brought in five hundred large
carts and invited his brothers as before. The Master again
said, “ O Lord of Bharata, food that is brought, prepared
after

for sadhus , 882 is certainly not suitable for sadhus.”

Frus-

invited them again with food
not made nor caused to be made (for them). In simplicity
everything seems all right.
“O King, royal food is
not suitable for great rishis.” With these words the
Cakrabhrt was frustrated by the Dharmacakrin. Thinking “I am always stopped by the Master,” he was
devoured by great remorse like the moon by Rahu.
Observing the King’s embarrassment, Sahasraksa
(Sakra) asked the Master, “How many divisions has
avagraha ?” The Master explained “ Avagraha is fivefold with divisions related to Indras, cakrins, kings,
householders, and sadhus 883 Each one in succession is

trated in this way, he

:

.

882

200.

288

205.

The first fault in food.
The idea of avagraha

See n. 17.
that each one of the

is

five

has

a certain jurisdiction, and one should obtain permission to enter that
jurisdiction.

For instance,

another desires to come,

lie

if

one sadhu

is

occupying an upalraya and

must obtain permission from the

first

occu-

There seem to be differences of opinion as to the extent of
avagraha. The com. to the Scar. II. 7. 2. (J. p. 177) gives a sadhu’s
I had other figures given me,
jurisdiction as extending 10 miles.
pant.

but without agama authority.

So

far as I could ascertain, in actual

practice the question of avagraha arises only in connection with a
The larger sphere of
sadhu’s obtaining permission for lodging.

smaller one in the sense that one
person having the jurisdiction most
directly affecting the applicant. See Acar. II. 7. 2. and Ava. 360.

jurisdiction is annulled

by the

obtains permission from the
p. 235a.
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by the one next named. The rule given
precedence in the case of two rules one given
and one later .” 384 Sakra said, “ I give permission to

superseded

—

last takes
first

whatever sadhus wander in my jurisdiction to consider
it as their own, O Lord.”
When Hari had stopped, after
saying this and paying homage to the Master’s feet, the
Lord of Bharata reflected again “ If my food, etc., was
not noticed by these munis, nevertheless, I would accomplish my purpose to-day by permission for dwelling in
my jurisdiction.” Thinking this in his heart, the warmhearted King gave permission like Sakra, in the Master’s presence.
He asked Vasava like a fellow-student,
“What must I do now with that food, drink, etc?”
“ Give it to those who are superior in merit,” Sakra said.
:

He

thought, “Who, except the sadhus, are superior in
merit to me ? Oh, I know. Certainly the laymen, both
with and without worldly desire 885 are superior in merit
to me.

must give

I

it

to them.”

While considering what must be done, the Cakravartin observed Sakra’s form with splendid appearance

and said

in astonishment, “

Do you have

such a form in

heaven, or another form ? For gods can change their
forms as they like.” The Lord of gods said, “O King,

form we have there. That form can not be
Bharata said again, “O Sahasraksa, I
seen by mortals.”
have a very strong desire to see your (heavenly) form.
Delight my eyes, O Indra, like the moon the cakora,
by a sight of your divine form.” “You are the best
of men. Your request must not be in vain. So I shall
show you one part of my body, O King.” Saying this,
Sunaslra showed his finger with suitable ornaments,
When the King
sole light of the house of the world.
saw Mahendra’s finger, shining with a brilliant light,
he was delighted like the ocean when it sees the full

this is not the

884

206.

Haim.

885

213

See App. III.

.

7. 4.

118

f.

343

moon.

Then, bowing to the Blessed One and taking
leave of the King, Satamanyu went away immediately
like a twilight-cloud.
Bowing low to the Master, like
Sakra, the Cakravartin went to the city Vinlta, meditating
on his duties. Bharata set up a Sakra-finger made of

and made an eight-day festival. The noble must
act with equal devotion and affection. Beginning then
and even now, there is an Indra-festival celebrated by the
people after erecting an Indra-pillar. 886
Then the Blessed One wandered elsewhere from
Astapada from country to country, awakening the bhavyalotuses, like the sun wandering from one sign of the

jewels

zodiac to another.
Origin of Brahmans (227-256)

Then Bharata summoned the laymen and made
announcement: “You must take your food daily
Morein my house. Ploughing, etc., must not be done.
study
devote
your
attention
to
daily
you
must
of
over,
the scriptures, acquiring new knowledge. When you
come into my presence after you have eaten, you must
Fear grows. Therefore, do
recite: ‘You are conquered.
this

not kill (mahana).’ ” Agreeing, they take
their food in his house and attentively recite his speech as

not

kill.

Do

well as the recitation of scripture.

Absorbed in pleasure like a god, the King, careless,
“ By
sometimes reflected just from hearing these words
whom am I conquered ? Oh, I know. By passions. And
fear of what grows? My fear of them (passions). So,
may I not kill any living creatures. So these men,
possessing discernment, always remind me. Shame on
my negligence! Shame on my greed for sense-objects!
Shame on my indifference to dharma Shame on my
passion for samsara! Shame on conduct the reverse of
:

!

888

225.

The Indrotsava

is

described in the NatyaSastra

It apparently does not survive in any extant festival.

1.

55

ff.
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what

is

suitable for a noble

man.”

As a

result of this

dharmadhyana progressed in him, negligent,
Again the
like the stream of the Ganga in the Lavanoda.
King became absorbed in sense-objects sound, etc. No
one is able to change karma which has pleasure as its
reflection,

—

fruit.

One

informed the King,
“Because of the large number of people (who come), it
Bharata
is not known who is a layman and who is not.”
instructed the cooks, “After this, food must be given
”
“I
" Who are you ?”
with a test, Are you laymen ?’
day,

the

head-cooks

‘

am

a layman.” “Tell us how many vows.” “Laymen
do not have these (vows), but we always have five
387
lesser vows and seven disciplinary vows .”
They showed
the ones who had passed the test like this to the KingWith the cowrie-jewel the King made three lines indicating right knowledge, right faith, and right conduct, a mark
of purity, like a garland hung obliquely over the
shoulder. Every half-year the new laymen passed the
test and were marked by the cowrie in the same way.
By that mark they obtained food and recited aloud,
"You are conquered, etc.” From that they became
They gave their children to
Mahanas (Brahmans).
and of these some, disgusted with life, took
sadhus
the vow of their own accord. Some became laymen,
as they were unable to endure trials; they took food
and were marked in the same way with the cowrieBecause the King gave it to them, the people
jewel.
gave also from faith. One who is honored by those
who are honored, by whom is he not honored ?
;

For the sake

of their study, the Cakrin

by

made the

and right
practices of munis and laymen.
Gradually, the Mahanas
became known by the name of Brahmans and, bearing the
noble Vedas purified

387

ary.

240.

praise of the Arhats

The three meritorious vows and the four proper disciplin-

These 7 are usually called

silavratas.
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three marks of the cowrie-jewel, they reached the state
of wearing the sacred thread. This was the custom under

Bharata’ s rule, hut Arkayasas made a gold sacred thread
because the cowrie was lacking 888 Beginning with MahayaSas some made silver cords, others made them of silk
thread, and others of cotton thread. This custom prevailed through the time of eight men from Bharata:
Adityayasas, Mahayasas, Atibala, Balabhadra, Balaviiya,
.

Kirtivlrya, Jalavlrya,

and Dandavirya the eighth.

By

was enjoyed completely
and the Blessed One’s crown, brought by Sakra, was worn
on their heads. It could not be worn by the remainder
because of its weight.
For the load of an elephant can
be borne only by an elephant, not by others. A disappearthese kings half of Bbarataksetra

ance of sadhus took place between the ninth and tenth
Arhats, and this continued during seven intervals between
Jinas. The Vedas, consisting at that time of praise of the
Arhats and dharma for monks and laymen, were made
ignoble later by Sulasa, Yajnavalkya, and others 889
Now Bharata continued to spend the days in gifts to
laymen, love-sport, and other amusements. One day, the
Blessed One went to Mt. Astapada, purifying the earth
with his feet, like the moon the heaven. The Ford of
the World sat in a samavasarana made at once by the
gods and delivered a sermon. That the Master of the
World had come and was so engaged was reported to
the Ford of Bharata by his agents who had returned
.
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249.

Only Cakravartins had the cowrie-jewel.
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256.

Sulasa here

in Tri. 7, 2. 455

ff.

A

is

probably the Sulasa of a story that occurs
was defeated at her svayamvara

suitor of hers

Whereupon he brought about his own
rival through a trick.
death and was reborn as an Asura. He then knew by clairvoyant
knowledge that Sulas^s husband had played this trick, and vowed

by a

With an ally, he gained power over the people by causing
and then curing them. He then persuaded them to

revenge.

diseases, etc.,

adopt

many

and the

ignoble practices, including animal sacrifices and eating
is the reputed teacher of the White Yajurveda

Yajnavalkya

of meat.

law-giver*
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Bharata gave them a reward the
same size as before. For the wishing-tree giving every
day does not fail. When he had come to the Master
in the samavasarana on Astapada, had made the pradaksina, and had paid homage, the Cakrin delivered a
swift

as the wind.

hymn

of praise.
Stuti (263-270)

“From
you,

O

your power, I, even though ignorant, praise
Ford of the World. For the sight, even though

those looking at the moon, becomes sharpened.
Master, your omniscience prevails, infinite like space,

dull, of

O

the light for the

the world

plunged in the
For the sake of such as me buried

sight

of

darkness of delusion.
in the deep sleep of negligence, O Ford, you come and
go repeatedly, like the sun. Karma acquired in a lac
of births dissolves at the sight of you.
Ghee even as

hard as a mill-stone would melt in time from a fire.
The period of Bliss-Pain is better than that of Pure
Bliss, since in it you gave better fruit than the wishingtrees.
O Ford of all the worlds, this world adorned
by you is superior to (other) worlds, just as a city adorned

by a king

is

superior to villages.

Benefits

—

which

father,

everyone, in fact, do not conmother, teacher, master
fer, you alone, having become several persons, confer.
The world is adorned by you, like the night by the
moon, like a pool by the hansa, like a face by a
tilaka.”

After reciting this hymn of praise and paying suitable
homage to the Blessed One, the Ford of Bharata, polite,
sat down in the proper place. The Blessed One delivered a sermon for the benefit of all, in a speech extending for a yojana and conforming to every dialect.
At the end of the sermon, the Ford of Bharata, his hair

bowed with folded hands to the Master
and asked: “O Ford how many other Dharmacakrins

erect from joy,

like you, benefiting

all,

and how many Cakrins ?

will there

be here in Bharata,

Tell their city, gotra, parents,
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name, age,
karas),

color, height,

initiation

and interval (between Tlrthan-

and future condition of existence,

O

Lord.”
Future Tirthankaras (276-325)

Then the Blessed One
be

twenty-three

related

:

“ In Bharata there

Arhats and eleven other
Cakrins. The twentieth and twenty-second Jinas will
belong to the Gotama-family ; all the other attainers
of
nirvana will
spring from the Kasyapa-family.
Ajita, the son of Jitasatru and Vijaya, in Ayodhya,
living for seventy-two lacs of purvas, gold-color, four
hundred and fifty bows tall, will be an initiate for a
lac of purvas less a purvahga. So there will be an interval of fifty lacs of crores of sagaropamas between
my nirvana and that of Ajita. In Sravastl, Sambhava,
the son of Jitari and Sena, gold-color, living for sixty
lacs of purvas, four hundred bows tall, will be in the
vow for a lac of purvas less four purvangas. The interIn
val will be thirty lacs of crores of sagaropamas.
the city Vinita, Abhinandana, son of Samvara and
Siddhartha, living for fifty lacs of purvas, three hundred and fifty bows tall, gold-color, will be under vows
a lac of purvas less eight purvangas, and the interval
will be ten lacs of crores of sagaropamas.
In that city, Sumati, son of Megha and Mangala,
gold-color, living for forty lacs of pflrvas, three hundred
bows tall, will be in the vow a lac of purvas less twelve
will

other

purvangas, and the interval will be nine lacs of crores
In Kausambl, Padmaprabha, the son
of sagaropamas.
of Dhara and Suslma, red color, living for thirty lacs
of purvas, two hundred and fifty bows tall, will be in

and the interval will be ninety thousand crores of sagaras. In
Varanasi, Suparsva, the son of Pratistha and PrthvI,
gold-color, living for twenty lacs of purvas, two hundred
bows tall, will be in the vow for a lac of purvas less
twenty angas, and the interval will be nine thousand
the

vow a

lac of purvas less sixteen purvangas,
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sagaropamas. In Candranana, Sasiprabha
(Candraprabha), the son of Mahasena and Baksmana,

crores

of

one hundred and
be in the vow a lac of purvas less
twenty-four angas, and the interval will be nine hundred

living for ten lacs of purvas, white,
fifty

bows

tall,

will

crores of sagaropamas.

In Kakandl, Suvidhi, son of Sugriva and Rama,
white, living for

two

lacs of purvas,

one hundred bows

be in the vow a lac of ptirvas less twenty-eight
angas, and the interval will be ninety crores of sagaropamas.
In Bhadrilapura, Sitala, son of Nanda and
Drdharatha, gold-color, living for a lac of purvas, ninety
bows tall, will be in the vow twenty-five thousand purvas,
and the interval will be nine crores of sagaropamas. In
Sinhapuri, Sreyansa, son of Visnuraja and Visnu, goldcolor, eighty bows tall, his life measured by eighty-four
lacs of years, will be in the vow twenty-one lacs of
years, and the interval between Jinas will be one crore
of sagaras less one hundred sagaras, sixty-six lacs and
twenty-six thousand years.
In Campapurx, Vasupujya,
son of Vasupujya and Jay a, living for seventy- two lacs
of years, seventy bows tall, red, will be in the vow
fifty-four lacs of years, and the interval will be fifty-four
sagaropamas.
In Kampllya, the Jina Vimala, son of Krtavarman

tall, will

and Syama,

living

for sixty lacs

of years, sixty

bows

gold-color, will be in the vow fifteen lacs of years,
and the interval between his moksa and Vasupujya’s
will be thirty sagaras. In Ayodhya, Ananta, the son
of Sinhasena and SuyaSa, gold-color, living for thirty
lacs of years, fifty bows tall, will have the vow for
seven and a half lacs of years, and the interval between
his and Vimala’ s moksa will be nine sagaras.
In Ratnapura, Dharma, the son of Bhanu and Suvrata, gold-color,
living for ten lacs of years, forty-five bows tall, will
have two and a half lacs after initiation, and the interval
between Ananta’ s moksa and his will be four sagaras.

tall,
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In Gajapura, Santi, son of Visvasena and Acira, goldcolor, living for a lac of years, forty bows tall, will be
in the vow for twenty-five thousand years, and the
interval will be three sagaras less three-fourths of a palya.
In Gajapura, Kunthu, son of Sura and Sri, gold-color,
living for ninety-five thousand years, with an interval of
half a palya, thirty-five bows tall, will be in the vow
twenty-three thousand, seven hundred and fifty years.
Ara, gold-color, in Gajapura, son of Devi and Sudarsana,
living for eighty-four thousand years, thirty bows tall, will
have twenty-one thousand years in initiation, and the
interval will be a fourth of a palya less a thousand crores
of years.
Mallinatha, in Mithila, child of Kumbha and
Prabhavati, twenty-five bows tall, with an interval of a
thousand crores of years, blue, living for fifty-five thousand
years, will be in the vow this same number less one hundred.
The son of Padma and Sumitra, Suvrata, in Rajagrha,
black, aged thirty thousand years, twenty bows tall, will
have the vow for seven thousand five hundred years, and
the interval between Jinas will be fifty-four lacs of years.
In Mithila, Nami, the son of Vapra and Vijaya, goldcolor, with a life of ten thousand years, fifteen bows tall,
will have the vow for two thousand five hundred years,
and the interval between Muni’s and Nami’s moksa will be
Son of Siva and Samudravijaya, in
six lacs of years.
Sauryapura, dark blue, Nemi, ten bows tall, with a life of
a thousand years, will be a wandering mendicant for seven
hundred years, and the interval between the moksa of
Nami and Nemi will be five lacs of years. Son of Varna
and Asvasena, Parsva, in Varanasi, dark blue, nine cubits
tall, living for a hundred years, will be initiated for seventy
years, and the interval will be eighty-three thousand seven
In Kundagrama, Mahavira, son
hundred and fifty years.
of Siddhartha and Trisala, gold-color, seven cubits tall,
with a life of seventy-two years, will be initiated for fortytwo years, and the interval between ParSva and Vira will

be two hundred and

fifty years.
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Future Cakrins (326

—337)

The Cakrins will belong to the gotra of Kaiyapa,
gold-color, and eight of them will go to moksa.
Sagara
will be like you in Ayodhya, when Ajita is like me.
The
son of Sumitra and Yasomati, four hundred and fifty bows
he

seventy-two lacs of purvas.
In
Sravasti, Maghavan, the son of Bhadra and Samudravijaya,
will live for five lacs of years, forty-two and a half bows
Sanatkumara, with a life of three lacs of years, in
tall.
Hastinapura, one bow less than the former height, will be
the son of SahadevI and Asvasena. In the interval between
Dharma and Santi, these two will go to the third heaven.
Santi, Kunthu, and Ara will be both Arhats and CakraSon of Tara and Krtavirya, SubhUma will live for
bhrts.
sixty thousand years in Hastinapura, twenty-eight bows
tall, and in the interval between Ara and Malli will go
to the seventh hell. Padma, the son of Jvala and Padmottara, in Varanasi, will live for thirty thousand years,
twenty bows tall. In Kampilya, Harisena will be son of
Mera and Mahahari, living for ten thousand years, fifteen
bows tall. These two will live while Muni and Nami are
wandering (as Tirthankaras). In Rajagrha, Jay a will be
the son of Vapra and Vijaya, twelve bows tall, living for
three thousand years, between Nami and Nemi. In Kampilya, Brahmadatta will be the son of Culani and Brahma,
He will
living for seven hundred years, seven bows tall.
live in the interval between Sri Neminatha and Sri ParSvanatha and, engaged in evil meditation, will go to the
seventh hell.”

tall,

will

live

for

The future Vasudevas (338-357)

The Tord, though unasked,
will

related as follows

:

“There

be nine black Vasudevas, enjoyers of three parts of the
much power as the Cakrins. The eighth

earth, with half so

will belong to the family of

the family of Gautama.

KaSyapa and the others to

There

will

devas, their (half-)brothers, sons of

be nine white BalaOf these,
co-wives.
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Triprstha Kesava, the son of Prajlpati and Mrgavati in
the city Potana, eighty bows tall, living for eighty-four lacs
of years while the best of Jinas, Sreyansa, is wandering
over the earth, will go to the lowest hell. In Dvaravati,
Dviprstha, seventy bows tall, living for seventy-two lacs of
years while Vasupujya is wandering on earth, son of Padma
and Brahmanandana, will necessarily go to the sixth hell.
In Dvaravati, Svayambha, sixty bows tall, living for sixty
lacs of years, a follower of Vimala Svamin, son of Bhadraraja and Prthvldevi, will go to the sixth hell when his life is
completed. In this same city, the one named Purusottama,
fifty bows tall, son of Soma and Sita, with a life of thirty
lacs of years while the Jina Ananta is living, will go to the
sixth hell at the end of his life.
In Asvapura, Purusasinha will live in the time of
Dharmanatha, forty-five bows tall, son of Siva and Rajamrta. After completing a life of ten lacs of years, he will go
to the sixth hell. In Cakrapuri, Purusapundarika, in the
interval between Ara and Malli, son of Baksmivatl and
Mahasiras, nineteen bows tall, living for sixty-five thousand
years, will go to the sixth hell. In the same interval
between Jinas, Datta, the son of Sesavati and Agnisinha
in Varanasi, twenty-six bows tall, will go to the fifth hell,
when he has completed a life of fifty-six thousand years.
The son of Kaikeyi and Dasaratha, named Narayana, in
Rajagrha, in the interval between Muni and Nami, living
for twelve thousand years, sixteen bows tall, will go to the
third hell at the end of his life. Krsna, son of Devaki and
Vasudeva, in Mathura, follower of Neminatha, ten bows
tall, will live for one thousand years and then will go to

the third

hell.

The Baladevas (358-367)
390
living for eighty-five lacs of
Acala, the son of Bhadra,
years, will be the first Baladeva. Vijaya, son of Subhadra,

890

358.

The

father of each Baladeva is the

corresponding Vasudeva.

same as that

of the
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living for seventy-five lacs of years, will

be the second

Bhadra, the son of Suprabha, living for sixtySuprabha,
son of Sudarsana, living for fifty-five lacs, will be the fourth
Baladeva. The fifth Baladeva will be named Sudarsana,
The
with a life of seventeen lacs of years, son of Vijaya.
sixth Bala will be Ananda, the son of VaijayantI, living for
The seventh Baladeva will be
eighty-five thousand years.
Nandana, son of Jayanti, living for sixty-five thousand
The eighth Baladeva will be Padma, son of
years.
Aparajita, with a life of fifteen thousand years. The ninth
will be Rama, son of Rohinf, living for twelve hundred
years. Among these, eight will attain moksa Rama will go
to the heaven Brahma. He will attain moksa in utsarpinl
in Bharataksetra in the tlrtha of Krsna.
Baladeva.

five lacs of years, will be the third Baladeva.

;

Prativasudevas (368-9)

Asvagriva, Taraka, Meraka, Madhu, Nisumbha, Bali,
Pralhada, Lankesa, Magadhesvara, rivals of the Vasudevas,
all fighting with the cakra, will perish from their own

cakras which have gone to the hands of the Vasudevas.”
Marici's future births (370-390)

When

the Lord of Bharata had heard this and had
filled with people capable of emancipation, delighted, he asked the Master again, “ In this
assembly of the lord of the Three Worlds, consisting of

seen the assembly

and gods, just like the three worlds being all
there any one, O Blessed One, who will purify
Bharataksetra by founding a congregation, like the
“ That son
Blessed One ? ” The Blessed One explained
of yours, Marlci, the first Tridandin, is free from painful and evil meditation, adorned with right belief, meditating in secret on fourfold dharmadhyana. Now, his soul
goes stained with karma like a fine cloth with mud, or a
mirror by the breath. He will attain enlightenment gradanimals, men,
in one place,

is

:

ually from contact with the fire of pure meditation, like
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a cloth, pure from fire, like pure gold. In this same
Bharataksetra in the city Potana he will be the first Dasarha
(Vasudeva), Triprstha by name. In course of time, in the
East Videhas in the city Maka, he will become a Cakrin,
Priyamitra, the son of Dhananjaya and Dharinl. After he
has wandered in existence for a long time, he will become
the twenty-fourth Tirthakrt, Mahavira, in Bharataksetra.”
When he heard this, the Lord of Bharata received
leave to depart from the Master and went to honor with
devotion Marici like the Blessed One. “ I do not honor
you because you will be the first of the Dasarhas,
Tripr$tha by name, and a Cakravartin in the Videhas,
named Priyamitra ; nor do I honor your life as a mendicant, nor your birth ; but I honor you because you will be
the twenty-fourth Arhat.” With these words, his folded
hands placed on his head, the Lord of Bharata made the
pradaksina three times and paid homage to him. Then,
after bowing to the Lord of the World, the King went to
the city Ayodhya, like the Naga-king to Bhogavatl.
Marici, delighted by that speech, began to speak very
joyfully and clapped his hands three times. “ If I shall
be the first Vasudeva, a Cakrabhrt in the Videhas, the last
Arhat, I am satisfied with this. Because my grandfather

was first of the Arhats, my father first of the
and I first of the Dasarhas, my family is

Cakrins,
certainly

the best. On the one hand, all the three worlds; on
other
my family another herd of
hand,
the
elephants compared with Airavana. My family alone
is superior to all families, like the sun to the planets,
By taking pride in
like the moon to the constellations.”
:

891
in this way, Marici
his family

made

low-family karma

him self,

like a spider making a web.
Surrounded by Pundarika and other ganadharas, the
Lord went purifying the earth under pretext of wandering.

for

891
390. There are 8 kinds of pride : caste, family, strength, beauty, penance, learning , wealth, and power. Right belief is free from

pride.

Sam.

23

8.
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From compassion

guiding the Kosalas, like a son, to expertness in dharma ; making the Magadhas experienced in
penance like his followers ; making bloom the Kasis, like

the sun lotus-buds ; rejoicing the Da§arnas like the moon
the oceans ; by the nectar of his sermon making conscious
the Cedis like people who have fainted ; crowning the yoke

dharma with the Malavas like young bulls ; making the
Gaurjaras like gods from the destruction of evil and distress ; making strong the Saurastras, like a physician, he
of

went to Satrunjaya.
Description of Satrunjaya (396-416)

In some places like Vaitadhya in a foreign country
because of its heaps of silver slabs; in other places like
the slopes of Meru transferred here, with its piles of golden
slabs; here with its jewel-mines like another Ratnacala;
there with its herbs like Himadri put in another place;
looking as if it had put on a jacket in the form of dense
clouds clinging to it ; as if an upper garment were hanging
from the shoulder in the form of cascades ; wearing a lofty
diadem by day, as it were, in the form of the sun near its
peak; wearing a sandal-tilaka by night in the form
of the moon; with a thousand heads, as it were, in its
peaks filling the sky; having many arms, as it were, in
the form of tall palm trees ; crowded with monkeys falling
quickly on clusters of ripe reddish fruit in the tall groves of
cocoa-nuts under the impression they were their own children ; with Saurastra-women engaged in picking mangoes
and singing sweet songs to which the deer listened with
pricked up ears; its table-lands filled with old ketakitrees with gray hair made, as it were, in the guise of
thorns that had appeared; just as if it had a row of
auspicious tilakas made on the body by the sinduvaratrees 892 pale as sandal-paste, here and there ; with an imitation of the waved-leaf fig-tree and the banyan made by
892

404. The sinduvara is generally identified with Vitex negundo.
Vitex negundo, however has blue flowers, whereas sinduvara is called

tamarind trees twisted together by the tails of
monkeys on their branches adorned with bread-fruit whose
fruit always has erect hair 398 as if delighted at the wealth
of their great extent marked with slesmataka-trees resemthe

;

;

bling the darkness of the night before the

new moon, like
peaks of the Anjana Mountains that had been brought
here; adorned with kihsukas with a wealth of flowers
red like parrots’ bills, like an elephant with marks of
saffron 894 with parties formed of Sabara-women drinking wine sometimes made of grapes, sometimes from
date-palms, and sometimes from palmyra-palms ; wearing
an armor, as it were, in the form of pavilions from groves of
betel-creepers, not to be pierced even by the unhindered
arrows of the sun’s rays ; with the cud being chewed by
groups of deer delighted with the sweetness of green durvagrass shoots, under the big trees ; adorned with parrots close
together, like real cat’s eye, their closed bills buried in the

sweetness of mango-fruit for a long time ; the slabs of
stone dusty from the pollen of the ketaki, campaka, aSoka,

kadamba, and bakula trees blown up by the wind; with
the ground of its slopes and at the foot of the mountain
made muddy all around by the juice of the cocoa-nuts
split open by caravans of travelers ; adorned with a mass
ff trees like one grove distinguished by abundance from
pandu

’

pared.

here, and in B, p. 46, sinduvara blossoms and tears are comHence some other identification is probably necessary.

398

Kantakita is used, of course, with double meaning,
406.
Both the tree and the
fhe bread fruit (panasa) has a spiny rind.
Iruit are very large.
894
408. This does not refer to real saffron, but to the prepara:ion called ‘kunkuma’ at the present time, which is really a preparaThis is regularly used for the
bion of turmeric and chunam (lime).
ilaka on the forehead, for decorating elephants, etc. It is to be noted
hat saffron is spoken of as ‘ red ’, not * yellow ’. Though it produces
1 yellow color in puddings, etc., the powder from which the dye is

nade

is

an orange-red, made from the tip of the stigma.

ulossoms' are purple.
iVatt, p.

429

f.

The kunkuma preparation

is

The

a decided red.
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yojanas at the base, ten at the
peak (in circumference), and eight high, the mountain
was ascended by the Lord.
The Blessed One, benefiting all, sat down in the
samavasarana made immediately by the gods and deliv-

Bhadra§ala, etc;

fifty

ered a sermon.

The mountain repeated,

as

it

were, by

echoes arising from the caves the Lord’s sermon delivered
in a deep voice. The Lord of the Three Worlds ceased

speaking when three hours had passed, like a cloud in the
rainy season ceasing rain. Then the God of gods rose from
that place, and seated himself on the dais made by the
gods inside the middle wall. Then the chief ganadhara,
Sri Pundarika, sat down on the Lord’s footstool, like

The best of
a crown prince on that of the sovereign.
ganabhrts delivered a sermon on dharma, as easily as the
Blessed One, to the assembly seated in the same way.
He completed his sermon in the second period of the day,
like the wind the sprinkling of the nectar of frost at dawn.
The Lord remained there for some time, as on Astapada,
delivering sermons on dharma for the benefit of the
people.

Death

of

Pundarika with a crore of sadhus (425-449)

One day, wishing to go elsewhere, the Teacher of the
World instructed Pundarika, the lotus of a ganabhrt:
“ O great muni, we shall set forth to wander elsewhere.
You remain here on the mountain, surrounded by crores
of munis. Here your omniscience and that of the followers
will appear soon from the power of the place.
Your
moksa and theirs will take place soon when you are
engaged in Sailesldhyana here on the mountain.”
Saying
the
well,”
ganabhrt
stayed
“Very
there with crores of
sadhus. Leaving him, like the ocean leaving a heap .of
jewels in the caves in its banks when it overflows, the
Lord went elsewhere with his followers.
Pundarika remained there on the mountain with
the munis, like the moon with constellations on the slope
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of the eastern mountain.

Then Ganabhrt Pundarika

had a very strong

desire for emancipation because of
the lord’s pleasant speech and said to the ascetics:
“ This mountain, by the power of the place, is the cause of
emancipation for those desiring to gain it, like a fortress
advantageous to a border-country.
Samlekhana must be

made, an

the accomplishment
dravya and bhava.
The

efficient surety, indeed, for

of salvation.

It is two-fold

complete drying-up of

madness and disease

all
is

:

the elements

—the causes of

called dravyasamlekhana.

all

The

complete destruction of love, hate, and delusion, and of the
passions the inherent enemies is bha vasamlekhana
After this speech, Pundarika with crores of ascetics con-

—

—

and small, and again professed the
great vows for the sake of extreme puriy. Washing a
fessed all sins, great

linen

garment two or three times makes

it

extremely

clean.
*

“May

them.

Saying

none.”
fasting

me;

creatures forgive

all

I have friendship towards

till

this,

he and

all

I have

forgiven

toward
the ascetics undertook
all,

hostility

death, without any exception to the rules, very

hard to do.

When

ksapakasreni,

his destructive

was mounted on the
karmas broke like an old
At once the destructive karmas of a crore of
rope.
sadhus snapped. Penance was common to all. At the
end of a month, on the night of the full moon of Caitra,
omniscience came first to Pundarika and later to the
mahatmas. Engaged in the fourth pure meditation, which
destroyed, the
is free from activity, all their karmas
Yogis went the road to nirvana. The gods came from
heaven at once, as they had done for MarudevI, and with
devotion

made the

he, powerful,

festival of their attainment of nirvana.

Just as the Master, the Blessed Rsabha,

was the

first

Mt. Satrunjaya became the first tlrtha.
one yati becomes emancipated, that is
even
Wherever
a purifying tlrtha. How much more where so many great
Then the Eord of Bharata
rishis became emancipated.
Tirthakrt, so

;

358

had a

shrine

rivaling the

made on Mt. Satrunjaya

peak of Mem.

Inside

it

of jeweled slabs,

the King erected the
Pundarlka,

lord’s statue together with the statue of
like intelligence inside the

mind.

The Lord's congregation (450-458)
the Blessed One
favored people by the gift of enlightenment like the
blind by the gift of an eye. At the time of the Lord’s
omniscience there were eighty-four thousand ascetics, three
hundred thousand nuns; three hundred fifty thousand
laymen, and five hundred fifty-four thousand laywomen
four thousand seven hundred fifty of those knowing the
fourteen purvas ; nine thousand sadhus who had clairvoyant knowledge ; twenty thousand sadhus who possessed
kevala ; twenty thousand six hundred noble ascetics who
had the vaikriya-labdhi ; twelve thousand six hundred
and fifty each of disputants and those having manahparyaya ; twenty-two thousand mahatmas to be reborn in
the Anuttara-palaces, (in the congregation) of the Lord
of the World.
Thus the Blessed One, the first Tirthakrt,
established the fourfold congregation in dharma, as well
as his subjects in customs.

Wandering

in various

countries,

Rsahha’ s nirvana (459-493)

When he had performed penance for a lac of purvas
from the time of his initiation, knowing that it was time
for his own moksa, the Lord went to Astapada. He went
gradually to Mt. Astapada with his retinue, and the Lord
ascended it like stairs to the palace of nirvana.
Together
with ten thousand munis the Lord undertook padapopagama with a seven days’ fast. The mountain-guards
went quickly and announced to the Cakrin Bharata
that the Lord of All was thus engaged. When he had
heard about the Lord's rejection of fourfold food, he was
pierced by grief like a nail that had entered his body.
Then at once touched by a great fire of grief he shed tears
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like a simisimas tree

898

drops of water. With his retinue
of his family, oppressed by pain hard to
restrain, the son of Rsabha sei out on foot to Astapada.
He disregarded the stones harsh to his feet. Pain is
not felt at all because of sorrow as well as joy. Streams

and women

of blood flowed

from his

feet injured

of his footsteps looked as

if it

by stones

;

the course

were marked with red

lac.

The King ignored the people offering conveyances,
thinking, “There must be no delay to my going, even
the

for

moment

necessary to

get in

Even though he had an umbrella over

a conveyance."

he was
very heated as he went. Surely the heat of the mind
is not extinguished even by a rain of nectar.
Absorbed in
grief, he put aside the people offering their hands like
ends of branches hanging down on the road. He passed
his head,

quickly the door-keepers ahead, like a boat traveling on a
river passing the trees on the bank.
The Cakrin, eager to

go as fast as thought, did not consider the chauri-bearers
stumbling at every step because of the speed.
The King
did not know that his pearl necklace, which was shaken
constantly because of his speed, was broken by striking
against his chest. Prom thinking only of the L,ord he had
the door-keeper summon the mountain-guards, though near,
to ask again news of the Master. He did not see anything
else at all ; he did not hear the speech of any one. He
thought only of the Lord like a Yogi engaged in meditation.
Making the road short, as it were, by speed, the
Kord of Bharata arrived in a moment at Mt. Astapada,
Unconscious of fatigue, though going on
like the wind.
foot like the people, Bharata ascended Mt. Astapada.
Filled with sorrow and joy, the Cakravartin saw the
Lord of the Three Worlds seated there in the paryanka
posture 898 After making pradaksina three times, and

—

.

898

of

a

The MSS. all read simisitna, which seems to be the name
though no such word is quoted. It must be related to

464.

tree,

simisimaya, to quiver.
898

478.

The posture

of the seated statues of Jinas.

The

legs
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paying homage to the Lord of the World, the Cakrabhrt
shadow of his body. The thrones of
the Indras shook as if to say, “ Why are they sitting on ns,
when the Lord is so situated ? ” Knowing by clairvoyant

sat near, like the

knowledge the cause of the thrones’ shaking, the sixtyfour Indras went quickly to the Indra of the Jinas. After
making pradaksina and bowing to the Lord of the World,
they remained seated, sorrowful, as if painted.

When

eighty-nine fortnights of the third spoke in

this avasarpinl remained, in the forenoon of the thirteenth

dark half of Magha the constellation Abhici 807
being in conjunction with the moon; seated thus in
paryanka posture, remaining in coarse body-activity, he
suppressed coarse speech- and mind-activity. When he

day

of the

;

had suppressed coarse body-activity by fine body-activity,
he suppressed fine speech- and mind-activity. Thus
gradually the Lord attained the third pure meditation

up

called suksmakriya with fine body-activity given

898
.

pure meditation named
utsannakriya long enough for the utterance of five short
letters.
All pain abandoned, possessing infinite knowledge
and perception, his karma destroyed, his object accomplished, endowed with infinite power and bliss, having
an upward course like the seed of the castor-bean, because
of absence of earthly bondage the Lord went to moksa by
a straight path because of his own nature.

Then he engaged

in the fourth

The ten thousand munis who had undertaken
are crossed so the foot of one lies

The hands

sole up.
left,

Pk.

is

484.

The

on the other about the knee, with the
on top of the

are held at the waist, the right

with the palms up.
387

fasting,

Yog. 4.125.

usual form

Abhijit, but all the

is

MSS.

agree.

The

Abhii.

388

487.

Asta 0

the statement
breathing,

and

is

is in all

the MSS., but

as soon as that

is

this reading is correct,

Fine body -activity is only
suppressed, obviously one dies. This

not strictly accurate.

happens in the fourth, not the
in the third, but not completed.

if

third,

*

pure meditation.

’

It is

begun

:
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mounted on the ksapakasreni,

all

had kevala manifested.

A|ter entirely suppressing activity of mind, speech, and
body^fehgy reached the final abode instantly like the
Master. From~~tEg~~aIablci ^ nil v^sakalvana there was
>

moment even for the
experienced a particle of comfort.

happiness, purifying pain, for a

narakas

who had never

Bharata’s grief (494-521)

Immediately the Cakravartin,
grief, fell fainting on the ground, like
a thunderbolt. At that time even
had come, no one knew how to cry

overcome by great
a mountain struck

by

though great sorrow

—the means of relieving

grief.

To make known the way

to relieve the Cakrin’s

Sakra himself cried with great sobs. After Sahkrandana, the gods cried. For the conduct is the same of people
who have the same grief. Hearing their crying, the
Cakrin regained consciousness and cried loud enough to
split the universe, as it were.
The great knot of the

grief,

King’s grief burst

by that crying

very great speed of a large
repeated

crying

of

gods,

like

a dike

by the

Then, because of the
demons, and mortals, the

river.

emotion of compassion existed in the three worlds as if
they were under one rule.
Since that time, in this world
producing sorrow for people, the arrow of sorrow has been

removed by the method of crying.
Abandoning his inherent firmness, the Lord of
Bharata spoke with grief, causing pain even to animals
“ Oh, Father
Oh, ocean
Oh, brother of the world
with water of compassion! Why have you abandoned
!

!

us, ignorant, here in the forest of existence

?

How

shall

without you, shining with clear
kevalajnana, just as in darkness without a lamp ? Why
this silence of yours, like that of a chadmastha, O
Supreme Bord? Deliver a sermon. Why do you not
favor the people ? But, surely you have gone to the abode
of the siddhas since you do not speak, O Blessed One.

we

live here in existence

Why

do not

my

brothers, too, speak to

me

grieving?
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They always followed the Master. There is
Oh, I know
no one else in my family, except me, who does not follow
the Master. My father, the protector of the three worlds
my younger brothers, Bahubali and others; my sisters
Brahmi and Sundarl; my sons, Pundarlka, etc.
my
grandsons, Sreyansa and others, destroyed all the karmaenemies and went today to the abode of the siddhas.
I, devoted to life, live.”
Seeing the Cakrin depressed by the fact that he
!

;

was

because of his grief wishing to die, as it were,
Paka§asana began to enlighten him: cf O noble Bord of
Bharata, our Master crossed and led others across the
ocean of samsara for so long a time. Other creatures
belonging to samsara will for a long time cross samsara by
means of the congregation founded by him, like a great
river by a ford.
For the Blessed One, after accomplishing
his own purpose, devoted himself to helping other people
accomplish their purpose, for a lac of purvas. When
he has favored all the people, why then do you grieve
for the Ford of the World who has attained that abode
from which there is no return, O King ? That man should
alive,

who

death wanders
abodes of great
pain.
So, are you not ashamed grieving for the Bord
like other people ? It is fitting neither for the mourner nor
the one mourned for. Any man who has heard even one
of the Master’s sermons on dharma is overcome neither by
grief nor joy.
O King,
How much less should you be
this wailing of yours is as unnatural as trembling of the
great ocean, as shaking of Mt. Meru, as springing up of

when he

be grieved

for

many times

in the lacs of birth-nuclei, sole

dies,

after

!

the earth, as dullness of the thunderbolt, as tastelessness
of nectar, as heat of the moon.
Be resolute, O King.
Remember that you are the son of the Bord, the sole
resolute one of the three worlds.”
Thus enlightened by Vrddhasravas like an elder of
his family, the King regained his natural resoluteness, like
water coolness.
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The funeral ceremonies (522-565)

Then ^unasira instructed the Abhiyogika-gods promptly in regard to bringing the materials for the cremation
of the Master’s body. Then at the command of Sankrandana the gods brought instantly from the garden

Nandaha goslrsa-sandal as fuel. At Indra’s command they
made a round funeral pyre of goslrsa-sandal in the east for
the Master’s body. likewise the gods made a triangular
pyre in the south for the great rishis of the Iksvaku
family.
For the other ascetics the gods made a rectangular pyre in the west. Then Vasava had water brought
at once from the Ocean of Milk by the gods like Puskaravartaka clouds. Vajrabhrt bathed the Blessed One’s body
with that water, and anointed it with goslrsa-sandal
paste.
Vasava clothed the Supreme Lord’s body with a
garment of fine cloth with a hansa-pattem. The Chief of
the gods fully adorned the Supreme Lord’s body with
divine jeweled ornaments.
Other gods did at once all that the bathing, etc., for
the other munis, with devotion, just as Indra had done.
The gods made three litters to be carried by a thousand,
each one from the best jewels of the three worlds that had
been brought here. After he had bowed at the Lord’s feet
and had placed his body on his head, Purandara himself
put it in the litter. The gods put the bodies of the

—

members of the Iksvaku-family who had gone to moksa
on the second litter. On the third litter, the gods put the
bodies of the other munis, placing them on their own
heads. Then Hari himself lifted up the Master’s litter,
and the other gods the litters of the other munis. While
some Apsarases were making a circular dance with handclapping in one place, and others making a sweet-sounding
concert in another; some gods placing jars of incense in
front which poured forth tears of grief, as it were, in the
guise of the smoke from the incense; some throwing
wreaths of flowers on the litters, others taking the same
ones as remains of a sacrifice; some making festoons
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some sprinkling

yaksakardama-ointment
ahead ; some
dropped by
a machine; others running behind as if injured by the
powder of delusion; some crying aloud, “ O Lord, O Lord”;
some blaming themselves, “We unfortunate are lost”; some
begging frequently, “ Give us instruction, O Lord” ; others
saying, “ Who will solve our doubts about dharma ? ” some
saying regretfully, “Where shall we go now like blind
people ?” some longing, “May the earth give us a chasm”;
Hari carried the Master’s litter to the funeral pyre, and
the other gods the other two litters to the accompaniment

of fine cloth;

rolling in front like balls of stone

Pracinabarhis slowly placed the
Master’s body on the eastern funeral pyre, knowing what
was proper, as if he were his son. The gods , 999 like blood-

of musical instruments.

Iksvaku-family on the
southern pyre; and the other gods knowing what was
proper placed those of the other ascetics on the west pyre.
relations, placed the bodies of the

Then

command

Gotrabhid the AgniAt
kumarika-gods created fire-bodies on the pyres.
at

the

of

command, the Vayukumaras created winds, and
they quickly made the fire flame up on all sides. At
Indra’s command the gods put camphor, etc., by loads, and
ghee, honey, etc., by pitcherfuls on the pyres. When the
elements, except the bones, had been consumed, the
Meghakumaras extinguished the fire of the pyres with
Sakra’s

water. Purandara took the Lord’s right upper molar tooth
to his palace to worship like a statue. Isana took the left

upper molar tooth, and Camarendra the lower right. Bali
took the lower left the other Indras the rest of the teeth,
and the other gods the bones. The laymen, begging for
the fire of the three pits, received it from the gods. Prom
that time the Brahmans 400 became fire-priests.
Por they
constantly worshipped in their houses the fire from the
Master’s pyre; and they guard it unextinguished like
;

999

100

547-

556-

The other Indras.
It must be remembered that Brahmans ' were laymen.
‘
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princes a lac of lamps. 401

With, the fire from the Master’s
pyre, they restore the extinct fires of the pyres of the
Iksvaku and other ascetics. With the fire from the pyre
of the Iksvaku Rishis, they revived the extinct fire of the

pyre of the other ascetics. But they do not transfer the
fire from the pyre of the other ascetics to the fire from the
other two pyres.
Even today that is the rule among the
Brahmans. Some took ashes and devotedly worshipped the
ashes. From that time there have been ascetics decorated
with ashes. In the places of the three pyres the gods made
three jeweled stupas that were like three new peaks of Mt.
Astapada. Then in the continent Nandisvara the gods and
Indras made a festival to the eternal images, and departed
each to his own abode. The Indras in their own separate

—

and

—

Sudharma put the
Master’s teeth in round diamond boxes on top of Manavapalaces

in their assembly-hall,

402

and worshipped them constantly. By their
power they (the Indras) always had victory and happiness.
pillars

Description of the memorial caitya (566-637)

Near the Master’s cremation-ground Bharata had the
carpenter-jewel erect a temple of jeweled slabs, a yojana
square, three gavyutis high,

named

Sinhanisadyl, like

a foot-print of the house of nirvana.

made

of

beautiful

crystal,

samavasarana.

On

as

those

It

had four doors

of

the Master’s

both sides of each door were

six-

teen jeweled sandal-wood pitchers, like treasuries of the
401
is customary to burn lamps before idols in connection
557
with a prayer, or to vow to light so many lamps in return for a prayer
granted. These may be lighted in the house, and ordinarily they are
allowed to burn for a short time and then go out. But in the case of
wealthy people the vow might be to keep them burning in perpetuity,
refers to a Laksadipakalpa and a Laksaas is done in temples.
•

MW

dxpavratodyap ana which I have not seen, but Hemadri’s Caturvarga
Cintamani has a chap, on Dipadanavidhi, Part II, %>1. II, p. 475

&

402

Manava

is

thename

of the pillars so used.

564.
700, manavakabhidhesu staBronesu.

Cf. Tri. 2. 6.
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At each door were sixteen jeweled
arches made of jewels like creepers of punya that had
At each door
sprung up on all sides before one’s eyes.
moksa.

of

&ris

were sixteen auspicious groups of the eight auspicious
things, like the letters of an inscription placed on the
At these doors there were extensive enpalace gate.
trance-pavilions, as if the assembly-halls of the four
Dikpalas had been brought. In front of these four entrance-pavilions were theater-pavilions inside srivalli408
In the center of the theater-pavilions were
pavilions.
courts made of diamond which put to shame the sun.
In the center of each court was a beautiful jeweled
In front of each
lion-throne like a pericarp in a lotus.
theater-pavilion was a jeweled platform and on it was
In front of each of the
a jeweled caitya-stupa.
extensive
each direction was an
in
caitya-stupas
lighted
up
the
sky.
which
On
platform
jeweled
each one of them were beautiful immortal statues
of the Jinas, moonlight to the lotus of the eye, like
those inside a shrine in the Nandisvaradvipa, five hundred
facing the caitya-stupas, the body made of
Rsabha, Vardamana, Candranana and VariIn front of each of
sena 404 in the paryanka posture.
the caitya-stupas was a large beautiful platform made
of priceless gems. In front of each of these platforms
were caitya-trees and in front of each caitya-tree was
a jeweled platform. Above each one of these was an
indradhvaja, and in each direction a pillar of victory

bows

tall,

jewels,

MW

408

Quoted in
as ‘Acacia concinna and
573* Srlvalli (?).
a kind of jasmine.’ Neither seems appropriate here. But it is very
usual for temporary pavilions for weddings,
only a framework of

jasmine
404

is

abundant.

wood covered with

etc.,

to be erected with

strings of flowers in

Perhaps such a pavilion

meant,
Rsabha and Vardhamana (Mahavlra) are the

579-

which

is

first

and

twenty-fourth

Tirthankaras

Candranana

one of the present era in Videhaksetra (see Sasvata-

is

of

the present era

in

Bharataksetra.

jinastavana) and Varisena the twenty-fourth of the present era in
Airavatakfetra (Pravac. 298, p. 81b).
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by dharma. In front of each of the
dhvajas was a lotus-pool named Nanda, with
as

if

set tip

indra-

three

flights of steps with arches, filled with clear, cool water,
abounding in varied lotuses, beautiful as the lotuspool cont aining the Dadhimukha Mountains.
In the broad central part of the great caitya Sihhani?adya was a large jeweled platform. Above it, just
as in a samavasarana, was a dais made of various jewels.
Over it was canopy of cloth of various colors, giving
the effect of a mass of twilight-clouds at the wrong
time. Inside the canopy and at its sides were diamond hooks; nevertheless, the beauty of the canopy
was unchecked. Garlands that were like streams of
nectar were hung on the hooks, made of pearls as large as
406
to be measured by kumbhas. On the ends
a myrobalan ,
of the garlands were shining jeweled wreaths, like samples

taken from the jewel-mines of the three worlds. On the
ends of the jeweled wreaths were bright diamond wreaths
embracing each other with arms of luster, like womenIn the walls of the caitya were round windows
friends.
made of various jewels, with curtains, as it were, produced by masses of their own light. In the windows
quantities of smoke from burning aloes gleamed, giving
the impression of new sapphire peaks to the mountain
(Astapada). On the dais were shining jeweled statues of
the twenty-four Arhats, beginning with Rsabha Svamin.
The images, having the respective figures, size, and color,
were like the Masters in person engaged in sailesidhyana. Sixteen of these were golden, two were lapis
two of crystal, two of cat’s eye, and two of ruby.
409
The nails of all of these Arhat-statues were of anka
with insets of lohitaksa.

407

palate, Srivatsa, nipple, soles,
405

gg0-

408

598.

407

598.

15 . P- 34

-

its fruit varies

The navel, scalp, tongue,
and palms were gold. Eye-

from about |

kind of white jewel.

Some
Some kind

of red jewel.

in. to

ij in. in diameter.

Cf. Uttar. 36. 76.

See Uttar. 36. 76, Jnata.

;
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lashes, pupils, beard, eyebrows, hair of the

of the head, were

408
of rista ,

made

body, and hair

and the

lips of coral.

The

teeth were of crystal, the skulls diamond, the noses
of lohitaksa at the end.
The eyes
were made of anka with insets of lohitaksa at the cor-

gold with insets

The

ners.

made

statues shone,

of various jewels as de-

scribed.

them was a statue

Behind each of

of

an um-

made of jewels, the proper size, carrying
a white umbrella which had a handle made of crystal
with a wreath of yellow amaranth, marked with a mass
of pearl and coral. At the side of each of them were

brella-carrier,

two

statues of chauri-bearers,

made

of jewels, holding

In front of each of the statues

raised jeweled chauris.

Ones were two statues each of Nag as,
Yaksas, Bhutas and pitcher-carriers. These, their hands
of the Blessed

folded together,

made

of jewels,

their bodies

seated, looked like the Nagas, etc., in person.

dazzling,

On

the

and mirrors of
gems like contracted suns immovable lights and golden
baskets of jewels; handsome flower-baskets, round like
jeweled bells

dais twenty-four shining

;

baskets of ornaments
heaps
;
woolen brushes ; golden incense burners and vessels
for waving lights; jeweled auspicious lamps and jeweled
pitchers; large jeweled dishes and golden vessels; jeweled sandal-wood pitchers and jeweled lion-thrones; the
eight auspicious tfnngs made of jewels ; golden oil-boxes
golden incense-vessels and golden lotus-flowers were in
front of the twenty-four holy Arhats.
a whirl-pool in a river

;

of

Made
ful

in

of various jewels as described, very beauti-

the

three

worlds,

beautified

by a moonstone

rampart as

if
by dharma embodied, with wonderful
and varied patterns made with the wolf, ox, makara,
horse, man, and Kinnara, bird, boy, antelope, sarabha,
yak, and elephant, forest-creepers and lotus-tendrils
408

600.

Some kind

of jewel, evidently dark.

;
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with jeweled pillars like a garden with many
beautiful with pennants that were like waves
of the sky-Ganga; having teeth, as it were, in the
form of the tall golden flag-staffs ; imitating the
sound of a circle of Khecar a-women’ s tongues by the
sounds constantly pouring forth of the small bells on
the banners ; shining on top with a ruby finial with gr^tt
brilliance, like a finger-ring with a ruby in some places
it seemed to have shoots, in other places a coat of mail, in
others hair erect from joy, and in others to be anointed
by the sun’s rays; decorated with marks of gosirsasandal paste; apparently made of one stone because
the stones were joined so closely; its ridge occupied by
jeweled puppets beautiful with a variety of gestures,
like the peak of Meru by Apsarases; on both sides of
the doors marked with two pitchers anointed with sandalpaste like lotuses growing on dry ground; charming
with fragrant wreaths suspended horizontally; with
heaps of five-colored flowers made on the ground; inundated day and night by constant smoke from incense
of camphor, aloe, and musk, like Mt. Kalinda by Kalindi
crowded with throngs of Apsarases, like Palaka (Sakra’s
car) descended from heaven ; surrounded by Vidyadharls,
like a piece of Vaitadhya’s terrace; adorned in front,
at the sides and at the back with beautiful caitya-trees
and jeweled platforms like ornaments; like a jeweled
head-ornament on the summit of Astapada ; very purifying
as if in rivalry with the shrines of Nandisvara, etc., the
shrine was made properly by the carpenter-jewel, knowing
the arts, simultaneously with the command of Bharata.
At the same place the hord of Bharata had statues of
filled

trees;

—

—

;

his ninety-nine brothers

made

of divine precious stones.

There also the King had made a statue of himself listening
attentively. For he was insatiable in devotion. The
X/jrd of Bharata had the Blessed One’s stflpa and
those of his ninety-nine brothers made outside the shrine.
With the idea, “Men must not cause damage here

24

:
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by coming and going,” the King had mechanical iron
guardsmen made.
Because of these mechanical iron
guardsmen the place became as inaccessible to men as
if it were outside the world/ The Rord of Jewels cut
off

the projections on the mountain with the staff-jewel,
it, straight, became as impossible for men to climb as

and

a pillar. The King made eight steps around it in the
form of terraces impossible for men to cross and a yojana
apart.
From that time the mountain was called c Astapada.’ Among the people it was known as ‘ Haradri,*
‘Kailasa,’ and * Sphatikadri/
Bharata’s puja and stutis to the Arhats (638-77)

When the

Cakrabhrt had had the shrine

made and the

statues erected as described, wearing white clothes, he
entered it like the moon a cloud. When he had made

pradaksina, the King and his retinue bathed the statues
with fragrant water. Bharata dried them thoroughly with

a fine cloth, and they were very bright like mirrors of
jewels. Then the King anointed them with gosirsa-sandal
paste that was like shining streams of moonlight turned

The King adorned them with

into congealed fragrance.

various jeweled ornaments, with large divine

wreaths
fine
cloth.
Ringing
of
garments
he
a
bell,
and with
burned incense, making the interior of the caitya marked
with blue creepers, as it were, from its smoke wreaths.

Then the King waved the
a

light-vessel containing

camphoi

people terrified of the cold of
burning like
samsara. Bowing to the statue of Rsabha Svamin, overcome by sorrow and devotion, the Ford of Bharata began

a

hymn

fire-pit for

of praise as follows

Stuti (644-677)

“Homage
inhabitants

to you,

by the

giving

five

pleasure

kalyanas,

even to

maker

ness to the world, Ford of Three Worlds.

of

O

hell-

happi-

Master
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benefactor to

all,

you

world as you wander

benefit this animate
daily,

like the

and inanimate
sun.
You have

wandered for a long time for the pleasure of both
Aryas and non-Aryas.
Your course, like that of the
wind, is for the benefit of others.
You wandered here
to benefit others for a long time.
For whose benefit
have you gone to moksa, O Supreme Ford? Since
the- abode of the siddhas, the top of the universe,
has been occupied by you to-day, this mortal world
abandoned by you this same day is a world suitable
for death. Even to-day you are present in person to
the bhavyas who recall your teaching bestowing favor
on all. Whoever direct meditation, concentrated on your
form 409 toward you, to those great souls you are present
in person, O Ford.
Even though you are free from
affection, do not abandon my mind, as you have abandoned all samsara, O Supreme Lord.”
After this hymn of praise to Adinatha, he bowed
to each one of the other Jinendras and praised each one in
a sloka.
“Hail, O Ajita, Lord of the World, unconquered
by passions and sense-objects, jewel of Vijaya’s womb,
son of King Jitasatru.”
“ Homage to you, O Sambhava, son of Jitari, springing
from Sri Sena’s womb, sun for crossing the sky of exist,

ence.”

“Sun

ornament of
Lord Abhinandana,

of the east quarter Siddhartha,

the family Samvara, delight of

all,

purify us.”
Rupastha. This is one of 4 kinds of dhyana treated
from a different point of view than the dhyana described in n. 8.
409

652.

1.

2.

3
4.

Pindastha, meditation on the elements.
Padastha,
„
„ pnre syllables.

„ the form of the Tlrthankaras.
Rupavarjita, meditation on the soul as pure spirit without

Rupastha,

„

form.

Yog.

7. 1 to 10. 6.

G. pp. 369

ff.
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“ O Blessed One, the sole pearl of the row of clouds,
Queen Mahgala, cloud to the earth of Megha’s family,
homage to you, Sumati.”
“
O Master, moon to the ocean in the form of King

Dhara, lotus to the Jahnavi in the form of Susima,
Padmaprabha, homage to you.”
“Rord Sri Suparsva, sandal to the Malaya-country
Prthvi, foundation-pillar of the house of the family of Sr!
Pratistha, protect me.”
“ Moon to the sky of the family of Mahasena, O Rord
Candraprabha, Blessed One, hansa to the pool of Raksmana’s womb, guard us.”
“Wishing-tree in the ground of the garden Nandana
in the form of Sri Rama, son of Sugriva, prepare moksa
for us quickly,

O

Suvidhi.

”

“ Delight of the heart of Queen Wanda, O Master, son
of Drdharatha, moon for the delight of the world, O Sri
Sitala, be for our joy.”
“Son of Queen Visnu, pearl of the family of King
Vi§nu, lover of the Sri of moksa, Sreyansa, be for our
emancipation.”
“ Jewel to the Vidurabhu of Jay a, son of King Vasupujya, Vasupujya, one to be worshipped by the world,
”
dispense the wealth of moksa.
“Fire to the sami-tree Syama, son of King Krtavarman. Blessed Master Vimala, make my mind bloom.”
“Auspicious light of the family of King Sinhasena,
son of Rady Suya§as, Ananta, spread endless happiness.”
“ Sun on the slope of the eastern mountain Suvrata,
son of King Bhanu, O Sri Dharmanatha, Blessed One, set

my mind on

dhartna.”

“ Ornament of the family of Vi^vasena, springing from
the body of Queen Acira, O Sri Santinatha, Blessed One,
be to us for the extinguishing of karma.”
“ Sun to the sky of the family of Sura, bom from the
womb of Queen Sri, O Kunthunatha, Rord of the World,
you who have desire destroyed, hail!”
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“Lotus to Dev!, the Sri of autumn, son of King
O Aranatha, bestow on me strength for the

Sudarsana,

crossing of existence.”

“Pitcher of nectar from the ocean Kumbha, sprung
from the body of Prabhavati, powerful for the destruction
of karma, O Mallinatha, show us moksa.”
“ Lotus-pool to the Himavat Sumitra, son of Padma-

Lord of the Tirtha, Munisuvrata, homage to you,
Supreme Lord.”
“Thunderbolt to the earth with the shape of a
thunderbolt in the form of Vapra, son of Sr! Vijaya, you
whose lotus-feet deserve homage from the world, homage
to you, Lord ISTami.”
vati,

“O

attainer of moksa, son of Siva,

moon

delight of Samudra, Aristanemi, Blessed One,

for the

homage to

you, compassionate.”
“Crest-jewel to the family of King Asvasena, O Lord,
son of Varna, homage to you, Lord of Jinas, Srimat

Parsvanatha.”

“You who have

accomplished the attainment of
moksa, son of King Siddhartha, consolation to the heart of
Tri§ala, Sri Vira, homage to you.”
Bharata’ s continued grief (678-685)

When he had praised and

done homage to each one of
the Arhats in this way, the Lord of Bharata went from the
shrine Sinhanisadya. His head turned, looking at the
shrine like a dear friend, Bharata descended Astapada
with his retinue. His mind fixed on former events, the
Lord of Ayodhya went to Ayodhya very slowly as if
The King
the edge of his garment had been caught.
arrived at the city, oppressed by grief, filling the sky
with streams of dust raised by the
of sorrow.
citizens

brothers.

his

in

The King entered
tears,

assuredly

Recalling,

dwelling,

raining

soldiers like streams

Vinita,

grieved

recalling

observed by the
at his grief, like

the Master, he entered
cloud with a

tear-drops like a
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Whether sitting, walking, sleeping,
waking, outdoors, inside, day or night, he thought only
residue

of

rain.

who has been robbed of
he honored men who came from

of the Lord, like a miser

As before,
foot of Astapada even
the Lord first.
money.

for another reason, if

Bharata resumes normal
“

Who

life

they

his

the

glorified

(686-714)

householder established the people,
ignorant as cattle in the beginning, in customs and polity;
the Blessed One, who after taking initiation, with omniscience soon manifest, established the people in dharma,
wishing to raise them from the ocean of existence; and
who attained moksa after accomplishing his own purpose
as

a

and making the people accomplish theirs, why do you
grieve for him ? ” The King consumed with grief, enlightened with difficulty by the family -ministers by speeches of
Very slowly,
this kind, gradually engaged in royal duties.
slowly, freed from sorrow like the moon freed from
Rahu 410 the King went out to pleasure-grounds. When he
was depressed from remembering the Master, like an
elephant recalling the Vindhya-plateaux, clever people
always at hand came and amused him. At his retinue’s

urgent request, the King went sometimes to the rows of
gardens, grounds (suitable) for the shooting-up of pleasure.
There the King amused himself with women on beautiful
couches in creeper-pavilions, as if the Amazon-country had
come. There he watched with interest the sport of
gathering flowers on the part of the young men which was

Taking flowerVidyadharas.
ornaments, courtesans made a puja to him, as to Prasuna-

like flower-gathering of the

dhanvan (Love). Their bodies decorated with
410

the

690.

flowers, the

This refers to the pursuit and occasional swallowing of
of the enmity produced at the

Sun and Moon by Rahu, because

time of the struggle between the gods and demons for the amrta.
Rahu must disgorge the Sun and Moon because of their heat. Wilkins
P- 363*
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women

played before him

innumerable §ris of the
to attend him.
Being adorned,
covered with flower-ornaments, he shone like the sole
supreme god of the season- goddesses.
Sometimes, when he liked, the hord of Bharata went
with his wives to play in a pleasure-pool, like a king-goose.
There the son of Rsabha made water-sport with fair-eyed
women like an elephant accompanied by elephant-cows in
the Reva. The waves of water fell on him, embracing now
season

like

who had come

now his arms, now his heart, as if they had been
by the young women. Wearing lotus-garlands,

his neck,

instructed

his pearl earrings dangling, Bharata looked like

Varuna
King
with water in rivalry, as if he were being crowned the
sovereign of sport and diversion. The King sported with

The women

in person in the water.

them engaged

in water-sport like Apsarases, just like

The women’s eyes became red from the

water-goddesses.

water as

if

from (anger

themselves.

sprinkled the

The

at)

water,

the sight of the lotuses rivaling

muddy from

the women’s thick

ointment dripping from their bodies, turned into yaksa-

kardama ointment.
Sometimes, like Sakra, the King occupied the court
of the amusement-hall to have a concert performed.

which has
the onkara among

best flute-players blew the sweet-sounding

the

first

place in concert-work, like

charms.

The

The

flute,

lute-players played the eleven kinds of

411

with vyanjana-dhatus, puspa, etc., distinct and
412
likewise the stage-directors made
pleasing to the ear
lutes

.

411

708.

The 11 kinds

of lutes (vina) are enumerated in Sanglta-

and Sangitamakaranda, Int. p. VII.
some kind of musical composition, but exactly

ratnakara 6. 9-10, Vol. II, p. 480,

708. A dhatu
There are 4 dhatus : vistara,
have not been able to ascertain.
It has
Vyanjana
is used for vinas.
vyanjana.
karana, aviddha, and
the
according
to
This
is
first.
is
the
puspa
10 subdivisions of which
Sangitathe
follows,
but
evidently
Hem.
NatyaSastra 29. 52 ff. which
ratnakara, 4. 7 ff., discusses dhatu from quite a different point of view.
In this it seems to be vocal composition. Sruti may be used here
414

what

is

I

in the technical sense of

an

‘interval.’
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the mother of dancing and gestures, beautiful with
418
The mrdangavarious changes, suitable for poetry
tala,

.

414

played each his own instrument,
never failing each other, like devoted friends. The singing-men sang many new melodies 416 beautiful with
the singing of notes, humiliating Haha and Huhu.
The dancers danced vigorously, skilled in the lasya and

and panava-players

tandava, causing surprise by varied gesticulations and
The King saw spectacles of this kind unhindered.
Who would hinder powerful lords in anything whatever ?
Enjoying worldly pleasures in this way, the Lord of
Bharata passed five lacs of purvas from the day of the
postures.

Master’s moksa.
Bharata’ s omniscience (715-745)

One

day,

when he had taken his bath and had made
all creatures, when his body had been

the oblation to

rubbed with a very fine cloth and his hair garlanded,
body anointed with gosirsa-sandal, wearing priceless
divine jeweled-ornaments on his body, attended by courtesans, the way being shown by the door-keeper, he went
to the apartment made of mirrors of jewels in the women’s
418
he saw
quarters. In it, clear as the atmospheric crystal
While the Lord of
his whole figure, life-size, reflected.
Bharata was looking at his body in it, a ring fell from one
finger.
The King did not know the ring had fallen from
his finger, like a single feather falling from a peacock’s

his

,

418

Tala is time-measure. It does not say how it was made here,
perhaps by hand-dapping. “Musical time in India, more obviously
than elsewhere, is a development from the prosody and meters of
poetry ” Popley, Music of India, p. 71. Chap. V discusses tala fully.
414
415

710.

Two kinds

711.

Jatiraga

drum.
There are 18 original jatis and a jatiraga
a combination of jatis. Natyaiastra, Chap.

of

(?).

seems to be one made of
28. 36 ff.
418
718. Either moonstone or sunstone.
n. 27.

See Bloomfield, p. 57,
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As he looked over

body gradually, the Cakrin
moon by
" What’s this
day without moonlight.
Why is this
finger lacking in beauty ?”
Then the King saw the ring
fallen on the ground.
Wondering “ Are other parts of the
body devoid of beauty, if they have no ornaments ? ” he
began to take off other ornaments.
First, the King removed his jeweled diadem and
saw his head without it looking, like a ring whose jewels
have fallen out. He took off his jeweled earrings and
saw his poor ears, deprived of them, like the east and west
quarters without the sun and moon. He removed the
necklace, and saw his neck, deprived of it, without beauty
tail.

saw the

his

finger without the ring like a digit of the
!

a river without water. He took off his pearl chain,
and saw at once his breast without it like the sky with
the stars gone. He removed his armlets, and saw his
like

arms without them like sal trees 417 with half their creepers
untwined.
He abandoned bracelets and saw his wrists
without them like a temple whose top is without the
amalasaraka 418
He took off other rings and saw his
fingers without them like serpent-hoods whose jewels have
been destroyed.
He gave up his anklets and saw his feet,
bereft of them, like a royal-elephant’s tusks whose golden
rings have fallen off. So the ornaments being gradually
removed from his body, seeing himself without beauty
like a tree whose leaves have perished, Bharata reflected
Alas beauty of the body must be gained by ornaments,
.

!

etc., like

that of a wall by paintings,

polluted inside and out

considered to have
417

728.

The

by

etc.

This body,

impurities, should not be

any beauty.

This body

§al tree is ordinarily covered

actually

with a thick growth

of creepers.

apparently the same as amala, which
is the “large, fluted, circular block” at the base of the fluial on a
temple or stupa. It occurs in the Samaranganasutradhara, 59 33 »
418

729.

Amalasaraka

is

-

35, 56 and also in Kumarapalapratibodha, p. 144.
Acharya, Indian Architecture, p. 179.

For amala, see
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corrupts camphor, musk,

the ocean.

The

salt-ground the water of
people who, disgusted with objects of the
etc., like

penance which has moksa as its fruit,
they alone knowing the truths acquire their fruit.”
As he was reflecting rightly in this way, having
ascended the ksapakasreni from the apurvakarana step
and having attained pure meditation, omniscience became
manifest from the destruction of the destructive karmas,
like the light of the sun from the removal of a mass of
clouds.
Just then a trembling of Indra’s throne suddenly
took place. For even unconscious matter announces to
the great the success of the great. Indra went to him
with devotion, for the devoted pay homage to the Master’s
son like the Master.
How much more when his omniscience has become manifest.
Sakra said: “O kevalin, adopt the dress of an
senses, practice

ascetic in order that I

you the

may pay homage and

festival of departure (to

take

arrange for

initiation).

Then

Bharata pulled out his
Bahubali, the Ford
hair in five handfuls a characteristic of becoming a
mendicant. Then Bharata took the paraphernalia, broom,
etc., as soon as it was brought by a divinity near at
hand. Then the Lord of Bharata was worshipped by
the Lord of gods. For one who has attained omniscience
is not worshipped before initiation.
Ten thousand kings
became mendicants following the son of Rsabha. For
service to such a master in another world also gives
of

like

—

pleasure.

Bharata! s death (746-755)

Then Hari performed the coronation-ceremony

of

Adityayasas, the son of Bharata, to bear the weight of the
world. From the time when his kevala was manifest,

Bharata with his retinue wandered like Rsabha Svamin
through villages, mines, cities, forests, mountains, towns
approached by land and water, etc., enlightening bhavyas
by the preaching of dharma for a lac of purvas. Then,
going to Agtapada, the Lord of Bharata made the rejection

379
of fourfold food according to rule.

when the moon was

At the end of a month,

in conjunction with the constellation

Sravana, having acquired the four infinities 419 he went to
the region of the siddhas. Bharata passed seventy-seven
lacs of purvas as prince while the Lord was ruling the earth,
and one thousand years as king, while the Blessed One was
an ordinary ascetic. The son of Rsabha passed six lacs of
purvas less a thousand years as Cakravatin. When omniscience became manifest, he passed a lac of purvas, like the
,

sun a day, wandering with the desire to benefit every one.
After living for eighty-four lacs of purvas as described,
Bharata, noble, went to moksa. Sakra and the gods,
whose joy bloomed out instantly like the kandala, made
his moksa-festival.

In this book are described the former births of the
Master, the origin of the patriarchs, the birth of the
Lord, and the teaching of the customs of marriage, etc.,

the sovereignty, vow, and omniscience of the Lord;
also the Cakravartinship of Bharata and the attainment
of moksa by the Lord and Cakrin successively. May it

produce
419

all

750.

420
for you.
kinds of pleasure

Infinite

perception,

knowledge,

power,

and

bliss—

anantacatustaya.
420

It

756.

Parvani would not ordinarily be used in this connection.
of the parvani in the same line.

must be used because

:

APPENDIX

I

Cosmography
(Tri. 2. 3.

478-800)

man

standing in the
vaisakha-position with his hands on his hips ; filled with
substance having the characteristics of permanence, origination, perishing ; at the bottom resembling a cane-stand,
in the middle 421 a jhallari, and at the top a muraja, is

The

universe, in the shape of a

composed as follows
seven earths are
surrounded by very strong thick water, thick wind, and
thin wind.
The three worlds are divided into lower,
middle, and upper the terms f lower, middle, and upper,’
however, being used in reference to Rucaka. Rucaka has
It is filled with three worlds,

and in

it

—

four units of space in the shape of a cow’s teat at the center
of Meru ; 422 and above the same as below, so making eight

The Middle World extends 900 yojanas above and

units.

below Rucaka.
Description of Lower World (484-514)

The Dower World is established below the Middle
World with a depth of seven rajjus less 900
In it are seven earths, one below the
occupying the lower part, in which are the
terrifying abodes of the hell-inhabitants: Ratnaprabha,
Sarkara-, Valuka-, Panka-, Dhuma-, Tamah-, Mahatamahprabha ; and the height of these is 180,000, 132,000,

yojanas.
other,

128,000,
421

120,000,

479.

A

jhallari is

that the Middle World

Abhi.

2.

422

118,000,

116,000,

108,000

yojanas,

a cymbal and the point to the comparison is
A muraja is the same as mrdanga.

is circular.

207.

482.

They must be at the * center of Meru ’ from the standThey are at ground level, which is not the center

point of thickness.

from the standpoint

of height.

381

The earths, Ratnaprabha, etc., become
wider in succession, one below the other.
In the first earth there are 3,000,000 hells ; in the
second hell-region there are 2,500,000 hells ; in the third,
1,500,000 ; in the fourth, 1,000,000 ; in the fifth, 300,000
in the sixth earth, 99,995 ; in the seventh, 5 hells. Below
the earths, Ratnaprabha, etc., are the Thick Waters,
20,000 yojanas high in the middle. Below the Thick
Waters are the Thick Winds, higher in the middle by
innumerable thousands of yojanas more than the Thick
Waters. The Thin Winds are innumerable yojanas more
than the Thick Winds, and space also innumerable yojanas
more than the Thin Winds. They gradually decrease from
that middle height, the Thick Water, etc., at the top
having the shape of a circle. 428
The diameter of the Thick Water sheath of the
earth Ratnaprabha which has the shape of a circle is
The diameter of the Thick Wind sheath
6 yojanas.
is 4! yojanas, and of the Thin Wind is i| yojanas.
The Thick Water of Barbara is $ of a yojana more
In the
in diameter than the sheath of Ratnaprabha.
Thick Wind 1 gavyuta (=J yojana) increase is ascertained, and in the Thin Wind there is f of a gavyuta
This (same) increase to the dimensions of the
increase.
Sarkara-sheaths takes place in the diameters of the sheaths
of the third earth. In the same way this increase in the
dimension of each preceding sheath is made in the sheaths
up to the seventh earth. Everywhere, the sheaths Thick
Water, Thick Wind, and Thin Wind have a height the
respectively.

as that of their respective earths. The seven earths
supported by Thick Water, etc., are as described.

same

In these are the hells, the places for experiencing bad
karma. The pain (of punishment), disease, body (its
size), age, soul-color, grief, fear, etc., must be known as
each one of the 7 earths has sheaths of Thick Water,
Thick Wind, and Thin Wind. These surround each earth except at
the top, where they have the shape of an open circle.
423

494.

I. e.,
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In the thickness of
yojanas. Exthere
are
Ratnaprabha-earth
180,000
the
cepting 1000 above and below, within it are the dwellings
of the Bhavanapatis.
increasing in the hells in succession.

Bhavanapatis (505-514)

two rows in the north and
shops on the highway. The Bhavana-

The Bhavanapatis
south, like rows of

are in

dhipas are as follows
the Asuras with a crest-jewel cihna
x.
2.
the Nagas with a snake-hood cihna
the Vidyuts with a thunderbolt as cihna
3.
the Suparnas with a garuda as cihna
the Vahnis with the jar-cihna

4.
5.

the Vayus with the horse-cihna
the Stanitas with the vardhaxnana-anka

6.

7.

8

the Udadhis with the makara-anka

.

;

the Dvlpas with the lion-lanchana

9.

10. the

Dikkumaras with the elephant-lafichana.

Among these the two Indras of

the Asuras are Camara

and Bali ; Dharana and Bhutananda are the Purandaras
Nagas of the Vidyutkumaras Hari and Harisaha
of the Suparnas the Vasavas are Venudeva and Venudarin
the lords of the Agnikumaras are Agnisikha and Agnimanava ; Velamba and Prabhanjana of the Vayukumaras
of the Stanitas the Vasavas are Sughosa and Mahaghosa ;
Indras of the Abdhikumaras are Jalakanti and Jalaprabha Purna and Avasista are overlords of the Dvipakumaras; Amita and Amitavahana are the lords of the
Dikkumaras.
The Vyantaras (5x5-528)
of the

;

;

One thousand yojanas above Ratnaprabha, with the
exception of 100 yojanas above and below, live the eight

Vyantaras in northern and southern rows
within the 800 yojanas. In these are
1.
the PiSacavyantaras with the kadamba tree as
classes of the

lafichana

-

;

;

;; ;
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2.

3.
4.

the Bhutas with the sulasa tree as lafichana
the Yaksas with the vata tree as lafichana
the Raksasas with the khatvanga tree as
lafichana

5.

6

.

the Kinnaras with the aSoka tree as lafichana
the Kimpurusas with the campaka tree as
lafichana

Mahoragas

with the nagadru

7.

the

8.

the Gandharvas with the beautiful tumburutree

tree

as

lafichana
as lafichana.

Kala and Mahakala are overlords of the Pisacas Surupa
and Apratirupa are lords of the Bhutas; Purnabhadra
and Manibhadra of the Yaksas Bhima and Mahabhima
of the Raksasas ; Kinnara and Kimpurusa of the Kinnaras; Satpurusa and Mahapurusa of the Kimpurusas;
Atikaya and Mahakaya of the Mahoragas Gitarati and
Gitayasas of the Gandharvas. These are the 16 Indras
;

;

;

of the Vyantaras.

In the

100 yojanas of Ratnaprabha, with the
exception of 10 above and 10 below, i.e., in 80 yojanas,
there are 8 classes of Vyantaras Aprajfiaptikas, Paficaprajfiaptis, Rsivaditas, Bhutavaditas, Kranditas, Mahakranditas, Kilsmandas, Pacakas. The two Indras in these
Sannihita and Samana ; Dhatr
classes are respectively
and Vidhatrka ; Rsi and Rsipala ; Isvara and Mahe§vara
Suvatsaka and Visala Hasa and Hasarati; ^veta and
MahaSveta ; Pacaka and Pacakadhipa.
first

:

:

;

The Jyotiskas (529-551)
At 790 yojanas above the surface of the earth is the
Ten yojanas above it is the
lower level of the Jyotiskas.
above the sun is the
yojanas
sun, and at the end of 80
moon; then the stars and planets at the end of 20
yojanas. 424 So in height the stellar world is no yojanas.
424

531.

distances.

They

are not all at the end, but distributed at varying

;

384

heavenly bodies (jyotiscakra) moves continually in a circle in all directions at 1121 yojanas from
the continent Jambudvipa, not touching Mt. Meru. But
one polar star is fixed. It (the jyotiscakra) remains fixed

The

circle of

in a circle, not touching the end of the world, at a disOf these Svati is above all and
yojanas. 426
tance of

mi

Bharani is below all ; to the south of all Mala and Abhici
426
There are 2 moons and 2 suns belonging
to the north.
to this Jambadvipa; 4 moons and 4 suns belonging
to Tavanoda ; 12 moons and 12 suns to Dhatakikhanda
and 42 moons and 42 suns to Kaloda. To half of Puskara
belong 72 suns and moons each.

and

tiie

same number

of suns.

of 88 planets, 28 constellations,

Thus there are 132 moons
Each moon has a retinue
and of 6, 697, 500, 000,

000, 000, 000 stars.

The width and length

moon’s car is ff of a
yojana of the sun’s car ff of a yojana; half a yojana of
those of the planets | of a yojana of those of the constelof the

;

;

lations; half a kos

having a

maximum

(=f yojana)
life;

of those of all the stars

and 500 bows (= 1i6 yojana) of

those of all the stars having a minimum life. The height is
They are (like this) in the
always half the length. 427
manusyaloka extending 45 lacs of yojanas.
In the east lions, in the south elephants, in the west
these are the draught-anibulls, and in the north horses
mals of the cars of the moon, etc. The sun and moon have
16,000 Abhiyogika gods, the planets, constellations, and

—

have 8,000, 4,000, and 2,000 respectively. Because of
abhiyogyakarma they act as conveyances for the moon,
etc. moving constantly at their own inclination.
On the far side of Manusottara at a distance of 50,000
yojanas the suns and moons stand still at intervals from
stars

426

This is on the other side of the Human World.
Else279 ) these heavenly bodies that are at a distance of 1121
yojanas are all ‘ polar stars.’

534-

where (K.

and

mi
426
427

p.

535544-

These are constellations.
K- P- 282 gives the shape as a half-ball (from the
,

Jlv.).

;

;

.
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each other

;

manusyaloka

half the size of the suns
;

their

of the

numbers increasing according to the

successive increase in the

with retinues of

and moons

circumference of the worlds

brilliant planets, constellations,

and

stars

innumerable, a beautiful bell-shape ; always bounded by
the SvayambhQratnana-ocean, they remain in rows 100,000
yojanas apart.

The Middle World (552-749).
In the Middle World there are countless continents
and oceans, with auspicious names J ambudvlpa, Havana,
etc
the divisions of each being twice as large as those of
the preceding one j each one surrounding the preceding one
like a sheath.
The last of these is the great ocean named
.

Svay ambhur amana
Description of

Meru

(554-565).

In the interior of Jambudvipa Meru, golden, round
428
is buried 1,000 yojanas in the ground at its
base, is 99,000 yojanas high, and 10,000 yojanas in diameter at the surface of the earth. At the top it is 1,000
yojanas in diameter. It is in three parts, and its body is
Now, the first part of
divided by the three worlds.
Sumeru, composed of pure earth, stone, diamond, and
gravel is 1,000 yojanas high. The second is 63,000 yojanas
high, its ground composed of gold, crystal, anka, and
The third part is 36,000 yojanas and is composed
silver.
429
Its gleaming peak is made of cat’s eye.
of slabs of gold.
is
yojanas,
height
its diameter at the base is 12
Its
40
yojanas, 8 at the middle and 4 at the top.
At the base of Meru is a grove Bhadra§ala resembling
like a sthala,

428
554 . Sthala is non-committal, but Meru is considered the
shape of a truncated cone.
429
These three divisions are not those made by the three
557*
The
first one corresponds to the part in the lower world, but
worlds.
two
do not correspond to the division of the middle and
other
the

upper worlds.

25
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At 500 yojanas from Bhadrasala, on a
terrace, is Nandana, 500 yojanas wide. At 62,500 yojanas
on the second terrace, the grove Saumanasa is the same.
At 36,000 yojanas above the grove Saumanasa is Sundara
on the third terrace. On the peak of Meru is the garden
Pandaka in the shape of a circle, 494 yojanas wide.
a surrounding wall.

Jambudvlpa (566-618)

Now, there are 7 zones here in J amblldvipa : Bharata,
Haimavata, Harivarsa, Videha, Ramyaka, Hairanyavata,
and Airavata from south to north. Making the division
between these there are 7 mountain-ranges, bounding the
zones: Himavat, Mahahimavat, Nisadha, Nila, Rukmin,
and Sikharin with equal diameter at the base and top. Of
these, the Himavat Mts., buried in the ground 25 yojanas,
made of gold, are 100 yojanas high. The Mahahimavat
Mts. are twice that size, made of silver. Then, the Nisadha
Mts., twice their size, made of gold ; Nila Mts., equal to
Nisadha, made of cat’s eye ; Rukmin Mts., equal to Mahahimavat Mts., made of silver ; Sikharin Mts., equal to
Himavat Mts., made of gold. All abound in various jewels
on their slopes.
On the Ksudrahimavat (= Himavat) mountain-range is
a large lake named Padma, 1000 yojanas long and half as
wide. On Mahahimavat is a lake named Mahapadma, twice
the length and width of the lake Padma. The lake on
Nisadha, Tiginchi,

is

twice the size of

Mahapadma

;

the

lake Kesarin on Nila is equal to Tiginchi, the lake Mahapun-

on Rukmin is equal to Mahapadma; the lake
Pundarika on Mt. Sikarin is equal to Padma. In all the
lakes, Padma, etc., there are full-blown lotuses buried 10
darika

yojanas in the water.
Sri,

Moreover, here are (the goddesses)
Hri, Dhrti, Kirti, Buddhi, and Laksmi respectively,

with life-periods of a palya, together with Samanikas, gods
of the councils, bodyguards, and armies.
n
In Bharataksetra there are the great rivers, Ganga and
Sindhu; in the zone named Haimavata, Rohita ai&l

;
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Rohitansa ; in the Harivarsaka zone, the rivers Harit and
Harikanta ; in the Mahavidehas the best rivers Slta and
Sitoda ; Narakanta and Narikanta in the zone Ramyaka
Svarnakula and Rupyakula in the zone Hairanyavata
Rakta and Raktoda in the zone Airavata. The first of
each pair flows to the east and the second to the west.
The great rivers Gahga and Sindhu are each attended by
14,000 best rivers. Each pair of the others
twice as many rivers as the preceding pair
Sitoda.

The northern

to the southern.

by

Sita

is

attended by

up to

and

Slta

rivers (north of Videha) are equal

and Sitoda, however, are attended

430
532,000 rivers each.

Bharata is 526^9 yojanas wide. Then the zones and
the mountains bounding the zones become twice as wide
in succession to the north, up to Videha.
The mountains
and zones to the north (of Videha) are equal to those in
the south. These are the sizes of the mountains bounding
the zones and of the zones.

To the north of the Nisadha Mts. and to the south of
Meru are the Vidyutprabha Mts. and the Saumanasa Mts.
in the west and east.
They have the shape of an
elephant’s tusk, almost touching Meru at the end. Between them are the bhogabhumis, the Devakurus, 11,842
•

In them, at each side of the five lakes
Sitoda, are ten mountains of gold, making a
total of 100. There on the east and west banks of Sitoda
are the mountains Vicitrakuta and Citrakuta. They are
1000 yojanas in height and the same in diameter at the
base. The diameter at the top is half of that.
To the north of Meru and to the south of the Nila
Mts. are the Gandhamadana and Malyavat Mts., with the
shape of an elephant’s tusk. Between them are the very
yojanas wide.

divided

by

430

This great increase is due to the fact that both Videhas
585(East and West) have 32 rivers, each with 14,000 tributaries, and each
of the Kurus has 84,000, thus making a total of 532,000 for Sita and
.oda each.

;
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charm mg Uttarakurus with ioo golden mountains at the
On the banks of the
sides of the 5 lakes divided by Sit a.
corresponding
Yamaka,
named
river Sita are 2 mountains
to the golden Vicitrakuta and Citrakuta.
East of the Deva- and Uttarakurus, they are called
East Videhas, and to the west, West Videhas, like
In each, there are 16
different countries to each other.

by rivers
by a Cakrin.

provinces, inaccessible to each other, separated
suitable to be conquered

and mountains,
Kaccha, Mahakaccha, Sukaccha, Kacchavat, Avarta,
Mahgalavarta, Puskala, Puskalavati are the northern
provinces of East Videha. The southern are Vatsaka,
Suvatsa, Mahavatsa, Ramyavat, Ramya, Ramyaka,
Ramaniya, Mangalavat. The ones in West Videha in the
south are Padma, Supadma, Mahapadma, Padmavati,
Sankha, Kumuda, Nalina, and Nalinavat. The northern
provinces in the West Videhas are Vapra, Suvapra, Mahavapra, Vapravatl, Valgu, Suvalgu, Gandhila, and Gandhilavati.

In the center of Bharata is Mt. Vaitadhya, dividing it
into north and south, extending to the east and west
oceans, with a base in the ground of 6 yojanas and akos, 481
50 yojanas wide and half as high. On its northern and
southern slopes at 10 yojanas from the ground are two
rows of Vidyadhara cities, 10 yojanas wide. In the south
there are 50 cities with kingdoms of the Vidyadhara kings
in the north there are 60. At 10 yojanas immediately
above the Vidyadhara rows, there are two Vyantara rows
adorned with the abodes of the Vyantaras.
At 5 yojanas
above the rows of Vyantaras there are 9 peaks. There is a
similar Vaitadhya in Airavata.

The continent Jambudvipa has a

fortification consist-

ing of a wall, made of diamond, 8 yojanas high. At its
base it is 12 yojanas wide ; in the middle, 8 ; and 4 wide
at the top.
Above it is a lattice, 2 gavyutas high, a

^ 606.

A

kos=| vojana.
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delightful pleasure-resort of the Vidyadharas.

Above the

a beautiful terrace, named Padmavara, the
pleasure-ground of the gods. In this wall there are
4 gates in the east and other directions, named respectively,
Vijaya, Vaijayanta, Jayanta, and Aparajita.
In the space between Ksudrahimavat and Mahahimavat, there is a round Vaitadhya mountain, named
Sabdapatin. Between Sikharin and Rukmin is Mt.
Vikatapatin; Gandhapatin is between Mahahimavat and
Nisadha Malyavat is between the Nila and Rukmin
Mountains. All are cylindrical shaped and 1000 yojanas
lattice is

;

high.

Description of Lavanoda (619-39)

Next, surrounding J ambudvipa, and twice as wide, is
the ocean named Ravanoda. It is sunk 1000 yojanas in
the ground, and its water increases very gradually in
depth for a distance of 95,000 yojanas from both sides. In
the middle there is a crest uniformly 10,000 yojanas wide,
16,000 yojanas high. In addition to that, at the time of
the tides there is a decrease and increase up to 2 gavyutas.
.In it, in the directions, east, etc., there are 4 Patalavessels, named Vadavamukha, Keyupa, Yiipaka, Kvara,
respectively, beginning with the east.
They are 100,000
yojanas high; have walls of diamond 1,000 yojanas thick;
are 10,000 yojanas wide at top and bottom; and have
water in the third part supported by wind, resembling
large clay water-jars. In them, the gods Kala, Mahakala,
Velamba, and Prabhanjana, respectively, live in pleasurehouses. Here there are others 1,000 yojanas high, with
2
walls 10 yojanas thick, 100 yojanas wide at the bottom*®
and at the mouth 7884 small Patala-vessels, with waters
mixed in the middle part and raised by the wind. Nagakumaras to the number of 42,000, like ministers, are always
There are
controlling the inner waves in this ocean.

—

—

482

627.

Both the

larger

the middle equal to the height.

and smaller
K. p. 243.

vessels

have a diameter in
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72,000 outer wave-controllers,

and

also 60,000 guardians of

the crest waves.

Udakabhasa, Sankha, Udakasimaka, made
of gold, anka, silver, and crystal are the mountains of the
Indras of the Veladharins. They are the abodes of the
gods Gostupa, Sivaka, Sankha, and Manohrda ; and are in
the (four) directions at 42,000 yojanas (from Jambudvlpa).
They are 1721 yojanas high; 1022 yojanas wide at the
On top of them all there are
base, and 424 at the top.
Gosttipa,

gleaming palaces.
Karkotaka, Kardamaka, Kailasa, and Arunaprabha,
made of all jewels, are the mountains of the Indras of the
Anuveladharins. 488
The gods Karkotaka, Vidyujjihva,
Kailasa, and Arunaprabha, respectively, live always on
these.

At 12,000 yojanas (from Jambudvlpa) in the intermediate directions in the east are the two islands of the
Moon, with an equal width and length (i.e. 12,000). At
the same distance in the west are the two islands of the
Sun ; and also at the same distance is Gautamadvipa, the
abode of Susthita. 434 On these are palaces, the abodes of
the inner and outer suns and moons of Davanoda.
The water of Lavanoda is salt.
Description of Dhatakikhanda (640-43)
Next, the second continent, named Dhatakikhanda,
twice as wide, surrounds Tavanoda. Everything that is in

—

—

Jambudvlpa Meru, zones, zone-mountains is called by
the same name in Dhatakikhanda, but is twice as large.
It is divided by the Isvakara Mts. running north and
south, and in the east and west halves has the same
names as J ambudvipa. The zone-mountains and the
Isvakaras are like the spokes of a wheel, high as Nisadha,
touching Kaloda and Davana, and the zones are between
the spokes.
438

635*

434

638.

These are in the intermediate directions.
The lord of Lavanoda. Provac. 883-89,

p. 258a.
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Kaloda

The

ocean

yojanas wide,

is

(644)

surrounding

Dhatakikhanda,

800,000

called Kaloda.

Puskaradvipa (645-652)

The

names and

—

Isvakara, Meru,
Dhataki is true also for half
of Puskara.
But in this half of Puskara the divisions
of the country, etc., are known to be twice as large as the
divisions of the country, etc., of Dhatakikhanda.
There are 4 small Merus in Dhataki and half of Puskara, smaller than Meru by 15,000 yojanas. At the
ground their diameter is less than Meru’s by 600 yojanas.
Their first division is no less than big Meru’s. The second
etc.

definition of

—which was given

objects

for

by 7,000 yojanas; the third by 8,ooo. 485
Bhadrasala and Nandana are like Meru’s. The grove

is

smaller

Saumanasa, 500 yojanas wide, is 55,500 yojanas above.
Pandaka, 494 yojanas wide, is 28,000 yojanas above. The
diameter at the top and bottom, and the foundation are
equal to the large Meru’s, and the crest is also equal
to

its.

So, this

is

the

Human

World, 2\ continents, 2 oceans,

35 zones, 5 Merus, 35 zone-mountains, 5 Devakurus, 5
Uttarakurus, and 160 provinces.

Mdnusottara (655-660)

Beyond

the mountain-range, Manusottara, round
It is situlike a city-wall, surrounding the Human World.
ated half-way in Puskara, golden, 1721 yojanas high, buried
in the ground 430J yojanas, 1022 yojanas in diameter
at the bottom, 723 at the middle, and 424 at the top. On
the other side of it, mortals are not bom, nor do they die.
Even animals, etc., do not die, if they have gone to the
485

it is

—

they are 85,000 yojanas in total height with 1000
first section is 500, the second 55,500, and the
underground.
third 28,000 yojanas. The diameter at the base is 9,400 yojanas.
649.

I.e.,

The

392

For that reason it is named Manusottara.
there is no coarse fire, no clouds, lightning,
*

other side of it.

Beyond

it

rivers, time, etc.

Manusyaloka (661-683)
In these 35 zones on this side of Manusottara and
in the Antaradvipas, men arise by birth ; on the mountains, Meru, etc., by kidnapping and power of learning,
continents and in 2 oceans.
in the
They are called Bharatakas, Jambudvipyas, Bavanakas, etc., from divisions with reference to zones, continents, and oceans. From the division into Aryas and
Mlecchas they are two-fold. The Aryas have sub-divisions
The

-people in the

ksetra (country), jati (caste), kula (family),

karma

(work),

and bhasa (language). The ksetraryas are
436
Here in Bharata they
in the 15 karmabhumis.

silpa (craft),

bom

have 25I places
guishable
I.

2

.

3

*

4

-

5
6.
-

7
8

-

9

-

.

by cities, are as
Magadhas

.

Campa.

. .

Tamraliptl.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

Kusartakas
Pancalas

*3

Vatsas
Malayas

Rajagrha.

. .

Kurus

Surastrakas

14.

.

Kosalas

12.

distin-

follows

Kaiis
Kalingas

Jangalas
Videhas

-

The Arya-countries,

Angadesa
Vangas

11.

10.

489

of origin.

. .

.

.

.

.

..

Varanasi.

Kancanapurl.
Saketa.

Gajapura.
Saurya.

Kampilya.
Ahicchatra.
Mithila.

. .

Dvaravati.

. .

KauSambipuri.

.

.

Bhadrila.

There are 15 of these 5 Bharatas, 5 Airavatas, and
karmabhumi is where the inhabitants must earn their
Jiving by ploughing, trade, etc.
Uttar. B. com. to 36. 194. Another
665.

5 Videhas.

;

A

interpretation is that they are able to attain
result of their karma. K. p. 227.

any state

after

death as a

..

;
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15.
16.

17

-

Sandarbhas
Varunas
Matsya

.

.

Nandipura.
Uccha.

.

.

Vairata.

. .

18.

Cedis

.

.

vMiktimatl.

19.

.

.

Mrttikavati.

20.

Dasarnas
Sindhus

.

.

21.

Sauviras

. .

Vitabhaya.
Mathura.

22.

Silrasenas

. .

Apapa.

23

Masapurivarta

. .

Bhangi.

. .

Sravasti.

-

24.

Kunalakas

25-

Latas

. .

Ketakas

| of the

.

.

.

.

Kotivarsa.
Svetambi.

These are the Arya-countries distinguished by these
cities, in which the birth of Tirthakrts, Cakrabhrts,
Krsnas, and Balas takes place.
The Jatyaryas are the Iksvakus, Jnatas, Haris, Videhas, Kurus, Ugras, Bhojas, and Rajanyas.
Kularyas are the Kulakaras, Cakrins, Visnus, and
Balas, or those who are born in a pure family from the
437
third, fifth, or seventh generation.

Karmaryas who earn their livelihood
by sacrifices, making sacrifices for others, by study and
teaching of the sastras, or by suitable occupations.
They are Silparyas who have occupations of little
blame, such as weavers, tailors, potters, barbers, and
attendants on idols.
They are called Bhasaryas who transact the business
of the (other) five Ary as with language restricted to the

They

are called

best language. 438

Mlecchas (679-683)

—

The Mlecchas Sakas, Yavanas, Sabaras, Barbaras,
Kayas, Murundas, Udras, Godras, Patkanakas, Arapakas,
Hunas, Romakas, Parasas, Khasas, Khasikas, Dombili487

675.

See Com. to T.

488

678.

Sistabhasl.

Bhag. 191, p. 221

;

3. 15.

Ardha-MagadhI. See Pra. 37.
Apabhram§akavyatrayl (GOS XXXVII).
I.e.,

p.

56a
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Lakusas, Bhillas, Anghras, Bukkasas, Pulindas,
Krauncakas, Bhamararutas, Kuficas, Cinas, Vancukas,
Malavas, Dravidas, Kulaksas, Kiratas, Kaikayas, Haya-

kas,

mukhas, Gajamukhas, Turagamukhas, Ajamukhas, Hayakarnas, Gajakarnas, and other non-Aryas also are people
who do not know even the word dharma.’
c

The Antaradvipas (684-700)

The Mlecchas are free from (knowledge of) virtue and
The 56
vice, and also those born in the Antaradvipas.
Antaradvipas are as follows Half of them are to the east
and west of Ksudrahimavat in the four intermediate
:

with northeast. In the northeast at
a distance of 300 yojanas in the Eavana Ocean is the first
Antaradvipa, named Ekoru, of an equal (i.e., 300
The people, beautiful in
yojanas) length and width.
body and limbs, have the same name as the island.
Not only in the case of Ekoru but also in the case of other
islands to be mentioned later, the people have the same
name as the island. In the southeast and other intermediate directions are the islands, Abhasika, Eangulika,
Vaisanika, respectively, at the same distance and with
the same length and width (as Ekoru).
Beyond them at a distance of 400 yojanas and with
an equal length and width, at the intermediate points,
northeast,
etc.,
are the Antaradvipas,
Hayakarna,
Gajakarna, Gokarna, Saskulikarna, respectively.
Beyond them at a distance of 500 yojanas and with
the same length and width are the 4 Antaradvipas,
Adarsamukha, Mesamukha, Hayamukha, and Gajamukha,
in the northeast, etc., as before.
directions, beginning

Then come Asvamukha, Hastimukha, Sinhamukha,
Vyaghramukha, 600 yojanas in distance, length, and
width.

At 700 yojanas

in distance,

width are Asvakarna,
Karnapravarana.

with the same length and

Sinhakarna,

Hastikarna,

and
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Then located at a distance

of 800

yojanas across

Lavanoda, with the same length and width are Ulkamukha
Vidyujjihva, Mesamukha, 439 and Vidyuddanta, in the
northeast, etc., respectively.

After traversing 900 yojanas of Lavana Ocean, 4
Antaradvipas, named Gudhadanta, Ghanadantaka, Sresthadantaka, Suddhadantaka, 900 yojanas in length and
breadth, are situated in the respective intermediate points.
In this same way there are 28 at Mt. Sikharin.

Added together,

On

there are 56 in all.
the other side of Manusottara

Surrounding Puskara

of Puskara.

is

is

the second half

the Puskara Ocean

Then come the continent and ocean
and beyond them the continent and ocean
Ksiravara. Then Ghrtavara continent and ocean, and
Iksuvara continent and ocean. Then comes the eighth
continent, named Nandisvara, which resembles heaven.
twice as large.

Varunivara

;

Description of Nandttvara (704-738)

The diameter

is

of its circle is 1,638,400,000 yojanas. It
a land of delights of the gods, with gardens of manifold

designs, beautiful with the visits of

gods devoted to the

worship of the Jinendras. In its central part, there are
440
in succes4 Anj ana Mountains, the color of antimony,
sion in the directions, east, etc. At ground-level they
are more than 10,000 yojanas in diameter and 1,000
yojanas at top.
They have the height of the small
441
Mews.
Of these, Devaramana is in the east, Nityodyata
in the south, Svayamprabha in the west, and Ramanlya
in the north.
On top of them there are temples to the
Arhats, 100 yojanas long, half as wide, and 70 yojanas
high. In each of these there are 4 doors, 16 yojanas high,
489

697.

This should probably be emended to Meghamukha. Cf. K.

706.

Anjana

p. 247.
440

antimony
441

I.e.,

not really antimony, which

which is black.
84,000 yojanas + 1000 underground.

trisulphide,

707.

is

is

white,

but
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and 8 wide. They are the homes of the
gods Deva, Asura, Naga, and Suparna, and are known by
Within the temples are jeweled platforms,
their names.
16 yojanas long and wide, and 8 yojanas high. On the
platforms are daises made of all kinds of jewels, whose
length and width exceed the platforms, and on them are
108 statues each of the immortal Arhats named Rsabha,
Vardhamana, Candranana, Varisena in the paryanka8 yojanas deep,

each by a beautiful
retinue. Each statue has 2 statues each of Nagas, Yaksas,
Bhutas, pitcher-carriers, and behind the statues is a statue
On the platforms there are
of an umbrella-carrier.
posture,

made

of jewels, attended

incense-jars, wreaths, bells,

the eight auspicious things,

banners, umbrellas, festoons, baskets, boxes,

and

seats

and sixteen ornaments, such as pitchers full of water,
The ground has sand of shining gold-dust.
There are gleaming entrance-pavilions the same

etc.

size

as the temples, theater-pavilions, arenas, jeweled platforms,
beautiful stupas

and

statues,

caitya-trees,

fair

indra-

dhvajas, and divine lotus-lakes in succession.

In the four directions from each of the An j ana Mountains there are lotus-lakes, 100,000 yojanas square:
Nandisena, Amogha, Gostupa, Sudarsana, Nandottara,
Nanda, Sunanda, Nandivardhana, Bhadra, Visa! a, Kumuda, Pundarikinika, Vijaya, VaijayantI, Jayanti, Aparajita.

At a distance

from each of them there
and 106,000 long,
Saptacchadaka, Campaka, and Cuta.

of 500 yojanas

are great gardens, 500 yojanas wide

named Asoka,

Within the lotus-lakes are the crystal Dadhimukha Mountains, cylinder-shaped, characterized
etc.,

as decorations.

They

1,000 buried in the ground

;

by

terraces, gardens,

are 64,000 yojanas high,

10,000 in diameter at top

and
and

bottom.

Between each two lotus-lakes there are 2 Ratikara
Mts. so there are 32 Ratikara Mts.
On the Dadhimukha
Mts. and on the Ratikara Mts., there are eternal shrines of
the Arhats, just as on the Anjana Mts.
likewise at the
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intermediate points of the continent there are 4 Ratikara
Mts., having a length and width of 10,000 yojanas, and
a height of 1,000 yojanas, made of all kinds of jewels,
divine, the shape of a jhallari.

In the eight directions on

the two southern Ratikara Mts. are the residences of
the eight queens of Sakra ; on the two northern mountains,
those of the eight queens of Isana.
They are 100,000
yojanas distant from each other, 100,000 yojanas square,
and adorned with temples of the Jinas.
Arcimali, Prabhakara, Padma,
Anjana, Bhuta, Bhutavatahsika, Gostupa,
Sudarsana, Amala, Apsaras, Rohini, Navamt, Ratna,
Ratnoccaya, Sarvaratna, Ratnasancaya, Vasu, Vasumitrika, Vasubhaga, Vasundhara, Nandottara, Nanda,
Uttarakuru, Devakuru, Krsna, Krsnaraji, Rama, Rama44
raksita respectively, beginning with the east. * In them
the gods with all their splendor together with their
retinues make eight-day festivals in the shrines on the
holy days of the holy Arhats.
Then the ocean Nandlsvara surrounds Nandlsvara
Then come Arunaafter that Arunadvipa and Arunoda.
varadvlpa and the ocean by that name ; next Arunabhasa
and Arunabhasa Ocean. Then Kundaladvipa and the
ocean Kundaloda come next; then Rucakadvipa and
Rucaka Ocean. The oceans and continents with these
auspicious names are each twice as large as the preceding
one. Of these the last is the ocean Svayambhuramana.
In the two and a half continents, the Bharata-zones,
the Airavata-zones, and the Mahavideha-zones, except the
Devakurus and Uttarakurus, are karmabhumis.
Kaloda, Puskaroda, Svayambhuramana have water
that can be drunk, but Ravana Ocean has salt water.

Sujata, Saumanasa,

Siva,

Suci,

737. Elsewhere, see K. p. 255, only 16 palaces are named
one for each queen; and 16 of these names belong to the queens
themselves. But in this passage it is clearly stated that there is a
442

palace in each of the 8 directions.
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but Ksiroda
resembles milk with one-fourth part of ghee mixed with
Ghrtoda has water of freshly boiled cow’s
candied sugar.

Varunoda

is

pleasing with varied beverages

;

ghee; the others resemble the juice of sugar-cane whose
end has been cut off and which contains four fragrant
substances. Bavanoda, Kaloda, and Svayambht3.ram.ana
are filled with fish, tortoises, etc., but not the other
oceans.

In this continent Jambudvipa there are always 4
each of Tirthakrts, Cakrins, Visnus, and Balas, at the

minimum
30

.

kings,

At the maximum, there are 34 Jinas and
and twice as many in Dhatakx and half of

Puskara. 44 ®

The Upper World (750-797)

Above

this

Human

World,

is

the Upper World,

magnificent, 7 rajjus high less 900 yojanas. In this there
are 12 heavens Saudharma, Isana, Sanatkumara, Mahen:

Brahmaloka, Bantaka, Sukra, Sahasrara, Anata,
Pranata, Arana, and Acyuta. The 9 Graiveyakas are as
Sudarsana, Suprabuddha, Manorama, above
follows
those Sarvabhadra, Suvisala, Sumanas, and above those
Saumanasa, Pritikara, and Aditya. Above those are the
5 named Anuttara. Beginning from the east the palaces
are named Vijaya, Vaijayanta, Jayanta, Aparajita, and
Sarvarthasiddhaka in the center. Twelve yojanas above
is Siddhasila, 45 lacs of yojanas long and wide.
Three
gavyutas immediately above, in the (upper) sixth part of
the fourth gavyuta are the siddhas at the end of Bokadra,

:

grata.

The maximum of 34 is reached by one each in the 32
Videha, and in Bharata and Airavata.
When there
are only 4, there is one each in the northern and southern halves
of East Videha and West Videha.
When the maximum is 30, there
443

749.

divisions

of

are 28 in Videha, and one each in Bharata and Airavata.
The
maximum number of Visnus, and Balas exists, when there is a minimum number of Cakrins and vice versa. The ‘ kings ’ refers to Visnus

and Balas

as well as Cakrins.

Jamb. 172-3.
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It

I§ana;

i| rajjus from ground-level up to Saudharma and

is

2 \ rajjus

up

to

Sanatkumara and Mahendra;

5 rajjus to Sahasrara and 6 up to Acyuta. There are
7 rajjus up to the top boundary of the universe.

Saudharma and Isana

are round like the

moon. In
and Aisana in the
north.
Sanatkumara and Mahendra have the same shape
as they have; Sanatkumara is in the south half, and
Mahendra in the north. Beyond them, in the place
the southern half

is

Sakra

(as Indra)

corresponding to the elbow of the man representing the
universe, in the center of the universe is Brahmaloka,
and Brahma is its lord. At the end are the Lokantika

gods

:

Sarasvatas, Adityas, Agnis, Aranas, Gardatoyakas,

Tusitas, Avyabadhas, Maruts,

and

Ristas.

Above

it is

Rantaka-heaven, whose Indra has the same name. Next
comes Mahasukra, whose Indra also has the same name;
and next Sahasrara with an Indra of the same name.
Then come Anata and Pranata with the shape of Saudharma and Isana. Their Indra, named Pranata, lives in
Pranata-heaven. Above them are 2 heavens, Arana and
Acyuta, with the same shape. They have one Indra,
named Acyuta, living in Acyuta. But in the Graiveyakas
and Anuttaras the gods are Ahamindras (of equal rank).
Of these heavens, the first two are founded on thick
water; the next three on (thick) wind; the next three on
thick water and thick wind ; above those, the heavens rest

on space.

The io

divisions of the gods are: Indras, Samanikas,

TrayastrinSas, Parsadyas, Raksakas, Rokapalas, Anikas,

The Indras are the
The Samanikas are
The Trayasthe Indras, but lack Indraship.
like ministers and priests of Hari. The

Prakxrnas, Abhiyogikas, Kilbisikas.

lords of all the gods, Samanikas, etc.

the same as
trin§as

are

Parsadyas are like companions; the Raksakas are bodyguards ; the Rokapalas have the place of spies for the sake
of protection. The Anikas correspond to armies; the
Praklrnas to villagers and townsmen.

The Abhiyogyas
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and the Kilbisas' like the lowest castes.
The Jyotiskas and Vyantaras do not have the TrayastrinSas and Lokapas.
In Saudharma there are 32 lacs of palaces of the gods.
In Aisana, Sanatkumara, Mahendra, and Brahma there
are 28, 12, 8, and 4 lacs respectively. There are 50,000 in
hantaka, 40,000 in Sukra, 6,000 in Sahasrara. In the pair
(Anata and Pranata) 400, and 300 in Arana and Acyuta.
In the first three Graiveyakas there are 111, in the middle
three 107, in the last three Graiveyakas there are 100
There are only 5 Anuttaravimanas. So there is
palaces.
are like slaves

;

a total of 8,497,023 palaces of the gods.
In the four Anuttara-palaces, Vijaya,

etc., the gods
but once in the fifth (Sarvarthasiddha).
From Saudharmakalpa up to Sarvartha the gods become
stronger in each successive heaven in respect to duration
of life, brilliance, power, purity, soul-color, and happiness,
in the sphere of the senses, and in clairvoyant knowledge.
In respect to attachment to worldly objects and arrogance,
body and marriage, they become weaker and weaker,
successively. The gods who have the minim um term of
446
life breathe at the end of 7 stokas,
and eat once in two
The gods, whose life-term is a palyopama, breathe
days.
once a day and eat once in several days. The ones whose
life is measured in sagaras breathe at the end of as many
half-months as there are sagaras, and eat at the end of so
many thousands of years. The gods usually have pleasant
feelings, but if they have unpleasant, it would be only for
an antarmuhurta, not more than a muhiirta.
Goddesses are born up to Aisana, 448 and marriage
exists up to Acyuta. Ascetics are born up to the Jyotiskas.
Birth of wandering monks is up to Brahmaloka, and

are reborn twice/

44

rebirth of five-sensed creatures

are

up

to Sahasrara.

daymen

bom up to Acyuta; monks who have wrong belief but
444
445

448

781.

I.e.,

before attaining moksa.

783.

I.e.,

about every 37 seconds,
s
to’ is inclusive, throughout this description.

789.

c

Up
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have observed the practices are born up to Graiveyakas.
Those who knew all the pflrvas (fourteen) are born from
Brahmaloka up to Sarvarthasiddha. Monks and laymen
of good character are born in Saudharma at least.
Up to Aisana, the gods, Bhavanavasins, etc., have
For they have impure karma.
physical marriage.
Possessing strong affections, embracing in love like humans,
they attain delight from pleasure of physical contact. The
remainder have marriage of touch, sight, hearing, respectively, in successive pairs of heavens.
In the four,
Anata, etc., they have marriage of mind. In the other
heavens, Graiveyaka, etc., the gods have no marriage,
having the nature of infinite bliss more than the gods
with marriage.
With such divisions lower, middle, and upper is the
universe. In its center is the trasanadl with a height of
14 rajjus, 1 rajju wide and thick at top and bottom.
Within it are movable and immovable lives, and outside
The universe, 7 rajjus wide at the
of it only immovable.
bottom, 1 rajju at the middle, 5 at Brahmaloka and 1 at
the very top, with a well-supported appearance, was made
by no one and is supported by no one.
It is self-produced, and moreover remains in the sky
without support.

—
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APPENDIX

II

Karma
Karma has 4
1.

Mithyatva.

2.

Avirati.

3.

Kasaya.
Yoga.

4.

It

sources

is

of

two kinds.

1.

Nikacita.

2.

Sithila.

Nikacita
experienced.
Sithila is

is

karma very

firmly

bound which must be

Sth. 296, p. 222b.

“ loose ” karma that

may be

destroyed.

The following
There are 148 divisions of karma.
classification is based on the J.G.D. pp. 131 ff., with
some
I.

alterations.

5

Jnanavaraniya,
1.

Mati-j.,

Knowledge-obscuring
Sensitive knowledgeobscuring.

2.

Sruta-j. 3

Scriptural knowledge-

obscuring.
3.

Avadhi-j.,

Visual

knowledge-ob-

scuring.
4.

Manahparyaya-j.,

Mental knowledge-obscuring.

5.

Kevala-j.,

Perfect knowledge-obscuring.

II.

9

DarSanavaraniya

Conation-obscuring.

1.

Caksu-d.,

Ocular

2.

Acaksu-d.,

Non-ocular

conation-ob-

scuring.

obscuring.

conation-
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3.

Visual

Avadhi-d.,

conation-ob-

scuring.
4.

Perfect

Kevala-d.,

conation-ob-

scuring.

III.

2

5.

Nidra,

Sleep.

6.

Nidra-nidra,

Deep

7.

Pracala,

Drowsiness.

8.

Pracala-pracala,

Heavy

9.

Styanarddhi,

Somnambulism.

sleep.

drowsiness.

Vedanlya, Feeling.
1.

Sata-v., Pleasure-feeling

2.

Asata-v., Pain-feeling;

;

that which brings

pleasure.

that which brings

pain.

IV. 28

Mohaniya, Deluding.
3 Dargana-mohaniya, Right-behef-deluding.
Mithyatva, Wrong belief.
1.
Samyagmithyatva (misra), Right-wrong
2.
belief ; mixed wrong and right belief.
Samyaktva-prakrti, Right belief.
3.
25

Caritra-mohaniya. Right-conduct-deluding.

16

Kagaya, Passions.
4 Anantanubandhi, Error-feeding passions.
1.

Krodha, Anger.

2.

Mana,
Maya,

3.

4

Pride.

Deceit.

Lobha, Greed.
4.
Apratyakhyanavaranlya,
Partialvow-preventing passions, the same
four as above.

4

Pratyakhyanavaranlya, Total-vowpreventing passions, the same four

4

Sanjvalana,

as above.

Perfect-conduct-pre-

venting passions, the same four as
above. This is the slightest degree

;

.
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of passion

and

co-exists

with

self-

restraint of a high order.

9

Nokasaya or Akasaya, Quasi-passions
minor passions.
Laughter;
Hasya,

slight or
1.

or

risible

laughter-producing
2.

Rati, Indulgence.

3.

Arati,

4.
5.

Soka, Sorrow.
Bhaya, Fear.

6.

Jugupsa, Disgust
ing

Ennui ;

one’s

dissatisfaction.

;

Hid-

aversion.

own, and publishing

other people’s short-comings.
7.
8.

9.

Striveda, Feminine inclination.

Pumveda, Masculine inclination.
Napunsakaveda, Common sex inchnation.

V.

4

Ayu, Age-Karma. Narakayu, Hellish age.
1.
2.

Tiryancayu, Sub-human age.

Manusyayu, Human age.
Devayu,
Celestial age.
4.
Nama, Body-making Karma.
3.

VT. 93

4

Gati, Condition

;

Condition of existence.

1.

Naraka, Hellish.

2.

Tiryanc, Sub-human.

Manusya, Human.
Deva, Celestial.
4.
Jati, Genus of beings.
3.

5

2.

Ekendriya, One-sensed.
Dvindriya, Two-sensed.

3.

Trlndriya, Three-sensed.

4.

Caturindriya, Four-sensed.

5.

Pancendriya, Five-sensed.

1.

5

Sarira, bodies.
1.

Audarika, Physical.

2.

Vaikriyika, Mutable.
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3

1

5

3.

Aharaka, Emanating.

4.

Taijasa, Electric.

Karmana, Karmic.
5.
Ahgopanga, limbs ; limbs and minor limbs.
1.

Audarika, Physical.

2.

Vaikriyika, Mutable.

Aharaka, Emanating.
3.
Nirmana, Formation proper formation of
limbs and minor limbs.
Bandhana, Bondage molecular bondage ; 5
;

;

names according

5

to 5 kinds of bodies.
Sanghata, Interfusion; molecular interfusion

;

5 names according to 5 kinds of

bodies.

6

Samsthana, Figure
1.

2.

3.

;

figure of the body.

Samacaturasra, Symmetrical perfect
symmetry all round.
Nyagrodhaparimandala, Banyan-like
short in lower but large in upper
extremities like a banyan-tree.
Sadi, Tapering ;
like a snake-hole.
Broad in lower but short in the upper extremities. Reverse of the last.
;

Kubjaka, Hunchback.
Vamana, Dwarf.
6
Hundaka, Unsymmetrical.
Samhanana, Skeleton ; or osseous structure.
4.
5.
.

6

1.

Vajra-rsabha-naraca-samhanana,

Ad-

amantine nerves, joints and bones.

Adamantine nerves,

joints (or

phiarthrodial articulation

bones

are

slightly

am-

when the

movable

and

united by an intervening substance),

and bones.

Adaman-

2.

Rsabha-naraca-samhanana,

3.

Naraca-samhanana, Joints and bones;

tine joints

and bones.
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ordinary amphiarthrodial articulation,
4.

5.

and bones.

Ardha-naraca-samhanana, Semi-joints
and bones with joints and bones
more weakly articulated than in
naraca-samhanana.
Kilika-samhanana,
Jointed
bones;
synarthrodial articulation in which

bones are immovable and directly
united.
6.

Sevarta-samhanana, loosely jointed
bones diarthrodial articulation, in
which bones may be more or less
freely movable, when the articular
surfaces are covered with smooth
and surrounded by a
cartilage,
;

fibrous capsule.

8

Sparta, Touch.
1.

Kathora,

Hard.

2.

Komala,

Soft.

3.

Heavy.

6.

Guru,
Eaghu,
ROksa,
Snigdha,

Smooth

7.

Sita,

Cold.

4.
5.

5

Ugna,
8.
Rasa, Tastes.

Eight.

Rough.

Hot.

1.

Tikta,

Pungent.

2.

Bitter.

Astringent.

4.

Katuka,
Kasaya,
Amla,

5.

Madhura

Sweet.

5.

Acid.

(Saline.)
*

2

Gandha, Smell.
1.
Sugandha, Sweet-smelling; fragrant,
Durgandha, Evil-smelling ; malodor2.

5

Varna, Color.

ous.
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4

1.

Krsna, Black.

2.

Nila, Blue.

3.

Rakta, Red.

4.

Pita, Yellow.

5.

Sukla, White.

Anuparvi, Migratory form ; the power of
retaining the form of the last incarnation
during transmigration, i.e., the passage
from one to another condition of existence.
Naraka, Hellish.
1.
2.

Tiryanc, Sub-human.

3.

Manusya, Human.
Deva, Celestial.

4.

Devanupurvi means the power of retaining the
form, whatever it was, in going to the celestial con-

E.g.,

last

dition of existence.
1

Agurulaghu, Not-heavy -light ; neither too
heavy to move, nor too light to have

1

Upaghata, Self-destructive ; having a
destructive limb or organ.

1

Paraghata, Destructive of others; possessing a limb or organ fatal to others.

1

Atapa, Hot light; radiant heat; possessed
of a brilliant body, which is hot to others
but not to the possessor, as the gross
radiant earth-bodied beings in the sun.

1

1

Udyota, Cold light ; phosphorescence
light, like moonshine.
Ucchvasa, Respiration.

2

Vihayogati,

stability.

Movement

;

;

self-

cold

capacity for moving

in space.

Subha, Graceful.
Asubha, Awkward.
Pratyeka sarira. Individual body; a body
enjoyable by one soul only.
x.

2.

1

408
i
i

Sadharana sarira, Common body ; possessed
and enjoyable by many souls, as a potato.
Trasa, Mobile, with bodies having 2, 3, 4 or 5
senses.

1

Sthavara, Immobile, with bodies having one
sense only, i.e., the sense of/touch.

1

Subhaga, Amiable; amiable
even though not beautiful.

1

1

Durbhaga, Unprepossessing ; unprepossessing, even though beautiful.
Susvara, Sweet-voiced ; musical.

1

Duhsvara, Harsh-voiced.

1

Subha, Beautiful (body).

1

Asubha, Ugly (body).
Suksma, Fine (body)

1

personality,

—uncuttable

and

all-

pervasive.
1

Badara, Gross (body).

1

Paryapta, Developable ; capacity for developing the body fully.

1

Aparyapta, Undevelopable; incapacity for
developing the body fully.

1

Sthira,

Steady (circulation of blood,

bile,

etc.).

1

Asthira, Unsteady.

1

Adeya,

may

Impressive

;

appearance

1

Anadeya, Non-impressive

1

Yasahklrti,

dull appearance.

I

1

Tlrthakara,

A Tirthankara’s career with all
grandeur when he preaches and com-

pletes his ministry.

2

;

Fame

bringing good fame.
;
Ayasahkirti, Notoriety ; bringing bad name,
even if one does good actions.
its

VII.

such as

affect others.

Gotra, Family-determining.
1.

Ucca, High.

2.

Nica,

Dow.
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VIII.

Antaraya, Obstructive of

5

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Dana, Charity.
Eabha, Gain.
Bhoga, Enjoyment, enjoyment of consumable things.
Upabhoga, Re-enjoyment, enjoyment of
non-consumable things.
Virya, Power exercise of one’s capacities.
;

These are universally recognized

number 158 is given, which
under bandhananamakarma.
that

all jivas

in sainsara

The 15 bandhanas
1

have

are as follows

3
4
5
6

33

33

33

33

33

Aharaka-sarira

7
8

33

33

itself.

taijasa-Sarira.

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

33

33

Vaikriya-

:

with

33

33

and karmana bodies.

taijasa

Audarika-sarira

2

but sometimes the

;

includes 15, instead of 5,
It should be kept in mind

karmana 0
itself.

taijasa

0

karmana 0
itself.

taijasa

0

9
10

karmana®
0
0
Audarika-sarira with taijasa and karmana

11

Vaikriya-

12

Aharaka-

13
14
15

Taijasa-

33
33

33

Karmana-

33

I. 36,

pp. 39

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

„
„
„

33

33

KG

See

33

33

itself.

karmana 0
itself.

ff.

There are 3 phases of karma
1.
Bandha, the taking of new karma.
Udaya, the maturing of karma,
2.
:

3.

(karma-vipaka).
Satta, the karma already in existence.

Out
bandha.

of the total of 148, only 120 are concerned in

Misra and samyaktva

(of

mohaniya) and 26
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(5 bandhana ; 5 sanghata ; and 16 of
rasa, gandha, sparsa) are not
varna,
of
divisions
the 20

of the

namakarmas

Mi£ra and samyakIn udaya 122 are concerned.
All
are
concerned
in satta.
tva are included.
148
The
following Tables are based on KG II and the Guna.
It is
to be noted that in accordance with the texts the Tables
are made from a negative point of view. That is, unless
otherwise specifically stated, the karmas named are the
ones no longer involved and are to be subtracted from the
preceding number.
taken.
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III

The Fourteen Gunasthanas
The 14 gunasthanas

are steps on the road to emanci-

and are one of the most important and most
complicated points in Jain metaphysics. However, they
are mentioned very briefly in the agamas and early
commentaries, and it is necessary to look for their exposition in later works, such as the Karma Granthas,
Pravacanasaroddhara, EokaprakaSa, and Gunasthanakramaroha. This last, though highly esteemed by the
Jains, must be used with exceeding care, as it is not
always dear and consistent in its method of expression.
Appendix II and the Tables should be used in connection with the account given below.
pation,

I.

Mithyatvagunasthana.

Mithyatva

divided into vyakta and avyakta.

In
the avyakta-stage, a jiva has complete delusion and can
make no distinction at all between dharma and nondharrna, between a god and non-god, and between a guru
and non-guru. In the vyakta-stage, he knows there is a
It is
difference, but mistakes a non-deva for a deva, etc.
only vyaktamithyatva that constitutes a gunasthana.
is

Mithyatva is also divided according to duration:
Anadyanta, without beginning and without end.
1.
Abhavyas have this kind.
A
Anadisanta, without beginning and with end.
2.
bhavya who has not yet attained samyaktva has this.
Sadisanta, with beginning and with end. This
3.
belongs to a bhavya who has attained samyaktva, but has
For the gunasthana only
fallen back (Dp. 3. 1288-90).
the two divisions for bhavyas are involved.
For
This gunasthana includes all 14 classes of jivas.
a jiva that has not yet attained samyaktva, no fixed
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duration of this gunasthana can be given. For one who
has fallen from samyaktva, the minimum is an antar-

muhurta, and the maximum less than a half of pudgalaparaPudgalap ara varta is the time that a
varta. hp. 3. 1209.
jlva must remain in material existence.
All 148 karmas are in existence in this gunasthana,
the presence of tlrthakrtkarma being explained as follows
Normally a jlva in the first, second, and third gunasthanas
would not have tlrthakrtkarma, as it begins to develop
only in the fourth gunasthana in ksayopaSamikasamyaktva
When he falls from the fourth direct to the first, he still
has tlrthakrtkarma. Only those in the first who have
All
fallen from the fourth can have it (KG II. 25, p. 75).
6 leSyas are present.
IV.
It

Aviratisamyagdrstigunasthan a
f

is

right-belief

avirati’

always

because self-control

exists.

There

is,

is

lacking,

but

however, a difference

of opinion about which samyaktva a jlva attains.

A) According to siddhanta, he may attain either
aupasamika or ksayopasamikasamyaktva. This question
involves the three karanas (see n. 255) and another phenomenon, the division of matter into three groups impure
(mithyatva), mixed (misra), and pure (samyaktva).
1.
If a jlva attains aupasamika, he must have
done the three karanas, but he has not made the three
divisions of matter. In this case, he falls back to the
first gunasthana, but does not have to stay the
maximum time. When he rises again, he must attain
ksayopasamika, as a jlva can have this kind of aupasamika only once (see n. 258).
2.
In the case of a jlva that attains ksayopa§arnika from the first gunasthana, fee also must have
done the three karanas first; but he first makes the
three divisions of matter by the apurvakarana. Then
by the anivrttikarana he destroys the mithyatva
that has matured and suppresses what has not
:

.
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matured, and attains ksayopasamika.

from

He may

fall

this or rise.

B) According to the KG, the jiva does the three
must attain aupasamika. There is no alternative as in the siddhanta. Then he makes the three
divisions of matter, and rises or falls accordingly. If pure
matter rises, he attains ksayopasamika; if mixed rises, he
karanas, and

to third gunasthana; if impure rises, he falls to second
and down to first.
In the fourth gunasthana begin the two ladders,
upasamasreni and ksapakasreni, for darsanamohamyakarma. (This has frequently caused confusion, as the f two
Frenis usually refer to the suppression and destruction of
caritramohaniyakarma, in which case they begin in the
eighth gunasthana. ) At this stage four kinds of samyaktva
are possible: aupasamika, ksayopasamika, vedika, and
ksayika.
The upasamakas (people on the upasamasreni)
falls

’

may

suppress the 7 prakrtis

(4

anantanubandhikasayas

and 3 darsanamohaniyas) or destroy them, if ksayikasamyaktva is present.
The kasayas really belong to
;

caritramohanlya, but they are always linked with the 3
darsanamohaniya. The ksapakas destroy 3 ayuskarma

and

may

destroy the 7 prakrtis.
In this gunasthana the
5 laksanas of samyaktva appear (see n. 121). It can be
reached by sanjnins, both paryapta and aparyapta. But

though samyaktva

may

exist in aparyaptas, it originates

The duration of the fourth gunasthana
is an antarmuhurta as minimum, and 33 sagaropamas (the
maximum life of gods and narakas) plus the life of a human
only in paryaptas.

maximum.

being as
II.

All 6 lesyas are present.

Sasvadanasamyagdrstigunasthana

This is reached only by those falling from the fourth
gunasthana, when mithyatvadarsanamohaniyakarma rises.
It lasts only 1 samaya as minimum and 6 avafis as maximum.
It is so-called because during this brief time there is just

a trace of samyaktva.

In the second gunasthana are

.
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found the prthvi-jala-vanaspati divisions of the aparyaptabadara one-sensed jlvas (but not tejas and vayu), 2-,
and paryaptasanjnins.
5-sensed aparyaptas,
4- s
3-,
This is according to KG. According to agama, ekendriyas

KG IV, p. 97b.
can not be in the second gunasthana.
This statement, seemingly inconsistent with the fact
that the second gunasthana is reached only by those falling from the fourth, is explained by the fact that some are
All 6 lesyas may
reborn before they reach the second.
exist.

TTT

-

Samyagmithyadrstigunasthana.

This

is

gunasthana

karma

(i.e.

reached only by those falling from the fourth

when

samyagmithyatvadarsanamohaniyamixed) rises. There is no spiritual develop-

ment, and the jiva falls down to the first (without passing
through the second), or goes back to the fourth, as the
karma develops. Its duration is an antarmuhurta, maximum and minimum. It is reached only by paryaptasanjnins.

V.

All 6 lesyas exist.

Desaviratigunasthana.

Self-control

begins here.

Complete self-control

is

impossible because of the presence of pratyakhyanava-

This partial self-control is in 3 stages. In
the jiva refrains from gross injury, gives up wine
and meat, and repeats frequently the namaskara to the
Paramesthins.
In the second stage he takes the 12 vows
ranakasayas.

the

first,

layman (see Chap. Ill), and observes the 6 daily
and always observes good conduct. In the third
stage, he takes no food with life, observes complete
chastity, and develops the desire to be a sadhu.
The 11
pratimas of the layman also are taken in this gunasthana.
Arta- and raudradhyana weaken and dharmadhyana begins.
The duration of the fifth gunasthana is an antarmuhurta
inimum and something less than a koti of parvas
maximum. It is readied by humans and sanj nin-animals

of the

duties,

m
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All 6 le§yas occur, and 4 kinds of samyaktva, the
in the fourth.

same as

Pramattagunasthana.

VI.

This and the following steps are reached only by
sadhus. Here a man has complete self-control (sarvavirati),

but is still subject to pramadas (negligences). There are 5
of these— pride, enjoyment of the senses, kasayas, sleep,
and idle talk. The kasayas are in the sanjvalana stage.
If the manifestation of the pramadas lasts more than an
antarmuhurta, the jlva falls below the sixth. If he remains an antarmuhurta without pramada, he goes to the
seventh gunasthana. Prom this he may fall again to the

and according to some (e.g. Bhagavati) this fluctuation between the sixth and seventh may last for a koti of
parvas. The duration of the sixth gunasthana is an
antarmuhurta, maximum and minimum. All 6 lesyas
sixth,

occur.

Apramattagunasthana.

VII.
still

Pramadas no longer exist, but sanjvalanakasayas
The Guna. (p. 26) gives the
rise, and the nokasayas.

18,000 silangas as belonging to this gunasthana, but they
belong to sarvavirati and could be adopted as well in the

Dharmadhyana

sixth.

there

is

very strong in the seventh, and
a beginning of sukladhyana. The seventh lasts
is

an antarmuhfirta, maximum and minimum.
Only
tejo-, padma-, and Suklalesyas occur (KG III. 22, p. 121).
for

Apurvakaranagunasthana.
Here begin the two ladders, upasama and ksapaka,

VTII.

for the suppression

karma.

Prom

and destruction

of caritramohaniya-

the eighth through the eleventh, only

—

samyaktva are possible aupagamika and
ksayika. Sukladhyana had a faint beginning in the
seventh, but here the first part is fully developed. One
2

kinds

of

of the first 3 kinds of bodies
ladders^

28

is

necessary to ascend the
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The tipasamakas are divided into long-lived and
The short-lived goes to the Ahamindras, if
short-lived.
he has the first kind of body. Also any one who would
have gone to moksa, if his life had been 7 lavas longer,
goes to the highest heavens. But if one’s ladder is broken
when there are still 7 lavas of life left, then he falls to the
seventh gunasthana, and after 7 lavas ascends the ksapaBong-lived ones go up to the eleventh gunakasreni.
Upasamakas must fall
sthana, if their ladder is unbroken.
from the eleventh, and may fall from any stage preceding,
up to a total of four times. The 7 prakrtis must have

Now

he begins the suppresDuring the eighth
sion of the rest of mohaniyakarma.
but
sanjvalana
greed.
suppresses
all
and ninth, he
After destroying the 7 prakrtis and 3 ayuskarma, the
jlva ascends the ksapakasreni, from which he can not
been suppressed before

On

this.

he devotes himself to the destruction,
instead of the suppression, of karma.
The duration of the eighth gunasthana is an antarmuhurta. Only suklalesya occurs from now on. In the
eighth the ‘extraordinary’ apurvakaranakriya is done
fall.

this ladder

(see n. 255).

IX.

Anivrttibadaragunasthana.

In the ninth, the upasamaka continues the suppression
mohaniyakarma and suppresses all but sanjvalana
For the ksapakasreni, this gunasthana has 9
greed.
divisions, in which he destroys 36 kinds of karma, as
shown in the table.
The ‘extraordinary’ anivrttikaranakriya is done in
the ninth (see n. 255). The duration of the ninth is an
antarmuhurta, and only suklalesya occurs.

of

X.

Suksmasamparayagunasthana.

In this the upaSamaka reduces sanjvalana.
The
ksapaka destroys sanjvalanalobha, the only caritramohanlyakarma which is left. Then he passes to the

.
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twelfth gunasthana.

The duration

antarmuhurta and only suklalesya

is

of the tenth

is

an

present.

Upasantamohagunasthana.
This is reached only by upasamakas.

XI.

karxna

is

suppressed.

From

this the jiva

All mohaniya-

must

fall,

and

ascend the ksapakasreni to attain moksa.
According to the Bp- (3- 1213-15) one may ascend the
upasamasreni as many as 4 times, but only twice in
holds that it can not be done but
one birth. But the
once in a birth, though the ksapakasreni may be ascended
after the upasamasreni.
The duration of the eleventh gunasthana is an antarmuhurta. But it has a minimum of one samaya, when
one who has ayurbandha dies while on this step. Only
eventually

KG

suklalesya

is

present.

Ksinamohagunasthana
is reached by the ksapaka direct from the tenth.
In this he suppresses the 5 jnanavaraniya, the 6 remaining
darSanavaraniya, and the 5 antaraya.
Only ksayikasamyaktva exists at this stage, and only suklalesya. The
second sukladhyana belongs here. The duration of the
twelfth is an antarmuhurta.
XII.

This

XIII.

Sayogikevaligunasthana.

In this he becomes a kevalin, and tirthakrtnamakarma rises now, if at all.
All the karmas become ready
is practiced now.
Sukladhyana
for dissolution.
The third
The duration of the thirteenth gunasthana is an antarmuhurta minimum and something less than a koti of
purvas maximum. SuklaleSya is still present.

XIV.

Ayogikevaligunasthana.
bodily activity, which

the only activity
remaining, is suppressed. There are 85 karmas remaining,
72 of which are destroyed in the next to the last moment,
and the last 13 in the last minute. The fourth Sukladhyana takes place at the end of the fourteenth gunasthana,

In

this, fine

is
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and

long enough to utter
5 short vowels. The duration of the gunasthana is an
antarmuhurta, according to the Tp.
simultaneously with

sailesl,

lasts

The first, second, and fourth gunasthanas are carried
over into another birth, but not the others. One never
dies in the third, twelfth nor thirteenth. (Tp. 3. 1277-80).

APPENDIX IV
The Nine Tattvas
General references

:

Tattvarthadhigamasiltra.

Navatattvaprakarana.
N a vatattvasahityasangraha.

Dravyasamgraha.
Yogasastra,

1. 16,

pp. 36

ff.

Navatattva.

Heart of Jainism, pp. 94-192.
I.

JTva (Soul)
A. Asamsarin.
1.

2.

Only siddhas.
Jina. Former Tirthankaras.
Ajina. Former Kevalins.

3.

Tirtha.

4.

Atirtha.

5.
6.

7.

Members

equipment.
Anyalinga. Those who used other than
the orthodox equipment.

8.

Strilihga.

9.

Naralinga.

10.
11.

12.
13.

of a congregation.

Those who attained moksa when
there was no congregation.
Grhalinga. Former householders.
Svalihga.
Those who used the usual

Women.
Men.

Napunsaka. Neuters.
Those who were
Pratyekabuddha.

influ-

enced by one thing.
Svayambuddha. Self-enlightened.
Buddhabodhita. Enlightened by acaryas,
etc.

14.

15

-

Eka. The only ones to become siddhas in
one samaya.
Aneka. When several become siddhas in
one samaya.
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See

:

Pravac. 471-74, PP- 112

Lokaprakasa,
B.

2.

74

ft'.

ft.

Samsarin.

Twofold

:

Sthavara.
Trasa.

Threefold

Pumveda.

:

Striveda.

Napunsaka.
Fourfold

Narakagati.

:

Tiryaggati.

Manusyagati.
Devagati.
Fivefold

:

Ekendriya.
Dvindriya.
Trindriya.

Caturindriya.

Pancendriya.
Sixfold: Prthvikaya.

Apkaya.
Tejaskaya.

Vayukaya.
Vanaspatikaya.
Trasakaya.
Sevenfold

:

Ekendriya.
1.

Stiksma.

2.

Badara.

Dvindriya.
Trindriya.

Caturindriya.

Pancendriya.

Fourteenfold

:

1.

Safijnin.

2.

Asanjnin.

These 7 classes divided into
Paryapta.
1.
Aparyapta.
2.

.

.
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These constitute

and 14

By

the essential divisions of Jlva,
the inclusive number universally recognized.

is

all

different combinations of these groups, it

is

possible to

carry on the classification indefinitely, as some authors do.

Some

also carry the process of subdividing to a fantastic

making the total as much as 563 divisions of Jlva.
See n. 29 for subdivisions of Bkendriya. I append further
subdivisions of Pancendriyas.
Pancendriya.

extent,

1.

Narakas

(16)

Sanjnin.

hiving in Ratnaprabha.

Asanjnin.

„ SarkaraprabhsL

„ Valukaprabha.
„ Pankaprabha.

>>

Sanjnin.

f

Paryapta.
Aparyapta.

„ Dhilmaprabha.

))

„ Tamahprabha.
„ Mahatamahprabha.
2.

Tiryanc

If
b.
I

(32)

Jalacara.

Sthalacara.
1.

Catuspada.
a.

b.

Sanjnin.
c.

j

Asanjnin.

|

d.
2.

c.

3.

Sanjnin.

j
(.

a.

b.
c.

[
I

Paryapta.
Aparyapta.

Parisarpa.
a.

Urahparisarpa.

b.

Bhujaparisarpa.

Khecara.

Manusya
C

Ekakhura.
Dvikhura.
Gandlpada.
Sanakhapada.

(303)

Karmabhumija (15).
Akarmabhumija (30).
Antaradvipaj a

/

C

(56)

Paryapta.
Aparyapta.

.
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b.

Karmabhumija (15).
Akarmabhumija (30).

c.

Antaradvipaja

a.

Asanjnin.

4.

Deva

Asanjnin.

(176)

Jyotiskas
1.

Cara.
]

Moons.

3.

4.

Constellations.

\

5.

Stars.

rd.

Vaimanikas (26).
Kalpopannas.
1.
2.

Sthira.
{

Paryapta.
Aparyapta.

(12).

living in 12 heavens.
Kalpatitas (14).
a.

b.

:

J

(8).

Suns.
Planets.

j

Paryapta.
Aparyapta.

(5).

2.

Sanjnin.

See

I

.

c.

Sanjnin.

(56).

Bhavanapatis (10).
Vyantaras (16).
Vyantaras (8).
1
Vanavyantaras
2.

Sanjnin.

Aparyapta.

!

Paryapta.

Aparyapta,
j

Graiveyakas (9)
Anuttaras (5).

Jivajivabhigama.

Uttaradhyayana, Chap. 36.
Lokaprakasa, Chap. 4.
Pravacanasaroddhara, 1232-48, pp. 354
Karma Grantha I.
Prajnapana.

ff.

Nandisutra.
II.

Ajiva (Non-Soul)
A. Arupin (Formless).
1.
Dharmastikaya (Medium of motion).
a.
Skandha (Aggregate).
De§a (Divisible parts of skandha).
b.
c.

2.

Pradesa. (Indivisible parts of skandha).

Adharmastikaya (Medium of
a.
Skandha.

rest),
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Deia.
PradeSa.

b.
c.
3.

Akasastikaya (Space).
a.
Skandha.
b.
De§a.
Prade§a.

c.

4.

B.

Rtipin (With form).
5.

See
III.

Kala (Time).

:

Pudgalastikaya (Matter).
a.
Skandha.
b.
Desa.
c.
Pradesa.
d.
Paramanu (Atom).

Jivajivabhigama.

Puijya (Merit)
1.
2.

3.

Satavedaniya.
Uccagotra.
Manusyagati.

4.

Manusyanupurvi.

5.

Devagati.

6.

Devanupurvi.

7.

Pancendriyajati.

8.

Audarika

9.

Vaikriya

10.
11.

12.

13.
14’.

15.

sarira.

„
„
Taijasa
„
Karmana „
Audarika upanga.
Vaikriya
„

Aharaka

Aharaka

17.

„
Vajrarsabhanaraca samhanana.
Samacaturasra samsthana.

18.

Subha varna.

16.

19.
20.
21.

„
„
„

gaudha.
rasa.

sparga.

.
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24.

Agurulaghu.
Paraghata.
Ucchvasa.

25.

Atapa.

26.

28.

Uddyota.
Subhavihay ogati
Nirmana.

29.

Trasa.

30.

31.

Badara.
Paryapta.

32.

Pratyeka.

33.

Sthira.

34.
35.

Subha.
Saubhagya.

36.

Susvara.

37.

Adeya.

38.

Yagahkirti.

39.

Tirthankara.

40.

Devayusya.
Manusyayusya.
Tiryancayusya.

22.
23.

27.

41.
42.

See
IV.

:

Pravac. 1283-86, p. 369.

Papa

(Sin)

There are 18 sources (papahetu)
1.

Pranatipata.

2.

4.

Mr^Svada.
Adattadana.
Maithuna.

5.

Parigraha.

6

Ratribhakti.

3.

.

—

7

10.

Pour kasayas.

13.

Raga.
Dvesa.
Kalaha.

14.

Abhyakhyana.

15.

Pai£unya.

11.

12.

'

.

.

.

.

.
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16.

Paraparivada.

1 7.

Mayamrsa.

18.

Mithyatvadarsanasalya.

See

:

Pravac.

1351-53, P- 39 8 -

There are 82 results of sin.
1.
Matijnanavarana.
2.
Srutajnana varana
Avadhij n anavarana
3.
Manahparyayajnanavarana.
4.
Kevalajnanavarana.
5.
Danantaraya.
6.
habhantaraya.
7.
Bhogantaraya.
8.
Upabhogantaraya.
9.

14.

Viryantaraya.
Caksudarsanavarana.
Acaksudarsana varana
Avadhidarsanavarana.
Kevaladarsanavarana.

15.

Nidra.

16.

Nidranidra.

17.

Pracala.

10.

11.
12.
13.

18.

Pracalapracala.

19.

Styanarddhi.

20.

Mithyatvamohaniya.
Anantanubandhi krodha
mana.

21

.

22.

23-

>}

maya.

24.

3J

lobha.

25-

26.

Apratyakhyana krodha.
mana.
yy

27.

yy

28.

yy

29.

Pratyakhyana

30.

yy

31

yy

-

maya.
lobha.

krodha.

mana.
maya.
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32.

Pratyakhyana

lobha.

33.

Safijvalana

krodba.

34.

„
»
„
Hasya.

35.
36.
37.
38.

mana.
lobba.

Rati.

39.

Arati.

40.

£oka.

41.

Bhaya.

42.

Duguncha (Jugupsa).

43.

Purusaveda.

44.

Striveda.

45.

Napunsakaveda.

46.

Narakagati.

47.

Tiryaggati.

48.

Narakanupurvi.
Tiryaganupurvl.

49.
50.

Ekendriyajati.

51.

Dvindriyajati.

52.

Trlndriyajati.

53.

Caturindriyajati.

56.

Rsabbanaraca sambanana.
Naraca
„
Ardhanaraca
„

57.

Kilika

58.

Sevarta

54.
55.

,,

59.

Nyagrodha samsthana.

60.

Sadi

„

61.

Vamana

„

62.

Kubja

63.

Hundaka

„
„

64.

Asubha varna.

65.

„

gandha.

66.

„

rasa.

„

spar§a.

67.
68.

Upagbata.
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6g.
70.

71.

Silksma.

72.
73.

Aparyapta.
Sadharana.

74.

Asthira.

75.

78.

Asubha.
Durbhagya.
Duhsvara.
Anadeya.

79.

Ayasahkirti.

80.

Nicagotra.

81.

Narakayusya.
Asatavedanlya.

76.
77.

82.

See

V.

Asubhavihayogati.
Sthavara.

:

Pravac.

1287-89, p. 370.

Asrava (Channels

for acquisition of karma).

Five Senses
1.

Sparsendriya.

2.

Rasanendriya.
Ghranendriya.

3.

4.

Caksurindriya.

5.

Srotrendriya.

Four Passions

8.

Krodha.
Mana.
Maya.

9.

hobha.

6.

7.

Violations of
10.

Pranatipata.

11.
12.

Mrsavada.
Adattadana.

13.

Abrahma.

14.

Parigraha.

Mahawatas
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Three Activities

Manoyoga.
Vacanayoga.
Kayayoga.

15.
16.
17.

Twenty-five Minor Activities

Kayiki kriya, unrestrained bodily activity.
Adhikaraniki kriya, injury by weapons

18.

19.

to

animals.

Pradvesiki kriya, hatred for jlva and ajiva.
Paritapaniki kriya, causing injury to self or

20.
21.

others from disgust with world, anger, etc.

Pranatipatiki kriya, ill-usage of pranas.

-22.

Arambhiki kriya, beginning things such

23.

as

ploughing, etc.
24.

Parigrahiki kriya, acquiring money, etc.

25.

Mayapratyapiki kriya, deceitful action.
Mithyadarsanapratyapikx kriya, relying on false

26.

doctrine.

Apratyakhyaniki kriya, failure to reject certain

27.

things.

Drstiki kriya, looking at something

28.

from

love,

etc.

29.
35.
30.

Sprstiki kriya, touching with the hand.

31.

Samantopanipatiki kriya, pleasure from praise

Pratltyaki kriya, action caused

by karma.

of possessions.

Naisrstiki kriya, destruction of life

32.

by machin-

ery, etc., at another’s order.
life through
an animate or inanimate agent.
Anayaniki or ajnapaniki kriya, profession of
too much knowledge about tattvas, etc.

Svahastiki kriya, destruction of

33.

34.

-

36.

Vaidaraniki kriya, making
conduct.

known

others’

bad

Anabhogiki kriya, absent-mindedness in taking or putting

down

objects.
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37

*

38.

Anavakanksapratyayiki kriya, practices causing strife in this world or next.
Prayogiki kriya, failure to observe 3 yogas.
kriya, action by which 8 karmas

39.

Samadana

40.

Premiki kriya, affection arising from deceit

41.

Dvesiki kriya, hatred arising from conceit and

42.

IryapathikI kriya, action arising from bodily

arise.

and greed.
anger.
activity of Kevalins.

See: First dvara of Prasnavyakarana.
71 .

Samvara (methods

of impeding karma).

Five Samitis
1.

Irya samiti.

2.

Bha§a
Esana

3.
4.
5.

„
„
Adana „
Paristhapanika samiti.
Three Guptis

6.

Mano

7.

Vacana „
Kaya „

8.

gupti.

Twenty-two Parisahas
9*

Ksudha

parisaha.

10.

Trsa

11.

Sita

12.
*3-

Usna
DahSa

14.

Acelaka

I 5*

Arati

i)

16.

Stri

y)

17.

Carya

f)

>)
))

a
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18.

Naisedhikl parisaha

I 9-

Sayya
Akrosa

20

.

21.

22.

})
))

Vadha
Yacana

))

24.

Alabha
Roga

25

Trnasparsa

55

26.

Mala

>5

27.

Satkara
Prajna

23

-

-

28.
29.

30

.

55
5)

yy

yy

Ajnana
Samyaktva

yy
yy

Ten Yatidharmas
31.

Ksanti.

32

.

Mardava.

33

-

Arjava.

34

-

35

-

36.

Mukti.
Tapas.
Samyatna.

37.

Satya.

38.

Sauca.

39.

Akincanatva.

40.

Brahma.
Twelve Bhavanas (Meditations)

41.

Anitya, on the transitoriness of everything.

42.

ASarana, on helplessness of mankind.
on the cycle of rebirths.
Ekatva, on the solitariness of mankind.

43.

44.
45.

46.
47.
48.

Saihsara,

Anyatva, on the separateness of the soul from
the body.
ASucitva, on the impurity of the body.
Asrava, on the constant inflow of karma.
Saihvara, on the means of checking inflow of
karma.

on the destruction of karma.
Boka, on the universe.
Bodhidurlabhatva, on difficulty of enlightenment.
Dharma, on dharma.
Nirjara,

49*
50.
51.

52.

Yog.

4. 55.

T.

9. 7.

Five Caritras

54.

Samayika, giving up all censurable activity.
Chedopasthapana, observance of 5 maha-

55.

Pariharavisuddhi, severe penance practiced

53.

vratas.

56.

57.

See
VII.

:

9 sadhus together for 18 months.
Suksmasamparaya, conduct in accordance with
10th gunasthana.
Yathakhyata, passions completely destroyed.

Second dvara of Prasnavyakarana.

Nirjara (Destruction of karma).
A.

Outer Austerities.
1.
Anasana.
Aunodarya.
2.
3.

Vrttisanksepa.

4.

Rasatyaga.
Kayaklesa.
Samlinata.

5.

6.

B.

by

Inner Austerities.
7.

8

.

Prayascitta.

Vinaya.
Jnanavinaya.

a.

9.

10.
11.

29

b.

Darlana „

c.

Caritra

d.

Upacara „

„

Vaiyavrttya. (See n. 123.)

Svadhyaya.
Dhyana. (See

n. 8.)
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12.

Vyutsarga.
a.

b.

Bandha (Bondage)

VIII.

1.

Prakrti (Nature) *

2

Sthiti (Duration).

.

3.

Anubhaga, or Anubhava, or Rasa (Intensity).

4.

Pradesa (Quantity).

See

IX.

Dravya.
Bhava.

:

Stbananga 296, p. 220.

Moksa (Emancipation)
x.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Satpada prarupana.
Dravya pramana.
Ksetra
„
Sparsana.
Kala.
Antara.
Bhaga.

Bhava.
Alpababutva.

APPENDIX V
The Qualities oe the Pancaparamesthens
The number 108 plays

a very important part in

Jainism and represents the total of the qualities of the five
Paramesthins. These are as follows
I.

Twelve
1-8.

9.

:

(Pancaprati. pp. 2

ff.).

of the Arhats.

Pratiharyas, miraculous appearances.
1.

asokavrksa, asoka tree.

2.

surapuspavrsti, a shower of flowers

3.

4.

by the gods.
divyadhvani, heavenly music.
camara, chauris.

5.

sinhasana, throne.

6.
7.

bhamandala, halo.
dundubhi, heavenly drum.

8.

trichatra, triple umbrella.

Pravac. 440, p. 106.

complete freedom

Apayapagamatisaya,
from injury.
10.

11.
12.

Jnanatisaya, perfect knowledge.
PQjatisaya, worship by every one.

Vacanatisaya, supernatural characteristics
There are 35 of these enuof speech.

merated in Abhi.

Numbers
II.

9-12 are called

c

1. 65-71.

mulatisayas.’

Eight of the Siddhas.
Anantajnana, infinite knowledge.
1.
Anantadarsana, infinite faith.
2.
3.

Anantacaritra, infinite good-conduct.

4.

Avyabadhasukha, undisturbable

5.

Aksayasthiti, permanent state as siddha.

bliss.
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6.
7.

8.

Arhpatva, state of being a pure spirit.
Agurulaghu, being neither too light nor too
heavy.
Anantavirya, infinite power.

The Tokaprakasa
III.

(2.

78) gives

some

slight variants.

Thirty-six of Acaryas.
of 5 senses.
5 pancendriyas, control
brahmacaryaguptis, controls of chastity.

9

1.

Not

2.

seat connected with women, animals or eunuchs.
Avoidance of all conversation about

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

to use bed, bedding, house or

women.
Not to join any gathering of women.
Not to look at a woman’s features.
Not to eat highly flavored food.
Not to take too much food or drink:
Not to think about former pleasures
connected with women.
Not to indulge in anything pertaining to the 5 senses which arouses
love.

9.

Avoidance of pleasure

(sata).

These are from Sam. 9. p. 15.
Kan.
p. 63, gives a list with some variations.
kasayamuktis,
freedom from passions.
4
5 mahavratas.
practice
of
knowledge,
faith,
5 acaras,
right-conduct, penance, and power.
5 samitis.
3 guptisj

IV.

Twenty-five of Upadhyayas.
1-11.

12-23.
24.

Knowledge of the 11
„

„

Aiigas.

12 Upafigas.

Caranasaptati.

10 yatidharmas.
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5 mahavratas.
17 samyamas.
10 vaiyavrttyas.

9 brahmaguptis.
3 jewels.

12 tapas.

4 control of 4 kasayas.
25.

Karanasaptati.

4 pindaviSuddhi.
5 samitis.

12 bhavanas.
12 pratimas (sadhupratimas are a
See Panca.
series of fasts.
Chap. 18).
5 indriyanirodhas.
25 pratilekhanas. Minute inspection

be sure they
are free from life. At dawn,
inspection of 11 objects is made.
mukhapotika, mouth-cloth.
1.
of possessions to

2.

colapatta, loin-doth.

3.

kalpa,

4

1

*

”

woolen garment.

2 cotton garments.

|
nisadya,

cloth

on

7.

broom-handle.
nisadya, outer cloth
broom-handle.

on

8.

rajoharana, broom.

9.

samstaraka, bedding.

6.

inner

10.

uttarapatt:a, bed-cover.

11.

danda,

About

3

:

staff.

00 p.m. the following 14

articles are inspected.
1.

mukhapotika.

2.

colapatta.
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gocchaka, cover for almsbowl.
patrapratilekhanikS, small

3.

4.

brush for cleaning.
cloth
in
patrabandha,
which alms-bowl is tied

5.

up.
patalani, 3 cloths used as
covers.

6.

doth

for

7.

rajastrana,

8.

covering bowl.
patrasthapana, blanket on

which patras are placed

when not in use.
matraka, a kind of patra.

14.
9.

10.

patadgraha= patra.

11.

rajoharana.

1213. V kalpatrika, 3 garments.

)

See Pravac. 492-499, pp. 118

and

p.

166,

and Pra§.

f.

29,

p. 156.

3 guptis.
4 abhigrahas#

For the caranasaptati and karanasaptati see Pravac.
-

552 596, PP- 132

V.

ff.

Twenty-seven of Sadhus.
5 mahtvratas.
1 no food at night.
6 protection of 6 classes of kayas.
5 control of 5 senses.
1 lobhanigraha, suppression of greed.
1 ksaxna, forbearance.
1 cittaSuddhi,

purity of mind.

1 pratilekhanaviSuddhi, inspection.
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i samyamayogapravrtti, activities that lead

to self-control.

3 mano-, vacana-, kayanirodha.
i parisahasahana, endurance of 22 trials.
1 upasargasahana, endurance of calamities.

APPENDIX VI
New and Rare Words
In making this list, the determining factor was
whether the word was in Monier-Williams SanskritEnglish Dictionary, ed. 1899. The references to E. and
grammarians are as given in that work. The references to
0
the text of the Trisasti are not exhaustive, but merely
illustrative.
The list is intended to include new words,

words cited only from E. and grammarians, additional
meanings to words quoted, and variants in form,
3. 264, (ritual) impurity or unsuitability,
aksa, n. 1. 159, an organ of sense, E.
aksavata, m. 2. 680, an arena, court, E.

akalpatva, n.

aksipattra, n. 6. 91, eye-brow,
agra, adj. 5. 516, foremost, best, E.

729=prasadagra, roof of palace,

agraprasada, m.

6.

agrabhumi,

651, court-yard,

f.

4.

agresara, adj. 4. 690, best, E.

anka, m.

6.

598, a kind of white jewel,

ankuta, m.

1. 715, hook. Cf. H. ankura, hook,
290=purvanga.
acitta, adj. 1. 135, free from life (ritually),
acyuta, m. 1. 789, the twelfth heaven (Jain),
anuvrata, n. 1. 188, the 5 lesser vows of laymen,
atigadhatva, n. 4. 381, extreme lightness:
atiSaya, m. 2. 242, superhuman quality of the Arhats, of
which there are 34 (Jain),

ahga,

6.

atrantare, 1. 655 ; .4. 754, just at that time,
adhikarani, f. 4. 307; 5. 668, 682, anvil. Pk. ahigaranl.

one who knows,
702, a vagrant ascetic, E.

adhyetr, m.

6. i,

anagara, m.

1.

anagarin, m. 3.

214= anagara.

PE.

1
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anagna,

i. 235,

name

of a kalpa-tree.

anantacatustaya, n. 6. 750, the 4 infinities (Jain),
anantanubandhin, adj. 3. 605, lasting through this
even into the next birth (Jain),
anapayamaya, adj. 4. 831, not causing injury (?).
anindriya, n.

3.

anivrtti, 3. 393,

life

or

580, soul, reason, E.

name

of the ninth gunasthana.

anivrttikarana, n. 3. 596, mental process for destroying

karma.
anutsikta, adj. 2. 732=anutsekin, not arrogant,

anuyoga, m. 3. 665, exposition of an aphorism, PE.
anurodha, m. 2. 985 ; 6. 692, urgent request,
anuvaraka, m. 2. 855, best man, from Guj. anavara.
anusnanSu, m. 6. 519, moon.
3. 416, island, only Pan.
antar!ya7nT5>363, an under or lower garment, E.
antarodaka, m. n. 4. 726, island settlement. Jamb. 3. 69,
p. 277b, from Pk. antarodaga.
antarmuhurta, n. 1. 867, a division of time, beginning with
9 samayas and extending to 1 samaya less than a

muhurta.
andhankarana, m. 1. 823, cause of blindness,
andhambhavisnu, adj. 5. 506, becoming blind, only Pan.
anyedyus, 1. 344, 632 et passim, one day.
apatu, adj. 1. 611, sick, diseased, Eaparedyus, 1. 250, €t passim, one day.

apasanjna, adj. 6. 68, without conciousness.
apasnana, n. 4. 409, funeral bathing, Eapasvapanika, f. 2. 415, sleeping-charm.

The

spelling

apa° occurs in all MSS.
apanc, adj. 2. 384, southern, Eapurvakarana, n. 3. 392, name of eighth gunasthana ;
mental process for destroying karma,
apoha, m. 1. 634, third division of matijfiana, Pk.
apratighatitva, n. 1. 860, irresistibility,

apramatta,

3.

391,

abaddhamukha,

name

of seventh gunasthana.

adj. 5. 144, scurrilous, E.

3. 594,
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abhavya, m.

soul that can not attain emancipation.

i. 5,

in, blow.
418, mode of expression

abhighattana, n.

abhinaya, m.

3.

4.

in drama.

abhisans, 2. 232, to interpret.
abhlci, f. 6. 484, name of constellation.

amat, adj.
amaratri,

not contained in.
407 =ama vasya, last night of black fort-

4. 482,
f.

6.

night.

amari,

f.

6. 56,

freedom from pestilence,
2. 627, certain rays of the sun.

See

amrtanadicakra, n.
n. 171.

ayatnadarsatam ya,

2.

916, to

become mirrors without

effort.

ayogra, n. 4. 422, pestle, L.
are, 4. 443, 734, particle expressing contempt.

arogya, adj.

1. 174,

healthy, L.

arcaka, m. 3. 385, priest.
arjaka, m. 2. 625, Ocimum gratissimum (ram-tulsi), E.
arjya, adj. 4. 509, to be procured,
arti,

f.

2.

687, the

end

of a

bow, E-

alakta, n. 6. 467, red juice or lac,

alahkarmina, adj.
only Pan.
alankarminata,

1.

f.

5.

alambhusnu, adj.

4.

321,

I,.

competent for any act or work,

721, competency,

454, able, competent, E.
avakeSin, adj. 4. 737, unfruitful, barren, E.

avakraya, m.

5. 143,

avagraha, m.

6. 204, jurisdiction,

payment.

PE, sub uggaha.

Ava.

p. 235a.

avagrahin, adj.

2. 157,

impeded,

avacanlya, adj.

5. 265,

harsh, severe,

avatapte nakulasthita, n. 6. 7, an ichneumon’s standing
on hot ground. Only Sch. to Pan.
avadhi, m. 3. 582=avadhijnana, clairvoyant knowledge,

avanaddha, n. 2. 555, drum, E.
avamana, n. 2. 964, linear measure, Sth. 258, p. 198.
avarnavada, m. 1. 883, censure, blame, E.
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avastambha, m.

2. 784,

support,

avicchinna, adj. 4. 337, unlimited,
avyucchitti, f. 1. 185, continuation.

agastropahata, adj.

1.

57,

not having

life

destroyed

by

some means.
asankalpya, adj.

asUryampaSya,

not intended for sadhus
349, wife of a king, Pan.

1. 56,

f. 3.

(Jain).

weapon in general, L,.
165, a god in the Graiveyaka and Anuttara

astra, n. 4. 831,

ahamindra, 3.
heavens.

m. 2. 748, magnet, h.
akara m. 6. 440, exception to rules of fasting.
akarakanara, m. 1. 50, crier, summoner.
akarsa,

akrti,

f. 1. 2,

aghata, m.

representation.

boundary, I

3. 177,

acandrakalika,

moon.
acamamla,

2i7=acandram, as long as there

3.

is

a

744=acamla, dry food moistened with

n. 4.

water.
acchota,

m. or

n. 5. 767, blow,
atmacchidra, n. 5. 104, weak point,

atmadhika, adj.

2. 160, chief of

themselves,

adityapitha, n. 3. 334, a memorial platform to Rsabha.
n. 6. 200, food which has been cooked for
a sadhu.

adhakarman,
anupiirvya,

2.

695

=

anupurvyena, 1. 500, gradually increasing in size,
ama, 1. 452, 682 et passim, a particle of assent and
surprise,

amar§a, m.

PH.

2. 150, consideration.

729, apparently =amala, the
fluted, circular stone at the base of the support of

amalasaraka, m. or

n.

on top

of

the

amodin,

finial

6.

a

spire,

610, joyful,
4. 469, goad. Cf.M. ara.
arocakita, f. 5. 336, fondness (?).

ara,

f.

2.

460
359, a kind of mrdanga, Abhi. 2. 207.
alQ, f. 4. 837, pitcher, small water-jar, E.
avaSyaka, n. 1. 893, daily duty (Jain),

aliftgimrdahga,

avala,

m.

2.

m.

2.

820, a basin of water

around the foot of a

1,.

tree,

astikya, n. 1. 193, faith in principles of

truth (Jain),

285, assembly-hall.
Ssya, n. 1. 62, tip of an arrow.
asthani,

f.

1.

one of the practices’ of sadhus.
indudrsad, f. 2. 922, moonstone.
indradhvaja, m. 2. 457, flag-staff with a _large banner
at top and small ones attached to staff, Ava. p. 182.
icchakarana, n.

liana, n.

1. 893,

1. 1, light,

‘

splendor,

I,.

;

1.

475,

name

of second

heaven.

uccakais, 2. 389
uccais, 2,

432, et passim =uccais.
Used opportunistically
3. 428, et passim.
;

3.

560 j
with wide range of
intensively in comparisons,

as

adj.

utkaca, adj.

4.

meaning.

Also

used

361, with erect hair,

uttaraguna, m. secondary qualities of sadhus and laymen,
uttarasanga, m.

2. 497, putting on of the upper garment
with folds around the mouth,

wave,

uttr, 2. 827, caus., to

utpat, caus., 2. 739, 823, lift up, Abhi. 6. 116.
utpalahastaka, m. 6. 613, a particular kind of lotus-flower,

PE.
utpucchana, m. or n. 2. 215, a lifted tail,
utsannakriyadhyana, n. 6. 488, the fourth division of
Sukladhyana.
utsaha, 2. 515, a kind of meter, Chand. 5. 1. 10.
udayavat, adj. 2. 61, possessing light, radiant,
udasvit, n. 5. 545, buttermilk and water, Abhi. 3. 73.

uddanda,

adj. 4. 493

;

5.

619, violent, cruel, formidable.
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udbhasana, n. i. 901, publication of doctrine (Jain).
udvarnaka, m. or n. 2. 802, removal of ointment.
udva, 2. 839, to blow away.
udvanta, adj. 3. 235, vomited, I,.
udvrt,

308, to rub.
3. 544, to free from.

2.

udvest,

unmana,

n. 2. 964,

weight by

tula, karsa, etc. Sth. 258,

p. 198.

upadhaukana,

n. 4, 130, a respectful present

(made to a

king), L.

upadehika, f. 1. 535, a species of ant, L,.
upabhuj, 1. 333, to enjoy repeatedly (Jain),
upayamana, n. 2. 970, marrying, Pan.
upayoga, m. 1. 526, activity of the soul through knowledge and perception,
upasama, 1. 837, subsidence of karma,
upasamhr, 2. 434, 584, to contract ; 2. 614, to remove,
upadru, 5. 750, to attack,
uromani, m. 4. 210, breast-jewel,
urvidhra, m. or n. 4. 180, mountain,
ullasana, n. 6. 178, causing to appear,
ulloca, m. 2. 782, awning, canopy, L.

m.

usnadidhiti,

4. 54, sun, L.

urdhvibhQ, 4. 403, to stand.
uha, f. 1. 634, a subdivision of matijnana.
rkseSa,

m.

5.

692,

moon, L.

rjurohita, n. 5. 410, straight red

rjurohitadhanvan, m.

2.

ehireyahira, adj. 2. 1020, having

auksaka, n.

1. 72,

bow

of Indra,

multitude of

coming and going.

bulls,

Pan.

auciti, f. 1. 114, attention, service,

austraka, n.
austrika,

m.

multitude of camels. Pan.
99, camel-man.

1. 72,
1.

I/.

217, Indra.
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kaksanadi,

f.

411, girth,

3.

kataka, m. or n. 4. 437, army, h.
katak§aya, nom. 5. 156, to leer at.
katitata, n. 1. 465, loins, hip. L.

Also in PS.
kanduyiyisu, adj. 5. 174, wishing to scratch,
karana, n. 6. 712, dramatic posture. Natyasastra (GOS)

kanthala, m.

1. 75,

bag.

Int. p. 7.

karandaka, n. 1. 228, backbone, rib, verterba. See n. 48.
karkarakakrida, f. 2. 917, a game played with pebbles.
Guj. kandari.
karnatala,

m.

karnalata,

f.

3.

;

5.

330, the flap of

466, lobe of ear,

1.

kardama, m.

406

an elephant’s

ear.

I/,

542, ointment,
karbata, m. 4. 724 ; 5. 36, poor town, KSK p. 73 b.
kalasa, m. 2. 726, projecting point of umbrella,
2.

kalpanfya, adj.

3.

from any

317, free

fault,

acceptable

(Jain).

kalyana, n.

333, technical

2.

term for 5 events in Tlrthan-

See n. 147.
kavacakara, m. 1. 265, a Ksatriya youth when arrived at
the age suitable for martial training, Kas. on Pan.
kara’s

life.

kasana, m.

1.

701, grindstone.

m. 3. 132, bad tempered or disobedient bullock.
Desinamamala 2. 4.
kakiniratna, n. 4. 307, cowrie-jewel, one of the 14 jewels of

kasara,

cakravartins.

kanduka, m.

2.

856, confectioner,

karaka, n. 3. 608, a division of right-belief,

karmuka,
karyena,

n. 2. 182,

Bharata’s
f.

kasara,

m.

kahara,

(as measure),

265, for the sake of.

6.

kalaprstha, n.

kasayl,

bow

2.

5. 65,

bow

bow, k,

;

4.

160 ;

5.

(?).

539=kasaya, brown-red doth,

2.

394, buffalo, B.

1. 83,

whip

(?).

410,

name

of
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kahala,

f.

a perforated musical instrument,

2. 509,

klkasa, n. 6. 555. bone, h.
kitika,

608, ant. Cf. Guj. kidi.

f. 1.

kirtana, n. 4. 191, fame,
kila, n. 5. 170, pillar, h.

kutika,

f.

3. 364,

kudanda, n.

something for pulling,
out of proportion,

4. 699, fine

kuddala, m.

n. 5. 423, pickaxe. Cf. M. and H.
kumbh, 5. 611, to hold (the breath),
kumbha, m. 4. 30, projecting point of an umbrella,
kurajya, n. 4. 727, bad dominion, Pan. Vartt.
kupaka, m. 6. 124, mast of a vessel, h.

kulankasa,

1.

f.

276, river,

I,,

krtakarman, adj.

2. 926, clever, able,
kevalajiiana, n. 1. 156, omniscience,

I/,

kesantabhu, f. 6. 599, scalp. Tand. p. 40.
kotivedharasa, 1. 844, a liquid that turns copper into gold.
See n. 112.
kopatopa, m. 1. 8, a burst of anger,

kautukadhavala, m.
krayaka, m.

854, 63, comic
6. 44, buyer, trader, k.

kridavedi,

2.

f.

ksapakasreni,

3.

2.

(?)

songs,

665, play-ground.
530, ladder of spiritual evolution

deluding-karma

is

on which

destroyed,

ksapanaka, m. 6. 193, a fasting ascetic,
ksayikasamyaktva, n. 3. 599, a division of right-belief,
ksayopasamikasamyaktva, n. 3. 599, a division of rightbelief.

ksinamoha,

3.

ksudra, adj.

395,

name

of the twelfth gunasthana.

733, cruel, L.
ksubdha, m. 5. 328 charming-stick. Pan.
ksurapra, m. 5. 425, a kind of arrow with

f.

2. 22, knife,

ksetrabhu,

kgveda,

f.

horse-shoe

CL H.

head.
k§url,

5.

f.

1.

dagger, L.

828=°bhumi, cultivated

3. 523, roaring of

land.

a lion, battle-cry, k.
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khalurika,

Abhi.

It.

khinga, m.
kheta, n.

khela,

305, profligate, libertine, h.

1.

724, a

4.

town with earthen

KSK

walls,

m. or n. 5. 55, sport, play. Quoted only
m. 1. 842, phlegm, Aup. 15.

gananetr, m.
ganin,

452.

3.

88,

73t».

P-

khela,

209, a parade, place for military exercise.

4.

f.

m.

259=gananayaka, head of assembly,

4.

429, a sadhu.

6.

gandasaila,

f.

m.

mountain.
gandhadravya,
gavyuta, n.

5.

a big piece of rock fallen from a

332,

n. 2. 551, fragrant substance, h.

2. 118,

one-fourth of a yojana,

i.e.,

2 miles,

(Jain).

gahvara, m.

418, cave, h.

6.

gunaya, nom.
gunasthana n.

1.

867, to repeat or recite aloud.

PH.

391, a mental stage (of which there
are 14) toward emancipation,
grhyaka, adj. 1. 908, attached to, adhering to.

genduka, m.
goni,

1.

f.

5.

3.

636, a ball to play with, h.

40, torn or

ragged Rothes,

I/.

;

1.

68, sack.

Pan.
gotrakarman, n. 1. 882, family-determining karma,
gospadamatra, 3. 137, as large as the impression of a cow’s
hoof, Kai. on Pan.
gosahasra, n. 3. 246, a thousand rays (of sun),
178, vanity, of which there are 3 (Jain),
3. 170, name of a vidya.

gaurava, n.
gauri,

f.

1.

m.

3. 591, the
certain stage.

granthi,

gramaraga, m.

2.

554,

knot of karma remaining at a

melody types, ^prototypes of modern

ragas.

ghatta,

m.

3.

595 =H. and M. ghata, mountainous range

dividing countries,

ghana,

2.

561, tinkling.
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ghanabdhi, m. 4. 428, a sheath of thick water around the
lower world.
gharghara, m. or n. 2. 667, small bell,
ghatikarman, n. 1. 809, destructive-karma,
ghutkara, m. 4. 268, lion’s roar.
canga, adj. 6. 609, handsome, h.
caramavarsman, m. 3. 214, one who will attain moksa
from this birth.
caranasramana, m. x. 443, flying ascetic,

citrakakarman, n.

m.

citrakaya,
cilia,

m.

cullika,
f.

cetana,

f.

2.

4.

m.

4.

618, picture,

155, tiger or panther,

347, kite,

4.

cihnapatta,
cula,

5.

I,,

Iy.

4. 257,

banner, insignia,

74=culli, fire-place,

545, crest, summit,

m.

359, soul, mind, L.

1.

chandaka, n. 3. 453, dais made for use of the Arhat in
a samavasarana.
chayapatha, m. 5. 664, the milky way, I/,
chaidika, adj. 1, 562, doomed to be mutilated. Cf. Pan.
228, wall around Jambiidvipa,
janghacaranalabdhi, f., 1. 874, art of flying with the legs,

jagati,

f.

3.

janghala, adj.
jalakanta,

m.

4. 91, swift,

4. 401,

wind, h.

876=raga, melody.
janapada, m. 3. 305, people living in the country in
jati, f. 2.

contrast to city-dwellers,

m. 2. 557, dancer, I*,
jalakataka, m. 3. 228, lattice-windows,
jalika, m. 2. 584, magician.
jrmbhaka, m. 2. 623, a class of gods, servants
jayajiva,

of Kubera.

niggardly.

taddhana, adj.

6. 684,

tamastati,

284, great or spreading darkness,

f.

30

2.

I/.
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tarana, n.

5.

tatanka, m.

793, swimming,
4. 116, ear-ornament, h.

tay, 5. 359, to spread. Pan., Dhatup.
taraka, m. 1. 822, guide or leader across,

tim,

2.

938, caus., to wet.

4i3=vakra, curved,

tirascina, adj. 3.

tirtha, n. 2. 1039, congregation,

tuc, or tuj,

m.

327, son.

6,

I23=tauryatrika, song,
Abhi. 2. 193.
trut, 1. 103, to be exhausted (provisions),
tvacaya, nom. 1. 572, to peel, Pan.
turyatraya, n.

2.

dance,

and

instrumental music.

danda, m. 4. 135, tribute ; 6. 15, hurtful act.
dandakapatha, m. 6. 14, straight road. PH.
dandadhara, m. 1. 432, Yama, h.
dandanetr, m. 4. 259, government official,
dardara, m. 2. 562, blow. Pk. daddara.
darsayamini, f. 1. 696, the night before the
is visible, the darkest night, h.
f.

1.

324,= ^amini.

darsasarvari,

f.

2. 87,

darsaratri,

dis6danda, m.

= °yamini.

244, tribute from (all) quarters
dipaka, 6. 608, a division of right-belief,

dipasikha,

f.

dundubhl,

f.

4.

2.
2.

f.

2.

duskarman,

name

(?).

of a wishing-tree.

59, a particular

throw

of the dice in

gam-

evidently a lucky throw,
72, evil-meaning,

bling, h.

durlha,

123,

new moon

It

is

n. 1. 543,

dtirabhavyaka, m.

menial tasks.

6. 39,

a jiva

who

will

become a bhavya

after a long time.
dtirapatin, adj. 5. 65, piercing

drkSruti,

m.

5.

from

afar,

1

,.

605, snake, h.

devacchandaka, n.

3.

444=chandaka, a dais in a sam-

avasarana.
devadusya, n. 2. 311, a very fine cloth (?).
devabhuya, n. 1. 440, godhead, divinity, P.
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f. i. 187, partial avoidance of sinful acts,
dyusad, m. 2. 633, a god, I,,
dyutakaraka, nx. 5. 702, a gambler, I,,

deSavirati,

dramaka, m.

beggar, Desinamamala 5. 34.
741, outer dress, equipment of sadhus,

4. 841,

dravyalinga, n.

6.

PH.
dronamukha, n. 4. 574, a town that has an approach both
by land and water, KSK 1. 88, p. 73b.
dvarasakha, f. 2. 77 6, door-post, It.
dvahsthya, n. 2. 731. the work of a door-keeper.

dhanya, adj. 1. 906, good, virtuous, L,.
dharanidhava, m. 4. 24, king,
dharmadhvaja, m. 6. 62=indradhvaja.
dhavala, n. 2. 786, an auspicious song, PH.

dhupadahana, m. or
dhaureya, m.

2.

n.

(?), 2.

544, incense-burner,

413, beast of burden, draught-horse,

It.

nanda, f. 4. 837, a small earthen water-jug, L.
nandasana, n. 2. 621, round iron seat, Jamb.

123,

p. 423b.

nabhomani, m.

2. 619, sun,

L.

naya, m. 3. 365, mode of expressing things (of which there
are 7), (Jain).
nStaka, n. 3. 417, 418 ; 4. 664, dramatic company (Guj.).
nadindhama, m. 5. 28, goldsmith, It.
namakarman, n. 1. 882, the sixth of the 8 karmas (Jain).
narakika, m.

3. 575, hell-inhabitant,

L.
Mleccha,
L.
5. 41,
niksepa, m. 1. 2, aspect (Jain).
nigraha, m. 5. 109, reprimand, blame, L.
nidana, n. 1. 741, pathology, It.
nifkuta, m. 4. 249, one of the 4 divisions of Bharataksetra
bounded by Vaitadhya, the ocean, and the Sindhu
nahala, m.

or Ganga.

niskramana, n. 6. 741, the ceremony when a
from his house to take initiation.

man

goes
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nila,

m.

nlvrt,

450, sapphire, h.
5. 140, realm, I,,

3.

f.

m. 3. 582, hell-inhabitant,
naudanda, m. 3. 52, oar, L.

nairayika,

pancaparamesthin, m.

1.

I,,

459, one of the five

supreme

ones.

See
pa#, f. 3. 362, garment,
n. 71.

patuy, nom.

6.

make

263,

strong

(?).

pattadvipa, m. 4. 257, state-elephant,
pattana, n. 4. 723, a place with approach

KSK

or water.

pattralambana,

n.

1. 88, p.

73b.

2.

challenge,

915,

Prabhavakacaritra,

1. 62,

by

either land

notice of debate,

159.

394, a decoration consisting in lines or
streaks drawn on the face and body with musk and

pattrali,

f.

5.

other fragrant substances,

I/,

padika, m. 4. 594

footman,
; 5. 158,
padmaraga, m. 2. 778, ruby, h.
padya, f. 4. 266, pathway, L.
paramadharmika, m. 1. 316, a kind of deva that torments
souls in hell. Sam. 15, pp. 29-30.
parabhava, m. 3. 215, humiliation, contempt, I/,
parikhad,

2. 855,

to devour,

parigumphita, adj.

parinama, m.
parisaha,

m.

1.

2.

217, strung as a garland,

558, thought-activity,

1. 277, trial (Jain).

parySptam,

ind. 3. 649 ; 5, 221, enough of.
m.
paryaya,
1. 887, mendicancy, A‘va. 233, p. 202b.
palya, m. or n. 1. 229=palyopama, an inestimably long

period of time.

paScanupurvi,
pancall,

f.

2.

f.

2. 136,

reverse order,

361, doll, puppet, h.

panavika, m.

6. 710,

panimula, n.

2.

820, wrist, L.

padapopagamana,
paradarikya, n.

drummer, Sch. to Pan.

n. 1. 911, a fast ending in death,

1. 580,

adultery.
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parinetra, n. 2. 813, wedding clothes.

palaka,

m.

Cf.

Guj panetara.
.

613, elephant-keeper,

1.

pind,

2. 364, to assemble, only Dhatup.
pinda, n. or m. 2. 363, height.
pindibhu, 4. 634, to be made into a

become a

solid body,

lump

or ball, to

I/,

pittala, n. 5. 495, brass, bell-metal,

I,,

puspanjali, m. 2. 497, a double handful of flowers,
purva, m. or n. 1. 910= (8,400,000)® years,
purvanga, m. n. 6. 279=8,400,000 years,
potalika,

f.

315, amulet,
1. 191, living like a sadhu.

2.

pogadha, m.
pausadha, m.=posadha.
prakranta, adj. 6. 95, commenced, begun, 1
praksobha, n. or m. 4. 345, agitation,
pragunikr, 2. 789 ; 4. 138, to make ready, prepare,
,.

pracalakin, m.

4. 520,

peacock,

'L,.

pranayakrodha, m. 1. 6oi = °kopa, (feigned) anger of a
conquette towards her lover,
pratadana, n. 2. 455, blow,
praticara,

m.

6. 31, care,

attention,

pratipravada, m. 5. 278, unfavorable comment,
pratibhumi, f. 5. 5o8=pratibhu, surety,

pratima,

f.

135, standing in meditation,

3.

964, weight measured by gunja, etc., Sth.
258, p. 198 ; 5. 314, scale-pan or scale (?).

pratimana, n.

2.

pratimargana, n.
pratisrnkhala,

f.

1.
5.

380, asking back, taking back,
559, small chains attached to larger

ones.
pratiseka,
pratoli,

f.

m. or

n. 6. 598, 601, 602, inset

prathamatas,
prapanca, m.

1.

5.

5.

AvaH.

219, p. 136a.
162, having one soul in one body (Jain).

4. 453, city-gate,

pratyeka, adj.

550, before (place).
129, deceit, trick, h.

pramana, n. 4. 578, height, Aup.
praluth, 2. 5i6=luth.
pra§reni,

(!),

(?).

4. 662, 720,

13.

subdivision of a guild.
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709, changes on notes (as in bell-ringing),
pracinabarhikodanda, m. or n. 4, 6i5=indradhanus, rainprastSra, m.

6.

bow.
prapti,

f.

1.

power to reach supernatural distances,

856,

prayascittakautukamangala, n. 4. 255, 558, 705 ; 6. 164,
propitiatory rite of the tilaka and auspicious things,

pralamba, m.

30, support,

6.

PH.

phanatopa, m. 5. 428, expanding of a serpent’s hood, h.
pheranda, m. 3. 499, jackal, L,.

bandha, m.
bandhu, tn.
balipatta,

2.
1.

m.

303, covering. See n. 143.
818, brother, h.

432, offering-stand.

3.

badara, adj.

1. 161, that
senses (Jain).

baladhara, m.

1.

which can be grasped by the

725, tutor.

bahuka, m. 4. 383, upper part of leg to knee (of horse),
bahuraksaka, m. 4. 222, upper-arm ornament,
bahusalin, adj. 5. 108, powerful.

bhahgika, n.

6.

616, pattern.

bhadrakalabha, m. 2. 592,=°dvipa, best kind of elephant,
bhavacarama, adj. 6. 440, lasting as long as life (Jain),
bhavika, adj. 6. 147, happy, h.

bhavya, m.

1. 5,

a soul capable of attaining emancipation,

bhasmakamayin, m.
bhasmanihuta, adj.

6.

190,

fire,

6. 191, useless.

bhamandala,

n. 2. 617, halo,
objects of the Arhats.

bhavana,

f.

3.

621,

Only Sch. to Pan.

one of the 8 miraculous

a supporting clause to the

maha

vratas (Jain).
bhisaka, adj.

5.

604, terrifying,

tormented by demons, h.
562, doomed to be cut apart. Pan., deserv

bhiltarta, adj. 2. 1028,

bhaidika, adj. 1.
ing to be cut apart.

bhratrvya, m. 4. 790, brother’s son, nephew.
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madamba, m.

n. 4. 574, 724 j 6. 76, a village completely
isolated for half a yojana,
1. 88, p. 73b.

KSK

mata, m. or n. 4. 50, evidently a kind of harrow. Cf.
H. mai.
madakala, m. 5. 625, elephant, bmadana, m. 2. 844, Randia dumetorum, worn on the
wrist during the marriage-ceremony by Gujaratis.
H. mainphal.
manasvin, adj. 5. 469, proud.
manahparyaya, m. 1. 805 ; 3. 583, knowledge that enables
one to know thoughts of others,
manthini,

f.

313, churn,

4.

maya, m. 1. 63, camel, bmartya, m. 6. 634, world of mortals, b.
marsa, m. 5. 231, patience, endurance, L.
mahabala, m. 1. 609, wind, I,,
mahabahu, adj. 3. 364, powerful,
mahabhuja, adj. 5. 222=°bahu.
mahamatangajaya, nom. 5. 400, to become an elephant,
maharambha, m. x. 410, a great enterprise that causes
injury to jivas.

mahasara, m.
mahasthall,

696, a species of reed, b.
4. 393, the earth, L.

1.

f.

mahiman, m.

277, festival,
mahaujaska, adj. 4. 334, strong, powerful, b.
manavaka, 6. 564, name of a caitya-pillar in

549

1.

2.

;

Saudharma,

PH.
manikya,

n. 1.

454

;

2.

817 et passim, jewel in general.

Also in H.

madhukari,

f.

3.

240, collecting alms after the

manner

of a bee, b-

mana,

n. 2. 964,

bulk measure, both solid and

258, p. 198.

mamakin, 2. 88= mama, dear friend,
mara, m. 5. 538, battle. Also in H.
margamada, adj. 5. 324, made of musk,
mahana, m. 6. 248, Brahman, b-

liquid. Sth.
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mithunadharman, m.

2.

902=mithuna, twin,
one of the c practices’

of sadhus.
mithyakarana,
See n. 122.
murchavat, adj. 1. 434, suffering from delusion,
mulaguna, m. 1. 64, primary qualities -of sadhus and
laymen. See n. 19.
mocaka, m. or n. 1. 96, boot (?) 5. 525, cover for lance (?).
n. 1. 893,

;

mraksana, n.

2.

PH.

835, fresh butter.

895 ; 4. 632, control. See n. 137.
yathapravrttikarana, n, 3. 590, a mental process for

yata, n.

2.

194

2.

;

destruction of karma, (Jain),

yugaladharmin, m.

2.

139=yugmadharman.

yugmadharma, m. 1. 229=°dharman.
yugmadharman, m. 1. 237, twin.
rangacarya, m.

2.

rangacarya, nom.

550, stage-director,
873, to act as stage-director,

2.

5. 329, war-drum, Iy.
radhavedha, m. 5. 690, a method of shooting in which the
left eye of a doll whirling in a circle is hit, PH.
rista, n. 6. 600, a kind of dark jewel,
rupa, n. 5. 628, cattle, a beast, Iy.
revanta, m. 4. 37, the sun.

ranaturya, n.

rocaka,

608, a sub-division of right-belief,

3.

romahastaka, m.

4. 3,

a brush

made

of wool,

PH,

Jnati,

P- 3 a.
_

rohitaksa,

m.

6.

598, a kind of red jewel.

laksapakataila, n.

307, oil

2.

made

of 100,000 ingredients,

PH.
lastaka,

m.

the middle part of a bow,
equipment,

4. 96,

linga, n. 6, 23,

llnata, f . 1. 198,

luth,

1.

Iy.

avoidance of useless motion,

82, to rest,

PH,

2.

516

;

3. 2,92

(caus.) to

empty

(pitchers).

lumbi,

f.

3.

338;

6.

401, tassel,

DeSinamamala,

7. 28.
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leSya,

f.

App.

Ill, psychic color,

lehya, n. i. 329, nectar, sipped food, any food, L.
lokanali, f. 4. 315; 5. 6o2=trasa°, the strip through the

center of the universe where

all jlvas

are found, but

outside of which movable (trasa) jivas can not live,
lokagra, n.

1. 156,

vadhuti,

2.

f.

emancipation,

854=vadhu,

PH.

bride.

vadhri f. 5. 771, leathern strap, h.
vanipaka, m. 5. 47, beggar, h.
varnaka, m. or n. 2. 801, 802, fragrant ointment, L.
varnika, f. 1. 412 ; 2. 485, specimen.
vardhanijlvin, m.

varsagranthi,

valabhlvedi,

m.

6.

105, sweeper.

649, birthday.
658, a roofed platform, here a mounting-

1.

f . 4.

block.

vasunanda, m. or n. 4. 122, shield, L.
vastuvadana, 2. 515, a kind of meter, Chand,

vahmaya,

n. 3. 361, scripture (Jain).

vatamaja, m.

1. 68,

antelope,

Iy.

692, one of the marks on hand or
vamanetra, f. 6. 699, fair-eyed woman, h.
vamaksl, f. 6. 700=°netra.

vapi,

5. 32. 11.

f. 2.

varastri,

f.

varttika,

m.

3.

350, courtesan,
Iy.

vasaksepa, m.

3.

Iy.

one who knows antidotes, charmer,

4. 1x4, 273,

physician,

foot.

Here, snake-charmer,
666, putting a fragrant powder on the

head in certain ceremonies (Jain),
1. 160, jlvas with two, three, or four senses,
vigarna, m. 3. 661, perishing (Jain).
vicchardat, 2. 585, with magnificence or pomp, De§inamavikalaksa, n.

mala,

7. 32..

vijayadusya, n.
vita,

m.

vitarka.

2. 565,

m.

3.

2. 365,

clown,

302 =srutajnana (Jain),

vidyacarana, m.
(Jain).

canopy,

1.

878,

an

ascetic

who

flies

by knowledge

474

downpour.
320, go out; 6. 552, caus., to extinguish.

vidrava, m.

vidhya,

500,

3.

1.

Pischel, para. 326.

829, caus., to make play a r61e.
vinila, adj. 6. 322, dark-blue, blue, L.

vinat,

1.

vibhangajnana, n.

619,

3.

wrong clairvoyant knowledge

(Jain).

viraletara, adj. 2. 360, thick, dense, close,

328, bestowing, giving,

viSranaka, adj.

2.

visramana,

889, causing to rest,

1.

f.

I/.

by shampooing,

etc.,

PH.
visadrs, adj. 1. 359, dissimilar, h.
visphota, m. 4. 126, scattering,

vismarana, n.

6. 84,

the causing to forget,

392=vicara, passing from one subject to
another in meditation (Jain),

vicara,

venl,

m.

f.

vedaka,

3.

158, stream, current, L.

6.

n. 3. 605,

vedaniya,
vedika,

vedya, n.

karma,
around
the wall
Jambudvipa.

882, feeling-karma, the second

2.

f.

a division of right-belief,

1. 31,

599= vedaka.

3.

veladhara, m.

4. 186, guardian of the coast,
vaikriya, adj. 4. 258, made by magic power,

vaikriyasamudghata, m.
See n. 157.
vaiyavrttya, n.

1.

vaisakhasthanaka,

2.

476,

magic transformation.

See n. 123.
199, service.
a
position in shooting with
4. 467,

one

foot advanced.

vaihasika,

m.

2.

sakrastava, m.

Arhats
§ac!natha,

satrav,

2.

601 a stereotyped
,

hymn of

I,.

praise to the

(Jain).

m.

§atanga, n.

877, a comic actor, buffoon,

5.

nom.

§akapanika,

3.

8i=°pati, Indra.

423, chariot, h.
5. 337, to be hostile.

565, a handful of vegetables, Anekarthasangraha 160.
f. 1.

475
sakinl,

f.

5. 373,

Sariphalaka,

a kind of evil

spirit.

m.

n. 2. 747, chess-board,
Sari, f. 6. 94, die.
§ik?a, f. 4. 106, threat.

§ikhabandha, m.

4. 300,

L,.

a tuft of hair that

the coti, "L.

is tied,

Siva, n. 1. 1, final emancipation, L.
Sirsaghati, 6. 601, skull.

Sukla, n. 5. 103, fresh butter, L.

sudh, 5. 47, caus., search for.
Sulakr, 4. 365, to impale.
sairsacchedya, adj.

Sraddha, m.

1. 60,

1,

562, one

layman

whose head

is

to be cut

off.

(Jain).

19, 25, emancipation; 1. 455; 2. 363, etc.,=glory,
highly personified; 5. 579=lila, appearance, resem-

Sri, f. 1.

blance.
Srigrha, n. 4. 709, treasury, Jamb. p. 277a.
sridamaganda, n. 2. 618, a gold ornament.

srinandana, m.

1.

722, metron. of

god

See

n. 167.

of love, h.

srutajnana, n. 3. 581, study-knowledge.

samlekhana, f. 1. 787, total abstinence ending in death,
samsrava, m. 5. 251, promise, agreement, bsamspheta, m. 5. 447, war, battle, b-

samhanana,

n. 2. 119, joint,

sankrandana,

n. 6. 497, wailing, lamentation.

sanjnasHtra,

783, any sutra which teaches
Sch. on Pan.
of a technical term.
n.

meaning
sattra§ala,

f.

4.

4.

43,

food-dispensary.

Cf.

the

H. and M.

annasatra.
sattrin,

m.

lishes

2.

154, a liberal giver, especially one

who estab-

a food-dispensary,

sadhryanc, adj.

3. 505, resembling.

KSK

1. 62, p. 64b.
sandhipala, m. 4. 259, diplomatic agent,
samavasarana, n. 1. 817, a preaching-hall erected by the

gods for the Arhats.
samav5yabhrt, m. 1. 887, one who has knowledge of the
padarthas, Sam. p. ia.
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samahastaka, m. or n. 5. 265, hand-clapping to keep time,
samaya, 4. 586, to return,
samasphal, 2. 316, to strike together,
samullasana, n.

1. 6,

rejoicing, exhilaration,

samputa, m. 1. 461, hollow of a bed.
sambadha, m. 4. 726, fortress where grain

is

stored

by

KSK 1.

88, p. 73b.
sarvamsahapati, m. 4. 234, king.
sarvankaSa, adj. 2. 53, destructive of everything,
cultivators,

sarvavaram,

2.

120, at all times,

sarviya, adj.

6.

417, benefiting

all.

4. 400, experienced in battle, war-like,
sagaropama, m. n. 1. 790, an inestimably long period of

samyugina, adj.

time, 10 crores of crores of palyopamas,

sadharana, m. n.

1. 162,

PH.

one body which contains

many

souls (Jain).

sincana,

m

576, a bird of prey (desi).

1.

Cf.

Guj. sincano,

falcon.

sitacchada, m.
siddhi,

f.

1.

514, emancipation, B-

2.

sutraman, m.

2. 189,

surabhlndriya, n.

suksma,

281, goose, B.

2.

Indra, B.
700, linga.

adj. 1. 161, that

which can not be grasped by the

senses.

suksmasamparayaguna,

3.

393,

name

of

tenth

guna-

sthana.
sutikagrha, n.
stiryopala,

405, lying-in chamber, I<.
4. i09=sQryakanta, sun-crystal,
2.

m.
m.

sauvastika,

2.

sauvasineya, m.

906, family
5.

Brahman

534, son of

a

or priest,

woman

I*,

living in her

father’s house.

sausthya, n.

6. 56,

welfare, B.

stagha, m. 3. 119, bottom, PH.
sthandila, adj. 1. 118, free from lives (Jain),
sthavira,

m.

or one

1.

887, one

who

is

tattvas (Jain).

who has been

60 years

old, or

PH.

initiated 20 years,
one who knows the

477
sthana,-ka, n.

karma

i.

882,

twenty acts by which Tlrthakrt-

acquired.

is

158, immovable one-sensed jivas.
sthasaka, m. 4. 5; 6. 621, tilaka.
sphatikopala, m. 6. 83=sphati°, crystal.

sthSvara, n.

1.

sphHrjata,

4. 424,

f.

svasvamibhava, m.
svagatika, adj.

2.

thunder.
1.-583, relation of

master and servant,

987, Sch. to Pan.
a°

haridhvaja, m. 2. 387= indr
hastalepa, m. 2. 846=°lepana, hand-ointment.

m. or n. 4. 619 2. 734, handkerchief,
himagranthi, m. 1. 718, snowball,

hastasata,-ka,

himamrtsna,

f. 2.

hrdayalu, adj.

Pan.

;

6.

260, snow-powder, snow,
210, warm-hearted, affectionate, com. to
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4. 571.

4.684.
4.585.
4. 595.
4. 600.

4.600.

«

®TfTW?

4. 606.

TtjfW®

^fact®

4. 607.
*S<V

4. 615.
4. 619.
4. 625.
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Wo

4. 651.

«wrwf?ro

4.

652.

owrwfiro

SW®

4. 654.
4. 656.

ofwc W®

4.657.

footer
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4. 661.

•1^pr«wnpr°

f^rpr^o
owrerfic®

4. 669.

TO®

4. 676.
4. 685.
4. 690.

®f*rfqwr®

4. 692.

Wo

4. 695.
4. 699.

°wnns

4. 701.

stINt®

4. 706.

WT

vmiTo
fTP

4. 707.

delete

4. 709.
4. 731.

4.745.
4. 749.

oqrqrmf
.

ft

0^9*0

®srfpc

^Npo

4. 760.
4. 764.
4. 770.

oWft^f

*r®

oqfffa®

^3f«

we®

W

WT

4. 784.
4. 787.
4. 817.

VI

4. 830.

iftft

wn^t«

f%

4. 841.
4. 841.

®$rw®

5.

22.

WWT®

5.

33.

WP

*fwrr»

VI

5.

57.

5,

65.

^jcwr®

5.

68.

Tsw^cf*

6.

72.

5.

75.

5.

75.

*£W^®

o'jfffinr.

wm®

—
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95.

«r^|

•n:

®w°

5. 104.

m

5. 111.

otn^jpas

5. 111.
5. 119.

o^ffT

5. 123.

5ft

5. 124.

WT^T

5. 127.

wnrr

5. 128.

o'^rrro

5. 133.

o^g^fo

5. 147.
5. 150.
5. 156.

OTT5T®

o^<5jrfo

^^TRTlft

5. 156.
5. 160.

o^Tf#

5. 182.

5. 183.
5. 183.

woi

5. 194.
5. 195.
5. 197.

**

A,*»

.

5. 202.

5.204.

*BSj:

W*

5.204.

•fire®

•M*
WT

5. 207.
5. 208.
5. 219.

•sn^fir®

5. 252.
5. 258.

<>WT1?t
*V

•WT%

..A

5. 259.
5. 264.

oK^JT®
«

**.

5. 270.

©JW©
e^T5T*

5. 270.
5. 273.
6. 273.
6. 276.

*$<>

5. 278.

SlffTST*

5. 291.

0^0

**

5. 292.

tx.

imfsrfSr
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*m

5. 300.

kw

wi

5. 303.
5. 309.
5. 314.

*W?RT

6. 320.

o^rqfo

6. 325.

Hrftrwr®

5. 336.
5.

340.

5.

341.

®sr«rT

i

rara

s

6. 349.

w
qfarsT*

5. 358.
5. 359.

®^mt

5. 365.

’srfw

•iwrw
•srf^PRf

5. 381.
V4

5. 386.

oTj|Wf^

5. 391.

W?t<>

5. 396.

cSTT^M

415.

fwrafr

fW^

swwreft

WRT%

5. 452.

o?i xrfte

e^fJlrf^o

5.454.

TOlfsr

^5flP*

6. 456.

wrg

Wl%

5.

•srniT'tf

5. 431.

5.447.
5.449.
5. 451.

«^T^To

5. 466.
5. 470.

*r

t*rr°

5. 473.

«?r%

5. 480.

®*fWT

5.

srtifT°

o^rr

484.

5. 486.

TfT

5. 493.

ifi

V'-

5. 496.

&

5. 498.
5. 501.
5.

506.

5.

509.

°wtrgn^®

«^T?T5

5. 511.

T<fr

Tfw

5. 511.

®^TSf

t.
N#

«fJHT
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snraf
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3W«

5. 526.

5. 527.
5. 532.

5. 547.

f&reta

5. 552.

WT

n

5.

569.

V5TT

5.

578.

wrwr®

fsrfajjfa

w

Vi

V*

WOT®
oT$r*m°

5. 579.
5. 580.

fstWTt

5. 583.

tp^ISTT
*

5. 585.

°3RT

^sqr-rr:

:

5. 588.

5. 589.
5.

fsjrWl€t

591.

«St<rerTfjt^

fa^TiTTiT

5. 592.

•flrajwi ^>TT®

®*<W^JTT®

5. 606.

WTW#®

«rr^S*<»

6. 616.

o^T^TfTf

o^rmiwf

5. 623.

*n?f

5T

win

5. 629.
5. 635.

o^T®^o

5. 640.

Wo

W®
cv

5.

<\

647.

*

5. 652.

^ftv®

5. 675.

®^R

5. 675.
5. 689.

^

*v

5. 695.

•W ^
.

5. 705.

®*H?N

5. 706.

®wit

5. 710.

wrff®

-

5. 725.
5. 729.

®W

o^T^®

5. 735.

fT5THt

f^TWTWT

5. 735.

Wl

5. 747.

nWT®

»S

5. 756,

5. 759.

•<6THTO»

®^KTO°
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6. 765.

®915?fe

Pi8mo

5. 786.
C*

,

.,

6.

1.

TOtTO*

6.

3.

0?

^\Mmo
HT^To

«TO»

f®

6.

14.

6.

23.

6.

24.

tot

tot

6.

26.

TO

to

6.

27.

xfnfwj*

Vfrf<fWo

6.

27.

6.

28.

srfrowT

5(f?RlfT

6.

29.

6.

53.

top

6.

54.

«TOWCTOTwf*

oTTT^TOfw*

6.

55.

TOTO

T*TOT<T

6.

56.

TOT

H<\ M*

TOi

-

-

6.

56.

6.

58.

»

®tot^

..

*>

•%-».

vronw

®*tot

^ ^KrniMf

®#r

1

6.

66.

®TO

6.

68.

o

6.

76.

VTOT

6.

79.

oitfro

6.

91.

6.

97.

6.

99.

6. 102.

i;P^

tot
q

_

,.

_.u

«g^t

J

»WHT«
1

%tto

®jrara%fi^
-

gwr®
..

^

WIT®

©toto°
°TO*
©TOT©

^
«WRT
»»>

6. 110.

6. 122.

o'SflfW-

6. 122.
6.

°

^

^ ^ TOHOftf^T *

1

®TO*N>

137.

6. 138.

o^TK^T*

ytc

Too

TO

6. 148.
Xx

TO TOTTOTOg

ij5

6. 168.

toMh

TOi*rfv
j^i

6. 179.

oTTOo

6. 184.

•TOT:

6. 153.

:

^tptoto

°%w

6. 164.
;

©XTO®
V*

—rir

6. 185.
6.

190.

^

*>

wrcrnrr^
«*ntf*r!hr

wr?
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6. 193.
6.

209.

offao

«fhr

6.

210.

wm°

s&rw°

6.

219.

ITT

%

6.

224.

Klfif

6.

224.

#% sftr

6.

HtTT®

236.

6. 239.

<*r

w®

6. 235.

iP

5T

^>r

6. 240.
6.

241.

<fcTi

6.

242.

o^’iqsr}

o^rr^prf

6.

246.

6.

256.

3«WT®

^PST®

©I^T^t
c.

6. 261.
6.

267.

6. 299.
6.

*rff

302.

6. 306.
6. 306.

o«gjrf*P

o<JlpT :

6. 308.
6. 320.

®*rr?*ra.

6. 333.

grtfggj

6.342.

^TTT°

6.344.

|KT°

*r<rm
3[T*®

6. 358.

6. 368.

^ss?r

gfwsit

6. 369.
6. 370.

SW:

gw:

^jut®

6. 381.
6. 387.
6. 387.

®WW

oiT^

6. 392.

®jw?

®U«P$

6. 395.

6.402.

€>>

6. 405.
6. 405.

O^O
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r
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6.441.
6.444.
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6. 468.

®*rrfW

6.

6.

452.
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6. 473.

6. 480.
6.

484.
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oSf*T
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^

mnr®
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6. 500.

“'jTi'w «

6. 503.

®f«r?

6. 504.
6.

505.

6.

506.

®arari«f

6.

521.

^TTTST

«anw

6. 522.
6.

532.

®*§FCT®
©farar*

6. 536.

™

6. 539.

ot^[o

oftr^Te
.

rrf

®*<n^o

6.544.
V*

6.549.
6. 552.

5nfTe

®3TWT®

6. 565.

®a?arw*|

parrar^

6. 566.
6. 568.
6.

572.

^irr^rm

®w^
o'WT

«fiT

6. 573.

OW®

®^JT«

6. 574.

e^T

°^T5T

6. 577.

®WfaKTi

•WlfCT

6. 587.

®TO®

®^rfW®

6.

595a.

6. 597.

•w
_

...

.

®KW®
^
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6. 607.

wiars*

6. 609.

®*wnr«

6. 648.
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6. 652.

*fr
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6. 659.
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696.
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6. 702.
6.

709.

siren
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sr

®w$

<=OTi

6. 725.

e’TTOT®
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6. 732.

o*JTTO

6. 718.

6. 733.

o^r?

6. 739.
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INDEX OF NAMES AND SUBJECTS
B. =Baladeva

;

C.

= Cakravartin

P. =Prativasudeva

V.

;

T. =Tirthankara

= Vasudeva.

Abhicandra, fourth patriarch, 98

f.

Abhici, constellation, 360, 384.

Abhinandana, T. q.v.
Abhiyogikas, become

chariots,

material for birth-bath, 118

106;
ff.;

make aerial-car, no; collect
make coronation. 260 prepare
;

funeral pyres, 363; attendants of Jyotiskas, 384; in heavens, 399.

Abhiy ogyas = Abhiyogikas,

49.

Acala, B. q.v.
accusation, false, against wife, 90-93.

Adimatsya, 319,

n. 361.

Adityapltha, 183, n. 226.
Adityas, I^okantika gods, 160.

Adityayasas,

made

first

sacred thread, 345.

Adribhid==Sakra, q.v.

^

aerial-car, n. 139, description of &akra’s,

no— 113

;

of those of

Asura-

and Naga-indras, 117.
Ahamindras, 18, n. 27, 277, 399.
Airavana, Sakra's elephant, description

of,

188

f.

Ajita, goddess, 192.

Ajita, T. q.v.

Akhandala==&akra, q.v.
Aksayatrtlya, 181, n. 224.
alms, forty-six faults of, n. 17; purity of giver and receiver of, 23 f.;
purity of gift of, 23, 25, n. 42
of time of, 25
of thought in
regard to, 23, 25 ; ghee, suitable, 17 ; bee-like way of taking, 70,
n.

94; people's ignorance

of,

for, 180.

alphabets, eighteen, 153, n. 196.

Amaravatf, Indra’s

city,

223.

amavasi, definition

of, n.

59.

Anagnas, 30, n. 51, 95, 97.
Ananda, B. q.v.

Ananta, T, q.v.
Anekanta-doctrine, 2.

168, 177

f.;

sugar-cane juice suitable

495
angas, the twelve, 74, 80 origin of, 209.
Anikas, class of gods, 49, 399.
animals, torments of, 55 f., 200; natural hostility of certain animals,
;

113 hostility destroyed, 198
Antaradvlpas, 394 f.
;

Anuttara (heavens),

f.

18,

Anuveladharins, 390-

West Videha, 86
Apatas, Mleccha-tribe, 237.
Apraticakra, messenger-deity, 211.
Aparajita, a city in

;

goddess, rg2.

Apsarases (nymphs), 51 et passim; names
preparations, 141

ff.;

of,

141

f.;

make wedding

250, 333.

Ara, T. v and C. q.v.

Ardhacakrins=Vasudevas,

q.v.

Arhats==Tirthankara, q.v.
Aristanemi, T. q.v.

Arkayasas = Adity ay asas, 345.
army, of Cakravartin, 263,
arrow, the Cakrin's, 219, 220, et passim.

Artemisia vulgaris, n. 288,
artisans, origin of, 152
arts,

beginning of

five,

f.

152

n.

f.,

194; seventy-two, 153, n. 195.

Aruna, continent and ocean, 397.
Aranabhasa, continent and ocean, 397.
Aranas, I^okantika gods, 160, 399.
Aranavara, continent and ocean, 397.
Arya-countries, 392

Ary as,

f.

divisions of, 392

392-3

;

by country, 392 by caste, 392-3
by craft, 392-3 by language,
170 hot flash from, n. in, 220.

f.;

by work, 392-3

ascetics, origin of forest,

;

;

;

Astapada, description

by family,
392-3.

;

Asokadatta, a deceitful friend, 87
aspects (niksepa), four,

;

ff,

1, n. 2.

of,

332

ff.;

origin of

name, 370.

Asvagriva, P. q.v.
Atibala, 345.

Atipamjukambala, rock on Meru where Rsabha's birth-bath took
place, 115.

Atmaraksas, class of gods, 48, 399.
attention, concentrated (upayoga), 50.
attitudes, mental, 33, n. 56.

auspicious things, the eight, 113, n. 133, 190.
austerities, bodily, 27.

autumn, description

of,

27 t; sugar-cane

in, 132, n. 172.

;;

496
avagraha, exposition

of,

341, n. 383.

Avyabadhas, Bokantika gods, 160, 399.

Ayodhya=Vinita, q.v.
Ayurveda, eight branches of 66,
Bahu, friend of Vajranabha, 71

n. 91.

ft.,

148.

with Bharata, 273-326; power of,
^
of,
276 ft'.; defiance of Bharata, 281 ff .;
273, 294 ; good government
omniscience
fights with Bharata, 3x2 ff.; becomes a sadhu, 323

Bahubali, birth

148; conflict

of,

;

of,

326.

Balabhadra, 345.

Balabhadras=Baladevas, q.v.
Baladevas, nine

of, 7, n.

16

parents, age, color, 351

prophecy regarding future

;

n.

f.,

390

eight, 351

f.;

distribution of, 398.

;

Balarin=§akra, q.v.

Balasudana=Sakra,

q.v.

Balavlrya, 345.
Bali, P. q.v.
Balicafica, city, 117.

banyan-tree, destructiveness of, 159, n. 207.
barley-corns, 135, n. 773, 136.

bath, description
bells, ringing of,

of,

to

214.

summon

gods, 108.

betel, 178, n. 220.

Bhadra, B. q.v.
Bhadrasala, 276, 385.

Bhadrasena, Naga general, 117.
Bharata, birth

of,

148

;

;

coronation as Cakrin, 259

kingdoms, 268
cience of, 376

ff.;

;

f.;

;

seizure of brothers’

with Bahubali, 273-326; establishes
feeds laymen, 343 ff.; grief of, 361 f.; omnis-

;

initiation of, 378

Bhavanadh!sas= Bhavanapatis.
Bhavanapatis, 335

his territories, 263

conflict

ff.;

Indra-festival, 342

arts, 153 ; becomes king, 161
conquest of Bharataksetra by, 215-253

learns 72

becomes a layman, 209

;

death, 379.

q.v.

divisions of, 382; Indras of, 382; lanchanas of,

382.

Bhavanavasins=Bhavanapatis.
Bhogas, ministers, 155.
Bhrngas (wishing-trees), 30, 94, 96.

bhuta (bhut), evil spirit, 159, 283.
Bifiauj as

= Indra, q.v.

birth, of

gods and hell-inhabitants,

n. 29, n. 72.

birth-festival, description of Rsabha’s,

114-129.

497
birth-nuclei, 54, n. 82.

blanket, jeweled, to cure leprosy, 67
bodies, six kinds of,

94

body, indifference to, 27; nature
five

If,

132.

n.

f.,

31; disposal of dead, 138, 197;

of,

parts of, 266, n. 327.

body-guard, class of gods, 48, 399.

Brahmadatta, C. q.v.
Brahmanda, origin of, 243.
Brahmans, origin of, 343 ff.
Brahml, birth
n.

202

;

of,

first

148

;

become

;

fire-priests,

learns 18 alphabets, 153

;

364.

marriage to Bahubali,

nun, 209.

bread-fruit tree, n. 393.

Brhaspati (planet), n. 136

Budha,

;

(preceptor), 307.

n. 136.

on Rsabha’s thigh, 132 first of his mothers dreams, 132.
bulls, magic crystal, made by &akra, 125 ff.
bull,

;

business, beginning of, 153.

buttermilk, 309, n. 351.
Caitya-tree (sacred tree), 73 et passim,

cakora, delighting in moon, 180, n. 221, 305.
of, 72, 196
importance of, 196 ; puja to>
the
Cakrin’s
army,
precedes
213 determines measure of
213 ;
yojana, 216 ; will not enter city, 273, 290, 304 ; ineffective against

cakra (discus), appearance

;

;

Bahubali, 321.

Cakrapani=Bharata,

q.v.

cakravakas, 258, 260,

n 318
.

,

294.

cakravartin, definition of, 73.
cakravartins, twelve, 7, n. 16 ; city, parents, age, height, color, gotra,
period, of future eleven, 350 f. ; distribution of, 398.

cakrin= cakravartin,

q.v.

Caksusmat, the second patriarch, 97

f.

calendar, Hindu, n. 210, n. 321.

Camaracanca,

city, 116.

camp, description of Cakravartin’s, 217.
Candanadasa, merchant, 86 ff.
Candra,

n. 136.

Candranana, 366, n. 404, 396.
Candraprabha, T. q.v.
Capricorn, sign of, 298, n. 345.

caravan, description

32

of,

12

f.

498
carefulness (samiti), 23, n. 37.

Carvaka system, exposition
Cephalandra indica,

36-38

of,

;

refutation of, 38-40,

n. 80,

challenge-papers, 150.

charcoal-burner, story

271

of,

ff.

chastity, eighteen kinds of, 25, 206, n. 266.

chauri

(fly- whisk),

circle, for

50, et passim.

invoking deity, 143

(s)

;

made by

cowrie-jewel, 235.

Citra, 261, n. 319.

Citrangas (wishing trees), 30, 96.
Citrarasas (wishing-trees), 30, 95, 96.
clouds,

autumn,

tion

17, n.

24

Puskaravartaka, 163, n.

;

an, 248

;

descrip-

242.

of,

collyrium, use of, 335, n. 376.

compassion, 26.
conduct, good

(sila),

328 modes
;

of, 25 f.; 18,000 kinds
See right- conduct.

19; exposition

of, 81, n.

122.

of, 23,

n

.

j<?,

[358.

congregation (tlrtha), fourfold, 3, n. 7 ; formation of, 209 ; of Esabha,
conquest, of Bharataksetra, 215-253 ; of Magadha-tirtha, 215-223 ; of

Varadama-tlrtha, 223-26

;

Prabhasa-tirtha, 226

f.

;

of the goddess

Sindhu, 227 f. ; of Mt. Vaitadhya, 228 ; of the cave Tamisra, 229
of the southern half of Bharata, 230-33 ; of northern half of

Bharata, 236-45

247-50

;

;

of

Ksudrahimavat, 245-6
Gahga, 250 f.

;

of the Vidyadharas,

of the goddess

controls (gupti), 23, n. 36.

couch, description

of, 47, n. 73.
court-procedure, beginning of, 154.

234 Cakrin writes with, 246 circles of
laymen marked with, 344 ; absence of, 345.

cowrie-jewel, description of,
light from, 235

;

;

;

cranes (balaka), rainy-season birds, 216, n. 279.
(sarasa), inseparable friends, 90, n. 130.
creeper,

on marriage-pavilion, 144,

n. 187.

crow-and-palm-tree, 138, n. 179, 312.
crying, origin of, 361.

Cucculus melanoleucus, n. 161.
customs, establishment

of,

150-155.

Damjaka, a king, 44.
Datujavirya, 345.

Dasarha=Vasudeva, 353.
Datta, V. q.v.
death, thought at time of, 57
58, n. 85

;

;

seventeen kinds

change in nature
of, n.

126

;

first

at,

58 ; wings of ant

accidental, 138.

at,

;

;

.
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personal, of man, 31; of god, 47; of goddess, 51; of
Rsabha, 134 S. of Sunanda, 138 f. of Bahubali, 184 ; of the
woman-jewel, 249 f.

description,

;

desire to hear, 26, n. 44.

Devanandin (Indra’s door-keeper), 184.
Dhana, merchant, incarnation of Rsabha, 8 ff.
Dhanurveda (science of archery), 219.
Dharana (Dharanendra), friend of ParSvanatha,
Vidyadhara-cities, 171

dharrna, fourfold, 5, n.
exposition of, 34 ff.

6,

n.

founds

14;

ff.

17

;

sermon on, 18

ff.

dharmacakra, 186, 192.
Dharmaghosa, Jainacarya, 8 ff. sermon by, 18
dharmalabha, greeting, 16, n. 23, 18 •

Dharmanatha, T. q.v.
Dhataklkhanda, description of, 390, 398.
dice, lucky throw of, 90, n. 129.
Dikkumaris, fifty-six, perform Rsabha' s
names, 105-07.
Dipasikhas (wishing-trees), 30, 94, 96,
divine things, five, 180 f., n. 223.

Drdhadharma, Samanika god, 52
dreams, fourteen great, 71, 100

;

support

of,

23

f.

ff.

birth- ceremonies,

105-08;

n. 135.

ff

ff.

;

interpretation of, 102-3, *4®

;

three

dreams, 177.

Druma, Asura
drums,

general, 116.

n. 151, 275, n. 332, n. 414.

Durdanta, a prince, 61.
Durdarsana, a king, 61.
duties, daily, 8i, n . 122 \
Dviprstha, V. q.v.

of

monks,

n.

38

,

26, n. 45.

Earths, seven of I^ower World, 380.
elements, the seven, 47, 168.
elephants, four kinds of, 88, n. 128; bhadra, id., 126, 185; seven
stages of rutting

emancipation, desire

of,

318, n. 359.

for, 26.

emerald, hair compared with, 166, n. 213.

emotions (rasa), 259, n. 316.
enemies, internal (antarangari), 2, n. 5.
existence, four objects of, 22, n. 34.

Faculties (paryapti), 19, 21, n. 2$> 31.
fainting,

treatment

for, 60, n. 87.
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fall

from heaven, indications

of,

57

f-

5

necessary until moksa, 71.

fasting, 27.
fasts, of several days, 70, n.

93

three kinds leading to death, n. 126

;

of four days conducive to success, 218, 245.
fearlessness, gift of, 19, 22

gesture bestowing, 192*

;

72 description of spring, 87, 156 ff.; to the
163114-29 initiation
statues of the Arhats, 131 birth
of
sadhus,
mok§a
of
ff.;
coronation
ff.;
337
259
66, 265

festival, of departure,

;

,

;

,

;

,

,

fight, best

fire,

water, 373.

kind

of,

305, 308.

,

eye, 305, 312.

,

voice, 305,

,

arm, 305, 314

,

staff,

317

312

ff.

ff.

ff.

origin of, 151.

Five Supreme Ones, 47, 70

;

formula of homage

to, n. 71.

in, 220, 321.
many names of, 156-7.

flash, hot, n.

flowers,

food, suitable for ascetics, 9, 12, 17; forty-six faults of, n. 17; four

kinds

of,

69; kinds eaten by people on extinction of

46, n.

wishing- trees, 15 1; origin of cooking of, 151

f.;

bee-like

way

of

taking, 70, n. 94, 177; various kinds of, 217; dry, 264, n. 324;

unsuitable for ascetics, 341.
forgiveness,

custom

form, change

of,

by

of asking, n. 68.

gods, 112, 115, 125, 129

;

to

amuse Rsabha, 133

fourteenth, auspicious, 238, n. 301.
fruit,

unacceptable, 12

;

tied

on wrist in marriage, 145,

Gaits, five of a horse, 241, n. 304.

gana, organization, n. 123, 210.
ganabhrts, eighty-four, 209.

Gandhara, country in West Videha, 30.
Gandharvas, celestial singers, 50, 255.

Gandhasamrddhaka,

Ganga (Ganges),

West Videha, 30.
West Videha, 30.

city in

GandhilavatT, province in

51, et passim, 335
Gardatoyas, bobantika gods, 160.

;

goddess, 250.

gati, n. 65.

Gauripuja, n. 206.

Gehakaras (wishing-trees) 30, 95, 97.
gem-jewel, description of, 233 f.
ghee, suitable for sadhus, 17.
Ghrtavara, continent and ocean, 395, 398.

n. 188.

f.

.

.
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made

gifts,

for a year, 72, 163.

goddesses, in heaven, 400.

gods, castes of, 48

f.;
can change form, 112, 115, 125, 129; make
themselves fivefold, 115, 129; do not wink, n. 346; intervene to
prevent war, 302 ; ten divisions of heaven-gods, 399 ; powers of,

400

f

by liquid, 76 ; wrought and unwrought, 129, n. 168, 162,
given away daily, 162 ; beautified by ocher, 261 ; fragrant,

gold, produced
n.

210

;

338, n. 377.
Golden Age, description of, 94 f
gold-leaf, 129.

Gomukha, Yaksa, 211.
gotra (clan), 257.
government, establishment

Graiveyaka (heavens),

Guhyakas (Yaksas),

of,

151.

18, 398.

335.

guilds, eighteen, 258, n. 315, 263.

Gunakara, friend of Jivananda, 66; a sadhu, 66.
gunasthanas, 187, 429 ff.
Gunavati, wife of Cakrin Vajrasena, 59.

Haha, Gandharva, 376.
hair, tearing out, 166

halllsaka (dance

;

comparison with emerald, 166,

by women),

hansas, migration

n. 213.

125.

of, 28, n. 47, 100.

Haradri==Astapada, q.v.
Hariscandra, King, 43 ff.
Harisena, C. q.v.
Hastimalla,

6, 308.
heavens, names and description of twelve, 398

rebirth in, 400

f.;

Indras

of,

3995

f.

381.
heron, symbol of deceit, 282, n. 336.

hells,

horse, five gaits of, 241, n. 304.
horse-jewel, description of,

Huhu, Gandharva,

240

f.,

n. 303.

376.

Iksvaku, 132.
images of Tirthankara, made by his power, 193
description of, 367
impossibilities,

examples

of,

puja

to, 59, et

passim,

34 220, 222, 225 264* 289? 3 °5 3^2*
?

incense, poisonous, used for murder, 65*

IndrassSakra,

;

ff.

q.v.; n. 6.

>

>
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Indra-festival, origin of, 342

f.

Indras, interpret dreams, 102

names

f.;

of the sixty-four, 114-18;

retinues of fourteen Indras, 112, 116-17
sixty- four attend death of
initiation, of

Rsabha, 163-66

of

;

of twelve heavens, 399

;

;

Rsabha, 360.

4000 kings, 167

;

of Sundari, 263

if.;

of Bharata, 378.

injury, three kinds of, 22.

instruments, fourfold musical, 50, n, 77, 124
to each Tirthankara, 1 if.
;

names

;

of, 121.

invocation, 1

Igana (heaven), description

48

if.;

386

ff,;

of,

398, 399.

Kanacandra, a king, 86.
Jalavfrya, 345.

Jambudvipa, description
of,

386

;

of,

386

rivers of,

jasmine, season for, n. 367

f.;
;

kinds

386; mountain-ranges
387; wall around, 388 f.

zones

mountains
of, n.

of,

of,

374

;

n. 403.

Jaya, C. q.v.
Jaya, goddess, 192.
jewels, fourteen, 72, 215

origin of, 262.

f.;

Jivananda, incarnation of Rsabha, 66
joints, six

kinds

of,

94

joy, demonstration of

Jrmbhakas,

by

ff.

n. 133.

f.;

gods, 121, 123

ff,;

147.

class of gods, 130, n. 169, 162.

Jyotiskas (gods), 335 f.; 383 ff.
Jyotiskas (wishing-trees) 30, n. 53, 94, 96.

Kaccha, king, 167

ff.,

176, 181, 209.

Kailasa==Astapada, q.v.
Kala, 253.
Kalaprstha, Bharata's bow, 223, n. 286, 301.

Kaloda, 391, 397, 398.

Kama

(Love), 31.

Kamagava, car, 116.
Kamalapida (name of
Kamatha, 6, n. 14.

Kandarpa=Kama,
Kapila, 329

karma

ff.;

q.v.

becomes Marici's

(results of

202 f

horse- jewel), 241,

former

destruction

of, 75>

forty-eight divisions of, 402

k arm as,

destructive, n. 103

202, n. 254.

Kaula, definition

of, n. 62.

disciple, 330.

acts),

;

manifestations

*88

;

of, 54; knot of,
57,
subsidence of, 75 5 one hundred

ff.

four belief-obscuring, n. 234

;

duration

of,

;

;
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Kau§ika=§akra,

q.v.

Kesava, friend of Jivananda, 66.
Ketu, n. 136, 277, n. 333.

Khandaprapata, cave, 173 march through, 231
Khecaras (class of gods), 237, 254, 256, 333.
;

f.

Kilbisikas, class of gods, 49, 399.
kings, circle of, 162, n. 208 ; self-initiated, 168, n. 215.

Kinnaras, gods, 333, 334, 383.
Kiratas, resist Bharata, 237 ff.

;

make

submission, 244; subjects of

Bahubali, 286.
Kirtivirya, 345.

knowledge,

gift of, 19
3 kinds possessed at birth by
See right-knowledge.
Krsna, V. q.v.
Krtamala, god, 229 ff.
;

Krtanta (Death), 108.
Ksanikavada, exposition

of, 40
refutation
Ksatriyas, the people, 155.
Kslravara, continent and ocean, 393, 398.

Ksitipratisthita, city in

;

West Videha,

of,

T., 109, n. 146*

40-41.

7.

Ksudrahimavat, Mt., 245 conquered by Bharata, 245 f.
Ksudrameru (small Meru) 391.
Kubera, god of wealth, n. 162 supplies treasures, 129
;

;

1

f.,

152, 162

builds Vinlta, 149.

Kun<Jala, continent and ocean, 397.
Kunthu, T. and C. q.v.

Kurucandra, King, story
Kurumatl, Queen, 43*

of, 43.

Iyac, 148, n. 190.

ladder (Sreni), 204, n. 261, 431.
Lalitahga, incarnation of Rsabha, 47
lamps, burning of, 365, n. 401.

ff.

LankeSa, P. q.v.
lasya (a kind of dance for women), 125, 333.

Lavanoda, description
law, beginning
,

,

of,

of,

389

ff.

97

the Hakara, 97, 148.
the Makara, 98, 148.

, the Dhikkara, 99, 148.
leprosy, cure of, 67 ff. ; 76.
liberality (dana), exposition of, 19.

lives

(jiva), divisions

of,

19

ff.,

n.

29

;

437

ff.

;

immovable, 19

ff.;
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movable, 19
fire,

ff.,

22

developed, undeveloped, 19, 21

;

;

earth, water,

one-,
air, 2r, plants, 21, 22; fine, gross, 21, 22;

21, two-,

three-, four-, five- sensed, 22.

Lohargala, city in East Videha, 59.

Lokantika gods, give order to found tirtha, 71
of,

f.,

160

nine subdivisions

;

160, 399.

Lokapalas, class of gods, 48, 399.
lotuses, nine golden, 192, n. 242, 262.

love, evil of, 35.

Lower World,

description of, 380

ff.

lutes, eleven kinds of, 375, n. 411.

Madhu, P. q.v.
Madyangas (wishing- trees),
Magadhatlrtha, conquest

Magadhe§vara, P.

30, 94, 96.

of,

218

ff.

q.v.

Maghavan, C* q.v.
Maghavan==&akra,

q.v.

Mahabala, incarnation of Psabha as Vidyadhara-king, 30
description

of,

31

;

coronation

of,

32

;

life of

ff.

personal

;

pleasure, 33

;

conver-

sion of, 34-46.

Mahadruma, Asura
Mahaghosa,

general, 117.

bell, 116.

Mahakaccha, king. 167,
Mahakala, 253.

176, 181, 209.

ff.,

Mahamati

(minister), 34 ff.
Mahana, origin of name, 344.

Mahapadma,

253.

Mahapitha, friend of Vajranabha, 71
Mahaughasvara, bell, 117.
Mahavlra, T. q.v.

;

persecuted

ff.,

148.

by Sangamaka,

n. 15

;

n. 166.

Mahaya§as, 345.

Mahendra=6akra,

q.v.

Mahldhara, friend of Jivananda, 66.

Makaraketu, 190 n. 237.
Mallinatha, T. q.v.

Manasa, Lake,

Manava, a

n. 47, 100.

treasure, 253

;

name

Mangala, n. 136.
Manibhadra, merchant, 12,
Manimalin, king’s son, 45.

Manorama,

of pillars in

15.

car, 116.

Manusottara, 165, description

of,

391.

Sudharma, 365,

n. 402.
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Manyangas

(wishing-trees), 30, 95, 97.

Many-sided doctrine (Anekanta), n. 4.
Marici, Bharata’s son, takes vow, 209 327 ff. heresy
births of, 352 f.
creates bad karma by pride, 353.
marks, on feet, 134 on hands, 136.
;

;

of,

330

;

future

;

;

marriage, of Rsabha, 138-48 ; pavilion for, 140 f. preparation for by
Apsarases, 141 if. ; preparation of brides, 142 f. ; preparation of
bridegroom, 144, fruit tied on wrist, 145 ring used in, 145, n. 189
;

;

tying of garments, 147; eight circles of

147;

fire,

400 f.
Marudeva, the sixth patriarch, 99 f.
Marude va Marnde vi, mother of Rsabha, 100
death of, 197.

=

fi.

;

among

gods,

omniscience and

Maruts, Lokantika gods, 160.

Maya, exposition of, 41 refutation
means (upaya), fourfold, 153, 184.
;

measures, beginning

of, 153, n.

meditation (dhyana), four kinds
meditation (samadhi), 46, n. 70

of,

41-42.

197.
of, 3, n.
;

io;=tapas, 27; 371,

n. 409.

(pratima), n. 81.

meditation, on worthlessness of body, 31

f.

;

absorption

in, 324.

Megbakumaras, 190, 334.

Meghamukha,

242, n. 305, 244.

Meghasvara, bell, 117.
Melia azadirachta, n. 63.
men, sixty- three famous,

7, n. 27.

Meraka, P. q.v.
merchants, suitable conduct

for, 88.

Meru, 7

ff.

meter,

;

description of, 385

names

of,

121.

Middle World, description of, 385 ff.
substance, 166.
mind, state of (bhava), 19, 27
resist Bharata,
;
Mlecchas, names of tribes of, 187, 231 f ., n. 294, 393
Bahubali,
of
276.
subjects
237 ff. conquered by Bharata, 241 f. ;
n.
pleasure,
189,
235 ;
modes, of conduct, 81, n. 122; of conveying
;

;

of expressing things, 210, n. 273.

modification (paryaya), 210, n. 272.

monkey, punished for fall, 329, n. 369.
moon, and ocean, 32 night before new,
;

162, n. 209

;

delights cakora, 180

;

36, n. 59

;

moon-days

honor paid to new,
for fasting, 208, n.

com270 ; palaces of, 243, n. 308 ; Sephalf destroyed by, 267 ;
sharpens
by,
339;
pared with shield, 2775 elephant-tusks split
sight, 346; islands of, 390.

monnstone, water dripping from, 150,

n. 192,
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motion, avoidance

mountain,

Mucuna

lifted,

of, 27.

71, n. 101.

pruriens, n. 84.

mulagunas

(chief qualities), 12, n. 19, 82.

Munisena, a muni, 64.
Munisuvrata, T.

q. v.

murder by poisonous incense, 65.
music, fourfold instruments

names

of,

of instruments, 121

myrobalan, 367,

50, n. 77
;

three scales of, 50, n. 79
notes, 133 f.

;*

;

gramaraga, 124, n. 163

;

n. 405.

Nabhi, the seventh patriarch, 100

if.

Nagakumaras, 242, n. 305, 244, 382; guardians of nine treasures, 252.
NagaSri, wife of a poor householder, 53 ff.
Nagila, a poor householder, 53.

Nahalas, 276.

Naigamesin, Sakra's general, 109, 230.
Naisarpa, 252.

name

of husband, not

spoken by Hindu women, n. 206.

name-paper, turned up by Death, 108, 224.

Nami, T.

q.v.

Natni, Vidyadhara-king, 170

Namucidvis=§akra, q
Nandana, B. q.v.
Nandana, 264, 386.
Nandi, a

ff.

v.

village, 52.

Nandisvara, continent, description

of,

395

ff.

;

ocean, 397.

Nandyavarta, car, 116.
Narayana, V. q.v.

Natyamala, god, 251 f.
nectar, put in Arhats’ thumbs, 130, 132:

nine tanks of,

184, 150.

Nimagna, river, 252.
nimba, 43, n. 63.
Nirnamika, a poor

NMumbha,
nutmeg,

girl,

53

ff

P. q.v.

effect from, 307, n. 349.

Oblation, 210

f.

Ocimum gratissimum,

n. 170.

offering-stands, 190, n. 238.

Oghasvaia,
oil,

bell, 116.

with 100,000 ingredients to cure leprosy, 67

ff

142,

n.
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omens, unfavorable, 275,

n. 331.

omniscience, of Rsabha, 188

325
378

;

of Bahubali, 326

;

;

of Marudevx, 197

of

Pundarika and sadhus, 357 ;

;

prevented by pride,
of Bharata*

-

origination, 209.

ornaments, collection of fourteen, 229,
omniscience, 376 ff

n.

removal

290 ;

of

—engenders

orpiment, 137, n. 177.

Padma, B. q.v.
Padma, C. q.v.
Padmaprabha, T.

q.v.

Pakasasana=6akra,

q.v.

palace, description of, 258.
palaces, statistics of, in heavens, 400.

no;

Palaka, an Abhiyogika god,

no

Sakra’s car, 190, description of,

ff.

pancaparmesthinamaskriya,

n. 71.

Pan<Jaka, 386.

Pandita, a nurse, 60 ff.
Panduka, 253.
Paramadharmikas (demons),

36, n. 58.

Parisadyas, class of gods, 48, 399.
Parsvanatha, T. q.v.
passions (kasaya), four, n.

5, n.

46

;

beginning

Patala, ocean water from, 126, n. 165

389

;

148

;

235, 299, 313

;

of,

403.
Patala- vessels y

f.

patriarchs, the origin of, 97
PaulomI, wife of Indra, 64.

;

account of the seven, 97-100.

pavilion, marriage, description of, 140

f.

;

creeper on, 144, n. 187.

peacocks, love for clouds of, n. 13.

from rain, 73, n. 107 kumbhika, in, n. 152 sources of, n. 314.
penance (tapas), 19, ^7, 33 outer, 27 ; inner, 27 confession and—, 27.

pearls,

;

;

;

;

perishing, 209.

permanence, 209.
picture, as device for telling a story, 61

Pitha, friend of Vajranabha, 71

ff.,

f.

148.

place-names, 263, n. 322.

and

favorable, 97, n. 136 ; cruel, 238 ; retrograde, 308.
plantain-tree, association with jujube 35, 88 houses of, 107, n. 144.
planets, cruel

;

platform, erected where Rsabha broke fast, 183.

Poa

cynosuroides, n. 108.

poetry, fourfold, 253, n. 313.
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position of hand, bestowing fearlessness, 192, n. 239
n. 283 ; varada (boon-bestowing), 211, n. 277.

5

li°n s-ear,

219,

posture, n. 396, 366.

powder, throwing

210, n. 274.

of,

powers, magic, 47, 75~79> n irl powers, supernatural (atiSaya), 5, n. ri, 132
*

Prabhasatlrtha, conquest

;

of voice, 199, n. 246.

226.

of,

Pracinabarhis==Sakra, q.v.
pradaksina (circumambulation), 193, et passim.
Prakirnakas, class of gods, 49, 399*

Pralhada, P. q.v.

W.

Prasannacandra, king in

Videha, 7.

Prasenajit, the fifth patriarch, 99.

pratima (meditation),

n. 81.

Prativasudevas, nine

of, 7, n.

16

names

;

of future eight, 352.

Pratyardhacakrins= Prativasudevas, q.v.
preaching, qualities of ganabhrts*, 211.
prestige,

importance

of,

289

ff.

pride, prevents omniscience, 325
principles,

;

eight kinds of, n. 391.

fundamental (tattvas), 437

Priti, wife of

Kama,

ff.

139.

Pritingama, car, 116.
Priyadarsana, merchant’s daughter, 87
propagation, of doctrine, eight kinds

ff.

of, n.

124.

puja (ceremony of worship), 59, et passim ; to images of Arhats, 131.
Pundarika, chief ganabhrt, omniscience and death of, 336 ff.
Pundarlkini, city in East Videha, 59.

punishment, different kinds described, 55
Purandara Sakr a, q.v.

ff.

=

Purimatala, place of Rsabha’s omniscience, 187.

Purnabhadra, friend of Jivananda, 66

Puruhuta=§akra,

;

a merchant, 87.

q.v.

Purusapun<JarIka, V. q.v.

Purusasinha, V. q.v.

Purusottama, V. q.v.
purvas, the fourteen, 209, n. 271.
Puskalapala, king, 63 ff.

Puskaradvipa, description

of, 391, 395 ; ocean, 395, 397.
Puskaravartaka (clouds), 163, 248, 313.

Puspadhanvan = Kama,
Puspaka,

car,

q.v.

116; god, 116.

Quality (guna), 210, n. 272

;

one hundred and eight, 451

ff.
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Rahu, n. 136, n. 333, 320, 341, 374, n. 410.
rainy-season, description of, 14 f. ;
birds, 216, n. 279.
Raj any as, companions of king, 155.
Raksasas (demons), 238, 240.

Rama, B.

q.v.

Ramas = Baladev as,

q.v.

Rati (Pleasure), 31

wife of

Ratipati=Kama,
Ratnaprabha,

;

Kama,

139,

q.v.

first earth,

containing hells, 380

f.

Ravi, n. 136.
rejection, of sinful activities, partial,
religion,

support

26

;

complete, 26.

of, 19, 23.

resolutions, 72, n. 102.

Revanta, 71, n. 100.
reverence, 27, 81.
right-belief,

faults of,

80,

n.

characteristics of, 81, n.

204; five characteristics

119 ; qualities of, 80, n. 120; three
exposition of, 202 ff.
121
divisions of,
;

of,

205.

right-conduct, exposition

of,

See good conduct.
right-knowledge, 201 ff.

divisions of, 201.

;

206

f.

;

used in marriage-ceremony, 145,
Ristas, Lokantika gods, t6o.

ring,

rite,

divisions of (=mahavratas), 206.

n. 189.

propitiatory, 231, n. 293, 251, 254, 262.

of Marudevi, 197; custom started, 197; of Rsabha and
munis, 363 ff.
river-bank, danger from, n. 57.
rites, funeral,

rivers, three of

Himavat, in,

Rohana, Mt. (mt. of

n.

150; fourteen of Jambudvipa, 262.

jewels), 150, 168.

root, preposition following, 223, n. 285.

DikkuRsabha, invocation to, 1 conception of, 100 ; birth of, 104
maris perform birth-ceremonies of, 105 ff. ; birth-bath of, 114-29
childhood of, 131-34; marriage of, 138-48 ; coronation of, 148-49
desire for initiation, 160 resignation of kingdom, 161 initiation
of, 163-66; first fast-breaking, 179 ff.; kevala, 187 ff.; progress
through country of, 331; congregation of, 358; death of, 360;
;

;

;

statue

of,

;

396.

Rsabhasena, ganabhrt, 209.

Rucaka, point at center of Meru, 380,
Rucaka, continent, 107

Rucaka Mountains,
rule,

precedence of

;

106, n. 142.
later,

n. 422.

description of, 397

34r

;

ocean, 397.
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Sabaras, Mleccha tribe, 247, 333.
Saci, wife of Indra, 258.

§aclnatha==&akra, q.v.
safflower, 334, n. 373.
saffron, n. 394.

Sagara, C. q.v.

Sagaracandra, merchant’s son, 86

ff.

Sagarasena, a muni, 64.

Sahasraksa=§akra,

q.v.

Sakatamukha, i87=Sakatanana

(grove),

196

sakinl-mantra, 322.

Sakra, Indra’s names and epithets apply to, n. 6 ; gives jRsabha birthbath, 1 14 ff ; establishes Iksvaku-family, 132 ; arranges Rsabha’s

wedding, 139

ff .

festival,

;

163

ff.

;

Rsabha crowned by, 149; holds

divine form

of,

342

;

initiation-

conducts Rsabha’s funeral

rites, 363 ff. ; makes Bharata’s initiation-festival, 378.
Sakrasamanikas, see Samanikas, 70.

Sakrastava, 127, n. 166.
remnant after, expression of contempt, 62, 138.

sale,
salt,

waved

as auspicious, 144, 266, n. 325.

Samanikas, class of gods, 48, 399.
samavasarana, n. 106 description
;

192, 334

f-

;

of,

190-92

;

order of rank of audience, 336

erected

by Vyantaras,

f.

•
Sambhava, T. q.v.
Sambhinnamati (minister), 34 ff. ; expounds Carvaka, 36-38.
samlekhana, two kinds of, defined, 70, 357.

samsara (worldly existence), pains

of,

Sanatkumara, C. q.v.
sandal, treatment for fainting, 60,
Sangamaka, god, n. 15.

n.

54

87

;

ff.

for leprosy,

Sani, n. 136.

Sankha, 253.

Sankrandana= Sakra,
Santi, T. and C. q.v.
Saptabhangi, n.

q.v.

4.

sarabha, attacking cloud, 238, n. 302
Sarasvatas, Lokantika gods, 160.

;

289, 303, 315.

Sarvaratna, 253.
Sarvatobhadra, name of palace, 60; car, 116.
Satabala (Vidyadhara-king), 30 ff.

Satamati (minister), 34

ff.

Satrunjaya, description

of,

Saudharma

334

;

first tirtha,

(heaven), 65, 398, 399.

357.

67

ff.
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Saumanasa, 386.
scales, three, 50, n.

79 ; notes

of, n.

173

;

imitation

of,

133

f.

self-initiated, 168, n. 215.

seventeen kinds of, 25, n. 40.
sermons, on dharma, 18-27 011 various punishments, 54-57 ; 199-208.
service, 27; ten persons entitled to, 83, n. 123; thirteen kinds of,
self-restraint,

n. 123.

§esa, n. 90, 319, 335.
sheaths, around Lower World, 381, 399.
shrine, memorial, description of, 365

ff.

;

protected by mechanical

guards, 370.
Siddhartha, garden, 165.
Silandhara, muni, 44.

Sindhu

(river), 227, et

passim

;

goddess, conquest

Sinhanisadya, memorial shrine, 365

ff.

227

of,

f.

373.

;

Sita, river, 29.

&Itala, T. q.v.

skin-jewel,

power to expand

sleeping-charm, use

Smara=Kama,

of,

of, 216, n.

278, 231, 243.

115.

q.v.

snakes, guardians of treasure, 45, n. 66 ; poisoning by look, 64 ; poisonjewels in hood of, 185 , feeding
less from brilliance of gods, 64
;

milk

to,

200

;

antidote for bite

of,

n.

288

;

put out

light,

246,

n. 310.

Soma-line, origin

Somaprabha

of, 324.
(Bahubali’s son) 177,

312=

Somaya£as, 177, 324.
songs, comic, sung at wedding, 146.
souls,

two

classes of, 1, n. 3.

See

lives.

Sphatikadri=Astapada, q.v.
Sreyansa, grandson of Bharata, 177

ff.,

362.

§reyansa, T. q.v.
Sri (Laksmi), married to Visnu, 63
§rl,

use

of, n. 1

;

of victory, 231

Srida=Kubera,

;

of Death, 237

101.

;

of emancipation, 1
;

;

of

modesty, 3 1

etc.

q.v.

Srfmati, wife of Vajrajangha, 59 ff.
Srfprabha, palace in Xsana, 47, et passim.
Srivatsa, car, 116.

Srutakevalin, 18.
steps, three, 209, 210.

sthanakas, the twenty, 80

ff.

stone-balls struck together, 108, n. 145.

>

Bharata, 162;

.

;.
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by

story, told

picture, 61.

study, of sacred texts, 27.
stuti, 109, 128, 167, 194, 198, 267, 269, 298, 300, 337, 339>

Subahu, friend of Vajranabha, 71
Subhadra, the woman-jewel, 249.

Subhuma,
substance,

ff.;

346, 37<>

ff

148.

C. q.v.
1, n. 2,

210, n. 272.

Subuddhi, a layman, 43

ff

friend of Jivananda, 66

;

;

merchant, 177

ff

Sucitrangas, 95, see Citrangas.

Sudarsana, B. q v.

Sudharma, name of gods’ council-hall, 140, n. 181.
sugar-cane, presented to Rsabha, 132 season for, n. 172
;

;

destroyed by

wild pigs, 329, n. 370.

Sughosa, a

no,

bell,

Sukra, planet,

n. 148, 290.

136.

11.

§ukra (preceptor), 184,

n. 227.

Sulasa, 345, n. 389.

Sumanas, car, 116.
Sumahgala, twin and wife of Rsabha, 132, et passim ; prepared for
wedding, 142 ff.; mother of Bharata and Brahml, and 49 pairs of
twin sons, 148.
Sumati, T. q.v.

summer, description

of,

13

f.

Sunanda, wife of Rsabha, 138, et passim prepared for wedding, 142
mother of Bahubali and Sundari, 148.
;

ff.

§unasira=Sakra, q.v.
Sundari, birth
n.

202

;

Sun, islands

148

of,

first

of,

;

learns arithmetic, 153

laywoman, 209

;

initiation of,

;

marriage to Bharata,

263

ff.

390.

Suparsva, T. q.v.

Suprabha, B. q.v.
Susena, Bharata’s general, 215, et passim.
Susthita, muni, 60.

Sutrarnan=Sakra,

q.v.

Suvarnajangha, king in East Videha, 59.
Suvega, Bharata’s messenger, 274, et
Bahubali, 278

passim;

ff.

Suvidhi, T. q.v.

Suvrata=Munisuvrata,

q.v.

Suya6as, friend of Vajranabha, 71 ff.; 148.
Svati, rain at time of, 73, n. 107 ; 261, n. 319, 384.
Svayambhu, V. q.v,

Svayambhuramana

(ocean) 129, 397, 398.

negotiations

witi^

;
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Svayambuddha

(minister), 34
exposition of dharma by, 34-36
carnation as a Samanika, 52 ff.
;

Svayamprabha, goddess, 51
svayamvara, 251, n. 312.
sword-jewel, description

Syadvada,

of,

ff.

241.

n. 4, 4.

Taksasila, Bahubali’s capital,

description

;

TamraparnI

183 et passim

adornment

;

of,

184

of,

277 f.
Tamisra, cave, 174 conquest
(river

famous

Tapagaccha, n. 324.
Taraka, P. q.v.
tattvas (fundamental

of,

229

437

by Rsabha,

thread, origin of sacred, 344

;

ff.

ff.

162.

f.

thrones, shaking of, of Indras, 102, 108

Sindhu, 227

march through, 233

ff.;

for pearls), 150.

principles),

territory, apportioned

tilaka

in-

;

of &akra, 149, 163, 378

;

;

of

Nagakumaras, 242.

of

(mark on forehead), fourteenth ornament, 229

;

propitiatory,

231, n. 293.

time of death, thought at, 57.
change in nature at, 58.
wings of ant at, 58, n. 85.
,

,

time, divisions

of,

93

ff.

tirtha, sacred place, 54, et passim.
1 ff.; suck thumbs, 130;
regarding future
prophecy
consequences of disrespect to, 173;
name,
age, color,
parents,
gotra,
twenty-three, 347-49
city,
each
prayer
to
T.,
371-73
height, interval between, 347-49

Tirthankaras, twenty-four, invocation to each,

;

l

;

total of, 398.

towns, different kinds

of, 263, n.

322.

tranquillity, 26.

Trayastrinsas, class of gods, 48, 399.
treasures, nine, 73, 252
trees,

blossom from

names
trials

;

names

of,

232

;

kicks or kisses from

functions

women,

of, 217, 223.

(pansaha) 33, n. 55, 182.

Tricosanthes, n. 216.

Tridandin (ascetic carrying 3 staves), 352.
Triprstha Kesava, V. q.v.
Tri vistap ap ati Sakra, q.v.

=

truth, faith in principles of, 26.

Turyangas

33

(wisbing-trees), 30, 94, 96.

of,

232

n. 204,

f.

;

199

262.
5

various

;
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Tusitas, Lokantika gods, 160.
twins, description of, 29.
IJgras,

guardsmen, 155.

umbrella-jewel, power to

expand

of, 243.

universe, shape of, 380,

Unmagna, river, 252.
use, momentary and repeated,

207, n. 269.

uselessness, comparisons for, 330.

uttaragunas (subsidiary qualities), 12, n. 19, 82*
Uttarakurus, description

Upper World,

of,

29

f.

description of, 398

f.

Uttarasadha, constellation, 100, 104, 166, 188.
Vahnis, Lokantika gods, 100; =Agnis, 399.
Vaimanikas, gods in heavens, 103, 319, 335, et passim

;

398

vaisakha-position, 245, n. 309.

Vaitadhya, description

Vajrabhrt = Sakr a,

of,

173

f.

;

conquest

of,

228

;

description

of,

388.

q.v.

Vajrajangha, incarnation of Rsabha, 59 ff.
Vajranabha, incarnation of Rsabha, 71 ff.
Vajrasena, cakrin in East Videha, 59, 71.

Vajrin=§akra, q.v.
vanities (gaurava), 23, n. 35.

Varadamatirtha, conquest

Vardhamana (Mahavira),

of,

223

ff.

366, n. 404, 396.

Varisena, 366, n. 404, 396.

Varunlvara, continent and ocean, 395.
vas, use of, n. 54.

Vasantapura,

city,

Vasava=Sakra,
Vasudevas, nine

8

ff.

q.v.

16 prophecy about future eight, 350 f
city,
name, age, color, height, period, 350 f. distribution

of, 7, n.

gotra, parents,

.

;

;

;

of, 398.

Vasupujya, T. q.v.

Vayukumaras, 190, 334.
Vedas,

made by Rharata, 344 degraded
;

later, 345.

Veladharins, 389.

Vidura, sprouting with jewels, 63, n. 88.
Vidyadhara-dties, founding of, 173-75 ; names of no dties, 174-75.
Vidyadharas, winning of lordship of, 170—73 ; sixteen classes of, 175 f.
resist Bharata, 247 f. ; make submission, 248 ; on Astapada, 334.
vidyas, forty-eight thousand, 173, n. 218
n. 219.

;

sixteen classes of, 175

f.
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Vijaya, B. q.v.

Vijaya, goddess, 192.

Vimala, car, 116.
Vimala, T. q.v.

Vimalavahana, the first patriarch, 96
Vinami, Vidyadhara-king, 170 ff.

f.

Vinlta, description of, 149-50; decoration of, 255

f,

Vlra=Mahavira, q.v.
Visnus=Vasudevas, q.v.
Visvakarman, divine architect, 215.
vitalities (prana), 22, n. 32.

Vitex Negundo, n. 394.
vows, great, 56.
,

lesser (anuvrata), 25, 207, 344.

,

meritorious (guna), 26, 207.

,

disciplinary (§iksa), 26, 208, 344.

•

,

pausadha, 218

ff.

vows, results of violation

Vr ddhasr avas = Sakra,
Vrtrahan=Sakra,
Vyantaras,
of,

383

of,

56

f.

q.v.

lanchanas

War, preparation

given up by 4,000 kings, 168

;

q.v.

make samavasarana,
;

207

f.,

for,

of,

192, 335

;

divisions of, 382

f.

Indras

;

383.

between Bahubali and Bharata, 285

f.,

295

ff.,

*
of Bahubali, 297 of Bharata, 299.
water, purification of, 11, n. 18 ; thick, 380, 381.

301

;

;

wealth, brought by Yafcsas, 123,
weapons, thirty -six, 48, n. 76.
Well-digging, proverb about, 46,

well-mark, 135, n* 175.
wind, thick, 13, 380, 381

;

n.

162

;

by Jrmbhakas,

130, 162.

n. 67.

thin, 380, 381.

wishing-trees (kalpa), ten, 29-30, 94 ff .
decreased, 148 ; extinction of, 151.

woman, value of, 52 ; birth as
woman-jewel, description of, 249

;

efficacy increased,

caused by

104

deceit, 84.

f.

worldly objects, indifference to, 26.

Yajnavalkya, 345.
Yaksas, suppliers of treasure, 123

;

attendants of jewels, 234, of nine

321 ; sixteen thousand attendants of
on Astapada, 333 ; work on samavasarana, 335.

treasures, 252, of cakra, 291,
1

Cakrin, 244, 262

;

Yasasvin, the third patriarch, 98.
Yogis, 134, 269, 285, 312, 319, 337.

yojana, determined by march of cakra, 216.
Yugandhara, muni, 54 f. ; sermon by, 54*57

-

INDEX OF SANSKRIT AND PRAKRIT WORDS,
Akarana, ix

apayacintana, 4 n.
apurvakarana, 187,

n.

aksmamahanasi, 76

n.

agnimandala, 275 n.

hi

209

xm.

apramana,

(scriptures), 74, 201,

201 n,

n, 327.

angara, 11 n.
angula, 234 n, 240 n.
acaksu (karman), 188

abbayada, 192 n.
abhayadana, 19.
abbavya, x n, 76 n.
abhigraha

12 n, 72 n.

abhuttbana (abhyutthana), 83
abhyahrta, 10 n.

atitbisamvibhaga, 208.
atisaya, 5 n, 6 n, 102, 197 n.

addbabara (ardbabara), 229
adbyavapura, 10 n.

(4),

abhinaya, 189 n.
abhivardhita, 263 n.

n.

an j ana, 395 n.
anuvrata, 12 n, 25, 207.

Anagna,

n,

apramatta, 187.

n.

afiga, 348.

Anga

203

apoba, 60.

anka, 367, 368.
ankf,

203,

378-

n.

30, 95, 97.

anantacatustaya, 379 n.
anavasthita, 202 n.

ana§ana, 27, 85 n.
ananugamika, 201 n.

n.

amavasi, 36 n.
amavasya, 280, 280 n.

amrta, 130, 130 n, 374 n.
arjaka, 130.
artha, 22 n.

ardhanaraca, 94 n.
ardhasamavrtta, 253 n.
arhat, 75 n.

anirbara, 85 n.

avaktavyam, 2

anivrtti, 187.

avagraha, 201, 201 n, 341, 341 n*
avadbi, 109 n, 188 n, 201 n.

anivrttikarana, 203, 203 n.

n.

anisrsta, 10 n.

avadbijnana, 75 n, 201.

anukampa,

avamana, 154

26, 81 n, 206.

anuklesa, 27,

anubandba, 26
Anekanta,

n.

2.

n.

6 n,

avasarpinX,

avaslhi,

82

93, 95, 138,

n.

antarangari, 2 n.

avasthita, 202 n.

antarodaka, 263, 263 n.
antarmuhurta, 21 n, 78, 202 n,

avicara, 85 n.

203.

7,

197, 246, 360.

avaya* 201 n.
asana, 46 n.

ap, 20 n.

asastropabatam, 11 n.

aparikarma, 85 n.

a§oka,

aparigraba, 206.
aparinata, xx n.

aparyapta, 20 n, 21 n.

355

156,

157,

165, 334, 336,

-

alvattha, 98, 145, 148.
astama, 70 n.
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20 n, 21
210 n.

asanjnin,
asati,

aharaka, 76 n, 118 n.
abarya, 189 n.

n, 22.

asteya, 206.
ahinsa, 24

11,

Ikka, 229 n.

206.

iga,

Akara, 275 n.
akincanya, 24 n.

n.

iccha, 82 n.

indradhvaja, 113, 113 n, 366, 367.
indriya, 20 n.

akrti, 1 n.

agama, 3

229

mgini, 85 n.

n.

angika, 189 n.

indriyaparyapta, 21 n.

acamamla, 264 n.
acamla, 264 n.
acarya, 83, 83 n, 152 n, 224, 251,

indrotsava, 343 n.

258, 293.

Iryasamiti, 23 n.
lha,

201 n.

acchidya, 10 n.
ajivika, 10 n.

Uttaraguna, 12, 12 n, 81 n, 328.

ajnacintana, 3 n.

uttariya, 298 n.

atmaraksa, 48.
adananiksepanasamiti, 23 n.
adikrtmandala, 183.

uttaryamanalavana, 266
uttejita,

241 n.

utterita,

241 n.

adityapltha, 183.

utpada, 209.

adhakarmika, 9 n.
anugamika, 201 n.
apucchana, 82 n, 83

utpadanadosa, 10

n.

utsannakriya, 360.

utsannakriyam apratipati, 4

n.

amarsausadhilabdhi, 75 n.
amala, 377 n.

utsargasamiti, 23 n.

amalasaraka, 377, 377 n.
ayurbandha, 21 n.

utsaha, 121, 122 n.

Ayurveda, 66.
ayuskarma, 202

utsarpini, 93, 95.

udumbara, 217.
udgamadosa,9 n.
udbhinna, 10

n.

arjava, 24 n.

unmana, 134

n.

artadhyana, 3 n.
arya (meter), 122 n.

unmi&ra, 9 n.
n.
unmiSrita,

alingimrdanga,
alingi,

in

n.

in,

n

in

n.

n.

upakantba, 241 n.
upayoga, 50 n.

avali, 204.

upa§ama, 75,

avasyaka, 81 n.

upasamasreni, 204.

avassita (avasyakl), 82 n.

upa§raya, 341 n.
upapada, 21 n, 47 n.

aviddha, 375 n.
askandita, 241 n.

Upanga, 201, 201
upadhyaya, 83 n.

astikya, 26, 81 n, 206.

upaya, 184.

ahara, 20 n, 21 n, 119 n.

upasana, 154 n.

aslvisa,

n.

75 n.

n.

n.
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urasutta (urahsutra), 229 n.

karavalika, 49 n.

uvasampaya (upasampat) 83 n.

karlra, 172.

m

Urdhvaka,
uha, 6o, 201

karkaraka, 150.
karnikara, 217.

n.

kartarl, 49 n.

n*

karbata, 263,

karma, 6 n, 35, 140, 132 n, 158,

Rju, 202.
rjumatijnana, 75 n.

188, 197, 202, 267, 298, 300, 323,

rddhi, 23 n.

324, 325, 326, 329, 330, 337, 344,
346, 353, 357, 402
kalasa, 113 n.

rsabha, 134.

rsabhanaraca, 94 n.
rsti,

49

ff.

kalacikabharana, 229 n.

n.

kalpa, 301,

no,

Ekatvavitarkavicara, 4 n.
ekaksa, 20 n.

kalyana, 109, 109 n,

ekantaduhsama, 93.

kasaya, 2 n, 119 n, 187 n, 328.
kansyakara, 259 n.

ekantaruksa, 152 n.

ekantasusama, 93.

kakinl,

ekantasnigdha, 152 n.

kanksa, 80 n.

234

n.

Kali, 176.

esanasamiti, 23 n.

kama, 22
Aikyasrutavicara, 4

Kama,

n.

Oakara, 150, 219, 373.

*

n.

87.

kayacesta, 85 n*
kayabala, 76 n.

kayotsarga,

16,

n.

aunodarya, 27.
aupa§amika, 204, 204 n.

karunya, 33 n.
karmana, 118 n.

Kakkola, 223.

ka§yapa, 258 n.
kasaya, 328.

kaksakara, 259 n.

kahala, 121, 293.

kinSuka, 335.

kataka, 229 n.

kadaa (kataka), 229
kanaya, 49

n.,

16 n, 54

81 n, 323, 324, 326.
karaka, 205.

audarika, 118 n.

audde&ka, 9

229

196, 370.

kavi, 84 n.

n.

n.

kimpaka, 168, 168
kila, 247.

58 n.
94 n.
kunkuma, 355 n,

kantakita, 355 n.

kitika,

kadamba,

Idlika,

157, 157 n, 355.

kandala, 339, 379.
kapikacchu, 56, 159.

kutika, 185.

kampana, 49

kurujala,

n.

karana, 203 n, 375 n.

229 n.

karandaka, 29 n.

kuddala, 49 n.
kunta, 49 n.

karapatra, 49 n.

kubja, 94 n.

n.

n,

68,
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kumuda, 184.
kumbha, 152, 367.
kumbhakara, 258 n.
kumbhika, in, hi n.

Khadga, 49 a.
khadya, 46 n.
kheta, 263.

khelausadhi, 75 n.

kurajya, 263, 263 n.

Gaaa, 83 n, 210.
ganadhara, 73 a, 81 n, 211, 353,

kula, 83 n.

kulakara, 102.
kulakrt, 102.

356

.

kulagrha, 154 n.

ganabhrt, 209, 210, 211.

kulmasa, 72 n, 76 n.

ganita, 154 n.

ku§a, 74, 74 n, 271.

gatij

kusila,

gatitrasa, 21 n.

76 n.
kupakhanana, 46 n.
krsna, 166 n.
keura (keyura), 229 n.

44

n, 200, 270.

gada, 49 n.

gandharva 258

n.

Gandhari, 173.
Garuda, 335.

ketaki, 354, 355.
kevala, 188 n, 196, 358, 378.

garbhaja, 21 n.

kevalajnana, 64, 201, 323, 325, 326,

galita,

122

n.

gavyuti, 5 n, 29 n, 365

361.

kevalisamudghata 119 n.

gandhara, 133 n.
gandharagrama, 50
Gandhari, 173 n.

kotivedha, 76.

gunja, 134 n, 234 n,

kevalajnanakalyana, 190.
kevalin, 4 n, 75 n.

kosthakabuddhi, 76
kautuka, 231 n.
Kaula, 43.

n.

kauSala, 80 n.

Kau§ild, 175.
kiita, 10 n.

guna, 2Q5, 210

n.

n.

gunavrata, 12 n, 26, 207.
gunasthana, 3 n, 4 n, 187, 197,
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ff.

gupti, 23 n.

guru, 202, 321, 326.

krodha, 2 n.

gurupuja, 83 n.

krodhapmda, 10 n.

gulika, 49 n.

ksapakasreni, 197, 204, 357, 361,

Gehakara, 30, 95, 97, 235.
gonl, 297 n.

378
ksamayitva, 46 n.
ksaya, 75.
*

ksayatithi, 238 n.
ksanti,

24 n.

ksayika, 204, 205.

ksayopasamika, 204, 205, 205 a,
ksframadhusarpiraSrava, 76 a.

gotra, 257, 346.
gopala, 259 n.

gophani, 49 n.
gorocana, 137 n.
go&frsa (candaaa), 67, 69, 213, 246,

261, 299, 363.

ksurika, 49 n.
ksveda, 155 n.

gaurava, 23 n.
Gaurl, 173, 173 n, 175.
Gaurlpuja, 158 n.

ksvedaprccha, 155 n.

grantin', 202, 203.

•

m
grahanaisana,

n n.

jati,

124 n, 376

jatiraga,

gramatraya, 50 n.

376

n.

n.

gramaraga, 124, 124 n, 197.

Jina, 359 n.

glana, 83 n.

jinakalpa, 205 n.

19 n, 22 n, 148, 158, 437.

jfva, 19,

Ghana, 49

119 n.
jnanadana, 19.
jivapradessa,

n.

ghatikarman, 72, 183 n.

Jyotisika, 94,

Cakora, 180, 198, 305, 342.

Jyotiska, 30, 96.

cakra, 49 n, 72, 134, 196, 213, 254,
262, 273, 281, 291, 304, 307, 320,

Jhallari, 380,

380

n.

321, 322, 331, 352.

cakravaka, 258, 260, 294, 330.
caksu (karman), 188 n.
c atur asrasusamsthana ,

94

Daccusa, 490.
daha, 49 n.

n.

Tagara, 245.

caturtha, 70 n, 208.
caturvinsatistava, 81 n.

tattva, 16, 192 n,

campaka, 157, 353.

tapas (12), 12 n, 19, 24 n, 26.

carmakara, 239 n.

tapasvin, 83 n, 84 n.

437

ff.

cataka, 122, 146, 172, 211, 33°-

tamala, 334.

carana, 75 n, 79 n.
caritra, 206, 207.

taravari,

49 n.
tahakkara (tathakara), 82

caritramohaniya, 204 n.

tandava, 376.
tambulika, 259 n.

caritramohanlyakarman, 203 n.
10 n.

cikitsa,

tamra, 188.

Citrarasa, 30, 95, 96.

curnayoga, 11 n.

376 n.
238 n
163
tiryanc, 20 n.

culamani (cudamani), 229 n.

tilaka, 142, 213, 229,

tala, 376,

Citranga, 30, 96.

tithi,

caityadru, 73, 131, 192, 335.
caityastupa, 366.
cotl (H), 234.

n,

229

tlrtha, 54, 59, 149, 198, 259, 298,
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Chadmastha, 168, 183 n, 361.
chandana (ch and ana), 83 n.

tlrthakrtkarman,

chardita, 11 n.

Tirthahkara, 7, 7 n, 347.

Chedasutra, 201 n.

tirthaseva,

chelavana, 153 n.

tudia (trutita), 229 n.

5, 5 n.
tirthakrtnamakarman, 84.

80

n.

Tumbtixu, 192, 192 n*
Jaiighacarana, 79 n.

jalamandala, 275 n.
jallansadhi, 75 n.

turya, 70 n.
n.

n, 231,

234, 262, 296, 338, 355 n.

Tlrthakrt, 357.

jambu, 157, 300, 300

n.

turyanga, 94, 96.

Turyahgaka, 30.
tejas, 20 n, 21 n.
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tejolesya,

dronamukha, 263.

taijasa,

dvesa, 3 n.

76 n.
118 n, 119 n.

tomara, 49 n.
torana, 144 n.
trasa, 19, 20 n, 21 n.

Dhanus, 49
dharma, 5,

1

n.

[329, 330, 340.

22 n, 35, 271, 328,
dharmakathin, 84 n.
dharmacakra, 6 n, 186, 192, 331.
18,

trasana<Ji, 235 n, 401.
Tridandin, 352.
trasanamakarman, 21 n.

Dharmacakrin, 346.

tripadi, 267.

dharmatlrtha, 160.

triprstha, 29 n.

dharmadhyana, 3

trisula,

49

n> 4 n, 344, 352.

dharniadhvaja, 331.
dharmaiaga, 26 n.

n.

tryasra, 234 n.

dharmalabha,

16, 18.

Datti, 154 n.

dharmopagrahadana, 23.

darpana, 113 n.
darbha, 2x8, 325.

dbatu, 47 n, 375 n.
dhatrikarman, 10 n.

darsanamohanlyakarman, 203
204 n, 205 n.
darsaratri, 36 n.

n,

dharana, 201 n.
dhlvara, 259 n.
dhikka, 99.

dana, 19.
dayaka, 11 n.

dkuma, 11

darstantika, 189 n.

dhorita, 241 n.

digvirati, 207.

dhyana, 3 n, 371 n.
dhruvak^, 121, 121 n.
dhrauvya, 209.

dhikkara, 148.

digvrata, 208.

dlpaka, 205.

Dipasikha, 30, 94, 96, 96 n.
duhkhotpada, 22 n.

Nandyavarta, 113 n, 134, 135
napunsaka, 55 n.
namaskara, 162 n.

dundubhi, 90.
dusphota, 49 n.
duhsama, 93.

namaskrti, 166.

duhsamasusama, 6
dutakarman, 10 n.

n, 93.

durva, 107,

144, 217,

141,

n.

naya, 210 n.
nagadatnanl, 225.
249,

nagaloka, 142 n.

deSavakasikavrata, 208.

nanatvasrutavicara, 4 n.
napitakarman, 154 n.
nama, 1 n.
natnakarman, 44 n.
naraka, 20 n, 21 n ? 361.

dramaka, 32

narakasandha, 35

320, 355deva, 20 n., 21 n.

[258, 261.

devadiisya, 107, 165, 165 n, 246,
desavirati, 25.

n.

dravya, 1 n, 4 n, 210 n.
dravyatTrtha, 80 n.

dravyapramana, 153 n, 154
dravyasamlekhana, 357.

naraca, 94 n.
niksipta, 11 n.
n.

niksepa, x n.

nidana, 3 n.

n.

n.
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nimantana (nimantrana), 83

n.

nimba, 43.
niyama, 26 n.

pala§a, 16, 334.

palya, 29 n.

nirgrantha, 76 n.

palyopama, 252.

nirlobhata, 24 n.

pascattapakara, 82 n.

nirvana, 272, 347, 357> 365nirvanakalyana, 361.

paovagamana, 85
Pansumula, 176.

nirveda, 26, 81 n, 205.

niskramana, 72.

padapopagamana,

82 n.

84, 85 n, 358.

pana, 46 11.
papa, 3 n.

nisihita (naisedhiki), 82 n.
nlti, 96, 97.

nUa, 166 n.

n.

pakhandin, 41 n.
Panduki, 176.

niskuta, 230 n.

nislhi,

paryusana, 46 n, 210 n.
parvani, 379 n.
parvani, 379 n.

nimitta, io n.

Parvati, 176.

*

naimittika, 84 n.

pasa, 49 n.

nyagrodhaparimandala, 94 n.

pindavisuddhi, 12 n.

pindavisodhi

(4),

Pancaparamesthinamaskriya, 47 n.
padipucchana, 82 n.

pindastha, 371 n.

padipuccha (pratiprccha), 82

pihita, 11 n.

n.

12

n,

pippal, 148 n, 217.

punya, 366.

panava, 376.
pandu, 355 n.
pattana, 263.

purusartha, 253 n.
pulaka, 76 n.

pattisa, 49 n.

puspa, 375, 395 n.

padastba, 371 n.
padanusari, 76 n.

puja, 59, 127, 131, 213, 258, 298,

299, 301, 304, 374.
putika, 9 n.

padartha, 3 n.
panasa, 355 n.

purnatithi, 238 n.

parakarane, 82 n.

Paramadharmika, 36

n.

paraloka, 199 n.
parasu, 49 n.

purva (time), 84 n, 100 n.
Purva (scriptures), 118 n, 201, 201
n, 209, 291, 358.

purvadhara, 75 n.

paravrtti, 10 n.

parikarma, 85 n.
parikslnapunyacatnrdaifka, 238 n.
paribhogaisana,
n.

n

pQrvaiiga, 347.
prccba, 155 n.

prthaktvavitarkavicara, 4 n.
prthula, 234 n.

paiinama, 203.

prthvlmandala, 275 n.

parlsaha, 33 n.

pota, 154 n.

paryanka, 359, 360, 366.
paryapta, 20 n.

posadhavrata, 208.

paryapti, 19, 20 n, 22 n.

pausadha, 218, 223, 226, 251, 255,

paryaya, 4 n, 210 n.

pattrusi,

259 -

210

n.

523
Praklrnaka, 201, 201 n.

bhadra (dvipa),

prakrti, 205, 205 n.

bhadrasana, 113 n.

.

Prajnapti, 173, 173 n.
pratikramana, 81 n.

pratima

(12),

bhalli, 49 n.
bhavya, 1 n, 76
bharanda, 319.

12 n.

bhava,

pratima, 54, 54 n, 170, 175.
pratimana, 153 n, 134 n, 294.
pratisthapanasamiti, 23 n.

n, 343, 371, 378.

1 n, 19, 27.

bhavana, 12

n, 27.

bhavasamlekhana, 337.
bhasa, 20 n.

pratyakhyana, 81 n.
pratyeka, 20 n, 21.

bhasasamiti, 23 n.
bhindimala, 49 n.
bhut, 283.

pradaksina, 193, 321 et passim.
pradeSanispanna, 154 n.

bhumi, 20 n.
Bhumitunda, 175.
Bhrnga, 30, 94, 96.

prabhavana, 80 n, 84 n.
pramana, 153 n, 154 n.
n.

pravacin, 84 n.
prastha, 210, 210 n.

Makara, 136, 237, 335, 368.
maksika, 49 n.
mangala, 231 n.

prana, 20 n, 22 n.

praduhkarana, 9
prabhrtika, 9 n.
pramitya, 10 n.

n, 292, 301.

bhavatfrtha, 81 n.

pratisrutika, 189 n.

pramoda, 33

88

88,

n.

madamba,

263.

mani, 234 n.
mandala, 162 n, 275

prayascitta, 27.

prayasdttakautukamahgala, 231

n.

Manyauga,

n.

30, 93, 97.

priyahgu, 95, 98, 99, 103.
planghana, 241 n.

mati, 109 n.
matijnana, 60 n, 201, 201 n.

pluta, 241 n.

matsyayugma, 113
mada, 339, 339 n.
madana, 145 n.

Phut, 309.

n.

madhuratrnaphala, 234
Bakacestita, 282 n.

bakula, 156, 355.
balipatta, 190 n.

bahu, 201, 201
bahusa, 76 n.

358-

n.

manahparyayajnana, 75 n, 201.

badara, 20 n, 21, 21

a.

bimba, 51, 139.
bljabuddhi, 76 n.

brahmacarya, 24

n,

25

n.

Brahmanda, 243.
Bhaktapratyakhyana, 85
bhakti, 80 n.

n.

Madyanga, 30, 94, 96.
madhyamagrama, 50 n.
manahparyaya, 72, 166, 202, 202

Manu, 175.
manusya, 20 n.
manusyaloka, x66 n.
manobala, 76 n.
mantra, 322 n.
n.
mantradosa,
manda (dvipa), 88 n.
mandradvipa, 88 n.

n

n>

n,
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marakata, 166 n.

mrgadvipa, 88 n.

malla, 308.

mrdanga,

234

n,

273

n, 376,

380 n.

mallika, 334.

maharghyasvalpabhusana, 230

n.

mainphala, 145, 145 n.
maitri, 33 n.

mahavidya, 173 n.
mahavratas, 12 n.
mahiruh, 20

in n,

moksa, 22

n, 21 n.

n,

197, 199, 201,

77,

203, 206, 300, 340.

mraksita, 11 n.

makara, 98, 99, 148.

manavaka, 365.

Yaksakardama, 178, 256, 298, 364,

Matangi, 176.

375

matrdevl, 141 n.

matrvesma, 141

n.

madhyasthya, 33 n.
mana, 2 n, 114, 154

manapinda, 10

yati, 357*
n.

n.

manonmanavamanani, 153 n.
manonmanapramana, 154 n.

n,

26

n,

70 n, 207.

yava, 135 n.
yuga, 263 n.
yoga, 75
yogapinda,
-

in ay a, 2 n.

mayapinda, 10

n.

maranantika, 119

n n.

Yogi, 259, 337 *
yojana, 5 n, 192 n, 216, 218, 346.

n.

tnardava, 24 n.
malati, 334.

Rajju, 103, 103 n, 401,

malakara, 259 n.
malapahrta, 10 n.

rayana
rasa,

mahana, 343, 344.
miccha (mithya), 82

(ratna),

23

n,

189

229 n.
n, 239, 323.

rasatyaga, 27.
n.

mithyadrstiprasansana, 80 n.

mithyadrstisamstava, 80 n.
misradvipa, 88 n.

mukti, 24 n.
muttavall (muktavall), 229 n.

raga, 3 n,

124 n.

rajakulakarana, 154 n.
rajacakra, 162 n.

radhavedha, 319, 319 n.
rista,

368.

rupa, 152 n.

n.

mudda, (mudra) 229
muni,

yatidharma, 23

yathapravrttikarana, 203, 203 n.
yantrapldaka, 259 n.

Manavl, 175.

mudgara, 49

*

yata, 99.

rupavarjita, 371 n.
n.

16.

muraja, 380.
musala, 49 n.
musti, 49 n.

rupastha, 371 n.
recita,

241

n.

rocaka, 205.

Robin!, 173 n.
raudradhyana, 3 n.

muhurta, 202 n.
mulakarman, 11 n.
mulaguna, 12, 12 n, 8x n, 328.

I^aksana, 81 n, 249 n.
laksmi, 258.

Mulavirya, 176.
Mulasutra, 201 n.

labdhi, 75 n.
labdhitrasa, 21 n.
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lavall, 156, 223.

vicar a, 4 n, 85 n.

lasya, 125, 333, 376.

vicikitsa,

linga (of samyaktva), 26 n.

vitarka, 4 n.
vidya, 84, 173, 173 n, 175, 176 n.

lipta,

11 n.

80

n.

llnata, 27.

vidyadevl, 176 n.

lunthi, 49 n.
lokanali, 235, 313.

vidyacarana, 79 n.
vidyapinda, 10 n.

lobha, 2 n.

vidyavat, 84 n.
vinaya, 27, 81.

lobhapinda, 10 n.

vinipatika, 189 n.

lohitaksa, 367, 368.

vipakacintana, 4 n.

lokamadhyavasanika, 189

n.

vipula, 202, 202 a.

vipulamatijnana, 75 n.
viprudausadhi, 75 n.

Vansalaya, 176.
vajra, 49 n.

vajrarsabhanaraca, 85 n, 133.

vajrarsabhanaracasamhanana,

94

vibhaganispanna, 154 n.
vimana, 101, 101 n, 114.
visamavrtta, 253 n.

n.

375 n.

vajratunda, 219 n.
vajradamja, 219 n.

vistara,

vanlpaka, 10 n.
vandana, 81 n.

Vrksamula, 176,

varada, 211.

Veda, 344, 345*
vedaka, 205, 205 n.
vedanfya, 119 n.

varuda, 259 n.
varnapada, 253

vina, 375 n.

vrtteh sanksepana, 27.

n.

vartamanayoga, 17 n.
vardhamaaa, 113 n.
vardhamanaka, 202 n.
valgita,

vedya, 204, 205.
vaikurvikadeha, 76 n.
vaikriya, 118 n, 119 n, 260.

vaikriyalabdhi, 358.

241 n.

vas, 32 n.
vastuvadana, 122 n.
vahnimandala, 275, 275 n.

vaikriyasamudghata, 118.

vagbala, 76 n.

vyanjana, 375 n.
vyanjanadhatu, 375

vacika, 189 n.

vaiyavrtta, 27.

vaisakha, 245, 245 n.

*

vyutsarga, 27.

vatsalya, 259 n.
vadin, 84 n.
vapl, 135 n.

Sakti, 49 n.

vamana, 94 n.
vayu, 20 n, 21 n.
vayumandala, 275
vasaksepa, 210 m

Sanka, 80 n.
Sankita, 11 n.
n.

Sanku, 49 n.

Sankuka, 176,

vasantl, 157.

Sama, 26, 81 n, 205.

vikalaksa, 20 n.

Sami, 98, 145, 372 .

vigama, 209.

Sayanasamputa, 47 n.
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sarabha, 238, 238

303 3 I5
.

»

n, 276, 287, 289,

Sadan§a, 234 n,
sa<Jasra,

368.

234

n.

Sarlra, 20 n, 21 n.

sadjagrama, 50 n.

sallaki, 217.

sastba, 70 n.

sakim, 322 n.
sakinlmantra, 322.
Sakta, 43

samyama, 24

n, 25 n.
samyojana, 11 a.

Sastra, 159, 274, 309, 314.
siksavrata, 12 n., 26, 207.

samlekhana, 70, 85, 85 n, 357.
samvega, 26, 81 n, 205.
samvyanadana, 321 n.

§ilpa,

152 n.
§iva§n, 1 n.

samsara, 128, 200, 341.
samstavapinda, 10 n.

§istabbasa, 393 n.
sisya, 83 n.

samsthanacintana, 4
samhrta,
n.

£italesya, 76 n.

sanklesa, 22 n.

Sal, 377>

377

n.

n.

n

sila, 19.

sangba, 83 n.

silavrata, 344 a.

sanjnin, 20 a, 21 n, 22,

sHanga, 23 n.
sukladhyana, 3 n., 4
subhadhyana, 27.
susrusa, 26 n.

satya, 24 n.
n.,

46 n.

sentita, 155 n.

sephali, 267, 267 n.

saiksaka, 83 n.
sailesl,

4

193. 265,

n.

sailesldhyana, 336, 367.
n.

§rf, 1, 1 a, 86, 237, 239, 248, 271,

272, 294, 296, 299, 322, 324, 373?
375§rldamagan<ja, 129, 129 n.
srlvatsa, 113 n, 134,

311,

335. 337»

135, 135 n,

(5), 12 n, 23 n, 132.
samudgbata, 118 n, 119 n.
sambadba, 263, 263 n.

samiti

sambbinnasrotas, 75 n.
sammurcbin, 21 n.
samyakcaritra, 25 n.

136, 367srivalli, 366,

269,

345. 356.

samavrtta, 253 n.
samadbi, 46 n.

sauca, 24 n,

syama, 166

sanirbara, 83 n.

Saptabhangi 2 n.
samacaturasrasamstbana 94 n.
samaya, 204, 205 ru
samartbab padavidbib, 236 n.
samavasarana, 6 n, 73, 176, 190,

366 n.

sruta, 109 n.
srutakevalin, 18.
srutajfiana, 4 a, 201.
sruti, 375 n.

samyaktva, 202 n, 203 n.
samyaksraddhana (° darsana), 202.
samyagjnana, 25 n, 201.
samyagdar§ana, 25 n.
sayamkarane, 83 n.

slesmataka, 355.
§loka, 121, 121 n, 371.
§vapakis, 176,

saxiti,

§vasoccbvasa, 20 n*

sarvavirati, 25.

sarana, 236.
sarat, 236.

236.
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sarvausadhi, 75 n.

sut, 309.

sagara, 93, 347,

sunrta, 206.

sata, 23 n.

sevarta, 94 n.
skandhaka, 121, 122

sattvika, 189 n.

stupa, 365, 369, 377 n.

sadi, 94 n.
sadharmika, 83 n.
sadharana, 20 n, 22.

strllaksana, 249 n.
sthavira, 80, 83 n.

sthana, 84.

sadhu, 209, 336, 341, 342, 345.
sadhupratima, 12 n.

sthapana, 1 n.

sagaropama, 71, 71

n, 347.

n.

sthanaka, 80.

samayika, 81 n.

sthapanakarmika, 9 n.
sthala, 385, 385 n.
sthavara, 19, 20 n, 21 n.

samayikavrata, 208.

sthairya, 80 n.

samayikasutra, 268.

snataka, 76 n.

sadhv^ 209, 336.
samacarl, 81 n.

sarasa,

90

snigdharuksa, 132 a.

n.

sasvadana, 204.

snehaprota, 271 n.

sitadhyana, 3 n.
siddha, 84 n, 173, 205 n, 361, 362,

Syadvada, 2

syad, 201.
n, 4.

svayamvara, 172, 251, 345

37*> 379siddhanta, 286.

135 n, 136,
141, 141 n, 150, 190, 256, 258,

siddhigati, 128 n.

sinduvara, 157, 354, 354 n.
simisimas, 359,

335-

svadya,

g.

slvaka, 259 n.
Sucitranga, 95.

svadhyaya, 27,

sutra, 267.

Hansa, 28

Sutra (scripture), 201 n.
supakara, 258 n.

harita, 166 n.

n, 65, 100, 133,

328, 334? 363*

supari, 178.

kala, 49 n.

suvarna, 234, 234 n.
suvarnakara, 258 n.

halllsaka, 125.

Susamaduhsama, 93, 152
Susamasusama, 152 n.

n.

svastika, 3:13 n, 134,

n.

hakara, 97, 97 n, 99, 148.
hara, 229 n.
hinsa, 3 n.

susama, 93.
suksma, 20 n, 21.

hiranya, 162 n.

suksmakriya, 360.

hiyamanaka, 201

hiranyasvarna, 129 n.
n.

n.

suksmakriyapratipati, 4 n.

hutuja, 94

suksmasamparaya, 187.

hetuvada, 3 n, 4 n.

133

n,
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Jain Conference.

Plate

II

The Lanchanas of the Twenty-four TirthanReproduced from Der Jainigmus.
karas.
By courtesy of the author, H. von
Glasenapp. They are as follows:
bull, 2. elephant, 3. horse, 4. monI.
key,
8.

II.

5.

curlew,

moon,

red lotus,

6.

rhinoceros,

7. svastika,

(makara), 10. srlvatsa,

fish

9.

12.

buffalo,

boar,

13.

14. falcon, 15. vajra, 16. deer, 17. goat,
18.

nandyavarta, 19. water-jar, 20.
blue lotus, 22. conch, 23.

toise, 21.

torser-

pent, 24. lion.
Plate III

The Fourteen Dreams of Rsabha’s Mother.
Photograph by Miss E. F. Austin of
"dreams” belonging to Kalyan Parsvanath Temple, Baroda.
1.

5.
9.

bull,

2.

elephant,

lion,

3.

4.

Sr!,

wreath, 6. moon, 7. sun, 8. flag,
water- jar, 10. lotus-pond, 11. ocean of

milk, 12. palace (or aerial car), 13. heap
of jewels, 14. smokeless fire.

Plate

IV

The Eight Auspicious Things. Photograph
by Miss E. F. Austin of a Jain scroll in

By
the Oriental Institute of Baroda.
courtesy of the Director, Dr. B. Bhattacharyya.
1.
4.
7.

mirror,

2.

water-jar,

§rivatsa,
5.

powder-flask,

8.

two

3.

nandyavarta,

fish,

svastika.

6.

throne,
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GAEKWAD’S ORIENTAL SERIES
and original works of Oriental
Literature, edited by competent scholars, and published
by the Oriental Institute, Baroda

Critical editions of unprinted

BOOKS PUBLISHED

I.

Rs. A.
1.

kavyamimamsa

a work on poetics, by Rajasekhara
(880-920 AJD.) edited by C. D. Dalai and R. Anantakrishna Sastry, 1916. Reissue, 1924
.
..
:

:

.

This booh has been

2-4

a text-book by several Universities including

set as

Benares Bombay , and Patna Universities
,

2.

Naranarayanananda

: a poem on the Pauranic story of
Arjuna and Krsna’s rambles on Mount Gimar, by Vastupala, Minister of King Viradhavala of Dholka, composed between Samvat 1277 and 1287, i.e. A.D. 1221
and 1231 edited by C. D. Dalai and R. Anantakrishna
}

:

Sastry, 1916
3.

.

.

Tarkasangraha

.

Out of print.

. .

.

a work on Philosophy (refutation of
Vaisesika theory of atomic creation) by Anandajnana
or Anandagiri, the famous commentators on Sabkaracarya’s Bhasyas, who flourished in the latter half of
. .
the 13th century edited by T. M. Tripathi, 1917
:

:

4.

Parthaparakrama

5.

Rastraudhavamsa

2-0

:
a drama describing Arjuna’s recovery of the cows of King Virata, by Prahladanadeva,
the founder of Palanpur and the younger brother of
the Paramara king of Chandravati (a state in Marwar),
and a feudatory of the kings of Guzerat, who was a
Yuvaraja in Samvat 1220 or A.D. 1164: edited by
..0-6
..
..
C. D. Dalai, 1917

:

an

historical

poem (Mahakavya)

describing the history of the Bagulas of Mayuragiri,
from Rastraudha, king of Kanauj and the originator
of the dynasty, to Narayana Shah of Mayuragiri by
Rudra Kavi, composed in S'aka 1518 or A.D. 1596:
edited by Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya with Intro-

duction by C. D. Dalai, 1917
6.

Linganusasana
between the
first

:

7.

quarter of

scribing the

.

.

.

.

on Grammar, by Vamana, who lived
century and the
the 9th century: edited by C. D.

1-12

last quarter of the 8th

Dalai, 1918

Vasantavilrsa

. .

..

..
:

an

life

historical

of

..0-8

..

poem (Mahakavya)

Vastupala

and the

dehistory of

::

Rs. A.

Modheraka

or
by Balaohandrasuri (from
Kadi Prant, Baroda State), contemporary
of Vastupala, composed after his death for his son in
Samvat 1296 (A.D. 1240) edited by C, D. Dalai, 1917
Rupakasatkam six dramas by Vatsaraja, minister of
Paramardideva of Kalinjara, who lived between the
2nd half of the 12th and the 1st quarter of 13th cen.
tury edited by C. D. Dalai, 1918
an allegorical drama describing the
Mohaparajaya
overcoming of King Moha (Temptation), or the conversion of Kumarapala, the Chalukya King of Guzerat,
to Jainism, by Yasahpala, an officer of Bang Ajayadeva, son of Kumarapala, who reigned from A.D. 1229
to 1232 edited by Muni Chaturvijayaji with Introduce
tion and Appendices by C. D. Dalai, 1918
Hammiramadamardana a drama glorifying the two
brothers, Vastupala and Tejahpala, and their King Vlradhavala of Dholka, by Jayasimhasuri, pupil of Vlrasuri, and an Acarya of the temple of Munisuvrata
at Broach, composed between Samvat 1276 and 1286
or A.D. 1220 and 1239 edited by C. D. Dalai, 1920
Udayasundarikatha a romance (Campu, in prose and
poetry) by Soddhala, a contemporary of and patronised
by the three brothers, Chchittaraja, Nagarjuna, and
Mummuniraja, successive rulers of Konkan, composed
between A.D. 1026 and 1050 edited by C. D. Dalai
and Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya, 1920
Guzerat,

Modhera

in

:

8.

:

.

:

9.

1-8

.

.

2-4

.

2-0

:

:

.

10.

:

:

11.

2-0

:

:

. .

12.

Mahavidyavidambana a work on Nyaya Philosophy,
by Bhatta Vadindra who lived about A.D. 1210 to

13.

Pracinagurjarakavysahgraha : a colleeton of old
Guzerati poems dating from 12th to 15th centuries
A.D. edited by C. D. Dalai, 1920

1274

:

edited

by M. R. Telang, 1920

:

14.

. .

. .

.

.

.

.

Kumarapalapratibodha : a biographical work in
Prakrta, by Somaprabhacharya, composed in Samvat
1241 or A.D. 1195 edited by Muni Jinavijayaji, 1920
Ganakarika a work on Philosophy (Pasupata School)
by Bhasarvajna who lived in the 2nd half of the 10th
century edited by C. D. Dalai, 1921
:

15.

2-4

:

2-8

2-4

7-8

:

:

.

.

.

1-4

. •

2-0

.

16.

Sahgftamakaranda a work on Music by Narada
edited by M. R. Telang, 1920

17.

Kavlndracarya List

18.

Varahagirhyasutra : Vedic ritual (domestic) of
Yajurveda edited by Dr. R. Shamasastry, 1920

19.

Lekhapaddhati

:

. .

, .

Sanskrit works in the
collection of Kavlndracarya, a Benares Pandit (1656
A.D.) : edited by R. Anantakrishna Shastry, with a
foreword by Dr. Ganganatha Jha, 1921
.
.
:

list

of

.

:

.

.

.

a collection of models of state and private documents, dating from 8th to 15th centuries A.D.
:

0-12

the

0-10

3

Rs. A.
edited

1925
20.

by

D.

C.

and

Dalai
..

..

G.

K. Shrigondekar,

..

*.2-0

..

Bhavisayattakaha or Pancamlkaha a romance in
Apabhramsa language by Dhanapala (circa 12th century) edited by C. D. Dalai and Dr. P. D. Gune, 1923
A Descriptive Catalogue of the Palm-leaf and Important Paper MSS. in the Bhandars at Jessalmere, compiled by C. D. Dalai and edited by Pandit
:

:

21.

6-0

e

L. B. Gandhi, 1923
22.

. .

. .

.

.

3-4

Parasuramakalpasutra a work on Tantra, with commentary by Ramesvara
edited by A. Mahadeva
:

:

Sastry, B.A., 1923
23.

Nityotsava

:

. .

.

.

Cloth copies.

a supplement to the Parasuramakalpasutra

by Umanandanatha

edited by A. Mahadeva Sastry,
B.A., 1923. Second revised edition by Swami Tirvikrama Tirtha, 1930
.
.
. .
:

.

24.

8-8

.

5-0

Tantrarahasya
a work on the Prabhakara School
of PurvamXmamsa by Ramanujacarya edited by Dr.
:

:

R. Shamasastry, 1923
25.

32.

Samarangana

:

a

. .

work on

.

. *

.

architecture,

1-8

town-

planning, and engineering, by king Bhoja of Dhara
(11th century) : edited by Mahamahopadhyaya T.
. .
Ganapati Shastri, Ph.D., 2 vols., 1924-1925

Sadhanamala : a Buddhist Tantric text of rituals,
dated 1165 A.D., consisting of 312 small works, composed by distinguished writers: edited by Benoytosh
Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 2 vols., 1*925-1928
A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Gentral
Library, Baroda Vol. 1 (Veda, Vedalaksana, and
Upanisads), compiled by G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A., and
K. S. Ramaswami Shasfcri, with a Preface by
B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1925

10-0

26. 41.

.

14-0

• •

b-0

.

27.

:

. •

28.

Manasollasa or Abhilasitarthacintamapi an encyclopaedic work treating of one hundred different topics
:

connected with the Royal household and the Royal
court by Somesvaradeva, a Chalukya king of the 12th
century edited by G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A., 3 vols.,
:

2-12
..
1,1925
of
pupil
Ramachandrasuri,
29.
Nalavilasa : a drama by
Hemachandrasuri, describing the Pauranika story of
Nala and DamayantI edited by G. K. Shrigondekar,
2-4
M. A., and L. B. Gandhi, 1926
30,31. Tattvasangraha : a Buddhist philosophical work
vol.

:

. *

. .

of the 8th century by Santaraksita, a Professor at
Nalanda with Panjika (commentary) by his disciple
KamalaMa, also a Professor at Nalanda edited by
Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya with a Foreword in
English by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 2 vols.,
:

1 026

••

*

••

• •

••

24-0

::

Rs. A.
33,34.

Mirat-i-Ahmadif By Ali Mahammad Khan, the
edited in the original
last Moghul Dewan of Gujarat
Persian by Syed Nawabali, M.A., Professor of Persian,
:

Baroda
35.

College, 2 vols.,

1926-1928

.

.

.

.

19-8

Manavagrhyasutra : a work on Yedie ritual (domestic)
of the Yajurveda with the Bhasya of Astavakra
edited with an introduction in Sanskrit by Pandit
Ramakrishna Harshaji Sastri, with a Preface by Prof.
..
..
..
B. C. Lele, 1926

..5-0

36.

of Bharata with the commentary of
Natyasastra
Abhinavagupta of Kashmir edited by M. Ramakrishna
.
Kavi, M.A., 4 vols., vol. I, illustrated, 1926
:

:

.

37.

Apabhramsakavyatrayl

38.

Nyayapravesa, Part I (Sanskrit Text)

consisting of three works,*
:
the Carcarl, Upadesarasayana, and Kalasvarupakulaka,
by Jinadatta Suri (12th century) with commentaries
edited with an elaborate introduction in Sanskrit by
. .
.
L. B. Gandhi, 1927
.
.

.

6-0

4-0

on Buddhist
Logic of Dinnaga, with commentaries of Haribhadra
Suri and Parsvadeva edited by Principal A. B. Dhruva,
M. A., LL.B., Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Hindu University,
:

:

Benares
39.

. .

.

. .

.

Nyayapravesa, Part II (Tibetan Text)

.

.

introduction, notes, appendices, etc., by Pandit Vidhusekhara Bhattaeharyya, Principal, Vidyabhavana, Visvabharati, 1927
. .
. .
.
. .
.

40.

1-8

Advayavajrasah£raha
consisting of twenty short
works on Buddhist philosophy by Advayavajra, a Bud:

dhist savant belonging to the 11th century A.D.,
edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Haraprasad Sastri,
M.A., C.I.E., Hon. D..Litt., 1927
. .
. .
42.

4-0

edited with

:

2-0

Kalpadrukosa : standard work on Sanskrit Lexicography by Kesava edited with an elaborate introduction and indexes by Pandit Ramavatara Sarma,
Sahityacharya, M.A., of Patna. In two volumes, vol.
:

1,1928
43.

..

Mirat-i-Ahmadi

..

Supplement

..
:

by

..

HR)

Muhammad

Ali

Khan.

Translated into English from the original
Persian by Mr. C. N. Seddon, I.C.S. {retired ), and Prof.
Syed Nawab Ali, M.A. Corrected reissue, 1928
.
.

44.

Two

Vajrayana Works comprising Prajnopayavinisca,yasiddhi of Anangavajra and Jhanasiddhi of Indrabhuti two important works belonging to the little
known Tantra school of Buddhism (8th century
A.D.) edited by B. Bhattaeharyya, Ph.D., 1929
. •

6-8

:

—
:

45.

3-0

Bhavaprakasana of Saradatanaya, a comprehensive
work on Dramaturgy and Rasa, belonging to
A.D. 1175-1250
edited by His Holiness Yadugiri
Yatiraja Swami, Melkot, and K. S Ramaswami Sastri,
:

;

Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1929

.

.

7-0

:

5
Rs. A.
46.

Ramacarita

Abhinanda, Court poet of Haravarsa
(cir. 9th. century A.D.)
edited by K. S. Ramaswami
Sastri, 1929
:

of

-

:

.

47.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

to the glorification of Nanjaraja, son of Vlrabhupa of
Mysore edited by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya, 1930
:

48.

7-8

Nanjarajayasobhusana by Nrsimhakavi alias Abhinava Kalidasa, a work on Sanskrit Poetics and relates

Natyadarpapa

5-0

on dramaturgy by Ramacandra Suri
with his own commentary edited by Pandit L. B.
Gandhi and G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A. In two volumes,
:

:

vol. I,

49.

1929

.

.

.

.

.

.

4-8

Buddhist Texts on Logic from
Chinese Sources containing the English translation
of featasastra of Aryadeva, Tibetan text and English
translation of Vigraha-vyavartani of Nagarjuna and the
re-translation into Sanskrit from Chinese of Upayahrdaya and Tarhasastra : edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci,

Pre-Dinnaga
,

:

1930
50.

.

.

..

..9-0

..

..

Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement

:

text giving

Persian

an account of Guzerat by Ali Muhammad Khan
by Syed Kawab Ali, M.A., Principal, Bahaud-

edited

din College, Junagadh, 1930
51.

.

.

.

.

.

6-0

of

(Adlsvaracaritra), illustrated, 1931
52.

.

Hemacandra, translated" into English with copious notes by Dr. Helen
M. Johnson of Pennsylvania University, U.S.A.
Vol. I

Trisastisalakapurusacaritra:

..

..

15-0

Dandaviveka

:
a comprehensive Penal Code of the
ancient Hindus by Vardhamana of Ihe 15th century
A.D. edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Kamala Krsna
Smrtitirtha, 1931
. .
.
. .
:

.

.

.

8-8

53.

Tathagataguhyaka or Guhyasamaja

54.

Jayakhyasaxhhita

55.

Udbhatalankaravivrti
an
Udbhata’s Kavyalahkarasarasangraha generally attributed to Mukula Bhatta (10th century A.D.) edited by
Shortly
K. S. Ramaswami Sastri.

: the earliest and
the most authoritative work of the Tantra School of
Shortly*
edited by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D.
the Buddhists
:

an authoritative Pancaratra work
:
highly respected by the South Indian Vaisnavas:
edited by Pandit E. Krishnamacharyya of Vadtai, with
one illustration in nine colours, 1931
. .
.
.

:

ancient

commentary

12-0

on

:

II.
1.

2.

3.

BOOKS IK THE PRESS

Natyasastra: Vol. II edited by M. Ramakrishna Kavi.
Manasollasa or Abhilasitarthaclntamani, vol. II edited
by G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A.
A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental
Institute, Baroda, vol. II (S'rauta, Dharma, and
Grhya Sutras) compiled by the Library staff.

.

—

: "

Rs.
4.

A.

MSS.

In the Jain Bhandars at Pattan : edited from the notes of the late
Mr. C. D. Dalai, M.A by L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols.
Siddhantabindu : on Vedanta philosophy by Madhusudana Sarasvatl with commentary of Purusottama:
edited by P. C. Divanji, M.A., LL.M.
Portuguese Vocables in the Asiatic Languages
translated into English from Portuguese by Prof. A. X.
Soares, M.A., Baroda College, Baroda.
Ahsan-ul-Tawarikh s history of the Safvi Period of
Persian History, 15th and 16th centuries, by Ahsan
Ramul: edited by C. N. Seddon, I.C.S. (retired),
Reader in Persian and Marathi, University of Oxford.
Abhisamayalankaraloka : a lucid commentary on the
Pranjaparamita, a Buddhist philosophical work, by
Simhabhadra edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci.
Kalpadrukosa, Vol. II: indexes and vocabulary:

A

Descriptive Catalogue of
,

5.

6.

7.

8.

:

9.

by the late Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit
edited
Ramavatara Sarma Sahityacarya, M.A., of Patna.
10.

Padmananda Mahakavya:

giving the life history of
Tirthankara of the Jainas, by
Amarachandra Kavi of the 13th century: edited by
H. R. Kapadia, M.A.
Saktisangama Tantra: a voluminous compendium of
the Hindu Tantra comprising four books on Tara,
Sundari,
and Chhirmamasta
Kali,
edited
by
B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D.
Parananda Sutra: an ancient Tantrie work of the
Hindus in Sutra form giving details of many practices
and rites edited by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha.
Natyadarpana, Vol. II : introduction in Sanskrit giving
an account of the antiquity and usefulness of the
Indian drama, the different theories of Rasa, and an
examination of the problems raised by the text bv
L. B. Gandhi.
Sabdaratnasamuccaya : an interesting lexicon in Sanskrit by an anonymous author, compiled during the
reign of the Mahratta King Sahaji edited by Pandit
Vitthala Sastrl, Sanskrit Pathasala, Baroda.
Istasiddhi : on Vedanta philosophy by Vimuktatma,
disciple of Avyayatma, with the author’s own commentary: edited by M. Hiriyanna, M.A., Retired Professor
of Sanskrit, Maharaja’s College, Mysore.
Alamkaramahodadhi : a famous work on Sanskrit
Poetics composed by Narendraprabha Suri at the
request of Minister Vastupala in 1226 A.D. edited by
Lalchandra B. Gandhi of the Oriental Institute, Baroda.

Rsabhadeva, the

11.

first

:

12.

:

13.

:

14.

:

15.

16.

:

For further particulars please communicate
with
The Dibeotoe,
Oriental Institute Baroda
,
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THE GAEKWAD’S STUDIES IN RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY
1.

The Comparative Study

of Religions: [Contents:
the sources and nature of religious truth. II, supernatural beings, good and bad. Ill, the soul, its nature,
origin, and destiny.
IV, sin and suffering, salvation
and redemption. V, religious practices. VI, the emoI,

tional

attitude

and

religious

Widgery, M.A., 1922
2.

by Alban A.

:

.

.

.

.

15-0

The Philosophy and Theology of Averroes [Contents
I, a decisive discourse on the delineation of the relation
between religion and philosophy. I a, on the problem
of eternal knowledge which Averroes has mentioned in
his decisive discourse.
II, an exposition of the
methods of arguments concerning the doctrines of
:

:

the faith]
1921.
3.

ideals]
.

.

by Mohammad Jamil-ur-Rahman, M.A.,

:

(Cloth Rs. 5/-)

.

3-0

. .

.

Religious and Moral Teachings of A1 Ghazzali:
[Contents

and

:

I,

the nature of man.
Ill, pride

responsibility.

II,

human

and vanity.

freedom

IV, friend-

ship and sincerity. V, the nature of love and man’s
highest happiness. VI, the unity of God. VII, the
love of God and its signs. VIII, riza or joyous submission to His will]: translated by Syed Nawab Ali,

M.A., 1921
4.

.

Goods and Bads

. .

.

.

2-0

.

being the substance of a series of
talks and discussions with H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwad
of Baroda. [Contents introduction, I, Physical values.
:

:

II,

values.
Ill, aesthetic values.
IV,
V, religious value. VI, the good life, its

intellectual

moral value.

unity and attainment] by Alban G. Widgery, M.A.,
1920. (Library edition Rs. 5/-)
:

.

5.

. .

.

3-0

Immortality and other Essays [Contents I, philosophy and life. II, immortality. Ill, morality and
religion.
IV, Jesus and modem culture. V, the
:

:

psychology of Christian motive.

VI, free Catholicism

and non-Christian Religions.
VII, Nietzsche and
Tolstoi on Morality and Religion. VIII, Sir Oliver
Lodge on science and religion. IX, the value of confessions of faith.
X, the idea of resurrection. XI,
religion and beauty.
XII, religion and history.
XIII, principles of reform in religion] by Alban G.
:

Widgery, M.A., 1919.
6.

(Cloth Rs. 3/-)

. .

. .

Confutation of Atheism : a translation of the Hadis-i Halila or the tradition of the Myrobalan Fruit translated by Vali Mohammad Chhanganbhai Momin, 1918 . .

2-0

:

Conduct of Royal Servants

:

0-14

being a collection of verses

from the Viramitrodaya with their translations in
English, Gujarati, and Marathi by B. Bhattacharyya,
:

M.A.,

Ph J).

0-6

